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PREFACE

THE production of this book has been delayed by various
causes, which require particular notice on the occasion of

its appearance. It is well known that Sir Richard Jebb intended
ultimately to include the Fragments in his edition of Sophocles;
and in pursuance of this intention he delivered at Cambridge
in the Michaelmas Term of 1895 a course of lectures on 132
selected fragments. The Ajax, the last to be published of the
seven extant plays, appeared in the autumn of 1896; and it was
then anticipated that the publication of the Fragments would be
undertaken in due sequence. But the discovery of the Bacchy-
lides papyrus drew the editor's attention in another direction,
and, during the remainder of his life, the time which he could
spare from public duties was mainly devoted to the preparation
of a comprehensive edition of the Poems and Fragments of
Bacchylides, which was published by the Cambridge University
Press in 1905. Thus it fell out that, when after Sir Richard
Jebb's death the task of completing the edition of Sophocles
devolved upon Dr Walter Headlam, the material available for
his use consisted solely of the notes prepared for the lectures
already mentioned.

Once again misfortune attended the prosecution of the
scheme, in consequence of the premature death of Dr Headlam
before he was able to put into shape the preliminary labour
which for a number of months he had expended upon the text.
Towards the end of 1908 I was entrusted by the Syndics of the
University Press with the papers of both scholars, in. order that
the work so long deferred might be brought to a conclusion.
I will frankly admit that, though conscious of having assumed
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a serious burden, I did not at first adequately realize either the
magnitude or the difficulty of the task.

I am afraid that, after these preliminary remarks, readers
will be disappointed to find how small a share in the contents
of these volumes has been contributed by my predecessors.
Headlam, according to his wont, set to work thoroughly to
explore the ground which he was preparing to develop, but he
left very little evidence of the results at which he had arrived,
and hardly anything in such a shape as could be adapted readily
for publication. Yet even the adversaria of so eminent a scholar
are of considerable interest, and not a few instances will be found
where his insight has pointed out the way leading to the solution
of a puzzling problem. Jebb's notes were of an entirely different
character. Although well fitted to introduce to an undergraduate
audience the salient features of some of the most interesting
fragments, they were obviously unsuitable for reproduction as
containing the matured judgement of their author upon the
critical and exegetical questions which these fragments raise.
They were chiefly the record of first impressions drawn up with
the skill and taste which we have learnt to expect from such a
source, but made without much exercise of independent research,
or a full recognition of the departmental literature bearing upon
the subject, so far as it was at that time accessible. To have
printed any considerable portion of these notes would have been
both misleading and unfair. Indeed, I am doubtful if I have not
gone too far in including so much as will be found below; and
it is with the greatest reluctance that I have in several cases
quoted Jebb's notes, where I felt bound to argue in favour of a
different conclusion. But my guiding principle has been this.
The obscurity of the text of these fragments is so great, and so
little has been done to dispel it, that we can only hope to arrive
at the truth by a patient sifting of the clues suggested by com-
petent authorities ; and an editor may often best recommend the
solution which he considers probable by canvassing the views of
other workers in the same field. Anyhow by this method the
reader is the better enabled to form his own judgement on the
issues submitted to him : securus iudicat orbis terrarum.

It will now be apparent that not only the responsibility for
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everything that appears in these volumes is entirely my own,
but also the bulk of the commentary itself1. I must therefore
explain the lines upon which I have worked. The general plan,
modified only so far as was required by difference of subject-
matter, was prescribed by the character of the earlier volumes,
and, although my predecessors had not advanced far in the
appointed track, they had at least made it plain that the chief
feature of the book should be a thorough and searching exegesis.
Translation was less essential than in the complete plays and
often impossible; but in some of the longer fragments I am
fortunate in being able to quote renderings made by Jebb and
Headlam. In the elucidation of fragmentary and corrupt texts
criticism and interpretation are complementary of each other.
I have therefore endeavoured to present the critical data in as
accurate a form as possible, taking Nauck's edition as my basis,
and verifying, supplementing, and correcting its results so far as
my opportunities permitted. It has not been possible for me to
obtain unpublished information concerning the readings of the
MSS of authors which have not been edited in accordance with
the requirements of modern criticism ; but I have endeavoured
to make myself acquainted with published results, although
I cannot feel confident of having surveyed every part of so
wide a field. In this respect not much has been done since the
appearance of Nauck's second edition. It is true that editions
of Stobaeus and Plutarch's Moralia, two of our most important
sources, have been completed by Hense and Bernardakis. But
Hense's results had been already communicated to Nauck, and
the character of Bernardakis's edition is such that it is almost
entirely useless for the present purpose. Our knowledge of the
most important scholia is still imperfect, although progress has
been made, especially in regard to Aristophanes and Pindar.
Wendel's edition of the scholia to Theocritus appeared while
this book was passing through the press. Much might be learnt
from a critical edition of Eustathius, which is scarcely to be
expected at present. But the lexicographers are the most

1 The letters J. and H. have been attached to the notes of Jebb and Headlam
now first printed, and their full names are retained in references to their published
writings.
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promising field of all, and, though a good deal of work has
been done in sifting their records, very little of it has seen the
light. Bethe's Pollux and de Stefani's Etymologicum Gudianum
are both incomplete. Here too the recovery of fresh material
from unedited sources which may be still preserved in the libraries
of Europe has been shown to be more than a possibility by the
labours of Reitzenstein, Rabe, and others.

The actual increase of material that has accrued in the last
twenty-five years is not completely measured by the fact that
this edition contains almost exactly ioo more fragments than
were published by Nauck. A considerable proportion of the
accession comes from the recently discovered commencement
of Photius, published by Reitzenstein in 1907. But the most
important addition of all was of course the fragments of the
Ichneutae and Eurypylus contained in the ninth volume of the
Oxyrhynchus Papyri. The discovery was made at a time when
the greater part of the present commentary was written, and
I am glad to be able now to express my thanks to Prof. A. S. Hunt,
who was kind enough to allow me to inspect the sheets of the
new fragments before publication, and has more than once replied
to my queries concerning the actual readings of the MS in
doubtful cases. I must also acknowledge my indebtedness to
the Committee of the Egypt Exploration Fund and the Delegates
of the Clarendon Press for permission to include the Oxyrhynchus
fragments in the pages of this edition.

In the General Introduction I have endeavoured to describe
the literary history of Sophoclean tragedy, to estimate the extent
and variety of its activity, to discover the vestiges of the material
with which it worked, and to show how its monuments were
transmitted to posterity until they passed into oblivion and how
finally its scanty relics were preserved for the instruction of our
own times. In this way I have tried to answer the questions,
why the majority of the plays were lost, and by what means
their fragments, survived. It will be evident that the third
section follows in the main the lines which have been sketched
in various writings by Prof, von Wilamowitz-MoellendorfT. In
dealing with the sources of our existing fragments I have entered
at some length into the history of Greek philological literature
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during the Roman and Byzantine ages, confining myself par-
ticularly to its connexion with the study of Sophocles. This is
an arid region ; yet I am convinced that those who make them-
selves acquainted with its chief features will return not only with
a clearer understanding of the limits within which the criticism
of the Greek poets must proceed, but also with a deeper respect
for the honest labours of generations of workers who struggled
against the forces of barbarism to keep alive the purity of the
classic speech. So much misconception prevails as to the signi-
ficance of quotations made by these writers that no apology is
needed for the space which has been devoted to them. The
only work of reference in English which touches this branch of
literature is Sir J. E. Sandys's History of Classical Scholarship.

Shortly after the printing had commenced, it was decided to
take advantage of the occasion by the preparation of a compre-
hensive index to the whole of the ten volumes. For this purpose
Prof. Jebb's seven volumes have been carefully re-read, the old
indexes have been consolidated, corrected, and considerably
enlarged, and the entries so collected have been incorporated
with those relating to the three volumes of Fragments. The
work was at first undertaken by Mr G. V. Carey of Gonville and
Caius College, who re-indexed the Ajax and Antigone; but, when
he obtained a commission in the Army on the outbreak of the
European War, the responsibility for the remaining portions
passed into my hands. It is hoped that the new indexes will
be of service to students not only as a better means of access to
the information which the volumes contain, but also as a register
of Sophoclean usage for anyone who may attempt further re-
searches in the sphere of tragic vocabulary and grammar. At
the same time their users should be warned that they do not
pretend to be anything more than a record of the material
comprised in the commentaries ; for an attempt to provide by
this means a complete digest of the language would have in-
volved an enormous addition to a labour which was already
sufficiently arduous.

I have elsewhere discussed and tabulated the researches of
those modern scholars who since the close of the eighteenth
century have laboured directly on the fragments of Sophocles,

« 5
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and it is unnecessary to repeat here the nature of my obligations
to them. Most of this literature is scattered in various periodicals
or contained in dissertations which are even more difficult of access.
In this connexion my thanks are due to Prof. R. Reitzenstein of
Freiburg for supplying me with information respecting the con-
tents of one of his dissertations which I had been unable to
procure. Nor must I forget to mention the singular kindness of
the late Dr Siegfried Mekler of Vienna, the editor of Dindorf s
Sophocles in the Teubner series, who, hearing that I was engaged
on this work, sent me a number of notes bearing on various
points of difficulty. This will explain the occasional references
to Mekler's unpublished views. Dr J. B. Pearson and.Mr R. D.
Hicks have kindly permitted me to print extracts from certain
notes formerly communicated to Prof. Jebb in reference to
frs. yy6 and 1128. Notwithstanding the considerable output
of labour directed to the criticism of the fragments, the attention
which they have received is scanty in comparison with the
mass of comment which has accumulated upon the extant
plays. Hence I have been often compelled to rely largely on
my own resources. This is, in fact, the first systematic effort that
has been made to put together a continuous commentary, though
I have the best of reasons for knowing that its imperfections
are not due to that cause alone. I must warn readers that the
printing of the book was seriously delayed by the stress of
recent events and that it went to the press at the beginning of
1913. Everyone knows the difficulties and inconsistencies that
are apt to occur in such cases, and that they cannot be satis-
factorily cured by the list of corrigenda.

I desire to acknowledge the generous support which I have
throughout received from the Syndics of the Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, although the work has grown to a size which neither
they nor I contemplated at the time of its inception.

A. C. P.

February, 1916.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

| i. The number of the plays.

T H E anonymous Life of Sophocles1 records on the authority External
of Aristophanes of Byzantium that 1302 plays were attributed3 evi ence'
to Sophocles, but that 17 of these were spurious. The state-
ment is entitled to credit, as coming from Aristophanes; and it
has been referred with high probability to his work entitled TT/JO?

TOVS KaXXifjLd%ov TTLvaKas4. Not much is known of the book in
question, but it may be taken to have contained corrections and
enlargements of the well-known Trivaices of Callimachus, which
was not merely a catalogue of the books contained in the
Alexandrian library, but included biographical details concern-
ing the various authors, and in the case of the Attic drama the
dates of the production of the several plays, as well as other
points of interest drawn from the hihacncakiaL of Aristotle5.

Suidas, however, reports that Sophocles produced 123 plays,
and according to some authorities considerably more. This
information may be reconciled with the Life in two ways, i.e.
by the adoption either of Boeckh's6 correction of Suidas, which
makes the total 113 (pty' in place of p/cy'), or of Bergk's7

1 xi p . liv Bl. ^%et ^ 8p&[jLaTa, el's (prjcnv 'ApiarocpdvTjs, enaTov rpiaKOPra, TOVTWV 8e

vevodevrai 5e/cae7rrct.
2 pA' cod. A. Other MSS give pd', which is the vulgate. There was clearly a

confusion of the uncials A and A, and the evidence of Suidas indicates that the number
intended was 130 rather than 104.

3 £%ei implies a reference to an established authority. The vulg. ^ypaxpe should be
rejected.

4 By Dindorf and others. For the work itself see Susemihl, Al. Lit. I 392, 443;
Nauck, Ar. Byz. p. 243 ff.

5 See schol. Ar. Nub.-^i', Susemihl, I 327 ff.; O. Schneider, Callim. 11 306.
6 Tr. Gr. princ. p. n o .
7 In the Preface to his text of Sophocles (1858), p. xxxix.
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substitution of 7 for 17 (£" for t£") in the Life. The latter
proposal is palaeographically the easier, and the number 123
agrees better than 113 with the remaining data, as will presently
appear.

Number of The number of his victories is also variously recorded.
victories

According to Suidas, they were twenty-four; according to the
Life, which followed the authority of Caristius of Pergamum1,
twenty; and, according to Diodorus, only2 eighteen. The last-
mentioned statement is now confirmed by the evidence of a
recently discovered inscription3. Further, we are informed by
the Life4 that, in addition to the twenty victories, he several
times gained the second prize, but never the third. Cratinus5

intimates that on one occasion at least Sophocles was refused a
chorus altogether; but, even if the statement is literally correct,
it is impossible to determine whether the plays written for that
occasion were or were not included in the total number assigned
to Sophocles by Aristophanes. It is conceivable, though not
very probable, that the number of victories recorded by Suidas
included occasions on which Sophocles received the second
prize6. Others have thought that the inclusion of Lenaean
victories is the cause of the discrepancy; and a parallel has
been found in the case of Cratinus, who, though credited with
only three victories at the Lenaea in the inscription already
quoted, reaches the total attributed to him by Suidas by means
of six others gained at the City festival7. This view is sufficiently
plausible, and it would perhaps be unnecessary to look further,
if it were not for the comparative unimportance of the Lenaea

1 He belongs to the second century B.C. The reference is to his treatise Trepi
dLdatTKaXtuiv (Athen. 235 E : FHG IV 359).

2 13- I O 3-
s CIA 11 977 a, where [So0o]/cX^s AFIII was restored by Bergk {Rh. Mus.

xxxiv 298).
4 v p. li Blaydes.
5 fr. 15 (1 16 K.).
6 Cf. the use of VIKOLV in the fifth Argument to the Nubes (Arist. fr. 621 Rose).
7 The explanation was first put forward by Bergk in Rh. Mus. xxxiv 298. It is

accepted by Haigh, Attic Theatre*, pp. 28, 46; but by a curious slip the number of
the victories won by Cratinus at the two festivals is inverted. The text is thus at
variance with the inscriptions quoted on pp. 363, 364. See also Wilhelm, Urkunden,
p. 106.
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in the history of tragedy1. At the same time, where numerals
are concerned, we must not neglect their constant liability to
suffer corruption2. However this may be, eighteen victories at
the City Dionysia, where tetralogies were always produced,
involved the performance of seventy-two plays. Of the remain-
ing fifty-one in the Alexandrian list, it is reasonable to suppose,
even when we bear in mind Sophocles' extraordinary popularity,
that at least nine tetralogies—if not more—consisted of plays
which obtained the second prize. The calculation leaves little
room for exhibition at the Lenaea, so that, if performances at
that festival are used to account for the twenty-four victories
mentioned by Sufdas, it would follow that the titles of many
of the plays which Sophocles produced were unknown to the
Alexandrians.

Objection has been taken3 to the number 123 on the ground
that it cannot be divided into tetralogies. But several explana-
tions are possible. Thus, since the evidence concerning the
Lenaea seems to establish the fact that tragedies were produced
in groups of three rather than of four, the inclusion of such
plays might account for the odd number. Or, again, since we
know that the Oedipus Coloneus was not produced until after
the death of its author, it is possible, as Dindorf suggested4,
that he left only three plays ready to be included in his thirty-
first tetralogy, and that Sophocles the younger added the fourth.
Further, it is almost certain that the Archelaus and Andromache
of Euripides5 were not included in the official lists of tetralogies
{hthacncakiaL); and it is quite possible that similar exceptions
were known to exist among the authentic works of Sophocles.

1 For the fifth century we have no evidence except the record of Agathon's victory
(Athen. 217 A: cf. Plat. Symp. 173 A), and the inscription relating to 419 and 418
{CIA II 972). From the latter it is inferred that each poet submitted three plays.
The Lenaea was perhaps reserved for inexperienced or mediocre playwrights (Haigh,
op. cit. p. 28).

2 Bergk thought that K in the Life might be an error for K3'.
3 See Christ-Schmid, Gr. Litteraturgesch.6 p. 315s, where the statement of Aristo-

phanes is now accepted.
4 ed. i860, p. xxxv.
5 Vit. Eur. p. 4 Dind.; schol. Eur. Andr. 445. The latter passage has occasioned

much curious speculation, which need not detain us here.
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Early loss
of plays.

Numbers
assigned
to certain
plays.

In the next place, it will be observed that, whereas in the
case of Euripides we have a definite statement that 78 plays out
of a total number of 92 were extant at Alexandria1, no similar
information is available in relation to Sophocles. Yet the
general probabilities of the case, as well as the analogy of
the history of the other tragedians, forbid us to believe that
Aristophanes had access to copies of all the plays whose titles
were taken into account in his calculation of the total. The
conclusion is assisted by the fact that losses of certain dramas
are actually recorded in some of the extant Arguments2. Elmsley
has shown3 that satyr-plays in particular often failed to survive,
so that their existence was only known from their appearance
in the BiBaa-KaXiai: whether his criticism is applicable to the
Sophoclean tradition will be considered later.

A further question arises in regard to the puzzling statement
in the Argument to the Antigone, that the play is reckoned as
the thirty-second4. The figures recorded for the Alcestis, the
Aves, the Dionysalexandros of Cratinus, and the Imbrians of
Menander, 17, 35, 8 and some figure between 71 and 79 re-
spectively, require examination in the same connexion5; but
for the present purpose we must confine ourselves to the
Antigone. The extant Aeschylean catalogue suggests that the
figure might refer to the alphabetical order, and some critics
have inclined to this view6. Inasmuch, however, as some twenty-
three titles beginning with A are known, in order to satisfy an
alphabetical arrangement we should be obliged to assume that
at least nine others were lost, and to place the Antigone last in

1 For an elucidation of the tradition see Dieterich in Pauly-Wissowa VI 1247.
2 See Ihe Arguments to the Medea, the Phoenissae, and the Acharnians.
3 On Eur. Med.2 p. 239.
4 See Jebb's Introduction, § 22. P'or XeAe/crat as indicating a reference to a cata-

logue see Wilamowitz, Anal. Eur. p. 133.
5 There is a discussion of the whole subject by R. C. Flickinger in Class. Phil.

v 1-18. But the data have since been enlarged by the publication of Oxyr. Pap. 1235
(x p. 81 ff.), containing Arguments of Menander's plays. From this it appears that
the Imbrians was numbered ej35ofjLrjKo<TT[7]v /cat....

6 So approximately Susemihl, 1 33848, who professes to follow Wilamowitz (Anal.
Eur. p. 135). The latter, however, thinks that the library arrangement was based
on a compromise between alphabetical order and similarity of subject (Einleitung in
d. gr. Tr. p. 150).
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order or nearly so. The improbability of the double assumption
is so great that we must look elsewhere for an explanation of
the numeral. But the chronological solution is also open to
objections of considerable weight. As the plays were produced
in tetralogies, it is strange that the Antigone rather than a satyr-
play should have been reckoned as the last play of the eighth
tetralogy1. Further, if Sophocles only produced thirty-two plays
in the first twenty-seven (or twenty-six) years of his dramatic
career, it is surprising that he should have written as many as
ninety-one in the last thirty-five (or thirty-six). However, the
latter argument is not entirely convincing, since several reasons
are conceivable which might favour an increased productivity
in the poet's later life. Flickinger, who has made the most
recent examination of the problem presented by these dramatic
numerals, seems to be justified in concluding that their original
function was to record the arrangement of the volumes in some
library,—presumably the Alexandrian. If each play of which
the library possessed a copy was distinguished by a numeral, it
is unlikely that their arrangement was arbitrary rather than
according to some rational system. For the purpose supposed
a chronological basis becomes the more probable, since several
of the early plays may have been lost; but we should still be
obliged to infer that Sophocles increased the rate of his
output subsequently to the date of the Antigone'1. It should
be added that the recently discovered evidence respecting the
Imbrians of Menander entirely confirms this conclusion. An
alphabetical solution is absolutely excluded by the remaining
titles, and moreover, since the roll to which the fragment
belonged seems to have contained an alphabetical series of
Arguments, the fact that the numerical order of the plays
was also recorded clearly points to some other principle

1 The Lenaean hypothesis will not serve here, since tragedies were not performed
at that festival until after 440 (Capps, A.J.A. iv 86). Bergk avoided the difficulty
by reading in the Argument to the Antigone: de8l8a.KTcu 8e TO 8pa/xa TOVTO TpiaKocrrbv •
devrepos <TJV>. Jebb has given good reasons for rejecting his proposal.

2 Flickinger is perhaps right in seeking to minimize the importance of this increase,
if it actually occurred; but why does he assume (p. 13) that only one hundred of
Sophocles' plays were known to the Alexandrians?
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of arrangement. On the other hand, although the date of the
Imbrians may be open to argument1, the chronological solution
would not involve any serious difficulty.

Number Now that we have examined the external evidence bearing
of extant . .

titles. on the number of the plays, we must enquire how far the number
of titles actually known to us from quotations corresponds with
the total of 123 pla)4S said to have been recorded by Aristophanes.
The number of actual or ostensible titles of which we have
information, including those of the seven surviving plays, is at
least 132, but there is hardly any doubt that this total must be
reduced for the purpose of ascertaining the correct number of
the plays which the titles represent. Five certain cases of
double titles have been counted as single plays in the reckoning
adopted above, i.e. 'ATpeu? r) M.vK7)vaicu, Mayret? rj HoXutSo?,
Navai/cda rj YlXvvrpiat, 'OSvaaevs dfcavOoTrXrj^ rj NiTrrpa, Tiav-
Bcopa rj ^(^vpoKOTTOL. These double titles were chiefly, if not
entirely, a device adopted by the grammarians in order to dis-
tinguish plays bearing the same title but written by different
authors2. It will be observed that in each case, except 'OSvcraevs
aKav6o7r\r)% rj NiTTTpa, the name of a leading character is
combined with a name taken from the chorus; and in view of
the prevalence of the latter among the titles of Aeschylus, it
may be conjectured that the chorus-names Mv/cyvalac, Mdvreis,
UXvvrpiai, and ityvpofcoTroL, were the original designations chosen
by Sophocles. It sometimes happens that this practice of the
grammarians, instead of tending to precision, is actually a source
of confusion, when quotations are made by means of one or the
other of the alternative titles, so that, unless there is independent
evidence of the combination, two different plays appear to be
cited. Thus it is highly probable that the AWLOTTCS should be
identified with the Mepwy (1 p. 22), the KdfiLKoc with the Mivcos
(II p. 4), and the fH/oa./eA% (but not the 'Hpa/cXeto-Kos) with the
iirl Tacvdpo) adrvpoi (i p. 167). The probable identity of the

with the *Epi(f)v\r) (1 p. 129) only differs in so far as
is not a name given to the chorus, but serves, like

fE7rra eVt (drffias, as a succinct description of the subject-matter,
1 Oxyr. Pap. X p. 83.
2 Haigh, Tragic Drama, p. 399 f.
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—the second expedition against Thebes. The proposed identi-
fications of the AoXo7re? with the <bolvi% (i p. 120), of the second
Q>Lvev<; with the Tv/jLTraviaraL (II p. 313 f.)> and of the <3>#tamSe?
with the 'J^pfiLovr) (n p. 306), are much more disputable. A still
more frequent source of error was the substitution for the true
title of the name of one of the principal characters; but, though
scholars seem sometimes tacitly to approve such combinations
as Olvo/xaos 97 'iTnroSd/jbeLa1, they are not really instances of
double titles deliberately adopted by author or critic, but the
results of lapse of memory, carelessness of citation, or con-
fusion by a copyist. The matter is of so much importance not
merely to the present investigation, but also to the arrangement
and interpretation of the Fragments themselves, that we must
first establish beyond the possibility of dispute that such errors
are not infrequent. Now, the Orestes of Euripides is sometimes
entitled Electra in late MSS (see e.g. C.R. II 172), just as con-
versely Longinus irepl evpeaeox; (Walz, Rhet. Gr. IX 589) refers
to El. 1122 as spoken by Electra in the Orestes. Similarly, the
Phoenissae appears as the Oedipus {C.R. II 172), the Bacchae as
the Pentheus2, the Hippolytus as the Phaedra?, and the Troades
as the Hecuba*. Hence we are not surprised to find that the
Oenomaus is cited once as the Hzppodatnia5, the Daedalus once
as the Talos6, the Heracles once as the Cerberus'7, and the Tyro
once as the Pelz'as8. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion
that Ion was an alternative title for the Creusa (11 p. 23), and
Clytaemnestra either for the Iphigenia or the Aegisthus (I p. 219) ;
but hesitation is pardonable before we accept the identification
of the Theseus with the Phaedra (or the Aegeus: 1 p. 184), of
the Acrisius with the Danae (I p. 38), of the Aletes with the
Erigone (1 p. 173), of the Andromache with the Pastores (1 p. yS),
or of the Tyndareus with the Aletes (II p. 268). It happens
occasionally, though much less frequently, that a play is cited
by the name not of a character, but of a person who is described

The title is so printed by Dindorf and Nauck (TGF p. 233).
So cod L and the codd. of Stob. flor. 36. 9 and 74. 8.
So cod. L and Eustath. //. p. 490, 23.

4 Welcker, Gr. Trag. p. 456. 5 fr. 472.
6 fr. 161. 7 fr. 224. 8 fr. 648.
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or referred to by one or more of the speakers. We do not know
enough about the Licymnius of Euripides to feel sure that the
misquotation of fr. 472 in Bachm. anecd. I p. 412, 7 as coming
from the Heracles is an error of this kind; but there can be no
doubt in regard to schol. Plat. rep. 361 B, where Aesch. Theb.
579 ff- are cited as Klayykov itj'A/j,(f>iapdov. A similar example
is probably to be found in Soph. fr. 731, where, following
Hartung, I have suggested that ev 'Id/jL(3r) covers a reference to
the Triptolemus; and the mysterious title 'Boavf}<f>6poc (fr. 452)
may perhaps be explained as an allusion to a particular scene
in the Laocoon. An error more easily detected is the ascription
of a play to the wrong author, that is to say, to Aeschylus or
Euripides instead of to Sophocles, or to Sophocles instead of to
Aeschylus or Euripides. In the result there may be occasional
difficulties respecting the genuineness of individual fragments1,
but the discovery of the mistake seldom effects the removal of a
title from one tragedian to another. Relying on the existence
of this source of error, scholars have refused to credit the state-
ment that Sophocles wrote a Prometheus2) and similarly Welcker
conjectured that the titles Ixion and Sisyphus belonged ex-
clusively to Aeschylus and Euripides3. Important additions to
the text of Sophocles, which result from the recognition of an
error in the statement of authorship, will be found in frs. 581
and 684. Another cause of disturbance is the doubt which
exists as to the number of plays corresponding to the titles
Atreus and Thyestes, and Phineus and Tympanistae; and it is
uncertain whether the titles 'EtXevr), 'EXeVq? airainqai^y and
fKkevr)$ apirayrj, imply the existence of three, two, or only
one play.

When we have made allowance for all these disquieting con-
siderations, we shall probably be disposed to deduct some twenty
titles from the 132 mentioned above, so that of the 123 known

1 For examples see on frs. 14, 1080, Eur. frs. 474, 515, schol. Horn, T 471 (attri-
buting Aesch. Ag. 282 to Sophocles), Hesych. 1 p. 227 airapdevevra- ov irpeirovra
Trapdtvois. ^O<POK\TJS 'I<piyevelq, T-Q £V AvXidc (i.e. Eur. I.A. 993). Hence frs. 583,
769 and 941 have been assigned by some to Euripides.

2 Schol. Pind. Pyth. 5. 35, where however Schroeder suspects that a reference to
the KoXx^es (fr. 340) has fallen out.

3 See 1 p. 213, 11 p. 185.
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to Aristophanes of Byzantium we are still able to identify about
112. Of all these there is, so far as I can see, only one, the
Iberes1, of which it might be thought that it no longer existed in
the Alexandrian epoch; and even of it we can only say that
there is no positive indication of its survival. It has already
been remarked that we have no record of the number of
Sophoclean plays which were preserved in the Alexandrian
library. Now, if Boeckh's hypothesis2 were correct, it would
follow that we are still able to trace practically all the genuine
plays as having passed into the keeping of the Alexandrians.
But it is in the highest degree improbable that copies of every
one of them survived throughout the interval between the fifth
and third centuries. On the other hand, if we accept 123 as the
actual total of the genuine titles, we are now in a position to say
that some n o of the plays to which they belonged were known
to the students of Alexandria. It is reasonable to infer that
there are very few indeed3 of which Alexandria has left us no
trace, and the result is a very remarkable testimony to the
accuracy and comprehensiveness of our sources.

The information available respecting the satyr-plays is not Satyr-
such as to disturb the previous calculation. There are sixteen p ays>

plays universally admitted or strictly proved to be satyric4. To
these we need not hesitate to add kaihaXos and cH/?a/cXetWo9.
The "Iẑ a%o? and XvvBecirvoi were either formally satyr-plays, or
at least belonged to the same category as the Alcestis, so that
they might have served as substitutes for satyr-plays in the last
place of the tetralogy. Of the other titles those which seem
most suitable for inclusion in a list of satyr-plays are Movaai,
StVu^o?, and <E>aia/ce5 ; and, since the return of Perseus after his
adventures was a favourite subject in this kind of drama5, there

1 The relevance to Sophocles of this title is now disputed: Christ-Schmid, op. cit.
p. 318!.

2 See p. xiii.
3 It is possible that we know them all, just as we can identify all those of Euri-

pides which were preserved : see Dieterich in Pauly-Wissowa vi 1248.
i The names are as follows : "AfMVKos, 'Apcpuxpeas, 'AxiAAews ipacrrai, AiovvaiaKos,

'EX^PTJS ydfj,o$, "Epis, 'Hpa/cA?7S, '\xvevral, Krj5a\Luv, Kpiais, Ku)(pol, MQ/u-os, Havdupa,

"ZaX/xwveiJS, Trj\e(pos, "TjSpis.
5 Haigh, Tragic Drama, p. 392.

P. S. b
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is perhaps more to be said for Meineke's conjecture concerning
the Aavdr] than the particular evidence relating to it seems to
suggest1. It is possible that we- should add the Chryses, for
reasons given in the Introductory Note. Satyr-plays were not
produced at the Lenaea; but even if we make a liberal allowance
for the inclusion in the list of plays performed at this festival, it
seems clear that several satyr-plays were lost before the time of
Aristophanes. This is no more than might have been expected,
in view of the scantiness of the information concerning them
which we owe to the Alexandrians2.

| 2. The subjects of the plays.

Classifi- The subjects chosen by Sophocles for the composition of his
cation of p ! a v s Were taken exclusively from ancient legends. When we

seek to analyse and arrange them, various methods of classifica-
tion are possible. Thus the locality to which each particular
story belonged might be adopted as the guiding principle of
division ; and such a course would be justified, if the dramatic
stories rested chiefly upon oral tradition, gathered directly or
indirectly from different quarters of the Hellenic world. But,
except incidentally or when belonging to Attica itself, the
material of tragedy is not drawn from myths of merely local
circulation. It was shaped from the tcXka dvSpcov which rhap-
sodes had sung from time immemorial throughout the length
and breadth of Greece—/cad' 'JLXXdSa teal fiecrov "Ap<yo?. Not
that local associations are entirely to be neglected: the dramas
whose scenes were laid in Attica, Boeotia, or Aetolia, tend to be
grouped together, even where some other link has been chosen
for their connexion. Genealogical affinity is a more promising
point of departure. Every noble family could trace its descent,

1 i pp. 38, 115.
2 The effect of schol. Ar. Ran. 1124 seems to be that Aristarchus and Apollonius

disregarded the satyric play in speaking of Aeschylean tetralogies (or trilogies) like
the Orestea. The Proteus itself was familiar ground to the Alexandrians (TGF
p. 70). They knew of only eight of Euripides' satyr-plays, including one of doubtful
authenticity. The mai'ginalia to the Ichneutae are very meagre. See also p. xvi3.
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through generations of heroic ancestors, back to Dorus, Xuthus,
and Aeolus, the sons of Hellen. The cherished unity of race
was maintained by a network of relationships stretching from
Thessaly to Sparta, and from Elis to Orchomenus. It would
be easy, with the information at our command, to distribute
among the chief houses the tales of the sufferings and achieve-
ments of their successive representatives. To this aspect of the
matter we shall presently return. But the mythical past was
not merely treasured in family chronicles ; it supplied the record
of the glorious beginnings of Greek history. ' Pelops' line' was
linked indissolubly with ' the tale of Troy divine.' The orderly
disposition of the early saga, which preserved it as the common
heritage of later ages, was mainly the work of the epic poets.
To Sophocles the legends of Hellas were permanently embedded
in its poetry; and the task of cataloguing his plays will only be
adequately performed, in so far as we succeed in discovering
their literary sources.

Although the data available for the reconstruction of the influence
lost plays are lamentably scanty, we are generally in a position of Homer-
to recognize the chief features of the stories which Sophocles
adapted for the stage. The surviving titles entirely confirm the
testimony of Zoilus, the speaker in Athenaeus1, that ' Sophocles
delighted in the epic Cycle to such an extent that throughout
the whole of a play he would follow closely the epic narrative.'
To the same effect the author of the anonymous Life2: 'His
plots follow in the tracks of Homer, and in several of his plays
he produces an exact copy of the Odyssey! But it was not
merely in the structure of his plots that Sophocles was considered
a follower of Homer. In the delineation of character and in
the artistic expression of his thought the writings of Sophocles
seemed to revive the charm of Homer's poetry3. Aristotle had
compared the art of Sophocles with that of Homer4; and Polemo

1 277 E. For Casaubon's note on this passage see § 5.
2 xii p. liv Bl. The words which precede (TO irav fxev ovv 'O/^rj

unintelligible. Bergk proposed oiKouofiei for ihv6fia^e : one might also suggest '
xbs <Jbvo/j.a£ero.

3 vit. Soph. XIII p . lv Bl. rjdoTToiei 5£ ical iroiidWei /ecu TOLS ei

4 poet. 3. 1448s 26.

b 2
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the Academic took an equal pleasure in Homer and in Sophocles,
declaring that Homer was an epic Sophocles, Sophocles a tragic
Homer1. It was chiefly in respect of his diction that Sophocles
was called ' the most Homeric' of Attic poets ; but his most
intimate point of contact with the Homeric spirit was his refusal
to employ his art for the purpose of fostering religious enthu-
siasm, of promoting a purer morality, or of freeing the mind
from conventional shackles, while he laboured to create afresh
the heroic figures of ancient legend, and to present under new
conditions the majesty of the life which Homer had first
portrayed.

The Homeric element in Sophocles' style is easily recog-
nizable, but the evidence which establishes his close adherence to
Homeric models must not be taken to imply that, as a dramatic
poet, he was deficient in inventive power. We infer simply
that, in erecting the framework of his plays, Sophocles selected
Homeric material to a larger extent than his fellow tragedians.
For this purpose no distinction need be drawn between ' Homer'

The Epic and the poems of the epic Cycle. Down to about 500 B.C.
yc e" no doubt had arisen that the latter were actually written by

Homer2, and the popular conception remained unshaken until
a much later date. When Aeschylus said that his tragedies
were slices from Homer's ample feast3, it is beyond question that
he was not referring to the Iliad and Odyssey alone. Indeed, it
is extremely unlikely that the phrase (epic Cycle' or even the
notion which it expressed had come into existence during the
lifetime of Sophocles4. What then precisely was the epic Cycle?
The answer is given by certain extracts from the chrestomathia
of Proclus the Neoplatonist5, which are preserved partly in the

1 Diog. L. 4. 20, Suid. s.v. HoXe/m-cov.
2 See T. W. Allen in C. Q. II 88; the evidence is given by Christ-Schmid, op. cit.

p. 92.
3 Athen. 347 E.
4 Monro, Horn. Od. p. 346, pointed out that there is no evidence of IOJKXOS 4TTWV,

or any such phrase, having existed before the time of Aristotle. Christ-Schmid, op.
cit. p. 92, now take the same view. The inferiority to Homer of his rivals in the
same field is asserted in Isocr. 12. 263, and the transferred sense of KVK\LK6S at Alex-
andria (Callim. ap. A.P. 12. 43) indicates that the notion of 'cyclic poetry' had been
taken over from the Peripatetics.

5 A considerable controversy has arisen in recent years over these extracts.
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bibliotheca of the patriarch Photius (f, 318 B 21) and partly in
MSS of Homer, i.e. chiefly in Ven. A supplemented by the
Escurial and other less well known copies. What is called the
epic Cycle commenced, according to Proclus, with the fabled
union of Uranus and Gaia, and contained all the myths relating
to the gods as well as such historical facts as emerged in the
course of the description. It was the work of various poets, and
came to an end with the landing of Odysseus on the coast of
Ithaca,, when his son Telegonus unwittingly slew him. Proclus
adds that the preservation and currency of the epic Cycle were
to be ascribed not so much to its merit as to the orderly
sequence of events which it contained (ryv atcoXovQiav T&V iv
avr<p irpay/xaTayv). The later extracts, which are on a larger
scale, relate to the subject-matter of the Cycle, and comprise
what purports to be an abstract, beginning with the Cypria and
ending with the Telegony, of six epics covering the period of
the Trojan war. The character of Proclus's evidence and the
value to be attributed to it were materially affected by the
discovery of its affinity to the mythographical handbook which,
though known as the bibliotheca of Apollodorus, was certainly not
the work of the famous grammarian of the second century B.C.
The bibliotheca^ as formerly known from the available MSS, broke
off abruptly in the course of a description of the adventures of
Theseus, but the discovery in 1885 and 1887 of an abbreviated
form of the conclusion in two separate but parallel fragments
proved that it originally extended as far as the death of
Odysseus1. Now these fragments, so far as they comprise the
Trojan story, agree so remarkably both in substance and in

Extreme views are represented on the one hand by Bethe {Herm. xxvi 593), who
refuses to acknowledge that they have any value at all, and on the other by T. W.
Allen in C. Q. 11 64, 81, who seems to be almost alone in holding that the Cyclic
epics survived until the fifth century A.D. It is not universally admitted that the
grammarian and the Neoplatonist were identical. See W. Schmid in Rh. Mus. XLIX
133 ff. and BphW 1907, 5 f.

1 The fragments were published respectively by R. Wagner from a Vatican MS
(950) of the fourteenth century, and by Papadopulos-Kerameus in Rh. Mus. XLVI
161 ff. from a Jerusalem MS. They will be found, together with the extracts of
Proclus, in the first volume of the Teubner Mythographi Graeci (ed. R. Wagner),
1894.
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language with Proclus's epitome of the six Cyclic epics that
there can be no hesitation in attributing to them a common
origin. The inference is drawn that there lay at the basis of
the mythographical compendium which was produced, whether
by Dionysius the Cyclograph1 or another, in late Alexandrian
times, and was the common source of the extant mythographical
literature, a composition known as the ' cycle of the events
described by the epic poets ' (KVKXOS VTTO TGOV eiroTroLfav laropr}-
fjuevos). From the inclusion of their works in this cycle the
term Cyclic was transferred from the handbook to the poems
themselves2. The Alexandrian KVKXOS was not intended to serve
a literary purpose, that is to say, the provision for readers of
the old epics of detailed information about them, but rather to
supply people of ordinary education with a succinct digest of
mythical history based upon the writings of the ancient poets.
Proclus indicates that the poems themselves were valued chiefly
as authoritative records of the events which they described3.
We should not therefore be surprised if the ostensible epitome,
particularly in the form in which it has come down to us, is
found to contain some elements foreign to the original sources,
or even at variance with the other vestiges of our fragmentary
knowledge concerning them4. Now, it will be observed that,

1 Diod. 3. 66 is a passage often quoted : AiovvaLcp rig awTa^auivqi -ras 7raXatas
/jLvdoTTodas' OCTOJ yap rd re Treplrbv Aiovvaop /cat Tas 'Afia£6va$, en 5e TOVS ' Apyovatiras,

/cat ra Kara rbv 'IXICLKOV iroKefiov irpaxOevra, /cat 7r6X\' erepa avvrfraKTai, Traparidels ra

iroi.rifj.aTa TG>V dpxatwe, TQV re fxvdo\oywv /cat rac TTOLTJTQV. This quotation however

refers to Dionysius Scytobrachion, the writer (among other works) of a ' romance'
Argonaiitica, who is frequently cited by Diodorus and the scholia on Apollonius, and
is sometimes confused (e.g. by Christ-Schmid, op. cit. p. 93) with Dionysius the
Cyclograph. See Susemihl, 11 45, 57; E. Schwartz in Pauly-Wissowa v 928, 932.
There were of course several such KVKKOI, among others that of a certain Theodoras,
whose account was followed in the Tabula Iliaca.

2 This account chiefly follows the article by E. Schwartz in Pauly-Wissowa l 2875-
2886. No apology is needed for the prominence given to the subject; for some under-
standing of the development of mythological literature between Hesiod and Hyginus
is necessary to a correct appreciation of the evidence touching the subject-matter of
the several plays.

3 The reference must be assumed to be to the time when the iirucds KVKXOS was put
in circulation, perhaps in the first century B.C.

i These discrepancies were used by Bethe to assail the trustworthiness of Proclus.
A flagrant instance is the statement in the epitome of the Cypria that Paris captured
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although we have in Proclus a complete summary of the tale of
Troy, we know nothing whatever about the epics from which
the beginning of the cycle was made up. The analysis of the
poems which covered the period stretching from the marriage
of Uranus and Gaia to the opening of the Cypria is entirely lost.
It is unfortunate that the gap cannot be filled up with material
drawn from other quarters : for even though we might learn but
little of their distinctive versions, it would be instructive to
discover the names of those poems which Alexandrian Scholar-
ship regarded as the most authoritative documents concerning
the early myths. The reference in Athenaeus to Sophocles'
fondness for the epic Cycle follows immediately upon a quota-
tion from the Titanomachia, which suggests that that poem was
included in the Cycle. But the first place in order of time is
claimed for a Cyclic Theogony, which is to be distinguished
from Hesiod's work of the same name1. The only other poems
which by general consent are assigned to the epic Cycle are the
Tkebais*, its sequel the Epigoni, and its precursor the Oedipodea.
The relation of the 'A/xcfriapea) ê eXacr*,? to the other Theban
epics, and consequently to the Cycle, is quite uncertain3. The
rest is guesswork : some favour the inclusion of the Ot%<zXta?
aXaxTis, of the Phocais, and of the Danaisi, but the supposed
antiquity of their origin is the only reason for their selection.
There is a general impression that the Trojan series was the
longest and most important part of the Cycle, but it rests upon
no other evidence than the accidental preservation of Proclus's
abstract. The Ionian epos, it is true, culminated in the Tpcotica;
but, if the eVt/cc9 KVK\O<; was such as we have supposed, it must
have taken notice of Heracles and Dionysus, of the Argonauts,
of Perseus, and of Theseus. Epics, in addition to those named
above, on these and other subjects were written by Eumelus,

Sidon after the abduction of Helen, notwithstanding the evidence of Hdt. 2. 117.
The version of Homer was preferred for the handbook here as in other cases.

1 EGF p. 5. There is no direct evidence of the existence of this work. See now
Dietze in Rh. Mus. LXIX 522.

2 TT]V KVKXLKTJV QrjfBaida, Athen. 465 E.
3 Introd. to Eur. Phoenissae, p. xix.
4 Christ-Schmid, op. cil. p. 100, treat these as outside the Cycle, owing to their

non-Ionic character.
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Cinaethon, and Asius; and these, as well as the anonymous
Phoronis, Alanaeonts, and Naupactia, must have exercised some
influence upon Sophocles and the other tragedians. We may
add the Aegimius, which is sometimes ascribed to Hesiod ; but
in their bearing upon Attic tragedy the most important of the
Hesiodic poems was the yvvauKcov /caraXoyos.

Classifi- i t appears from this discussion that, except in the case of the
myths. Trojan epics, and of these only in so far as we can rely on the

statements of Proclus, it is impossible to make a list of Sophocles'
literary sources so as to map out under each the plays whose
plots are derived from them. The alternative has been adopted
of arranging the plays according to the ' sequence of events'
(d/coXovOlav TWV Trpayfidrcov) as established by the handbook of
pseudo-Apollodorus. It is true that this does not rest either
directly or at all upon a series of abstracts or arguments
(v7ro8ecr€L<i) of poetical literature; and even where it seems to
follow particular tragic authorities, it merely reflects the influence
of tragedy upon the current conception of mythical history1

But the general outline wThich it presents corresponds in the
main with the order in sequence of the myths as it was appre-
hended in the fifth century; and the genealogical framework by
which the various episodes were held together must ultimately
be traced to the influence of Hecataeus, of Acusilaus, and above
all of Pherecydes of Leros, the somewhat older contemporary of
Sophocles. The genealogies, again, though fixed and distributed
by these chroniclers, were derived by them from early heroic
poetry, perhaps above all from the Karakoyos of Hesiod2.

I. Theogony. In the earliest age of the world, before the
power of the Olympians was firmly established, was set the scene
of the Pandora, the Cedalion, the Triptolemus, the Thamyras,
and the Ixion.

II. Issue of Deucalion : the Aeolids. The Aetolian princes
traced their origin to Aeolus through several generations de-
scending from his daughter Calyce. The Aetolian plays are

1 The Tpayi$§o-6fj.eva of Asclepiades of Tragilus was just such a handbook of
tragic mythology. The fragments indicate that if it had been preserved it would
have contributed little to our knowledge of the works of the tragedians.

2 Rzach in Pauly-Wissowa v n i 1213. Christ-Schmid, op. cit. p. 123, describe the
Ka.T&\oyos as ' a versified text-book of heroic history.'
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the Oeneus, Meleager, and Hipponous. Among the sons of
Aeolus were Sisyphus, Cretheus, Athamas, and Salmoneus.
Here then belong the plays (a) Sisyphits, Iobates; (b) Athmnas
(first and second), Phrixus; and (c) Salmoneus, Tyro (first and
second). Cretheus, the husband of Tyro, was also the father of
Pheres and Aeson, so that we may add (d) the doubtful plays
Admetus1 and Eumelus; and (e) the series of plays containing
various episodes of the Argonautic adventure: Lemniae, Amycus,
Phineus (first and second), Tympanistae, Colchides, Scythae, and
Rizotomi. The Argonautic saga comes next to the Trojan in
variety and extent; but, though there are several allusions to
the Argonauts and their adventures in Homer, and many more
in Hesiod, none of the Hesiodic poems, unless it be the third
book of the Kard\o<yo<;2, appears to have contained a complete
narrative of the voyage. Of later epics the Naupactia, and the
Corinthiaca of Eumelus, clearly related to this subject.

III. Issue of Inachus. In the play entitled Inachus Sopho-
cles handled the intrigue of Zeus with Io, and the result of the
jealousy of Hera. Epaphus, the son of Io born in Egypt, was
the father of Belus and Agenor, who were the ancestors of the
two stocks into which the Inachidae were subsequently divided.
(a) Belus was the father of Danaus and Aegyptus, from whom
was descended Acrisius through Lynceus, the son of Aegyptus,
and Hypermnestra, the daughter of Danaus. Here then belong
the plays containing the story of Perseus : Acrisius, Danae,
Andromeda, Larissaei. The grandson of Perseus was Amphi-
tryon, the putative father of Heracles. The Heraclean plays
are Amphitryon, Heracliscus, Heracles (or eVl Taivdp<p adrvpot)3,
and Trachiniae. The story of Danae and Perseus is undoubtedly
old4, but we cannot identify any epic poem as the principal
document from which the subsequent tradition started. The
Danais, which has already been mentioned, seems to have con-
tained the story of the Danaids. The kernel of the story of
Heracles and his labours is believed to have been contained

1 See n. on fr. 851.
2 Rzach in Pauly-Wissowa vill 1202, 1205 f.
3 The identification is by no means certain: see p. 167.
4 Horn. S 319, Hes. Scut. 216.
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in a Dorian epic which disappeared at a very early date and
consequently exercised no direct, influence on Attic tragedy1.
Aristotle's slighting reference2 shows that the poems which
existed in his time were not of much account. An exception
should perhaps be made in favour of the OiyaXias aXaxris, one
of the chief sources of the Trachiniae, which was attributed to
the Ionian Creophylus3. (b) Europa, the daughter of Agenor,
became the mother of Minos, with whose story are connected
the plays Daedalus, Camici, Minos*, and Polyidus (MaWet?).
Cadmus, the brother of Europa, whose journey in search of his
sister brought him ultimately to Thebes, was the traditional
ancestor of the Theban dynasty. The following plays are
connected with the fortunes of his descendants: Dionysiscus,
Niobe, Oedipus Tyrannies, Oedipus Coloneus, Amphiaraus\ Anti-
gone, Epigoni (or Eriphyle), Oecles, and Alcmaeon. The Theban
epics have already been mentioned.

IV. Pelasgus, according to some the son of Zeus and Niobe,
but by others reckoned as sprung from the soil, stands at the
head of the Arcadian genealogies. The Arcadian plays are the
Aleadae, Telephus, and My si.

V. Arcadia was also the scene of the Ichneutae, which
however occupies a separate class in view of its relation to the
fortunes of Maia, daughter of Atlas the Titan.

VI. The Asopids. We are here concerned with the adventures
of the descendants of Aeacus, the grandson of Asopus. The
'Â tAA,e&>9 epaarai belongs here rather than to the Troica, but
there is much doubt respecting the subjects of the Peleus,
Phthiotides, Do/opes, and Phoenix.

VII. Cecrops the earth-born was the earliest figure in the
mythical sequence of the Athenian kings. The Attic legends
were favourite subjects with Sophocles and Euripides, and here
if anywhere they were indebted to local traditions at least as
much as to literary models. No doubt the outlines of the chief
stories had been fixed by previous writers, but we know scarcely

1 Wilamowitz, Eur. Her? I 69f. 2 poet. 8. i45ia 20.
3 See Jebb's Trachiniae, p. xviii. In the previous pages (xv ff.) the literary history

of the Heracles myth is discussed.
4 Perhaps an alternative title : see p. xviii.
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anything about the Theseidis (EGF p. 217), and the Atthis of
Hegesinus is attested by a solitary quotation of Pausanias
(9. 29. 1). The plays in question are the Tereus, Procris,
Creusa (Ion), Aegeus, Theseus, and Phaedra. The Oedipus
Coloneus, which in form belongs to the Theban Cycle, is largely
Attic in substance, and entirely in spirit.

VIII. The Tantalids, Here, as in the case of the Asopids,
it is not possible strictly to separate the legends of the house of
Atreus from the Trojan Cycle, but the Tantalus, Oenotnaus
(Hippodamia), Atreus, and Thyestes (first and second) clearly
belong to the earlier period.

IX. Troica. Thanks to the evidence of Proclus, we are
able to arrange the remaining plays under the titles of the epics
which contain the Trojan cycle, (a) Kvirpia: Alexander'1,
Ens, Crisis, Momus, fE\et"^? yd/jios, 'OSvaaevs jxaivoiievos,

iwv avWoyos, Iphigenia (Clytaemnestra), i^vv^enrvoL, HOL-
(Andromache), 'EXeV*?? diraiTrjai^ (dpira'yr)), Troilus, Pala-

medes. (b) Afflioiris: Aethiopes (Memnon), Phryges2. (c) T)ua?
{ii/cpd: Ajax, Philoctetes, Philoctetes at Troy, Scyrii, Eurypylus,
Lacaenae. (d) 'IXLOV Trepcns: Laocoon, Sinon, Priamus, Ante-
noridae, Locrian Ajax, Ai/^aaAamSe?, Polyxena. (e) NOO-TOL : Nav-
irXios Kara7r\€cov, Nau7rA,iO9 Trvp/caevs, Aegisthus, Electra, Aletes,
Erigone, Chryses, Hermione, Tyndareus, Teucer, Eurysaces.
(f) 'OSfo-creta: Nausicaa, Phaeaces. (g) TrfK.e<yovla: Euryalus,

The subjects of the following plays are entirely unknown:
Kaxjbot, Movcrai, r/TyS/ot9, rTBpo(j)6poL.

If the number 112 is accepted as a probable total of the
plays comprised in the preceding list, it will be noticed that
43 of them, or over 38 per cent, belong to the Trojan Cycle.
A similar calculation applied to the plays of Aeschylus and
Euripides yields percentages of 23 and 21 respectively. These
remarkable figures entirely confirm the evidence relating to
Sophocles' Homeric proclivities; and if the limits were enlarged
so as to include the plays whose subjects lie on the borders of

1 This play should in strictness have been associated with class V: cf. Apollod. 3.
150. But it would be inconvenient to separate it from the other Trojan plays.

2 The subject of the play is extremely doubtful: see 11 p. 325.
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the Homeric domain, the result would be even more striking.
Want of information concerning the character and extent of the
eVt/eo? KVKXOS prevents a closer enquiry.

§ 3. The tradition of the text.

Tradition The seven plays which still survive have been handed down
extant to u s m a number of MSS ranging from the eleventh to the
plays. sixteenth century, of which the oldest and best is the well-known

Laurentian, written in the first half of the eleventh century.
But, whereas twelve MSS contain all the seven plays, either
complete or with lacunae, and fifteen others four or more but
less than seven, no less than seventy are restricted to the Ajax,
Electra, and Oedipus Tyrannus alone, or to one or two of them1.
The preponderance of the three plays is readily explained by
their exclusive use for educational purposes during the Byzantine
period. The existence of this selection may perhaps be traced
as far back as to 500 A.D., if we may judge from the title of a
treatise written by Eugenius, head of the imperial school at
Constantinople under Anastasius I (491—518) and predecessor
of Stephen of Byzantium in the tenure of that office2. The work
was entitled KcoXofMerpla TCOV /xeXifcwv Ala-^vXov ^cxfiotcXeovs /cal
RvpnriSov curb Spa/xdrcov te'3. That is to say, Eugenius, no
doubt following earlier scholars, published analyses of the lyrical
parts of the three tragedians similar to those which Heliodorus
constructed for Aristophanes, but limited his activity to fifteen
plays, three of Aeschylus, three of Sophocles, and nine of
Euripides4. The number chosen corresponds to that of the
plays selected from Aeschylus {Prometheus, Seven, and Persae), as
well as of those taken later from Euripides {Hecuba, Orestes, and
Phoenissae); and each of these groups consists of the first three
plays according to the order of an earlier and larger collection.
The history of the Euripidean tradition is more complicated, and
does not concern us here, but the earlier collections made from

1 The figures are taken from Jebb's text-edition of Sophocles, p. XIII f.
2 Steph. Byz. p. 93, 1. 3 Suid. s.v. ~Evyevios.
4 So Cohn in Pauly-Wissowa vi 987; Christ-Schmid, op. cit. n5 p. 879; Sandys,

Hist. Cl. Schol. I 402; and C. H. Moore in C.R. XIX 12. Wilamowitz, Einleitung,
p. 197152, thinks the statement obscure.
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the works of Aeschylus and Sophocles undoubtedly comprised
the fourteen plays which still exist. It must be recognized
therefore that the survival of particular plays is due not to the
accidental preservation of this or that MS from which all other
copies were derived, but rather to the educational needs which
prompted scholars to prepare annotated editions of select plays
for the use of schools. Of the circumstances attending the
publication of the earlier collection hardly a trace remains.
An Argument is attached to each of the two plays Oedipus
Coloneus and Antigone bearing the name of a certain Sallustius,
and in the former he is described as Sallustius Pythagoras. In
all probability therefore there was a tradition identifying him
with Sallustius the Pythagorean1, the follower of Iamblichus
and author of the treatise irepi Oecov /ecu KOCT/XOV2, who belonged
to the latter part of the fourth century. This writer is probably
the same man as the friend of the emperor Julian, and has also
been identified with the sophist Sallustius to whom Suidas
ascribes commentaries on Demosthenes and Herodotus3. Now,
if Sallustius, the editor of the select plays, lived at so late a date
as the second half of the fourth century, it is unlikely that he
was the first compiler of the selection4. It will be shown later
that the direct quotation of tragedies other than those contained
in the select edition died out at the end of the second century.
Further, it may be inferred, from the precise correspondence in
subject between the plays chosen from each of the three great
tragedians which contain the stories of Oedipus and Orestes,
that the whole selection was made by a single person. Beyond
this it is impossible to determine either author or date. Wilamo-

1 The title of the Argument is given in L as aaXovarlov v irv0ay6pov. Dindorf
conjectured that wvdayopov was the blunder of someone who did not perceive that
the abbreviation represented VTroOecns, but the view of Wilamowitz as stated above is
preferable. F. Cumont, Rev. de Philol. xvi 53, rejecting the identification, points out
that Sallustius was a Neo-Platonist.

2 For this work and its author see Gilbert Murray, Four Stages of Greek Religion,
p. 163 ff.

3 A grammarian Sallust is quoted in schol. Ar. Pint. 725. Cumont assigns him
to the sixth century.

4 Wilamowitz, op. cit. p. 199. Pius, a commentator on Sophocles, who is assigned
to the second century (Christ-Schmid, op. cit. p. 345), is mentioned in schol. Ai. 408.
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witz, who has once for all laid down the conditions of the problem,
arrived at the conclusion that the selection was first made in the
age of Plutarch, and after the lapse of a century secured universal
acceptance1.

We shall now proceed to give some account of the Sophoclean
tradition in antiquity in order to prepare the way for an exami-
nation of the sources from which our knowledge of the lost plays

Athens to is derived. The existence of written copies of Attic tragedies
andria. c a n ^ e traced back to the period of their production, that is to

say, to a date not later than the close of the fifth century B.C.,
as is proved by the well-known passage in Ar. Ran. 52 where
Dionysus speaks of reading to himself the Andromeda of Euri-
pides ; and the force of v. 1114 of the same play is very much
impaired if we do not understand it as implying that the text
of the tragedians was studied in literary circles. The learning
by heart of tragic prjaeis is mentioned by Plato2, and Alexis
includes tragedies in a list of books which are recommended
for the improvement of Heracles, who however chooses a cookery-
book in preference to all of them3. The earliest recognition of
the necessity for maintaining the integrity of the tragic texts is
to be found in the law of Lycurgus the orator, which required
that an official copy of the plays of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and
Euripides should be preserved in the archives, and that in future
performances the actors should adhere to the text of this copy4.
It has been suggested that the official text only contained such
plays as still kept the stage in the fourth century, but, as the
plays of Aeschylus were seldom reproduced at that time5, it
was probably more comprehensive. In fact, if such an official
copy was ever made, although its primary purpose was not so
much directly critical as to check the licence of the actors, it
may be presumed that the net was cast as wide as possible, and
that the most authoritative sources were consulted6. It is

1 Wilamowitz, op. cit. p. 202.
2 legg. 811 A : cf. Herond. 3. 30. 3 fr. 135, 11 345 K.
4 Plut. vit. X oral. p. 841 F. The documents were no doubt preserved in the

Metroum (Frazer's Pausanias, II p. 68).
5 Haigh, Attic Theatre*, p. 76.
6 Wilamowitz, op. cit. p. 131, hardly allows so much. But his view that the
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generally supposed that this was the copy subsequently borrowed
by Ptolemy Euergetes, when he left a deposit of fifteen talents
as security for its return. His professed object was to make
a transcript for his own use ; but, when this had been done, he
sent back the transcript to Athens in place of the original, and
the Athenians were obliged to content themselves with a forfeit
of the deposit1. It may be open to doubt whether the reference
is to Euergetes I (247—221 B.C.) or to Euergetes II Physcon
(146—117 B.C.)2, although the former is generally preferred ; but
the historical truth of the story is of less importance than
the inferences to which it leads. Thus the acquisition of the
official copy was certainly not regarded as having settled the
text of the tragedians, for otherwise the conjectures of Aristo-
phanes would not have been recorded in our scholia. A still
more important fact to which the story testifies is the migration
of tragedy in the third century from Athens to Alexandria3,
both as the home of the Alexandrian Pleiad, and as the place
where the study of the old tragedians was pursued with the
greatest zeal. It is to Alexandria that we owe our existing
texts, and almost the whole of the information that can be
recovered concerning the lost plays.

Aesthetic and historical criticism of the tragedians had been Peripa-
pursued almost exclusively by the Peripatetics in pre-Alexandrian tetlcs-
times. With the former we are not immediately concerned, but
on the historical side the publication of Aristotle's StSaa/cakiaL
was of considerable importance. This work was a collection of
extracts from the archives giving the dates and circumstances
of production of all the tragedies and comedies recorded in the
official lists. The particulars which the archon registered were
the names of the competing poets and their plays, of the choregi,
and of the leading actors, and the order in which the competitors
were placed by the judges. The concluding sentences of the

ordinance was probably ineffective is to be preferred to Rutherford's contention that
the story is inconsistent with the references to actors' readings in the scholia to
Euripides {Annotation, pp. 57-60).

1 Galen in Hippocr. epidem. ill 1 (xvn 1. 607 K.).
2 Sandys, History of Classical Scholarship, I p. 58. The later date is advocated

by Usener in Susemihl, op. cit. 11 667, but see ibid. p. 682.
3 Haigh, Tragic Drama, p. 439 ff.
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Argument to the Agamemnon of Aeschylus had been recognized
as a fragment of Aristotle's treatise1, and a remarkable confirma-
tion of the accuracy of our tradition came to light in 1886, when
an inscription was discovered on the Acropolis, recording the
production of the Orestea, and agreeing exactly in the facts which
it mentions with the text of the Medicean MS2. But the stone-
inscription was not the original record; for, so far as the contests
listed were earlier than Aristotle's time, the details to be inscribed
were taken from his book or were otherwise due to his researches3.
Aristotle also wrote a treatise in one book entitled irepl
Bicov, and another also in one book entitled VLKCLI

Of the former nothing whatever is known, and there is no pro-
bability in Mueller's view5 that it was related to the BtSaa-KaXiat,
as a part to the whole or vice versa. We are equally in the
dark regarding the VIKCLI AiovvaiafcaL, but it is a plausible con-
jecture that it contained lists of winners in the various contests
at the Dionysia, the existence of which, beside the more elaborate
records relating to tragedy and comedy alone, is proved by inscrip-
tions6. Dicaearchus of Messene (c. 310 B.C.) displayed no less
interest than his master in the province of dramatic criticism.
His work viroOeaeLS rcdv RvpiTrLSov /cal ^o(/>o/e\eof? [xvdcov7 was
an investigation into the subject-matter of the plots of the
various plays of Euripides and Sophocles, and especially into
the sources from which they were derived, the extent of their
deviations from the traditional versions, and the reasons which
prompted such individual treatment8. Traces of the handiwork
of Dicaearchus are to be seen in the first of the existing Argu-
ments to the Alcestis and the Rhesus. Another of his works,

1 fr. 618 Rose.
2 CIA iv 971; first published in 'E<p7i/j.epls 'ApxcuoXoyiKri, 1886, p. 267. The in-

scription belongs to the class of victors' lists and is therefore not to be connected with
the didaaKaXLai.

3 Wilhelm, Urkunden dramatischer Auffiihrungen in Athen, pp. 13—15.
4 Diog. L. 5. 26. 5 FHG II 182.
a CIA II 971 as contrasted with 972, 973, 975. See further Haigh, Attic Theatre*,

p. 47 ; Reisch in Pauly-Wissowa v 398.
7 FHG 11 247.
8 The result was established by H. Schrader, quaest. Peripateiicae, Hamburg,

1884. The work of Dicaearchus was more scientific than the rpaycpdo^fxepa of
Asclepiades, the character of which has already been explained (p. xxviii).
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the AiovvcriaKol dywves, probably a subdivision of the more
comprehensive title irepl /JLOVO-LKCOV ajcovcov, contained various
items of information relating to the history of the Attic stage.
Of less account is Hieronymus of Rhodes (c. 290—230 B.C.),
another Peripatetic, who is quoted once or twice by Athenaeus
as the source of certain anecdotes relating to Sophocles1, and
may be compared with Dicaearchus as having been responsible
for the statement that the plot of Euripides' Phoenix was drawn
from the annals of a village community2.

Passing to Alexandria, we find that at an early date (c. 285 B.C.) Alex-
Zenodotus, the first librarian, shared with Lycophron and Alex- studies!
ander Aetolus the task of putting in order the books in the
library, and that to Alexander was assigned the special duty
of superintending the arrangement of the tragedies and satyr-
plays3. Callimachus, who succeeded Zenodotus, completed the
catalogue which his predecessor had begun and published it in
120 books under the title Trivaices TWV ev irdarj iraiheia BiaXa/x-
yjrdvTcop KCU WV gvveypay}fav. This celebrated work was more
than a catalogue, since it contained biographical and other
details of literary history, and, in the case of the dramatic
writers, notices drawn from Aristotle's BiSaatcaXiai4 relating to
the production of their plays at the Dionysia. Eratosthenes
(c. 245 B.C.) confined his studies in the Attic drama to the pro-
duction of a work on comedy {irepl dpyaias KCO/JLW&LCL1;), but
Aristophanes of Byzantium, who became chief librarian on the
death of Eratosthenes (195 B.C.), was the first critic who laboured
continuously on the text of the tragedians, and by his investiga-
tions laid a secure foundation for the benefit of later generations.
We have already had occasion to refer to his work 777)09 TOU?

KaWi/xdxov TTivaKas, which seems to have contained corrections
of and additions to the treatise of Callimachus5. But his influence
in the sphere of textual criticism was of much greater importance.
There is no doubt whatever that he edited Euripides, for the
allusions to him in the scholia do not admit of any other ex-

1 FHG II 450 n. See also vit. Soph. vi. His book was entitled wepl troi-qTuv.
2 TGFp. 621. 3 Knaack in Pauly-Wissowa I 1447.
4 Schol. Ar. Nub. 552. For the whole subject see O. Schneider, Callimachea,

II 297 ff. 5 Athen. 408 F.

P. S. C
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planation. There is no similar evidence to prove that he was
also responsible for editions of Aeschylus and Sophocles ; but,
since no other assumption accounts equally well for the existence
of the biro decree attributed to him which are attached to plays
of all three tragedians1, recent scholars have been unanimous in
so concluding2. It may be added that the discovery of the
Ichneutae papyrus, with marginal variants attributed to Aristo-
phanes3, makes strongly in the same direction. Wilamowitz
argued that the viroOeoeis were not accompanied by a com-
mentary on the text, and that the edition of Aristophanes was
intended rather for the general reader than for scholars4. How-
ever this may be, there is evidence that he wrote a vTrofxvTjfia—
or what we should call ' lecture-notes'—on the Orestes, as well
as on other plays5; and much of the aesthetic criticism which is
found in the scholia to Sophocles and Euripides has been
attributed to him. We must not forget his lexicographical
studies, plentiful remains of which are to be found in Eustathius,
and less patently in Hesychius, Pollux, and Athenaeus, not to
mention the excerpts still existing in medieval MSS which have
been published by Boissonade and E. Miller6. These studies
were entitled \e%eis7 or yXcoaaai, and were divided into two main
classes: (i) collections of dialectical variants, (2) varieties of
subject-matter {e.g. irepi ovofjbacrias TJXLKLCOV, irepl avyyevLKOiv
ovo/ndrcov). It was probably in this work that Aristophanes
explained i[xaaxaXicr6r] in El. 445 s; unless the reference should

1 His name appears at the head of a virodeais to the Antigone, and there are good
reasons for referring to him also the anonymous Arguments to the 0. C, El., and
Phil., or at any rate parts of them.

2 Wilamowitz, p. 145; Cohn in Pauly-Wissowa II 998; Susemihl, I 442;
Sandys, p. 128 f.

3 His name appears in schol. Ichn. 73, 137, 140, 215.
4 This conclusion is based chiefly on the fact that those plays of Euripides which

have no scholia (e.g. the Supplices) nevertheless show traces of the learning of
Aristophanes.

5 Wilamowitz, p. 151 ff.
6 Boissonade, Herod. Epitn. p. 283; Miller, Milanges de lit. gr. p. 427 ff. The

best account of Aristophanes' lexicography is by L. Cohn mjahrb.f. d. Philol. Suppl.
xil 285—374.

7 Schol. Eur. Phoen. 684.
8 Suid. Phot. s.v. /uLaaxaMcrfMctTa. See on fr. 623.
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be taken to indicate that he published a viroixvrjixa on the
Electro}. Callistratus, a pupil of Aristophanes, followed up
his master's researches in the dramatic sphere, and, although
his name is better known from its frequent occurrence in the
scholia to Aristophanes and Euripides, there is evidence that he
also wrote commentaries on Sophocles2. Aristarchus (216—
144 B.C.), the most renowned of all the Alexandrian critics, was
a fellow-pupil and rival of Callistratus. The fame of his labours
on Homer has thrown into the shade his work on other poets ;
but Dionysius Thrax3 testifies that his familiarity with the tragic
texts was so great that he was able freely to recite them from
memory. We meet with his name here and there as a witness
for a particular fragment4, and fr. 449 and schol. El. 6 (Hesych.
s.v. XVKOKTOVOV Oeov) are sufficient to prove his interest in the
interpretation of the text. Nevertheless, as compared with that
of Aristophanes, his influence upon the course of subsequent
research was slight. With Aristarchus should be named his
chief opponent Crates of Mallus, the most distinguished repre-
sentative of the Pergamene school, who wrote upon Aristophanes
and Euripides, but is not proved by extant quotations to have
given special attention to Sophocles5.

We have now reached a period in which the political Roman
T~I • • period.

supremacy of Rome began to exercise an attraction upon the
intellectual activities of the Hellenistic world. At the time when
Aristarchus was acknowledged to have reached the fullness of
his critical powers the glories of the kingdoms of Ptolemy,
Attalus, and Seleucus had passed. Hitherto in Italy, although
there was a considerable amount of colloquial familiarity with
the Greek speech, the cultivation of Greek letters had been
•confined to a limited circle. Ennius (239—169 B.C.), who was
half a Greek by birth, and earned his living by his skill as a
teacher and writer, came forward as a propagandist of Hellenism,
with the support of Publius Scipio and other leading nobles.

1 But it is hardly to be supposed that he was the author of the anonymous

,vir6fJ.vrjfjLa quoted by schol. L on 451, 488.
2 Schol. cod. Barocc. At. •283. R. Schmidt, de Callistrato, p. 324.
3 Etym. M. p. 277, 55.
4 frs. 449, 624, 728.
5 Hecker introduced his name by emendation in schol. 0. C. 100.
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His tragedies were for the most part adaptations of Euripides,
and he was followed by Pacuvius (219—129) and Accius (170—
105), who constructed their plays with greater skill and included
Sophocles among their models. Unfortunately the fragments
of these writers are so scanty that they are very seldom of
service in the reconstruction of the Greek originals1. The
Romans were thus familiarized through the stage with the form
and contents of Greek tragedy before they were trained to study
them as literature. But after 146 B.C. the assimilation of Greek
culture spread rapidly. That which was at first the exclusive
possession of the Scipionic circle became in the next generation
the common heritage of every educated Roman. The ever-
increasing demand for instruction brought the learning of
Pergamum and Alexandria into contact with the ruling class of
the imperial city. Educational requirements not only gave an
enormous stimulus to the multiplication of copies of the most
famous Greek authors, but grammar and criticism themselves
were internationalized. Alexandria ceased to be the home of
the most learned professors, and gradually lost its supremacy in
the world of letters, although, as the birth-place of Didymus,
Herodian, Harpocration, and many others, it continued for three
centuries to preserve its reputation as the ultimate source of
philological erudition. It is not surprising, in view of these
circumstances, that the name of Didymus, who, after the lapse
of more than a century, comes next on the list of Sophoclean
editors, should be associated with a change in method calculated
to adapt his lucubrations to the requirements of the Roman
world.

Didymus. Didymus is the most important name in our survey, not so
much in consequence of his individual merit, although this has
perhaps been undeservedly belittled, as because we owe to him
more than to any other single person the preservation of such
fragmentary knowledge as we possess respecting the lost plays of
the Greek tragedians. The extraordinary industry of Didymus,
which earned for him the epithet yaXtckyrepos, may be estimated
by his performance in the field of literary criticism alone, in

1 The leading authority on the plots of the Roman tragedians is O. Ribbeck, die
Romische Tragodie, Leipzig, 1875.
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which he undertook the interpretation of Homer, Hesiod, Pindar
and Bacchylides, the tragedians, Aristophanes and other comic
poets, and the Attic orators. The importance of his collections
to modern research becomes apparent when we learn that large
portions of the existing scholia to Pindar, Euripides, and Aristo-
phanes are drawn from the commentaries of Didymus, and that
his writings are the ultimate source of the scholia to Sophocles.
It is significant that in these, while the names of the older
Alexandrian grammarians are scarcely mentioned or else are
replaced by such general descriptions as 'the commentators1,'
that of Didymus occurs at least nine times2. These com-
mentaries were not simply vTrofivrj/bLara in the sense previously
indicated, but were accompanied by a text3. The older gram-
marians had lectured to their pupils from a plain text, but
conditions were now very different, and the wider public for
whom the editions of Didymus were intended could not dispense
with explanatory notes. The function of Didymus should not
be misconceived. He was neither an original thinker nor an
independent investigator: his province was to collect the results
garnered by earlier scholars, and to make them serviceable to
the needs of his contemporaries and his successors. It has been
inferred that these books were the prototypes of the class after-
wards represented by the medieval MSS, in which the margins
surrounding the text are occupied with exegetical comment and
critical variants4. Recent discoveries of papyri, which have been
sufficiently numerous to familiarize us with the form and aspect
of the papyrus roll, have only partially confirmed this conclusion.
It is true that critical and explanatory notes are found in them,

1 See Cohn in Pauly-Wi<sowa v 452. There is a good instance in schol. Ant. 45,
which shows that they were anterior to Didymus.

2 For Didymus as an interpreter of Sophocles see also fr. 718. Etym. Gud. p. 81,
37 (Track. 1054) is to be added to the passages in which Didymus is referred to by
name.

3 This is proved by schol. 0. C. 237, At. 1225. The account given above follows
Wilamovvitz, p. 166. He finds in the scholia to the O. C, besides the work of
Didymus, traces of a {jirbixvrjixa devoted chiefly to the explanation of antiquarian and
mythological details. Cohn, however, is inclined to refer this part also to Didymus.

4 Wilamowitz, I.e. The same opinion is maintained in 'Die griech. Literatur des
Altertums' in Kidtur d. Gegenwarl, I viii2(io.O7) p. 96. See also Susemihl, n 201.
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and particularly in the Paris fragments of the Partheneion of
Alcman, which are ascribed to the first century A.D., and the
Oxyrhynchus papyrus of the Paeans of Pindar, which belongs
to the early part of the second. But they are very scantily
represented in the Hypsipyle and Ichneutae papyri, and there are
obvious reasons why a continuous commentary was less suitable
for inclusion in the papyrus roll than in the parchment book of
a later age. It follows that the existing scholia, although in
substance based upon the results of Alexandrian learning, are
not formally and directly the completion of an original Alexan-
drian nucleus1. The growth of the various collections cannot
be traced in detail, since for the most part the secure support
of names and dates is wanting2. A glance at Nauck's Index
of Sources will show that many of the fragments are quoted in
the scholia to the writers enumerated above, but a still greater
number is derived from the lexicographical labours of Didymus.
The prefatory letter to Eulogius, which Hesychius placed in the
forefront of his lexicon, refers to the separate vocabularies of
comic and tragic diction (A,e£e£<?) which Theon and Didymus
had composed. According to recent critics3, the meaning is not
that Theon was the author responsible for a KCO/JLLKT] Xe^? and
Didymus for a rpayucr] A,e£t?, but that each of them made a
collection of the idioms and phraseology of both branches. The
scope of Theon's activity is obscure in the absence of further
information, but we shall presently return to him. So far as
Didymus is concerned, there is ample evidence elsewhere to
confirm the statement of the letter that he published a /cropi/crf
Xefjis as well as a rpayiKr/ \ef;Ls. The Tpayucr) A,e£t? was arranged
according to the alphabetical order of the words, and divided
into books, of which Harpocration quotes the twenty-eighth4.
Further, it should be noted that the lexicon was closely con-
nected with the separately published commentaries to the tragic
poets. It is a natural assumption that it contained a series

1 The issue involved is fully discussed with the result explained above by J. Williams
White in his Scholia on the Aves of Aristophanes, pp. liii—lxiv.

2 The position of Sallustius in regard to Sophocles has already been mentioned
(p. xxxiii).

3 Cohn, I.e. 461. 4 p. T34, 2, s.v. $-7)pa\oi<peLv (Soph. fr. 494)..
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of lexicographical excerpts from the commentaries, and the
identity of treatment is proved by examples of the same matter
expressed in the same words by the lexicographers, who used
only the A,e£et?, and the scholia, which derive from the com-
mentaries of Didymus1. Of course the lexicographical notes
of Didymus were largely a compilation from the Xefet? of
Aristophanes, from the 'ATTLKCLI Ai£et<? of Crates of Mallus, and
other authorities too numerous to mention. But the rpayucr)
\e£t9, in its turn, became a treasure-house for successive
plunderers to rifle. A lexicon, as Wilamowitz remarks2, soon
ceases to be left intact, as befits a private possession : each
succeeding generation reconstructs, abbreviates, or enlarges,
according to its needs. Pamphilus of Alexandria, who belonged Pamphilus.
to the middle of the first century A.D., and was the last of the
Aristarcheans, incorporated the Tpayi/crj A,e|<9 in his encyclo-
paedic treatise entitled XeifMov or irepl <y\(oaaa>v ical OVO^GLTWV

in ninety-five books. His object was to collect and enlarge
the departmental labours of his predecessors in their various
provinces. The first part of the work {irepl yXaxrcrdov) contained
the lexicons devoted to particular authors, branches of literature,
and dialects3; and the second (Trepl ovofxarojv) was divided
according to varieties of subject-matter (cookery, shipbuilding,
and so forth). In the reign of Hadrian appeared an epitome
(EW-qvLtcd ouo/xara) by Julius Vestinus, probably in thirty
books4. But for practical purposes even this reduction in bulk
was insufficient. Shortly afterwards Diogenian, a native of Diogenianv
Heraclea in Pontus, produced another epitome in five books
under the title \e^i<i iraviohairr]. He reduced the whole collec-
tion to alphabetical order and is the first author of a general
lexicon which had the benefit of this arrangement5. The desired
result was effected by the removal of most of the quotations,

1 For examples see the sources quoted for frs. ] i, 36, 42, 59, 272, 425, 511, 619,
673, 885. Of course it is not pretended that strict proof is possible in each case.

2 p. 164. a Hence 'ATTLKO.1 X^ets in Athen. 494 F.
4 According to the emendation of Naber {Phot. prol. p. 30), who gives X' for 5' in

Suid. s.v. Ovrjarlvos.
5 Reitzenstein in Rh. Mus. XLIII 456 ff. In this article the author divides the

history of lexicography from the Alexandrians to Suidas into four periods. Pamphilus
ends the first, Diogenian belongs to the second, and Hesychius to the third.
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and by a severe restriction of the explanatory material. The
work of Diogenian, notwithstanding these deficiences, proved
adequate for its purpose. It was widely used as a handbook of
reference so long as the classical authors continued to be read,
and its existence can be traced in the Byzantine period down to
the twelfth century1. So completely was Pamphilus superseded
by the epitomator that Athenaeus and Herodian are almost the
only writers who made use of the fuller collection. For us
the iravrohaTrr) A,ê <? of Diogenian is especially of interest as the

Hesychius. source from which Hesychius drew most of his material; for
the weight of authority inclines strongly in favour of the identi-
fication with it of the irepiepyoirevrire^ which Hesychius ascribes
to Diogenian in the prefatory letter2. Thus Hesychius is the
chief extant authority through which we can pass back to the
rpayi/cr) Xefi? of Didymus, but the extent of the loss incurred
in the epitomizing process can only be judged by the rare
instances where a complete fragment of Didymus has been
preserved3. Reference has already been made to the statement

Theon. of Hesychius that Theon as well as Didymus was the author of
lexicons to the tragic and comic poets. The conjecture of Naber
that Theon was the compiler, and that he put them together
from the material scattered throughout the commentaries of
Didymus, fails to account for the explicit references to the
lexicons of Didymus. But Theon is of importance for other
reasons. His services to Alexandrian literature were similar to
those rendered by Didymus to the earlier poets: he is mentioned
in the subscriptio as one of the sources for the existing scholia to
Apollonius ; and it is sufficiently established that he devoted
considerable attention to the elucidation of Theocritus, Calli-
machus, and Lycophron, and published annotated editions of
their poems5. Nevertheless, it has come as a surprise to find
his name several times mentioned in the margin of the Ichneutae

1 Cohn in Pauly-Wissowa v 781.
a Objections to the identification are stated by H. Schultz in Pauly-Wissowa v in

1320. The strange title Trepiepyoirei>7)Tes is explained as ' the book for poor pedants.'
3 e.g. the note on Achelous in Macrob. 5. 18.
4 Phot. lex. 1 p. 9.
5 Wilamowitz, Textgesch. d. gr. Bukol. p. 110; Schneider, Callim. II 37.
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papyrus as authority for a variant adopted in his edition1. For
there is no other evidence except the statement already quoted
from Hesychius to connect Theon with the tragic poets2, and
the character of his edition and its relation to Didymus are
equally obscure. It should be added that another grammarian,
whose, name may have been Nicanor, is quoted in the same
papyrus but cannot be identified3.

After the time of Didymus and Theon there is no further The
record of editions of the tragedians. In fact, after the lapse of
a century, the need for such comprehensive studies in this branch A-D

of literature was rapidly disappearing. The age of Hadrian, so
often celebrated as an era of renaissance in literary taste, was
actually that in which the causes of ultimate decay begin to be
visible. The days of creative genius were past. Literature had
become self-conscious, and every literary aspirant, instead of
seeking to express his own thoughts in his own way, made it
his prime object to fashion his style according to the recognized
classical models. Rhetorical sophistic, of which Aelius Aristides
and the, Philostrati are the most characteristic representatives,
flourished exceedingly throughout the reigns of the Antonines.
The vices of this literature were its artificiality, affectation, and
excessive elaboration; its indifference to reality, and its hollow-
ness ; and its entire sacrifice of matter to form. Quintilian's
maxim pectus est quod disertos facit was forgotten; and the
researches of the Atticists from Aelius Dionysius to Phrynichus
were directed primarily to the practical end of assisting the art
of public speaking4. The last thing they had in view was a
scientific study of the Attic dialect; and, besides the Attic
orators, only those authors were cultivated whose vocabulary
was adapted to rhetorical requirements. In these conditions,
tragedy and lyric poetry were the first to suffer,—not that
Sophocles and Pindar were dethroned from their high place, but

1 Theon is, of course, a common name, so that some other critic than the son of
Astemiclorus may be intended.

2 The references to his studies on Pindar are also rare: see schol. Pind. 01. 5. 42,
Paean. 2. 37.

3 p. 224.
4 ' Die grammatische arbeit des 2. jahrhunderts ist im grunde nichts als <JO<PI<TTLKT)

7rpoirapaaKev^ ' : Wilamowitz, p. 176.
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in a busy world they must submit to exercise their sway chiefly
within the walls of the school-room. Hence arose the need
for a selection, since the schoolmaster does not claim to be a
scientific investigator who requires constant access to the whole
of his material. There is thus good reason for the conclusion
adopted by Wilamowitz that the selection of seven plays came
into being during the course of the second century, although
the name of the selector has not been recorded. It does not of
course follow that the appearance of the selection led at once to
the loss of the remaining plays. Copies of them were preserved
in the public libraries, which might still have been consulted by
professional students. We know also that the multiplication of
transcripts on papyrus rolls still continued in Egypt\and no doubt
elsewhere, so that readers must still have been forthcoming in
certain circles. But, as demonstrating the loss of their influence
on general culture, the subsequent absence of direct quotation is
decisive.

| 4. The Sources of the Fragments.

Now that we have followed the course of the tradition by
which the plays of Sophocles were transmitted through Alex-
andria to the Roman and Byzantine eras, we are in a better
position to examine the character of the documents in which
the surviving fragments are preserved. These may be classified
according to their origin as follows : (1) fragments of Sophoclean
papyri; (2) direct quotations; and (3) indirect quotations. The
third class, which is by far the most numerous, includes every
case in which the author of the extant source owes his informa-
tion not directly to Sophocles, but to some intermediate writer.

Papyrus The papyrus fragments are very few in number, and, except
those belonging to the Eurypylus and Ichneutae, not of much
intrinsic importance. Still, the lines recovered from the Wyai&v

have settled the vexed question relating to the plot of

1 See below. The parchment fragment of the Melanippe of Euripides (fr. 495)
is now assigned to the fifth century: but that is an exceptional case. To the same
effect Wilamowitz, Sappho u. Simonides, p. 288.
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that play1; the scanty relics of the Niobe have some bearing on
Sophocles' handling of the story2 ; and the fragments provision-
ally assigned to the Tantalus in this edition, if they are the work
of Sophocles at all, raise a question of considerable interest3.
All these, except the Niobe fragments, which are attributed to
the third century B.C., are believed to have been written in the
second century A.D., so that their date is entirely consistent with
the conclusion reached in the last section4.

It is a more difficult matter to decide which are the latest
direct quotations from the lost plays, because we cannot always
be certain whether a reference which purports to come direct
from Sophocles has not in fact been borrowed from an earlier
authority whose existence is not acknowledged in the source.
To take a capital instance, no one now believes that the swarms
of quotations with which Clement of Alexandria fills certain
portions of his writings were due to his immediate acquaintance
with the text of the authors cited. We shall subsequently
explain how he came by them.

The sources which beyond all dispute show a first-hand Direct
acquaintance with the text of Sophocles are a small proportion quo

of the total. Of those which are altogether or almost contem-
porary the most numerous and important are the plays of the
comic poets. Aristophanes refers to the Niobe by name and to
the Tereus and Tyro in unmistakable terms5; and at least sixteen
other allusions to or parodies of the Sophoclean text are war-
ranted by the evidence of the scholia6. It is curious that five
of them belong to the Peleus, a play not otherwise much quoted ;
and one of the same group is further echoed by a comic writer,
who may have been Aristophanes himself, and was at any rate
his contemporary7. The Old Comedy is also represented by
single quotations of Philonides, Eupolis, and Phrynichus8, and

1 i p. 94 ff. 2 ii p. 96 f.
3 11 pp. 97 f., 209 ft".
4 The papyrus of the Hypsipyle (Oxyrh. Pap. no. 852) is considered to be not

much, if at all, anterior to 200 A.D.
5 Ar. Vesp. 579, Av. 100, Lys. 138.
6 frs. 178, 275, 371, 469, 476, 487, 489* 49°> 49r> 493> 578, 654, 668, 683

(doubtful), 710, 727, 890.
7 See n. on fr. 487. 8 frs. 491, 81 r, 890.
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the Middle by an interesting parody of Antiphanes1. At a
later date Menander copied a famous trimeter which was in
everyone's mouth2; and another imitation of the same line
appears in the collection of monosticha which passes by the same
writer's name. This miscellany, which was not put together
until Roman times, while containing much that Menander cer-
tainly did not write, includes a number of lines which appear
to follow the tracks of Sophocles. Here or there may be an
instance where Menander deliberately repeated a tragic verse;
but most of them, whether transmitted through his agency or
that of others, had become current as publica materies, having
long ceased to be recognized as subject to the private dominion
of Sophocles3.

We pass to the prose-writers of the fourth century. Two
allusions to Sophoclean fragments have been traced in the
dialogues of Plato, but neither is free from doubt4. On the
other hand, by a curious error, which he shared with Aristo-
phanes and Antisthenes, he attributed to Euripides a line which
certainly belonged to the Locrian Ajaxh. Demosthenes in a
well-known passage mentions the appearance of Aeschines in
the title-role of the Oenomaus. Aristotle in the poetics refers to
the Eurypylus, Lacaenae, Niptra, Pelezis, Phthiotides, Tereus, and
Tyro, and perhaps to the Polyxena; while in the rhetoric he cites
the XvvSenrvoi, Teucer, and Tyro*. Reasons have also been
given for supposing that he has wrongly ascribed to Aeschylus
a fragment of considerable length which actually came from the
Tereus7. The plot of the Aleadae was detected by means of
indications afforded in the Odysseus attributed to Alcidamas.

1 fr- 754-
2 fr. 319. It should be added that the alleged quotations by Aristophon (fr. 198),

Alexis (fr. 895), and Philemon (fr. 918), are extremely doubtful.
3 Similarly the Greek original which no doubt lies at the back of Plaut. Stick. 522

cannot be proved to have been imitated from fr. 88, 1.
4 frs. 256, 662.
5 See n. on fr. 14. Attention should have been directed to the significant state-

ment in the Aristophanic scholia, that the play of Euripides in which the words
occurred was not preserved.

6 Here, and generally throughout the present section, the reader is referred to
Nauck's Index of Sources for the verification of statements not otherwise vouched.

7 See on fr. 581.
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This work is a -sophistic exercise of uncertain date; but, even
if not composed within the limits of the fourth century, it cannot
be placed much later1.

There is not much to be said of the literature of the following Roman
centuries until we reach the Roman age, since the learning ofpeno

Alexandria is known to us almost entirely at second hand. An
exception should perhaps be made in favour of the KaraaTepia-yiOi
of Eratosthenes, in which the various constellations are enume-
rated in connexion with a series of poetical legends. The
epitome which has come down to us is a miserably distorted
copy of its original, but the trend of recent criticism favours the
view that some such treatise was actually written by Erastos-
thenes, and that a residuum of his learning is to be found in the
existing text2. In that case the information respecting the plot
of the Andromeda* comes direct from a handbook of the third
century B.C. The fragments of a description of Greece wrongly
attributed to Dicaearchus yield a single quotation from So-
phocles4. These interesting extracts have now been identified
as the work of Heracleides 6 tcptTLtcos, whose name has been
recovered from a quotation by Apollonius, the collector of
irapaho^a5. Nothing further is known of the author, and the
composition of his book has been variously dated between the
limits 289—171 B.C.6 Polybius, who makes a vague allusion to
the Antenoridae'', stands on the threshold of the Roman epoch.

In an examination of the Greek and Roman literature of the Indirect
two centuries which respectively precede and follow the opening °luotatlons-
of the Christian era» there is no longer a presumption in favour
of the immediate derivation of a quotation from its source.
Literary production had become a well-organized profession
with specialized branches. There was a vigorous demand for
handbooks of all kinds, in the interest of a cosmopolitan culture
thereby the more easily attained. Philosophy, science, and the

1 Blass, Attische Beredsamkeit, II2 p. 363.
2 A summary of the controversy is given by Knaack in his article on Eratosthenes

in Pauly-Wissowa VI 3778".
3 I p. 78. 4 fr. 773. 5 hist. mir. 19 (Westermann, p. 109).
6 See Daebritz in Pauly-Wissowa v m 484 ff., and W. H. Duke in Essays presented

to Ridgeway, p. 228 ff. 7 1 p. 88.
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art of rhetoric must be distilled to serve the needs of the less
robust intelligences. In addition to the stimulus imparted by
the requirements of the higher education, there arose a spirit
of general curiosity in polite circles, which contributed towards
the literary splendours of the Augustan age. Such considera-
tions will explain that, where dependence upon authority was
universal, its frequent acknowledgement became tedious and
unnecessary : a reference or allusion might be borrowed without
any sacrifice of literary candour. But the character of the
witness is a most material factor in the valuation of the record,
and it is also essential to remember the particular object which
he had in view. At first sight there is no reason to suspect that
Ovid's reference to the 'A t̂XXeetK epaarat1, and Horace's to the
Peleus11, were not inspired by their familiarity with the texts of
the Greek tragedians. But we cannot so conclude with any
certainty: there is abundant evidence of Ovid's dependence on
the mythographical tradition, and the Ars Poetica is known to
have been based upon the treatise of Neoptolemus of Parium3.
A specimen of the manuals available for the use of the Augustan
poets is preserved in the booklet of Parthenius of Nicaea irepu
epcoriKwv TraOrnxdrwv. As its title indicates, this was a collection
of love-stories with unhappy endings, each of which is prefaced
with a statement of the literary authority or authorities re-
sponsible for the form of the narrative adopted4. The work
was dedicated to Cornelius Gallus, the elegiac poet, and was
written expressly for the purpose of assisting his memory, if
he chose to employ the material in future pnems. The Euryalus
of Sophocles5 is quoted as sole authority for the tale of Odysseus'
love for Euippe and its fatal issue, and to Parthenius, if not to

Cicero and Gallus, the play was probably familiar. Cicero stands on a
sophers.°" different footing to most of our informants; for he has admitted

us to the secrets of his workshop. Cicero was undoubtedly a

1 I p. 104. 2 A. P. 96.
3 Meineke, Anal. Alex. p. 360. Catull. 70. 3 refers rather to a familiar proverb

than to the text of Sophocles (fr. 811).
4 Hercher in Herm. xn 306 ff. contended that the names were a later addition,

but their trustworthiness in general was maintained by Bethe {ib. xxxviir 608 ff.). It
is possible that they were taken from Pamphilus'

5 I p. 145-
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student of the text of Sophocles. In this connexion the allusions
to the Latin versions of the Erigonex and the ivuBecirvoL2 which
Quintus sent to his brother from Gaul are more significant than
the casual quotations in the letters to Atticus3. But when he
compares the treatment by Pacuvius and Sophocles of the scene
where the wounded Ulysses is carried home to die4, when he
recalls the line of the Epigoni with which Cleanthes rebuked
the apostate Dionysius5, and when he offers a Latin rendering
of the speech in the Tencer moralizing on the hypocrisies of
consolation6, it is not difficult to guess that the references to
Sophocles were suggested to him by the Greek originals from
which he put together the Tusculan disputations. In the post-
Aristotelian schools there had arisen a custom which, if not origi-
nated by Chrysippus, found in him its chief representative,—that
of enveloping their arguments with a cloud of poetic witnesses.
To this custom we owe the quotations and allusions of Philo-
demus the Epicurean, even if he did not borrow all of them
from an earlier source. No such hesitation is necessary in
regard to Seneca7, whose naturales qiiaestiones were largely drawn
from Posidonius through the medium of Asclepiodotus. The
name of Philo of Alexandria (c. 39 A.D.) occurs only twice in
the list of sources8: in one case it is not certain that he is
referring to Sophocles at all; in the other the Stoic colour of
the context is so clearly manifest that the origin of the quotation
is scarcely doubtful.

The writers on the art of rhetoric are open to a similar Writers on
suspicion,—that of having borrowed from their Peripatetic pre-
decessors. Demetrius in his de eloaitione,—a treatise whose
authorship and date are both uncertain, but which recent critics
put somewhere within the limits 100 B.C. and IOOA.D.,—quotes
fr. 611 on the authority of Theophrastus9, just as he takes Eur.

1 I p. 173. 2 II p. 201. A frs. 636, 662, 768.
4 Tusc. 2. 48-50. 5 Tusc. 7. 60. 6 fr. 576.
7 fr. 882. Laurentius Lydus derives from Seneca. For the history of the doxo-

graphical tradition concerning the causes of the summer rising of the Nile see Diels,
Dox. Gr. p. 226 ff. The scholia to Apollonius Rhodius are, of course, not indepen-
dent.—It would be rash to assume that Seneca translated fr. 665 in the Hercules
Oetaeus.

8 frs. 755, 945. 9 fr. 94 Wimmer.
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fr. 515 from Praxiphanes. No such declared source is forth-
coming for the allusions of the author of the de sublimitate or
of Dionysius of Halicarnassus in the de compositione verborum1.
The miscellaneous learning recorded by the last-named author
in the first book of the Antiquitates Romanae, in connexion with
the Oenotrians, the Tyrrheno-Pelasgians, and the flight of Aeneas
from Troy, was collected in part at any rate by Varro2. The
book irepl Tpoircov, which passes for the work of Tryphon, is
a garbled extract from the grammarian who was a younger
contemporary of Didymus3.

Strabo. Strabo (c. 63 B.C.—23 A.D.) owed his geographical informa-
tion more largely to books than to the records of his
own observation. His two chief sources were Artemidorus of
Ephesus4 (c. 100 B.C.), the writer of a periplus of the Mediter-
ranean Sea in eleven books, who in his turn compiled from
Agatharchides, Timosthenes, Eratosthenes, and others, and
Apollodorus of Athens, whose commentary on the Homeric
catalogue of ships was not the least remarkable of his critical
labours5. Thus at least six of the fragments preserved in Strabo
may be referred to the authority of Apollodorus6; one at least
appears to go back to Eratosthenes7; and Demetrius of Scepsis
(c. 150 B.C.), whose work on the Trojan catalogue (Horn. B 816—
877) was used by Strabo. as well as the better-known treatise of
Apollodorus, has been identified as the original source of the

1 frs. 768, 774. See also Introductory Note to the Polyxena (11 p. 162). The work
of pseudo-Longinus is now with general consent assigned to the first century A.D.
The later rhetoricians contribute little. Hermogenes (b. 160 A.D.) probably took his
illustration <pl\aj>8pos (fr. m i ) from an earlier rex^r]', Menander (c. 270 A.D.) intro-
duces Sophocles into a discussion of hymns called dcaTroprjTiKoL (fr. 809); and Phoebam-
mon, a contemporary of Synesius, repeats a familiar example of epanalepsis (fr. 753),
which recurs in John of Sicily ( n t h cent., according to Krumbacher, p. 191).

2 frs. 598, 270, 373. Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 30614. The appearance of fr. 270, 4
in schol. Ap. Rhod. is significant.

3 See frs. 487, 963. Cocondrius and Polybius of Sardis of course followed the
rhetorical tradition. Suid. s.v. Tp\j<pwv assigns the rhetorical book to the grammarian.

4 Susemihl, I 695.
5 For the particular sections of Strabo attributable to Apollodorus see E. Schwartz

in Pauly-Wissowa 1 2867-2870.
6 frs. 24, 411, 522, 957, 1086, rr io.
7 fr- 959- The reference to the Triptolemus (n p. 243) is also derived ultimately

from Eratosthenes.
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curious information relating to the Idaean Dactyls1. The The elder
naturalis historia of the elder Pliny (23—69 A.D.) is a work my<

which to an even greater extent was made up of excerpts taken
from previous authors. No fewer than 146 Roman and 327
foreign writers were utilized for the purpose ; and so little was
Pliny disposed to conceal his obligations that he prefixed to
each book a list of the chief authorities upon which it depended.
Of the fragments which he cites from Sophocles2 the first is
inserted in the course of a passage borrowed from Theophrastus,
and the manner of its introduction shows that Pliny had access
to the tradition of the didascaliae; the second is a botanical
memorandum, which came immediately from Sextius Niger,
but may have been drawn ultimately from the PL&TO/JLLKOV of
Diodes of Carystus, a distinguished physician contemporary
with Plato. Dion of Prusa in Bithynia, or Dion Chrysostom, as DionChry-
he is usually styled, belongs to the end of the period nowsostom-
under discussion. His devotion to the study of the great Attic
tragedians is attested by his well-known essay on the treat-
ment of the story of Philoctetes by Aeschylus, Sophocles, and
Euripides respectively3. We should not, therefore, expect him
to quote at second hand ; but his testimony consists only of an
allusion to the Tkyestes*, with perhaps another to an important
fragment of the Aleadae5, Last of all comes Plutarch (46— Plutarch.
120 A.D.), one of our most valuable sources, whose quotations
are those of a first-rate artist steeped in the knowledge of his
native literature. Although he sometimes quoted from memory,
particularly if the line had become somewhat hackneyed6, it is
scarcely doubtful that in most cases he drew from the originals.
The occasional coincidences with Stobaeus and Clement7 are
probably accidental, and are anyhow quite insufficient to prove
that Plutarch habitually made use of an anthology. Here and
there he repeats a quotation which he must have found in his

1 E. Schwartz in Pauly-Wissowa iv 2809. Otherwise Bethe in Herm. xxiv 411.
2 frs. 600, 830. Cf. 11 p. 66. A particularly interesting example, which shows

conclusively the second-hand character of Pliny's information, is referred to by Jebb
on O. T-. p. 232.

3 Or. 52 (n 104 Arn.). For a description see Jebb's Philoctetes, p. xvi.
4 I p. 92. 5 fr. 88. 6 frs. 662, 776, 840.
7 For examples see frs. 81, 88, 636, 770, 771, 929.

P. S.
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source. Fr. 873 is a clear instance, made more conspicuous by
the repetition of Dio Cassius and Appian ; and one may suspect
that in some of the ethical treatises, such as the irepl TU%T/? and
the irepi aperrj? fcai Ka/clas, which by their style betray the
influence of the philosophical schools, the quotations were taken
over together with the text which they served to illustrate1.
It is probable also that in the book 7rft5<? Set rbv vkov TTOHUJLCLTCOV

aKoveuv Plutarch borrowed extensively from a work of Chrysippus
similarly entitled2, although the limits of his obligation cannot
be accurately fixed.

Atticism. The second century A.D. owes such importance as it possesses
in the history of Greek literature in large, measure to the classical
revival known as Atticism. It was, as has been already pointed
out, the product of an age to which substance had become less
essential than style, and whose study of the ancient classics was
limited by the practical object of fostering rhetorical ability.
We shall presently describe the efforts of the lexicographers
to provide the studious with the necessary material for the
cultivation of purity of diction; the general literature, if we
include under this term the representative sophists, is of minor
importance for the present purpose, and will not detain us long.
The most famous names of the Hellenic renaissance which
started in the reign of Hadrian, and lasted for more than a
century, are Lucian, Aristides, and the Philostrati. Lucian refers
to the Locrian Ajax*, perhaps also to the Cedalzoni, and quotes
a fragment from the Meleager without naming the play5. Aelius
Aristides shows his acquaintance with the text of the 'EXez^?
yd(xo<;Q, and compares the treacherous beacon of Nauplius with
the work of incendiaries at Eleusis7. The Philostrati scarcely

1 The remark applies to frs. 373, 843, 844. It should be observed that the refer-
ence to r)9os as ir-qy-fi, which almost immediately precedes the quotation of fr. 373, was
borrowed from Zeno (1 203 Arn., fr. 146 P.). The difficulties which Plutarch's text
involves (see note in loc.) are perhaps the result of a confused epitome.

2 11 p. 202 Arn. 3 • 1 p. 10.
4 II p- 9. 5 fr. 401.
6 I p. 126. Phot. bibl. p. 438a 6, and Choric. pro mimis 6. 27 {Revue de Philol. I

222), follow Aristides. For fr. 756 see note in loc. The repetition of two familiar
tags (frs. 14, 733) is unimportant.

7 fr- 435-
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come into the account. Philostratus the Athenian quotes only
from the Oedipus Tyrannus, Oedipus Coloneus, and Antigone,
in the Life of Apolionius, and from the Electra in the Lives of
the sophists,—sufficient evidence surely that in his day these
plays had a certain degree of celebrity above their fellows. In
the heroicus and imagines, which are ascribed to his kinsman
and contemporary known as Philostratus the Lemnian1, there
may be many reminiscences of tragedy, such as the passage
quoted by Nauck in illustration of the discoveries of Palamedes2;
but they are seldom acknowledged, and have in consequence
generally ceased to be traceable. The imagines of the younger
Philostratus, who describes himself as grandson of the Lemnian
on the mother's side, are separated by an interval of seventy or
more years from the publication of the earlier series. He quotes
the Oedipus Coloneus and the Philoctetes, and his allusion to
Sophocles' description of Scyros as wind-swept3, and his descrip-
tion of the 'meeting of Phoenix with Neoptolemus, suggest that
he was acquainted with the Scyrians. But the general character
of his work, apart altogether from his date, makes the inference
extremely questionable4. Aelian, who survived the death of Aelian.
Caracalla (222 A.D.), was a contemporary of Philostratus the
Athenian. Though in intention a stylist, being at the same
time an industrious collector of unconsidered trifles, he reflects
the preference of his age for spurious learning to independent
research. The fragments resting on his authority are taken
from the de natura animaliurn, and were derived by Aelian
through his source Alexander of Myndos (before 50 A.D.) from
Aristophanes of Byzantium and others of the Alexandrian
school5. From Aelian we pass to Athenaeus, an important Athe-
witness, to whom we owe more than sixty quotations. The naeuSl

investigation of the sources from which Athenaeus drew his

1 On the Philostrati see J. S. Phillimore's Philostratus, I pp. xxxiv—XLV. A

different distribution of the extant works is recommended by Christ-Schmid, op. cit.

116 p. 608 ff.
2 See on fr. 432, 2. 3 fr. 553.
i Wilamowitz, Einleitung in d. gr. Tr. p. 201.
5 See especially nat. an. 7. 39 ad fin. The reference to Aristotle {ibid. r r . 18)

points in the same direction, since Alexander 's chief source was Aristophanes' eiri
of Aristotle's zoological teaching.

d 2
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abundant supply of quotations is rendered unusually difficult
by the fact that the Deipnosophists has come down to us in an
abbreviated form, and by the tendency of its author to interrupt
the course of a borrowed extract with material which he had
gathered elsewhere1. It is admitted that he was not merely
a compiler. He had studied widely in the ancient texts for the
purpose of illustrating his various topics, and a considerable
proportion of the numerous passages taken from the plays of
the comic poets was undoubtedly due to his own researches.
Tragedy was less likely to provide him with material; and he
was content to accept its evidence at second hand. At any
rate, a careful scrutiny into the character of his quotations from
Sophocles will confirm the judgement pronounced by Wilamo-
witz2 that not a single tragedy was quoted directly. Although
the nature of Athenaeus' book, even apart from its tradition, is
such as unduly to favour the impression that it largely consists
of glosses unskilfully strung together, we shall hardly err in
concluding that many of the Sophoclean fragments were derived
from the lexicographers. That the glosses were taken from a
lexicon is sometimes betrayed by their alphabetical order, as
may be seen from the list of cups given in the eleventh book,
wThere the name of Pamphilus occurs several times. It has
already been mentioned that Pamphilus, who was perhaps the
chief lexicographical authority of Athenaeus, had incorporated
the results of Didymus' rpayLKal Xe^et?. Athenaeus often dis-
closes the name of his authority,—the ultimate, it may be, rather
than the immediate source. Thus, fr. 718 was derived from the
commentary of Didymus, fr. 324 from Speusippus irepl O/AOLOOV3,

fr. 28 from Cephisodorus the pupil of Isocrates, fr. 111 from
Tryphon4,' and fr. 12 from Aristoxenus' Life of Archytas. In

1 Clear instances of such interruption will be found in the quotations relating to
the polypus and the fxav-qs inserted at 513 c and 487 D respectively.

2 op. cit. p. 176.
3 This was a survey and classification of natural history. See Zeller's Plato and

the older Academy, p. 56728 E. tr.
4 The statement suggests that he was also the source of frs. 137 and 230.—In

regard to fr. 606 a neat point arises which is not without a bearing on the criticism
of the text. I t is clear that Athenaeus and Pollux both used the same source; and,
apart from the evidence of the Philetaerus (of which more presently), irepl /JLOV. XC|.
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other cases the source may be identified by inference or probable
conjecture. Thus fr. 502 is shown to have been derived from
Apollodorus irep\ kraipwv by its recurrence in Harpocration,
fr. 448 may be referred to Chamaeleon1, fr. 765 to Satyrus or
Hermippus, fr. 121 to Clearchus irepl yptycov, fr. 474 to the same
writer's ipcoTLKy, fr. 307 to his irepl 7rapoi/j,Loov2, and fr. 735 to
Theophrastus irepl fieOr)?. Sometimes the ownership of the
borrowed material is no longer traceable3, or the quotation
bears the appearance of having been made independently for
the position which it occupies4. But an example will show that
appearances are not always to be trusted. In the course of a
discussion on the use of fivpov and its effect upon the senses,
Athenaeus interpolates as a reason for anointing the breast the
statement that the vital principle {^vxi) is situated in the heart5,
and appeals to the testimony of Soph. fr. 766 amongst other
poetical authorities. The names of two physicians Praxagoras
and Phylotimus are mentioned as holding the same opinion,
and at first sight it might be inferred that Athenaeus either
took his quotations from one or the other of them, or collected
them himself in corroboration of their view. But the dogma
that the principate (tjye/jbovLKov) of the soul, that is to say, the
mind, resides in the heart was strenuously maintained by the
Stoic school, and Chrysippus supported it by thousands of

p. 35, 19, quoting Aesch. fr. 211, suggests that this was Herodian. But there are
good reasons for believing that Athenaeus did not use Herodian : see Kaibel on 52 D.
The common source must therefore be earlier than his time, and we shall find subse-
quently that this conclusion may be recommended on other grounds.

1 fr. 345, which relates to the same subject, occurs in the neighbourhood of two
other quotations which are repeated in Plut. amat. 5 p. 751 c. It may be inferred
that Plutarch and Athenaeus were indebted to the same original. Plutarch then pro-
ceeds to quote Pind. Pyth. 2. 42, and illustrates it by the same fragment of Sappho
(fr. 34) which is adduced by Pindar's scholiast.

- Cf. 317 A.
3 frs. 760 and 761 come from a rhetorical discussion of yitera^opd after Arist. rhet.

3. 10. 1411s 1 ff., fr. 378 from some writer of crvfivocnaKd, frs. 277 and 537 from a dis-
sertation on the game cottabus, frs. 239, 241, and 412 perhaps from the deaTpiicr) icrropia
of Juba {FHGui 481).

4 The remark applies especially to such cases as frs. 329, 563, and 757, or Eur.
fr. 899, where the quotations belong to the framework of the dialogue.

5 See 687 E.
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Scientific
and
technical
writers.

quotations from the poets1. Here then is enough to awaken
suspicion. . Now, a good deal of Chrysippus irepl -v/nr^ has
been preserved by Galen, and our suspicion is confirmed when
we find that the two separate lines, which Athenaeus quotes
from the Odyssey appear ;at the head of the list of Homeric
quotations which Galen repeats after Chrysippus2, If any
doubt remains concerning the source of Athenaeus, it is dis-
sipated by the further discovery that Chrysippus appealed to
the authority of Praxagoras in opposition to those medical
writers who made the head the centre of the nervous system3.

The scientific and departmental writers who flourished in
the second and early part of the third century shared the general
failure of independence which characterized their epoch, and
their show of learning is even less to be credited when it falls
outside their proper sphere. It is a rare exception when Aulus
Gellius testifies to his personal acquaintance with the text of the
Locrian Ajax4: Galen professedly owed his poetical illustrations
of the word irefx^iy^ to the ypa/ji/jiaTi/coL5, from whom also
Sextus Empiricus quoted the Phrygian ^aXkr}vQ. The same
source may be confidently assumed for Rufus Ephesius, the
writer on anatomy, from his agreement with Hesychius and
the scholiast on Aristophanes'. Achilles, the commentator on
Aratus, drew his material from Posidonius through Diodorus of
Alexandria8. Diogenes Laertius quotes two of the fragments9:
one of these he derived from Antigonus of Carystus10 (third

1 E. V. Arnold, Roman Stoicism, p. 24535.
2 Galen Hipp, et Plat. plac. 3. 2 p. 260 M. (11 906 Arn.). From id. 3. 4 p. 281 M.

(n 907 Arn.) we learn that tragic quotations were included in the collection.
3 Galen id. 1. 7 p. 145 M. (11 897 Arn.).
4 fr. 14. Cf. fr. 695. He states that he heard Peregrinus quote fr. 307.
5 frs. 337, 338, 538, 539. Wilamowitz, op. cit. p. 176. Note the coincidence

with Photius in regard to Aesch. fr. 170.
6 fr. 515. 7 fr. 5 9 6 .
8 frs. 432, 737, 738. With him goes the anonymous writer who quotes fr. 752.

In regard to all this class of literature I transcribe the caustic judgement of Diels
(Doxogr. p. 19): 'scilicet turn ea ars, quae vetera furando nova scripta gignebat non
inventa quidem, sed consummata esse videtur. neque frustra Clemens Alexandrinus
ipse fur callidissimus furtorum catalogum congessit sive potius et ipsum descripsit
Strom, vi 2.'

9 frs. 477, 873. 10 Wilamowitz, Antigonos von Karystos, p. 74-
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century B.C.) and the other from Diodes of Magnesia (b. 80—
70 B.C.). Artemidorus, who wrote on the interpretation of
dreams, cites fr. 860 without the author's name and obviously at
second hand1. Porphyrius (233—304 A.D.) quotes fr. 398 in the
de abstinentia, fr. 879 in the de antro nympharum, and fr. 108 in
the quaestiones Homericae. As a Homeric critic he was of course
familiar with grammatical learning, and, though he was skilful
enough to present the appearance of an independent writer,
Bernays showed that the de abstinentia was largely composed
of extracts from Theophrastus ire pi eu<xe/3eta?2. Hyginus the
mythographer is of importance rather in relation to the plots of
the lost plays than as a witness to the fragments. The date
of the handbook can only be determined in so far as it was
certainly written before 207 A.D., when it was translated into
Greek3; but the scholarship of its author may be gauged by his
description of Melanippe as daughter of Desmon, no doubt after
the Euripidean title MeXaviirirr] rj Seaborn?4. It is beyond
question that he derives from a Greek original belonging to
the same stream of tradition as that which pseudo-Apollodorus
followed5. The sources of the second book of the poetica astro-
nomia, another work passing by the name of Hyginus, have
been examined by Robert6: it is sufficient to say that the chief
authority used was the /caTaarepta/jiol of Eratosthenes, but that
traces are also to be found of Parmeniscus, Asclepiades of
Tragilus, and some others. Servius, the Vergilian commentator,
refers to the Laocoon of Sophocles7 for a mythological detail
which no one supposes that he had learnt by an inspection of
the original; but from what source he derived this and his veiled
allusion to the Lacaenae* we are not in a position to determine.

1 For the work of Artemidorus see Suseinihl, I 868.
2 J. Bernays, Theophrasis Schrift iiber Frommigkeit, Berlin, 1866. He has, how-

ever, demonstrated that the passage in which the Sophoclean extract occurs is actually
an inset made in accordance with the plan acknowledged by Porphyrius at the end of
2. 33, and interrupting the course of the argument. He identifies the grammarian
(p. 71) from whom Porphyrius got the quotations with Aristomenes, who was a freed-
man of Hadrian, and whose TO. irpbs ras lepovpytas is quoted by Athen. 115 A.

3 See M. Schmidt's edition at p. Liv. 4 Fad. 186.
5 For the earliest mythographical handbook see Susemihl, II 50 and sup. p. xxvi.
6 Eratosthenis catasterismorum reliquiae, Berlin, 1878.
7 fr. 372. 8 fr. 367. Hyginus and Varro were among his sources.
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Fourth
and fifth
centuries
A.D.

The interpretation of Vergil gives Macrobius occasion to cite a
remarkable fragment1 from the 'YI^OTOIAOL of Sophocles, which
he supposes Vergil to have copied; but it is impossible to
allow Macrobius himself the credit of making the comparison.
The same writer reproduces the whole of Athenaeus' note on
Kap^rj^Lov, and, as included in it, the quotation of fr. 660.

The names of Servius and Macrobius have been introduced
by anticipation. Though neither of them wrote in Greek, they
are both representative of the last stage of the common Graeco-
Roman culture which immediately preceded the centuries of
Byzantine decadence. In its various branches Nonnus, Libanius,
Heliodorus, and Proclus were the chief pillars of the dying
Greek literature. But, except in the mechanical repetitions of
successive generations of grammarians and lexicographers, or in
the traditional quotation of a stock passage by sophists and
rhetoricians2, the memory of Attic tragedy was almost entirely
extinct. The partisans of Hellenism were fighting in a losing
cause, and the efforts of the best of them, praiseworthy as they
are, show how narrow and superficial was their acquaintance
with the works of the ancient masters. Julian never quotes
Sophocles by name, and none of the fragments so far as we
know has the support of his authority3. It would be too much
to assert that he was not acquainted with a single one of the
plays ; for phrases occur which are reasonably regarded as echoes
of the Antigone and the Philoctetes*. But Homer and Plato, the

1 fjr. 534. It is clear that he followed one of the ancient commentators on Vergil
both here and in his comparison of Aen. 4. 698 with Eur. Ale. 73. See Nettleship in
Conington's Vergil, I4 p. XLVIII f. These Vergilian scholia, as well as those on Lucan
and Statius, go back to Greek sources (Wilamowitz, op. cit. p. 167). The point illus-
trated by Macrobius is the ritual sanctity of brass, and Sophocles is the only Greek
author cited.

2 Such is the quotation of fr. 940 by Gregory of Nazianzus. Echoes of frs. 662
and 929 are found in Nicephorus Gregoras and Ioannes Chumnos, who lived as late
as the fourteenth century. A familiar instance is the wearisome recurrence of Eur.
fr. 484, 1 OVK 4/xbs 6 /JLV6OS dXXd...in Julian and others. Fr. 14 is quoted both by
Libanius and Themistius.

3 The passage quoted by Nauck on fr. 811 is obviously not an allusion (except
indirectly) to Sophocles.

4 132 C CLKTIS deXiov {Ant. 100); 447 B rbv (piXrarov, ws (prjs, dp^ficav {PAH. 273).
Sandys, Hist. Cl. Schol. I p. 359, infers from the fact that O.T. 614. is followed (338 c)
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study of whose writings was kept alive by the lectures of the
Neoplatonists, are the only ancient authors to whom he freely
refers1. Libanius (314—393 A.D.), the foremost man of letters
of his age, is hardly in a better case than his imperial patron,
although his reading was naturally wider2. It is true that his
acquaintance with Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides is
vouched on the authority of his latest editor3; but it is not
evident that this implies a wider knowledge of their text than
is open to a scholar of the present day. His reference to the
Tereus (n p. 224) does not prove that he knew the play, and his
allusion to the ill treatment of Minos on the stage was derived
from Plutarch or the pseudo-Platonic Minos4". Though Libanius
is our sole authority for fr. 808, the sentiment there expressed
is of a familiar currency; and the appearance of two parallel
passages from Euripides5 in the immediate context suggests
that all three were borrowed from an anthology. Nor is the
character of his other references to tragic fragments such as to
inspire confidence in the extent of his knowledge6. Synesius,
who was born a few years after the death of Julian and survived
Libanius by some twenty years, is one of the most attractive
figures of his age. He is the last representative of the genuine
Hellenic spirit, never ceasing to urge upon his hearers the
importance of literary and philosophical studies7. But his own
knowledge was neither deep nor wide, and the preponderating
influence of Homer and Plato is even more clearly marked than

by the words ws 7rapd TQV Zfjurpovdev iyvw/xev, that the name of the author was un-
known, and that Sophocles was evidently no longer read. His quotations from Eur.
(see e.g. 445 B) are confined to the Bacchae, Phoenissae, and Orestes.

1 He had also studied Aristotle and Theophrastus: Sandys, p. 357.
2 Themistius (iv 71) mentions Thuc, Isocr., Dem., Plat., and Arist., as the five

classics chiefly studied at Constantinople, and elsewhere (xxiil 350) adds Aristophanes
as a sixth. Libanius (iii. 438) speaks vaguely of his readings in the poets.

3 R. Foerster in Rh. Mus. xxxn 87. Unger cleverly emended ep. 1398 from
Eur. I.A. 128.

4 [Plat.J Min. 318 E, 321 A; Plut. Thes. 16; Liban. ill 64. It is highly probable
that the Camici (11 p. 3) was one of the plays illustrating the tragic conception of
Minos as an overbearing and cruel tyrant.

5 Hec. 596, Or. 126.
6 Aesch. fr. 340 and Eur. fr. 934 are among the more favourable examples.
7 R. Volkmann, Synesios, pp. 134—136.
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in Julian1. He can hardly be cited as a witness for fr. 948, and
a vague reference to Ai. 11462 is almost the only indication of
an acquaintance with Sophocles.

Scholia. The immediate sources of the greater number of the frag-
o o

ments are the collections of scholia, the Byzantine lexicons, and
the anthology of Stobaeus. The most important of the scholia
are found in the MSS of the three tragedians, Aristophanes,
Homer, Pindar, Plato, and the Alexandrian poets. The labours
of Didymus in relation to Sophocles and Euripides have already
been mentioned, and his services to Aeschylus, although less
clearly attested, are believed to have been of a similar character3.
The remaining scholia, so far as they concern us here, will next
be briefly described.

Aristo- The scholia of Aristophanes, although for obvious reasons
scholia. their evidence more often touches Euripides, are nevertheless,

as we have seen4, of considerable importance for Sophocles.
The citations from ancient poets were due almost entirely to
Didymus5, who here as elsewhere drew upon the learning of his
predecessors. The extent of his influence is not to be measured,
except in comparison with others, by the sixty-four explicit
references to his name6. Phaeinus and Symmachus, who are
mentioned in the subscriptio of the Venetus to the Nubes and to
the Pax, have been identified as the immediate sources of the
extant collection. Symmachus, whose name occurs some forty
times in the scholia, was an Alexandrian who lived about a
century after Didymus, and shows himself to be capable of
exercising an independent judgement7. Phaeinus, by some
regarded as an early Byzantine, is of no importance except as

1 W. S. Crawford, Synesius the Hellene, 1901, has a useful list (pp. 522—579) of
the literary quotations in Synesius. It must, however, be used with caution.

2 Quoted by Jebb, in loc. For references to Euripides, such as they are, see
frs. 300, 723.

3 Cohn in Pauly-Wissowa v 451. 4 p. xlvii.
5 His commentary is mentioned by Athen. 67 D ALdv/xos 5' ifyyov/xevos rb lafi^eiov

(Plut. 720) KT€. A good account of it is given by Cohn, I.e. 455.
6 No less than thirty-three are in the scholia to the Aves.
7 Wilamowitz treats Symmachus as the first compiler of our collection of scholia.

Williams White, however, as we have already seen (p. xlii), holding that such collec-
tions were not anterior to the age of the parchment book, takes a somewhat different
view of the activities of Symmachus.
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a compiler, and may have been responsible for the inclusion of
the colometry of Heliodorus, and of extracts from Herodian and
other authorities later than Symmachus.

We owe twenty-two valuable quotations to the scholia on Pindaric
Pindar. These may be assigned without hesitation to Didymus,
who was responsible for practically the whole of the learned
material preserved in these commentaries1. Our collection goes
back to an edition of the Epinicia in the second century A.D.,
which repeated the substance of Didymus' work without adding
much of importance. The date is approximately fixed by a
quotation from Amyntianus2, a writer who dedicated his history
of Alexander the Great to the emperor Marcus. In two instances
at least we are able to go beyond Didymus: the illustration of
TWV Tptoov ei>3 was taken from the irepl irapoifjawv of Aristides
of Miletus, which is dated in the second half of the second
century B.C.4, and the proverb dcf earla? apyeaQat was discussed
by Aristocritus, who belonged to the same period5.

The minute study of the Platonic dialogues was not seriously Platonic
undertaken before the age of the Roman empire, and received
its chief impulse from the Neoplatonic movement. Our scholia,
however, deal with the explanation of rare words (yXwacraL),
obscure phrases (Xigeis), and proverbs (TrapoiixiaL), rather than
with the exposition of the philosophical argument; and the
extracts which contain quotations from Sophocles are repre-
sentative of the general character of the collection. It is not
surprising to find coincidences with Hesychius6, since Diogenian,
whose name is quoted four times in the scholia, must have been
a common source of both. But the majority of the quotations
was introduced to illustrate proverbs which occur in the text of
Plato, and the scholia derive from the same sources as the
paroemiographic corpus, to which we shall presently return.

1 Wilamowitz, op. cit. p. 157; Cohn, I.e. 450.
2 Schol. Pind. 01. 3. 52. 3 fr. 908.
4 For Aristides see Paroem. 1 p. XII, Crusius, Anal. p. 79. Steph. Byz. p. 249, 12

(cf. Suid. s.v. Acodwvaiov xa^K€^0V) shows that he was later than Polemon, from whom
he quoted.

5 FHG iv 336.
6 frs. 59, 425, 633: cf. also fr. 408, the substance of which goes back to Aristo-

phanes of Byzantium.
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Thus Didymus is referred to on Cratyl. 384 A in connexion
with the proverb ^akeira TCL tcakd, and to him rather than to
Tarrhaeus1 were due most of the quotations in schol. rep. 337 A.
It should be noticed that the explanations of the Platonic scholia
are generally fuller and richer than the text of the corpus.

Scholia The scholia to the Alexandrians, of whom Apollonius Rhodius
on Alex- .

andrians. is for the present purpose the most important, may be taken
together. In all of them Theon2 occupies a position analogous
to that of Didymus in the criticism of the tragedians and Pindar.
The subscriptio to the Laurentian MS of Apollonius states that
the scholia are taken from Lucillus Tarrhaeus, Sophocles, and
Theon. This is interpreted to mean that Sophocles put together
the collection in the fourth century from the earlier commentaries
of Lucillus and Theon3. Irenaeus (also known by the Latinized
name of Minucius Pacatus), who is mentioned four times in the
scholia as the author of a commentary (v7r6/jLvijfjLa), seems to
have belonged to the latter part of the first century A.D. Theon
was the sole source of all that is valuable in the scholia to
Theocritus, but our collection belongs to a later date. Wilamo-
witz conjectured that they were edited by Amarantus, an elder
contemporary of Galen, whose name is attached in the Etymo-
logicum Magnum to the views expressed in the scholia4. This
assumption agrees with the fact that the scholia often controvert
the opinions of a certain Munatius, who is identified with
Munatius 6 KpniKos, a native of Tralles and a member of the
circle of Herodes Atticus5. In Steph. Byz. p. 375, 10 we read
that Theon, Plutarch, and Demetrius Phalereus were the names
of the commentators on.Nicander. The last-mentioned is un-
questionably an error for Demetrius Chlorus who is referred to
in several notes6 as supporting views subsequently rejected by
Antigonus. Antigonus lived in the early part of the first
century B.C., as is inferred from the position in which his name

1 Cf. fr. 160. According to Cohn, in Jahrb. f. cl. Phil. Suppl.' xill at p. 840,
Tarrhaeus was the immediate source of these scholia. See however Crusius, Anal.
p. 94 f. Is KXeirapxos an error for KXtapxos (Crusius, Anal. p. 83) in schol. rep. 337 A ?

2 See p. xliv. 3 Wilamowitz, op. cit. p. 187.
4 See Etym. M. p. 273, 41, as compared with schol. Theocr. 7. 154.
5 Philostr. vit. soph. 1. 25. 16. 6 Ther. 377, 585, 748.
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occurs in the preface to Erotian1, so that in the case of Nicander
we are able to pass back to sources anterior to Theon. On the
other hand, with the exception of Theon, tradition is silent
respecting the names of those who worked on the text of
Lycophron until the time of Nicetas, the bishop of Serrha, who
copied out the codex Marcianus 476 in the eleventh century.

It is unnecessary for the present purpose to examine in Homeric
detail the history of the Homeric scholia; for it is notorious that
they contain rich stores of Alexandrian learning. Even in the
limited field of Sophoclean quotations the value of Venetus A is
manifest. From the subscriptiones at the end of every book it
appears that the collection, which was perhaps made in the
second century A.D., was based upon an amalgamation of ex-
cerpts from Didymus' irepl TT)? 'Apiarapxeiov Biopdcoaecos,
Aristonicus ' irepl crrjixeiayv rwv TT}? 'I/UaSo? KCLL rij<; 'OSfcrcreta92,

Herodian's irepl T779 *Ofir)pt,tc?is irpoawhia^, and Nicanor's irepi
'OfjLrjpt/cfjs arLjfi7j<;. The works of Didymus, Aristonicus, and
Nicanor belonged to the department of textual criticism ; and
of the ten quotations and allusions which rest upon the authority
of Ven. A five may be conjectured to owe their survival to
Herodian3. The explanation of jXcocraai and Xegeis4, where the
scholia are found to be in agreement with the extant lexicons,
was largely the work of Aristarchus, whose name is mentioned
together with Apion and Heliodorus in Hesychius' prefatory
letter to Eulogius. The lexicon of Apollonius, which depended
on the same sources, survives only in an abridged form, so that
it is seldom of value where a fuller version exists elsewhere5.
In one case we are referred to the authority of Crates of Mallus6.
The elucidation of mythological details was the principal subject
of Didymus' vTro/jLvrj/xaTa"7, and many notes of this complexion
in the scholia are attributed to him by name.

In connexion with the scholia the Homeric commentaries Eusta-
thius.

1 p. 32, 11 Klein. Cohn in Pauly-Wissowa I 2422.
2 This was a digest of Aristarchus' explanation of the critical signs (obelus, &c.)

used by him in his edition.
3 frs. 43, 94, 582, 901, 1056.
4 See e.g. frs. 454, 6 n , 785, 793, 906.
5 Apollonius, s.v. Kara, quotes A 424 (fr. 898) for Kara — iwi.
6 fr. 1060. 7 Sehol. 5 4 may be an example (1 p. 141).
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(7rape/c/3o\al eh TT)V 'O/jirjpou 'I\id$a ['OSvaaeLavJ) of Eustathius
must be mentioned. They were written at some time before
1175 A.D., in which year their author was appointed Archbishop
of Thessalonica by the emperor Manuel I. The value of the
books consists in their enormously rich store of extracts from
philological writings which have now been lost; for it is quite
certain that the quotations from the ancient classics were all at
second hand, and that the plays of Sophocles outside the selec-
tion had perished long before the time of Eustathius1. Nor does
Eustathius seek to conceal his dependence upon earlier sources,
although he often succeeds in hiding their identity by the use of
such vague expressions as (f)aal, Kara TOV9 irakaiovs, Xiyerai,
and the like2. But, although this lack of precision and still
more the tendency to garble his extracts by abbreviation are to
be regretted, the main channels of tradition which Eustathius
followed are either obvious or have been definitely ascertained I
Thus, he borrowed large blocks of material from the Deipno-
sophists of Athenaeus, and is in no sense an independent witness
for the quotations of the earlier writer4. It should also be
noticed that his text of Athenaeus was the epitomized version
represented in the MSS known as C and E5. Strabo was copied
almost as freely as Athenaeus, but only twice where Sophocles
is concerned6. Next, it is certain that much of Eustathius is
nearly related to the tradition of the Homeric scholia. For the
Iliad he employed a MS containing a collection of scholia which

1 This fact was first clearly recognized by Valckenaer, Opusc. 1 337 f. Jebb on
O. T. 1264 and on Ant. 292 (at p. 250) gives the impression that Eustathius' quota-
tions were usually made at first hand. It is clear, also, from the remarks in his
Bacchylides (p. 76) that he took the same view of citations by such writers as Stobaeus
and Priscian. Rutherford in his New Phrynichus (p. 84) does not appear to have
observed that the evidence of the Eiym. M. goes back to the older authorities from
which it is derived.

2 <pacri: frs. 166, 237, 702, 'jgi, 794, 1006. /card TOVS TraXaiovs (0acrt^ 01 TraXaioL):
frs. 108, 1046, 1049, 1087. Aefyercu: fr. 1105.

3 In the following account much use has been made of Cohn's article in Pauly-
Wissowa vi 1452—1489.

4 frs. 19, 28, i n , 127, 154, 181, 314. 275, 318, 329, 378, 395, 565, 718, 760.
5 For examples see the nn. on frs. 154, 181 (where A has irtirov), 318.
6 See fr. 1086, I p. 86, Eustathius frequently quotes from an epitome of Stephen

of Byzantium, but there is no such instance in the Sophoclean sources.
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bore the names of Apion and Herodorus1, and was derived from
the same sources as the scholia in the extant MSS. Thus, the
text of Eustathius sometimes coincides with Ven. A2, sometimes
with Ven. B or Townl., and is sometimes supplementary to both.
As an instance of the last-named alternative we may quote
fr. 458, which is one of several examples of 7rapa\en/a? given
by Eustathius as well as by the Paris MS 2766 of the thirteenth
century3 in addition to those appearing in schol. BT. In the
Odyssey Eustathius followed a similar course; but, since the
existing scholia to the Odyssey are much less full and important
than those to the Iliad, the value of the tradition represented by
Eustathius becomes comparatively greater. Fr. 108 was found
by Eustathius in his MS, amongst other illustrations of the word
eV /̂SoXo?, as part of a note of Porphyrius which is also preserved
in the 'O^piKa ^rjTrjixaia, whereas in our scholia4 the reference
to Archippus5 is the only one of the post-Homeric quotations
remaining6. To Porphyrius should probably be referred the
interesting fr. 790, since it comes from an allegorizing original
which explained Athena as <ppovriGi$ and Poseidon as 1/7/30x779
evtyvxos7- The origin of the material in Eustathius is sometimes
obscured by the severe curtailment of the Odyssean scholia.
Thus, his allusion to the Euryalus of Sophocles8 is part of a note
rich in genealogical details attested by references to Hesiod,
Aristotle, Hellanicus, and the Cyclic epics. We might well
speculate how Eustathius became possessed of so much informa-
tion drawn from ancient authorities, were it not that the bare
skeleton of the earlier part of the note is preserved by schol. Q9.

1 Nothing is known of these persons except their names, which are possibly ficti-
tious. Apion cannot be the Alexandrian grammarian of that name.

2 See frs. 43, 94, 1056.
3 Cramer, anecd. Par. ill 274. But cod. 2679 {anecd. Par. in 5) was copied from

Eustathius and is consequently worthless : cf. fr. 611. The same remark applies to
cod. 2767 (frs. 776, 929). See Cohn, I.e. 1485.

4 Schol. EQR Horn. 0 319. 5 fr. 37, 1 687 K.
6 Porphyrius' note appears also in Etym. M. p. 357, 18, with all the Attic quota-

tions except that from Sophocles.
7 The latter identification was Stoic: Cornut. 22, Cic. n.d. 1. 40.
8 I P- 145-
9 Eustath. Od. p . 1796, 35 tartou 5£ 6'rt yeveaXoyovcrc Aids /xev /cat Evpvodlas 'ApiceL-

criov airrov 5k /cat XaX/co^eSoucr^s Aa£prr]v rod 8e ical 'AvTinXelas '08v<rcr£a' ov /cat
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Eustathius seldom referred to the scholia on other authors, so
that it would be wrong to suppose that fr. 895 was borrowed by

Suetonius, him from the scholia to Euripides. An examination of the
context in Eustathius reveals that he has introduced into his
commentary a long extract from the work of Suetonius ire.pl
rcov Trap' "EWyaL irauhicov. The same origin is to be attributed
to frs. 429 and 479. The name of the author is not given by
Eustathius, but is mentioned by Suidas1, who records the exist-
ence of another work by him entitled irepl Sva^fioyv Xegecov
ijTOL fiXacr^rj/jLLoov Kal nroQev etcaarr}. T o the Trepl ^Xaa^rjfxiwv

Eustathius owed his acquaintance with frs. 720 and 885. It is
at first sight surprising that these little-known works, written in
Greek by a Roman historian of the age of Hadrian, should have
survived and continued in use until the late Byzantine era*
No less striking than the survival of Suetonius, who was, of
course, the depositary of earlier learning, is the appearance in
Eustathius of a number of quotations ascribed to Aristophanes of
Byzantium2. The latter were held by Nauck in his monograph
on Aristophanes to have been derived from the Homeric scholia;
but the publication by Emmanuel Miller in 1868 of the contents
of- a remarkable MS formerly at Mt Athos3 showed that these as
well as the extracts from Suetonius had a peculiar history. For
the MS comprises, besides the collection of proverbs attributed
to Zenobius, short excerpts from Zenodorus irepl T/79 'O/nripov
avvrjOeuas, from the Xe^et? (irepl ovo/jiacrias rjXiKLwv and so forth)
of Aristophanes, and from the works of Suetonius already
quoted. Each of them contains passages closely parallel to the
text of Eustathius, although he names Aristophanes alone of

Ylrjve\birr)t irfXe/j-axov' avrov 5e /cat ILO\VK&(TT7]S TTJS NeVropos HepaeirToXiv, ws 'Haiodos

(fr. i7)...'Apc<rroTeAi7S de ev 'IdaKyaiwv TroXiTeia (fr. 506) /cat 'EXXdpt/cos 5e {FHG I 64)

TrjXtfjLaxov (pacn ISavaucaav yrj/xai rr\v ' KhKivbov % at yevvijaai TOP HepaiwroXov * rives de

/cat rototfrots Xoyois ivevicai.pod<ni>. e/c KLpKrjs viol KCLO' 'Haiodov {Theog. 1013) 'Odvavel

"Aypios /cat AaTtJ'OS, e/c de KaXvipovs l$avaldoos /cat NaimVoos. 6 5e TTJV TyXeydveiav

ypdxpas Kup^a tos {EGF p . 58) tic fiev KaXvi^ous TrjXeyovov vlbv 'Odvaaei &j>aypa<pet.

r) TyXe'dafJ.ov e/c 5e HripeX6in]s T^X^uaxop Kal 'ApKeaiXaov • Kara 8e Av<rifj.axov /ere.

Contrast with this schol. Q Horn, ir 118 'Ap/cê crtos Bvpvodias Kal At6s, Aaiprrjs §e

XaXKO/xedoiarjs' TriXe/j-axov /cat HoXvKdaTfjs Ilepcr^TrToXts. See also fr. 454.
1 s.v. TpaY/oAXos. 2 See frs. 792, 793, 1062, 1069.
3 Now Paris, suppl. Gr. 1164. See Miller, Melanges de Hit. gr. pp. 407—436.
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the three authors, and even in his case sometimes substitutes
(fiacre or /card TOV<$ TraXaiovs. Thus the nature of the evidence
leads irresistibly to the conclusion that Eustathius had before
him a MS similar in character to the Athous, but giving the
extracts in question in a much fuller form.

Among the chief sources of Eustathius must be included the ^ 9 .
. . . . . . . . Dionysius

Atticist lexicons of Aelius Dionysius and Pausanias, but, owing and
to his unfortunate methods of reference already described, it Pausamas-
has become a question of some difficulty and complexity to
determine the extent of territory to be assigned to one or both
of them, and in a less degree to distinguish the boundaries of
their respective provinces. So far as Sophocles is concerned,
the name of Aelius Dionysius is not given as authority for any
of the fragments, whereas that of Pausanias occurs four times1.
But that is not all; for it is certain that many concealed refer-
ences to them are introduced by the formulas (fiaal, Kara TOVS

7ra\aiovs2, ev prjropifca) Ae^t/ccu3, ev Kara crioiyjfiov \e^iK<p4, and

the like. There is a large number of instances in which the
tradition of the Atticists is repeated by Hesychius5, and various
explanations have been given of their agreement. Thus, it
has been argued both that Aelius Dionysius borrowed from
Diogenian, and that Diogenian plundered the Atticists. But
since Diogenian and the Atticists were contemporary writers,
it is a more likely explanation that the coincidences result from
their having used the same sources6. Eustathius is usually
fuller than Hesychius7, and it is deserving of attention that
he expressly adduces Didymus as his authority for the explana-
tion of apyefia, where Hesychius is silent8. Herennius Philo, to Herennius
whom we shall return in another connexion, is mentioned by
Eustathius six times,—twice as the author of the work rrepl

1 frs. 268, 272, 311, 877.
2 Aelius Dionysius (p. 234 Schwabe) is considered to have been the source from

which we get fr. 1087.
3 frs. 138, 748, 1093. 4 fr. 406.
5 The clearest instances are frs. 268, 311, 429, 596, 702, 877, 1006, 1046, 1084;

but the list is not intended to be exhaustive of the points of contact between Hesychius
and Eustathius.

6 Cohn in Pauly-Wissowa v 990.
7 See especially fr. 1046. 8 fr. 233.

P. S. e
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Sicupopcov crrj/xaivofihav. This book, which survived until the
late Byzantine age, was the source of various lexicons of
synonyms which were current under different names; and that
such was the history of the extant lexicon of Ammonius irepl
ofxoioov KCL\ Sia(f)6po}v Xe^ewp is shown by its agreement with the
fragments of Herennius preserved by Eustathius. To Herennius,
therefore, belongs the distinction between kayjipa and fiw/ios
which occasioned the quotation of fr. 7301, and the record of
iTrLcfiaTos in fr. 1048. We are not here concerned with the
relation of Eustathius to any of the technical grammarians
except Herodian; and the coincidence of his text with the
eTTLTO/xr) TGOV bvofxciTLicwv Kdvovwv €K TWV 'HpcoStavov, edited by

Hilgard in a Heidelberg program of 1887, supports the view that
such excerpts rather than the complete treatises of Herodian
were alone, accessible to him2.

em- Before leaving the subject of Homeric exegesis, some reference

rnuSj: b e m a c [ e to the ern/^epia/ioi, class-books of grammatical
analysis applied to the text of the Homeric poems. The
analytical process must, of course, have existed from the earliest
days of literary study3, but in Byzantine times, as the circle of
such studies continually narrowed, the professional teacher relied
more and more upon the practical manuals variously assigned
to the most eminent grammarians, and revised according to the
needs of the age by their successors. Examples of such books
have come down to us and some of them were published by
J. A. Cramer in his anecdota. The earlier type was so arranged
that the verbal explanations were made to follow the order of
the text4 , but we are more immediately concerned with the class
in which the lemmas are arranged in alphabetical order. Its

1 From the same source Eustathius derived the excerpt from Alexion quoted on

fr. 564, 2.
2 There is a reference to these excerpts in I p. 168 (Hilgard, p. 11, 3). The

epitome was also published by Cramer (anecd. Ox. IV 333). A similar epitome irepl

OLKKLTUV priix&Tuv AlXlov 'Upwdcavov [ibid, iv 338) appears in the same program and

connects Herodian with fr. 164.
3 Sext. Emp. math. 1. 161 speaks of 6 Kara ypa/Mfj-ariKriv fiepier/ULOS as requiring

subtraction (TO a<paipeli>) and addition (TO irpoaTid^vai).
4 An example is cod. Coisl. 387 (tenth century) published in anecd. Paris, in

294—37O.
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most remarkable representative is the New College MS 298
(xiv cent.) published in vol. i of Cramer's anecdota Oxoiii-
ensia, which quotes five Sophoclean fragments1 and is the
sole authority for four of them. The grammatical sources
most frequently named are Herodian and Aristonicus, and
amongst others we find mention of Apollonius, Alexion, Helio-
dorus, Seleucus, and Tryphon. The latest in time are Philoponus,
Orion, and Charax ; and, since the name of Choeroboscus is
absent, the collection may be assigned to the early part of the
sixth century, between the dates of Charax and Choeroboscus2.
It is certain that these works were based largely on the results
of Herodian's labours, and several of them circulated in his
name, although their authenticity is open to question3.

The name of Herodian, known as 6 reduces for his eminence Technical
among them, introduces us to the technical grammarians. <ypafi- '•
fxaTLicr) was a comprehensive term, embracing the various branches
of scholarship, and, although Aristarchus paid much attention to
irpoawhla and 6p6o<ypa$ia, the great Alexandrians lived before
the time when specialization had succeeded in cramping the
grammarian's functions. Dionysius Thrax, the pupil of Aris-
tarchus, was the father of grammar in the narrower sense of the
term, although his activity was not limited within its bounds4.
We are not concerned with the immediate development of the
subject; for Apollonius Dyscolus of Alexandria, who belongs to
the age of Hadrian, is the earliest of our authorities among the
T€xVLK0L- His influence upon posterity was extraordinary, and
it is not too much to say that from his writings and those of his
son Herodian the later world derived the whole of its grammatical
knowledge5. His particular province was the functions of the
different parts of speech, and he was the first writer of a treatise
on syntax, large portions of which have been preserved6. He-

1 frs. 114, 393, 521, 749, 750. 2 Reitzenstein, Gesch. d. Etymol. 206.
3 Lentz, 1 xvii—xxxiii. Reitzenstein, op. cit. 374.
4 Four fragments are quoted in the scholia to his T^XVV> o n e of which (fr. 751)

certainly, and one (fr. 962) probably, belongs to the collection of Stephanus. Herodian
is now ascertained to have been the authority followed in the citation of fr. 751.

5 Cohn in Pauly-Wissowa 11 136.
6 From this book is quoted fr. 753. Fr. 471 comes from the separate work irepi

e 2
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rodian, who was born at Alexandria, but lived subsequently at
Rome and enjoyed the favour of the emperor Marcus Aurelius,
made himself supreme in the domains of morphology and
accentuation. His reputation, continually enhanced by the
passage of his writings through the centuries, was earned by
the skilful reconstruction and careful elaboration of the results
which his predecessors had garnered, rather than by his success
in establishing new principles of general application1. Thus the
irepl 6p6oypa<j)ba<; was derived from Tryphon2, and his great
work, the KaOokucr) TrpoaaSla in twenty-one books, was founded
on the writings of Aristarchus, Tryphon, and Heracleides of
Miletus3. The book is known to us chiefly through excerpts
appropriated by Theodosius and Arcadius, and we are similarly
placed in regard to all his other writings4, with the exception of
the small tract wepl novripous Xe^ecos, which has survived intact.
No fewer than fifteen valuable and independent quotations from
the lost plays of Sophocles are preserved in this little treatise5,
and it is a remarkable fact that it contains no others from any
tragic author, excepting two from Aeschylus and one from
Aristias of Phlius6. One might not unreasonably infer that
he either made for his own use a collection of these Sophoclean
instances or had access to a list compiled by some one else7.
The rhetorical treatise rrepl a^rj/jidrcov, from which is quoted
the exceptionally interesting fr. 799, has nothing to do with
Herodian the grammarian, although he is known to have made
use of the same title8. There has been some controversy as to

1 Reitzenstein, op. cit. 311. 2 ibid. 302. 3 Sandys, p. 321.
4 His fragments were collected and edited by A. Lentz in 2 vols., Leipzig, 1867—

1870. For the excerpts published by Hilgard after Cramer see p. lxx.
5 See Nauck's Index. In fr. 521 Herodian is, of course, the source of the other

authorities, and in fr. 46 his tradition is independent of Hesychius and the rest. Two
quotations (frs. 360, 586) are repeated in the Trept bixpbvwv (Cramer, anecd. Ox. Ill
282 ff.), perhaps an excerpt from the KadoXiicr) Trpoatpdia.

6 It is extremely unlikely that Herodian could have read Aristias, whose memory
scarcely survived outside the irivaK.es. See also on fr. 362.

7 It is worth notice that there is no quotation from any of the extant plays.
8 Christ-Schmid, op. cit. II5 p. 709; Schultz in Pauly-Wissowa VIII 970; Lehrs,

Herodiani tria scritta emendatiora> p. 422. The writer clearly borrowed from a
learned source : he quotes after our passage Eur. fr. 132, and shortly before it ArchiL
fr. 69 and Anacr. fr. 3.
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the authenticity of the severely curtailed QiXkraipos, which is
printed at the end of Pierson's edition of Moeris (pp. 431—453
of the 1759 edition). The little book is undoubtedly of the
Atticist class, and has much in common with Phrynichus and
the lexicographical sources of Pollux and Athenaeus. It is
generally considered that Herodian had no affinity with the
Atticists1; and, although the possibility of its genuineness has
been advocated by Reitzenstein2, neither title nor contents
appear to support his view3.

The edifice constructed by the labours of Herodian and his
father was continually patched and repaired, enlarged or allowed
partly to fall into decay, by the various workers who succeeded
them; but the plan was never remodelled. It is needless to
recite a list of these worthies, but mention must be made of
Orus, who lived in the fifth century at Alexandria or Miletus
or at both4, since the lexicon Messanense edited by Rabe has
been identified as a fragment of his work irepl 6pdoypa<f>ia<i5.
John Philoponus of Alexandria, who belonged to the age of
Justinian and is well known for his commentaries on Aristotle,

1 Some would except the
2 Gesch. d. gr. Etym. pp. 377, 388—396.
3 Lehrs (p. 421) thought that here and there might be a trace of Herodian. See

L. Cohn in Rh. Mzis. XLIII 406, who is followed by Schultz, I.e. 973. It should be
observed that the reference to fr. 606 is undoubtedly an abridgement of the fuller
account preserved by Pollux and Athenaeus. Now, Aesch. fr. 211, which is referred
to by Athenaeus and indicated in the QCKkraipos, is quoted precisely by Herodian
ir. fxov. \#f. p. 35, 19. At first sight this appears conclusive; but, when the various
passages are examined with their context, it will be found that the surrounding con-
ditions in the TT. /JLOV. X<?£. are entirely different from those in Pollux and Athenaeus,
and that, whereas the lexicographers were dealing with vocabulary, Herodian was
seeking to establish a rule of morphology. Cohn's theory, which Reitzenstein com-
bats, that Atticism was derived from the Pergamene scholars, or more particularly
from Alexander Polyhistor, is another matter altogether. In Nauck's Index Font him
the <i>iÂ rcu/)os is run together with 4K TQP 'Rpwdiavou also printed by Pierson (pp.454—
480) and in Lobeck's Phrynichus, p. 451 ff. That also is a work definitely Atticist
in character.

4 Some authorities put him about two centuries earlier (see Christ-Schmid, op. cit.
II5 p. 885) on account of his work Ka.ro. Qpvvlxov Kara GToixelov, sometimes identified
with our Antiatticist (de Borries, Phryn. praep. soph. p. xxxiv), of which later. For
Orus see also frs. 69, 333.

5 Reitzenstein, op. cit. p. 289 ff. The value of the quotations is due to the fact
that Orus adapted an Atticist lexicon to his purpose.
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quotes fr. 526, apparently from Orus. But he was himself a
representative of the grammatical tradition, and fr. 461 appears
in his ex tan t work irepi TWV 8ia<f)6p(o<; Tovovixkvwv /ecu hen^opa
arjfiatvovTcov. Five fragments are preserved by Priscian, who
was a contemporary of the emperor Anastasius (491—518).
Though a Latin grammarian, he depended largely upon Greek
authorities, and acknowledges in his dedication that it was his
intention to translate into Latin the rules of Apollonius Dyscolus
and Herodian. In fact, much of the Institutes proves to be a
reproduction of extant works of Apollonius and of the scholia
to Dionysius Thrax1. Fr. 880, which comes from the minor
work de Terentii metris, is of interest as belonging to another
branch of learning. Priscian's source was Heliodorus the
metrician, now securely dated in the middle of the first cen-
tury A.D., who quoted Sophocles' line from the commentaries
of Seleucus, the Homeric scholar and contemporary of Tiberius2*
George Choeroboscus, perhaps the latest in date but by no means
the least distinguished of the classical grammarians, occupied
a professional chair at Constantinople in the early part of the
sixth century. Several fragments of Sophocles are preserved
in his lectures on the elaaycoyL/col icavoves Trepl /cXicrect)? dvo/jbdruiv
Koi prj/jdroov of Theodosius of Alexandria, which were afterwards
published from the notes of his pupils. There is no doubt that
he depends upon lost works of Apollonius Dyscolus, Herodian,
and Orus, but he seems to have used them only in intermediate
sources, especially the writings of Philoponus and the grammarian
Zenobius3. Choeroboscus is also our chief authority for two
quotations drawn from his commentary on the Enchiridion
of Hephaestion4, in which he represents the tradition of the

1 Teuffel-Schwabe, tr. Warr, n p. 523. The eighteenth book of the Institutes
corresponds to the third of Apollonius Trepl crvvrd^ews : Cohn in Pauly-Wissowa II 139.
Bekker's third lexicon (anecd. 117—180) may be mentioned in this connexion: see
frs. 696, 739. In its present shape it is very late, as the quotations show; but it
also contains old material and was originally based on collections made from the
speeches of Demosthenes and Isocrates.

2 Hense in Pauly-W-issowa Vlll 28,-Susemihl, dp. cit. II 2-2621̂
3 Reitzenstein, op. cit. 361.
4 Now published in full in Conshructis Hepkaestion, pp. 177—254. Parts of it

taken from the inferior codex Saibantianus appeared in Gaisford's posthumous edition
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ancient metrical learning descended from Aristophanes of
Byzantium.

The influence of the paroemiographical tradition has been Paroemio-
noticed in relation to the scholia on Pindar and Plato; and the graPhers-
sources employed by these writers will next be described. It is
unfortunate that the proverbial corpus is still accessible only
in the edition of von Leutsch and Schneidewin published at
Gottingen in 18391. For the publication by Emmanuel Miller
of the Athoan MS mentioned above2 threw an entirely new light
on the history of these collections. It has been shown by Otto
Crusius3 that the vulgate MSS used by the editors of the corpus
represent later collections made in alphabetical order, and con-
taining either 552 proverbs attributed to Zenobius or about 1000
without an editor's name4. But, though these MSS still have
their value in supplying the gaps in our knowledge of the
earlier corpus, it is certain that the Athoan and other MSS
which have since been found to belong to the same group
represent a more primitive attempt to form a corpus in which
the proverbs of Zenobius were retained in their original order.
In the archetype of these MSS the corpus was divided into five
parts, of which the first three contained the proverbs of Zenobius,
the fourth those passing by the name of Plutarch and entitled
Trepl TWV Trap' 'AXetjavSpevcri, nrapoLfuwv5, and the fifth a collection

(1855). Hoerschelmann (Rh. Mus. xxxvi 300) was the first to recognize the author-
ship of Choeroboscus, since confirmed by the heading of cod. R. The two passages
of Sophocles quoted by Choeroboscus (frs. 240, 795) are adduced in the same con-
nexion by the Anonymus Ambrosianus de re metrica edited by W. Studemund in
Schoell and Studemund's anecdota varia, 1 pp. 211—256. I am not aware that the
relation of the anonymous writer to Choeroboscus has been investigated.

1 This book, which is itself not easy to procure, superseded for practical purposes
the edition of Gaisford (Oxford, 1836). In the present work, except where for special
reasons it has been necessary to refer to Miller's Milanges, the notation of the
Gottingen corpus has been preserved in preference to the numbers of the Athoan
and other MSS. 2 p. lxviii.

3 Ana'ecta crit. ad paroem. Gr. (Leipzig, 1883), p. 16 ff.
4 The Paris MS 307015 (xn cent.) is the chief representative of the former class,

and the Bodleian (xv cent.) of the latter. Gaisford's edition is still valuable for its
reproduction of the Bodleian; for the Gottingen editors transferred to an Appendix
proverbiorum (1 379—467) only such proverbs belonging to the anonymous collection
as were not found in the Zenobian.

5 Fragments separately edited "by O. Crusius, Leipzig, 1887.
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made by an unknown sophist at a late date for use in the
rhetorical schools. A reference to Nauck's Index Fontium will
show that Zenobius—even within the limits of the Gottingen
corpus1—is by fa/ the most important of the paroemiographers
as a source of quotations from tragedy ; and although Macarius,
Gregory of Cyprus, and Apostolius are not entirely valueless as
witnesses to the tradition, they belong essentially to the same
group, and do not represent an early collection independent of
Zenobius. The same remark applies to the collection of 776
Zenobian proverbs which passes by the name of Diogenian but
has nothing whatever to do with the lexicographer of that name2.
Zenobius, the author of the collection which lies at the base
of all extant records, was a sophist who lived in the reign of
Hadrian, and his work is described by Suidas as iirLTo/xr] rd>v
irapoLfjUicov ALBV/JLOV KCL\ Tappalov ev (3I(3\LOL<$ >y'. Lucillus

Tarrhaeus we have already encountered as one of those re-
sponsible for the scholia to Apollonius Rhodius ; but, though
materials are lacking to determine the exact date of his literary
labours3, the character of the two passages where he is quoted
verbatim, apart from the fact that, while Didymus wrote in
thirteen books, Tarrhaeus as well as Zenobius wrote in three4,
shows that Tarrhaeus cannot have been the intermediate source
between Didymus and Zenobius5. We must rather regard
Didymus, with whose methods we are now familiar, as having
provided Zenobius with the bulk of his material and especially
with his quotations, while additions of moderate length were
made from the stories relating to various localities collected by
Tarrhaeus in the course of his travels. Thus we have seen that
Didymus rather than Tarrhaeus was the source of fr. 1606, and
the same is doubtless true of the remainder of our fragments,

1 It should be remembered that the Appendix proverbiorum is also Zenobian.
2 Their ascription to Diogenian is explained by Crusius, Anal. p. 23. See also

Cohn in Pauly-Wissowa v 783.
3 C. Mueller {FHG iv 440), who has collected all the notices relating to him,

makes him a little older than Didymus or else his contemporary.
4 Helladius ap. Phot. bibl. p. 530s 10.
5 Crusius, op. cit. p. 93 f.
6 See p. lxiv. His name is expressly recorded in connexion with fr. 981. For

fr. 811 see Crusius, p. 78; and for fr. 37 ib. p. 142.
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although his authority cannot in every case be directly traced.
Didymus, of course, made his collection from the earlier writers
who had occupied themselves with the investigation of proverbs
either current in speech or recorded in literature. Of these the
most important were Aristotle, Theophrastus, Clearchus, Demon,
Chrysippus, Aristophanes of Byzantium, Dionysodorus of Tro-
ezen, and Aristides. But Didymus was not merely a compiler:
while he brought together the explanations previously given, he
exercised his judgement freely in selecting from amongst them,
or in rejecting them all in favour of another suggested by his
own researches. Hence the fact that Zenobius often records
a series of explanatory glosses, although the names of their
advocates are seldom preserved1. Thus Aristophanes of By-
zantium, whose name is recorded in connexion with fr. 10442,
and who, according to the reasonable inference of Crusius, was
the source of fr. 198 s, was rebuked by Didymus for charging
the old poets with plagiarism4. Fr. 406 was one of the proverbs
explained by Chrysippus5; and Demon, who belonged to the
end of the fourth or beginning of the third century, certainly
discussed the proverb ^apSovios ye\&>?, although he is not the
source to which we owe the reference to the Daedalus*.

We pass to the lexicographers, the most copious, if not the Lexico-
most fruitful source of our information. The supreme im-
portance of Hesychius in relation to the tragedians can easily be
measured by consulting the references to him in Nauck's Index ;
but the history of the development which explains the com-
position of his work has been treated in the preceding section,
and sundry explanations bearing on other lexicographers have
already been given and need not be repeated here. Aristophanes
of Byzantium was the founder of Greek lexicography; and his
immediate followers, adhering strictly to his example, confined
their efforts to the compilation of lists (yXaso-aai or \e%€i<i), not
necessarily alphabetical, of the words and phrases current in a
particular branch of literature or appropriate to a particular art.

1 For examples see Zenob. 5. 85 (fr. 160), 6. 11 (fr. 908).
2 Zenob. 3. 63. 3 Ana/, p. 150. 4 ibid. p. 153.
5 Arnim ill p. 202; Crusius, op. cit. p. 82.
6 See p. lxiv.
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An early example was the yXwaaat of Nicander, frequently
quoted by Athenaeus, which seems to have been intended to
explain obscure terms of local currency; another, also familiar
to readers of Athenaeus, was the oyjrapTvrLKal Xefet? of ArtemL-
dorus ; and several collections of dialectical and literary words
were made by Tryphon. A favourite subject was, of course,
the explanation of Homeric yXdoaaai, in which all subsequent
workers drew largely upon the labours of Aristarchus. The
extant lexicon of Apollonius has already been mentioned in
this connexion1. The avvaycoyr) TWV Trap1 'YiriroKpaTei Xe^ecov
of Erotian is one of the most valuable remnants of Greek lexico-
graphy, and alone preserves a number of tragic fragments, though
often, unfortunately, in a corrupt form. The author belonged
to the second half of the first century, and his book was dedicated
to Andromachus, the emperor Nero's physician. His chief source
was the Hippocratean glossary of Baccheius of Tanagra (c. 200
B.C.), which is quoted 64 times, and through him he derived
much grammatical learning, including many quotations from
the poets-, from the Xe^et? of Aristophanes of Byzantium3.
But Erotian also relied on other authorities, amongst whom
Heracleides of Tarentum (c. 75 B.C.), the author of a grammatical
treatise in three books 7rpb<; ^aK^etov irepl TWV ^TnroKparovs
Xe^ecov4, deserves special, mention. The coincidence of Hesychius
and Erotian in fr. 550 is due to the fact that Erotian was amongst
the authorities consulted by Diogenian5. An explanation of the
greater fullness of Hesychius is to be found in the condition of our

1 See p. lxv. Although in frs. 729, 1092 Apollonius gives more than Hesychius, a
fuller version is usually preserved by Hesychius and other Byzantines. Fragments of
such a version were published from an Egyptian papyrus by E. W. B. Nicholson in
C. R. xi 390.

2 Ei'otian p. 31, 12 (of Baccheius) 7roAA<xs• irapaOefxevov eh TOVTO fxaprvpias TTOLTJTWV.
3 His influence can be established in other passages than the seven or eight where

he is cited by name. For the use made of him by Baccheius see Klein's Erotian,
p. xxiv.

4 Erotian, p. 22, 19; 32, 2. The date of Heracleides'was wrongly given (after autho-
rities now obsolete) in the n. on fr. 236. But Erotian, p. 32, 2, has teen strangely
misinterpreted; for, though Klein's statement (p. xxvin) is quite clear, Wellmann (in
Pauly-Wissowa 11 149, 2790) twice makes Apollonius of Citium the author of the three
books against Baccheius.

5 So Cohn infers from the statement in the introductory letter to Eulogius that
Diogenian collected raj irapa -rots larpols Aeifas (Pauly-Wissowa vi-ll 547).
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text of Erotian, which has been proved by Daremberg's dis-
covery of extracts from Erotian among the Vatican scholia to
Hippocrates1 to be a mangled abridgement of the original work.
Aristophanes' collection of ''KTTLKCLL Xe^eis was put together
with the object of elucidating the sense in which they were
employed by classical authors; and we may account in the
same way for the similar titles found amongst the writings
attributed to Crates of Mallus, Demetrius Ixion, Philemon,
and others. But the 'ArrtKal A,e|et? of Dorotheus, of which
Athenaeus quotes the 108th book2, belonged to the class of
encyclopaedic compilations which were characteristic of the
first century A.D., and of which the joint work of Pamphilus
and Zopyrion was the most famous specimen. The earliest Atticist
representative of Atticism in the narrower and stricter sense,
i.e. the school which aimed at the maintenance of a pure Attic
style in contemporary literature and conducted its researches
into classical usage with this express purpose in view, was
Irenaeus, the pupil of Heliodorus the metrician3, known also
by the Latinized name Minucius Pacatus. This tendency
appears clearly in a fragment of Irenaeus quoted by Socrates,
the ecclesiastical historian of the fifth century, in which the
philosophical meaning of viroaracn^ is condemned as fidpfiapov,
because the word was used by Sophocles as equivalent to
eveSpa4. Aelius Dionysius, who lived in the age of Hadrian,
wrote 'KTTLKCL ovo/xara in five books, and published two editions,
both of which were recognized by Eustathius5. The work was
well known to Photius, who gives the above particulars in his
bibliotheca*, and its influence upon Byzantine lexicography was
very extensive. Pausanias, a Syrian and a contemporary of
Galen, wrote a similar work, which in the time of Photius was
regarded as a companion volume to the earlier lexicon, and was
bound up with it accordingly7. The difficulty of distinguishing

1 Klein, p. xvn ff.
2 329 D, where the title is given as X^ewv avvayuyrj.
3 See p. lxxiv. The same date is indicated by the fact that Erotian quoted him

(P- 25, 3).
4 fr. 719. 5 Od. p. 1944, 8; p. 1958, 1. 6 cod. 152.
7 Phot . bibl. cod. 153 aveyvtbadr) dk ev T<£ avTui rei'/xet.
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them has been increased, as we have seen, by the carelessness
of Eustathius ; but in general it may be inferred that Aelius
Dionysius was more nearly concerned with questions of form
and expression, whereas Pausanias dealt with the technicalities
relating to public and private antiquities, and especially with
the explanation of proverbs1. Though the general line of their
tradition is free from doubt, the identity of the sources actually
followed is often obscure; for it is uncertain how much they
took direct from Aristophanes of Byzantium, or how much from
Didymus, Pamphilus, and Irenaeus. Their relation to Diogenian
has already been considered2. In spite of the difficulty involved
in tracing the influence of lost works, Eustathius has revealed
enough to enable us to identify them as one of the chief sources
followed by Photius in his lexicon, and to establish their claim
to the ownership of a number of glosses in the sixth lexicon
included in Bekker's anecdota?. Evidence bearing on both these
points will be found in the glosses which contain some of the
Sophoclean fragments4. The survival of part of his work has
made Phrynichus the best known of the Atticists to modern
scholars. He lived in the latter half of the second century, and
his great work the (TO^KTTLKTJ irpoirapaa-Kevr] was composed in
thirty-seven books. With the exception of the fragments which
can be recovered from other texts, the only part which has come
down to us is the extract (i/c rwv Qpvvi-xpv rov 'Apaftiov TT}?
Go<f>ioTifcri<; rTrpo7rapa<TKev?i<i) preserved in the codex Coislinianus
345, and published as the first lexicon in Bekker's anecdota
(pp. i—74). It has recently been re-edited by J. de Borries5,
together with a collection of the fragments. Much better

1 E. Schwabe in his edition of their fragments (Leipzig, 1890) made no attempt
to distinguish between the two writers.

2 p. Ixix.
3 PP- 310-—4?6- I t is entit led uvvayuyi] X^ewv XP7I<T'1IJ'WV ^K 8ia<p6pav crofiwv re /ecu

pryrbpwv iroWQiv. The part published by Bekker only covers the letter a. The name
of Dionysius occurs at p. 362, 3.

4 For Photius see frs. 1087, 1093. The name of Pausanias appears in connexion
with frs. 268, 877, and may perhaps be inferred in relation to fr. 420. p-qTopiKW Xe^iKov
is quoted for frs. 138, 748; and oi irakaioi (fr. 994) is probably Aelius Dionysius.

5 Leipzig, 1911. The book is unfortunately disfigured by numerous errors, and
many of the fragments are assigned to Phrynichus on unconvincing grounds.
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known, however, owing to the editions of Lobeck and Ruther-
ford, is his earlier and shorter work in two books, which was
entitled ixXoyrj prjfxdToyv fcal OVO/JL/ITCOV WTTLKCOV. Phrynichus be-

longed to the severest school of Atticism, and framed his canons
in accordance with the usage of Aristophanes, Thucydides, Plato,
and Demosthenes ; so that his appeals to Sophocles were occa-
sional in character, when examples of the poetic style were
introduced by way of illustration1. The influence of Phrynichus
upon his successors is recognizable for us chiefly in Bekker's
sixth lexicon, where his name is quoted more frequently than
in any other ancient document2, and in Photius. This relation-
ship has been much more clearly established since the recovery
of the early part of Photius, to be mentioned later3. Phrynichus
was by no means a mere copyist or epitomator; he was diligent
in collecting material from the sources available to him, and he
exercised an independent judgement in the general inferences
which he drew from it. His eminence is shown by his rivalry
with Julius Pollux for the favour of the emperor Commodus4,
although he failed in his candidature for the professorial chair
at Athens which was given to Pollux. But it is altogether
unreasonable to suppose that he went so far as to gather most
of his illustrations directly from the pages of his Attic models5 ;
for we cannot believe that he discarded the labours of his pre-
decessors any more than a modern scholar would refuse to avail
himself of the help of indexes and lexicons. Thus, it is highly
probable that he profited by the work of Irenaeus irepl TT)<I

'A\et;av8pecoi> BiaXe/crov, in which an attempt was made to show
that the Alexandrian usage was the direct descendant of the
Attic6. But we are not left to rely upon conjecture, since there
is direct evidence that he used the lexicons of Diogenian and

1 frs. 128 and 1064, the only two from the eKXoyrj, illustrate this point.
2 fr- 35 7 is a good example.
3 No less than nineteen of de Borries's fragments contain references to Sophocles.

But several of these (frs. 53, 68, 133, 134, 146, 244) are of uncertain origin.
4 Scarcely veiled instances of the controversy will be found in Rutherford's edition

at pp. 157, 208, 251, 267, 321.
5 As de Borries seems to suggest on pp. xn , XXIII, though he subsequently

modifies the statement (p. xxvi).
6 Rutherford, p. 479; de Borries, p. xxvi.
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Aelius Dionysius1. Helladius, the author of a miscellany of
useful information composed in verse, who belongs to the early
part of the fourth century, survives in the prose version preserved
by Photius in his bibliotheca. He has so many points of contact
with Phrynichus that the ao^iariKr] irpoirapaaicevrj has some-
times been regarded as the sole source of his grammatical
information; but the conclusion is not generally accepted2.
The Antiatticist, the second in order of Bekker's lexicons3,
represents a reaction against the severest school of Atticism,
and was written with the object of showing that numerous
words and phrases which had passed under the ban, were in
fact employed by Attic writers of the best period. The author-
ship is quite uncertain, but it was probably first put together
before the time of Orus, to whom Ritschl and others have
assigned it4. The author's method was to take illustrations
from earlier grammarians of repute, and to quote the reference
to the ancient text. It has been argued that his chief source
was the 'ATTLKCII Xegeis of Aristophanes of Byzantium5; and
several of our glosses show points of contact with Diogenian6

and Herodian7. There are two cases in our collection8 showing
an unexpected agreement with Phrynichus, but these may be
due to the mutilation of our text. It should be observed that
the Antiatticist quotes twenty-five fragments from Sophocles as
against twelve taken from Euripides and four from Aeschylus.
Just as Euripides was for obvious reasons the favourite of the
anthologists, so Sophocles, not because of any preference based
on literary grounds, but owing to the character of his diction,
was the tragic model selected by the

1 Schol. Hermog. ap. Walz, Rhet. Gr. v 486 {prnep. soph. p. 115, 23 de B.). For
Aelius Dionysius see also Rutherford, pp. 132, 209.

2 Gudeman in Pauly-Wissowa v in 101. There is a coincidence with Phrynichus
in fr. 811, but not in fr. 734.

3 Bekk. anecd. pp. 75—x 16.
4 Christ-Schmid, op. cit. n5 p. 696; de Borries, p. xxxv. Our version is clearly

an epitome.
5 See L. Cohn in Jahrb. f. cl. Philol. Suppl. x n 292. Observe the agreement of

p. 91. 16 with Ar. Byz. ap. Eustath. Od. p. 1,761, 31.
6 frs. 169, 517, 616.
7 frs. 280, 518, 612. 8 frs- 4Og ; 66p.
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The lexicons hitherto discussed were known among the Rhetorical
Byzantines as ' rhetorical' owing to their subservience to prac- exlcons>

tical needs, but there is another class more properly so called
which had for its object the elucidation of the Attic orators.
We are chiefly concerned with Harpocration, whose ultimate
sources were the commentaries of Didymus1 on the orators, and
the \\T6L$6S composed by various historians. He seems to have
employed immediately the same onomasticon which was epi-
tomized in Bekker's fifth lexicon2. Harpocration is usually
identified with the teacher of the emperor L. Verus, although
some authorities place him as early as the reign of Tiberius.
The citation of fr. 502 is the occasion of a remarkably puzzling
coincidence between Harpocration and Athenaeus. Both texts
have been confused by compression, but in a different way;
and, according to a recent explanation, it appears that the codex
of Harpocration was interpolated from Athenaeus at a time
when the Deipnosophists existed in a fuller form than is repre-
sented by the Marcianus3. Claudius Casilo, who, according to
Nauck's conjecture4, was a sophist of the fourth century, is
nearly related to Harpocration. The fragments published by
Miller from the Athous5 bear a close resemblance to the glosses
in the margin of the Cambridge Harpocration6, and it is possible
that Claudius Casilo, whoever he was, was also the editor of that
collection.

Julius Pollux, the rival of Phrynichus, whose ovofiaartKov in Pollux.

1 One of the new fragments (fr. 510) comes from a papyrus containing a portion
ot Didymus' commentary on Demosthenes.

2 X^ets prjropiKaL: Bekk. anecd. pp. 195-—318. For an example see fr. 449, origin-
ally attached to a passage in Lysias.

3 See H. Schultz in Pauly-Wissowa vn 2415. The problem is too intricate for
discussion here, since it has no bearing on the text of Sophocles, unless we infer that
Harpocration's irtrpav should be rejected in v. 3. But, though it is held that Harpo-
cration was .interpolated from Athenaeus, so that the authority of the latter's text
would be superior, it will be observed that on Schultz's hypothesis the accidental
substitution of (Lxpav for irtTpav may have been due to the epitomator of the Deipno-
sophists.

4 See L. Cohn in Pauly-Wissowa Suppl. I 318.
5 Melanges, p. 397 f.
6 The lex. Cant, was first edited by Dobree, and published as an Appendix to

Porson's Photius.
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ten books published between 166 and 176 A.D. is still extant,
was an Atticist of the milder type. He admitted much that
Aelius Dionysius and Phrynichus had rejected ; for it was his
object to construct a complete vocabulary of Attic names
arranged according to subject-matter. But, while following the
precedent set by Telephus1 in his alphabetical irepl ^p^crew?,
rjTOi ovofxaTGdv eaBrjTos Kal rwv aXXcov ot? %pa>p:eda, he professes
to aim not so much at comprehensiveness as at purity of
diction2. He made use of various sources in the composition
of the different books : in the preface to the seventh book he
speaks of the numerous writings, both verse and prose, which
he has consulted, and in those to the ninth and tenth books he
refers to the disappointing character of the information to be
gathered from the ovofxaartKov of Gorgias3 and the cncevofyopiicos
of Eratosthenes. Thus in the second book he followed the
anatomical treatise of Rufus Ephesius4, and his close agreement
with Athenaeus in the passage from which fr. 241 is taken pro-
bably indicates that Pollux drew from Juba's OearpLKr) la-ropia
or from the monograph irepl avXcov /cal opydvav constituting the
third book of Tryphon's irepl ovo^xacnwv. The fragments of
Sophocles comprise some 36 for which Pollux is our sole
authority, and 15 in which he is supported by Hesychius either
alone or with others. Fr. 877 shows that the quotation ulti-
mately goes back to the common source of Pausanias and
Diogenian; in all probability to Didymus, whose influence can
be detected in regard to frs. 11, 36, and 482. Fr. 89, if not also
fr. 734, goes back to Aristophanes of Byzantium ; and the same
writer's work Trepl irpoadnToiv was probably the source of Pollux
4. 133—154, from which we learn interesting details respecting
the masks worn by the actors taking the parts of Thamyras and
Tyro5.

Stephen of It has already been mentioned6 that Eustathius quotes a
work on synonyms by Herennius Philo of Byblus, whose period
of activity was late in the first or early in the second century.

1 Suid. s.v.
2 1. 1 ire<pi\oTiiA7]Tcu ov TO<TOVTOI> els TrXijdos OTTQCTOP eh KCLWOVS eKkoyfjv.
3 The identity of this writer is doubtful: Susemihl, 11 501181.
4 See p. lviii. 5 I p. 177, 11 p. 271. 6 p. Ixx.
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But another of his works, which was entitled irepl iroXecov KOX
ou? eKaarr) avroyv ivSojjovs rjve'yKe in 30 books, is of much
greater importance, since it was the principal source followed
by Stephanus of Byzantium (c. 530 A.D.), who even in the extant
epitome of his ethnica mentions Philo's name 33 times. From
the fact that Apollodorus is mentioned by Stephanus 82 times
and Artemidorus about 801, it has been inferred that both were
extensively used by Herennius. To these authorities we should
at least add Hecataeus and Alexander Polyhistor, whose names
occur 300 and 100 times respectively. The position of Strabo
(cited 200 times) is more doubtful, since Herennius would have
no occasion to follow the copy when he had access to the
originals. Stephanus, of course, did not follow Herennius ex-
clusively ; but in matters of etymology and TrpoawBla had
recourse to Herodian (cited 80 times) and Orus (cited 14 times)2.
An examination of the context in which the quotations from
Sophocles occur, favours the conclusion that the majority of
them reached Stephanus through Herodian.

A rhetorical lexicon attributed to the Patriarch Cyril of Cyril—
... , . . . . . . . . glossaries.

Alexandria exists in numerous MSS exhibiting various recen-
sions, but has never been edited except in extracts arbitrarily
selected3. In these circumstances neither the date of its com-
position nor the sources from which it was derived have been
ascertained, although it is admitted to have played an important
part in the successive developments of Byzantine lexicography.
Thus, a Cyril-glossary was the basis of the awaycoyr] Xe^ecov
%pr)crifjL(Di> published from cod. Coislin. 345 in Bachmann's anec-
dota*. The glosses beginning with a and taken from the same
MS had already appeared as the sixth lexicon comprised in

1 For these authors see p. Hi. It is hardly possible to place the Sophoclean
fragments; but one might guess that fr. 579 came from Apollodorus. It should
of course be remembered that Stephanus exists for the most part only in an epitome.
For a specimen of the fuller text see on fr. 460.

- The above facts are taken from Gudeman's article in Pauly-Wissowa v m
654 fT.

3 See Cramer, ane d. Par. iv r 77—201 (frs. 390, 391)- Fr. 175 comes from an
extract published by Schow.

1 1 [—422. Except fr. 175, all the fragments appear also in Photius. Zonaras
(fr. 118) is a Cyril-glossary with etymological additions.

P. S. /
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Bekker's anecdota}. The earlier condition of the first part of
the avvaywyrj which corresponds to that of the letters /3—« in
Bachmann can be seen in the fragments relating to the letter a
edited by Boy sen from cod. Coislin. 3472. An enlarged revision
of the original avvaycoyn, which, with abbreviations and inter-
polations, was incorporated by the writer of Bekker's sixth
lexicon, was one of the chief sources of the well-known lexicon

Photius. of the Patriarch Photius (c. 820—c. 891)3; but the main con-
stituent has been enriched with numerous additions from other
sources, especially Aelius Dionysius, Phrynichus4, Harpocration,
and the lexicons to Homer and Plato. Photius announced that
his purpose in contrast with Diogenian was the collection of
Xe^€i<; from prose writers, but in practice his quotations from the
poets are scarcely less numerous. The lexicon of Photius is
preserved only in the Cambridge codex Galeanus (XII cent.),
which is seriously mutilated, especially in the earlier part.
A certain portion of the early gaps has been supplied (a) from
the Athenian MS 1083, which contains two short fragments
published by Fredrich and Wentzel in 18965, and (b) from
the Berlin MS (cod. Berol. graec. vet. 22) of the late eleventh or
early twelfth century, which contains the commencement of the
lexicon and extends as far as the gloss ajrapvos. The latter, so
far as it relates to Photius, was published by R. Reitzenstein in
1907 with the title Der Anfang des Lexicons des Photios. It has
brought to light an extraordinarily rich increment of tragic and
comic fragments, no less than 37 of which belong to Sophocles.

Suidas. The enlarged aw ay ay r) was also incorporated in the lexicon
of Suidas (912—959), whose agreement with Photius is explained
by their employment of a common source. Suidas, of course,

1 See p . I.XXX3.
2 Lexici Segueriani avvaywyi] \e£ewv xpVf'wuv inscripti pars prima ex codice

Coisliniano 347 edit a, Marburg, 1891.
3 L. Cohn in I wan Mueller's Handbuch, II p. 699. Reitzenstein, Photios, p. XLVi.

Observe that the newly recovered opening of Photius is entitled KvpiWov /cat QWTLOV.
4 The recognition of the extent to which Photius was indebted to the <TO<PI<TTIKT]

TrpoirapaaKevr] was one of the chief surprises of the new Photius (Reitz. p. xxxix).

One of the best instances is the gloss &Kov<rai opyQ, in which fr. 25 is quoted.
6 ATachr. d. KgL Gesellschaft d. Wis sense haft en, Gottingen, 1896, p. 309 ff. The

glosses comprised are 'A^pafjaalos—ayacrjec and ayKioTpeiei.—'A
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amassed much material of a different character, but we are not
concerned with the historical and biographical articles, owing to
which his work bears some resemblance to a modern encyclo-
paedia. He also borrowed many of his glosses on points of
grammar and lexicography from the paroemiographers and from
the scholia to Aristophanes, Sophocles, and Thucydides1.

A few words must be given to the Etymologica. The etymo- Etymo-
logical speculations of the Stoics, especially of Chrysippus, were oglca>

contested by the Alexandrian grammarians of the Roman period,
and above all by Philoxenus, a contemporary of Varro2, and
Tryphon, who together developed the formal classification of
words as irapayajyal ranged under their respective rrpcoTOTvira.
The earliest etymological lexicon known to us was compiled by
Orion in the first half of the fifth century, and is still partially
extant in an abbreviated form. Besides Philoxenus, to whom
he clearly owed fr. 621, the predecessors to whom he most fre-
quently refers are Heracleides, Herodian, and Soranus3. Several
centuries later the reviving interest in classical literature shown by
some eminent people, as well as generally by the church, led to the
appearance in successive redactions of encyclopaedic collections
in which etymology was a leading feature. The oldest of these,
now known as the Etymologicum genuinmn in accordance with the
suggestion of its discoverer Prof. R. Reitzenstein, was completed
in the first half of the ninth century. It rests on the authority
of two MSS of the tenth or eleventh century (cod. Vat. gr. 1818
and cod. Laur. S. Marci 3044), but has not been published5.

1 The statement may be illustrated from frs. 15, 165, 508, 596, 885. Fr. 507 is
interesting, since the gloss appears to come from Phrynichus (praep. soph. p. 43, 3
de B.). Fr. 623 is ultimately derived from Aristophanes of Byzantium, to whom all
the ancient authorities on ixaaxa^L<7tJL^ g° back. The fact that Suidas alone mentions
the Troilus shows that Phot. p. a 49, 19 did not completely reproduce his immediate
source. The same remark applies to fr. 1101. Fr. 960 perhaps came from the
Platonic scholia. The history of fr. 1114 is obscure. 2 See fr. 390.

3 A physician who belonged to the age of Trajan and Hadrian. The reference is
to his erv/j-oXoyiai rod aw/xaros rod dvdpwirov.

4 This is the Etym. Flor. Milleri, from which extracts were published by E. Miller
in his AHlanges, p. 177.

5 Some of its readings have been separately published by Reitzenstein (see fr. 705)
or communicated by him to others. Hence it has partially ousted the Etym. M. in
such books as Kaibel's Com. Gr. Fr. and Diels's Vorsokratiker.
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Among its numerous sources may be mentioned Orus, Orion,
Herodian irepl ira6a.v, and various annotated MSS of classical
authors. The Etymologicum Gudianum, so called after a former
owner of the MS from which the edition of Sturz (1818) was
printed, was compiled independently of the genuinum, but from
similar sources. It appears in three distinct recensions repre-
sented by various MSS1, and has a very complex history which
cannot be described here2. The Etymologicum Magnum, which
was edited by Gaisford in 1848, belongs to the early part of the
twelfth century. The author took as the basis of his work a copy
of the genuinum, which he describes as TO /xeya ervixo\o<yiK,6v, but
he also made use of the Gudianum (TO aWo iTv/uLoXoyi/cov) and
a number of additional authorities3.

Stobaeus. The most important of all the sources in regard both to the
number and to the character of the quotations preserved in it is
the Anthology of John Stobaeus. His date can only be ascertained
by reference to the authorities quoted, of whom Iamblichus is
possibly the latest4; and, since he also shows no sign of Christian
influence, it is unlikely that his collection was put together later
than the fourth century. As known to Photius, the work was
comprised in four books making two volumes (rev^rj)51 but
owing to disintegration and confusion of its order in the middle
ages it was treated as two separate works, distinguished as
eclogae and florilegium. The eclogae is actually the first two
books, considerably mutilated, of the original avOoXoyiov, while
the third and fourth made up the so-called florilegium. The
original form of the work, with the correct order of chapters and
extracts, so far as it can be restored from the best copies, is only

1 See fr. 789 {Etym. Sorb.), fr. 390 (Etym. Paris.).
2 For further details respecting the chief Etymologica see Reitzenstein in Pauly-

Wissowa vi 812 ff. It is important to observe that each scribe adds some particulars
and alters others, so that the work is continually in flux. The first part of a new
edition of the Etym. Gud. by Al. de Stefani has recently appeared.

3 The Etym. Voss. (Voss. gr. 20, x i n cent.) occasionally cited by Gaisford con-
tains the so-called fieydXr) ypaix^arLK-q, a reconstruction of yet another Etymologicum
which passed by the name of Symeon (Reitzenstein, I.e. 816).

4 The supposed quotations from Hierocles the Neoplatonist really belong to
Hierocles the Stoic, who lived in the reign of Hadrian (v. Arnim in Pauly-Wissowa
vill 1479).

5 Bid/, cod. 167.
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to be found in the recent edition of Wachsmuth and Hense1.
Those who have followed the present discussion will not need to
be assured that Stobaeus did not gather his select passages in
the course of his own reading, although he may well have been
responsible for the addition of some of the later extracts. He
himself often refers to the Tomaria of a certain Aristonymus.
A conclusive proof that Stobaeus made use of earlier anthologies
was given by Diels2 some forty years ago from the coincidence
of his quotations with those which appear in the Christian
apology addressed to Autolycus by Theophilus, bishop of
Antioch (c. 180 A.D.)3. Exactly the same kind of coincidence
has been observed in the case of Clement of Alexandria. Thus,
it cannot be due to chance that three quotations on the same
topic which appear in the same chapter of Stobaeus, and in close
proximity to each other4, should be cited in immediate sequence
by Clement, though one of them is attributed to Aeschylus with
a significant addition5. But, though the existence of such
anthologies is thus brought back to the second century A.D., and
by reasonable inference to a much earlier date6, and, though Plato
recommended the making of selections from the poets, so that
extracts from their works might be committed to memory as an
aid to moral instruction7, there is no express reference to their
composition and no record of the names of their authors.

Only within very recent times Has evidence come to light Early an-
which reveals the tradition represented by Stobaeus as already l ° ogies"
current at least 600 years before his time. In the Journal of

1 Hense's concluding volume is still unpublished. The references to the vulgate
of the florilegium have been retained in the present edition as being more generally
accessible, but Hense's pages have also been cited.

2 Rh. Miis. xxx 172 ff.
3 Both assign fr. 229 to Aeschylus as well as to Sophocles. The clearest case is

the ascription by Theophilus to Aeschylus as a single quotation of three distinct
passages which have run together owing to the loss in the anthology of the lemma
belonging to the two latter: see Stob. eel. 1. 3 p. 57, 4 ff. with Wachsmuth's notes.
Cf. also frs. 961, 962.

4 Flor. 39. 11, 13, 14.
5 See on fr. 934. Points of contact between Stobaeus and Clement will be found

in frs. 87, 929, 949. On their relation see Wilamowitz, Einleitung, p. 171.
6 Wilamowitz, I.e.
7 Plat. legg. 811 A.
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Hellenic Studies for 19071 F. W. Hasluck published from an
inscription, which was found at Kermasti in the Cyzicus district
and is dated about 300 B.C., a long list of aphorisms, such as
(fiiXois ftorjdei, Ou/xov /cpdrei, a$i/ca favye, and so forth, obviously-
intended for the moral edification of those who frequented the
immediate neighbourhood. When the list is compared with
the collection of the precepts of the Seven Wise Men attributed
to Sosiades in Stob. fior. 3. 80, it is abundantly clear that the
former, if not the original, is at any rate an early version of the
latter2. Even more remarkable in their relation to Stobaeus
were the fragments of florilegia published in Berl, Klassiker-
texte, V 2 pp. 123—130, from two papyri (Berl. 9772 and 9773)
of the second century B.C. Thus 9773 not only contains the
extracts 9 and 11 of Stob. flor. 69 next to each other though in
the reverse order, but also the title 1̂ 070? yvvaifcoov, which is
prefixed to the same chapter of Stobaeus. Though the text
of Stobaeus may thus be shown to depend upon very ancient
authority, it cannot be considered to possess the same weight as
the text of an extant play which can be traced to the Alex-
andrian edition. In fact, when a comparison is possible between
the two, the differences are often such that they cannot entirely
be explained as the deliberate modifications of the anthologist
made for the purpose of adapting his quotations to their place.
In dealing with the Berlin fragments Wilamowitz suggested that
the text of Euripides might have come from a bad actor's copy,
while at the same time he pointed out the possibility that the
anthology was constituted before the date of Aristophanes'
edition3. But, whatever the defects of his text, Stobaeus is so
precious a witness that one would willingly barter much of the
lexicographic material for an increased supply from the antho-
logies. In this respect Euripides was more fortunate, as has
already been mentioned. Apart from Stobaeus and his copyists
the only extant authority in this department is the dvdokoyiov

addressed to the empress Eudocia by the grammarian

1 XXVII 62 f.
2 This was first pointed out by Diels in Sitzungsb. d. k. pr. Akad. 1907, p. 457-

See also Vorsokr. II3 p. 214.
3 See also his Sappho u. Simonides, p. 270.
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Orion (c. 440 A.D.), which for three fragments stands entirely
alone1.

§ 5. Bibliography.

The scholars of the centuries immediately following the
revival of learning were occupied with weightier matters than
the collection of the scattered remains of the ancient masters,
which the nature of the texts then available would have made
a task of exceptional difficulty. All the more credit is due to
Casaubon for constructing, by way of excursus to Athen. 277 E3,
a catalogue of all the titles of Sophocles' plays of which he could
find a record. Bentley once dreamed of the project of editing
the fragments of all the Greek poets, and the Letter to Mill and
the contributions to Graevius's Callimachns were foretastes of
what he might have accomplished in this sphere. But it was
not until the latter part of the eighteenth century that attention
began to be directed to those of Sophocles in particular. In
1762 Benjamin Heath (1704—1766) published at the Clarendon
Press a series of notes on Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides,
including (pp. 93—112) critical comments on a number of
tragic fragments taken from Grotius's excerpts from Stobaeus3.
A contribution of a similar kind was made by the well-known
philologer Jonathan Toup (1713—1785) in his Epistola Critica
addressed to Warburton and published in 1767 ; and in the same
year appeared L. C. Valckenaer's Diatribe in Euripidis perdi-
torum dramatum reliquias, which incidentally discussed several
fragments of Sophocles. Valckenaer had in fact devoted much
labour to these latter, and it is clear from the Preface of Brunck,
their first editor, that the collection contained in his edition of
Sophocles (1786) was largely indebted to the Dutch critic.
Brunck also acknowledged his obligation to David Ruhnken,
by whom a number of quotations was contributed from hitherto

1 frs. 228, 247, 302. What remains of Orion is only a scanty fragment, which
was first edited by Schneidewin from a Vienna MS. It is also printed in Meineke's
Stobaeus iv 249—266.

2 It is reproduced in Schweighauser's Atheiiaeus, IX pp. 27—52.
3 Dicta poetarum, quae in Eclogis turn in Florilegio Stobaeus adfert, recensuit...

H. Grotius, Paris, 1623.
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unedited lexicographical sources. The arrangement of the editio
princeps was sonSewhat inconvenient. The plays in alphabetical
order with most of the longer fragments attributed to them came
first; then more than ioo fragments fex incertis tragoediis'; and
lastly a number of glosses from the lexicographers arranged
alphabetically as ' Lexicon Sophocleum,' and containing com-
plete lines as well as isolated words and phrases. Nevertheless,
Brunck's edition, which was reprinted several times, held the
field for more than forty years, during which period little was
done either for the increase of the collection or for the better
understanding of the fragments which had been already printed.
Mention should, however, be made of a paper by Blomfield in
Mus. Crit. Cant. I (1826) 141 —149, containing addenda to
Brunck's collection and critical notes on several passages.
Blomfield's results were incorporated by W. Dindorf, who, in
his Poetae Scenici of 1830, was able by recasting Brunck's work
to issue it in a much more convenient form with various correc-
tions and enlargements. Dindorf acknowledged in his Preface
that he had taken slight pains to improve the work by his own
investigations, and lamented that there was no prospect of a new
edition adequate to the needs of the time. Hasty and superficial
as the book was, it shared the popularity which Dindorf's publi-
cations enjoyed for about half a century, and in its latest form,
as represented in the fifth and greatly improved issue of the
Poetae Scenici (1869), it is probably still in more general use
than any other edition.

A new epoch in the progress of knowledge concerning the
literary output of the Greek tragedians was opened by the
publication in three volumes of F. G. Welcker's Die griechische
Tragodien mit Rilcksicht auf den epischen Cyclus geordnet, Bonn,
1839. This was an exhaustive examination of all the evidence
which could be discovered bearing upon the literary history of
the plays of the three great tragedians, and especially on the
contents of their plots. The plays were arranged according to
the order occupied by the events which they comprised in the
series of the epic Cycle. Welcker's book is as readable to-day
as when it was first printed. He had spared no exertion in
sifting the whole of the data provided by the mythographical
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authorities, and in comparing them with the relevant indications
of the tragic fragments. On the basis of this evidence the plots
were reconstructed with remarkable acuteness; and the results,
though necessarily often conjectural, can be checked, even where
they fail to convince, by the openly displayed material of the
sources quoted. It should be added that the satyric plays had
been separately treated by Welcker in an earlier work entitled
Nachtrag zu die Aesch. Trilogie Prometheus, Frankfurt, 1826.
Welcker's work gave an extraordinary impulse to philological
activity, and the following years witnessed the appearance of
a number of critical papers in the various periodicals by Bergk,
Meineke, Nauck, Schneidewin, and others, directed to the emen-
dation and elucidation of the tragic texts. The influence of
Welcker is more directly visible in editions of the tragic frag-
ments which began to appear in the course of the following
decade. This applies to F. H. Bothe's Poetarum scenicorum
Graecoruni quorum Integra opera supersunt Fragmenta, Lipsiae,
1844—18461, to F. W. Wagner's Poetarum tragicorum Graecoruni
Fragme?ita, Vratislaviae, 1844—I852> and to E. A. I. Ahrens's
edition of the fragments of Aeschylus and Sophocles in the
Didot series (1842), which was prepared with the avowed object
of popularizing Welcker's results. J. A. Hartung's Sophokles'
Fragmente (1851) was a more ambitious effort upon the same
lines, but his speculations, though sometimes ingenious, are
seldom such as to command assent.

In 1856 appeared the first edition of A. Nauck's Tragicorum
Graecorum Fragmenta, which was the earliest systematic attempt
to produce an edition acceptable to the requirements of modern
criticism. His aim was critical rather than explanatory, and
one of his chief merits was the provision of accurate information
concerning the textual data of the sources. Even where these
had not been satisfactorily edited, as was the case with Stobaeus,
Nauck succeeded in procuring collations of the material readings
of the best MSS. Nauck's second edition, enlarged and revised
so as to include the latest available material, appeared in 1889,

1 In 1806 Bothe published an edition of Sophocles in 1 vols., in which the frag-
ments were reproduced from Brunck. A second edition appeared in 1826. Neither
this nor the later work is of much independent value.
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and has remained the indispensable foundation of all subsequent
work. In the meantime Lewis Campbell had edited the frag-
ments after Nauck in the second volume of his Sophocles (1881),
excluding those which consist of single words or of very short
phrases. Campbell contributed some useful notes, but did little
to elucidate the difficulties which the fragments present; and he
evidently considered that they did not demand the same measure
of careful criticism which he applied to the text of the extant
plays.

In the course of the twenty-five years which have elapsed
since the appearance of Nauck's second edition a considerable
mass of fresh material has accrued, and the extraordinary
development of the various branches of Classical learning which
has taken place during that period, while it has thrown welcome
light on many obscurities, has enormously increased the difficulty
of focusing its results so far as they bear upon the scattered
texts. There has been no fresh edition of the whole of the
fragments ; but, since the publication of the papyrus remains of
the Ichneutae and Eurypylus in 1912, a convenient text entitled
Tragicorum Graecormn Fragmenta papyracea nuper reperta has
been edited by A. S. Hunt, and the additions to Sophocles
brought to light in recent years have been collected and edited
by E. Diehl as Supplementiun Sophocleum, Bonn, 1913. The
Ichneutae has been separately edited by N. Terzaghi, Firenze,
1913. There is also a German translation by C. Robert, Berlin
[second ed.], 1913. The following list contains all the occasional
contributions which have been consulted for the purpose of the
present edition, as well as some marked by an asterisk -which
I have not had an opportunity of examining.

BAKHUYZEN, W. H. VAN DE SANDE. De parodia in comoediis Aristo-
phanis. Utrecht, 1877.

BAMBERGER, F. Conjectaneorum in poetas Graecos capita duo. Braun-
schweig, 1841. [Reprinted in his Opuscula philologica : see pp. 163—
165.]

BENECKE, E. F. M. Antimachus of Colophon. London, 1896. [On the
Phaedra of Sophocles at p. 201.]

BERGK, Th. Commentatio de fragmentis Sophoclis. Lipsiae, 1833.
De duodecim fragmentis Sophoclis. Marburg, 1843/4.

——- Nachtrdge zu den Fragnienten des Sophokles. Zeitschrift fur Alter-
tumswissenschaft, xili (1855), p. 108.
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1 This is not a complete list of his published work on the Fragments; but, since
his latest results are to be found in his second edition, it did not seem worth while
to refer to all the scattered publications, which are partly superseded and often
difficult of access.
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A0AMAI A AND B

There are two famous stories connected with the name of
Athamas, which are recorded by our authorities with great
variety of detail. One of these, the escape of Phrixus and
Helle, was the starting-point of the Argonautic saga; and,
though the evidence of the tragedians is the earliest to which
we can now appeal, it must have been related in the lost
epics. Athamas, king of Thebes, by his union with Nephele,
an immortal, had two children, Phrixus and Helle. He subse-
quently married Ino, who bore to him Learchus and Melicertes.
Ino was jealous of the children of Nephele, and, when a drought
occurred—produced, according to one version, by the cunning
of Ino herself—she bribed the messengers who were sent by
Athamas to consult the oracle at Delphi, and persuaded them
to give a false report. They accordingly announced that the
god required the sacrifice of Phrixus as an expiation. Athamas
was obliged against his will to consent, but Nephele succeeded
in saving her children by means of a ram with a golden fleece,
which Hermes gave to her. This ram, placed among the flocks
of Athamas, was not only endowed with the power of speech,
so that it was able to warn Phrixus of his impending danger,
but also rescued him and his sister by taking them on its back,
and flying away with them across the sea. Helle, unable to
keep her seat, fell into the sea, and gave her name to the
Hellespont; but Phrixus escaped to Colchis, where he sacrificed
the ram and presented its fleece to Aeetes. Such is the general
tenor of the more or less discrepant versions of Apollod. I. 80—83,
Philosteph. fr. 37 (FHG III 31), schol. rec. Aesch. Pers. 71,
Zenob. 4. 38 and others ; and there is some reason for supposing
that Euripides made these events the basis of his Phrixus
(TGF, p. 626), possibly with some of the variations recorded by
Hy gin. fab. 2.

Sophocles wrote two plays entitled Athamas, and, although
the fragments preserved are almost entirely insignificant, we
have direct evidence that one of them was concerned with a
version of the story given above. But the central incident in

p.
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Sophocles was not the rescue of Phrixus, but the subsequent
fate of Athamas. This appears from schol. V Ar. Nub. 257
(cocTTrep fie TOV 'AOafxavO^ O7reo? /XTJ Ovaere) TOVTO 7rpb<; TOV erepov
''Adajjuavra 2o<£o«;A,eou? diroT€Lv6fJLevos Xeyet. 6 yap TOL £O(£O/C\?)?
iT67roir)Ke rov AOdfjiavra eaTec^avoo/juevov KCL\ TrapearwTa ra> /3&)/AW
TOV Ato? to? (KpayiaaOrjaoixevov, /cat fieWovTOS (-TCL cod.) diro-
<r<jxiTTeaOai avrov irapayevo/xevov Upa/cXea, ical [ T W ] TOVTOV
Qavdiov pvo/jbevov. The recent scholia, partly reproduced in
Apostol. 11. 58 (Paroem. II 529 f.) under the lemma firj 0ea?
avOpcdTTov GO<? "Ada/xas, add (1) that the punishment of Athamas
was brought about by Nephele on account of his conduct to
her children ; (2) that Heracles saved Athamas by announcing
that Phrixus was alive. The latter point is also mentioned in
Suid. s.v. 'A0djjba<;, who omits the reference to Sophocles. The
rejoinder of schol. R, to which some critics have attached too
much importance, is merely an ignorant objection : GO? aypoiicos
^AOdfiavTa elirev avri <£>pi%ov dvrl TOV eiirelv TOV Qpilijov TOV
'AOd^iavra eiirev cb? aypoitcos dyvooav TO,? iaTopiw ov yap
'A6dfias i<f)o<v€vdr]>, dX\d Qpi^os. For the tradition that
Athamas was sacrificed does not depend upon this evidence
alone, but is recorded as a local legend, which was current at
Alos in Thessaly, by Hdt. 7. 197. His narrative is not at all
clear, but so much at least is germane to the present discussion,
that Athamas was sacrificed Kadap/xov T^? yoopiqs Troievfievcov
*A%ai6iv etc deoirpoTruov, and that Cytissorus the son of Phrixus
arrived from Colchis and rescued him. Several questions will
at once suggest themselves in reference to the dramatic treat-
ment which Sophocles may have applied to this material, but to
most of them no answer is possible. It is, however, a legitimate
observation that the means by which Nephele compassed the
sacrifice of Athamas, together with the arrival of Heracles, the
delivery of his message, and the release of Athamas, were amply
sufficient to occupy the whole of the action. I infer that the
history of the plot against Phrixus, with all its aXoya, although
ev TOZ? TTpdyfxaGLv, to use Aristotle's language {poet. 15. I454b 7),
was nevertheless e^co r^? Tpaywhias. It seems to follow that
Athamas must have supposed Phrixus to be dead, although he
was not slain at the altar; and, since Helle actually perished,
that she cannot have been included in the design aimed at her
brother. The religious questions connected with the sacrifice of
Athamas, which are discussed by Frazer (Pausan. V p. 172) and
others, do not concern us here. The date of this play must
have been earlier than B.C. 423.

In the other story mentioned above Athamas was the
apparently innocent victim of the wrath of Hera. She afflicted
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him with madness, because Hermes by the command of Zeus
had given Dionysus to Ino and Athamas to be reared as a girl:
see Hygin. fab. 5, Apollod. 1. 84, 3. 28, Pausan. 1. 44. 7. The
result was that Athamas, believing that he was hunting on
Cithaeron, mistook his elder son Learchus for a lion (or a stag)
and killed him with his spear; and that Ino, distraught with
frenzy and grief, took the other child Melicertes in her arms
and threw herself into the sea. Hence the proverb 'Iz/o£>? dxv
in Zenob. 4. 38 and Horace's flebilis Ino (A.P. 123). The story
can be traced to Pherecydes (Schol. Horn. 2 486: FHG I 84);
and Seeliger (in Roscher I 670), and more" doubtfully Escher
(in Pauly-Wissowa II 1931), identify it as the subject of the
second play of Sophocles1. Apart from the general probabilities
of the case, it is possible that frs. 2 and 9 refer to the delusion
of Athamas. Ov. Met. 4. 420 ff. elaborates this version of the
story in his usual manner, but the following touches (512 ff.)
appear to be taken from his Greek models : protimis Aeolides
media furibnndns in aida \ clamat 'io, comites, his retia tendite
silvis ! I hie modo cum gemina visa est mihi prole leaena! See
fr. 2 and Tr. fr. adesp. 1 /3pva£ovcni<; \eaivr)s, which may just as
well belong to Sophocles as to Aeschylus. Cf. Plut. de superst. 5.
p. 167 c 0 8' 'A#a/xa<? fxel^ovL (sc. ixprjro 8varv)(jia) KCLI rj Wyavr]
ftXeirovTes (sc. rd reicva vel TOVS avvrjdeis) 00? \eovTa<$ KCL\
i\d(f)ov<;. There is nothing to show whether Athamas used
his bow (Stat. Theb. 1. 12), or whether the scene was inside the
house, as in Ovid, or on the mountain side (Stat. Theb. 3. 186),
unless indeed eirnfKa fr. 8 has any significance. Further, as
Welcker has observed, fr. 4 suits the final plight of Athamas
restored to his senses and realising the extent of his losses.
This would precede his withdrawal to another country, for
which cf. Apollod. 1. 84. But none of these indications are so
strong as that of fr. 5, where we can hardly fail to see an allusion
to the miraculous power of Dionysus. Unless then the reference
to the influence of the god is to be explained by his nurture in
the palace of Athamas (cf. Lucian dial. mar. 9. 1), it would seem
that in this play, as in the Ino of Euripides (Hygin. fab. 4), the
wife of Athamas had joined the Maenads to share their mystic
worship on the hills. It is generally believed that in that play
Euripides introduced the story of Themisto, the third wife of
Athamas, who plotted against the children of Ino as cruelly and
as unsuccessfully as Ino had plotted against those of Nephele.
There is nothing to connect Sophocles with this story, although
the name of Themisto was freely used by later writers as the

1 Ahrens suggests that Cic. harusp. resp. 39 ilia exsultatio Athamantis, whi
follows a reference to tragedies, may be an allusion to the play of Sophocles.
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cause of the ruin of Athamas' household : see Athen. 560 D,
Westermann Mythogr. p. 345. The evidence which connects
the play with the Dionysus-motive is clear enough, and allusions
to the madness of Athamas and to the final catastrophe may
fairly be inferred; but beyond this we cannot go. There is
nothing to show that the fragments of Accius' Athamas can be
legitimately used to elucidate the plot of Sophocles1.

It should be observed that the progress of the Athamas-
legend shows the gradual combination of at least three stories,
which were originally entirely distinct, and belonged to different
localities. The subject cannot be pursued here ; but an illustra-
tion may be given from the fragment of Philostephanus (Schol.
AD Horn. H 86, cf. Pausan. 1. 44. 7), the pupil of Callimachus,
who omits the Bacchic influence entirely, and attributes the
death of Learchus to the retribution exacted by Athamas for
Ino's treachery.

See also Introductory Note to the Phrixus.
Dindorf held that 'A^a^ua? a and ft' were not separate plays,

but different editions of the same play. He applies the same
principle to other similar cases, but in the absence of specific
evidence of revision the presumption is strongly against him.

Karayvoivai
1 Hesych. n p. 421 Karayv&vai.' eiri- rpdwovs, 'to find out to another's detri-

yvQvat, fiepupaadai. XO^OKXTJS 'Add/xavrc ment,' with various constructions. A
a'. good example is Thuc. 7. 51 Kareyvuicd-

A few lines before Hesych. has the TWP ijd'r] /x /̂cert Kpeiaadvwv etvai, where the
gloss KarayivwaKii) • /j.£f/.<po/ji.cu. i-iriyvupai inf. takes the place of the ace. of the thing,
is added as an explanation, because the It should be observed that KarayiyvcbaKW
sense 'to find out' was common in later occasionally appears without the innuendo,
Greek: see e.g. Plut. Philop. 12 ein- being precisely equivalent to emyiyvdo-Kw:
yvai<rdei<T7]s TTJS €7TL^OVXTJS. T h u s Karayi- X e n . Oec. 2. 18 KO.1 OOLTTOV /cat p<j.ov /cat
yvihaicw is, as observed by Neil on Ar. KepdaXecorepov Kar^yvwv irp&TTOvras.
Eq. 46 OVTOS Karayvovs rod yepovros TOVS

2 Hesych. 11 p. 192 epicecn- 5IKTUOIS. euLTr'\r)iiuai (a confused quotation of Horn.
2o0o/cA?7S 'Add/jiaPTt. j3'. The same gloss % 468). The same sense occurs in fr. 431,
occurs in Phot. lex. p. 14, 12 without the Ar. Av. 528 epur), vecfeeXas, MKTVCL, TTTIKTCLS,
name of author or play. Pind. Pyth. 2. 80 (peXXos w? vTrep epKOS.

Cf. Etym. M. p. 375, 10 epKos...<r7)p.abei For a possible explanation of the allusion
/cat r a dtKTva cos T6 ore 5rj irapa Xlvov gpKet see Introductory Note.

1 The conjectures that have been made as to Accius' sources are mutually destruc-
tive. It is now thought (Escher in Pauly-Wissowa 11 1933) that his play comprised
the material of Hygin. poet. astr. 2. 20, which Sophocles may have used in the Phrixus.
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3 Hesych. II p. 249 ei/acr
TratStd, x^eviq. <=<po5os~ dirb TOV eT
dfu\la. 2o0o/cX^s ' AOafxavTL Seurepy.

Outside the lexicographers, the word
seems only to occur in Nic. Ther. 880
(nrip/j.' 6\obv Kvidyjs, T\Q^ exj/irj efTrAero KO6-
pois, where the schol. explains it by TTCU-
yvcov. The verb expiaadcu, with its com-
pounds <J0- Ka8- and acpeipiaadai (fr. 138),
is somewhat more common. There are also
to be taken into account the gloss a\f/lcu'
ioprai. Aduwves (Hesych. I p. 347) and
the compounds <pL\e\pios (a proper name
in Ar. Pint. 177, where see schol.), Trpocr-
e\pid (Hesych.). The history of this
obscure and obsolete word was much
canvassed by the grammarians, although
there is a general agreement as to its
meaning ('amusement'). The authority
whom Hesychius follows derived it from
i-neadai tracing the transition (2<po8os) of
the meaning to TratSid by way of 6/j.iXta :
for the transferred sense of tyodos ( = means
of passing), not clearly recognised by L.
and S., see Plut. mor. 1055 F, Diog. L. 6.

31. There was, however, some wavering
as to the breathing; and on this account
an alternative derivation from £TTOS was pro-
pounded : schol. Ap. Rhod. 1. 459 ei/'io-
WVTCLL. irapd TTJV eij/iav, TJ iari did Xoyuv
TraiSid* oTov iirecria TLS ovcra' Trapa TO CTTOS.
5ld KCLL \f/l\0VTCLl, OT€ S£ ScLCTlJl'eTCU, aVTl TOV

aicoKovdovaiv. So (pike-ipios was distin-
guished as meaning (ptXoiraiyfiwv or 0tX6-
A070S, according as the second syllable
was or was not aspirated [Etym. M. p.
406, 8, Suid. s.v. tyia). Some modern
scholars have favoured the view that i- is
prothetic, and that the word is to be con-
nected with xj/iaddovTi = htdunt, in Ar. Lys.
1302 : this was adopted by Curtius {G. E.
II p. 394 E. tr.), who however forbore to
speculate on the derivation. Lobeck's
{Path. El. I 52) notion that e\j/la was 'a
game played zvith pebbles'1 rests on the
assumption that i/'id was another form of
aria. Monro on Horn, p 530 takes an
entirely different line, holding that eipiaoixai
'implies a noun 'e\pi$, from a root e7r-,
Indog. ieq, seen in Lat. zocus.'

ajp OLTTOLIS re Kayvvaii;

4 Choerob. in Theod. p. 307, 15
[ = p. 289, 25 Hilgard] (Bekk. anecd. p.
j 304) TO yvvcu% 01/K i}bvvaTO dpaevLKod ye-
vovs elvat....ev 5e Trj avvdecrec iirei5i] yiveTai
dpaevLKod yevovs, dvadexeTai TT)V eh ail;
Ka.Td\rii;ii>, olov ' Cos wv dirats...dv^cXTLos'
irapd rSo^o/cXei ev 'A6d/J,avTi.—d,"yuvai^.
Cf. Poll. 3. 48 JApc<TT0(pdv7]s (fr. 735 I 569
K.) 5e TOV dyvvi)v tiyvvov, Qpvvix0* (fr- l9
I 376 K.) Se ' T7)\iKovToai y£pwv atrais d.71/-
I'at/cos.' The forms KaWiyuvaiKa, opaiyv-

vaiKa, (piXoytivaiKes, i]/.uyvt>aiKa and the
like have no nominative in existence, as
was pointed out by Lobeck on Phryn. pp.
185, 659.—dv€(TTLOs was no doubt bor-
rowed from Horn. 163 d<ppr)TU}p, dde/j.L<7Tos,
dveo~Tios £O~TIV eKeivos, \ 8s TTOXC/JLOV ^parai
eiriS7]fxiov OKpv6euTos. Our homeless gives
the general idea; for iraTpoja iarla was
the sacred centre-point of family life (Eur.
Ah: 737).

nap rjfJLLV

5 Trap H . : 7dp cod.

5 Lex. iMessan. f. 280 sq. (AV*. Mns.
xlvii 405 ff.) vac <rt>v Tip t ixcq. avXXa^r)
~ZO<J>OKXT)% 'A6dy.avTC (dddvar. cod.: corr.
Rabe) 'oivwc yap T)/UUI> dxeAuuoi dpa vdi.'
H. wrote: 'As the passage is expressly

apa vd.
uoi dpa cod.

quoted for the use of vq., I do not know
why Nauck should have shrunk from
writing apa. But in that case yap i]fjuv
must be wrong, and should probably
be replaced by Trap' rjfiiv (v/xlv).' The
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inferential use of apa (for dpa) is clearly
seen in 0. C. 409, 858, and may be taken to
be established: see on fr. 931, Eur. Hclid.
895. Mekler {Eranos Vindob. p. 208)
conjectured ad pa pa.—The verse refers to
the miraculous draughts of wine provided
by Dionysus for his votaries: Eur. Bacch.
14.3 pel 8e yaXaKTi ire8ov, pel 5' oivLp. ib.
707 Kal rfj8e Kp-qvqv e^avr/K otvov Beds.
Such an allusion accords well enough

with the story of Ino: Hygin. fab. 4
postea resciit Inonem in Parnasso esse,
quae (qtiam Muncker) bacchationis causa
eo pervenisse. Nonn. 9. 247 ff. Cf. also
Eur. Bacch. 229, Med. 1284. Thus,'Axe\-
a;os is used for water, as in Eur. Bacch.
625 S/LLOJCTIP 'AxeXipov (pepeip | ivviiruv, and
elsewhere.—va : for derivatives from this
root cf. fr. 270 varop, fr. 621 papa.

6 Antiait. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 106, 33
i ^ d XXp y ^ J

/ Cf. Phot. lex. p. 217, 5
\evKT) 7]fj.€pa' r\ dyadrj. Kal eV' evcppoavvrj.
Efti-oXis K6Aa£i (fr. 174 I 306 K.). The
same occurs in Suid. s.v., and in some
MSS 1,o(poK\TJs is substituted for EUTTOAIS
K6Aa.£i; but Ai. 672 f. follow immediately.
Zenob. 6. 13 {Paroem. I 165) /cat Me-
pavdpos 8e cprjaiv £P AevKaSiip (fr. 315 III
90 K.) T7)p dyadrjv rjfj.e'pap XevKrjv KaXei-
adai. Herodian. Philel. (in Moeris ed.
Pierson, p . 477) XevnTjv rnxepap diayayeiv,
TT\V 7]8elav Kal IXapdv.

iXevK7] rj/xepa, lucida (Eur. / . A. 156
XevKaivei r68e 0cos T]8T} XdjuLwova' ;Hc6s),
XevKdircoXos, XevKdveirXos, meant properly
the silvery grey of dawn in contrast to the
night (Aesch. Ag. 673 'ir/reiTa 5' ai.8riv -WOP-
TLOU Tre<pevy6res, \ XevKOP /car' j}jj.ap /ere.),
and so might be said metaphorically of
relief, cheer, comfort, as in Pers. 304 e/j.o?s
fj.ep eliras Sib[j.acrip 0aos {J-tya, Kal XevKOP
rjij,ap PVKTOS EK fJt,e\ayx'i/J-ov : this is how
Sophocles may have used it.' (H.) So
XevKov evd/iepov <pdos in Ai. 708. XevKi]
T)/j.£pa is used proverbially much as we say
'a red-letter day' in Eunap. fr. 28 Boiss.,
Aristaen. 1. 12. The purpose of the
grammarians was to mark the metapho-

rical usage, which is found also in Latin :
Catull. 8. "^fulsere quondam candidi tibi
soles, as contrasted with Hor. Sat. 1.9. 72
huncine so/em tarn nigrum surrexe mihil
There is no need to seek for any artificial
explanation, such as that which Suidas
(s.vv. XevKT] i]p:epa, TUP els (paperpav)
quotes from Philarchus (FHG I 355),
based on an alleged custom of the
Scythians to put a white stone into their
quiver at night-time for a day spent
happily, or a black in the other event.
Plin. n. h. 7. 40 tells a similar story of
the Thracians, and some such practice is
alluded to in Hor. C. 1. 36. 10, Pers. 2. 1,
Catull. 68. 148. Plin. ep. 6. 11. Plutarch
gives another explanation, relating that
Pericles during the blockade of Samos
allowed such of his soldiers as drew by
lot a white bean to be relieved from
discipline and enjoy themselves as they
pleased : 81b Kal <pa<TL rovs ev einradelais
TLUI yiypo/j.e'povs XevKrjv rjjxepap eKelvrjv dirb
TOV XevKov Kvdpiov irpoaayopeveiv (Per. 27).
Is it merely a coincidence that Eupolis in
the K6Aa/ces referred to this siege (fr. 154
I 299 K.)? Horace speaks of Genius
as albus et ater (Ep. 2. 2. 189), i.e. evdal-
LIOJP or the reverse.

7 Hesych. I p. 36 dyxvPVs XP
vr/s cod.) 6 £771'?. HocpoKXrjs 'A6d/JLaPTi.
The correct reading is preserved in Etym.
M. p. 15, 33 d-yx^s* iyyvs.

The termination, usually connected with
dpapicrKw, is the same as that found in

TroSr/pris, Kar-qprjS, TrXetaTTjpris,

irvpy7ipr)s,d/A<pT]p7}s and others. The history
of some of these words is not free from
doubt, but the force of -ypris as an element
of composition seems to have been reduced,
so that in the time of the tragedians it had
become productive as a merely adjectival
suffix. See also Wilamowitz on Eur. Her.
243-
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8 Harpocr. s.v. gwnrhov p. 82, 10 T<X
Kara TYJV oiKtav crKevrj 'iirnrXa Xiyovcri, rrjv
olov £TTLirb\aiov KTTJCIV /cat fJ.€TaKO/xi-
^ ] 0 7
(so Casaubon for aKafiavn). Hesych. n
p. 164 goes more into detail: frrnrXa*
ljj.ari.a yvpaiKeia, 7] xp r^a ra , V cncetirj, TO,
ixi] Zyyeia, ctXX' iirnr6\at.a. Suidas, who
has three separate glosses on the word, is
much to the same effect, but gives alter-

native derivations from eirlirXea or dwarij
T\oL{ecr6cu ('to be put on board.'). The
word means moveables; but it is an elastic
term, and is sometimes restricted to what
we call furniture )( dresses or jewels, as
in Dem. 27. ro. Etymologically it may
be connected with 5t-7rX6-s, sim-plex and
our three-fold: see Brugmann, Comp. Gr.
in p. 50 E. tr. The fullest discussion of
the word is in Pollux 10. 10 f.

9 Hesych. II p. 170
\ 2X^ 'A0 Sal-

masius emended to eTriartyfiara, and so
Hesychius must have written, as the
alphabetical order shows; but that iin-
<Tiyfj,a.Ta was the form used by Sophocles
is proved not merely by Moeris p. 196, 34
eiricrl^as 'ATTIKOL' eiriaTL^as "WOvqves, but
also by the evidence of early texts. Cf.
Ar. Vesp. 704 nad' orav odros 7 ' e7rt<xi£?7,
with the schol. AvKocppwv /cat ol vepi
'TtipaTocrdevr) TO eira<pieva.L r a s Ktivas ein<jL-
fetj'. Theocr. 6. 29 crt£a 5' uXa/cTetV viv
/cat TO. KVV'L. Suid. eincri^eL' iroibv TIVO.

TJX0V eiri^or)crei. Etym. M. p . 363, 54
eiricncrTov' TO crvpi^ovTas eiroTpvvei.v TOVS
Ktivas iirl TOL £pya iv TOIS KvvrjyeaioLS eirl-
(TMTTOV /caXetrat. I n Phil. 755 Berglc
conjectured TovirlaLyixa for TOinrLo-ay/xa*
It is suggested that this refers to the death
of Learchus, hunted as a stag by his father
Athamas : Apollod. 3. 28 'A#d/xas /j,ei> TOP
irpeaftvTepov iraida Aedpxov ws i\a(pov
drjpevaas aweKTeivev. See Introductory
Note. It should be added that Hesych.
II p . 167 has also iiri<Tiyp.a' iweyKeXev/xa
Kvcriv, and iirccrt^as' eircupeis ETTI bp/u.r)v. 77

1 0

1O Hesych. II p. 248 e
<jwexpti><r8r]- ^ \ 'Ad
Suid. s.z*. ixp

Cf.
Tr. fr. adesp. 275 xPw/xaTL0'^e"LS evdiis e£

i b
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Ajax, 'OiXr}o9 Ta^u? v/o?, is introduced in Horn. B 527 as
leader of the Locrians who dwelt opposite to the coast of
Euboea. He is often mentioned in the Iliad in conjunction
with the Telamonian Ajax ; and, though inferior in strength
as compared with his namesake, is nevertheless a distinguished
warrior who comes especially into prominence at the battle round
the wall (N 46). The circumstances of his death are related in
B 499 ff. He was one of the victims of the storm which overtook
the Greeks on their return from Troy, and, when landing on the
rocks at Myconus known as the Gyrae, was hurled back into
the sea by Poseidon and drowned, in punishment for a boastful
speech that he needed no divine aid to escape. Homer says
that he was eyQbyuevos 'AOijvp, without explaining the reason ;
but, if we accept the explanation of Strabo (600), this merely
implies that he was involved in the common fate which befel
the Greeks for abusing their victory in the sack of Troy.
Homer, he says, has not mentioned any outrage committed
against Cassandra, and knows nothing of her violation by Ajax.
Yet, even in Homer, the character of Ajax showed traces of a
cruel and savage disposition, and his arrogant contempt for the
gods led to his destruction. It is clear, however, that an act of
sacrilegious violence committed by him was described in the
Iliupersis1: see Proclus chrestom. (EGF p. 49) KacradvBpav
Be ATa? 'OtXeoo? irpos /3iav aTroarrcov avvecpeXfcerai TO TT}? 'AOrjvas
£6avov i(f> co 7rapo!;vvdevT€S ol r/FjW7)V€<z KaroXevaai /3ov\ovTai
TOV AiavTa. o Be eVt TOV Tr)<; 'Ad7]va<s /3(O/JLOV KaTacjyevyei, /cat
Biacrco^eTai i/c TOV emfceifxevov KLVBVVOV. T O the lat ter part of
this corresponds Apollod. epit. 5. 25 &>9 Be e/xeWov diroirXelv
TTopQrjGCLVTes; Tpolav, VTTO JLaX^avTO^ KaTel^ovTO, jxrjvieiv 'AOrjvav
avTOL*; XeyovTos Bid T?]V A'LCLVTOS dae^eiav. /ecu TOV fiev AICLVTCL
KTelveiv e/neWov, <$>ev<yovra Be eirl ^cofMov ecaaav. Cf. schol.
Horn. 7 135. Welcker (p. 162) rightly observed that the Homeric
story does not seem capable of dramatic treatment; but in the
extracts just quoted the possibility of a tragic conflict is manifest.
It can hardly be doubted that we have here part of the frame-

1 On the question relating to the overlapping of the Little Iliad and the lliupersis
and as to whether there were or were not two poems with the latter title, composed
by Arctinus and Lesches respectively, see Frazer, Pansanias, v p. 362; T. W. Allen
in CL Q. 11 84.
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work of the Sophoclean plot, more especially as the account
of Apollodorus explains Eur. Tro. 6g—71 : A©, OVK olad'
v/3pLG0€icrdv fie KCU vaovs ifiov<;; TIO. ol& TJVLK At'a? etX/ce
ILacrdv^pav (Siq. A®, /cov&ev 7' W-^aicdv eiraOev ov& r)K,ov(T
viro. Further details are given by Pausanias in his description
of the painting by Polygnotus in the Lesche at Delphi (10. 26. 3):
' Ajax the son of Oileus stands by the altar with his shield,
taking an oath concerning the outrage on Cassandra; while
Cassandra is seated on the ground clasping the image of
Athena, as it seems that she overturned it from its pedestal,
when Ajax dragged her from the sanctuary.' Robert {Die
Iliupersis, p. 63) thinks that Ajax was swearing to atone for
his crime by sending two Locrian maidens annually to the
temple of Athena at Troy. He thus connects the oath with
the temple-story (Toepffer in Pauly-Wissowa I 938) which
sought to explain the historical custom by reference to a heroic
legend. The chief authorities for the Locrian tribute, which
lasted until shortly before the time of Plutarch, are Timaeus
ap. Tzetz. Lycophr. 1141 (FHG I 207), and Callimachus ap.
schol. AD Horn. N 66 (II 126 Schneider). See also Holzinger
on Lycophr. 1153. But Robert's explanation of the oath taken
by Ajax is somewhat far-fetched, and it is simpler to suppose
that there is a reference to the exculpatory oath which is
prescribed as a mode of trial by primitive systems of juris-
prudence: see Wyse on Isae. 12. 9. In any case, the trial of
Ajax before the council of elders provided an occasion for a
formal debate (Xoycov ciycov) such as the tragedians loved. It
is sometimes stated (as by Toepffer ?/.s.) that the erotic motive
and the violation of the priestess did not belong to the original
story, but were the invention of later writers {eg: Dio Chrys.
11. 153). The conclusion is questionable ; and it is worth notice
that Apollod. cpit. 5. 22 Ai'a? Se 6 Ao/epd? KacravSpav opoiv
TrepL7T67r\€//jL€vr)v TtZ ^oavco TT}? WOifvas fiid^erai' hin TOVTO TO
£6avoi> et's1 oi'parov /SXeTrew, which is believed to derive from epic
sources, agrees exactly in its account of the miraculous aversion
of the gaze of the image with Lycophr. 361 f. (cf. Strabo 264).
The earl\- appearance of the motive is also attested by Theogn.
1223 f. wXero 8' Alyei^i)i H/;o"ei)s" /J-€ya<; coXero 8' Ai'a? ] ia0\6$
'Oi/UrtS//? afjaiv {sc. "Î jOwro?) draaOaXiaLS, as well as by the
evidence of early vase-paintings collected by Furtwangler and
Reichhold, Griccii. Vascnmal. Munchen 1904, I p. 185, and
summarized by Gruppe in Bursians JaJircsb. CXXXVII 387.

The effect of the above discussion is to determine the
outlines of the story as known to Sophocles : we are still as
far as ever from being able to fill in the details, or to trace the
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process by which the tragic irepiirereia resulted. No doubt the
outrage in the temple was outside the action of the play, and
the two chief moments that fell within the time covered by it
were the acquittal of Ajax by the Achaeans, and his subsequent
death at Gyrae. It was impossible for the latter to be enacted
on the stage, and it must either have been related by a messenger
or foretold by a god. The former alternative is clearly to be
preferred, but involves the assumption that Ajax sailed before
the rest of the Greeks, and that his death was reported at Ilion
before the other characters in the play had started. It is more
difficult to conjecture how the acquittal of Ajax was procured.
A possible suggestion, based on the lawless character of the
accused and the oath mentioned by Pausanias, would be that
he escaped death by a brazen act of perjury, but was required
as being ceremonially unclean to withdraw from the rest of the
army. The retribution of the offended deities was not long in
coming; but even so the shadow of impending disaster hung
over those who had connived at the crime of Ajax. It may be
inferred from Pausan. io. 31. 2 that the chief opponent of Ajax
was Odysseus.

The version of the story adopted by Philostr. heroic. 9
presents certain features which suggest a dramatic origin,
although we have no means of identifying it.

According to this, Ajax dragged Cassandra from the temple,
but offered no violence to her. and kept her in his tent.
Agamemnon saw the girl, fell in love with her, and took her
from Ajax. When the spoils were divided, Ajax claimed her,
but Agamemnon refused to give her up and accused Ajax of
sacrilege. In order to excite odium against Ajax, he also caused
a rumour to be spread through the camp that Athena was
incensed in consequence of the outrage, and would destroy the
army unless Ajax were put to death. But Ajax, fearing injustice
and oppression, if he submitted himself to trial, secretly withdrew
by night in a small boat and was drowned off Gyrae.

F r o m Lucian de salt. 46 /caO' 6KCL<TTOV yovv TWV eicel {i.e. at
T r o y ) rreaovTWV Spd^a rfj <r/cr)vf) irpoKeirai. ..rj Kara llakafjLrjSow;
eTufiovXr) KCU r) NawrX/ou opyrj KCLI r) A'LCIVTOS fxavia KCLI rj darepov
iv rat? TTerpais dirayXeia, Nalick is justified in inferring an
allusion to the present play. Hygin. fab. 116 cannot be used in
support of Hartung's view that the story of Nauplius was com-
bined with that of the Locrian Ajax in a single tragedy.
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I I

KCLTOLCTTIKTOV

Aifivcrcra, 7rapSaXr)(f)6pov Sepo?

1 1 . 2 airoXa aaiBixTcra R

11 Schol. Ar. Av. 933 vpbs TTJV
•jiroXdb'a, 6Vt 8i<p64pa OTTOICLOVV. 2O0O/CA^S
Aia^rt Aoicpu) 'KaTa<TTiKTOv...5£pos.' KaA-

as d£ olov '{(pairrov Sepfidrivov.
5pp x p

Se law €K TOU iirKptpeadai, otiic i^bv
adat 5i<p6tpa.v. TO 5£ So06/c\eto«' iirl rod
StpfiaTos ei'prjrat rod Kpeixafiivov irpbs rfj
rod 'AuTr)vopos oiKlq.. This note appears
in an abridged form in Suid. s.v. cnroXds,
and v. 2 is quoted by Pollux 7. 70 with-
out the name of the play.

2 <nro\ds may be conveniently ren-
dered 'jerkin.' Pollux (/.c.) speaks of it
as a leathern cuirass, fastened at the
shoulders, and Photius (lex. p. 531, 17) as
dep/j-ariov ecpairrQhes, suitable for use in
war. It is sometimes described as \ITWV,
as by Euphronius and Hesych.; but the
distinction [iraprixdri), according to the
schol.'s suggestion, lay in the mode of
attachment, since a leather coat could
not be strapped with a girdle.—7rap8aXT]-
4>dpov 8€pos- L. and S. give TrapdaXrj-
(popov and are followed by Campbell, who
renders 'the hide the leopard wore,' as
if it could be assumed at will. So also
Blaydes, who however suspects that we

should read TrapdaXrjs VTIKTOV depos and
eject KaTaaTiKTOv Kvvbs as a gloss. But
this is contrary to all analogy, and there
is no more difficulty in the transference
of the epithet than e.g. in Kepaacpdpovs
(TTopdvyyas ft. 89, i;i<p7]<popovs dywvas
Aesch. Cho. 582 or KiaaocpopoLS iv daXiais
Eur. Bacch. 384. Much confusion in the
treatment of compounds would be avoided,
if critics would pay more attention to the
simple and logical methods of the Sanskrit
grammarians: see Peile, Notes 011 Talc of
ATala p. 3 fT., Brugmann Covip. Gr. II
p. 92 E. tr.

The reference is to the leopard-skin
hung outside the house of Antenor, in
order that it might be identified and
spared when the Greeks entered Troy:
see Strab. 608, a passage to be quoted in
connexion with the Antenoridae. Hartung
thinks that our fragment actually came
from the last-named play and is wrongly
attributed to the Locrian Aj'ax, but the
incident might well have been mentioned
in a play which was so closely concerned
with the circumstances of the sack of the
city,—perhaps, as Wagner suggests, in
the speech of Cassandra accusing Ajax.

1 2

TO xpvcrtov Se ra? At/ca?
o/x/xa, rbv 8' a&iKov a l

12. 1 rds diKas Stob. et Ath. codd.

1 2 Stob. tr/. 1. 3. 37 p. 59, 2 \Y.
A} A d £ 3x

rcu.' The passage is also cited in-
exactly by Athen. 546 B KCLL TTOV TIS xal
TronjTTjs €<p64y£a.TO (Eur. fr. 486) ' 8IKCLLO-
crvvas rb xP^'aeov irpdawirov' xal irdXLP
' T 6 xptvtov ofifxa rb ras Akas , ' where
the writer appears wrongly to assert that
the two quotations are from the same
poet.

' T h e eye of Just ice ' became proverbial:
see Polyb. 23. 10. 3 Kara rr]v Tral

6<f>6aX/J.6s, 77s /
<f>pove?i> dvdpiliirovs inrdpxopras ( S u i d . s.Z'.
51K7]S 6(pt>aXfx6s). T r . fr. a d e s p . 421 ianv
ALKTJS 6<f>da\fi6s, 8s TO. wdvd' bpq. ( s o m e t i m e s
attributed to Diphilus or Philemon).
Dionys. fr. 5 6 rrjs ALKTJS dcpdaXu.bs a>s SL
TJCVX01' I Xevovwp irpocnoTrov irdvQ' 6/J.QS
del fiXiTrei. A. P. 7. 357 K&V fie KCLTO.-
Kpv\prjS d)S ovSevbs dvdpbs bpwvros, | 8/x/j.a
ALKTJS Kadopy irdvTa TO. yiyvb/Kva. Cerci-
das fr. 1 col. ii 12 [XTITTOT' OVV 6 TOLS AIKCLS
6<pdaXfibs dvecnraXaKwrai.; In Eur. Suppl.
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564 TO T7)s AiK-rjs aqifwv <pdos is doubtful.
Occasionally it is varied to the eye ' of
Zeus' or 'of the gods': Tr. fr. adesp. 485
oi>x evSei Albs j 6<pdaXfx6s, eyyus 5' ecrrt
Ka'nrep wv irpocrw, 491 6£i>s 6eQv 6(f>daXfibs
els TCL Tvavr Ide'iv, 499 fjieya yap 5/xfj.a
8ai/nbvwv, oh TIVOVCF' dfioifids KCIKQV. Zeus
is all-seeing: O. C. 704, Ant. 184, El.
T75> 659. Tr. fr. adesp. 43, 278. Cf.
Eur . fr. 555 d\X' 77 8LKT] yap Kal bid CTKOTOV
/3Xe7rei. The addition of xpucreoj', still
more boldly applied by Eur. fr. 486,
suggests a comparison like that of Pind.
01. 1. 1 to the searching rays of the sun
{Ant. 103, Aesch. Ag. 300, Eur. fr. 771):
cf. 6 TrdvTa Xevcrcrwv ijXios O. C. 869.

Similarly Tr. fr. adesp. 500 Akas 5'
i^Xf di pdf

The metre cannot be determined exactly,
but it seems probable that two iambic
trimeters are comprised in the words
quoted. In that case the second line is
defective, and I would suggest that we
should read < e£ > ayuet/Sercu, a word
suspected without any cause in Aesch.
Prom. 239 Katcaiat. iroivais Taiabe /A' e|rj-
nei\J/aTo. The trimeter would then be
parallel to O. T. 653. Headlam {/.P.
xxxi 8) preferred to arrange and read
t h u s : TO xpvaeov bi TOLS Ainas \ dedopKev
8fifjLa, TOP adiKov 5' d/aei^eTai.

2 Blaydes conjectured TOV T\

avupomos earn
1 3 Stob. flor. 98. 48 (IV p . 840, 14

Hense) HocpoKXrjs A'iavTi (sic MA, MavTi
om. S) ' avdpwrr6s...fj.6vov.J The line is
referred to this play, as not being extant
in the Ajax; but it is not unlikely, as
Dindorf and van Leeuwen suggested,
that the ascription hlavTi is an error.
The latter thought that Aia^rt was due to
a slip of memory on the part of the
anthologist, who had in mind At. 125,
and that the true source of the quotation
cannot be ascertained {de Ai. Soph,
authentia, p. 119).

The epigram marks by two images the
emptiness and unreality of human life:
'Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher.'
In Ecrf. 1. 14 the R.V. has 'all is vanity
and a striving after wind' (irpoaipecns TTVEV-
iuaros LXX). But irveOfJia is rarely used

KCLI <TKICL fiovov.

in this connexion, mere breath without
any substance: cf. Phoenix Coloph. ap.
Athen. 530 F eyu) NLvos irdXai TTOT' iyevo-
/j,7]v irvev/xa, j vvv 5' OVK IT ' ovhkv, dWa
777 Treiroiy]fj.ai. More familiar is ave/xos of
things variable : Suid. s.v. dve/Aov iraidlov,
Eupolis fr. 376 (i 358 K.) dvefxos /cat
oXedpos avdpuiros.—triad, of things unsub-
stantial, is common: fr. 945. Eur. fr. 509
TI 5' dXXo; <pwvr\ Kal cricia ykpwv dvfjp.
Ai. 125 bpG> yap rjjjids ovSkv ovTas dXXo
TrXrji' I et'5w\', b'crovirep fafxev, rj Ko6<pr]v
(TKidv. Eur . Med. 1224 rd dvqTa 5' ov
vvv irpwrov i)yovfxai GKidv. Or the notion
is emphasised by some addition: fr. 659,
6 (n.) eidcoXov a Kids, Ant. 1170 nairvov
(TKid. Pind. Pyth. 8. 95 eird/xepoi- T'L be
TIS; T'I 5' OVTIS; acids bvap avdpatros.

For eoTi Burney conjectured 'iadi.

14
crocf)ol Tvpavvoi TCQV

14 The verse is assigned to Sophocles
by Libanius epist. 33. A fuller tradition
gives the name of the play and discusses
Plato's error: Zenob. ^. 98 (Miller, Me-
laiigcs, p. $6$ ; Cmsius, Anal. p. 153) TOVTO
^locpOKXtovs iffrlv e£ Aiavros TOV AoKpov.
HXdrwv 54 cprjaiv ~Evpiiridov eTvai TO i'a/x-
fieiov. Kai ovSev dav/xacrrov • crv/J-TriTTTOvcn
yap dXXrjXois 01 Troi-rjTai. This is almost

pojv ^vvovcrla.

identical with schol. Plat. rep. =68 A.
The schol. on Ar. Thesm. 21 adds that
Aristophanes in the "Hpwes (fr. 308 I 471
K.) distinctly attributed the line to
Euripides, and that Antisthenes as well as
Plato did the same; he is quite at a loss
to account for the confusion, but mentions
the view of some {uxrirep virovoovai ri^es)
that the two poets by a coincidence hit on
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the same line. See also Aristid. u p . 373
Dind., who treats Plato's view as an error,
and Aul. Gell. 13. 19. 1, who adds to the
confusion by substituting the Theaetetus for
the Theages as the dialogue containing the
misquotation. On the other hand, Plato's
attribution to Euripides is accepted by
Stob. Jlor. 48. 5 (rv p. 251, 10 Hense),
and hesitatingly by Themist. p. 72 c Eu-
pnrt87]s 7) oaris Srj wore eanv 6 Troir](xas.
Several late authorities, references to
which will be found in Nauck, cite the
line without giving the name of any
author.

The circumstances detailed above raise
a curious literary question, viz. why Plato
(in Theag. 125 B and rep. 568 A) assigned
a line to Euripides which was in fact
written by Sophocles. We may leave out
of account the possibility of coincidence,
although Didymus is thought to have
been responsible for this suggestion in
criticising Aristophanes of Byzantium,
who gave this v. as an instance of /c\o7nj
(Nauck, Arist. Byz. p. 280). It is possible
but not very likely that one poet was
quoting from the other; so that an error,
rendered still more remarkable from the
fact that it was common also to Aristo-
phanes and Antisthenes, is the only
supposition remaining which will account

for the facts. Adam (on rep. 568 A),
while pointing out that such an error was
more likely to take place in ancient times
than it would be now, thinks that the
cant use of <ro<f>6s in Euripides made it all
the easier.

The point of the line is that kings
profit by the discourse of the wise men
who flock to their courts. The typical in-
stance is that of Simonides, who sojourned
successively at the courts of Hippias,
Scopas, and Hiero. Aristotle relates the
anecdote that Simonides, questioned by
Hiero's wife whether it is better to be
wise or rich, replied in favour of the latter,
on the ground that he was accustomed to
see wise men spending their time at the
gates of the rich {rhet. 2. 16. 1391s 8 ff.).
Poets are often called crocpoi in respect of
their technical skill, but Simonides had
considerable reputation as a moralist, and
in this capacity he appears as giving advice
to Hiero in Xenophon's dialogue of that
name: cf. [Plat .] epist. 2 trepl 'lepwvos
orav 8ia\e>ywvrai 01 dvdpwiroi Kal ITau-
aavlov rod Aa.Ke8aifj,oviov, ~xaipovcri TT\V
St/xwf 18ov ^vvovaiav irapacpe'povTes a re
6rpa£e /cat et7re irpos avrovs. Cf. gene-
rally Rhes. 206 aocpov Trap' av8pos XPV
<ro<p6v TL ixa.vQ6.vtiv.

15
TL (TOL 6 ' V K€KlddpLK€V /

1 5 rtcrtf Macar. I eKiddpiaev Plut.

15 Zenob. 6. 14 (Miller, Melanges,
p. 370): ' TL <JQl 6 ?ATT6\\WV KeKidapiKev;'
TO ' KeKidapiKev' olov e^avTevcraro' ois
(prjaiv AtVxuXos ev MavTL Ao/cpcJj. Suid.
s.v.: lrl <XOL 6 'ATTOWWV KeiadapiKev;' avrl
rov TL crot 6/j.avTevcraTO. To the same effect
Plut. prov. 1. 7, and Macar. 8. 37.
Dindorf recognized that At<r% Âos was a
mistake for 1,O<POKXT}S, as the former did
not write a play entitled At'as Ao/cp6s.
Nauck suggested that the quotation should
begin TL trot 5' 'ATT6X\OJV, which is at least
more metrical. It is generally considered
that KeKidapiKev is corrupt on the ground
that oracles at Delphi were delivered by
the voice of the Pythia, which is identified
with that of the god: H., who thinks that
either the reading or the explanation must
be wrong, refers to Ar. Plut. 39 T'I S-̂ ra
<E>ot/3os e"\aKev e/c TWV aTe/jL/maTWv; H e n c e
Meineke (T/ieocr.3 p. 463) conjectured ri

drjr' 'A7r6W'j)v croi redplaKev (cf. fr. 466),
and Nauck, following him, evredpiaKev
(coll. Hesych. n p. 108), which Dindorf
approved. Cobet (Coll. Crit. p. 187), who
says 'nihil horum est Sophocle dignum
ovd' iyyvs,' actually proposes to read ri
8rjd' 6 <J?ot/3os ZXaKev; I do not share these
doubts. The harp and the bow are
mentioned together with the prophetic
function as the chief prerogatives of Apollo
in Horn. h. Ap. 131 et'17 fioi Kidapis re
<pi\7j Kal Ka/J.ir6\a ro£a, | xp^crw 5' avdpus-
woiai Aids v7]/xepria fiovXrjv, where Gemoll
quotes Callim. h. Ap. 44 Qoipip yap Kal
rd^ov eTriTp^Trerai /cat aoiSr}, | Ke'ivov 8k
Qpial Kal /mdvTies. His oracles were
e'/j.p.tTpa and fJ-^\rj, and as such properly
accompanied by the Kidapis, and referred
to the god of music and song: see Gruppe,
Gr. Myth. p. 1253. This connexion is
explicitly acknowledged by Plutarch:
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Pyth. or. 5 p . 3 9 6 C KOXTOI fj.ovo-riyeT7}5 6
deos, teal TTJS Xeyo/nevrjs XoyioTTjros o\>x
7)TT0V aVT<2 KdXbv fj T7)S TTepl /J,e\T] KCU U)5aS
eixpwvlas fieretvai. ib. 6 p . 397 A rd%a
dr) fj.e/j.\l/6/xeda rrjv Uvdiav, OTL TXavKTjs ov
(pdeyyeTdi. rrjs K td apqidov X(.yvpurrepov.
If the Pythia was KidapwSos, it is not
surprising that Apollo, who was repre-

sented in art both as KidapicrTris and
Kidapipdos, should be said Ktdapi^eiv in his
mantic capacity. The citharoede is the
interpreter of the citharist, as the irpocp-qT-qs
interprets the /JL&VTIS. Cf. Pind. fr. 150 (of
the muse of the poet) jxavTeveo Mot<ra,
TrpjcpaTevaw 5' iyib.—Blaydes conjectured
TI VVV 'ATTOXXCOV <XOI KeKiddpiKev veov;

16

KOX 7re£a KCLL

16 Schol. Eur. Ale. 446 ovpelav xe\w]
...TOvreuTL |Uera Xvpas. Kal irapa — ocpoKXel
ev AiavTL AoKpu ' Kal Trefa /cat <pop/J.iKT&.'
This is usually regarded as the only extant
example of the word 7refos being applied
to rhythmical verse unaccompanied by
music. But the same use actually occurs
in Plat. soph. 237 A apxbuevos 5e Kal 5t<x
T£\OVS TOVTO aireixapTvparo (Iiap/j.evi8rjs)
ire^rj re w5e eKdaroTe Xeywv Kal fxera
[xerpwv ov yap /xr]iroTe TOVTO da/J.rj, (prjcrlv,
KT€. (fr. 7 D), where the commentators un-
necessarily suppose that oral teaching is
referred to. Nor is there any reason why
we should interpret otherwise Com. fr.
adesp. 601 III 516 K. iradaai /j.eX(f5ova',
dXXa ire^rj /JLOI (ppderov, or the gloss of Phot.
lex. p . 405, 17 7refy yow' avev avXov ij
Xtpas. The meaning here is perfectly
clear, though Campbell seems inclined
to think that the word may have its com-

mon later sense of prose; for the passage
of Sophocles was quoted to illustrate the
text of Euripides which proceeds fieXxpouai
Kad' eiTT&Tovbv T'opeiav | ̂ e \ w , £v r ' dXvpois
KXeovres V/JLVOLS, and the critics are no doubt
right in referring the later words to the
rhapsodists. Thus Trefd [ZTTTJ) is the same
as Plato's \f/i\7) WOLTJO-IS (Phaedr. 278 c), or
IxadrjjxaTa dXvpa TTOI.TJTQI' Keipieva ev
ypdix/xaai., rots fJ.kv fierd fieTpuv {legg. 810 B),
and Aristotle's ^iXo/xeT/.ia {poet. 2 1448s

10). The schol. adds a pertinent illus-
tration (see also Phot. lex. s.vv. 7refas
fj.6<rxovs and iretfj, and Etym. M. p. 658,
36), according to which the adjective was
jestingly applied to hetaerae: /cat irefal 5e
Ttves eratpat XtyovTai, at %W/HS opydvov ets
TCL aVflTTOaM (pOLTUXTLV.

Blaydes suggests (pop/JuyKrd, comparing
aaXinyKT-qs : but Meisterhans3 p. 84 shows
that inscriptions always have aaXinKTris.

17

17 Antiatt. (Bekk. aneed.) p. 97, 4
'EAXds* 6 dvqp. ~Zo<pOKXfjs AtWrt Ao/cpaJ. H.
shows that this is an error of the Antiatticist,
in which he does not stand alone. 'EAAds
is a fem. adjective similar to iredids, opyds,
Tp(j)ds, 'Acrtds, Qdids, 'ATTIKTJ, and so
forth ; and it is difficult to believe without
definite proof that it was used {OI'"ELXXT]V.
The cause of the misunderstanding ap-
pears to have been that ovd' 'EXXds OVTE
jSd/)/3apos or rts 'EAXas 17 ftdpfiapos, with or
without 777, were phrases commonly em-
ployed : Dem. 9. 27 ovd' 7) 'EAAds otfd' 77
j3dpj3apos TT)V wXeove^iav XWP6?- Max.
Tyr. 6. 3 el irov Kal ytvoiTo Trjs 'EAAdSo? 77
TTJs (3apj3dpov 777s. The transition to the
idea of a person is found in Track. 1060
oiW EXAas OGT' dyXwaaos ovdJ b'<ir\v e

yalav Kadaiptov iKOfir/v £5pao~e irw, \ yvi>7)
54..., where ayXcoaaos is a synonym for
j3dp/3apos ( P i n d . Isth. 6 . 24 ovd' ^O~TLV OVTW
(3dpj3apos OVTE TraXiyyXoocro~os TTOXIS). H e r e
it is evident that what is to be understood
with 'EAAds is 7ata, but since the meaning
is no inhabitant of such a land, the transi-
tion to a person is easy. So in Eur.
Phoen. 1509 Tts 'EAAds 77 fidpjBapos $ TWV
irpoTrdpoid' evyeveTav e r e p o s £rAa...;
although we pass to erepos, we shall hardly
doubt that Tts 'EAAds='what Hellene
land?' Yet there the scholiasts vary: one
rightly says rls 'EXXTJPLKT] 777, another has
rts 'EAA77ft/c77 77 /3d/>/3apos, SrjKovoTL yvrq,
another ijyovv Tts rwc dvdpuwwv, J"^XX
77 j8dp/3apos, yet another, 7/3. Tts "
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18 Schol. Aeschin. 2. 121 p. 65, 7
Dind. SieftaWe 8e KaKeivov diaipoij/j-evos TOP
\6yop] oiovei aacpGis \eywp /cat dvrtKpvs
Kara Siaipeoiv /cat <pavep&s' rj vtrofiepl^wv
KCLI dtaj3d\\wi> (8La\afi^duuv conj. Nauck)
WJ SO0OK\?7J AXavri (pdaKUP ' Sarotiftevos''
TO yap avrb di/varou.

Schneidewin (Com. Crit. p. 102) con-
cluded that the scholiast had made a
mistake, and that the passage which he
really had in his mind was Track. 791 TO
dvairdpevpop XeKTpop epdaTOv/xepos | aoD TTJS
TaXaivqs. Dindorf was of the same
opinion; but their inference is too hasty.
There is no reason why Sophocles should
not have used 8aTov/j,epos in the same
sense as ivSaTov/xePos; and we have no
sufficient ground for suspecting the scho-
liast of a double error. The metaphor in
epdaTeiadai is clearly explained by the
schol. on Track. I.e. acpodpws Xotdopov-
fievos' ivdaTeiadac yap <r<podp£js e'adleip.
Xoidop&v, /ne/ncpofJ-evos, /caret, /mepos TCOP
\eyo/m£i>u)v dvaKoKGiv' evSaTeiadai ydp TO
f^epiaraadai, r) be /j.eTa<popa dirb T&V 8aivv-
fji€i>up. To the same effect but more
briefly Hesych. II p. 89 ivdaTe'iTac a,7ro-
fjieplfci. (1. virofxepifci)...epSaTovfievos' /Jiepi-
£bfievos /cat oiovei /ca/c<2s \eyuv cr<po5pu>s.
dirb TTJS datTSs. [These extracts show

clearly that Nauck was wrong in conjec-
turing 5ia\afif3dpwp in schol. Aeschin.
The annotators there doubted whether
diaipov/xepos meant' accurately defining' or
' dividing up and so censuring,' and quoted
SaTov/mepos in Soph, in support of the
latter view. The words of the scholiast,
as printed in Dindorf's Poet. Scenici, are
unintelligible, owing to a strange disloca-
tion of their order. There is no variation
in the MSS, except that cod. F does not
contain the second part of the note.]
Lycophr. 155 TOV <h\epiTt\v x°v^Pw evda-
Tovfx^v-q, ' chewing the shoulder muscles,'
testifies to the literal meaning. Hence,
through the ideas of repetition and in-
sistence, is developed the metaphorical
sense of 'to dwell upon,' as applied to
abstract ideas or to speech: see Verrall
and Tucker on Aesch. Theb. 565. The
notion of blame is not essential to the
figurative meaning of epbaTeiadat, and the
same was probably true of the simple
verb, although the evidence is defective.
The Latin phrases differre or discerpere
dictis, like our 'to pick to pieces,' arose
in a different way : cf. diacrvpw. Observe
also that the English 'to mince' acquired
the sense of ' to depreciate (a matter)' by
yet another course of development.

AITEYI

Casaubon on Athen. 122 F seems to have thought that the
early adventure of Aegeus at Troezen related in Plut. Thes. 3
was the subject-matter of Sophocles' play. But, as Welcker
(p. 394) remarks, the material is only sufficient for the beginning
of a tragedy. Of the six fragments which are cited from the
play four clearly refer to the journey made by Theseus to
Athens for the purpose of discovering his father, and the dangers
which he encountered before his identity was established. This
fact leaves little doubt as to the period covered by the story,
and makes it probable that the dvayi>copLcn<; of Theseus formed
the climax of the action rather than the death of Aegeus after
the return from Crete. It is thus impossible to agree with
Wernicke (in Pauly-Wissowa I 954) that the contents of this
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play are entirely unknown ; and it rather appears that Ahrens
was right in supposing that the plot was similar to that of the
Euripidean Aegeus, which culminated in the recognition of
Theseus and the discomfiture of Medea (Plut. Tkes. 12). But
the new fragment (fr. 25) relating to the capture of the Mara-
thonian bull is of peculiar importance, as showing that in
Sophocles this adventure preceded the recognition, instead of
occurring at a later period according to the account of Plutarch
(Tkes. 14). In the Hecale of Callimachus it happened in the
lifetime of Aegeus, but was subsequent (it would seem) to the
recognition: see Cl. Rev. VII 429 Srjcrevs ov^ e/ca? ino? air
evvhpov M.apa6covo<; | t^cobv aycov rov ravpov, and cf. Diod. 4. 59,
where Aegeus receives and sacrifices the bull. But in Apollod.
epit. 1. 5 Medea warns Aegeus to beware of Theseus, who is
accordingly sent against the bull; on the victorious return of
Theseus, the attempted poisoning and the recognition follow.
Ov. Met. 7. 434 gives the same order of events. Thus, Apollo-
dorus confirms the statement of Myth. Vat. 1. 48 that Theseus
was sent against the bull at the direct instigation of Medea, and
we may conjecture that Sophocles adopted this version. The
disappearance of Medea's agency in other accounts is attributed
by Gruppe (p. 58o2) to the influence of Euripides, who did not
include the Marathonian adventure1. The considerations which
have been mentioned justify us in restoring fr. 24 to the Aegeus,
from which Nauck in his second edition separated it; and it is
probable that fr. 905 also belongs here.

19
Tavpeiov irwfxa

19 Troua cod. : corr. Nauck

1 9 Athen. 122 F r o 5e Tavpeiov iidwp inferred that the lemma of Hesych. repre-
<Jbvbp,acrev...1,o<poK\7)s Alyei (iv yai cod., sents the text of Sophocles, but T&IXOL
corrected to ev Alyei by Casaubon, to (Nauck) should be restored in place of
Alyei by Schweighauser) curb rod irepl the later substitute irbfia: see Cobet,
Tpoiffiva iroTa/j,ovTavpov, Trap' y /cat KprjvT} JV. L. p. 455, V. L. p. 85. M. Schmidt
TLS 'Toecrcra /caAeircu. To the same effect preferred crrdfia. It should be added that
but without the name of the play Eustath. Athenaeus shortly before (122 A), after
//. p. 881, 22, who copied the epitome of quoting Ar. Eq. 83 f., adds oil yap av
Athenaeus. With the help of Athenaeus etVot^t Tavpeiov vdwp irieiv, oirep at OVK
Casaubon corrected the corrupt gloss of olada TL £GTIV. Brunck strangely inferred
Hesych. IV p. 133 Tavpeiov iropia- cnrb that Athen. and Hesych. were really
aiyeiravpov iroTa/xov -O<POK\T)S Tpoiffva quoting fr. 178, which he accordingly
irapa Kai KTTjvr) 'TSecraa to 1o<poK\i]s Alyel supposed to have belonged to the Aegetis,
airb Tavpov woTafMov < irepl > Tpoiffiva, substituting irQ/uia Tatipeiov for cu/xa rav-
7rap' (f Kai KpTjuij 'T6eo~o~a. peiov.

From these facts it has rightly been Pausanias (2. 32. 7) mentions that the
1 R. Wagner's theory {Epit. Vat. p. 125) that Euripides was the first to connect

it with Medea is altogether improbable.
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source of the river Hyllicus, which was
originally known by the name Taurius,
was to be found on the mountain path
leading to Hermione, and that in the
same neighbourhood was the rock called
after Theseus, because he found beneath

it the sandals and sword of Aegeus. This
is enough to show that an allusion to the
river Taurus is appropriate to the subject
of Sophocles' play. For the situation of
the Hyllicus see Frazer's Pausanias, in
p. 279.

2 0

Kecrrpq cnSrjpa nkevpa KCLI /caret
dXiraicov

2 O . 2 iraiwv dTT7]\6ri(7€ scripsi: TjXoTJaai irXeiov codd., ijXavve waiuv Casaubon, vv
^Xotjaa M. Schmidt, TJdXrjae (vel tfdXriaa) iralwv Nauck , rjXicwae TTCLIUV Hervverden,
•qXdrjaa (vel -c) Xeiov Mekler

2 0 Pollux 10. 160 /ecu K^arpa 5e
<x<pvpas TL clSos aidrjpds, wj £v Aiyei 1<o(po-
KXTJS 'Kt<TTpq....irXe'iov.' Hesych. II p. 470
Kearpicu <n5r]pal no doubt refer to v. 1,
but the explanation has fallen out. Just
before he has K^arpa' a/xvPT-fipiov OTTXOV.
a<pvpa. Hartung interpreted these words
as referring to Periphetes, called also
Corynetes, whom Theseus overthrew in
the first of his contests not far from Epi-
daurus. This view might be supported
from Apollod. 3. -217, where his weapon
is described as Kopvvrjv crid-qpdv; but two
of the recently discovered authorities
establish beyond doubt that the allusion
is to Procrustes (or Procoptes), who fitted
his victims to the bed provided for them
either by cutting off the extremities of
those who were too big, or by hammering
out the bodies of those who were too
small. The duplicated name corresponds
to the double function. His weapon, at
any rate for the beating-out process, was
a hammer: see Bacchyl. 17. 27 HoXvirrj-
/xovds re Kaprepav crcpupav eteftaXev Upo-
KdiTTas. Apollod. epit. 1. 4 TOVS fxkv

/3/>ax«s ... <J<pvpais ervwrey. Similarly
Hygin. fab. 28 incudibtis stipfiositis ex-
tendebat. Schol. Eur. Hipp. 977, con-
fusing Sinis and Procrustes, says of the
former : //.era a<pvpas d.7re/co7rre rods irddas.

1 Ka/rd must be taken airb KOIPOV
with irXevpa as well as with paxw- Cf.
Alcman fr. 22 <poivais 5e ical iv 8idaoi(nv,
Pind. Nem. 10. 38 xaPLTe(r(J'L T€ *<" avp
Tvvdapldais, Eur. Hclid. 756, Phoen. 284,
Soph. O. T. 734, fr. 314. 367.

2 The reading is very uncertain (see
cr. n.); but wXeTov is in any case untenable,
and Casaubon's iraiuv has a high degree
of probability. On the other hand, TjXdrjae
{-ijaai codd.) is too good to be due to
accident, and the metre may be restored
by an alteration in the order of the words,
and the introduction of the Homeric
compound dirrjXo{l)ria€v, which is used (A
522) of the crushing of a man's leg by
a rock hurled at him. Mekler's conj.
assumes that the lines are trochaic with
- - - missing at the beginning of the first;
but that metre does not seem suitable to
a descriptive passage.

2 1

{lev OVK eyojye, 8' 66pa>

2 1 KXVW /xev Meineke : €KXvo}/j.ev cod. R, €KXVO[J.€V vulg. | 5' Meineke : y' cod. R,
a vulg.

21 Steph. \)yz. s.z'. x^Pa P-699, 11 any confidence; for the absence of a con-
\W/3ITTJS, cos ci7rd rod eSpa idptr-qs, eairtpa text makes restoration peculiarly difficult
e<jTreplT7)s. "SocpoKXrjs Alyet ' iKXvw/j.ev... here. Brunck read iKXtio/uLev. OUK gywye
opu).' x03P'-Trlv <7' opw, and Hartung accepts this,

I have followed Meineke, but without supposing that Theseus is thus greeted on
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his arrival. But the emphasis so thrown
on 7̂W7e seems unnatural. Blayd.es pre-
fers xwPLT7)% ^' °PQ- ( c r opu). The meaning
of the text may be ' I do not learn by
hearsay, but see with my own eyes that
you are a native,' with the same contrast
as in Track. 747, Phil. 68 r and elsewhere;
or ' though I don't hear your voice, I can
see' etc., in which case we might compare

O.C. 139, 1642, Phil. 1412. Meineke,
however, thought that in reply to a
remark by his interlocutor that he heard
the sound of shouting, the speaker said
that he himself had heard nothing, but
now saw a native approaching.—XWP^
TT]V, a fellow-countryman : cf. Aesch.
Eum. 1035. For the word see on fr. 92.

2 2

$r}6' oSovpbv olos itjefirjs XaOcov;

2 2 bdovpbv oTos Valckenaer: bdovpwv (bdovpbv CP) 8fj.oi.os codd., bdovpwv O-/J.TJVOS
Nauck

2 2 Schol. Pind. Pyth. 2. 57 ireiparas
rods Kara ireXayos Xyaras \£yo/j.ev,
Kvpiws Se Tuvs ev bdw Kanovpyouvras'
trap'1 8 ST? /cat bdovpovs avrovs Xeyovaiv.
'EvpLTridrjs ev 'ApxeX&w (fr. 260) ' ^irava'
bdotipovs Xv/xewvas.' /cat 2o0o/c\?7s ev Aryet
' TrQ}S...Xad<ji}v;'

This may be taken to refer to Sciron,
who infested the Scironian cliffs in the
neighbourhood of Megara; and e^e/^s
(w5' el3r)s conj. Blaydes) would then ex-
press the successful crossing of the ' Evil

Staircase' (Eur. Hclid. 860 n.). Other-
wise, Nauck's odovpdv o~/j.i]vos, 'nest of
robbers,' is an attractive conjecture, and
65ov or the like might have been the
noun to be supplied with e^e^rjs. Less
probable conjectures are odovpwv OH/HOLT'
(Wakefield), odovpwv olfxov (Kock), 65ov-
pbv Sfiopos (R. Ellis), odovpwv ofiadov
(Mekler). — oSovpov, highwayman. Later
synonyms were odoido^os and oSoaraTTjs,
but bdovpos soon became obsolete: cf.
ovpos, eiriovpos, (ppovpbs.

23

p yap iv (^vWoicnv aiyeipov
KCLV aA.\o fxiqhev, dWa TOVK.€IVY)<$ Kapa
KLvrjcrav avpas KavaKov^C^ei irrepov

2 3 . 1 ev (pvXXoicriv M : evcpvXXoicriv V 2 rrjs Keivrjs M 3 KLvrjffav aiipas
scripsi: Kivrjays avpais codd. Kavaicovcpl^et. Brunck : avaKov(pi£ei codd.

2 3 Schol. Od. 7] 106 TO. cpvXXa TTJS
aiyeipov...evKivrjTa pqdiws sal VTTO (rijs)
rvxovtj-qs (the addition of rrjs is Nauck's
correction) avpas, ws liOcpoicXfjs ev Alyei
(so Heath for evapyws or ev "Apyei of the
MSS) ' wairep...TTTepbv.'

1 ff. The last line is certainly corrupt
(̂ ee cr. n.), and has not hitherto been
satisfactorily emended. The following
points should be observed: (1) it appears
to be certain that aXXo |xt]8ev and Kapa are
both accusatives, so that the subject is to
be looked for in v. 3. At any rate, the
order of the words shows that rovKeiv-qs
Kapa bears the main emphasis, and is
co-ordinated and contrasted with a'XXo

fjujdev : see n. on fr. 940 et o~w/j.a 5ov\ov,
dAX' 6 vovs eXevdepos, and Headlam on
Aesch. Ag. 357 ff. (2) With KOLV must
be supplied Kivrjay or whatever may be
the verb in v. 3 : cf. Ar. Ach. 102/ /J.e-
rprjcrov eiprjvjjs ri /xot, KCLV IT^VT' fry.
(3) The words ev <j>vWouriv have a
certain awkwardness; and clearly they
do not qualify the clause K<XV aXXo /xrjdev.
Thus the general sense would be 'even
if the bi"eeze is so light as to stir nothing
else, it sways the poplar's head amidst its

foliage,'—in summer as well as in winter.
But it is difficult to see how ev <pvXXoi<nv
can be made to cohere with irrepbv, if the
latter is interpreted leafage (L. and S.).
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Hence conjectures like F. W. Schmidt's
us £P dvtXXaunv yap, and several of Blaydes.
(4) That K&pa is the object of dvaKov<pi£ei
is suggested, if not required, by O.T. 23
(7r6Xts) craXeuei. Kava.KOV<pi<rai K&pa | fivdQiv
£T' OI>X ot'a re (poiviov adXov. Thus the
lines express more than the schol. states,
the quivering of poplar leaves in the breeze
(Ov. Am. 1. 7. 54 ut aim poptdeas ven-
tilat aura comas, Her. 14. 40); but their
truth to nature, as interpreted above, is
within everyone's observation. Dindorf's
elegant conjecture Kivei ns atipa (with
Kava.Kov<pi£ei, which seems inevitable) is
accepted by Nauck, but it does not get
over the difficulty of irrepbv. The same
remark applies to Tucker's ingenious sup-
plement to Dindorf'scorrection, TOVV Keiv-qs
K&pa for TouKelv-qs K&pa. Blaydes, making
K&pa subject, proposed Kivydkv afipats ws
irrepov Kov<pL£eTai (or rrjv K6/JLT]V avairrepoi),
ns well as several other alternatives. Her-
werden reads KXIVCI n s avpa K&va.Kov(pL£ei
ireabv, where icXlvei, although otherwise
attractive, is less suited than KCvei to supply
a verb to K&V aXXo fxr)8£v. See also Babr.
3 6 . 12 Kav [3aidi> TjfiQv aVe/zos &Kpa Kw-qaig.

F. W. Schmidt altered irrepov to peirov,
Gomperz to irdXiv. But I do not think
that irrepov is likely to be corrupt, and
prefer to suppose that it refers to the
'wings of the wind' (see Psalms 18. 10,
104. 3), reading Kivrjaav avpas, and making
avpas irrepov the subject to avaKovtyi^ei.,
which is merely emphasized by /cat {Track.
490, Phil. 380). The metaphor is none
too bold for Sophocles; wind-gods such as
Boreas were regularly represented in fifth
century art as winged. In Latin litera-
ture there are many parallels : cf. e.g. Ov.
Met. I. 264 madidis Notus evolat alis, and
see Thesaurus i 1465, 50. It is possible
that this was M. Schmidt's view, who in
Philol. XVIII 229 f. proposed to read
irTep<$ for irrepdu, but he gives no ex-
planation of his conjecture. Wecklein's
KIVT) TIS avpa, irdvra Kov^Lfei irrepov
{i.e. ' omnia tolluntur') is condemned
by the awkwardness of Trrtpov. H., who
thought that the subj. Kiv-qarjs was due
to Kav in the previous line, suggested
Kiv-rjais aipei; but we cannot do without
a\5pa.
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copierev 7raTT)p
JJL€V d/cras rrje^e yfjs < airoLKLcraL, >

7rpecr/3eta î et/xa? • < eir > a AVKCO

d...v els dxras Trjcrde yijs Strab. | airoi-2 4 . 1 iraTrip uipiaev Strab. 2 e/zot
Kicrat. add. H. 3 etra supplevit Meineke

2 4 Strabo 392 o'i Te 5r] T\\V 'ATdida
txvyypaxl/auTes, 7roXXa ocadxxj^ouPTes, TOVTO
ye bfj-oXoyovaiv, o'i ye Xoyov #£101, OTI TUIV
llavdioviduiv Terrdpwf OVTUV, Aly^ws re
Kal AVKOV Kal IlaXXaiTos Kal TeTapTOV
Klaov, Kal TT)S 'Arrt/CTjj els T^rrapa jx^pi]
8iaipedeL<j7]s, 6 Nuros TTJV ~MeyapL5a Xd%oi
Kal KTicrai TT\V Xicratai'. ^CKbx°pos {FHG
I 3^9) l&v °vv aTTo'Icr^/ioO M^XP' TOU IIi'^/ou
5ir)Keiv ai'Tov (prjai T-qv dpxvv' "AvSpuv
{FHG II 351) 5e fj-^xp1- 'EXeufrtcos Kal TOV
QpiarrLov iredlov. rr\v d' els Te'rrapa diavo-
P-rjv, dXXwp dXXws elpTjKSrutu, dpKei raOra
irapd —otp'oKXe'ovs Xa/Sea* • <prj<jl 8' 6 Alyeiis
8TL '6 Tarijp Qipiaev ip.ol /xev a v els
aKTas Tjjade yrjs Trpecrj3eia vei/j.as a
Ai'Kif) Tbv dvTiirXevpw IldXXas.'

This fragment was formerly assigned to
the Aegeits with general consent; but
Nauck, who in his 1st edition followed

thecommon opinion, subsequently changed
his mind, and without giving any reason
spoke of the ascription as 'improbable.'
I cannot see to what play the words are
appropriate, if not to the Aegeus, especi-
ally now that our data have been enlarged
in regard to the scope of the play: see
Introductory Note. The reference to
Pallas points in the same direction, as
may be seen from Plut. Thes. 13.

There is not very much direct evidence,
apart from this passage of Strabo, touch-
ing the fourfold division of Attica between
the sons of Pandion. The most explicit
statement to be found elsewhere is in schol.
Ar. Lys. 58 5iyp7]To yap els 5' n^pibas TO
iraXaibv 7} 'Arrt/CTj. Hav5lwv yap 8ia5c^d-
fxevos TT)U K^vpo7ros fiaaiXeiav, irpoaKTT]-
crdfxevos 5e Kal TTJV Me-yapida, Hvei/jie TT\V
X&pav TOIS iraicrlv els 5' fxoipas' Alyei /JL^V
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TOV avr'nrXevpov Krjirov EvySotas /
Ntcrw he rrjv ofJLavXov i^aupei yOova
ShCLpCDVOS aKTT}^' Trj<$ Se y ^ S TO TTph<; VOTOV

6 <TK\r)pbs ovros /cat yCyavTas
l LTaXXa?.

4 j'eyuet Coraes: vifiwv vulgo, litteris fxoiv in cod. A. m. sec. suppletis
et 6/xaXov al. 6 S/ceipowos Strab.

5 6/xavdov

rr\v irapa (1. irepl) TO darv fiexpi- HvdLov,
TL&WavTi de TT\V irapaXlav, AVKU> 8e TT)V
AiaKpLav, Nicy 5e TT\V MeyaptSa. The
allusion to the Pythion in the Daphne
pass, where a monastery afterwards stood,
indicates that Philochorus is the ultimate
source of the scholiast. Briefer but to
the same effect, though without the words
fi^xpi Hvdiov, is schol. Ar. Vesp. 1223.
The schol. on Eur. Hipp. 35, who derives
other parts of his note from Philochorus,
has a garbled account, omitting Lycus,
and giving no explanation of the divided
rule. A somewhat different version ap-
pears in Apollod. 3. 206, which agrees
with Pausan. 1. 5, 4. 39, 4. According
to this, the four sons divided the country
between themselves after the death of
Pandion, when they had returned to
Athens and expelled the Metionidae:
Apollodorus illustrates Soph, by con-
cluding with the words et%e de TO irav
KpcLTOS Aiyevs.

'Aegeus speaks: iraT^p is Pandion.
1. Aegeus obtained the capital, Athens,
with the Athenian plains, and the coast
of those plains which was specially called
'AKTT) (Diet. Geo. 1 p. 322: cp. Strabo 9
p. 391), the aaTv, the iredids, and the CLKT-T).
2. Lycus got the Ata/cpt'cc, the highland
district in the N.E. of Attica, between
Parnes, Pentelicus and the sea. 3. Nisus
got Megaris, where he founded Nisaea
the sea port. 4. Pallas got TO irpbs
VOTOV—i.e. the southern coasts, from
Sunium to Cape Brauron on one side
(the E.) and to C. Zoster on the other—•
the irapaXia.

This legendary division must have had
a basis of fact. After the Megarid had
been reft from Attica, the three other
divisions are found corresponding with
political parties in the sixth century B.C.
—the Hedi-eis, the IldpaXot, and the
Atd̂ 'jOtot (Hdt. 1. 59: Plut. Solon 13,
Diet. Geo. n p. 324).' (J.)

1 ff. These lines cannot be restored
with any certainty, more particularly as
the tradition of Strabo is mutilated : see

cr. nn. (i) Meineke (followed by Nauck)
gave : i/mol fiev wpicrev irarrip | d/crds d7re\-
delv Trjade yrjs... \ irpea^eiaveifias' elra...
Au/ey. He would fill up the gaps with
7rpo<T€crirepovs and fevTepoj. (2) Casaubon
conj. and Brunck edited: Trarijp 5' d7reA-
delv dj/ucr' els IXKTTJV ifj.oi, \ irpea(3eia vei/j.as
Trjade yrjs' ro; 5' ad AVKQ—but the com-
b nation e/xol /xev ought to be kept.
(3) J. suggests either efiol ixhv apxeiv (or
Q-PX>1V) W/JKT' et's d/crds iranr/p or ifj.ol fief
wpujev 7raTT]p \ d/crds avaaaeiv rrjaSe 777s
KeKT7]im^v(f. (4) Blaydes conjectured
Tvpawelv or evoiKetv for aireXdelv and
wished to introduce TrapaKrias.—Lycus
was subsequently driven out by Aegeus
(Pausan. 1. 19. 3).

4 dvTiirXevpov, opposite, c. gen. Strabo
speaks of Attica as a triangle with three
wXevpai (or irXevpd); the second which is
fir/voeidris extends as far as Oropus in
Boeotia,—TOVTO 5' earl rb devrepov irXevpbv
i<2oi> Tjjs 'ATTiicrjs (p. 391).—KTJTTOV, 'do-
main,' as in fr. 956, 3.

5 o|xav\os is similarly applied to per-
sons in a satyr-playof uncertain authorship
(Ox. Pap. 1083, fr. 1.8): see also Hesych.
I l l p . 2 0 1 h a s ofAoLv\ov 6/J.OKOLTOV, O/ULOV

avKi^bfievov, and cf. fr. 717, Aesch. Cho.
597 ijvfyyovs 8" bfj.av\ias. —e^cupei: the act.
is used of the donor, and the middle of the
recipient. See Jebb on Track. 245. Hdt.
4. 161 T(f fia.crCKe't. Bdrry refxevea e£e\u>v.

6 Sxipcovos OLKTTJS. The genitive is
governed by o/nauXof a.s = yeiTova. For
the Scironian rocks see on fr. 905. The
route extending for about six miles along
the cliffs between Megara and the Eleu-
sinian plain, and known in modern times
as the 'Evil Staircase,' is described in
Frazer's Pausanias, n p. 546 f.—For the
form ^Kipwv (not 1,KeLpwi>) cf. Callim. fr.
378. That the form with t is the older is
attested by inscriptions on stone (CIG
7723) and vases (Gruppe, p. 5996)-—

T(>
irpos VOTOV. Blaydes should not have
jectured VOTOV, for the accusative is well
established: see Kuehner-Gerth 1 515.

7 f. The fifty sons of Pallas had
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already plotted against Aegeus before
the appearance of Theseus, wishing to
secure for themselves the succession to
the throne (Plut. Thes. 3). Subsequently,
Pallas and his sons revolted against
Theseus (Pausan. 1. 22. 2), but were
destroyed by him (Apollod. epit. 1. 11,
Plut. Thes. 13, Pausan. 1. 28. 10, Eur.
Hipp. 35).—The description of Pallas's
sons as giants is very remarkable, and
the reason is not plain. We may note,
however, the following coincidences which
link the legend of the battle between the
giants and the gods with the defeat of the
Pallantidae (Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 438).
(1) Athena was called Pallas because she

slew a giant of that name: Suid. s.v.
IldAXas, Etym. M. p. 649, 54; cf. Apollod.
1. 37. (2) As the Chalcidic Pallene was
the scene of the giants' defeat, so Theseus
destroyed the Pallantidae at the Attic
Pallene (Plut. I.e.). (3) Two of Pallas's
sons were named Clytus and Butes (Ov.
Met. 7. 500), two of the giants Clytius and
Botes. It is further to be observed that
Tzetzes theog. Matranga 11 580 calls
Aegeus and Hippolytus giants. It may
be, however, that the Pallantidae are
called yiyavres in virtue of their insolent
opposition to authority; in the case of
Capaneus (Aesch. Theb. 411, quoted by
J.) the significance of the name is obvious.
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)p ) ( p
creipcua Secr/xa.

y /p
The extract clearly relates to the ad-

venture of the Marathonian bull, and
shows that it formed a part of the plot
of the Aegeus: see Introductory Note.
Theseus did not kill the bull on the spot,
but captured it and drove it back to the
city, where it was subsequently sacrificed
to Athena or Apollo: cf. Plut. Thes. 14
Xet/jwcrd/uej'os e7re5etifa.ro fwyra 8LCL TOV
acrreos iXdaas, eTra Ttp 'ATTSXXCJVL T<£ AeA-
4>ivli{3 Kartdvaep. Pausan. 1. 27. 9 rbv 5e
iv rip M.apadQvi raupov varepov Qr/aevs is

2 5 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 64, 8
opyw' KadoXov 8Z TTOIKIXOJS xP&PTai

IW.TL' KCLL yap evl TOV /3/oe"£cu, ws 'Ap
A^xi'Xoj 5e iirl TOV iraiovra i^eXavveiv Kal
/j.a\drTeiv ridr)(n, SO^OKTUJS 5e iv Alyei
<(f>-q<n> rbv Qrjffia <rrpe<f>ovTa Kal fiaXdr-
rovra TOVS Xvyovs iroi.T}<rai dea/J-a r y ravpi^.

5d'

opydcras

TTJV aKpdiroXcv iXdaai Kal dvcrai Xiyerat. rrj
de£. The words of Sophocles describe
the preparation of the cords by which the
bull was led. K\«<rTTJp<ri x€lP**v is

hand-made twistings (of withies). Cf.
Pollux 7. 31 KXUXTTTJP • oiiroj 5e Kal TT)V
Trepiarpcxpriv TOV Xbov Wipnridjjs <bv6/Aacrei>
(fr. 1001), Xivov KXwaTrjpa Trep«j>ipei Xa-
j3ibv. Eur. Tro. 537 KXWCTTOV 5' d/x.0î 6-
Xois XIVOLO, of the ropes used to pull the
Trojan horse into the city. For op-ydcras
cf. frs. 482, 787 and for creipcua Eur.
Her. i o n avv TQ yipovTi Secr/ia aeipalw
fipbxw I dvrjTTTOfiev irpbs Kiova.

Reitzenstein thinks that the extract is
made from a somewhat lengthy discussion
of dpydfa, and assigns it to Phrynichus
on the strength of Bekk. anecd. p. 7, 3
and p. 53, 31.

Aimooi

The evidence connecting Sophocles with a play bearing this
title is so doubtful that it is idle to speculate as to its contents.
Livius Andronicus wrote an Aegisthus, which apparently was
based on the Homeric version of Agamemnon's murder ; and
Accius an Aegisthus as well as a Clytaemestra : Ribbeck, TRF'A

pp. 1, 161. See also Introductory Note to the Iphigenia.
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2 6 Philodem. depiet. p. 22 G. < Atcr%y-
\os> 5' ev *Wht.a<oiv rbv> Aia Kal
aide < pa \eyei K>ai yrjv Kal <ovpavb>v
Kal T& irav < ra Kal v > irep ra irav < r' •

5r]s 5' ev Mu<croTs Kal>rbv Aia
ovpavb>v ifkiwrrbv, <Xo(poK\rjs> 5'

Alyiadip <ovpavbv /JL>OVOV, iv Oi^tvet 5e
Kal r>bv Aia.

Such is the restoration of Gomperz as
given in his edition; and it is evident that
the latter part of the extract is very doubt-
ful, and that both the name of Sophocles
and what he said rest upon an uncertain
conjecture. Wilamowitz (Anal. Etir. p.
16 r) also reads < 1<o<poK > [A]?7S 5' ev Mucrots
above. This is the more vexing, as there
is no extant passage of Sophocles with a
pantheistic import so clearly marked as
the fragment of Aeschylus (fr. 70), or
Eur. fr. 877 d \ \ ' aldrjp TLKT€I ere, Kopa,
Zei/s 5s dvdpwiroLS ovo/udfreTai, fr. 941 bpas
TOV vij/ov TOV5J airetpov aWepa \ ...TOVTOV
vt>iAL$e Zrjva, T6V5' 7/70O debv: cf. frs. 839,
911. The lines of Aeschylus are pre-
served by Clement of Alexandria: Zei'/s
ecrnv aW-qp, Zeus 5e yrj, Zeds 5' ovpavos, \

ovpavos

Zel/s TOL TO. iravra X^71 TU>V5' inreprepov;
and the evidence of Philodemus has
effectually silenced the doubts of those
who thought that Clement was handing
down a false tradition. It has now been
shown that the pantheism of Aeschylus is
due to Orphic influences, and that such a
doctrine flourished in Orphic circles in
the sixth century or even earlier: see
Gomperz, Greek Thinkers, I p. 97 E. tr.
Perhaps then the hinted identification of
r;A6W7r6s ovpavos and ifKiuwos Zetfs is less
remarkable in Sophocles than it appears
at first sight.

For the connexion of Helios with Zeus
see on fr. 752.—17A1 wirbs does not occur
elsewhere, but belongs to a class of ad-
jectives (KOIKWTTOS, evpwirbs, WKTepwirbs
etc.) which is common in tragedy. In
many cases the second member of the
compound had so weakened that it
became a mere suffix, as has been shown
by Sturtevant in Class. Phil, vn 428 ff.
In rjKiwirbs, however, the meaning 'ap-
pearance' can still be recognized (ibid.
p. 422).
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appvOficov

2 7 Hesych. 1 p. 293 dpvdp.wv
cpwvwv. So0o/c\?7s Alyiodip (so Musurus
corrected the MS, which gives aiyfto*:
Dindorf conjectured Ar^e? or Aidioipi,
Bergk AWwvi).

appi>6|xos may be either without rhythm
as in Arist. rhet. 3. 8. I4o8b 24, where it
is contrasted with i/j./j.erpos having the

rhythm of verse, and is said to be un-
limited (direpavrov); or else having bad
rhythm, discordant, as when it is con-
trasted with TO evpvdfj.ov (Plat- rep. 400 D).
It was employed in the latter sense by
Sophocles, and so metaphorically by
Eur . Hipp. 529 /HTJT' Eppvdfxos gXdois (of
Aphrodite).

AlOIOfTEI

Heyne conjectured that this title should be identified with
the Memnon which is mentioned with other Trojan plays in the
Argument to the Ajax (p. 3 J.). He is followed by Welcker
(p. 136), and is probably right, although anything in the nature
of proof is of course impossible. The outline of the plot may
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in that case be gathered from Proclus chrestom. (KWLOTTLS, EGF
p. 33) Mefxvcov Be 6 'HoO? u/o? exwv v4>aL(Tr°TeVfCT0V iravoirXiav
irapayiveTai TOLS Tpcoal fiorjOrjacow Kal ©eTi? TG> Trathl ra Kara
rov M.ejj,vova irpoXeyet. Kal crvfiffoXris yevo/j,evr)<; ' A ^ T / \ O ^ ; O 9 VTTO
M.e/J.vovo$ avaipelrai, eiretra \\-^i\Xev<; Me/jivova Kreivet' Kal
TOVTO) fi€V Ha>? irapa Aio? alrrjcrafievT) aOavaalav Sibcoai.
Aeschylus also wrote a play entitled Memnon (TGF p. 41), and
made the death of Memnon the subject of his ^v^oaraaia.

Wagner thought that Strabo 728 made a slip in quoting
Aeschylus (fr. 405) as his authority for the statement that
Memnon's mother was a Cissian woman, and that it ought to
have been attributed to Sophocles.
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TOlCLVTci TOL (TOL 7T/DO5 )(dpLV T€ KOV yStOL

\e~ya)- crv S' avro? ajcnrep ol cro(f)ol TOL
SLKOLI iiraivei, rov Se Kephaiveiv ^

2 8 Athen. 122 C evpoi TIS dj' viro TQV
&\\b)i> TTOITJTQV rj Kal cro<pLcrTwi> ev T) dvo
youv -irovTjp&s eip-rjfx^va, ola Trapa...Ho<pOK\ei
TO iv Aidio^iv elp7]fi^i>ov 'rotaOra.. .^X0L'•'
V. 2 f. av 5' avTbs...$xov a r e a^ s o quoted
by Eustath. //. p. 752, 31, who drew from
the epitome of Athenaeus.

1 TOI is attached to the pronoun with
determinative force: see Jebb on Ai.
776 f., Kuehner-Gerth, § 506. 6.—irpos
\opiv KT£., 'to persuade and not to com-
pel.' Cf. O.T. 1152 <n> irpos X^PiV /"£" °vK

eptis, K\aiwu 5' epels, where it is the person
to be addressed who hints at the use of
force. Phil. 593 Sici/xorot ir\4ovcri.i> rj fi7]v
T) \6~yty ireL<xavres d^ew, rj Trpbs lax<Jos Kpd-
TOS. Ear . Supp. 38=. Qrjcreijs <r' airatTeX
wpbs x^PLV ^ ^ c i i veKpovs. Dem. 8. 1
?5et...roi'S Xiyovras cL-rravTas iJ.r)Te irpbs
Hx&P&v TroieicrdaL \6~yov uTjdfra /j.7)re wpbs
X&PiV- F° r l h e emphatic tautology cf.
O.C. 635 ^ig. re KOI>X SKWV. Eur. Hclid.
885 01) iir)v eubvTa 7' avrbv, dXXa Trpbs
fiiav I ££evi? avajKri. In Eur. / . A. 360
€KU3u, ov pig, the purpose is not merely
rhetorical, but to anticipate an objection,
as /j.7] TOVTO X^rjs shows. Herwerden
(Eur. Hel. p. 101) thought that Sophocles
must have written irpos x^PLV Te K°v
piav as 'longe concinnius.' This is an
odd judgment: for such variations are of
the essence of Greek style.

2 f. <ro(J>cH. This appears to be a
reference to contemporary Sophistic: for
its influence on Sophocles see Nestle
in Class. Phil. v. 154. Athenaeus also
refers to El. 6r, and quotes from Theo-
doras TO KeXeveiv /j.ev ir\£ov ^xeif, iiraiveiv
Se TO taov. Eteocles expresses a similar
sentiment in Eur. Phoen. 509, where see
n. H. quotes Tr. fr. adesp. 4 TOV fiev
diKatov TT\v 5bKr)<nv dpvvcro, | ra S' 'epya TOV
irav dpuvTos £vda Kepdavets, and thinks that
our passage may belong to Odysseus, of
whom Antisth. Ai. 5 makes Ajax say 6 5e
KSLU Kpe/xd/xevos e't ye Kepbaiveiv TL fxeWoi..
See also on fr. 354, 4.—For TCI [ikv simi-
larly placed at the end of a line cf. O.T.
1237 T<X fiev I &\ytaT\ and for the same
licence in the use of the article and /cat
see Tebb's nn. on Ant. 409, Phil. 312.—
eiraivei implies what we express by ' to
damn with faint praise': so Hes. Op. 643
vrf dXiyrju alveiv, fx.eya\rj 5' ivl (popTia
diadai. Cf. Juv. 1. 74 probitas laudatur
et alget. The combination dpeTrjv iwac-
velv was so familiar that the Stoics made
praise worthiness an inseparable quality of
virtue (Stob. eel. 11. p. 100, 20, Plut. Sto.
rep. 13 p. 1039 A> cotnm. not. 6 p. 1061 A),
and Chrysippus employed it as an axiom
to deduce therefrom the existence of fate
(Alex. Aphr. defat. 37 p. 210 Br.).
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rerpaTTTepoi yap VWTOV iu

l
2 9 . 2 KeXaipopwes Phot., Etym. M. cod. D : /AeXaivopives vulgo ap. Etym. M.

editur

2 9 Phot. leX. p . 2 2, 15 i(T(p7]KW/J.€V0V'
icr<piy/jL4vov, dwo TWV o~(j>r)K.Qv, ot KCLTO,
fxecrov i(r<piyfj.evoc gvdev /cat 6 <r<prjV 'Zo'po-
K\T}S AWio\j/i rovs e<r<f>iy[ievovs fj.vp/j.7]Kas
TTJ aapictjxrei' iTeTpdirT€poi...Ke\cu.v6pives?
The same words are found in Etym. M.
P- 385, 31 but without the name of the
play. Hesych. iv p. 114 o~<pT)Koi gives the
explanation ov Kexv^cvoi rrj crap/caxret,
dXXa aweary/xivot. Hence Naber, in his
edition of Photius, proposed to restore
2O0O/CXT7$ Al8io\pi <cr<pr]Koijs /caXe?> TOVS

£<T(f)iy/J.€POVS/J.vp/JL7]K(1S <KdloV K€XV/J-€VOVS>
TTJ o-apKwaei, and ingeniously conjectured
that the words formed part of an allusion
to the giant Indian 'ants ' described by
Herodotus 3. 102—105, as being smaller
than dogs but larger than foxes, resembling
the Greek ant in form, and pursuing with
exceeding swiftness the Indians who come
to gather the gold-bearing sand. These
animals, he thinks, were mentioned in a
description of Mesopotamia, the home of
Memnon, to which belonged the epithet
opdowTepos (fr. 33). Nauck, who accepts
Naber's view, would prefer to alter /cat 6
<r<f>T)v in Photius to KaXel <r(pr)Kovs. Lobeck
[Phryn. p. 674) took an entirely different
view of the meaning; and found a clue to
it in the fact that a cestus with metal studs

was called fivpfir}^. R. Holland in Roscher
II 2656 sees in /jLvp/ui.7]Kes an allusion to the
Myrmidons.

In the absence of the context it is best
to connect ev 8€<rp.<o|«uri.v with <T<|>T]KOI,
'pinched with strapping': cf. Nonn.
Dion. 1. 192 dea/JLtov 'Av8po/J.£5r)i' ertpip
<r<p7)K&<Tar0 5ecr/j.qj. Poll. 2. 25 OVK
i(T(prjKO}fi€vrjv, OVK ̂ vderov. A.P. 16. 195
KCLL TCLS WKV(S6\OVS 7T€pi7)y£aS €<T<p7IK(j3<je \
Xeipas, virb GTifHapip KIOVL Srjcrd/Jievos;
(TcprjKos appears to be an adjective with
the sense of <r077/a65?7j: Ar. Plut. 561
1<TX"OL Kal crcprjKdideis /cat TOIS exdpoh
aviapol is well illustrated by Heliod. 10.
31, where a wrestler is described as o\ov
TO <7w,u.a a(pt}K(haas, 'with all his body
braced.' Cf. fr. 341. Blaydes suggests
cr<p7)KToi or acpiKTol. The tragic Terpd-
irrepos is parodied in Ar. Ach. 1082
Vrjpvdurj reTpaivriKco (see on fr. n 27),
which refers to a locust.

For allusions in Soph, to Herodotus see
Jebb;on O.C. 337.

Dindorf restored icekaivoppives, but no
rule can be laid down for these cases: see
e.g. Aesch. fr. 300, 2 NetXos eirrapovs.
The epigraphic evidence is also fluctuating:
Meisterhans3, p. 95.
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avapKTOv

3O Hesych. I p. 18 r avapKTov O.VVTT6-
TOLKTOV, <ov> ovdeis ̂ p^€ (?7p̂ at cod. av
ap^eie conj. Blaydes). So0o/cX^s M6io\pi.
ov was added by Musurus.

avapKTov is given by M in Aesch. Eum.
529, where most editors substitute dvap-
XeTov (Wieseler) for metrical reasons.

31

31 Hesych. I p. 203 avdo$o<TKbv (cod.
dvOo^baKOv)' dvdorpocpov (qu. di'dorpocpou).
Zo0o/cX ŝ AWf'ofi. L. and S. render
nourishing, growing flowers; but, apart
from authority, I should have thought
that the word must mean flcnver-fed, unless
it can be shown that ^OCTKCLV a.vQt] was
applied to a gardener. But, as an epithet

of the bee, the compound agrees with the
normal usage of f36<TKw, for which see
Neil on Ar. Eq. 255, inf. fr. 140. It is
perhaps superfluous to quote Horn. B 89,
Eur. Hipp. 77. Ahrens, however, finds a
reference to Anthemusiain Mesopotamia,
which he supposes to have been the home
of Memnon.
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aTTtcrret
3 2 Hesych. I p. 242 airicrTe'i1 direi-del.

2O0O/CXTJS Aldio\pi (aldioxp cod.).
airuTTeiv in the sense of to disobey is

common in Sophocles : see Ant. 219, 381,
6$6 etc. Harpocration quotes Antiphon
(fr. 2 \) as using it, and it occurs in Plato

(Stallbaum on Apol. 29 c ) ; but is other-
wise unknown to Attic prose. For atnoros
see on fr. 627. On the other hand TTKT-
reveiv for to obey is rare: Jebb on Track.
1228.

33
opOoirrepov

3 3 Phot. lex. p. 346, 19 opdoirrepov
2O0OK\T7S AidioxpLV opdovs ^xovra KOXWPOVS'
TOL yap els vxf/os dvix0VTa TTepa £Ae70i'*
Kal ra irepi<TT({>a. Hesych. i n p . 219
explains the word but does not refer to
Sophocles as using it: opdbirrepos' fieyd-
\ovs KOXWVOVS (fieyaXw. ovs cod.) e'xovuo.'
irrepa yap TO, els ti\f/os av^xovra- V V-eyd\as

e
Uxovca irepicTipovs (7rcrraoi)s cod., Trepicrrv-
\ovs Blaydes) olKodo/xas.

The corrupt text of Hesych. was former-
ly restored as /xeydXovs di/xovs 'e"xov<ja, and
Ellendt mentions without approving it a
proposal to substitute W/J.OVS for KOKWVOVS
in Phot., thus giving to the adjective a
meaning similar to that of evpva-repvos.
But there can be little doubt that 6p06-
irrepos was used by Soph.in reference to a
place or building. (1) In the latter case

the meaning is easy: o. would be like
irepivTepos an epithet of vabs, signifying

flanked with columns. The word irepi-
irTepos occurs several times in Athen.
205 A—E, and was interpreted by Casau-
bon with the help of Vitruv. 3. 3. 6,
describing eustyli ratio, irrepov is properly
applied to the projection of the ceiling of
the colonnade which stretches out from the
cella on either side and rests upon the
pillars; it thus follows the analogy of the
name deros, as given to the gable: Guhl
and Koner, p. 21. Cf. Ant. 285 dfA<pudovas
vaovs, with Jebb's n. (2) But the lexico-
graphers appear to assert that Sophocles
gave to opdoirrepov the meaning, 'with
lofty hills.' It is impossible to say what
justification, if any, they had for making
this statement.

AIXMAAQTIAEI

Welcker's treatment of this play (pp. 171 —176) is fanciful
and unconvincing. From fr. 35 as compared with Eur. Tro. 1136
he concludes that the death of Astyanax was the central incident
of the action. Next he infers that the Astyanax of Accius
(Ribbeck, Rom. Trag. 412 ff.) was copied from Sophocles, because
the remaining fragments do not show any point of contact with
the Troadcs and no other model suggests itself. Accius also
wrote a Troadcs, which Welcker thinks was copied from
Aeschylus. xAll this is uncertain in the extreme, and, even if our
play was one of Accius' sources, we know too little of his methods
to be justified—in the absence of any corroboration—in using
the fragments of the Astvanax for the reconstruction of the
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^ The title obviously suggests that the plot was
similar to that of the Troades ; but the fragments are unfortu-
nately indecisive, and the only certain fact is the statement in
the Argument to the Ajax that the play belonged to the Tpajucrj
TTpay/jbaTeia. There is nothing whatever to support Ahrens's
guess that the plot is to be found in Hygin. fab. 109, which
deals chiefly with the story of Iliona.

On the other hand, A. Schoell and Bergk1 conjectured that the
play was largely concerned with the demand for the restitution
of Chryseis as related in the first book of the Iliad. This view
was mainly based on frs. 40 and 43 ; but Hartung, who accepted
it, unwarrantably assumed that Chryses was an alternative title
for the same play on the ground that frs. 38 and 730 should be
identified.

Brunck strangely thought that the At^aXwrtSe? was a satyr-
play. The reason which moved him is no longer applicable,
since it is now admitted that the line which Harpocration appears
to attribute to Sophocles (fr. 34) is actually a fragment from a
comic poet.

More recently O. Rizzo2 endeavoured to reconstruct the play,
with the help of a sepulchral relief discovered near the Porta
Salaria at Rome, and of the fragments of Accius He concludes
that Odysseus was the chief character on the Greek side, and
that he announced to Andromache the impending execution
of Astyanax. The latter was not a child, as in Euripides, but a
full-grown youth.

34
crrparov KadapTTjs

3 4 Harpocr. p. 28, 5 dwonaTTuv... both technical terms in connexion with
~2o<poK\r)s ev At'xjuaXumfxt 'arparov.. . ceremonies of lustration and purification.
I'Spts' KCLI TTCLXLV ' deivorcLTos aTofxaKTTjs re The former, according to the explanation
/neydXuu <rv/j.<popwv.' The second extract of Wyttenbach (on Plut. de supers'. 3
in Harpocration was printed by the earlier p. 166 A), denotes the smearing of the body
editors as a fragment of Sophocles, but with the magic substance, and the latter
Nauck is almost certainly right in attri- the wiping off, 'sed utrumque promiscue
buting it to a comic poet. The lexico- de tota lustratione dicitur.' Hence both
grapher's note is attached to Dem. 18. words are sometimes coupled with KO.6-
259 (part of the famous description of alpeiv : cf. Etym. M. p. 573, 1. dirofidy-
Aeschines) xadalpwv TOVS reXoufxevovs fxara is strictly the offscourings (ra airo-
KCLI aironaTTwv ry ir-qXif /cat TOLS TTITV- Kaddp/uLara Bekk. anecd. p. 43r, 31;
pots. 7r€pL/jLa.TT€w and cLTro/j.dTTet.v are irepi.dei.ibp.aTa Hesych.), and it is unneces-

1 Alternatively, he argued from schol. Horn. A 547 that the subject might have
been the oirXuv KpL<ns. See Jebb, Ajax, p. xvi.

2 O. Jh. VII I 824: the article became known to me from Gruppe's summary in
Bursians Jahresb. CXXXVII 157.
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sary to follow Campbell in making it
equivalent to 'acts or means of purifica-
tion.' Cf. Menand. fr. 530 m 152 K.
(= Phasma 54 p. 205 Korte) 7reptyU.a£a-
rioaav <r' at yvvalKes ev KVK\ip, | /cat irepi-
dewaarwaav. The description would fit
an Epimenides.

Hartung, following Schoell's view that
the subject of the play is the same as that
of the 1st book of the Iliad, thinks that this
line is part of an appeal for a prophet who
shall be competent to save the army from
the plague. Welcker holds that the
reference is to Calchas.

35
(JL€V

3 5 7]fir] Xiydos Nauck : rj/miXiySos codd., i]/j.iv Xiydos Leopardus
Bentley: irvKvu/ut-aTi A B , TTVKVOV 7raret C

3 5 Pollux 10. 189 avrb de TO TTTJXIVOV,
6 Trepiei\T)(pe r a irXaaOevra Kripiva, a /cara
TTJV TOV wvpbs Trpoo~<popav TrjKeTaL /cat woXXd
eKeivip TpvTTTjpLaTa evawoXeiTreTai, Xiydos
(fiiXiydos codd.) /caXcirat' 66ev Kal 1,o<f)o-
KX9}S e'cpr) if ALx/J.aXd)Tois 'do~irls...irvKv<Jd-

To this passage Hesych. 1 p. 434
alludes: yXidov

IxaTWV. ri<rav de irrfKivoi. ~Lo<f>OKXris. Cf.
Ill p . 38 Xiydos' TOTTOS xoai'^s, /cat -q dveia
iv y xu>vev0V(TiV- Xiydov x°^LVrl' °^ ^ r a

XiKva TG>V dpyvpiwv.
The speaker describes his shield as

riddled with holes, like a Xiydos. No
doubt Welcker was right in interpreting
this as referring to the holes made by the
spears of the enemy and not to eyelet-
holes, as L. and S. take it.

\1780s is traditionally explained by the
lexicographers (Pollux, Hesychius) as the
clay mould covering the wax models which
were subsequently melted and poured
out through holes made for the purpose
on the upper surface of the Xiydos. In
this way room was left for the molten
metal to be poured in. The process (en

cire perdue) is described by Bluemner
Technolo?ie, IV p. 286. In Phot. lex.
p. 223, 6 Xiydos is not clearly distinguished
from the melting-pot or crucible itself:
X&vos rpri/mara ^xCJV ^vvexv Ticraapa (leg.
TU 5) irapairXrjcna, 5t' wv 6 %a\/c6s rjdeirai.
Both meanings appear in the glosses pre-
served in Eustath. Od. p. 1926, 52 (Ael.
Dion. fr. 240 Schw.), the last of which
agrees with Photius: laws 5e e/c TOIOIJTOV
TLVO'S rpbTov /cat Xiydos Trapa At'Xty Acovvaia)
6 x&vosi TTfj0' ov ev ertpcp p-qropiK^i Xe^t/cy
ypa</>eTcu KCLI 6'rt Xiydos %wpeta aXoKp-q.
/cat XiydoL' xwv€V1"nPtai X°avat VOIXHSJXOJWV
5tari!ira)(jts (? -ets). iv oVKXtg de, OTL Xiydos
Xwcos rp?7/xaTa ^xwv o-vvexv TrapairXrjcna
TU 5, di1 wv xaX/cos rjOeirai. And in the
epics it is the xoavov which is said to be
bored with holes : Hes. Theog. 862 Kaaai-
repos ws I Tex"ri VTT' alfriQv viro r ' evrpr]-
TOV x°<*-V0l° SaX<pdeis, Apoll. Rhod. 3.
1299 <hs 5' 6V ivl rprjToiaiv evppivoi
XodvoKTLV I (pvacu xa^KV0}V KT^-—With
TrvKvop.fiaT€iv Blaydes compares evawixa-
reiv, which occurs in Eur. Andr. 765, and
ev\r\jxa.re'iv in Aesch. fr. ro6.

36
v(f)rjp€0rj crov, KciXafios ajcnrepel Xvpaq

3 6 crov Poll . : trot schol. V Ar. (crov ed. Aid. , aov, i.e. aoi 6, Dind.
(bs wepl schol. V Ar. , oicnrep Aid.

3 6 Schol. Ar. Ran. 23 [ Kd.Xafj.os There
7raXat dvrl rod K^paros inrerideTo TTJ Xvpci.
Kal did rovro eK avvrjOeias KaXa/mov KaXovcri
TO Kipas, a>s SO^O/CXTJJ £v AlxfJ-aXusricri
(AlxfJ-a-XuToi-s V) iv<pripe'dri...Xvpa<;.' Pol-
lux 4. 62 /cat dbvctKa d£ TLva viroXvpiov
oi KW/XLKOI uvdfia^ov (is TrdXat dvTi
KepaTOJv viroTide'fievov TOLLS Xi'jOats" odev
Kal 2o0o/c\?75 dprjKev ' ixpigpe'dr)...Xt'pa?.'

(bcnrepei Pol l . :

trace of the same com-
mentary in Hesych. I p . 529 5<W/ca
VTToXtipiov TrdXai yap rats Xi'pats /caXa/xos
dvTL K^paTOS inreTiffeTo and in Eiym. ]\f.
p. 283, 8. Eustath. //. p. 1165, 26 ex-
pressly ascribes it to Aelius Dionysius
(fr. 133 Schw.), the Atticist who lived in
the time of Hadrian: AtXios de Aiovvcnos
eijrwv a)j dovai; /cat TO vtroXvpiov iirdya' TO
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yap TraXaibv avrl rod Keparos vireTidevro
KaKa/mop. ifufiaivei Se TOLOVTOP TC K<XI 6
KWfiLKbs 4P Barpaxoi-S, viroXupLOV elircov
SovciKa. There can be very little doubt
that the note with the quotations goes
back to the best days of Alexandrian
scholarship, and it would also appear
that at that time the mention of 86va£
(or KaXafAos) in connexion with the lyre
was an obscure matter. The explanation
they adopted w,is that the bridge over
which the strings are stretched so as to
keep them from adhering to the sounding-
board was a reed instead of being made
of horn, as in later days. (This is entirely
distinct from the common use of Kepara
= Trr)xe<-s f°r which see on fr. 244.) In
other words, Ka\a/j.os was to be understood
as the equivalent of fj.aya.5LOP (Lucian
dial. deor. 7. 4 KOX fj.aya.810p virodeis), and
the same interpretation was adopted for Ar.
Ran. 233 TrpoaeiriTtpyeTai 5' 6 (popfjUKras
'AiroWwv ] eveica Sovaicas, dv viroKvpiop j
h'v8pop iv \i/j.pais Tpe(pu. W e are not in
a position to say whether the Alexandrian
view is correct; but it is not altogether
satisfactory, inasmuch as it fails to take
account of the description of the primitive
lyre given in the Homeric hymn to
Hermes (4. 47 ff.), in which there is no
mention of a bridge and Sopaices Ka\a/j.oio
occupy an entirely different position, viz.

as fixed in the shell to form a framework
over which oxhide was stretched so as to
produce a sounding-board. (Allen and
Sikes's reference to the passage of Pollux
is based on a wrong assumption that Kepara
in his text = 7r?7xets.) And, in spite of the
traditional opinion to the contrary, such
may have been the meaning of KaKafios
both in Soph, and in Aristoph. In either
case, whether tcaXauos is the bridge or part
of the sounding-board, the meaning of
our line is clear: ' you are like a lyre
which has lost its reed.' Campbell, who
reads, croi, renders: 'a reed, as it were,
has been abstracted from your lyre,' and
thinks that it is appropriate to a chieftain,
perhaps Agamemnon, who has had his
yipas taken away. But it seems more
likely that the subject to v<prjpedr) occurred
in the previous line, and I have accordingly
placed a comma after <rov. The comparison
is with that which, seemingly intact, is
yet so maimed as to be deprived of all its
virtue. Thus of Cassandra, after the loss
of her honour, it might have been said:
<Kal TO ffe<nri^€LP <xa<f>T)> V(pripedi<]...\ti-
pas. Herwerden, reading croi, thought
that the words referred to a man 'morbo
aut senectute aut vitae denique calamita-
tibus pristino vigore private' He quoted
Trape!;r)v\r)iJ.£vos from Ar. Ach. 682 and
the well-known Eq. 513 (of Cratinus).

37

iv 7ravrl yap TOL crKopirios (fypovpel XLOCO.

3 7 Schol. Nic. Ther. 18 VTTOKCLTW TWP
XlOlOP OC (TKOpTTLOL KpVTTTOVTai, WS "EocpOK^r/S

wrlaiv (at'xMctXwrots A) 'ei\. .

This was an old proverb to enforce the
warning 'don't trust appearances.' Hence
Ar. Thesm. 528 TTJP irapot.fj.iav 8' eivaiv& \
T7)v ira\aiap ' inrb Xidip yap \ iravri irov XPV
fj.7) Safer] prjrup adpelv, where the schol.
refers to Praxilla (fr. 4) virb iravrl \L6u>
GKOpTTioy, cS eraipe, <pv\acrcreo. I t is
amplified in the scolion (23 B.4) quoted by
A then. 695 D virb iravTi \LOqj aKopwios, c3
eraip\ VTroSveraL. <ppd$eo fxrj ae flaXy rip
5' d(pavel iras ^irerai 86\os. Cf. Aelian
?iat. an. 15. 26 el yap TOVTO /AT] yipoiro {i.e.
if the road for the Great King's journey is
not thoroughly examined beforehand), 6
X&pos a/3aros €<XTLP' vwb iravrl yap \idip
Kal /3d>\({) ird(xrj aKopirios earl. The lexi-

cographers and paroemiographers apply
it eirl TQP KaKor/Owp: see Phot, Hesych.,
Suid., Zenob. 6. 20, Diogen. 8. 59.
Nauck thinks that in Zenobius the words
ravTTjs fxkfj.pv)Tai 2O0OK:AT7S which are at-
tached to the previous proverb (see on fr.
814) should be transposed to follow this.
For the similar saying eva \idop &pas irepd'
virija-ap o-KopirioL see Preller on Pnlemon
fr. 15 r. It has been well remarked by
Weir Smyth {Greek Melic Poels, p. 485)
that the Greeks did not expect fair dealing
from strangers.

Blaydes would read virb irapri ure.,^ as
in the authorities quoted, but the objec-
tion to ip as the equivalent of 'under'
does not appear to be well founded. Cf.
Horn. Z 521 6'0i cr<pi<jLP et/ce \oxWaLi *v

iroTa/j.<2. Plat . I egg. 625 B avairavkat. ev
TOIS v\pT)\o1s SepSpeaiv eicri crKiapai.
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/cat j3(oiAicuov ecr^apas Kaftan;...

3 8 Steph. Byz. p. 19T, 8 /3w/ioi...Kai
ftwfAOS 6 TOTTOS ThlV dvCLWV, 6 TTpOS TT/V
iaxdpav 5id<popos" d ixev yap ot/co5o/xryros,
rj 5e (TKaiTTr). TO TOTTLKOV JHW/JLIOS /cat /cara
irapaywyr)v fiw/xiaLos. Ho<poi<\rjs AiXMaXco-
Tiai '/cai...Xa/3aii'.'

Meineke supplied Xt̂ of as the missing
word at the end of the line, but Campbell's
suggestion of fiddpov is perhaps better.
He remarks that the words may have ap-
plied to a suppliant taking refuge at the
altar, and might have quoted Eur. / . T.
962 iyw /xec daTepov XafSwv fiddpov,—of
Orestes on his trial before the Areopagus.
Vater on Rhes. 913 proposed is x^Pas

XajScbv 6e6v. pa/juaios does not appear to
occur elsewhere. The distinction made
by Stephanus between /3w//.6s and iaxdpa
is supported by other ancient authorities
such as Phot, lex p. 23, 3 icrx&P0-' V ^""'
yijs i<TTLa <TTpoyyv\oei5r)s'...d 5e jSw//.6s TO
iv v\pei earl irpos dvaiav oUoddfirifia, and
schol. Eur. Phoen. 274 eoTla...b iirl yrjs

•fda evayi^ovcri TO?S /cctrw ip

VOLS. The usage of both words fluctuates:
i<Tx<*-Pa is generally the more specific,
meaning (r) a sacrihcial hearth level with
the ground, (2) a movable brazier, (3) a
hollow on the upper surface of the altar;
but just as /3w/x6s is sometimes employed
in the two former of these senses, so ia-
Xa/>ci takes the place of /3U/J.6S frequently
in verse (cf. fr. 730) and occasionally in
prose and inscriptions. Here of course
the explanation of Stephanus has no
reference to the text of Sophocles, for ea-
Xapas appears to be a possessive geni ive,
and ^w/uLiaiou relates to the structure: ' the
raised (pedestal) of the altar.' Similarly
in Eur. Phoen. 274 (n.) J3U)/J.LOI iaxdpac are
'the structured altars ' ; but in Andr.
1138 j3(j)/ui.ov Kevwcras di^ifj.ri\ov iax^-Pav

the meaning is rather ' the sacrificial slab
of the altar (mound),' for it is impossible to
say whether the form or the character of
/3wfj.6s is the more prominent. For further
information see Reisch in Pauly-YYissowa
VI 614 ff.

39

KOLL vrjcruoTas Kal jjLCLKpas

3 9 Steph. Byz. p. 287, 10 Evpuirri, 17
X^opa...Xeyerat Kal Hupuireia /cat 5ia TOV I
Ei'pa>7rta irapa ^o<poK\el AixMaXwTtcrt '/cat

E£ '
Stephanus quotes also Eur. fr. 38 r

xeSoj' irap' avTois Kpacnr^dois H i

For /xaKpas Brunck conjectured fxaKpau,
Ellendt /naKpas, Bergk KIXK /j-aicpas: Camp-
bell, however, remarks that the succeeding
words may have been oinovvTas CLKTCLS or
the like.

40

iyco, KtXXaz/ re Kal Xpvcrr)i>...

4O Steph. Byz. p. 697, 1 Xpvcrrj, Bapv-
TSVCOS, 7] 7r6Xis TOV 'AwSWcvvos iyyvs Arjfx-
vov. 2o0o/cX?7S AT)[XViats (fr. 384).../cat ev
AtXMaXwTl(7t ' TaVTTjV .. .HpV<T7]l>.'

Cilia and Chrysa were both places in
the Troad where Apollo had sanctuaries:
Horn. A 378s Xpvcrrjv dfj-cpi^i^riKa^ I KiXXap
re fadtrjv Teve'doid T€ l(pi avacraeis. Their
position in the neighbourhood of the gulf
of Adramyttium is described by Strabo
612; he also states that the older town of
Chrysa was destroyed, and that the new

town, to which the temple of Apollo was
transferred, was near Hamaxitus on the
slope of Mt Lekton. It should be ob-
served that Stephanus has confused this
Chrysj. (or Chryse) with the small island
of the same name in the neighbourhood of
Lemnos, for which see on fr. 384.

Meineke, who observes that the codd.
of Stephanus indicate a lacuna after
~Kpv<rr)v, plausibly suggested that the words
were spoken by Apollo, and that VS/JHO
should complete the line. It is, however,
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extremely awkward to connect TavTrjv
with ihe place-names; and I think it is
more likely that Hartung was right in
placing a comma after q i i , and in making

Tavrr]v refer to one of the captive women.
In the latter case a paniciple such as
Hartung's eXwv would follow Xpvarjv : he
takes the speaker to be Achilles.

el

41

41 Phot. lex. p. 643, 8 (pavXov...redeit]
5' av Kal e'irl TOV fxeydXov. "LOQOKXTJS
Alx/J-a-XuTiaiv ' el.. .£'xw-' 1 he same words
are found as part of what is substantially
the same article in Etym. A/, p. 789. 43
and Suid. s.v. (pavXov. Nauck adds schol.
Greg. Naz. in Piccolomini's Studi difilol.
gr. 1 p. 166 and lex. Vindob. p. 187, 8,
where the line is quoted without the name
of the play.

The statement of the lexicons that (pav-
Xov =/j.ey a is incredible, even when sup-
ported by the gloss of Hesych. IV p. 234
giving adpov and /x^a among the explana-
tions of (pavXov. But it does not seem
possible to account for the error either by
supposing (1) with Campbell, that the
words are used ironically, or (2) with
Ellendt, that the grammarian who made
the quotation was so stupid as to take
(pavXa for the antithesis to fxiKpos. It is
much more likely that the words e'irl TOV
/xeydXov are the result of a corrupt tradi-
tion. In favour of this conclusion it
should be observed (1) that in Etym. M.,
though not in Phot, and Suid., the cata-
logue of meanings and examples is intro-
duced by the words (pavXov o~w/j.aLvei 5e/ca ;
(2) that the tenfold division is recognized
in the abbreviated list without examples
given in Bekk. anecd. p. 315, 1 TO (pavXov
<T7]/j.alvei 5eK<x, iiri re irpotrunrou Kal irpdy-
jxaros TO KanLv, TO [XLtcpov Kal TO evKara-
<ppov7]TOv, Kal TO dadeves, Kal TO adotov,
Kal TO dvor/rov, Kal TO dirXovv, /cat TO
raireivov' /eat e'irl TOV irevrjros, /cat errl TOV
evavriov ry cnrov5aii{), /cat 67rt TOU evre-
\ovs; (3) that the last-quoted list, which
contains ten categories but has nothing
corresponding to ,uf7a? agrees generally
(though not exactly) with the lists of the
three other lexicons, and that all alike go
back to a common original Boethus, the
author of a Platonic lexicon, according to
Naber. From these facts it might be in-

ferred that the //.^a-category was not part
of the original note, that the Sophoclean
example was probably cited under the
category named TO dcrdeves in Bekk. anecd.,
.and that the words e*irl TOV (xeyaXov are a
corruption of CTTL TOV evavrlov TW fxey&Xip
or something of the same kind. But, if it
seems incredible that the line of Sophocles
was ever seriously quoted to prove that
</>avXov was a synonym of fJ.eya, some
other explanation must be sought for the
persistence of the category fitya in Eustath.
/ / . p. 1356, 64 and schol. Plat. Alcib. 11
p. 147 D TO (pavXov em reffadpuv ivvoiCov
rdo-aeTac, Kar' kvavTioTr\Ta rrapaXa/JL^a-

eirl aTrXoTTjros Kal evqdeias A??-
(19. 30, cf. 3. 27) ov yap el

(pavXois v/xeis irpoaTaTats xPW^e' f71"' ^
rod e'waLvov HvpnridTjs (fr. 473). iirl Se
fieyedovs, (pavXov o~To/xa dvTi TOV fxeya.
eirl be /xiKpoTijTOi /ere. Stephanus under-
stood (pavXov cTTo/j-a as an ugly mouth;
but perhaps (pavXov was interpreted power-
ful as being injurious: cf. Eur. Phoen.
94, Andr. 870.

Ellendt well suggests that the words
quoted may have been preceded by ixi)
'Oavixd^ere, 'don't be surprised that I who
am naught have won a paltry victory.'
They are a particular application of pro-
verbial wisdom: cf. Pind. Pylh. 3. 107
o~/bUKpbs ev a/uLKfois, /meyas ev fj.eydX'0LS
eaaofxai. So in another connexion TTJV
Kara aavTov eXa.—T<X <f>av\a is an internal
ace. rather than the direct object: cf. Eur.
Ale. 1029 TO, fxev yap Kod(pa rots VIKWCIV...
Tolai 5' ad TO. /ueifova VLKG>O~L, fr. 1034 TO
VLKCLV rdvdix1 wj KaXov yepas, \ TO. fii]
SiKaia 5' ws aTraj'raxoO KaKov.—Wecklein
(Sitzgsb. bayr. Ak. 1890 p. 28) proposed
to substitute yavpa for (pavXa, but there is
no ground whatever for suspecting the
text of Sophocles. Blaydes boldly sug-
gested ret fxeydXa.—For the periphrasis
with ^xw s e e o n fr- 489-
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eo"7T€icra ySata? KVXLKOS cocrre Sevrepa
4 2 Schol. Soph. 0. T. 750 (cod. Flor.

G ed. Dind. p . 42) Raids' Ibiws avrl rod
< e f s > ev AlxfJ-aXwricriv ' e'crireicra... bev-
repa.' Suid. s.z1. /3CUCU'...KCU ficuos' Ibiws
avrl rod els 2O0OK\9JS ' ' irbrepov' KTL ( 0 . T.
750) Kal iu AiXjUaXwrtaic 'gaTreiaa ..8ev-
repa.' Here belongs a badly corrupted
gloss of Hesych. 1 p. 353 fiaibv oXLyov,
fiiKpoi1. SO^OKATJS be OLoLirobi Tvpdvvq) avrl
rod a<pdovos /ecu iroWos. (avrl rod a eirt.-
(pepei yap ' 97 TTOWOIJS' M. Schmidt) 7pa/x/xa
Bat^TjX OTKOS 6eou. f3aiwv eK(3a\wv. KCLI
iv A^x/xaXaiTicrt (3aiov, ev (j8ai6v 'tv M.
Schmidt).

T h e words ciVre devrepa are meaning-

less as they stand and probably, though
not certainly, corrupt. Bergk proposed
ware devrepav with airovb'fjv in the follow-
ing line (M. Schmidt reports him as pro-
posing bevrepas), and Bernhardy us TO.
devrepa. But Herwerden's elegant elra
8evrepas is much more attractive, if any
change is to be made: there must have
been such a context as to make the mean-
ing 'one, single' at least a possibility for
j3atds {e.g. ovde Sevrepa <Traprji>>).—
(3aids is used of size as in Phil. 286 /3cua
TT)8' virb (TT^yrj, Ae^ch. Pers. 451 VTJCFOS
jSaid. Cf. Lycophr. fr. 3 e/c i
dairbs rj |3ata KIJ\I^.

43
M-vvov T ^EnicrTpocfiov re

4 3 re Gaisford: ye codd.

4 3 Schol. A Horn. 0 302 TO yoiv Mwijs
6 flEV TT0L7)TT]S TT€pl.TT0<7vXXa.^WS ZnXiVeV...6
be 1,o<poKXrjs iaoavWd^us ' Mvvov T' 'ETTI-
<XTp5<pov ye.' To the same effect Eustath.
//. p. 1017, 10, who attributes the geni-
tive Mwov to Sophocles. The name of
the play is given by Choerob. in Theodos.
p. 140, 5 = p. 158, 13 Hilgard Mw?)!
Mvvov Kal MvvrjTos' 6 [xev yap 1,o<pOKXrjs
M-tivov etcXivev iv Alx/jLaXwrlcriv eiirtxv
'MI/J/OV TL ^Tricrrpecpov ye,1 6 5e irotr/r^s
avaXbyws N.vvi)T05.

Mynes and Epistrophus were brothers,
sons of Euenus and grandsons of Selepus.
Mynes was king of Lyinessus and hus-
band of Briseis. Both brothers were slain

by Achilles when he sacked the town,
and Briseis became the yepas of the con-
queror. The Homeric passages are B
691 Avpvrjaaov diairopdrjtras Kal reixea
617/3775, I Kab be MVVTJT7 efiaXev Kal 'ETTL-
<TTpo<pov iyxe&ifJ-wpovs, \ vitas JZvrjVoio
XeX7]Tndbao avaKros, and T 295 (lament
of Briseis over Patroclus) 67' avbp' efibv
WKVS 'Axt\Aei)s | iKreivev, irepaev be TTOXLV
deioLO MVVTJTOS. Strabo 612 draws the
inference that Lyrnessus was the town of
Mynts, since Thebe is excluded as being
the stronghold of Eetion. Both were in
the south of the Troad on the Adramyttian
plain.

44

Kpov-

Se
4 4 Hesych. I p. 162 / ^

iraXa' 2o0o/cA?}s Aix/J-aXuiTiai (
TT]<71 cod.) * ' TraTrjp...KpoviraXa.'

This obscure and corrupt fragment
still awaits elucidation. The attention
of critics has been directed chiefly to
the correction of the meaningless xum~
5(AS : Mu*urus conjectured xP'-'cre' eicrbvs,
leaving the beginning of the line doubtful,

Kpovna\a

Bergk Xp^cr?;? d^KpiXeyvrj or TLpvarjibos
afx<pLXiva, M. Schmidt irar^p Xexp^ bus
('putting on his boots awry!'), and M.
Mayer irarrip b' vireKbvs (vneabus Diels).
Campbell sought at the same time to set
right the prosody of dfx(piXi.va by reading
irarijp be Kpi'crTjs d/iKplXrjva Kpdcnreba, i.e.
' the wool-enwreathed edge of the fillet
on his sceptre,' in reference to Horn.
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A 14 f. Headlam (J. P. xxx 316), fol-
lowed by J. M. Edmonds in C. R.
XXVII 4, endeavours to defend the long t
of afxtpiXiva by Antiph. fr. 49 II 30 K.
(Athen. 455 F) T^o<paX'i8as re XivoadpKovs •
pavddveis ; rvpbv Xeyw and other passages,
but the evidence is too weak to count
against the numerous instances to the
contrary. However this may be, it is im-
probable that Campbell was right in
eliminating the reference to some kind of
shoe: Hesych. II p. 540 has Kpovirava'
£vXiva i/Trod-fi/MCLTa, but Kpovirefai is the
better-supported term (Cratin. fr. 310 I
103 K. OVTOL 5' eiaiv avofioiajroi, Kpovire^o-
(pbpov yevos avdp&v). If this be so, it is
worth considering the suggestion of M.
Mayer that the line refeis to Priam, mak-
ing an attempt to escape from the Greeks.
But VTT€K5IJS will not account for xpvcrStfs,
and I cannot help thinking that the corrupt

word conceals an allusion to the elabo-
rately fashioned shoes of the oriental
monarch with their decoration of gold.
So xPVCT^0(T^v^a^0V ?xyos °f Helen and
of the Muses in Eur. Or. 1468, / . A. 1042.
Pollux 7. 86, 92 mentions advSaXa Tv/j-
p-qviKa as having wooden soles and gilded
straps, and adds that Phidias represented
Athena as wearing them. Duris (FHG
11 477) ap. Athen. 535 F, describing the
shoe of Demetrius Poliorcetes: Tovrtp 5e
Xpvcrov TTOXXTJV ewu<paivov iroiiaXLav oirlao}
Kal gfiirpacrdev evievres ol rexviTcu. Par-
rhasius had golden shoe-buckles : Athen.
543 F. d/ui<piXiva would refer to thongs
of linen, fastening the shoes round the
ankles, and themselves embroidered with
gold. The metre might be patched with
Xpvcra Trariip 5ds dfxcpiXivd < r e > Kpou-
iraXa, but the corruption probably lies
deeper.

45
ayyiqv AvSrjs
4 5 \i>5ts cod.: corr. Musurus

45 Hesjch. I p. 345
d 2 Ap P ) x/ x

TO &Kpov Kara TT\V ipyaaiav axpcos ?xoz'. V
dirb r-iys daXacrcrias a x ^ s • 'eari yap Xa/j.Trpd
Kal 5La<pavr)s. ypd<peTai 8e /cat lxvrl-
M. Schmidt holds that the last words
have nothing to do with Sophocles at
all, but refer to the place called "Ixvai
in Hdt. 7. 123,, of which Steph. Eyz.
says : "Ix"7) T^OXCS Ma/ce5oju'as...'EpaTO-
crdevrjs de "A\vas avr-qv (prjcri. They do
not appear in Proverb. Append. I. 44
o-Xvl) AuS^s KepKidos' rb aKpov, dirb rod
rijv ipyaaiav aKpws exef, rj dirb TT)S 8a-
XaTrias &xvr)S- It is idle to emend ixvV
{T)XT)V Xauck formerly, aKfj.7)v Blaydes).

The most comprehensive gloss on dx^Tj
is in Ety7)i. J / . p. 181, 50 axvV Tacra
XSTTTST^S vypov re /ecu ^r]pov. Cf. Suid.
j". 2'. /cat axvi) aXos, TO XeTTTOTaTov TOV
vdaros, 6 deppbs TTJS daXdcaijs. This will
explain its use for teardrops ( Track. 849),
for dew (O. C. 68r), for spray from the
sea (Horn. A 426), for smoke (Aesch.
fr. 336), and for chaff (Horn. E 499).
The colloquial use in Ar. Vesp. 92 cor-
responds : *,v 8' ovv KaTa/jLvar] Kaf &xvyv—
' even a winkS Here the reference is to
the delicacy or glossiness of the material:
' the jilie-spun product of the Lydian
shuttle.' There is no reason to find fault
with Hesychius' explanation, but the sug-

gestion that this use of &xvV arises by
direct transference from the meaning
spray is unnecessary. &Kpws is a common
word in the scholia to Sophocles : see
schol. O. T. 118, O. C. 1695. Hippo-
crates used axv7l for fluff or shreds
of linen, the substance of lint: Erotian
p. 50, 12 axvt] odoviov TO irap1 rjfuv Xeyo-
fxevov %va(j.a, e"£ ov yiyverai fiords. So
&XPV Xivov Hesych., Etym. M., Suid.,
Bekk. anecd. p. 474, 29.

Richness and luxuriousness of dress are
often attributed to the Lydians, whose
fashions were copied by the Ionians of
Asia Minor at the time when Sardis was
the capital of Croesus. Cf. Aesch. fr. 59
Saris xLT&"'as ^aaadpas re XvSias \ ^xet

Trodrjpeis, Xenophanes fr. 3 afipoavvas he
fjLadovres dvuxpeXeas vapd Xvdu>v...7Jeaav
eis dyoprjv iravaXovpyea <pdpe: 'ixovres.
There is a double implication, Lydian
ornament as well as Lydian harmony,
in Pind. Nein. 8. i5.Au5icu' fiirpav Kava-
Xa<5a TreTroiKiX/xevav, although it is not
recognized by the editors. Hence Ar.
Ach. 112 (Blaydes) etc.—AVSTJS, here for
AuSt'as. So conversely Avdia for Ai'5^ in
Track. 432.

Welcker interpreted the words as re-
ferring to the clothing in which Astyanax
was buried : see Introductory Note. Cf.
'JaTpiavidwv v(prj fr. 210, 67.
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4 6 Herodian ir. fiov. \e£. p . 9, 10
2a/)7nj5c6v ^apTn)86vos, etre 6 TJpws, ei're
•̂  Trerpa, etre 17 d/crri, eiVe 17 i^cro? • u>s
Trapd 2o0o/cAei ei/ Aixi^oiXuTlcnv (cod.
-TT ĉrtJ') etprjTai 2ap7T7?5d>i' AKTT}.

Other authorities for the Sarpedonian
promontory are Hesych. IV p. 12 2ap-
TT7]8WP aKT-q- avrl rod liap-mjdovia. rbiros
5£ OVTOS Qpq.K7)S del KXvdwvas ^xwv Ka-i
KVfiaTL'^6fJievo%, lepbv Uoa-etdQvos. T h e
same words occur in Zenob. 5. 86. Phot.
lex. p . 5 0 2 , 3 = S u i d . s.v. ^apirrjdwv aKTTj'

&Kpa T7JS Qpg.KT]S' Kp&TTjS T7]V fJ.e-yd\7]V.
The last words mean, I suppose, that
Crates of Mallus described Sarpedonia
as 'the great' promontory. Its position,
between the mouth of the Hebrus and
the Thracian Chersonese, is fixed by
Strabo 331 fr. 52. Cf. Hdt. 7. 58.

Sarpedon is both a personal and a
place name, and Sarpedon, the son of
Poseidon, who is to be distinguished
from his famous namesake, the son of
Zeus, was the eponymous hero of the
Thracian promontory (schol. Eur. Rhes.
29). He was slain by Heracles on his
return from Troy (Apollod. 2. 105). The
occurrence of the name in these parts has
been connected with other evidence of
the settlement of Cretans on the X. coasts
of the Aegean (Gruppe, Gr.Myth. p. 209).
Our authorities also mention a rocky
island Sarpedon in the Ocean stream,
which was the home of the Gorgons :
see Cypr. fr. 21 {EGF p. 31). See
further on fr. 637.

47

4 7 alx/^oderos cod.: corr. Meineke

4 7 Hesych. I p.

xi)<nv cod.).
Nauck prefers to read alx/J-bXeros, which

is found in Etym. M. p. 41, 3 Xeyerai
Kal at'xMc'^wros Ka ' ou'Xiu6XeTos. The word
would be well enough (cf. dopuaxvrjs, do-
piK/ubris), but could not have been glossed
by aixfJ-dXioros; and it is out of place in
Etym. M-, where it has probably taken

the place of alx/J-oderos or x
prefer the latter, which is due to Meineke's
conjecture: cf. dopiXrjTrros, dopi.KTT)Tos, 5o-
pidXojTos. If at'x,u65eroj is right, it is a
very unusual compound, since the first
member should express an instrument
rather than a cause. Ellendt seems to
be conscious of this when he renders
hasta ligatus, but the meaning required
is of course 'bound in war' (L. and S.).

48

aX.tr/ota

4 8 Hesych. I p. 124 dXirpofftivq •
a/uUipTla. Kal dXirpia So<poicXr)s AixfJ-o-
X<J}T7)<riv (1. Alxv-aXwriGLj') Xtyei.

The word is a rare one, and only occurs
elsewhere in Ar. Ach. 907 airep irLdanov
aXiTpias woXXas TTX^OJV,—-a monkey full of
mischief. Hence Bekk. awed. p. 377, 6
(Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 76, 1) and Suid.
aXirpla dvrl TOV a/j-apria 'ApurTcxpdvrjs.

P.

Dindorf proposed to restore dXirpias in
O. C. 371, but, as Jebb remarked, the
lengthening of the second syllable would
not be permissible. Neil on Ar. Eq. 445
points out that the cognate d\nr\pio% is a
word of grave import, and it may be in-
ferred that in Ach. I.e. dXtrpia is mock-
heroic ( — steeped in sin).
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4 9 Hesych. I p . 199 drjKes • d^/cov.
2o0o/c\?7S AlxfJ-aXwricnv. avr)Kes, which
is required by the alphabetical order,
was restored by Musurus, and dvrjrcecrTOv
(for ariKov) by Pierson on Moer. p . 78,
who compares iravaicqs, and the glosses
•jrpocaKes and X-^Tj/ces. This is better
than M. Schmidt 's suggestion dv-qftes •
avqfiov. avT]KT]s does not occur else-

where, but is related to &KOS as i
to ir&dos, 8v(T/J.€prjs to fj.epos, dvayrjs to
ayos, dadevTjs to <rdevos etc. The long
vowel, for which see Monro H. G.% § 125
(8), is due to the influence of dv/jKea-rov.
Cf. Moeris p . 191, 21 d^a/ce's 6£VT6VWS
'ATTLKOL, COS /cat Eu7roAis Al^iv (fr. 21 I
263 K.) , adepairevrov "EXX^es.

5 O Hesych. I p . 230 a7rei07js' dwird-
ra/cros, aTri<TTOS (direiaTOs conj. N a u c k :
see on fr. 627). SO^O/CATJS AIXJJ-OXUT'KTIV

(-WTTIGIV cod.).
This word is not extant elsewhere

in tragedy, though otherwise common
enough. Matthiae on Eur. Or. 31 ex-
ploded the view that aTnd-qs was the Attic
form. Pindar employed aTreidrjs as an
epithet of T^XV (fr- 40).

5i
dpTOLVT)

5 1 Bekk. anecd. p . 447, 7 dprdvr)
Kvpiws fj.ev T] < bid > (so E l l e n d t : a7rd
Blaydes) T&V KaX(p8lwv dyxbvq, 2o0o/cX^s
bk ev AIX^O.XWTL<JLP iirl TOV decr/mov. H e -
sych. 1 p . 291 dprdvyj- 77 bid KaX(f8lwv
dyxbvrj, < 2o0o/cX^s 5' > ev Alxf^o-Xwricrip
(rj alxfJ-<"-Xd)TT)cns cod.) eirl TOV deafiov. To
these testimonia should be added Etyvi.
M. p . 150, 2 dpTdvtj- 7) 4K TQV KaXcpbiwv

iiri beafxov, £v 'AvTiySvrj (v. 54) ' irXeK-
Taiaiv dpTavcuaiv ' dyxbvais. The reason
for the supplement will appear presently.

apxdvTi means a rope, noose, and is
always applied by Aesch. and Soph, (it
does not occur in Eur.) to a death by

hanging. It must not be supposed that
in the At'x^aXwriSej Soph, was referring
to a rope used for any other purpose,
although at first sight such an inference
might appear legitimate. For the arti-
ficial character of the note can be tested
by the scholia. Thus on O. T. 1266
%aA£ Kpe/Aa&TTjv dprdv-qv we have dprdvrjv]
8eufxbv...rrjv dvapTrjTiK'fjv [i.e. Kpe/j.aa'T'qv)'
Kvpiws 5e dpravT] Xeyerai r/ e/c rwv /caXy-
SLav dyxbvq, but on Ant. 54 irXeKToiciv
dprdvaKTi Xu(3aTcu filov the comment is
dprdvaKTi] dyxbvais. The annotator se-
lects arbitrarily one or the other of the
fixed synonyms.

52
a<T€TTTOV

5 2 Hesych. I p . 297 daeTrrov daefies.
— o<poKXrjs ALXV-O-XWTIVIV (cu'x/xaXwrots cod.).
Ct. Bekk. anecd. p . 451, 19 acreTrrov TO
dcrefits.

dureiTTOS (whence daeTrrelv Ant. 1350)
occurs also in 0. T. 890 el /AT) TCOV dcreir-
TU)V ^p^erai, and in Eur . Hel. 543, Bacch.

890, / . A. 1092. It belongs to the list
of verbals in -ros collected on fr. 210, 8
which have an active, or at any rate not
a passive force.

Tucker restores aVe7rr' for ae7rr' (vulg.
#eX7n-') in Aesch. Suppl. 920 (876).
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5 3 Hesych. II p. 8o i/uLirXevpov
evdXXov els (ivaXotieis cod.) TCLS wXevpds.
1IO<POK\T)S AlxfJ-oXwrlaiv (-WTTIGIV cod.).

There is no other trace of the existence
of ifiirXevpovv. The meaning would seem
to be 'dash against his ribs,' 'charge him,'
if we may judge by the usage of iv&XXe-
<xdai, for which cf. Plut. Lucull. n TOVTO
dr] TO Xeyd/jLevov, els TT\V yacrripa eVaXXo-
/ut.e'vov, non posse suav. vivi sec. Epic, i

els TTJV yacrrepa. rots dvSpduiv eoixas iva-
Xeicrdac. Blaydes proposes ifiwXevpov, in
place of ifj.irXevpov. At first sight this is
plausible, but it appears that ej.LirXevpovv
follows the analogy of yvadovv (Bekk.
anecd. p. 87, 9 yvadoi- dvri rod TTJV
yvddov Tinrrei. Qpvvixos MouoTpowcp.
Hesych. 1 p. 437), Ke(paXaiovi> (Marc.
ev. 12. 4), and the Homeric yviovi'.

54
€I>O7T(U9

5 4 iiswrais cod.: corr. Bentley

5 4 Hesych. 11 p . 112 ivurais- e'vwrioi.s.
rrj TrpcHTwSlq. ws (pikdirais. SO^OKXTJJ At'%-
fiaXwriaiv(-dbrrjcnvcod.). Etym.M.-p.^,^,
47 eVo7rcus- rois ivwriots- diro TOV <£V>
rats TWP WTWV OTTCUS Keiadcu ~2IO<POKXTJS.

evoirais was restored by Bentley on
Hor. Carm. 1 9. 7. In place of <pi\6-
7rcus Heinsius conjectured 5i67rcus, a word
also meaning earrings and found in Ar.
fr. 320, 10 (1 474 K.). For the wearing

of earrings by women in Homeric times
see £ 182 and Leaf in loc. In the classical
period the practice was extremely com-
mon, and is attested by a variety of names,
such as evwria (also ev^Sia on inscrr.),
irXdarpa, eXiKTrjpes, and (later) eXX6/3ta.
See Iwan Mueller, Privatalterliltner2,
p. 111; Diet. Ant. 1 1002. For the
compounds from oir-q, 'hole,' see Sturte-
vant in Class. Phil, vn 422.

55

5 5 Hesych. II p. 160 eTifj-dafferai •
eirav^erai evl wXe'ov, dirb TOV fAacrcrovos, 8
eVn fj.a.KpoTe'pov. ot 5e e<pd\f/eT<xi, \f/r)Xa-
<f>rf)<rei. r) olov ov \i/.ub<T(Tei, dXXa KCLI
Trpo(xeiniJ.daaeTai TrXelw. 2o0ovX^s At'%-
/AaXwTLaiv (-wTTjirtv cod.).

Three interpretations are given, of
which the last was emended by Reiske
with Xifido^ei and Trpo(reiri[jLao-f)<reTcu. In
the absence of context we cannot tell
why Sophocles' use of the word was
obscure, but Dindorf is justified in his
view that the second explanation is alone

correct. If that is so, Sophocles adopted
the Homeric future of eirifxalofxau. in the
same sense which it bears in A 190 eX/cos 51

ITJTTJP iiri/uidaaeTcu 7)8' eiridrjcrei \ tpdpfxaKa.
L. and S., on the other hand, refer it to
eiTL/xdaao}, to knead again: but in A. P.
7. 730 Stadtmueller returns to the MS
reading iraTrjp \ deijiTepq. KecfxiXav eire-
/ndacraTO (ewefid^aTO Reiske, e'lTL/uLdcraeTai
Jacobs), and iin/Mxcrcrw should perhaps
disappear from the lexicons {tri fiaTTuiv
is read in schol. Ar. Pac. 14).

3 — 2
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5 6 Hesych. II p. 338 "lavva- iv fxev
crt (-wr^crt cod.) Zo0o/cXeous

YIXXT)VI.KT], £ird (iirl cod.)"Iavvas
rovs "EAX^as Xeyovcnv iv 5e TpnrToXep.q)
(fr. 617) eirl yvvaiKos, ws /cat iv Uoi/uLeai
(fr. 519). rives be T-qv 'EXevyv. e7rtei/cws
8e oi (japfiapoi. TOVS 'T&XXrjvas "lwvas Xe-
yovcnv (Xiyovat. /xev cod.), /cat iv TpwtXy
(fr. 631) ^dpj3apov Qp-t]vr\p.a TO tat. 17 b'vojxa
yvvaiKos.

To orientals who came in contact with
them, and especially to the Persians, the
Greeks were known as "IWes, 'Idoves,
'Ia>es. Hence Ar. Ach. 104 ov \9j\pL
Xpvao, xavv^7rP0}KT' 'laovav with the
schol.: irdvTas roi/s "EXXijvas 'Idovas oi
fidpflapol eKoXovv. Aesch. Pers. 181
'laovwv yijv olxeraL Trepaai deXwv, ib.
952 'Ydvwv yap dwrjiipa, 'Idvwv vavtppaKros
"Apris, id. 1014, 1027. There is the same
intention in Suppl. 71 'Iaoptotcrt vbixoiaL,
where the schol. has rightly OLVTI rod
(pwvrj 'EXXrjviKrj, but the editors have
sought for a more subtle explanation,
forgetting that the Danaids are as much

foreigners as the Persians. Timoth. Pers.
161 'idora yXGxroav e^Lxve^0)Vi where the
curious broken Greek of the Persian is
quoted. The prevalence of the archaic
form indicates an attempt to represent
the Persian pronunciation: 'in Persian
all Greeks were called Yauna' (Starkie
on Ach. 1. c ) . The effeminacy of the
Asiatic Ionians prejudiced their kinsmen
in Greece against the name: Hdt. 1
143 oi /xev aXXoi "Iwves /cat oi 'Adrjvaioi
'£<pvyov TO oiivofia, ov fiovXbixevot. "Iawes
KekXrjcrdai. In the extract from Hesych.
it is stated that Sophocles used "lavva
(1) as an adj. = 'EX\^t/o7 in the At'x-
fjiaXwTides, (2) as a description of a Greek
woman, or specifically of Helen, in the
Triptohmus and Hot/mives. In place of
"Iapj/as it seems almost certain that we
ought to read 'lavas with L. Dindorf,
Lobeck, and others ('Idovas Casaubon).
Similarly, Lobeck [Path. Pro/, p. 32)
would give 'lavrj (or 'Iappa, as Ellendt
prefers) in place of "lavva in the lemma.
Elaydes strangely prefers latva.
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5 7 Hesych. II p. 347 tepoXas- tcncrvs.
2o0o/cX?7S Atx/iaXwrots. ws /cat TOV yepovTa
yepoidav 7) yepovvTos Xe7et (Xeyovat conj.
Blaydes).

For tcrtcrus Heringa restored iepevs, and
nothing better has been suggested. For
yepoibdv J. Pearson conjectured yepoLrav,
altering iepdXas to iepoiras accordingly,
and this view, so far as concerns ye-
pofrav, was approved by Lobeck {Path.
Pro!, p. 387). On the other hand, Din-
dorf proposed yripoXav to correspond with
the lemma. 7? yepovvros baffles the critics
altogether, and is rejected by M. Schmidt
as a marginal gloss. Heringa's 77 yepov-
Tiav has no probability. It should be
added that a few lines before the us of
Hesychius gives iepbfxas- TUP iepQv e-m/xe-
Xov/J.evos. Musurus restored iepoKo/xos, but

M. Schmidt combines it with the present
gloss thus: iepoXas' TWV iepwv eiri.fj.eXoijpevos.
' iepdXas iVtui's' "LO^OKXTJS At'xMctXwTtcrt, 5J
/cat TOV yrjpuvTa yrjpbXav Xeyet. But what
is iaicrvs? iepbXas may be right, but it
belongs to a class of words more appro-
priate to comedy than tragedy, and, if
used by Sophocles, was probably con-
temptuous. The best-known of its cognates
are fj.aivbXr)S (Sappho), and aKuwTdX-qs
(Ar. Vesp. 788); some are mere vulgarisms,
s u c h a s O^OXTJS, oi(pbXf]s, <ri<p6Xi}s, Kopv-
TTTOXT/S, dirvibXrjs; KOLOXTJS, said to mean a
priest, is obscure. Lobeck (Phrynichus,
p. 613; Path. Pro I. p. 129) adds the pro-
per names MicrybXas, 'ApybXas, $ei8bXas,
HvdbXrjs. The formation, though not
primitive (Brugmann, Comp. Gr. 11 p.
211), is not compounded from OXXV/AI.
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LKTopevcrofiev

5 8 Hesych. II p . 354 iKTepevao/xev •
'iKerevaofJiev. 2o0ovX^s AtxMaXa>Tois. Is.
Voss restored LKTopevaofiev. ibid. p . 352
LKeropevao/uLev • iKeTevao/xev. This verb

is derived from the form tKTwp, which
appears also in the compounds d<piKTwp
and irpo&iKToop.
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5 9 Pollux 2. 162 /cat <TTepv6fxavTiv
ZO^O/CXTJS rdv Ka\ovp.evov eyya<TTpifj,v9ov.
Hesych. II p. 107 evaTepvofiavriais- iy-

d S X A ' A Hy p / ^ J x
no doubt this is rightly corrected by
Nauck to arepvo/xduTLes • eyyaarpifj-vdoi.
Suid. s.v. eyyacTTpi/xvdos. iyyaarpi/iavTis
3v vvv Tives Uvduva, 2o0o/c\?7S 5£ arep-
vbfiavTiv. Schol. Plat. Soph. 252 C
eyyaarpl/jLvdos 8i ianv 6 iv yatXTpl fxav-
revbfievos. TOVTOV TOV iyyaaTpi/jMVTiv
vvv rives TLuduva <pacn, 2o0o/cX?7s 5e
arepvbp.avTLv. Phot, epist. 64 p . 368
1,o<poK\7}S 8e...<TTepv6,uavTLv /xeroov6/J-aaev.
Considerable notoriety was acquired at
Athens during the time of the Pelopon-
nesian war by a ventriloquist named
Eurycles, who professed the power of
divination by means of a familiar spirit.
Hence Aristophanes producing his plays
through others compares himself to Eu-
rycles : l\'sp. 1019 ijU/mri<rd/J.evos TTJV EI)-
pvKXeovs /uiavTttav ical Siavoiav, | war' dX-
XoTptas yaaripas ivSvs KW/uupdiKa iroWa
Xea-adai. Plat. Soph. 252 c says that the
opponents of predication are convicted
out of their own mouths : evros vrro-
cpdeyyo/mevov wo-irep TOV aronov Eu/Ju/cXea
Trepuptpovres del iropevovTai. Ct. Plut.
dcf. or. 9 p. 414 E eifytfes yap eari ical
iraLdiKOv Ko/xidrj rb oiecrdai TOV debv avrbv

p yp p
7rd\at vvvl 8£ HvOuvas irpocrayopevo/jLtvovs,
iv8v6fj.evov els r a aihjxaTa TWV Trpo<p7]Tuiv
VTro<p6eyye<rdai, rots eneivwj' aTojxaat. KO.1

(puvais xp&iitvov opydvocs. Aristid. I 30
Dind., speaking of the inspiration of
Dionysus, aKpi^aTepov ~EupvK\eovs TOLV-
bodev KaTaXa/j-Pdvoov, indicates, in the
same way as Plutarch, that Eurycles
was a generic name given to spirits
temporarily occupying the body of a
man. There is nothing in these passages
which is not satisfied by the simple in-
ference that Eurycles alleged his oracles
to be the voice of a demon lodged in
his own breast. So schol. Plat.: Eupu/cX ŝ
yap e56/cei dai/movd Tiva iv T-Q yaaTpl ?xetI/>
TOV iyiceXevofAevov avTy irepl TUV p,e\\6v-
TUJV Xiyeiv, and schol. Aristoph. : TaKyOri
IJ.avTev6pi.evos 81a TOV ivvwdp'XpvTOS avrcp
daifxovos. Such a proceeding corresponds
exactly with the methods of savage ma-
gicians, as reported by E. B. Tylor in
Encycl. Brit.9 vil 6$ : ' cheating sorcerers
use ventriloquism of the original kind,
which (as its name implies) is supposed
to be caused by the voice of a demon
inside the body of the speaker, who really
himself talks in a feigned human voice, or
in squeaking or whistling tones thought
suitable to the thin-bodied spirit-visitor.'
It is unnecessary therefore to suppose
that Eurycles was a ventriloquist in any
other sense, or to accept Campbell's in-
ference (on Plat. /. c.) that ' he made his
voice sound as if from within the person
consulting him.' For further information
see Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 928!.
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Jacobs identified this play with the Danae, supposing that it
had an alternative title ; and Welcker (p. 349) was inclined to
agree with him, while reserving the possibility that the same
material was used over again by Sophocles for the production of
a satyr-play. It should be added that Meineke (on 0. C. p. 275)
also held that the Danae was a satyr-play, but there is little
to justify the assumption1. Alternative titles are not common
and should only be accepted where the evidence is quite clear, as
in the case of the $>pvyes or r/E«:Topo9 \vrpa of Aeschylus (TGF
p. 84). Besides, it is not likely that a play would be named
alternatively after one or other of the principal characters. It
would be more natural to suppose that the citation of the play as
Danae was a mistake, due to the identity of the subject-matter
with that of Euripides' Danae and the greater celebrity of
the latter. For similar errors see Introduction, § 1. It must,
however, be admitted that the error, if such it was, was more
persistent than is usually the case, and had infected even the
best critical tradition.

Brunck, on the other hand, considered that the Acrisius must
be identified with the Larissaei, and that its subject was the
accidental killing of Acrisius by Perseus when throwing the
discus. The variation of title would be more natural than in the
other case, but Jacobs appears to be justified in arguing that
frs. 64 and 65, at any rate, are more suitable to the story of
Danae. See also Escher in Pauly-Wissowa IV 2086.

If the identification of the Acrisius with the Danae is correct, it
contained the story up to the time of the discovery of the birth of
Perseus, when Acrisius sent mother and child adrift on the Aegean
in a \dpva%. Perseus was known to Hesiod as the son of Danae
{Scut. 216), and is mentioned as the son of Zeus and Danae
in Horn. B 319 f. The fullest and best account of the legend
depends on the authority of Pherecydes in schol. Ap. Rhod.
4. 1091, 15 15 (FUG l 75). Sophocles refers to the imprisonment
of Danae in the brazen chamber in Ant. 944. There may be
a reference to our play in Menand. Sam. 244 ov/c aKrj/coa<i
Xeyovrcov, etVe fioi, NiKijpare, •. TWV rpaycpBcov, 009 yevo/Aevos ^pvaos
0 Zei>9 eppvt) I Bid Teyovs, fcaTeipy/u,evr)v 8e iralK eixo'iyevckv irore ;

1 See n. on fr. 165. Meineke also relied on frs. 166, 167.
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6o

re KCU £vvav\iav
6 O cJjo-r'coni. Ellendt | iirLxpa cod. : corr. Musurus | f3L8r]VTcu cod. : cor. Maussacus

6 O Hesych. I p . 375 j3L5r)i> ' eldos.
Kpov/xa. 2O0O/C\T]S 'A/cp<t<rt'(f)> . . . ' W S . . .
ijvvavXlav' • &XX01 fiidvv. For the last word,
which is otherwise unknown, Nauck conj.
j36dr)v, comparing ibid. p. 405 j3v8oi- 61
fiovaiKol rj Kpodfid n. <ro<p&s Kprjaiv (cor-
rected by Fungius to 1<o<poKXijs ' A/c/atcrty).
Nauck thinks the second passage un-
doubtedly belongs here, but Dindorf,
while admitting this to be possible, prints
it also under the title Kpiats as fr. 332 of
his edition. Nauck's view is the more
probable.

pi8r|V, if that is the right reading,
evidently puzzled the copyists as is shown
by the variants recorded above. If
Kpov/xa is the correct explanation, it means
a note played on a musical instrument,
strictly on the lyre ; and £ir(.\pdXXeii> shows
that the lyre is in question here. But
what kind of a note ? No answer can be
given, and it is idle to enquire whether
fllSrjv, (3v5rip, fildvv or some other form
should be preferred, since they are all
equally obscure, fivfyv obviously suggests
itself, but, although it is sometimes ex-
plained by IKCLVQS (Hesych., Etym. A/.),
there is no trustworthy evidence of its
usage otherwise than as = confertim.
Hartung, who supposes that ^vSr/u was a
by-form of {Ufav, iscertainlynot justified in
rendering i t ' in muffled tones.' iin\{/dXXeiv
is probably only a strengthened form of
\{/dXXeiv —' to play on the lyre,' as in
Pollux 4. 58: there is no authority for
L. and S.'s translation 'to accompany
with the lyre.' Blaydes conjectured

dxnrepel \ xpdXXoL (or u>s e-rrifTTarai | i/'dA-
Xeiv), with elSos Kpovfiaros in the gloss.

f-vvavXfav has various meanings which
are not adequately distinguished in the
lexicons. (1) The concerted playing of
lyre and flute: Athen. 617 F illustrates
this from Ephippus fr. 7 (11 254 K.). So
schol. Ar. Eq. 9 ^vvavXia Xeyerai orav
Kidapa /cat avXbs av/j.<pwvrj, schol. Greg.
Naz. II p . 106 Xeyofjiev S£ crvvavXlav /cat
Kiddpas dfia avyKpovofxevr/s av\ip /cat
<TVfjL<pdeyyo/j.frr]s. (2) A symphony of flutes:
schol. Ar. I.e. ^vvavXia /caXetrat orav 8vo
aiiXrjTal TO avro Xeywcnv. Hesych. I l l
p. 172 rrjv virb dtio eiri.T€Xov/j.4vr)v aiiXrjiTLv.
Pollux 4. 83 'Adr)i>r)<n 8k /cat avvavXia rts
eKaXeiro- crv/uLcpwi'La rts avrt] TWV iv IIai>a-
6r]vaioL$ (TvvavXovvrwv. (3) The accom-
paniment of the voice by the flute, differ-
ing from avXipSla in this respect, that no
articulate words were sung. Such appears
to be the meaning of the definition given
by Semus ap. Athen. 618 A y\v ris dycov
crvfKptopias dfj,oi(3aios avXov /cat pvd/xov
%w/3ty Xoyov rod irpoa/xeXipSovvTos. To the
same effect but less precisely Pollux 4. 83
oi 8k TTJV (TvvavXlav elSos irpoffavXrjtTews
oiovraL &s TT\V avX^Siav. The best account
of the word is to be found in Hemsterhuis
on Lucian dial. mar. 3. 2, who proceeds
to show that it is often used figuratively
to express consent or harmony. So far as
it is possible to judge, Soph, appears to
have used the word in the first sense.
The verse is a trochaic tetrameter with
an iambus wanting at the end.

XO.
6 l

/3o<x TLS, <ii-
7) ^L<XTTJV VXCLKTCO ;

iravra yap TOL TCO (f)o/3ovfJL€V(p i/

6 1 . 3 irdvra SMA: 'diravra vulgo

6 1 Stob. flor. 8. 2 ( i n p. 340, 13
Hense) 1,o<poKXiovs 'A/cp£<rtos. flop...
xf/ocpel. Codex S of Stobaeus alone pre-
fixes to the extract the symbol of the
Chorus.

The fragment has been assiiled by many
critics. Thus, Hermann endeavoured to

restore two senarii by reading vXu> for
vXaKTw ; Gaisford, Conington, G. H.
Mueller and Naber conjectured OVK dvoi/er'
and Gomperz e/cra/cotver' for u>' aKover' ;
and for 7; \xdrr\v vXaKrw Porson sub-
stituted 17 XdaKOj fxaTrjv, Halm rj ixdrrjv
KXVW, Naber rj fidr-qv icaXG, Yater 7
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KTViret, Nauck 7} jxar-qv OXVKTW. Wecklein
approved the restoration of (3oa TLS • OVK
aKover'; 77 JXOTI\V KXIJW; diravra are. Hense
thinks the original may have run d/cotfeT5

< (3 yvvaiKes> ; rj fiaTTjv KTL, and accepts
the vulgate airavra. They quote El. 1406
/3oa TLS evSov OVK aKover', cS <pi\ai; The
objection taken to [id-r^v VXO.KTW appears
to be ill-founded, and the connexion is,
'Do ye hear? Or am I but an idle
babbler? For in my fear it may be that
I hear a sound where there is none.' H.,
who justifies the text, quotes for /A&Trjv
u\a.KTeii> Aesch. Ag. i6j2 ixaraiwv TQIVS1

v\ay/j.&Twv (Clytaemnestra of the Chorus).
Plat. legg. 967 C TOVS (pCKoao(f>ovvTas KVO~L
fiaraiaLS direLKa^ovras xPw^va-L<JI-v vXaKais.
Tryphiod. 421 (of Cassandra) /xanqv
vXdovaa. Dion Cass. 46. 26 TTOXXCL yovv Kal
fjL&TTjv vXdKTeis. So /xa\pv\dKas in Pind.
Nem. 7. 105, and fxaxpvXaKav yXGiaaav
in Sappho fr. 27. Observe the appro-
priateness of the metaphor from a dog
barking at a sound or shadow by night.
' To fear a sound' was proverbial (note
TOL in v. 3) of a nervous or baseless fright:
cf. fr. 314, 139. Hence Eur. Phoen. 269 co?)
TLS OVTOS; 7) KTVTTOV <po (3 OIJ fie 0 a; j diravra
yap roX/Awai detva (paiverai, which closely
resembles the present passage. H.
writes : ' ^rocpoSerjs was the title of one of
Menander's plays, from which, I suspect,
was borrowed a detail in A. P. u . 210
&vdpa.K<x Kal 5&<pvr]v Trapafiverai 6 <XTpa-
TLibrrjS I AuXos diroacpiy^as fJLr)Xi.i>a. Xufiana

(schol. \f/o(po8er]s ffrpaTLWTTjs, fj.r)8e \j/6(pov
TT)% 8a<pv7)$ tpepeiv 5vpa.fj.evos), "stuffs his
ears against the crackling of cinders and
of laurel in the fire with the fringe of his
military woollen cloak." Cf. Hesych.
fxeveKTVTros ' 6 fxrj \f/o<poSerjs. Eur. Hec.
1T13 (pbfiSov irapiax' &v ov MeVws 6'5e KT6TTOS.
Rhes. 565 OA. Ai6yU?7c5es, OVK iJKovcras—77
Kevos \f/6<pos [ ffTa^ei 5t' WTCOV ;—revxewv
TLva, KTiuirov ; AI. ovK, d\Xa decrfia TTUXIKUIV
£!; dvTvywv I /cXdfei aidrjpov ' Ka/xe TOL, irpiv
rjcrddnrjv \ decr/JL&v dpay/xov linriKwv, @8v
0o/3os. In Aesch. Theb. 97—-ioo the
panic-stricken maidens are made by the
MSS to cry aKover' rj OVK aKOver' auiriowv
KTvirov;. ..KTVTTOV dedopKa ' wdrayos ov% wot
dopos, and 8£8opKa was accepted by Jebb on
O. T. 186, Phil. 215; but we must
surely read SeSoiKa : cf. 235, 185, Again.
1535, Soph. 0. C. 1462 KTVTTOS, t8e, ^dX'
6'5' ipeiireTai \ 8i6(3oXos afiaros (so I read:
fxeyas is a gloss, as may be seen from
Suid. s.v. a<paTos)~...SeSoiKa, 5'" ov yap
aXtoi'...Dr Verrall, comparing Rhes. 784
X«pt avv Kevrj 8opos, conjectures in Theb.
100 irdrayos ov KCPOS 8opos, which is very
probable in my opinion, except that I
would rather punctuate KTVTTOV 8edoiKa—
varayos ov Kevos—dopds. Similarly in Eur.
Suppl. 179 Tyrwhitt .corrected 8e8opKevai
for 8e8oiKevai of the MSS. In an epigram
quoted by Meineke Anal. Alex. p. 397
read rlfxa rbv arepyovra, iraXiaTpocpa S'gpya
SeSoiKws (for 5e5op/cc6s) | xeipad^TL (ppovelv
\xr\8ev virep TO /xerpov.'
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.' ovSev epirei xjtevSos ets yfjpas ^povov.
6 2 Stob. flor. 12. 2 (in p. 444, 6

Hense) "Zo<po 'A.KpLo~c (so S,^ocf>o.p p ( , f p
cod. Voss., 'AXeudScus B : the extract is
omitted in MA). ' dXX\..xpovov.'

The sentiment, that falsehood is a
sickly growth which soon decays, may be
illustrated by Aesch. Ag. 625 OVK 'ead'
b'irws Xe^aL/u.L TO. \pev8?i KaXd | is TOV TTOXVV
(pLXoiai KapirovadaL xpovo". Arist. dh. N.
1. 8 1098b II TI2 fxev yap aXtjdei iravra
avva'Sei Ta vwdpxovTa' r y Se \pev5ei ra%i)
Siacpuvet TdXrjdes. Theophr. fr. 153 W.
C'K dLaj3oXijs Kal <pd6i>ov xpevSos ex' oXiyov
laxvaav aire/j.apdv6rj. Menand. monost.
547 \f/evS6fxevos ovSels Xavddvet iroXvv
Xp&ov. Similarly xpbvos SeiKvvo~ir> &v8pa
(0. T. 614 etc.). Nauck, objecting to
the phrase yr\pas XP°"OV *n this con-
nexion, altered yijpas to /JLTJKOS. This is

an arbitrary proceeding, which destroys a
characteristic subtlety of diction. Tr.:
' no falsehood lasts through time's decay.'
yijpas XPOVOV follows Aesch. Prom. 1013
dXX' e'KSiSdo'Kei irdvd' 6 yripdcrKuv %/)6J'OS,
Eum. 286 XP0V0^ K^oSaipel wdvTa yy\pd(jKWv
6/JLOV. F. W. Schmidt added Tr. fr.
adesp. 508 fieTa TT)I> (XKCCLV Tax^ra yrjpd-
aKeL xpbv°s> a n d Lucian amor. 12 ovS'
avTa yepovTos TJSTJ xpbvov iroXia Kadrjvaivev.
It might be thought that yijpas should be
attributed to \pev8os, and that xpbvov could
be spared. But the omission would sug-
gest the meaning that falsehood is ever
young: cf. O. C. 954 dv/xov yap ovdev
yrjpds eo~TLv dXXo TTXTJV | daveiv, Aesch.
Theb. 669 OVK HCTTL yypas Tov8e TOV [iida-
[xaTos. For yqpdcrKtLv as implying decay
see Wilamowitz on Eur. Her. 1223.
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63
SrjXov yap' iv Secr/xotcrt Spanerrjs OLvrjp
KCOXOV TTooicrdeLs nav irpbs r)oovr)v Xeyei.

6 3 Stob. flor. 62. 30 (iv p. 427, 10
Hense) 1,o<poKXeovs 'A/c/^ato;. 'dfjXov...
Xeyei.'

The situation supposed, that of a run-
away slave who having been caught says
all he can to win favour, is exactly re-
produced in Eur. Or. i498ff. in the case
of Orestes and the Phrygian, who says of
himself bpairer-qv yap i^KXeirrov e/c
86/xwv Tr65a. O r e s t e s t a u n t s h i m ( 1 5 1 4 )
decXia yXibcrarj xapLttl, T&VSOV oi>x OVTW
(ppovQiv, and threatens him (1516) 8/j.oaov,
el de fir], Krevw ae, fxi) Xeyetv e/j,rjv xdpt-v.

1 I have followed Nauck in putting
a colon after SrjXov 7<£p : the asyndeton
in the explanatory clause is usual, as with
dijXov dt, cnjfxeiov 8i, and the like (Kueh-
ner-Gerth, § 469, 1). Grotius altered
drjKov to dovXov, and was followed by
Brunck and Dindorf. H. points out that

the order of the words is against taking
577X01* as a grammatical qualification of
the clause iv...Xeyei, as if it were an
adverb or a parenthetical adjunct (sal.
iariv). He quotes At. 906 avrbs Trpbs
avrou, drjXov, fr. 585 dXyeivd, UpoKvr],
drjXov. So some take O. C. 321 y.bvt)% rod'
ecrri SrjXov 'lap.r]vqs icdpa. Add Theocr.
10. 13 eK Trldu} avrXeis drjXou. But, so
used, SrjXov could not stand at the begin-
ning of the sentence.

2 irpos tiSovnv means the same as
777365 xt^Plv (c^ XaPtT07^W0"(re'1') with which
it is interchangeable : see Dem. 4. 38, 51.
Cf. J£l. 931 ov irpbs i]Sov7]v Xeyw rdde;
Eur. Med. 773 5e%ou 5e ^r\ irpbs i]bovi]v
Xdyovs, fr. 28 (n.). Blaydes needlessly
conjectured K<2>\' i/jLTrodiadels: cf. O. C.
•83.
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(fypovovcn cr(o(f)pova
TOV<; TeKovTas KOLL (frvrevcravTas

re KCU Kopr) re Kapyeia yevos,

6 4 . 3 Kbprj...Ka.pyeiq. Meineke: Kbp-q...Kapyeia codd.

6 4 Stob. flor. 79. 24 (iv p. 623, 17
Hense) ^cxponXe'ovs 'A/cpi^y. 'p^crts...
xp^Tret.' Stob.flor. 74. 28 (iv p. 579, 10
Hense) ~So<poKXfjs 'AKpcaLu). ' dXXios..Jirrj.'
S omits the latter extract. Meineke
joined vv. 1, 2 to vv. 3, 4, the two
couplets being separate extracts in Sto-
baeus; and they fit together so exactly
that his conjecture has a high degree of
probability.

1 Ppaxcia. F. W. Schmidt, com-
paring Eur. Phoen. 452 f., needlessly
proposed fBpadela ; for the verses are more
likely to belong to a speech of Danae to
Acrisius, than to a rebuke addressed to her
by her father.—TOIS <j>povov<ri cttypova.
For the order of the words cf. O. T. 139,
El. 792, At. 635, 1252, Ant. 723, with
Jebb's notes.

2 reKovTas Kal <j>vT€v<ravras is tau-
tologous, but intended to emphasize the

tie of relationship. So El. 12 wpbs CTTJS
d/nalfxov Kal Ka<XLyvr]TT}s, Aesch. Cho. 328
irare'pwv re Kal TeKovruv, Eur. Her. 1367
6 cpvaas %w reKwv V/JLCLS irar-ffp, Suppl. 1092
offTLS (pVTevaas Kal reKcov veavlav, Hec. 414
w p.7JTep, cS T€KOV<T\ It is unnecessary to
suspect the text, as some critics have
done : see Nauck. Mekler conj. TOVS
Teubvras Kal Xoxe^crai'Tas, comparing
Eur. El. 1129.

3 aXXcos re Kai occurs also in El.
1324 and dXXws re in O. T. 1114.
Aeschylus uses aXXws re TT&VTUJS Kal in
Eum. 729, Pers. 691, Prom. 662 f. abv
Zpyov, 'Io?, ralad' vTrovpyrjaai X&PLV \
a\Xois re irdvTws Kal Kaaiyprirais irarpos.—
Kdpytiq.. fSpaxvXoyla was characteristic of
the Dorians, of the Argives as well as
the Spartans : cf. Pind. Isth. 5. 58 rbv
'Apyeluv rpbnov j eiprjcreTai wa K' iv (3pax<--
CTTOIS, Aesch. Suppl. 279 /maKpdv ye /mev 57?
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at? Acocr/Ao? 77 criyq re KCLL TOL Travp
4 i) cnyri re] <re<riyr)ra.i M et primitus A

pTJffLv ov orepyei TOXLS, ib. 206 f., Soph,
fr. 462.—-yevos : for the ace. of respect see
Jebb on Phil. 239.

4 K6CT(J.OS '• cf. Ai. 293 7VJ»GU£I KOGfxov
i] (nyy (pepei. In this and similar phrases
the idea of personal ornament seems to
be conveyed (fr. 846) ; one suspects that
cnyi] K6(T/AOS, silence a jewel, was almost
proverbia l : cf. Eur . fr. 219 KO<T/JLOS 5e
aiyrj ar€(pavos (crreyapos Herw.) dvdpbs ov
KOLKOV, Bacchvl. 3. 94 irpd^avn 5} ev oil

<pepei Koajmov ffuaird.—ats. For the plural
see on Eur. Hel. 440 and add Plat. rep.
554 A drjaavpoTroios dvi]p' ovs KT£. H . ,
who thinks that, the speaker is Acrisius,
renders :
Short speech for those of proper modesty
Is seemly toward the parents that begat

them ;
The more so for a girl and Argive born,
Whose ornament is silence and few words.

65
Oapcrei, yvvav ra TTOXAO, TO)V Secvcov, ovap
wvevcravTa VVKTOS, rjfjLepas fxakdcrcreTaL.

6 5 Stob. flor. 108. 56 ( iv p . 971, 13
Hense) ~2o<f>otc\eov$ 'A/cpicrty (so M A : S
omits the name of the play). ' dapaei...
/xaXdcro'eTat.'

(1) The metaphor is generally taken,
as by Ellendt and Campbell , to be that
of a gale which blows for a time and then
subsides. A simile will be required in
English : ' most of the terrors that come
in dreams are like a wind that blows by
night and sinks in the day-time. ' Thus
Trveiv used metaphorically would connote
a certain degree of vigour or violence as
in Ar. Eq. 437 OVTOS rfdr) KaiKtas ?) cru/co-
(pavrias irvti, and would be contrasted
with /xaXdcraeTai. Phot. lex. p . 321, 23
ir^et'cras' cr<po5pws opytodeis. Suid. s.v.
Hesych. i n p . 348 irvevaas' opyicrOeis,
dirb fieracpopas TQIV dve^iwv. (2) But the
association of irveiv with dreams in El.
480 ddvirvocov K\vovcrav | d/m'ws oveipdrwv
and in Aesch. Cho. 33 ropbs yap 6pdodpi£
<p6[$os I do/jLWv oveip6[xavTis e£ vnvov

K6TOI> I p ^
where the language has several points
of similarity, makes this explanation
doubtful. Kaibel (on El. I.e.) suggests
that the metaphor is taken from the
breath of the voice : a dream is a message
heard. I t should be added that [ia\d<r<reTa.i
is not an apt word in relation to a ga le ;
its usual application is rather to express
the assuagement of an emotion. Anyhow,
there is no occasion for Blaydes's cpavivra
(for Trveva-avra).—The daylight was be-
lieved to be effective in purging the evil
influence of d reams : Eur. / . T. 42 a
Kaiva 5' T]KEL vitl; (pepovtra (pdafxara, \ X^w
irpbs aldtp\ e'i TL 5rj rod' ZCTT' a/cos.

Ribbeck, Rom. Trag., p . 55, refers
this fragment to a significant dream of
Danae or her mother, and compares
Naevius Danae fr. v avinis niveo fonie
lavere me memini manum, where he finds
an allusion to a dream.

66
TOV t^v yap ouSet?

6 6 Stob. flor. 119. 7 (iv p. 1076,
3 Hense) rod avrov (sc. ~o<poK\£ovs)
W-KpLcriij}. ' rov...epq..' In Stob. flor. 115.
9 (iv p . 1022, 8 Hense) the line is
attached to a passage from a comic poet
(Antiphanes fr. 238 n 116 K.), and
appears again in Stob. flor. 116. 39 (iv
p. 1046, 7 Hense) ~o0o/cX^ous. ^rjv...

6 yqpdo-KOiv ipa.
For the sentiment see on fr. 298.—

ovSels ws, ' n o n e so much as, ' is like ovdev
olov, for which see on fr. 556. The con-
verse ws ovdeis, ' more than any,' occurs
in Plat. apol. 35 D. Cf. Eur. fr. 320
OVK £<JTLV...5vcr(f>ij\aKT0u ovdev uis yvvr\.
Aesch. Cho. 848 ovbkv dyyiXuv crdevos |
ws avrds.
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TTCU, TTOLVTOS yj&iovTO tjqv yoip, , j y p
Oavelv yap OVK e^ecrrt rot? avrolai Sis.

6 7 . 1 r}5i.ov Meineke: rjdio-Tov codd.

6 7 Stob. flor. 119. 12 (iv p. 1074,
12 Hense) 2o0o/cXeouj 'AKpicrLov (so A:
om. S). ' TO ^Tjv...dis.'

No man can die twice ; and that makes
life all the sweeter, as an experience that
can never be repeated. The second line
is a variation of the saw often remodelled
after Horn. I 408 dvdpbs 5e \pvxv ird\iv
eX6e?v oSre XrfCaTT] | O#0' ekerr}, e'rrel ap Kev
dfJLeixl/7] £p/cos QSOPTCJV. Cf. Aesch. Etim.
65 ( a7ra.£ davovros O$TIS tcrr' dvdcrrains.
Eur. Her. 297. Ale. 1076. Suppl. 775
etc.

1 rjSiov. I have accepted Meineke"s
correction : for the common confusion of
comparative and superlative terminations
see Cobet, N. L. p. 119. Travrbs TJ5«TTOV
cannot be defended either by the anoma-
lies, mostly corrupt, collected in Kuehner-
Gerth I 22 f., or by TTOLVTOS fidXiara
quoted by Stephanus from Dion. Hal.
ant. Rom. 1. 24, 2. 75, 3- 35 and other
passages, where it takes the place of the
Platonic TTCLUTOS /xdXXov. Blaydes pre-
ferred Trainf (or irov Vrtf) T)8L<TTOV.
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6 8 Hesych. I p. n o dKTirrjs {dKTrjTis
cod. : corr. Musurus) XLffos " axo rrjs iv He-
XoTrouvrjaru} dKTTjs. ^CKpOKXrjs'AKpiatip. Cf.
Harpocr . p. 10, 4 ^AKTTJ e-rrtdaXaTTiiyids
res /xoipa TTJS 'ArTt/c^s* 'Y-rrepidTjs ev r y
irepl TOV rapixovs' odev ical 0 aKTiTTjs
Xidos. To the same effect, but without
the reference to Hyperides, Bekk. anecd.
p. 370, 9, Suid. s.v.

'AKTITT]S XIOOS was the name given to
the limestone taken from the quarries
worked at Acte, the peninsula to the S.
of the Peiraeus and lying between it and
the bay of Phalerum. Cf. CIA 11 1054,
16 OIKO5OJXJ]<J€L bk rovs roixovs TTJS aKevo-
0^KT]S /ecu TOVS KIOVCLS 'AKTLTOV Xidov. S e e
Dittenberger's note (Sy//.- ^37, 17).
Hesych. 1 p. 108 explains aKrala, sup-
posed to be a kind of mortar, as i] €K

TOV 'AKTITOV Xidov KCLTacTKevacrdeiGa, TOV
HevreXiKod (? Ilei.paiKov). In Tr. fr.
adesp. 467 from Steph. Byz. p. 64, 15
'AKTIT7]S, ii; ov TO "AKTITOV ireTpa' ei> Trj
Tpa-ywUa dvTl TOV 'ATTIKOV Nauck is
probably right in restoring 'AKTITIS ireTpa.
The scene of the Acrisius was laid at
Argos, and this fact confirms the state-
ment of Hesychius that Sophocles referred
to the Peloponnesian Acte ; for this was
also the name given to the east coast of
Argolis between Troezen and Epidaurus.
The alternative is to suppose that he
was alluding to stone imported from
Attica, and that Hesych. is mistaken.
For the form d/criT^y, which would pro-
perly be applied to an inhabitant of Acte,
see on fr. 92.
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6 9 Etym. M. p. 69, 42 dXoip.6s- TCU
XP^cets /ecu ras €ira.Xei\peis d\oL/xovs £Xeyoi>.
~2o<poKXrjs ' Ma/Hei's d\oi/J.6s.' ij iirdvw
TTJS TOV daXdfxov yavuxrews evielcra eTra\ei\pis,
Kada.7repa.vel ireTaAuwts ovaa ev avTCfi. The
information is attributed to Orus, a

grammarian of uncertain date (Sandys,
Hist. Cl. Scholarship I p. 325). Hesych. 1
p. 130dXoifids(&Xoi/u.acod.)' xpialxaTOiXb3V'•
2o0ovX^s 'AKpuriit). Bekk. anecd. p. 385,
9 dXoiubs' TO TU)V TOLXOJV XP^f10--

The reference is to a method of wall-
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decoration by a process of polishing or
varnishing, which was connected with
the name of the Cyprian town of Marion,
afterwards known as Arsinoe. It was
situated on the N. coast of the island
between the promontory Acamas and the
town of Soli (Strabo 683). The site is
described by Munro and Tubbs in^. H. S.
XI 1 ff. Orus explained the process by
comparing it to ireTaXwais, i.e. the laying-
on of gold-leaf. See Plato's description
of the walls of Atlantis : Criti. 116 B /cat
TOU fxev irepl TOP rpoxbv

%a\K(j irepieXdix^avov irdvra Tovrrepidpo/xov,
olov d\oi(f>TJ TrpofTXpw/J-evot.' ibid. D Trdvra
de 'i^wdev TrepLrjXec^/av TOP vewv apyupig
KTL No doubt such ornamentation was
associated by the Greeks with the art of
the heroic age, rightly enough as recent
discoveries have proved : see Jebb, In-
troduction to Homer, p. 61. [Arist.] mir.
ausc. 41 mentions a stone called jxapieis,
which takes fire when water is poured on
it. But in Hesych. in p. 72 this is named
fxapt^evs, and not contrary to the alpha-
betical order, as L. and S. state.
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7O Hesych. II p. 356 IWddas yovas•
dyeXaias (so Musurus for dyeXetds cod.)
/cat rds o~vo~Tpocpds. ~EivpnrLbr)s $pt^u (fr.
837) /cat 2O0O/C\TJS 'A/cpttrty.

IXXdSas "yovas, 'herding produce.'
The adj. is aptly used of the cattle crowd-
ing or pressing together, as they are
driven. Cf. Horn. 6-215. I have very
little doubt that this was Hesychius'
explanation, and that we ought to read
dyeXatas /card ras avarpocpds. For av-
o-rpe<peiv, av<TTpo<pT] are regularly used by
the lexicographers in glossing LXKUV
(e'tWeiv) and LXTJ : schol. Ar. Ran. 1066
TrepuXX6/j.€vos] dvrl rod TrepietA^ets 77
avcrrpaipeis. iXXetv yap TO <rvarpe(peLV.
Suid. s.v. t'Aas. dyeAas 7) rd£eis...l'A?7
yap av<rTpo(pr]. id. s.v. elXadov. Kara
(rv(TTpo(p~f]v (so Hesych.) . s.v.
avve<JTpa/jLfj.evws. Hesych. II p . 28

ffvarpo(pT]v, TrXijdos. p . 29 eiXo/xevuiv • av-
arpe(po/j.epwv ev TroX^uy. p . 356 t'XAar
rd^etj. avaTpocpai. Etym. M. p. 361,
44 explains the Homeric tXXdSes (N 572)
as ol aui>€<TTpafifj.ei>0L ifiavres. I t appears,
then, that L. Dindorf {Thes. 11 p. 711)
should not have deleted the words /cat
r&s avarpo(pds. He went on to explain
IXXaSes yoval as referring to plough-oxen,
comparing Ant. 341 iXXo/xivuv dpbTpwv.
I presume he took t'XXdSes as = ' turning
to and fro,' but this is hardly conceivable
without the addition of (e-g-) dpoTpois.
For the meaning of iXXeiv Buttmann's
article (Lexil. § 44) is still worth reading.—
For the concrete use of yovas cf. Aesch.
fr. 194 'iinroiv b'vwv r ' ox^ci Kal Tatipoiv
yovas. Here the adj. takes the place of
a genitive (dyeXQv), as in Ai. 71
XwrtSas x^pas (Jebb).
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71 Hesych. I p. 47 ct5o£a- 7rapd5o£a
/cat < & > OVK dv TLS ido^aaev. 2O0OKX?7S
'A.icpi<riq} [aKpiULv cod.). Phot . ed. Reitz,
p . 33, 7 (Bekk. anecd. p . 344, 27) a<5o£a •
rd wapddo^a, a OVK &V TLS dol^daeiev.
(=Phryn. fr. 79 de B.) In the same
sense Sophocles employs also ddoKrjTos,

ddo^aaros (fr. 223), HeXwTos, dve
In spite of its rarity, dSofos must have
been well-established as = 'improbable';
for it is so used several times by Aristotle
in the topica : see (e.g.) 9. 12. 173s 26
TOLS de TTOXXOLS &5o£ov TO fiaaiXea (XT) evdai-

i

avraiav
7 2 Hesych. I p. 209 dvralav • CKTOTTOV,

XaXeirrjv. SOCPOKXTJS TLCLW (Musurus re-
stored 'A/cptatw). The meaning of avratos

is discussed on fr. 334. '{KTOTTOV means
'strange,' in the sense of 'startling.'
Hesych. II p. 54 ZKTOTTOV ^ ^ ^
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7 3 Hesych. I p . 245 dirbSpo^ov'
iXaTTOvfievov TOLS 5p6/j.ois. rj ivaXivSpofx,ov.
77 yaer' ewdvoSov. aKpijai^i (2,o<poKXr}s
'Aicpt.<rLq} Musurus). This is extremely
obscure, and Ellendt corrects /JL€T' i-rrav-
65ov, with the intention, I suppose, of
accommodating it to TraXiv5po/ioi>. Our
only other authority for aTrddpo/j,os is to
be found in certain passages of Eustathius
(//. p. 727, 21, Od. p. 1592, 56, p. 1788,
56). Eustathius takes his information in
part from Alexion, a grammarian in the
latter half of the first century A.D., who
drew from the best Alexandrian sources.
According to Eustathius diroSpofios was
used in two senses : (1) ws tfdr) Treirav/mivov
airb TWV bpb/xwv. This use is ascribed to
' certain of the ancients' on the analogy
of airb/xaxos- (2) As a name given to the

by the Cretans, SLOL TO ix-qfeTrw TG>V
KOLVWV dpo/Awis u.eTk~x_e.iv. It may here
be mentioned that M. Schmidt thought
aKp-rjcriip in Hesych. was an error for irapd
Kprjal. He does not quote Eustathius ;
nor would Eustath. throw any light on the
obscurity of Hesych., even if Schmidt's
conjecture were right. It is perhaps
more probable that Soph, used the word
in the former of the two senses recorded
by Eustath. ; and Hesych.'s eXarrovfievov
TOLS bpofiOLS may refer to one who was
too weak to compete in a race. We can
hardly go further, but the alternatives lead
me to suspect that dirbdpofj.os was em-
ployed metaphorically. Hartung quite
unjustifiably interprets ' a runaway slave,'
and compares fr. 63.
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7 4 Hesych. I p. 262 air ocpav dels• ev
<£ (pavepip KaracrTds. HocpOKXrjs 'AKpuriq).

Cf. Ar. Nub. 352 aTrocfxxivovacu. TT]V

cpvcriv avTod XVKOL
see fr. 1023.

iyevoi>To, and
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7 5 Hesych. I p. 295 djow/xara (dp6-
(ia.Ta cod., against the order of letters :
coir. Voss)• dpoTptdfjiaTa (or perh. rather
dpOTpiw/j.a.Ta, as M. Schmidt conjectured).
Kai drro (enl cod. : corr. Heinsius) TOV
dpovv ra &\<piTa OVTW XiyeTdi. SO^OKXTJS
'A/C|0i<r£y (aKpiai cod.: corr. Musurus).
The inference to be drawn from this is
that Sophocles used dpufxaTa in the sense
of arable land, not for &X<piTa which
would hardly be credible. Cf. Ar. Fac.
1158 ed TTOIOVVTOS KwcpeXovvTos TOU deov
Tapw/xara, where the schol. makes it
plain that the mention of &X<piTa in
Hesych. actually refers to a passage of
Eupolis: T& dpoTpidfxaTa, vapd T6 dpo-
Tpiovv. TO. irporipoTpi.(j}(j.£va. Xiyovcn 5k Zvioi
Kai ret. &X<piTa Kai T6P Xi^avivrbv dp&ixara,
us wap1 Ei'7r6\i5i (fr. 304 I 336 K.) ' Kai
evdu TQV dpWyUaTWf,' d i m TOV TU>V dX<plTWi>.

The word is entirely distinct from
dpd)fj.aTa = £widvfudfj.aTa (Apoll. lex. p. 41,
29): hence Bekk.anecd.-p. 450, 2^dpd}/xaTa
oil TO. dv/Aid/xaTa oi 'ATTIKOL KOXOVVIV,
d \ \ a TO. io-irapfxtva. With Eupolis we
are not concerned, but it might be thought
that crops rather than tilth is the meaning
to be inferred for Sophocles. That this
is not the case is shown by Lucian Lcxiph.
2 4yw 5£ TrepieXOwp TO, dpuifxaTa, o~Kopodd
Te edpov ii> ai/Tois ire<pvK6Ta, where the
schol. has dpw/xaTa de ra dpoTpcp e^eipyaa-
/xha Te8ia, Aelian n. a. 7. 8 ties iv TOIS
dpib/j-aai (paivbfievai, 16. 14 iv TOIS ^adeaiv
dpiofxaaiv. For the late form dpo/xa, which
is to be rejected, see Cobet, V. L. p. 85.
The spread of the short penultimate in
late Greek is illustrated from the papyri
by J. H. Moulton in C. R. x v n i 108.
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7 6 Hesych. I p . 306 aVroyUos' 6 /nr] O. C. 9 8 1 . In Strabo 70 ol TOVS aVro/xous
dwd/xepos \eyeiv. ~2o(poK\rj$ 'A/c/jtcrty. re /cat appivas icrropovvTes and in Lucian
aaro/jLos, elsewhere of a hard-mouthed Lexiph. 15 dXoyiav rj/uuv eTrtrdrms wj
horse (if/. 724), is here a synonym of daro/Aois oven /cat direyykwTTLaiievois the
aVauSos, &<pdoyyos, a<puvos, dipbfjyqros etc. meaning is different, ' without a mouth.'
This is possible because aTo/ma had be- But cf. Epict. diss. 2. 24. 26, Achilles
come familiar in the sense of ' speech' : reduces Odysseus and Phoenix to silence
crou 7 ' els rod' il;€\06i>Tos dvoaiov aro/xa (daTOfiovs TreiroiriKe).

AAEAAAI

The mistaken correction of the title to WXcoa&ai was due to
Hemsterhuis on Lucian Charon 3 p. 494, and was supported by
an explanation of fr. 89 from Apollod. 1. 55, where Artemis
takes the form of a stag, and by a stratagem induces Otus and
Ephialtes to shoot each other. But e/ĉ Xo? is inconsistent with
this view.

Subsequent investigation has decisively shown that the
subject of the play was the fortunes of Auge and her son
Telephus, and the credit of establishing the truth belongs to
Fr. Vater, who in his dissertation die A leaden des Sophokles,
Berlin, 1835, first pointed out the significance for the present
purpose of a passage in one of the declamations attributed to
Alcidamas {Odyss. 13—16, p. 187 Bl.2). It is there related
how Aleos, king of Tegea, went to Delphi and received an
oracle from the god, warning him that, if his daughter bore a
son, his own sons must die by the hand of his grandson.
Accordingly, on his return home, Aleos made his daughter Auge
priestess of Athena, vowing that he would kill her if she ever
became a wife. It so happened that Heracles came to Tegea,
when on his way to Elis to attack Augeas, and was entertained
by Aleos in the temple of Athena. Heracles saw the girl, met
her in secret, and left her pregnant. When Aleos discovered the
state of affairs, he sent for Nauplius, king of Euboea, and handed
over Auge to him, with directions that she should be drowned1.
However, on the journey from Tegea, Auge gave birth to
Telephus on Mt Parthenius ; and Nauplius, disregarding his
instructions, sold mother and child to be conveyed across the sea
to King Teuthras in Mysia. Teuthras, who was childless,
married Auge, and adopted her son, to whom he gave the name

1 Cf. the similar story of Aerope, related in the Kprjaacu of Euripides: schol. Ai.
1295, Apollod. 3. 15.
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Telephus. The story was current in several versions, but the
importance of the account preserved by Alcidamas is that he
alone refers to the oracle given to Aleos, and mentions this
as the reason why Auge was entrusted to Nauplius. This at
once explains the title of Sophocles' play. Confirmation of
Alcidamas is to be found in Proverb. Append. 2. 8j {Paroem. I
412) as well as in Hyg'in.fafr. 244 Telephus Herculis filius Hippo-
thoum et Neaerae aviae suaefilios (sc. occidit)1. It will be seen that
the name of the other son is lost, and Hippothous is nowhere
else mentioned as a son of Aleos. Apollod. 3. 102 calls the
sons of Aleos and Neaera by the names Cepheus and Lycurgus,
whereas Pausan. 8. 4. 8 and Ap. Rhod. 1. 161 ff. make them
three in number, Lycurgus, Cepheus, and Amphidamas.

As contrasted with the account of Alcidamas, that of
Apollodorus (2. 146) mentions temple-defilement and consequent
\0ifi6s (or \I/J,6<;, as in 3. 103) as the causes which induced Aleos
to hand over Auge to Nauplius and to expose her child.
Diodorus, however, whose version is more rationalistic, simply
relates (4. 33) that Aleos discovered his daughter to be pregnant,
and sent her away in disgrace, not believing her story that she was
with child by Heracles. In regard to the circumstances of the
birth of Telephus, Sophocles and Alcidamas followed different
versions; for the latter allows no place for the suckling of the
infant by a hind, which is clearly referred to in fr. 89. Here,
therefore, the Sophoclean plot approximated to the story as
related in Diodorus, Apollod. //. cc, Pausan. 8. 48. 7, 54. 62. It
is reasonable to infer that, according to Sophocles, Telephus was
reared by the herdsmen of King Corythus3, or by Corythus
himself; and that the question of his birth in some way or other
presented itself to him, when he was grown to manhood.
According to Apollod. 3. 104 and Diod. I.e. he went to Delphi to
enquire of the oracle, and was sent by the god to Mysia. It will
be observed that the above-mentioned authorities do not give
any information concerning the return of Telephus to the palace
of Aleos, or the manner in which he killed his uncles. The gap
can only be filled by conjecture, and there is nothing to help us
except that frs. 86, 8j appear to belong to a scene in which
a question of doubtful birth was canvassed. Wernicke (in Pauly-
Wissowa II 2302) inferred that Telephus was mocked by

1 The text is corrupt, but M. Schmidt is doubtless right in restoring Neaerae for
Nerea from ib. 243 Neaera Autolyci filia propter Hippothoi jilii mortem (sc. se ipsa
inter/eat). Robert however prefers {Arch. Jahrb. ill 61) to read Perea for Nerea
and Hippothoi et...filionim in 243.

2 The incident was hardly a late invention, as Jahn supposed : Frazer, Pausan.
iv p. 437.

:f The eponym of the Kopi'flets in Arcadia (Pausan. 8. 45, 1; 54, 5).
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Hippothous and his brother for the obscurity of his origin, and
that he slew them in anger ; that subsequently Aleos demanded
his surrender from Corythus ; that in consequence of the
explanation given he recognized his grandson ; and that he then
required him to consult the oracle in order to learn how he should
expiate his blood-guilt. Robert {Arch. Jakrb. Ill 61 ff.) thinks it
more likely that the strife between Telephus and the Aleadae
arose out of some incident similar to the Calydonian hunt in the
legend of Meleager. He points out that in that case fr. 84
suitably describes the overthrow of two princes of the royal
house by a foreign bastard. This carries the story to the period
which is covered by the action of the Mysians. Welcker (p. 413)
preferred to suppose that Heracles appeared as deus ex machina
to clear up the dispute, and ordered Telephus to go to Mysia1.

It should be observed that an entirely different version of the
story was adopted by Euripides, to the effect that mother and
child were cast adrift together in a chest by Aleos, but ultimately
reached the mouth of the Caicus, and were rescued by Teuthras
(Strabo 615). Such at least was the account given in the
prologue to the Telephus ; for in the later Auge Telephus was
separated from his mother and exposed (Wilamowitz, Anal. Eur.
p. 189 f.). The simpler story, which is parallel to that of Danae,
was given by Hecataeus (Pausan. 8. 4. 8), and is believed,
although the reasons assigned are hardly convincing, to have
been derived from the Cypria and Little Iliad (Wernicke, u.s.
2300). The Pergamene dynasty established by Attalus traced
their descent from Telephus, and the people claimed to be
Arcadians sprung from the band which crossed with Telephus
to Asia. Thus they were precluded from giving official
recognition to the Xdpvag-story, and followed in preference, as
has been shown exhaustively by Robert {Arch. Jahrb. II 244,
III 45, 87), the versions of Aeschylus and Sophocles. See also
Frazer, Pausan. II p. j6.

77
evravOa fxevToi TTOLVTOL ravdpcturoiv vocrel,

OTOLV 6e\(i)(jiv iacrdai /ca/ca.

7 7 Stob. flor. 4. 37 (ill p. 228, 17 MSS known as B, C. For these see Hense
Hense) ZcxponXtovs. ' ivTa.vda...KaK&.' in Rh. Mus. XLI 59 f.
The extract is omitted in SMA, ed. 1 IvravGa looks forward to the follow-
Trinc. gives as above, and 'AAedScus is ing clause: cf. Eur. fr. 497 ical yap
added after 1,o<poK\iovs by two of Schow's evrevQev vocrei | r a T&V yvvaiK&v ot fj.kv KTL

1 So also Fr. Vater, op. cit. p. 25.
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Hec. 306 ev rySe yap Ka/xvovaiv at TroXXat
iroXeis, I Srrav TLS KT€. Hel. 581 iicet
voaov/xev, 8TL dd/j-apr' aWrji/ &xw' !• ^
1018 rjjde yap voaei | vocrros 7rpos OIKOVS
looks backward. For the use of 6raj>
see A.J.P. X X X I I I 428.

2 KaKoCs KTe. For the proverb /ca/coi'
/ca/cy laffffai cf. Aesch. fr. 349/̂ 77 /ca/cois u5
/ca/cd, Soph. fr. 589, Ai. 362 fii] Kat<6v
/ca/cy 5i5oi)s I a/cos 7rX̂ cw TO 77-77/̂  T77S ar-qs

riOei, where Jebb gives other illustrations.
See also on fr. 854. Plut. de garnil. 4
p. 504 B icrTL de depairevwv TT)S vbcrov fiapv-
repos (sc. 6 ddoXeaxos), where the doctor
himself rather than his drugs is at fault.
Similarly Eur. Bacch. 839 /ca/cots Qt\pav
Kaica, Aelian nat. an. 3. 47 (of Oedipus)
ixr\ T£ oiKip Kal r y yevei KaTapwfxevov elra
fievrot Kaicip avrjKecrTLp Idadai /ca/ca rd ijdT)
irapeXdbvra.
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SiKrot? yap SiKaioi? avjiyj.iv ov
7 8 Stob. flor. 9. 4 (in p . 346, 14

Hense) 2o0o/cX^ous (Evpiwidov A) 'AXed-
dai (dXatdSat M, dXwaSac A), 'TCKS...
pq.dtov.'

This is the converse of our proverb
'Might is Right.' Cf. O.C 880 TOIS TOL
diKalois %w fipaxbs vixq- /JL^yav. Eur.

Stippl. 437 viKq. 5' 6 fielbjv TOV fxeyav 5t'/cai'
^Xwv- Eur. fr. 584 eh TOL 5/KCUOS fivpiwv
OVK ivdiKUu I Kparei, TO deiov TTJV diKTjv re
<r\)\\a^wv. These are variations of the
simple theme in Eur. fr. 343 ddpcrer TO
TOL 5iKaiov iaxtieL fxiya. See also fr. 80.

TO Kcv
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deuv KOV TT/oo?

7 9 KOV Gesner: /cat S

evytvovq.

7 9 Stob. for. 12. 3 (ill p. 444, 8
Hense) TOV avrov (sc. ^o<pOK\iovs) 'AXedSs.
'KaKOv...evyepovs.' The extract is con-
tained in S only of Hense's MSS.

K€v6eiv, i.e. to hide one:s true thought.
Cf. Horn. 1312 ixQpbs yap /JLOL /ceicos 6/J.UIS
'A'tdao irv\rio~w, | 6's x' e'Tepov p.ev Kevdrj e'vi
(ppealv aXXo 5^ etirr). Pseudo-Phocylides
48 ^ 5 ' e'Tepov tcevdoLS Kpadirj v6ov, dXX'
dyopevwv. Sail. Cat. 10. For the absolute
use of Kevdeiy in the transitive sense cf.

Track. 988, Aesch. Cho. 10r fxr) /cet/(9er'
'4vb~ov Kapdlas (popcf TLVOS, 'don' t practise
concealment.' Herwerden conj. KKiirTeLv.
With the addition, noblesse oblige, cf.
Chaeremon fr. 27 (TGF^p. 789) \j/evbr) de
TOIS ecrdXoLaiv oil irpeireL \e"yeLv.—irpos :
'befitting' (proceeding from). For this
idiom see my n. on Eur. Hel. 950 and
Blaydes on Ai. 319. So fr. 319.—For
Kal and KOV confused Campbell refers to
Track. 1046.

80

/cat yap SiKata yXaicrcr' eyet Kpdros /xeya.

8 0 Stob. flor. 13. 6 (111 p. 457, 10
Hense) XO<(>OK\4OVS e£ 'AXeaSaw (L has e£
'AXedSwc without the poet's name: Zo<po-
/cX ôus 'AXedSat SMA) /cat yap.../j.iya.

For the sentiment see on fr. 78. It is
referred to also in Phil. 1245 f. ov 5' oi-Ve
(piovels o\)Te dpao~eleLS o~o<pd. | dXX' ei St/cata,
TUV o~o<puv Kptlacta rdde.
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8 i

cb TTou, (ji(i)Tra' noW e^et cruyr] Ka\d.

81 crtyj] M et Plut. : crtanr?) S

81 Stob. Jior. 33. 3 (ill p. 678, 10
Hense) 2o0o/cXeous 'AXedSats (aiXeaai M,
but S omits the name of the play, and A
the whole extract). 'c3.../caXd.' Plut. de
garrul. 1 p. 502 E eiirwixev irpos TOV d56-
Xeaxov '<3.../caXd.' Arsenius p. 737, 9
( = Apostol. XVIII 62 a) assigns the line
to Menander, but Dindorf and Hense
point out that this is due to the fact that
Menander is the author of the verse im-
mediately preceding it in Stobaeus.

The verse is not a general recommen-
dation of silence; and the context would
probably have shown that silence was
enjoined in painful circumstances, where

the truth must be avoided. Such at
least was the ordinary man's morality:
see Pind. Nem. 5. 16 oiiroi awaaa Kepdiuv
(paivoicra irpoauirop dXaffet.' drpe/c ŝ* | KOI
TO criyav TTOW&KIS iarl (TO(pw\TaTov dv-
dpdoTrq) jsoijcrai, fr. 180 eV0' 6're 7rt<rrordra
aiyas 686s' Kev\rpov de /xdx<ts 6 /cpart-
crrevwp Xdyos. Aesch. fr. 188 woXXois yap
ecm KepSos rj criyri fBporwp. Ag. 553
TrdAcu TO criyav cpdpfxaKOV /3\d/3?;s £%«
should be compared with Carcin. fr. 7 iro\-
\Qv yap dvdpunrotcn (f>dpjxaKov KaKujp
aiyrj.—iroWd.. .KaXd in place of the more
usual woWd ical KaXd: see Jebb on Phil.
583-
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TL ravra TTOWO)V
TOL yap Trepicrcra iravjayov

8 2 Stob. flor. 36. n (ill p. 692, 12
Hense) 2o0o/cXeoi;s 'AXedSats. lTi...gin).'

1 ' Why should this still need many
words from you?' Herwerden conjectured
p-qixaTwv eVa^tots, but £rt is indispensable
(better eV d£to?y, as Hense says) and the
genitive (descriptive, = ' requiring many
words') is idiomatic: Plat. Gorg. 461 A
raura odv Sirrj TTOT€ ^xeh °^K oXiytjs avvov-
aias ecrTiv ware iKavQ/s 8ia<rKe\J/a<rdac. H.
quotes Pind. Nem. 10. 46 /xaKporepas yap

€7* €(TTL (TOL

erriq.

p x Herodian Philet.
(Pierson's Moeris, p. 475) 6X1777$ ecrn
5ida<TKa\ias, dvri TOV, okiywv deiTai irpbs
fiadrjcnv. Euenus fr. 1, 5 TOVS £vveTotis...
diirep /cat paaTrjs elal 5ida<ri<a\l7]s.

2 Trepio-o-d is used as in Aesch. Theb.
T034 Trepicraa KrjpvacreiP. Cf. Eur. Suppl.
459 irepitjtra <pwvQv, Med. 819 irepiaaol
irdvTes ovv ixeacp \6yoc. But in 0. T. 841
irepiacrbv Xoyov means 'remarkable, of
special note.'
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T] TTOVT ipevva' TToXkoL Kcu \a6e7v KOKOV.

8 3 Xadelv KaXov Blomfield: XaXetv Kaicov codd.

8 3 Stob. Jior. 41. 4 (111 p. 758, 5
Hense) 2o0o/cXeouy 'AXedScuy. '^.. . /ca-
X6v:

The verse is a pendant of fr. 81: ' Silence
is good, where there is a skeleton in the
house.' On the other hand, good fortune
should be proclaimed to all. Cf. Pind.
Pyth. 3. 83 rd /caXd rp^avres e£w. fr. 42
KaXtjJv pchv w /xolpav re Tep\irvG)v is fieaov
XPV iravTl Xay | de'iKvvvat.' ei de TIS dvdpcb- \
iroiai 6e6<r5oTos drXaTa /ca/coras | irpoa-

TVXVI Tavrav GKOTei Kpvineiv ioiKtv, Eur.
fr. 460. See on fr. 64, where the phrase
GLyT) Kocrfjios is discussed: it is worth notice
that, in the passages there mentioned,
Bacchylides takes the conventional view,
whereas Euripides advocated the dignity
of silence. Blomfield's correction is
strongly supported by Eur. Hipp. 465 Iv
crocpoicn yap \ Taff ecrrt dvijTuv, Xavdaveiv
rd yu.77 KaXd. Blaydes thought rot prefer-
able to /cat; but see on fr. 23.
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KOVK o lS ' OTL XPV TTPOS TCLVTGL \4y€lV,

orav ol y dyadol npbs TCOV ayevwv
KOLTGLVLKCOVTai.

iroia TrdXts av r aS ' iveyKOL ;

8 4 . 2 y Valckenaer: r 'codd. | dyevQv Grotius: dyewQ>v codd.

8 4 Stob.yft?/-. 43 .6 ( ivp . 2, 12 Hense)
2o(poK\eovs (TOV ai/Tov S) 'AXeddai. 'KOVK. ..
iviyicoi;' Also in corp. Par. 716 Elter,
with XPV omitted in v. t.

The non-committal punctuationadopted
by Dindorf and Nauck, who, keeping r'
in v. 2, print commas after Xtyeip and
KaraPLKuvTac, leaves the connexion of the
clauses obscure. But T' does not seem to
be in place as a connective, whether or
not a heavier stop is placed after X^yecv.
I have followed Valckenaer in giving 7'
for T \ and in joining the Srav clause with
the words which precede it. The subor-
dinate clause then conveys a causal impli-
cation, as in Phil. 451 TTOV XPV Tideadai
TavTa, TTOV 5' aiveiv, 6rav I rd 6eV iirai.vG)v
TOVS $eovs evpo) KCIKOVS; For 8rav so used
see my paper in A.J.P. xxxn i 426 ff.

The appearance of ye, as after oirdre,
Sirov, iireidri, edre and the like, is idio-

matic: see Neil's Equites p. 190, Kuehner-
Gerth § 509, 9 (c), and qf. At. 715, Phil.
1099. H. points out that a similar ques-
tion arises in Phil. 456, where y' is given
as a variant for 6' in L and is the reading
of several other MSS. But, indepen-
dently of authority, the case for 0' is strong
there. Robert, retaining r', assumes a
lacuna after Ko.Ta,viKG>vTa.i. Hense sug-
gests oi Xa/xirpoi or the like.

2 f. For the political conditions as-
sumed, the overthrow of the nobles by
the masses, see on fr. 192. <ry€v«v shows
that in d-ya8ol the political meaning is
foremost.—Kcn-aviKaivTcu : the compound
does not seem to occur elsewhere (rdde
—or TTOXV—viKuivrat conj. Blaydes, jxiya
VLK&VTCLI Herwerden).— irpos: fr. 932.

4 ToiSg, ' things like these,' of what has
been ment ioned: cf. Thuc . 2. 71 rdde [xh
rjfuv irarepes oi vfierepoi 'iSocrav.
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fJiev, ouSeis* dXA.' opa. /XT) Kpelcrcrov rj
Kal Svacre^ovvTa TCOV ivavTioiv Kpareiv
rj SovXov avTov ovra TCOV ireXas K\V€LV.

8 5 Stob. ftor. 54. 21 (iv p. 351, 5
Hense) 'ScxponXe'ovs 'AXeadwi/ (dXeddwv M,
dXeaidduv primitus A). ' 8OKW.. .KXveiv.1

1 ' T h e preceding sentence must have
been " W h o would willingly be irreligious?"
rls &I> €KWI> ZXOITO <5i><rcre/377S et^ai; ' (H.)
F . W. Schmidt needlessly wished to alter
ovdeis to Adeos or dcrefirfs.—8OKC5 |XCV : an
instance of fj-iv solitarium', for it must not
be supposed that fxiv is answered by dXX'
Spa. Eur. Ht\\ 218 f., Soph. O.T. 1051
should be distinguished: in the one case
dXXd and in the other drdp introduces the
explicit contrast. For fxiv accompanying
and emphasizing donw and other verbs cf.
Eur. Hd. 917 (n.), 1205, Soph. O.C.
995, El. 61, Phil. 339. Many examples

in other authors are collected by Blaydes
on Ar. Pac. 47. For fiiv solitarium in
comedy see Starkie on Vesp. 77; and for
the orators Wyse on hae. 1 1.

opa fJ.ii.--fi- For the subjunctive see
Jebb on Phil. 30. Its use here in prefer-
ence to the indicative shows that the
speaker is rather looking forward to the
circumstances of the particular case than
weighing the general application of the
maxim.

2 f. Several critics have missed an
antithesis to Svacre^ovvra which they
expect to find in v. 3. Thus for T) SovXou
avrbv ovra Cobet substituted 77 TOVS deovs
atpovTa, F. W . Schmidt rj b~a.liJ.ovas TC-
IxGivra, Vitelli 17 dovXov av deu)i> 6vra and

4—2
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Weil rj SovXov dyvbv Bvra; Papageorgius
changed SovXov to xP7la"r°v> a n d Nauck
conjectured deiXov for SovXov. But the
presence of /ecu and avrbv shows that these
corrections are misconceived: the thought
is, ' It is better to conquer one's foes
even by foul means than to be so reduced
as to be the slave of others.' To a free-
born Greek slavery is the worst of all
evils; hence the arrogant note in avrbv,
which contrasts as in Phil. 316. For the
<pv<rei S0QX01 the case is different. It is
not so much slavery that is contrasted
with sovereignty, as degradation with
power once enjoyed. In Eur. Phoen.
524 f. elirep yap dSucetv XPV> rvpavviSos
irepi I KOKKLUTOV dSiKelv T&XXa 5' evo~e/3elv
Xpeibv, sovereignty is taken as the supreme
limit of happiness, the attainment of which

justifies dSiKia, much as here stress is laid
on slavery as the extremity of misfortune.
In Aesch. Ag. 478 the Chorus pray for
the middle state : M^T' e'ir\v irToXnrbpdy)s, \
fi-qT1 odv avrbs dXovs UTT' a\|Xy fiiov Kar-
idoLfii. H. compared Trag. fr. adesp. 181
£a fxe Kepbaivovra KeKkijcrdai xatcbv \ tcpeia-
crov yap 7) (rej3ovra TOVS dewv vbfiovs \ ire-
vrjra vaieiv Sb^av r)fj.iroXr)KbTa, and with v.
3 Eur . Hel. 730 Kpetaaov yap rod' (i.e. to
be a loyal slave with a mind free) rj Svolv
Katcotv I ei>' 8vra xp^crflai, ras <pp&as T'
'&X.eLV Kaicas, I &\\wv T' anoieiv 8ov\ov
b'vra TWV iriXas. Add Ant. 479 ocms
dovXbs iari TQIV ireXas. Gomperz, who at
one time was inclined to follow Cobet in
suspecting the text, subsequently defended
it on similar lines to the view taken
above (Nachlese, p. 5).
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iravo'CLi. KCLTapKel TOvSe KeKkrjcrdai irarpos,
€L7T€p 7T€(f)VKd J' €L Se fJLij, fJLeiCDV ^\a^Tj.
TO TOi vo/JLLO~6ev T ^ § aXrj6eia<^ K par el.

8 6 . 2 /j-eicov Gesner : jxei^wv SA ,

8 6 Stob. jlor. 76. 9 (iv p. 610, 2
Hense) ~2IO<POKXT)S 'AXedSais (dXedSes A).
1 iravaai.. .KpaTel.'

We may perhaps assume that these
words were spoken by Telephus in refer-
ence to the supposed parentage of Heracles
(or Corythus).

1 K€K\TJcr0ai iraTpos: cf. fr. 564 (n.).
For the gen. cf. Track. 1105 6 7-775 dpiaTTjs
f ) p

2 etirep ire'ê uKa "y*. For the meaning
of etTrep )( el' ye see the exhaustive discus-
sion by E. S. Thompson in his edition of
the Meno, p. 258 ff. Here etirep bears its
common meaning of si modo (fr. 104 n.),
but the addition of 7' changes the tone.
It is impossible to reproduce the nuances
of Greek particles in English; but the
speech-stress, which we indicate by the
use of italics in printing, may serve roughly
to convey the difference between eiVep
•we'cpvKa, ' I f 1 am his son, ' and ei'irep ire-
(pvtcd 7 ' , ' I f I am his son. ' Cf. Plat .
Etithyphr. 8 C rovroydp, ol/xai., oi roX/xucn
X^eiy-.-ws ovx'i, etirep ddiKovat ye, Sortov

M 3 rot] rt A primitus

8IKT)V. For e'frep ye in dialogue see on
Eur. Phoen. 725, 1652.—peiuv pXaPrj:
i.e., to be called the son of such a father
rather than to learn the truth.

3 TO TOi vojj.wr0€v KT£. Cf. the well-
known conclusion of Gray's ode On a
distant prospect of Eton College, 'Thought
would destroy their Paradise. | No more;
where ignorance is bliss, | 'tis folly to be
wise.' So Eur. fr. 205 <ppov& 5' 6 ird(rx^'
Kai r65' 011 cfUKpbv Kaxov | TO JXT] el8e~vat. yap
ijdovTjv e"xe<- Ttvd | voaovpra' Kepdos 8' iv
KaKols dyvojcria. Apollod. Caryst. fr. 10
( i l l 284 K.) ol ydp drvxovvres TOV XP^VOV

KepSaLvofJiev | birbaov av dyvoQ/J.ev "fyrvxv
Kbres. This comes from the Hecyra,
which was translated by Terence, and the
corresponding lines in his version are
286 f. nam nos omnes, quibus est alicunde
aliquis obiectus labos, \ omne quod est
interea temptis prius quam id rescitum est
lucro est. See also on fr. 583. 5. Ai. 554
TO fj.7] cppovelv yap Kapr' dv&Svvov icaicbv.
Eur . Bacch. 1259 ff. Or. 236 Kpeicrcrov'Se
TO 8oKelv, KSLV dXrjdeias airy.
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A.
B.
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oS', el vodos rts, yvrjcriois icrov crOevet.
yviqaiav e^et jairav TO

8 7 . 1 6'5', el scripsi: 6 5' el codd., 6 Si) vulgo | TOIS yv-rja-iois SM, TIS TOIS yv-qaiois
A : corr. Nauck | adevoi A 2 yvrjaiav S tob . : TT\V Icr-qv Clem.

8 7 Stob. flor. 77. 9 (iv p. 614, 11
Hense) So^o/cX ŝ 'AXedSais (-5es A, om. S).
'6 5'...(pticnv.' The second v. is quoted
by Clem. Alex, strom. 6 p. 741 2o<£o-
icXe'ovs 8e e£ 'AXevdSwv lairav rb b

] ) x p

The spirit of the second line (' 'Tis only
noble to be good') is after the manner of
Euripides : El. 384 rrj 8' b/juXla (UpoTovs \
Kpivetre teal TOLS tfdeaiv TOVS evyeveis.
fr. 336 6 fxev yap £<rd\bs evyevijs e'/j.oiy'
avr]p. fr. 53 OVK <:<TTIV iv KaKoicnv ev-
ye"veia, \ Trap1 dyadolai 5' avdpQv. Simi-
larly with special reference to the stigma
of bastardy: Andr. 638 vbdoi re iroWoi
yprj&Lwv afielvoves. fr. 141 TQV yvyariwi/
yap ovdev ovres ivdeets (sc. vbdoi) \ vbfjup
voaovGip. fr. 168 6vb/j.aTi. fie/unrrbv TO
vbdov, i] (pvais 5' for], fr. 377 ^dnqv be
dvrjToi TOVS vb6ovs <pe6yov<T' S.pa \ TratSas
(pvreveiv • 8s yap av xpvffT^ <fitiy, | ov roii-
VO/J.' avTOv TTf]v <f>vai.v diacpdepel.

1 f. Nauck was the first to recognize
that the verses should be divided between
two speakers, but his suggestion that the

first line should be read as a question (ov
577 vbdos Tis...<r9e'vei; 'surely a mere bas-
tard is not the equal of the well-born?'
with ov 577 interrogative as in Track. 668,
Phil. 900) throws an unusual emphasis
on the indefinite pronoun. I have re-
verted to the reading of the MSS with
08' for 6 5' (see cr. n.): 'he, as no other
bastard ' Cf. Track. 8 6KVOV \ 6XyL<XTov
'iaX0Vi e ' T t s A/rwXts yw-q, O. C. 1664
ctAX' et r ts PporQv I dav/Aaarbs (sc. i^eire'fj.-
irero), and the well-known attracted ex-
amples At. 488, O. C. 734. See also
Kuehner-Gerth n 573, Headlam on
Aesch. Ag. 119. Campbell, who gives
the lines to a single speaker, renders:
' But he, though in one way base, yet
copes with the legitimate.' But the
translation as italicized is hard to justify.
R. Ellis, on the same assumption and
with a comma at adevoi, proposed 0118'
el for 6 5' el. But no satisfactory meaning
could be elicited from this, unless xPyl<XT0V

bore the sense of 8vcryeves. Blaydes con-
jectured [inter alia) rjv 8' rj vbdos TIS.

T<X
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7 / ' OLvO p (OTTO LOT LV €Vpi(TK€L

8 8 . 2 addis] Nauck coni. evdvs

8 8 The whole passage is quoted by
Stob. flor. 91. 27 (iv p. 740, 17 Hense)
from 2o0o\'X^oi's 'AXedScu. Vv. 6—10
appear in Plut. de and. poet. 4 p. 21 B
as from Sophocles. V. 1 was a well-
known tag: see Menander monost. 500,
and Stob./^r. 94. 8 (iv p. 770, 10 Hense),
where it is attributed to Sophocles with-
out the name of the play. Plut. de am.
prol. 5 p. 497 B attributes it to Euripides,
but, as he follows with 8{>vafilv re ir\ei<TTT)v
TQIV iv avdpuirois ^x€LV (Phoen. 440), it is

clear that he intended to quote Phoen.
439. Nauck refers to Plaut. Stick. 522
res amicos invenit. It is thought that
this passage is referred to by Dio Chrys.
7. 102 in the words TOIS VTTO ~Zo<poK\iovs
els rbv TTXOVTOV elpvfiivots.

1 evpCo-xei. O. Hense suggested that
this was a gloss, which had taken the
place of an original aXtpavei, comparing
Hesych. 1 p. 134 etc. But there is no
reason for disturbing the text : cf. EL
1061.
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TvpavviSos OoLKOvcriv ayylcmqv iSpav.
eireira o ovoet? e^upos ovre tpverai
77/30? •%PVfJLa@y °^ T€ 4>vvT€*> apvovvTai
Sewos yap epiretv 7T\OVTO<; Is re Ta/3ara
KCU TT^O? fiifiyfka, ^onroOev irevrjs dvrjp

3 daKovaiv Salmasius : T ayovcriv A, aKovaiv SM | dyx'wTqv SM: aiffx^T-qv A,
TJSLO-TTJV B, iax"-TVv M. Schmidt 4 sq. del. Hense 6 Seivbs Plut.: £eVo?
SM, yevos A \ e's re Gesner: ^crrat Stobaei codd., irpbs re Plut. | ret/Sara ( / ctjSara
codd. Plut.)] TO. jSard Stobaei codd. 7 ptprjXa Vater: rd jSard Stob. Plut.

3 See cr. n. Other conjectures which
have less probability are Tayovcnv Bothe,
6dKT)<nv Fr. Vater and Meineke, 0d/cotcrtj>
Ellendt, deolaiv Weil and Wecklein. The
reading of B looks like a bad conjecture,
but is adopted by Dindorf (and Blaydes,
who compares 0. T. 541). For the con-
fusion of atcrx'o'Tos and eaxaros s e e Cobet,
Var. Led. p. 144, where he corrects
Lucian Pise. 27. In support of eaxdr^v
J. refers to fr. 907 tfdr) yap eSpa Zei)s
ev eax^rV ^e^v (n-)- Cobet, Coll. Crit.
p. 188, perhaps rightly, prefers dyx^Trjp,
thinking that rich men whose influence
is greatest with monarchs are said TT)S
virepTdT7]S TvpavvLSos OaKelv dyx^Trjv
Zdpap. Mekler conj. ixaKapi.aTT)v and
Wecklein apx^K-qv. Gaisford approved
£x8'L<TT'r)v1 another word sometimes con-
fused with alaxi-CT7]p.

4 f. are considered by O. Hense to be
an intrusion, and Nauck agrees.—^ireiTa
8', in the next place, distinguishes from
the general advantages bestowed by
wealth the particular fact that no one
seeks to oppose its influence. ' Not only
does no one become the foe of the rich
man, but even his former enemies dis-
semble their hatred.' Meineke's o'i T'
e"xoPT€s is wide of the mark.—<f>v€Tai,
denoting ' it is no one's nature to be '
(cf. Tr. fr. adesp. 543 OVK kv yvpai^l
0i5eTat TrtcrTTj x ĵO's), corresponds to (pvvTes
—those in whom the condition is realized.
For the strong aor. in this sense (which
L. and S. wrongly say is rare) see Ant.
7 2 1 <pvvai TOP &p8pa irdvT^ eTri<TTri/j.ris
TTX^WP ('prove to be') , O. C. 1444 TavTa
5' ev Tip 8ai/j.ovi | /cat Trjde (pvvai. xaT^Pa

('to be realized"), and many other in-
stances in Sophocles. For re co-ordinated
with otire see Jebb on O. C. 1397 f., and
Eur. Hel. 156, Hclid. 454, Phoen. 891.

7 f. See cr. n. Other conjectures are
7e TO. jSard Blomfield (rd /Sard 76 Blaydes),
TO. j3d(nfji,a Nauck , /cat TdirpbaiKTa Camp-

bell, ret jScud Schwartz, r& \evpd Hense.
For the. word J3£{3TJ\OS see on fr. 570.
There can be no reasonable doubt that
T& /3ctrd was a gloss on ^^y]\a: see schol.
on O. C. 10 (SejBrjXoLs'] parois, Suid. s.v.
jSe^TjAos TOTTOS: 6 /3aros ira<n KCLI dteddapros.
Etym. M. s.v. (S ĵSryXos: 6 /AT) lepbs rbiros
dicddapTos Kal /3aros. Bekk. anecd. p . 323,
13 d(3el3r)\a rd a/3ara xw?'10'- Schol.
Aesch. Suppl. 518 fi£f3rj\ov aXaos] TO
7racrt j3aTov /cat /J.T) Upbv. We might
equally well have found rd /Sdcrt/ia, an-
other scholiastic word, which Nauck
actually wished to put in the text.
Madvig [Adv. Crit. p. 614) depraved
it still further by proposing x^Trot 0Aer
Trivrjs 5' dv-qp. It will be observed that
the addition of ^e^Xa is redundant to the
sense, and serves merely to round off the
expression. The Greek love of antithesis
was sometimes indulged at the expense of
logic : El. 305 TCLS ovcras re /JLOI \ Kal TOLS
diroticras eXirLdas dUcpdopev, Ant. 1109 IV
IT' bwdoves, \ o'l r ' OVTZS o'i T dwovTes. See
also my note on Eur. Hclid. 182 (with
which passage Andoc. 4. 7 should be
compared), and add Alcman fr. 23, 44
e/Ae 5' oO'r' eiraivfy j oiJTe [iwfj.7)<xdai. viv
d KXevvd x°paybs \ 0118' d/xws efj. J . quotes
Tr . fr. adesp. 436 SovXe, deairoT&v &KOVC
Kal diKaia KadiKa, and 437. The subject
is treated exhaustively by E. Kemmer,
die polare Ausdrucksweise, 1903.

\«iro0€v KT€. The general sense is:
' And to such places where the poor man
could not even obtain access so as to
realize his desires.' The rich man alone
has the entree to influential quarters. We
may illustrate by 0. T. 597 f., where
Creon parades the value of his influence
with Oedipus : vvv 01 <redev XPV^0VTes

eKKaXovai fie- \ rb yap TVX^V avToun
irdv ivTavd' ivi. Either ov8* or p.f)&
would serve, and J. preferred the generic
fir}8\ quoting Track. 800 ivTavd' b'wov
/me fxi\ rtj 6^erat ^poruv ; but it seems
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ovS' ivTV)((t)V hvvaiT av <bv ipd yj
ACCU yap SvcretSe? crcofJLa KCILI SVO-COVV/JLOV

yXaxrcrr) cro(J)6v TiOrjcriv evfJLop<f>6v r loeiv. 10
fiova) Se yjxipeiv KOLV vocrwv ^vvovcrta
irdpeariv avrco KCXTTLKpvirTecr6'at /ca/ca.

8 olid' ivrvx^v Plut. : /AT}8' evrvx^v (—wv A) Stobaei codd. 9 dvaeides /cat aw/ma
Kal A I Svcnhvvfxov: v. comm. 11 x.av vba&v ^vvovcrlq Meineke : /cat vocrelv i^ovaia
codd. 12 KaTnKpvirTtadai Blaydes: KdirLKptyaadai SM, KdiriKpytyeadai A, KOLITO-
tcpviTTeaffcu Nauck

more likely that oi>34 would be supplanted
by fj.7)8£ than vice versa: see Cobet, Var.
Led. pp. 47, 315.—€VTUXWV is used in the
special sense of interviewing, obtaining
an audience: cf. Dem. 19. 175 avrbs 8£
Idta vavra TOV xpt>vov tvrvyxdvwv ou5'
OTiovv eiravaaro <£>t\t7r7ru>. This sense
became very common in later Greek:
hence &>Teu£ts, £VT€VKTIK6S, dvaivrevKTOS,
and even ^vTev^idtov (a petition).—The
careless repetition of rvxetv after ivrvx^v
is excused by the meaning of the latter :
Eur. Hel. 674 (n.). Meineke's oi)5' ev-
(TTOXUV is unnecessary.—The negative
qualifies both the participle and the
main verb, as in Aesch. Ag. 302 8 5'
OUTL fxiXXcjv ou5' acppacyixbvws \JTTVU> | VLKUS-

/xevos irapriKev dyyeXov //.^pos: s e e n . on
Eur. Hclid. 813.—The explanation re-
commended above is confirmed by the
emphasis which falls more strongly upon
oi)5' evTvx&v than upon TVX^V. J., how-
ever, joins rvxeiv to deivbs, interpreting:
' And knows how to obtain the objects of
its desire in quarters from which the poor
man could not obtain those objects, even
if they came in his way.' In other words,
' Wealth wins its way to places which are
wholly inaccessible to poverty. But even
in quarters to which poverty may chance
to have access, wealth succeeds where the
other fails.' Tucker proposed firjd' £v 7'
inrvcf quoting Solon ap. Arist. Ath. pol.
12 (p. 48 S.), but the change is unneces-
sary. So also is Wecklein's assumption
that after bvvair' &v something like evpl-
GKfiv irbpov, I iKewos alh oldeu is needed.
Headlam (C. ft. xv 99 n.) favoured
evTvx&v, and so Blaydes (see cr. n.).—
For <3v ep<£ TV\€IV see on fr. 356.

9 f. Kal "yelp 8w€i8is /ere. Observe
that /cat ('even') qualifies the following
adjectives, although in such cases it is
more usual for yap to be postponed (/cat
5i'(ret5£s ydp). Cf. Track. 92 /cat yap
ixTT^ptf} T6 7 ' e5 I wp&(r<Teip...K^p8os e/x7roA$,
with Jebb's note. See also Kuehner-

Gerth II 338.—8u<rwvvfj,ov in this con-
text has given rise to much suspicion :
thus Meineke boldly substituted yrjpas
veov for •yXcoo-o-rj <ro<|>6v, coll. Eur. fr. 575 ;
Wecklein changed yXwaar) to yvw^-qv,
with dv<rei§ij for 5i><m5 ŝ; Blaydes read
K&vhpa dverropLov for /cat 8V<TU)VV/J.OV ; J .
proposed /cat dtiadpovv crr6/ia, comparing
Pind. P. 4. 63 dvadpbov (pwvas (' slow
speech'—of Bdrros, the stammerer). But
I am not convinced that 8v<ru)vvp.ov is un-
intelligible, though it cannot mean, as
Brunck suggested, prave loquentem. The
description exactly fits the personality
of Thersites, whom Sophocles may have
had in mind: he too was ' hated for his
tongue,' cf. Horn. B 222 TO; 5' ap' 'A%atot
kKiraykwi Koreovro vefieacnjd^v T ivl 6V/JL<^.
On this view, yXwaarj should be connected
with dvadbi'Vfjt.ov, which is an epic word
and is employed in the epic sense: T 571
7/'5e drj 1703s elert dvadbw/jLos r\ p? 'OSvarjos
OLKOV d7rocrxT7tret—' that accursed day is at
hand ' Note the chiasmus, by which
ev/j.op<pov relates to dvaeid^s, and aocpbv to
dvauvv/xop.

11 f. KOLV vocrwv {jvvovo-ia. See cr. n.
There are several other conjectures (KOV
voaeiv Ellendt, acpaipeiv Kal vb<xwv ^vvov-
aias O. Hense, afxavpovv /cat vbawv ^vuov-
aiav Holzner, Kavoaeiv i^ovala Bergk, dvo-
aLwv or Kavbfxwv i^ovaia F. W. Schmidt,
iav vbaovs e^ovaia Enger, /cat VOCTOVVT'
e^ovaia Papabasileios), but none so satis-
factory as Meineke's, which J. and H.
accepted. H. points out that the Greeks
did not say ei;ov<rla irdpeari but merely
irdpeaTi or ^ecrrt, or i^ovaia (iarl): there-
fore €^ov<rta cannot stand. Moreover, the
sense requires not xa^PeLV KCLL voceiv but
Xaipeiv Kal voaovvn, or, in a synonymous
phrase, Kal vbacp £vvbvri : O. T. 303 ot'a
vbai$ <XVV€<XTLV, Ai. 338 rots TrdXat vocri}-
fxaai £vvov<n, Eur. fr. 1079 Tavrrj rrj vbaq
^vvwv, Phil. 520 Srav 8£ TrXriadrjs TTJS
vocrov ̂ wovala. Wealth can be happy
in spite of sickness because it can afford
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to pay physicians for a cure: Eur. El. 427
(TKOTTQ TO. •xPVIxaP ws ex e t M^ya adevos,
£evois re Sowctt crQ/j-d T is vbaovs treabv
bairdvaicn crQaai. So in a Comparison of
Wealth and Virtue (Stob. y?0/-. 91. 33)
Weal th e<re[AvvveTo xpetas di'dp&irwv hop-
8ovv,...trpeireiv jxev elprjvr], TroXe/j.ois 5e
TrapexeLvi OepaireveLV 5' e/c vbawv...vbcroi
5' ev dvdp&irois eialu, i(p? a iravra Set
X/nj/zdrwp•.—Wecklein's change of xa'LPeLV

to x^'ieLV i s unnecessary.
For the general sense H . quoted Me-

nand. fr. 90 ( i n 28 K.) TTXOVTOS 8£ iroXXwv
eTTLK&Xvfifi' iaTLv KCIKWV, and fr. 485 ( i l l
140 K.) TOVTO jxbvov iTTMTKOTei I /cat dvcr-
yevelq. /cat rpoirov Trovqpia, | /cat Tvdaiv oh
k &vdpwiros KCLKOIS, | TO iroXka /ce-

• TO, 5' a \ V eXeyx^Tai.

He also urged, as against Nauck's
reading, that iiriKp^TrTea-dai rather than
aTroKp'uTrTe<rdai is the vox propria in the
sense of to cloak: but the inference is by
no means certain. Cf. Eur. fr. 416 (Stob.

Jlor. 4. 9) rep dpa<rei ras (Tv/u.<f>opas j faTovtr'
d/xavpovv KairucptiiTTeo-dai (T r ine , K&TOK.
M A , Nauck) Kcu<d. fr. 553 eKixaprvpetv
yap avbpa rds avrov TVX&S \ els 7rdvras
dfiades, TO 5' iTriKptiirTeaOai. o~o<f>bv. In
fr. 460. 1 XPV 7re/3i(rreZ\at /caXws | KpinrTovra
Kal fir] Tra<n KTjpvaaeiv rdde, the simple verb
is found. Bruno Keil {Herm. xxui 379)
adduced Isocr. 1. 42 in support of Nauck's
reading. For the moral precept which
enjoined the concealment of misfortune
see on frs. 83, 653.

- 8? , , ,
8e r t? Kepovcrcr' air opOioiv Trdryaiv

apacra
CTTopdvyyas elpcf)' eKr)X.os

8 9 Aelian nat. an. 7. 39 6'crot Xeyovcn drjXeia
drfkvv e'Xacpov /cepara ov <f>vei.v, OVK al8ovv-
ra t TOVS TOV e'vavTiov /xdpTvpas, Zo0o/cX^a
fiev einbvTa ' vojads..JXa<pos' /cat xaXti'
' apa<Ta...€K7jXos.' /cat Taura /xez/ 6 TOO
1*o<piXXov iv TOLS 'AXedSatj. V. 1 is
partly quoted by Etym. Gud. p. 317,
12 {Etym. Paris, p. 1444 E) and Zon.
/(?x. s.v. Kepbecs p . 1186 Kepovaaa, olov
' P6/«>S 5^ rt KepovaaK <'ILpw8iavbs> Trepl
irad&v, and referred to by Pollux 5. 76
TQV 8k eXd<pcov d/ce/>wy fxev i] drjXeia, 6

5^ cLpprjv Kepco<pbpos, /cat XPV(T^K€PW^ °
virb "ELpaKheovs aXovs. Kal 'AvaKpewv
(fr. 51) fxtv acpoXXeTai Kepbeacrav §Xa<pov
TrpocreiiTLov, Kal ~Eo(pOKX7Js Kepovcuav TT)V
TrfKe(pov Tpocpbv. V. 3 is referred to by
Pollux 2. 72 irapd Se 2,ocp~oKXe? Kal fj.vi;ai
ol /xvKTTjpes KeKXyvTat.

1 Aelian continues his evidence from
the poets by citing Eur. fr. 857, fr. 740,
Pind. Ol. 3. 29, Anacreon fr. 51 dyavQs
old re vefipbv veodrjXea \ yaXadr)vbv, os r '
iv vXr] Kepotcrcrris \ viroXeupdels inrb ixrjTpbs
i-rrTorjdT). Add Simonid. fr. 30 QdvaTov
Kepoicraa evpe/xev fiaTevuv eXd0y, Eur.
Her. 375 Tav xpvcroKdpavov 8bpKa. The
zoologists and grammarians were eager
to point out the blunder: Arist. h. a. 4.
11. 53813 18, poet. 25. i46ob 31 fkaTTov
yap {sc. a/xdpT-qfjua) d /JLTJ rjSei 6Vt ZXacpos

l K€pa<T(f)6pov<;

j pTa OVK %X€L V e ' d/jnfir)TOis
£ypa\j/ev, schol. Pind. Ol. 3. 52 e?rt-
fieXws ot TronjTal TT]V drjXeiav e\a<pov
KepaTa ^xo u c r a z / eladyovaiv, Kaddwep Kal
TTJP drjXdfovcrav TOV Tr)Xe(pov ypd<povai
Kal ivXdTTovo-L. The mistake is generally
accounted for by the consideration that
legend loves the miraculous, and is not
content to follow the prosaic limits of
science^ but Ridgeway in Early Age
of Greece, I p. 360 ff., holds that the
story of Heracles reflects a knowledge of
the existence of the reindeer in northern
Europe. In that case we must suppose
other miraculous does were given antlers
on the analogy of this famous quest.—
vofids: roaming. See Jebb on 0. T.
1350.—opfluov TTCIYCOV. Dindorf quotes
Ai2t. 985 opdbirodos virep Trdyov.

2 Wagner suggested as a supplement
TT]X4(J)OV veov Tpocpbs.

3 \Lv%a.s = /j.vKTT)pas. Cf. Phot. lex.
p. 280, 3 fxv^av avTOv TOV /JLVKTTJpa /ca-
Xovcnv, ovxl TO vypbv • OVTWS 'KpurTO<f>dvqs
(fr. 820, I 580 K.). Similarly Hesych.
in p. 128.—Meineke, who would have
preferred /uLv%wTrjpe but for the evidence
of Pollux, fills up the gap by reading
fx^as <ii\f/i>. Blaydes supplied devpo.
—K€pao"4>6povs: observe the transference
of the epithet, and see n. on fr. i t .
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go

9 O Hesych. n p . 244 4<pv/Li.veis' eiradeis. fected. It is probable that the verb was
2o<poK\i}s 'AAedScuy. used here with the same simple sense as

4<J>v(iV6iv is to chant overt and both it in Aesch. Eum. 903 T'L odv fi' dvwyas T^5'
and eirq.8etv may be construed with ace. icpvfivTJacu x^ov^
of the theme and dat. of the person af-

91

fypoveiv

91 Erotian gloss. Hippocr. p. 84. 2 Similar statements are made by Etym.
K<XTe<f>pbvee- Karevoet. (ppoveiv yap 'iXeyov M. p . 800, 43 (ppoveiv o-qixalvei /cat TO
ol iraAatot rb voeiv, <hs /cal UtipnrLdris kv voelv and Hesych. IV p. 259. There are
'AvTidirri (fr. 205) <pd(TK€i' '<ppovw 5' 5 several such passages in Sophocles: Track.
Trdcrxw" KOX T65 ' OV fUKpov KO.K6V.' /Z^UPTJ- I 145 <ppot>Q §77 £iyz0opas IV ecTa/xep, id.
rat /cat 2o0o/cX^j iv 'AXedSats (d%atd5t 289 (j>pbvet viv Cos ij^ovTa, Ant. 49, 996,
codd.: corr. Schleusner) /cat kv 'A/x0ta- O.C. 872, and others. The examples are
pdip (fr. 119). not well arranged in Ellendt.

AAEEANAPOI

Fr. 93 confirms the view generally held that the story of the
play is to be found in Hygin. fab. 91, and is therefore similar
to that of the Alexandros of Euripides, which was put on the
stage with the Troades in 415 B.C. When Hecuba was pregnant
with Paris, she dreamed that she gave birth to a flaming torch,
from which a number of snakes crawled forth. The diviners held
that the welfare of Troy depended on the destruction of the child
to be born. Consequently, when Alexandros was born, he
was sent away to be killed ; but his guards pitied him and were
content to expose him, with the result that he was discovered by
some shepherds, who reared him as their own son, and called
him by the name Paris. Paris grew to maturity among the
herds on Mt Ida, and made a special favourite of one of the
bulls. At length Priam determined to celebrate funeral games
in honour of his child long since lost, and sent some of his
servants to choose a bull as prize for the victor in one of the
contests. The bull of Paris was selected, and he was so much
distressed in consequence that he went down to the town,
entered for the contest, and defeated all his opponents, including
his own brothers. Deiphobus1, in anger at the success of a

1 Or Hector, according to Servius.
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clown, drew his sword upon him ; but Paris took refuge at the
altar of Zet>? epicetoq. Cassandra then declared that the new-
comer was her brother, and Priam recognised his son (by means
of certain crepundia1, according to Serv. on Verg. Aen. 5. 370),
and welcomed him to the palace. Of course there is nothing to
connect Sophocles with any particular details in the above
account; and we are not in a position to distinguish the treatment
of Euripides from that of Sophocles.

Robert (Bild und Lied, pp. 233—239) undertook to show
that the story concerning the dream of Hecuba and the exposure
of Paris, his rescue and ultimate restoration to his home, was
not, as Welcker believed (Ep. Cycl. II 90), contained in the
Cypria, but was the invention of the fifth century, and in all
probability of Sophocles in the Alexandros, in the composition of
which he was largely influenced by the Herodotean account of
the youth of Cyrus (1 108 ff.). He had an easy task in
demolishing the argument by which Welcker attempted to
establish the indispensability of the story to the narrative of the
Cypria, viz. that the circumstances of the judgment of Paris
presuppose his residence on Ida, and that this in its turn implies
his escape from exposure ; for his adoption of a pastoral life was
in no way inconsistent with his recognition as one of the princely
family of Priam. But there is a wide gap between the admission
that the origin of the story cannot be traced to the Cypria
and the conclusion that Sophocles was its author. Even if
Robert is correct in his inference from Tro. gig ff. and Androm.
293 ff. that in the latter passage Euripides followed an older and
simpler version, according to which Hecuba refused to surrender
Paris to death, notwithstanding the vaticinations of Cassandra—
a conclusion which is by no means certain—it helps very little
towards the result which Robert desired to establish. Moreover,
the discovery of the fragments of Pindar's Paeans has destroyed
the foundation of Robert's theory; for in 8. 27 ff. there is an
unmistakable allusion to Hecuba's dream. But, apart from this,
the onus of strictly proving their case lies on those who seek to
show that any tragic plot was invented by its author ; if even
Euripides, so far as we can tell, never dared to do anything
of the kind, we may be quite sure that Sophocles was far less
likely to make the experiment.

It will be observed that Hyginus states that Alexandros was
the name originally given to the child, and that Paris was

: The detail is suggestive of a tragic origin, and is referred by Ahrens to Euripides.
On the other hand, there seems to be no reason for tracing to Sophocles the state-
ment of Asclepiades [FHG 111 303) that the slave who exposed Paris was called
Archialos (Agelaus, according to Apollod. 3. 149).
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substituted by the shepherds. The exact opposite is asserted by
Eur. fr. 64: cf. Enn. trag. fr. 38, Ov. Her. 16. 358, and perhaps
Eur. LA. 1293 (Murray). Apollodorus (3. 150) says that the
shepherds who originally found him called him Paris, and that
his exploits subsequently earned for him the name of Alexandros.
Are we to infer that Hyginus followed Sophocles rather than
Euripides ?

92

ov yap TL decrfxa TOICTLV CLCTTITCUS vrpeVet

92 Steph. Byz. p. 139, 19 aarv...b
voXlrris CL<TT6S /cat darri, /cai dardv. dirb
rod darbs TO (XOTITTJS. 2O0O/C\^S 'AXe^dv-
5/>co 'ov ydp...irp£iiu' /cat (fr. 93) '[3oTr)pa

•••yy'']
ov yap TI is a favourite combination in

tragedy, with TL sometimes qualifying a
single word, sometimes the whole clause.
See on Eur. Hclid. 193, Phoen. 112.
Its exact force cannot be determined here:
cf. frs. 755, 856, At. 1343, O.T. 433, Ant.
450. Wecklein's view that the line is
interrogative is therefore improbable.—

The formation is analogous
to xwp'iT-qs (fr. 21), ai'XtTT/s (fr. 502), aK-
T'ITTJS (fr. 68). The history of these words
is obscure. According to Kretschmer in
KZ xxxi 343 the long L is original (7ro\t-
TTJS: TT6\L-S) and is retained under the in-
fluence of the accent. (Cf. irpecrfivTris:
Trpto-pij-s.) Then t passed to other stems.
Besides OTTXITTJS and bUT-qs other examples
are CLI/TITTIS, AU^TTJJ (Pausan. 8. 26. 1),
dcnrtStTTjs, dvTpiTrjS, TroLfiviTrjs, bpiTTjs, edpi-
TT]S, e<nrepiT7]s, ddi

93

f3oTr}pcL VLKOLV oivSpas dcrrtra?. TL yap ;

9 3 Quoted by Steph. Byz.: see on fr.
92.

The syntax is ambiguous, but the order
of the words makes the meaning abso-
lutely clear: the emphatic word is, as
usual, put first. 'A herdsman the winner
—against townsmen too!' Cf. Aesch.
Cho. 8 8 5 TOV frwvTO. KOLIVCLV TOVS Te6vr)i<bTas
\£yw. H. remarks that Tr. fr. adesp.
188 u> ZeO, ytvoiTO Karafiixke'iv Tbv avv
e/xt was quoted by grammarians as an
example of ambiguity; and adds that, if
Zeus really mistook the meaning, he must
have been very imperfectly acquainted
with Greek usage.—poTtjpa is Paris, who
was habitually called /SOIVTJS or J8OUAC6XOS :
see Headlam on Aesch. Ag. 718 ff. For
the story see the Introductory Note.—

avSpas da-T^Tas. The addition of avdpas
here is probably complimentary, although
it might be the reverse, emphasizing, as
it does, either praise or blame. It is
depreciatory in O.T. n 18 cos vo/xevs dv-qp,
and in Ant. 690 dud pi drj/xbTT]. See Neil
on Ar. Eq. 259, Starkie on Ar. Vesp. 269,
Ach. 168. Examples are collected by
Blaydes on Ar. Lys. 368.—TI "yap; when
used in a continuous speech, challenges
contradiction. 'What else?' 'What
then?' So in Aesch. Ag. 1134 ovdiv
TTOT' el /UT7 ̂ vvdavovfiivt)v. TL ydp; ib.
1238, Cho. 879. In answers it becomes
virtually a formula of assent: see e.g.
Plat. Theaet. 209 B. The words are
obviously appropriate to the circumstances
of Paris's victory in the dy&v.
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8'
94

dypcocrTrjv
9 4 Schol. A Horn. E 158 TO §e irapa.

So0o/cXe? iv 'A\ei;dvdpcp ' areixwv 5' dypw-
<TT7]V oxkov' irapwvvfAov. T h e same is found
in Eustath. / / . p. 533, 40, who omits 5' after
<rrdxuv and gives 'AXe^dvdpa for 'A\e£df-
5/>CJ. The word dypuar^s is introduced
as analogous to the Homeric x^pwo-nfc.

There is nothing to indicate that oxXov
is related to arelx^v as the goal of its
action: 'approaching the rustic crowd.'
But the construction is quite possible,
although less common than when the ace.
is a place-name: cf. O.T. 713 <hs avrbv
TJ^OC fj.oipa vpos 7rcu56s davelv. J e b b on
Phil. 141, fr. 314. 238, Eur. PJioen. 977
(n.), Hipp. 1371, Bacch. 848, Pind. Isth.
2. 48. There is in any case no need lo
alter the text {uTeixovr'' Nauck formerly,

5' F . W. Schmidt). Mekler

would complete the line with
fieyav or the like.

a/Ypwo-TTjs beside dypdrrjs and dypti-
TTJS, shows a non-essential <r which comes
by analogy from the verbal class. Weck-
lein (on Eur. Rhes. 287, Her. 377) wishes
to restore dypdbrrjs everywhere in tragedy,
and Murray adopts dyp&rais as better at-
tested in Rhes. 266- In Bacch. 564 dypth-
ras is read by all. There seems no reason
to doubt that both forms existed, but it is
difficult to choose between them when the
copies differ. Hesych. I p. 31 has dypw-
crrai' ipydrac, d-qpevTai, where the second
interpretation suggests a derivation from
dypuacru; and this is the meaning in
Apoll. Rhod. 4. 175. In tragedy however
the word always means 'countryman.'
See also on fr. 314, 33.

95

9 5 Phot. ed. Reitz. p 86, 9 d/iaXdeveiv
...rpe(p€LU. TIO<POK\T}S 'AXe^avdpci}. 'evdev
nod i] 'A/id\deia.

The existence of d/xaXdeveiv was previ-
ously known only from Hesych. 1 p. 137
djxaXdever TrXrjdvvei, irXovri^eL. 77 rpe<p€i.
Etyvi.M. p . 76, 38 dfxaXdevaei TrXridei avljei,.
The authority of the word is considerably
strengthened by the new evidence; and
there is no longer any probability in
Gruppe's suggestion (p. 3411) that it
was formed from the name Amalthea.
Rather we should suppose that the noun
and verb existed side by side, and that
the idea of abundance or plenty was per-
sonified or deified in the various forms
familiar to Greek legend. It should be
observed that the earliest allusions to
Amalthea (Pind. in schol. Horn. $ 194,
Pherecydes fr. 37, FHGI 82) represent her

as a nymph in whose possession was the
horn of plenty, and that the Cretan legend
of the goat Amalthea which suckled Zeus
is attested only by later writers. That is
to say, the name Amalthea appears at a
comparatively late date to have been
transferred to the nameless Al'£ ovpavia
(Zenob. 1. 26, 2. 48). Further, the fact
that Kepas d/naXdeias was an attribute
of various deities (Wernicke in Pauly-
Wissowa I 1721) indicates that Amalthea
was not a distinctively conceived perso-
nality. The etymology of Amalthea is
uncertain, and the suggestions which have
been put forward (collected by Gruppe,
p. 8249) are not satisfactory. But the
meaning points to a connexion with dfia-
Xos and d/maXy ( = 17 rpix&v ati!-ri<ris Etym.
M.).

96
SvcraiAo?

9 6 Hesych. I p . 542 SvaavXos' dvaati-

XMTTOS. ^ocpoKXrjs 'AXei^dvdpcp (dXe^av cod.).

schol.'s note is dv&xepy TOP iiravXicrfJi.bv
A e s c h . Ag. 5 6 0 . . .

ei Xtyoifu Kal Sv&avXlas. The reference is
^ . J L \ - ' ^ < - ' S 1 >\ - ° J \ iroiovvrwv. Aescn. Jig. 500 fioxvovs yap

XCVTOS.2O4>OK\VS AX^avdpyiaXeiav cod.). £ , ^ ^ 5mavXial T h e reference is
Cf. Ant-359 SvcravXcov jrayw 4vcu6peia ^ ^ s h e p n e r d s ' life on Mt Ida.

rai ovao/uppa (pevyeiv peA.?;, where the
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61

9 7 Steph. Byz. p. 289, 19"E0e0-os...rd
idviKov 'E0^<rioj. evpyjTai /ecu 'E0ecreia
5td 5I006Y7OIT OUTW 7a/) ei> 'AAê dyS/oy
2o0o/cA?7S.

The form 'E</>e<reios is also found occa-
sionally on inscriptions: see e.g. Hicks,
Manual 151, 10 dvayyeiXai. TOIS 'E0e-
creloLS, CIG II 2228 'Apr^/nidi 'E0ecre^,

id. 3345 'E^ecretos. Cf. Boairopeios in fr.
707.

But why did Stephanus record the
neut. plural, if it was used merely as an
adjective? Did Sophocles by an ana-
chronism refer to the Pan-Ionic festival
of the Ephesia (Thuc. 3. 104)? An allu-
sion to the magic letters is unlikely.

98

OrjXdcrTp ta

9 8 Hesych. II p. 314 dr/XdcrTpia- rpo-
<f>6s. £<JTL bk yla.Kbv. So^o/cX^s 'AXe^dv-
5p(i>.

(hl\a<rTpia. For the formation of these
feminine nomina agentis see Brugmann,
Comp. Gr. 11 p. 336 E. tr. dTjXdarpia is
formed from dr]\a^w, and may be com-
pared with evvrjrpia (beside evwr)Teipa for
evv7)T€p-ia) and avXrjrpia. The word is
quoted from the comic poets, and is
certainly not exclusively Ionic in usage.
It appears however that in the KOLVTJ the
verb drjXdfa came to mean to suck,
although in classical Greek it was regularly

applied to the mother. This fact is
noticed in Suidas and Photius, for whose
readers the ancient usage required ex-
planation. Hence Photius (p. 90, 24)
explains drjXdaTpLav by ^v d-rfkaaerai
TLS from the point of view of his own age,
and his gloss on drjXdfriv sufficiently
accounts for Hesychius calling 6rj\daTpLa
an Ionism: rb rpecpeiv raj yaXaKTi oi
dpxcuoi iravrer OVTCOS /xaXiara ofluves.

Ahrens suggested that the word was
an epithet of the she-bear which suckled
Paris.

99

9 9 Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 108, 31
fxaievrpiap' dvrl TOV [xaiav. 2o0o\'\^s
'AXei-djsdpy.

The meaning is that Soph, used pLatev-
rpiav &s = nurse, although Photius {lex.

iav

p. 241, 9) shows that the Attic use of
/zcua for a midzvife was well known to
the grammarians. For the formation see
on fr. 98.

IOO

1OO Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 107, 25
p.v€iav TT]U ixvf}jXT)v. HcxpoKXrjs ^AXe^dv-
dp(f. The same gloss is assigned to
Sophocles by Phot. lex. p. 272, 17 and
Suid. s.v., but without the name of a
play.

The word is by no means uncommon,
and there is no ground for Nauck's
suggestion that 'AXe^avSpw is a corruption
for 'HXticrpq,, i.e. with a reference to El.
392 filov 5^ TOV irapbvTos ov /xvelav £%eis.
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The title is only quoted by Stobaeus (floril.)y and by him
always as 'AXetr?;?. A tragedy with the title 'AX^TT;? is attributed
to Lycophron by Suidas s.v.

It is generally agreed that the title-role belongs to Aletes,
the son of Aegisthus and Clytaemnestra, and that Welcker
(p. 215) was right in finding the substance of the plot in Hygin.
fab. 122. The story there related is as follows. Electra received
a false message that Orestes and Pylades had been sacrificed to
Artemis atTauri. Aletes, the son of Aegisthus, on learning that no
survivor of the race of the Atridae was left, usurped the sovereignty
at Mycenae. Electra set out to Delphi to enquire of the
oracle concerning her brother's death. On the same day that
she reached her destination, Iphigenia and Orestes also happened
to arrive ; and the same messenger who had brought the news
about Orestes pointed out Iphigenia as his murderess. Hearing
this, Electra snatched a blazing brand from the altar, and in her
ignorance would have blinded Iphigenia, but for the timely inter-
ference of Orestes. A recognition followed, and they returned
together to Mycenae. Here Orestes killed Aletes, and would
also have slain his sister Erigone, had not Artemis carried her
away and made her a priestess in Attica. Orestes then married
Hermione, and Pylades Electra.

Welcker conjectured that fr. 646 belongs here, thinking that
Tyndareus appeared as the guardian of Aletes, and held that frs.
104, 105 are part of a dialogue between Aletes and Orestes.

Ribbeck {Rom. Trag. p. 469) finds the same plot in the
Agamemnonidae of Accius. Whereas Welcker saw in Hyginus
sufficient material for two tragedies, Ribbeck preserved the unity
of place by supposing that Aletes and Erigone went to Delphi
in furtherance of a plot against Orestes and Iphigenia. Com-
paring frs. 101—103 with Agamemnonidae fr. II he thinks that
Aletes was represented as a hypocritical and specious talker.
Fr. 107 suits the circumstances of Agamemnon's and Aegisthus'
children.

For the proposed identification with the Erigone see p. 173.
Hense has recently revived a suggestion originally made by
Bergk that the Aletes was a late play. He is thus able to account
for the Euripidean tone of fr. 107. He points out that ek
€\€<y%ov ievaL (fr. 105) is used by Sophocles only in \h& P hiloctetes
and Oedipus Coloneus, and that fr. 104 echoes O.C. 75.
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)(r) yoip evvovs KGLL <f>povovcra TOVVSLKOV

Kpeiorcrcov cro<f)UjTov TTOLVTOS icrrtv evperls.

1 0 1 . 2 KpeiTTOv A I evper-qs M

1O1 Stob. flor. 3. 8 (in p. 194, 1
Hense) 2O</>OKX-?7S 'AXeirrj. ' \f/vxv• • • evpe-
rls.' The extract is not in S.

'A loving heart and an honest purpose
will learn the truth sooner than any adept.'
Ellendt thinks that iravros is neuter and
dependent on evperis; but the meaning is
the same in either case, and it seems
unnatural to sever ao<f>i.arod -wavrbs. The
rhythm is the same as in El. 76.—<ro<|>i.<r-
Tijs has no exact English equivalent.
The gloss 7ras rexvlTTis (Phot. lex. p. 528,
25) gives the best general interpretation;
but the remark of the same lexicographer
rb bk iraXaibv cro0icrr7js 6 <ro<pbs e/caXetro,
which L. and S. have adopted without
sufficient restriction, must be understood
to apply to trained intellect as distin-
guished from natural ability. At an early
stage of civilization the attainment of a
high degree of such general culture as the
times admit wears the aspect of a special-
ized branch of learning: it is from this

point of view that Thales and the rest
{avveroi rives ical vo/AoderiKoi Diog. L. 1.
40) were called ao<pc<TTaL (Hdt. 1. 29)—
'Wise Men' rather than 'wise men.'
With the present passage cf. Eur. fr. 905
/JLMTW aCHpLGTrjV, OCTTIS Ol>X <X,VT^ aO(f>OS.

The thought that character is more
effective than wisdom may be illustrated
by Menand. fr. 472, 7 III 135 K. rpbiros
'tatf 6 ireldwv rod Xeyovros, ov X670S. Cf.
Plut. Phoc. 5: Demosthenes called Phocion
the KOTTLS of his speeches. dXXd TOVTO jxev
i'crws irpbs TO ridos OLVOLCTT^OV ' direl icai pij/xa
Kal vevfj.a fibvov avdpos ayadov fivpiois
€udvfxr]fJ.acrL Kal -rrepiddois CLvrlppoirov ^%et
iricrTiv, Demosth. 10, Stob. flor. 37. 34.
It may be added that the parliamentary
influence ascribed to the late Duke of
Devonshire was of a similar character.

€vp€Tis. The accentuation is disputed :
see Chandler, § 38, who decides in favour
of evpiris because of the ace. evpertv in
Diod. r. 25.

1 0 2

Xoyco Se TTOXXOL 7rpocr/ceircu aocf)d.

1O2 5^ TroWa SM : /cat 7roXXa A

1O2 Stob. flor. 35. 4 (in p. 688, 8
Hense) 2o0o\-X^j 'AXetrr] (so MA. S
omits the name of the play). '^pax«...
<ro<p&.'

Cf. Eur. fr. 28 ao<pov wpos avSpds 6'crrts
iv /3/saxeI | iroWods vaXcos olds re awrifx-
veiv \6yovt, and Polonius' ' Since brevity
is the soul of wit: {Haml. ii. 2. 90).

iroWd...(ro<j>d, as TTOXKCL K<X\& (fr. 81),
iroXXa cro#ct (Eur. Suppl. 903, Tr. fr. adesp.
509). But 7roXXa...xpt)GTa 6' occurs in
Phil. 583, where see Jebb.—irpoarKeiTcu
is sometimes merely a synonym of irpba-
e<TTL, [>L-/o//gs to; and so is applied to

permanent qualities. The nearest parallel
in Soph, is Ant. 1243 TT\V d^ovXiav | 8<ru)
jxiyurrov avdpl irpbaKeiroLi, KCLKOV. Cf. Eur.
Hipp. 970 rb 5' apcrev avrovs dxpeXe?
TrpoaKelfievov, Rhes. 266 r> TT6XX' dypwrais
<TKaia irpdaKeirai (f>pevi, id. 107 tiXXcp 5'
&XXo 7r/)6(J"/cetrat ytpas, \ ere fxeu /ttdxec^at,
roi>y 5£ j3ovXeveu> /caXws. This usage is
not noticed in L. and S. (H.)

In MHanges Gr. Rom. vi 150 Nauck
proposed /3pax« Se [xvdo:, but the post-
ponement of 5^ is normal (Eur. He lid.
39 »•)•
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dvrjp ydp OCTTIS rjherai Xeyaiv dei,
keXrjOev avTov TOIS ^vvovcriv &V S

1O3. 1 yap SM: 5' A | \eyeiv S

103 Stob. flor. 36. 16 (in p. 694, 6
Hense) So0o/cX^s 'AXelr-g, k avr\p.. .fiapvs ?

1 See cr. n. Although Se is constantly
corrupted to yap, the converse case rarely
occurs: see Porson on Eur. Med. 1083
(1087). , , „

2 \€\T]0€V avTov...cov. In this idiom
the partic. is always nom., never ace.:
contrast tvvoiba i/jLavrip, after which either
the nom. or dat. participle is legitimate,

and see Kuehner-Gerth 11 50.—|3apvs,
tiresome. So Eur. Suppl. 894 ovd'
i^epi<TT7)s TQIV Xbywv, oQev (Bapvs | fxaXiar'
av e'irj BTJ/JLOTTJS re /cat %£vos, Plat. Theaet.
210 C eav re Kerbs 17s, TJTTOV gcrei j3api>s
TOIS crvpovai /cat i]fiep&repos.

H. rendered:—'The man that will be
talking still forgets | That he is tedious to
his company.'

IO4

ctAV etirep el yevvalos, atq auros Xeyet?,
crr^xaiv brov T el ^o)7r60€v TO yap /ca
7T€(f)VK6s ovSet? av ixidveiev Xoyo?.

1 0 4 . 2 el birbdev SMA, el %' oiirbdev B, et /cat irbdev Gesner

1 0 4 Stob. flor. 88. 11 (iv p. 722, 1
Hense) 2o</>o/cX̂ s 'AXeirrj. 'dAX'...X6-
70s.'

' If you really are noble, as you say,
declare your parentage and your home:
for good birth will not be shamed in the
telling.' There can be no reason for a
noble to conceal his identity,—rather the
contrary: cf. Arist. fr. 91 Rose evyevelas
/j.ev ovv (f>7)(rlv (sc. Lycophron) &<paves TO
K&WOS, ev \by(f 8e TO <refjivbv. T h e
meaning is quite simple, and there is no
need for R. Enger's conjecture \byif in
v. 3, still less for Wagner's \pbyos or
Holzner's irbr/jios. The fragment is sup-
posed to come from a dialogue between
Aletes and Orestes: see Introductory
Note.

1 ei'irep. The force of this conjunction
has been exhaustively examined by E. S.

Thompson on Plato Meno, p. 258 ff.
He shows that si niodo (fr. 86 n.) is the
principal, but not the only meaning, and
that there are many instances in which
(as here) e'iirep assumes the truth of the
supposition it introduces. For the present
passage cf. Ai. 547 e'iirep diKaicos e'er' e/xbs
ra irarpddev, Plat . Lach. 197 C (fyqid yap
(re elvai o~o<pbv, /cat Ad/maxov ye, elirep tare
apdpeioi. Ellendt erroneously gives siqui-
dem as the equivalent of e'erep everywhere
in Sophocles; but the examples readily
refute him.

2 f. OTOU T & yjairoQev. the usual
questions put to a stranger after Horn, a
170. Cf. Phil. 56, Eur. # ^ 8 3 , Phoen.
123, El. 779, Ion 258.—KaX«s IT€<{>VK6S:
cf. El. 989 ^r/v alaxpov atVx/ws TOIS /caXws
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aXX* ag'icos 7jXey$as ovS' r)fjilv
yivos yap els iXey^ov i£ubv KaXbv
evKiXeiav av KTijaaLTO (JLOLXXOV T) xfjoyov.

1O5. 1 ijXey^as Bergk: £Xe£as codd. | ovd' ij/uuv Hartung: ovde (ovdev A)
SMA, oi8' i/xol Porson, ov8e /xr)v Brunck, ou5' dyav Blaydes

1O5 Stob. flor. 89. 8 (iv p. 728, 1
Hense) 2O0OKX 77s 'AXet'rTj. ' dXX'...\p6yov.'

It has been often remarked that these
verses appear to be a reply to the previous
fragment. This consideration recom-
mends the substitution of ?̂ Xe7£as for
£Xe£asinv. 1 ('thy questions are justified'):
the change is a small one, and the im-
provement substantial. The correction,
which occurred to me independently, was
made long ago by Bergk, but has been
neglected by recent critics.—Hartung is
entitled to the credit of ovd' TJ/JLIV (see cr. n.),
which was independently suggested by
Nauck. Tucker proposed oi)5<̂  4/xiriKpQv,
but this is less good, apart from the
novelty of the form.

2 «ts ^X«7xov e£i6v, 'when it comes
to meet the test' : Eur. Ale. 640 £5ei£as
els iXeyxov i^eXdwv 8s el, Plat. Phaedr.
278 C els tXeyxov Iwv irepi wv e"ypa\{/e. So
in Eur. Hipp. 1310 els ZXeyxov ireaeiv is
' to be discovered.' But the phrase may
equally well signify, ' coming to apply the

test,' as in Phil. 98 vvv 5' els yx
i^iwv 6pQ KT£. And in Eur. Her. 73
ot 5' els ZXeyxov dXAos aWodev TTITVWV is
' one after another questioning me.' Cf.
Philem. fr. 93, 3, 11 507 K. The object
to be tested, if expressed, is put in the
genitive : O, C. 1297 otir' els ZXeyxov
X^i-pos ou5' gpyov /JLOXWV. Herwerden
conj. yefvovs...e!;ubi'...KT'?)<raio, but this
leaves KaXbt> unexplained (KCLXOV Blaydes).
The strong compound i%eXe"yxw, often
'to lay bare another's weakness,' occurs
in a similar context: Eur. El. 35 (T?M'J/)
ira.Te'puiv /xev MvKT]vaiwv airo \ yeyQxnv
ov 5i] TOVTQ y' e£eX£y;\_oyu.cu, where see
Keene's note.—KaXov, which is used as
e.g. in Eur. Hipp. 634 K7]devcras KOLXOIS |
ya/iif3poTcri xa^Pwl/ <r<£&Tai irLKpbv Xe"xos,
must be joined with ytvos. Blaydes's
conjecture Xdywv is unnecessary. Hense
thinks that KCLX6V was substituted by the
anthologist for TO aov.

3 KTi]<raiTO is like daTepyrj deds | ^K-
r' opyqv Ai. 776.
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TLS av TTOT' OXBOV OV ueyai> deCri /:

7) o-[iLKpbv 7) TQ)V jxrjSafxov TLfJLOJfjievwv ;
ov yap TTOT avTcov ovSev iv TavTco fieveu.

1O6. 1 av Meineke: 5?7 codd. | ov scripsi: 7̂  codd. | pporwv A: fBporov SM
2 ij TWV,..Tifj.cjf/.e'vaiv Cobe t : 7) rbv.,.Tifidbfxevov codd., iJTOL...Tifj.wfj,evov Hea th

1 O 6 Stob. jlor. 105. 42 (IV p. 940,
2 Hense) 2O#OKX&>US 'AXelrrjs (AXelrr)s
om. S). ' rls.../j.e't>eL.'

]., who retained ^ in v. 1 and accepted
fity' av, a proposal of Cobet, for fjiyav
interpreted as follows: ' Who would
count the prosperity of men as a great
thing, or as a trifle, or as a thing to be
utterly despised? For good and bad
fortune are continually succeeding each
other. We can never regard it as a

P.

permanent good, nor, again, as something
so transitory as to be trifling ; nor, lastly,
can we leave it altogether out of account.'
Such was also substantially the view of
Gomperz {Brnchstiicke, p. 12), but I am
unable to accept it. For, if prosperity is
neither great nor small nor of no account,
how are we to regard it? And in what
way does the instability of human affairs
establish this negative result ? H. was
thoroughly dissatisfied with the text, and
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suggested tentatively in the second line
7) (TfxiKpbv; yjv T&V /ere., or er<TTto...TifJLib-
fievov, or T) <oi> TQV...TL/J.W/J.&OJV ;
Blaydes makes several guesses, none of
which has any probability. I believe
that Cobet's attractive //.ey' av has led to a
darkening of counsel, and that what
Sophocles really affirmed was that great
prosperity is of little or no account be-
cause of its instability. This meaning is
obtained by substituting ov for the first r)
with Meineke's av for 8r) and Cobet's
alteration in v. 2. The sentiment is then
exactly the same as that of fr. 593 ov xpv
TTOT' avdpwirwv jxeyav 6\fiov d.7ro- |
/3\e^cu * Tavv(p\oiov yap laa/xepcos \ < (pi!/\-
\OMTIV > alyeipov fiioTav airofiaWet.. Cf.
fr. 646, [Isocr.] 1. 42 vbfxi^e /xr/dev elvai TQV
avdpwrrivwv /3e/3aiov' OVTW yap ofr1 evrvx&v
iaei. irepixapy)S ovre Svarvx&v irepikviros.
In the same connexion H. refers to
Eur . fr. 618 rbv o\(3ov oi>8ev ovdafxov
Kp'ivio fipoTois, I ov 7 ' ii;a\ei<f>ei paov rj
ypa<f>7)v debs, fr. 1041, Aesch. Ag. 1326.
Although everything mundane is fleeting,
a peculiar degree of insecurity was pro-
verbially ascribed to Wealth : cf. Eur.
Hel. 905, Phoen. 558 and a full list of
illustrations collected by Headlam in
fount. Phil, xxii l 276 f. For the con-
fusion of AN and AH see H. Richards in
C. P. VI 338, By water in J. P. x x x n
225. It should be mentioned that Cobet,
Nov. Led. p. 501, while contending that
Srj has frequently been altered by scribes
to &v, adds ' etiam contra peccatur sed
rarissime.'—For 8eu]...orfUKpov, 'regard
as trifling,' cf. El. 1270 baiixbviov aiirb
Ldj.' iyw. For the partitive gen. form-

ing the predicate J. quotes Plat. rep.
424 C i/j.e...6es TQV Treirei<r/j.ev(i}v, ib. 437 B
iravra ret roiavra TWV evavrioiv aWtfX
del-qs (av).—p.T]Sa|xoi) is not 'nowhere
honoured,' but a genitive of price : 'held
in no esteem,' ' valued at nil.' H. quotes
Eur. fr. 360, 49 IlaAA&s 5' oidafiou TL/XT)-
fferai, O. T. 908 ovda/xov rifiais 'AirbXKiov
ifi<pav7js, Aesch. Eum. 627 /j.rjTpbs iA7)8a/jt.ov
Ti/j,as vefieiv, Menand. fr. 405 ill 118 K.
Trjs fj,epi5os &v TTJS ovdap-ov rerayfj.h>r)s. So
ovdafiov X&yecv (Ant. 184), vofii^etv (Aesch.
Pers. 498, Eum. 426, Ar. Nub. 1421).
See also on Eur. Phoen. 1464 ovdafiov
VLKT) TreXoi.—In regard to Heath's '̂rot J.
observes that $...tfroi. is not found in
tragedy (Lobeck on Ai. 177), though it
occurs in Horn, r 599, Pind. Nem. 6.
4 f. On the other hand iJToi...ij is not
uncommon: e.g. Ant. 1182, Track. 150.
Blaydes proposed fj Kal...Tifx(h[ievQv.

3 CUJTWV cannot refer to (3poruv but is
used vaguely in reference to 8\(2ov, as if
it were TQV TOLO^TWV. SO often in Thucy-
dides : e.g. 2. 43 rr)v TTJS irbXews btivafjuv...
ip$vp:ov/j.€vovs OTL To\fj.u)VTes Kal yiyvtb-
<?K0VTes TO. b~£ovra /cat ev rois gpyois al<x-
Xvvbfievoi avSpes avra iKTr)aavro, 6.
10 enrovdai 'iuovrai ' OI/TW yap...avdpes
girpa^av avrd. For the tendency to
pluralize see Shilleto on Thuc. 1.7. For
similar instances see Adam on Plat.
Crit. 44 c, Starkie on Ar. Ach. 438,
and Roberts on Dion. Hal. de comp. verb.
14 p. 141.—ovSev ev TavTw p.evei: Nauck
refers to Eur. Ion 969 ra dvrjTa roiavd''
ovdev ev ravr^ n&eu The phrase ev r. ft.
occurs also in Eur. Tro. 350, Hel. 1026,
fr. 201.

Seivov ye TOVS

107

Sv<Tcre/3els KCLKCOV ano
elra rovcrSe fxev Trpdcrcreiv

1 O 7 . 1 deivbv ye Gesner: Seivbv S, deivbv fxev M A , deivbv 8e B | post KaKw
Bergk r ' inseruit 2 p\a<TTwi>Tas M

1O7 Stob. Jlor. 106. 11 (iv p. 951,
12 Hense) ^o(poK\e'ovs'A\elT7]s. 'dewbv...
yeydis.^

It has been conjectured by F. W.
Schmidt that this fragment has been
wrongly attributed to Sophocles, and that
it really belongs to Euripides. The
moralizing tone is certainly suggestive of
the latter, but the thought itself was a

commonplace, and might as well have
proceeded from Sophocles as from Euri-
pides. Theognis had dwelt at length on
the injustice of the divine government:
see vv. 373—386, 731—752. Cf. Eur.
fr. 293. There is nothing in the language
which points decisively one way or the
other, and the indications, such as they
are, are perhaps slightly in favour of
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8' OVTCLS icrOXovs e/c re yevvatoiv a/xa
yy etra Svcrrv^etg ire^vKevat.
ov XPVV T(*S' OVTCO Sai/xovas Ovqroiv wept
TrpdcrcreLV i\pr}V yap TOVS [xev evcrefiels
e^eiv TL KepSos ifxcfraves decov irdpa,
TOVS §' OVTOLS OLSLKOVS roicrSe TT]V ivavTiav
SiKTJV KCLKQiV TlfJLCOpOV €fJL(j)avrj TlVeiV

h av OVTCOS rjVTvyei KOLKOS yeycos. I O

5 xi
TOVS
evTV)

OTJV S :
8e M ! i

en« M\

XPV M , Xf
rijv eTrai;Laj>

ei/Tvxv A

)?? A 6
Herwerden

racrtreti'
IO r

Gomperz
?urux« Heath:

Sophocles. See also Introductory Note.
1 f. Seivov -ye. It is highly probable

that this is the opening line of a speech,
and that 7c has its usual connective force :
'Ah! it is sad ' See Neil on Ar. Eq.,
p . 188 and cf. EL 341 8eiv6v yi a' ov<rav
irarpos ov av TTCUS ^0i's | KSLVOV \e\rj<xdai,
Ar. Av. I269 Seivov ye TOV KrjpvKa TOP
irapa roi'S fiporous \ oixof^evov el n.rjb'e'iroTe
poarrjaei irdXiv. Sometimes the effect of
ye is to throw a stronger emphasis on the
adjective than in the instances just cited :
see Jebb on Phil. 1225.—The addition
of T (see cr. n.) after KQLK&V has met with
general approval, but I believe it can be
shown to be unnecessary, if not actually
harmful. Presumably those who accept
T' regard Svavefieis and K<XKQV &iro jSXacr-
rdvras as co-ordinate, and the whole phrase
as controlled by the articular TOVS. But
the consequence, though this has not been
observed, is to make etra solecistic ; for,
though Sophocles frequently employs eTra.
with resumptive force after a participle
(v. Ellendt s.v ), he could not do so where
the participle is attributive and not circum-
stantial. The fact is that TOUS /J-ev should
be taken alone, = some)( TOVS 5' = others ;
and dvtxaefieis coalesces with /3/\aor6»'Tas
as part of the predicate. Cf. El. 440,
108 r, where ^Xaaravw is little more than
a copula. It is stronger here and in the
precisely parallel Ai. 1304 dpiaros ££
dpiar^oif dvolv jSXacrrwf, i.e. 'born as the
impious children of wicked parents.' Of
course even so the connective particle
might have been used, as in El. 590

ro?cr5e A : roucrSe S,
frx61- Trine, evrvx^i S,

evcre(3eis KO.^ ewefiCbv ^Xaarovras, but it is
unnecessary to introduce it.—TOVCTSC re-
sumes TOVS /mei> with a certain rhetorical
impressiveness. Cf. Track. 819 rrjv 5e
r£p\pi.v rjv | rci/xy diSiocn irarpi, TTJVS' avrrj
Xti/Boi and Tr. fr. adesp. 7S. The exam-
ples with VLV and airois (O. T. 248, 270,
Track. 287) are less emphatic. See also
n. on Eur. Phoen. 498, Kuehner-Gerth 1
660, Maetzner on Lycurg. 27.

3 &|ia is suspected by Xauck, but I
can see no more objection to it here than
e.g. in Ai. 1008 cros irarrip ifios 0' 'djxa.—
IK is used indifferently with dwo in v. 1.
For the ordinary distinction see Jebb on
Ant. 192.

6 irpdo-creiv (see cr. n.) is used of
divine action in El. 200 etr' oiv debs
eire fiporQv | rjv 6 ravra irpdaauv and in
Track. 1267 fxeydXr/v 5e deois dyvo3ixo<j6vqv j
elddres ipyuiv TOOV irpacrcro/j.e'vwi'. I ts oc-
currence in another sense above is not a
serious objection.—€XP'1V: t n e augmented
form occurs only here in Sophocles: see
Jebb on Phil. 1061.

7 leave's : a favourite word in Soph-
ocles, who uses it 14 times as against 8
occurrences in Euripides.

8 ToicrSe. I have accepted this read-
ing with Dindorf. Nauck adopts rovabe
and inclines towards Herwerden's iira^lav
(see cr. 11.).

9 8£io]v KCIKWV Tt|j.ft)p6v. The adj. is
generally applied to persons, but is an
epithet of dlicr) in Eur. El. 676 56s drjra
Trarpbs Toiade rifxwpbv 8LKT)V, as well as in
Plat. legg. 716 A, 872 E.

5 — 2
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AAKMEQN

There is no doubt that the correct form of the name in
classical times was 'AXK/^SCOV rather than 'AX/cfialayv, as can be
proved from the inscriptions both on stone and on vases: see
the evidence quoted by Meisterhans3 p. 35.

Alcmaeon was one of the stock heroes of tragedy (Arist.
poet. 13. 1453a 20), and is represented as the typical madman:
cf. Timocles fr. 6 (II 453 K.), 8 TOVS yap TpaywSov? irpwrov, el
fiovXei, (TKoiret 00? axpeXovac TTCLVTCLS. . .6 voawv hefiavLKOis 'AXfc/ieav1

ia/ci^aro. There are two considerations which enable us to
narrow the enquiry relating to the contents of the plot: (1) the
fact that Sophocles also wrote plays1 entitled 'Qiriyovoi and
'EpapuXT]; (2) fr. 108 shows that Alcmaeon had not yet recovered
his reason. We may safely infer that the events on which
the play is based were subsequent to the death of Eriphyle,
while her son was still pursued by the Erinyes of his mother, and
before he was finally released from suffering. Welcker (p. 279),
who with high probability refers fr. 880 to the prologue of this
play, builds on it a reconstructed plot with greater confidence
than the facts warrant. Nevertheless, if we examine the legends
with which Alcmaeon is connected, and exclude for the reason
already given his revenge on his mother for his father's death,
and his share in the expedition of the Epigoni, as well as the
Corinthian episode dramatized by Euripides in his 'AXK/xicov &ia
Kopivdov (TGF p. 379) as being entirely disconnected from the
healing of the hero's madness, we are forced to conclude that
Sophocles must have utilized either the adventures at Psophis or
those in Acarnania2. If we admit the relevance of fr. 880, only
one answer is possible; but, even apart from that, there can
be but little doubt as to the higher dramatic value of the Psophis-
story, which Euripides also treated. It is conjectured but not
proved that it was contained in the epic Thebais, or rather in
the Epigotri, which is now regarded not so much as a separate
poem as a subdivision of the Thebais (Bethe, Theb. Heldenlieder,
p. 137). Our principal sources of information are Pausan.
8. 24. 8 ff. and Apollod. 3. 8y fP. From them we learn that

1 Or a play entitled Epigoni containing the story of Eriphyle: see Introd. to
Epigoni, p. 129.

2 So also Ribbeck, Rom. Trag. p. 501, for similar reasons.
3 Ovid {Met. 9. 409 ff.) refers briefly to the story, as if the details were familiar:

attonitusque ??ialis, exul mentisque domusque, \ vultibus Eumenidum matrisque
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Alcmaeon, pursued by the avenging spirit of his mother, came to
Psophis in Arcadia, where Phegeus the king purified him and
gave him his daughter Alphesiboea (Arsinoe, according to
Apollod.) to wife. Alcmaeon gave to her the famous necklace
and robe of Harmonia. His madness, however, was not allayed,
and Alcmaeon was commanded by the Delphic oracle to settle
in a new land which had been left dry by the sea since the
pollution of the murder. Accordingly he went to the delta
of the Achelous, where new land was continually being formed
by the silting of the river; and there he settled and married
Callirrhoe, the daughter of the river-god. But his new wife
sighed for the necklace and would not be comforted, until
Alcmaeon promised to return to Psophis and fetch it for her.
Arriving at Psophis, he pretended to Phegeus that the oracle
required the dedication of the necklace at Delphi as a condition
of his release from the madness1; Phegeus believed the story
and handed it over. One of Alcmaeon's attendants, however,
betrayed the secret about Callirrhoe, with the result that he was
waylaid and killed by the sons of Phegeus at their father's
bidding. To Propertius (1. 15. 15) we owe a dramatic touch
which does not appear in the other authorities,—although
Apollodorus gives a hint of Arsinoe's disagreement with her
brothers : Alphesiboea suos ulta est pro coninge fratres, | sangninis
et carl vincula rupit amor2. Perhaps then, as Welcker suggests,
Alcmaeon was given a more creditable role than is indicated by
the account of Apollodorus. It may be added that fr. 108
exactly fits the situation, if we suppose it spoken by Phegeus or
Alphesiboea in answer to Alcmaeon's request for the necklace,
when he alleged that it was required for the god. If the right
view has been taken above, it is clear that Valckenaer {Diatr.
p. 150) was wrong in referring Tr. fr. adesp. 358 to this play. If
written by Sophocles at all, the verses belong rather to the
Epigoni, as Ribbeck (p. 495) thought3.

agitabitur umbn's, \ donee eutu coniunx fatale poposcerit auritm, \ cognatumqiie lattis
Phegeius hauscrit ensis. He goes on to describe the prayer of Callirrhoe that her
sons might be immediately brought to manhood, in order to avenge their father's
murder. The sequel is related by Apollodorus, but: is hardly relevant to the play of
Sophocles.

1 Cf. Athen. 232 F, where the oracle is given.
- The other authorities, as we have seen, make Callirrhoe the avenger of

Alcmaeon's death. Unfortunately little or nothing is known of the Alcjnaeon and
Alphesiboea of Accius. Nevertheless, Welcker and Ahrens have endeavoured to
reconstruct the plot of Sophocles from his fragments, concluding {e.g.) from Alphes.
fr. ix sed august ate inclnsam ac saxi's, squalidam that Alphesiboea was imprisoned
by her brothers in order to prevent her from avenging Alcmaeon's death.

3 Inf. p. 131.
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108

effi ev (f)pov7]cravT> etcrtSot/xt
iirtff3o\ov

(fypevcov
v ere.

1 0 8 Porphyr. qu. Horn, i TO de
eir7){5o\os (Trj/xaipeL TOP iiriTvxv xal ijKpaTT]
dirb TT)S J3O\T}S /cat TOV [3dX\eiv.. .HocpOKXrjs
'AX/c^atam. 'el'0'...cre.' Eustath.. CaT.
p . 1448, 6 eirri(3o\os de ov TTOLTJTIKTI (i.e.
Homeric) X^fts, dXXd 'ATTLKTJ Kara TOVS
TraXatous, 0? /cat Trpo<pepovcn. ~Eo(f>o-
KKTJS ieW\..(re.J Nauck remarks that the
present passage may also be referred to
by Eustath. / / . p. 625, 38 OVTOJ de Kal
' (ppevdv exTj/SoXos.'

'Would that I might see thee, with
thy wits restored, the master of a clear
brain.' The reading has been much
canvassed, and Campbell condemns the
' unmeaning tautology' of the text. Thus
Cobet ejected ed <ppovrj<rapT: as a gloss,
Ribbeck corrected it to evTvxMavT\ F. W.
Schmidt to ov (f>povr]aavT\ Wecklein to
d<ppop^)cravT'', G o m p e r z to ed (ppovfjcrais,
and Nauck (in his earlier edition) to ed
(f>pepd>aavT\ It is perhaps presumptuous
to ignore such a chorus of suspicion, but
the text does not seem to me, if fairly
interpreted, to be in any way abnormal.
It should be observed (1) that ev (ppoprj-
GavT1 is ingressive, as in Plat. Phaedr.
231 D 7T(3s dV ev (ppovrjcravTes TavTa /caXws

e%eiv Tyy-qcraivTO ; so (f>povr]<Tas in 0. T.
649 (Jebb's n.). Mekler adds Eur.
Bacch. 1259. (2) that eirrj^oXov (OVTO),
and not ed <ppov/j<ravTJ ( = 0Tav ev
(ppovrjarjs), is dependent on eiaiSoifii: for
the omission of wv as a supplementary
participle see Eur. Hclid. 332, Phoen.
1163, Her. 516, Goodw. § 911, Starkie on
Ar. Vesp. 1526. There is thus no neces-
sity for DindorPs Kal in place of TTWS, or
Mekler's T' after cppevQv. So far as the
redundancy of expression is concerned,
it is hardly more remarkable than in
Ant. 492 Xvcrcrwaav avTTjv ovS1 eir^oKov
4>pevwv. Sophocles may have taken this
touch from Herodotus: see 3. 25 ola de
e/nfiavrjs r e ewv Kal ov (ppevfjprjs, 35 irapa-
(ppoveeiv Kal OVK elvai vo'rjfj.ova. See also
on fr. 28, Jebb on 0. T. 58. For the
word iTT7j(3o\os see Jebb on Ant. 1. c. and
Blomfield gloss, to Aesch. Prom. 452
(460). The form (for eirlfio\oi) is sup-
posed to be due to metrical lengthening :
Giles, Manual of Comp. Phil. §220. Cf.
7rapai/3oAos, KaTaij3d.T7)s, KaT7)j3o\ri (Eur.
fr. 6 1 4 ) . — F o r <j>peva>v KaXtov cf. Eur . fr.
548 TL Trfs ev/uop<pLas | 8<pe\o$, OT<XV TIS
jxr\ (ppivas /caA&s 'ixv-

109
alvco

1O9 Hesych. I p. 81 cuVar iraplriiAL,
TrapaiTov/xai. /cat iiraivG). TIO<POK\TJS
'A\K/j.aicovi. (corrected by M. Schmidt for
cod. a\/j.alu)i>i). Bekk. anecd. p. 358, 28
and Suid. aiVw" -wapaiTovixai. 2o0o/cX?7J.
Kal eiraivQ). Suid. adds to this /cat atV<3
ce. Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 55, 5 alvQ'
TrapacTov/j.ai /cat iwaivw. 2o<f>OK\rjs. I t
is more usual to find eiraivQi in the sense
of a polite refusal: Ar. Ran. 508 /cctXAtcrr',

£iraivQ>, which is equivalent to the Latin
benevocas: tarngratiast (Plaut. Men. 387).
In Phil. 889 atVw T&5\ W wac, Kal /x'
^Trat/)' wenrep voeis, as may be the case
with our ' thank you,' the words accom-
pany an assent. On that passage Jebb
refers to Hes. Op- 643 (quoted on fr. 28),
which the scholl. explain by irapaiTeladai,
as does Plut. poet. and. 6 p. 22 F.

1 1 0

a/mia?
1 1 0 Hesych. I p. 269 dpaias- j3\a- apeos, fiXairTiKov OVTOS, apk 7/ /3Xa/3^' /cat

j3epds. 2o0o/cX^s 'AX/c/uaiWt (so Musurus dpaia fiiaia, Sewd, xaXeTrd, ohwypd.
a> dpaios, meaning fraught with a curse,

for aXKjuat cod.). has a double aspect like TrpoaTpd-rraios
Cf. Etym. M. p. 134, 14 ^ -wapd TO (see my ed. of Eur. Heraclidae, p. 148),
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aXaaraip, iraXa/JLvaios. For the meaning daifiocriv fiporGiv yivos, Med. 608 /ecu crotj
dangerous, i.e. bringing a curse upon dpaia 7 ' ovaa rvyx&vw 86/MOLS. See also
others, cf. O. T. 1291 [x.evQi> 86/j.ot.s apalos, on fr. 399. The sinner and his victim
Track. 1202 /cat vtpdev wv apalos eiaael are both dpaioi as implicated in dpd, and
j3apvs, Aesch. Ag. 247 <j>6byyov dpalov possible sources of pollution: the so-called
ol'/cots, Eur. / . T. 778 77 cots dpala du/j.a<nv ' ac t ive ' and 'passive' senses of the adj.

Hipp. 1415 eid' rjv dpaiov have a common starting-point.

AMYKOI IATYPIKOI

This play related to an incident which happened on the
outward voyage of the Argonauts and is recounted among the
feats of Polydeuces. Amycus, the inhospitable king of the
Bebrycians in Bithynia, used to forbid all strangers to land on
his coast and fetch water for their ships, until they had fought a
boxing-match with him. Hitherto he had always killed his
opponents, but when the Argonauts arrived he met his conqueror
in Polydeuces (Apollod. I. 119, Hygin. fab. 17). The boxing-
match is described by Apoll. Rhod. 2. 1—97 and Theocr. 22.
27—134. Whether these writers took any hints from Sophocles
it is impossible to say, but one point in which they differ is
deserving of notice. According to Apollonius, with whom most
of the other authorities agree, Amycus was killed by Polydeuces ;
but Theocritus (131 ff.) represents Polydeuces as sparing his life,
and merely requiring him to swear an oath by his father
Poseidon never to maltreat strangers in the future. Similarly,
according to schol. Ap. Rhod. 2. 98, both Epicharmus (fr. 7 K.)
and Periander stated that he was put in chains. Such an ending
was more suitable to a satyr-play. We may conjecture that
the satyrs were his slaves, and were liberated after the defeat of
their master1.

Il l

yepavoi, ^ekaivaL, yXav/ce?, IKTIVOL, Xayoi

111 Athen.40015 ry 5e rbv \ay6v eviicrj Xiyovcn 8e Kal 'Arrt/cot \dyos, <bs 2ocpOK\rjs'
aiTtaTiKJj aKoXovdds tariv T) irapa 2o0o/cXei 'yipavoi, Kopwvai, yXavices, IKTIVOI, Xayoi.'
ei>'A/j.vK({)(TaTvpLKi^TrXr]0vvTLK7j6voiuLaaTiK7]' Gramm. Herm. p. 320 = Cramer anecd.
" y£pavoi....Xayol '--.(c) ourws (sc. Acryos) 5' Par. IV p. 245, 24 TO fitv Xay6s...evp7)Tai
expfoO'TO r y dvbfiaTi /cat '~EwlxapiJ.o$ (fr. 60 7ropd HocpoKXel ' yXavices, IKTIVOI (IKTIS
Kaibel) /cat'Hp65oros /cat 6 TOUS Et'Aarras /cat anecd. Par.), XayoL' Eustath. Od.
Tronfjaas. eTrd icrri T6 fiiv 'lanbv AC176S p. 1534, 15 quotes from Athenaeus, giving
(Amipsiasfr. 18 I 675 K.)* ' Xayov rapd^as as from Sophocles the words ' yXavKes,
iridi rbv daXdcraiov,' TO Si \a7c6s 'ATTIK6V. IKTIVCS, Xayoi.'

1 See Introductory Note to the IchneiUae.
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Whether KopQvat. in the second quotation
of Athenaeus is a mistake for xeX&cas, or
vice versa, and in what connexion this
strange list was cited, it does not seem
possible to determine.

Xa/yot is the plural of the Ionic \ayos,
answering to the Attic Xayibs. The fact
that it appeared in tragedy does not, of
course, justify its use in ordinary Attic

(Rutherford, New Phryn. p. 273).
Phrynichus says: Xayc6s, 6 'ATTIK6S. 5td
8k TOV o 6 "luv (p, 186 Lob.). See Weir
Smyth, Ionic Dialect, § 478, K. Z. xxix
109. The nom. Xayos is evidenced by the
ace. plur. \a76s in Hes. Scut. 302 TOI 5'
(hKiJirodas Xayos jjpevv | avdpes dypevTal.
Meineke thought that Sophocles must
have written \ £

1 1 2

criayoVa? re ST) fxaXdaKas TWII)<JI

112 Athen. 94 E auxyovos 5e Kpart-
VOS...KCLI 2O0O/CX^S ^AfxtjKcp ' ' aiayovas...
rt^crt.' Porson proposed to make an
iambic trimeter by placing 8rj after rW^ai;
and 8r) in this position and with temporal
meaning occurs in Track. 460, Phil. 1065,
and elsewhere (Eur. Hel. 134 n.). Mekler
thought that the metre might be trochaic
tetrameter. Blaydes preferred the order
T10T)<TI fJLa\0aK&s, with aov for 5^. H . ,
however, suggests that /xaXdaicas ridrjen is
an ithyphallic following a trimeter, as in
Aesch. Prom. 610 ytyv/xvaKaaiv, oi)5' ?%«
fxadeiv tiirrj \ ir-qfxovas a\v^w. The words

clearly describe the punishment inflicted
by one pugilist upon another. H. quotes
Herond . 8. 8 fi^xPL aev Trapa<TTa<ra | TO
j3p£y/JLa r y <XK'LTTWPL /j.a\ddKbp 8£>fj.ai. C o m .
fr. adesp. 125 (ill 432 K.) hv /xr] Trorfau
Trtwova jxa<JTiy(av SXov, \ av JJ.T) irorfaw
(nroyyids fJLaKaKtbrepov \ TO irpocrcjirov.
Plaut. Aul. 422 ita fustibus sum mollior
magis quam ullus cinaedus. Add Plaut.
Mil. 1424 niitis sum equidem fustibus,
Ter. Eun. 1028 titinam tibi commitigari
videam sandalio caput. So perhaps

s in Ar. Eq. 389.

AM0IAPEQZ IATYPIK0I

Tragedies bearing the title Amphiaraus were composed by
Carcinus {TGF p. 797) and Cleophon (Suid.), as well as comedies
by Aristophanes, Plato, Apollodorus of Carystus, and Philippides
(Kock I 396, 604, III 280, 302).

It is difficult to guess which part of Amphiaraus' story was
suitable for a satyr-play. A suggestion has been made in the
note on fr. 113, but there is no other evidence to confirm or rebut
it, and the words of the fragment itself are exceptionally obscure.
An alternative subject, which has perhaps more claim to con-
sideration on general grounds, would be the part taken by
Amphiaraus in the events which led to the founding of the
Nemean games. In that case the plot would cover the same
ground as the Nemea of Aeschylus {TGF p. 49) and the
Hypsipyle of Euripides (Ox. Pap. VI p. 21 ff.). The story of
the death of the child Opheltes or Archemorus, in whose honour
the games were founded, is told practically in the same form by
Apollod. 3. 64—66 and Hygin. fab. 74. The locality, a remote
fountain guarded by a dragon, was especially suitable to a satyr-
play ; and the subject was clearly capable of lighter handling
than the fortunes of Amphiaraus at Argos or at Thebes.
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1 1 3

" 3

6 irivoTiqpiqs rovSe /xct^reoj?

cod. : corr. Dindorf | x°P°s Meineke: x°P°v

1 1 3 Schol. V Ar. Vcsp. 1510 TTLVVO-
T7)prjs...Ka.pidvi6v rl £<TTI crvvvofiov /cat del

ti offex^f^evov {wpocrdexof^evov cod.).
' A d 6 '0 ? , 0 / ^ jpj

The fabulous story of the TnvoTTjp^s is
several times referred to, but not always
told in the same way. According to Plut.
desoll. an. 30 p. 980 A it caused Chrysip-
pus to waste a great deal of ink,—because
it provided him with an excellent illustra-
tion of irpdvoia. His account is preserved
by Athen. 89 D (11 729 a Arn.), quoted
from the 5th book of the treatise irepl TOV
KCCKOV /cat 777s TjSovrjS: i] TTLPPTJ, (fjTjvi, Kal
6 irivvoTTiprjS avvepya d\\ri\oLs, /C<ZT' idiav
ov dvvd/xeva av/xixe'veiv. 7/ /xep odv irivvq
ocrrpeSv ecrriv, 6 8e Tnvporriprjs napKivos
fxiKpbs. KCLI i] irlvvrj diacrrricraaa. rb Scrrpa-
KOV rjavxd^eiTr]pov<raTd iireLcnovra B8\
6 8e TnvvoT'qpy]S vapecmis, orap elcr^\
daKveL avrijv, wcnrep a-q^aivwi', r/ 5e
delcra avfjijAtiei • /cat OVTOJS TO jp
fvdov Karecrdiovat. Koipfj. Cic. n. d. 2. 123
no doubt comes ultimately from Chry-
sippus; and there are other authorities
to the same effect. But in Cic. fin. 3. 63
at ilia, quae in conchapatidapina dicitnr,
isque, qzii enat e concha, qtii, quod earn
custodit, pinoteres vocatur, in candemque
cum se rccepit, includifitr, 111 videatur
monnisse, lit caveret...aliorum etiam
causa quaedam faciiuii, the pea-crab does
not assist the bivalve to obtain nourish-
ment, but warns it against approaching
danger; and this is the version given in
a letter to Linnaeus, quoted by Mayor
(on ;/. d. I.e.) from the English Cyclo-
paedia, which is of particular interest as
showing that in the middle of the 18th
century the Levantine Greeks continued
to regale strangers with the same fable
to which their ancestors had given cur-
rency more than 2000 years before.
Modern science recognizes the fact that
the pea-crab habitually resides in the
shell of the pinna, but does not coun-
tenance the rest of the story. It remains
to ascertain how Sophocles made the

allusion relevant. Ellendt, who is fol-
lowed by Campbell (keeping x°P°v)>
absurdly supposes that a number of
[idvreis appeared in the play, and that
the shortest of them by a ridiculous
comparison was called iriwoT-qpys. So
L. and S. interpret a little parasitical

fellow. But there is not the slightest
reason to suppose that Aristophanes was
parodying Sophocles, although, when the
comic poet says of the sons of Carcinus
(the Crab) ' here's the TTLvoTrjprjs of the
family,' it is not difficult to infer that
the ' baby-crab' is meant. There was
no Carcinus in Sophocles, and, as we
can hardly refer rovde fxdvrews to anyone
but Amphiaraus, it seems likely that
Meineke was right in restoring x°P^
for x°P°v- Even then the point of the
allusion is obscure; but the only situation
in the story of Amphiaraus, so far as it
is known to us, which might possibly
account for it, and would at the same
time be suitable for treatment in a satyr-
play, is the incident related by Hygin.

fab. 73 (cf. Serv. on Verg. Aen. 6. 445,
Myth. Vat. 1 152), how that Amphiaraus,
knowing that he would perish at Thebes,
concealed himself from Adrastus and the
rest with the connivance of Eriphyle, and
was subsequently discovered in conse-
quence of the treachery of his wife, who
was bribed by her brother with a golden
necklace. According to Stat. Theb. 3.
570 ff. (cf. 606, 619), Amphiaraus hid
himself in his house, and refused to tell
the result of his divination. May we sup-
pose that in such circumstances the satyr-
chorus was posted outside in order to
give timely warning to the seer of the
approach of danger? Welcker (Nachtr.
p. 318) also conjectured on the strength
of this fragment that the satyrs were taken
by Amphiaraus into his service as atten-
dants in the rites of divination. Bergk
thought that a crowd following at the
heels of the seer was meant, and that
Tiresias was the seer in question.
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114

OVT€ Tre'XXeis ol aypavXos
1 1 4 Cramer anecd. Oxon. 1 p. 344, 8

TTOXLOIO • OVK dyvoovfiev TTJV aKp<.(3rj ypa<j>T)v
' Tre\i.oio.\..Tre\iov odv irapa TO TreXXw
(ireXXos Schneidewin) • ' eV0'.../Soros.' So-
0o/cX?7S iv 'A/mcptapdif} crarupt/cw. For
Erotian gloss. Hippocr. p. 109, 7, which
appears to quote the word ireWos as
occurring in this play, see on fr. 509.

The text is desperately corrupt. Lo-
beck elicited from it ivdov re ireXXrjs otds
aypavXov fiorov, and from him Nauck

adopts TreXXijs olbs, leaving the other
words untouched. jSdros, for which
Cramer substituted ^or-qp, is anyhow
corrupt. Schneidewin preferred evbvvra
TreWyjs pivbv dypadXov jSoos, which Din-
dorf approved with the exception that he
proposed ivdijs re in place of ivStivra.
For ireWos (or ireXKos) see on fr. 509.
aypav\oio /3oos in Horn. £2 81 (cf. M 252)
perhaps lends some support to Schneide-
win's correction of the last two words.

" 5
er' av...coaTrep dXieus TrX^yet?... < (jyp > evcov StSacr/caXo?

115 (bpevQv restituit E. A. I. Ahrens

115 Schol. Plat. Sy?np. 222 B 6 aXievs
TrXrjyels vovv (pvcrei. <pa<rl yap dXtea 0,7-
KuiTpevoPTa, eTrei.5ai> (nrda-rj TO? Xlvq} TOV
LX^vis, T7} x€L9i Trpoaayayovra /carexew,
iv a /J-7] (pvyrf TOVTO 8e crwrjdcjs iroiovvra
virb crKopiriov TrXTjyrjvcu /cat eliretv (vulgo
elTre) ' 7rX?;7ets vovv 0i5<rei?,' /cat /HT]K€TL
irpoadyetv i£ ene'ivov TT)V x€'LPa- KexpwaL

rrj irapoLfiiq, 2o0o/cX?7S iv 'AjU^tapdy crarv-
pua£ Xeywv ' er' ad...wcnrep dXteus irXyyels
...evu>v 5t5d<r/caXoj.' Zenob. 2. 14 (Miller,
Milanges de litt. gr. p . 371) dXteus TTX?;-
7e t s vovv OL<T€L (an <pij<rei?).../Ji.e/ui.V7)TCU
aur?7J So0o/cX^s.

This is the Greek equivalent for our
' once bit, twice shy,' and is one of the
many proverbs which attest the value of
a hard experience. Plato, whose words
are /card TTJV TrapoL/xiav, cocnrep viyiriov

iradovra yvQvai, is referring to Horn.
P 32 pex@ev d£ re vqirios 'iyvw or Hes.
Op. 216 iradwv d£ re VT)TTIOS 'iyvw. See
also schol. Aristid. ill 681 Dind. Cf.
Aesch. Ag. 186 TOV (ppoveiv ^porous 656-1
aavTa, TOV iradei /x&dos 6£VT<X Kvpiws ^xeil/>
Eum. 524 %v/J.(p£pei ao^ppoveiv virb (TTevet.

Of the attempts which have been made
to supply the missing words, the best is
Headlam's: eiuavdis [wo-rrep] aXievs < e'lao-
fjiai > TrXyjyels < (ppoveiv ' \ Tj/j-ireipLa yap
TUJV (pp>evQv 5t5dcr/caXos. Here the se-
cond line at any rate fits admirably with
the requirements of the case. It is of
course possible that u>o~irep is a gloss, but
the first line might also run: el<rav6is
aXievs (hcrirepel TrXrjyels (ppovQ. Kock
suggested : ati 7 ' oiicnrep aXievs anopwlov
TrXrjyels VTTO \ TTOXXOCS yevqaei /ere.

ayvicrai
116 Hesych. I p. 26 ayvicrai (ayvijcrai

cod.)1 airodvaai. Bovcripidi {i.e. Eur.
fr. 314). /cat Siacpde'ipai. 2o0o/cX^s ev
'A[j.<piapa<f. Bekk. anecd. p . 339, 8
d7J>t<rar TO dvaai, diafideipai, /car' CLVTL-
(ppacriv. OVTW 2O<POKXT]S. T O the same
effect Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 19, 17. For
dvTicppacns, which is sometimes entitled
ev<j>T}[u<T/j.6s, see Rutherford, Annotation,
p. 270.

a.yvi<ra\., ' to consecrate,' may some-
times involve destruction, as in the

sacrifice of a victim. The best parallel
is Eur. / . T. 705 d,u0t ^wp,bv ayvivdeis
(pdvcf, of Orestes supposed to be sacrificed
at Tauri. Cf. Suppl. 1211 G&iiaff1 riyviadtj
irvpl. So Headlam explained A. P. 7. 49
(Bianor's epitaph on Euripides) r\yvi<se
rav dvaTav adfiaTos lo~Toplr)v, i.e. destroyed
the inscription which described Euripides
as mortal (C. R. xvi 438). See also
Ant. 1081 Kives Kadrjyviffav with Jebb's
n. Blaydes would prefer d7/<rai, and
Kadr)y«rav in Ant. I.e.
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117

1 1 7 H e s y c h . I p . 1 1 7 a k p
depixbv (TKeTracrfia. SO^OKXT}? 'A/xtpiapdio.
The word was doubtless modelled on
the Homeric dXe^dve/xos: see on fr. 1112
X^^d/nvva. The latter part of the com-
pound suggests the cold of a clear frosty-

night : cf. fr. 149, 3 irdyov tpavlvTos at-
dpiov, Ant. 358 dvaavXuv irdywv ivaidpeia
...f3e\r], Aesch. Ag. 347 TWV viraidpiwv
irdywv. Blaydes needlessly conjectured

rpacna
118 Zonar. lex. p. 1742 rpaaLai1 6

TSTTOS 'ivQa. rot, avKa. ^paiverai, wapd TO
Tepaalveiv TO ^paiveiv. 6 8k ^o(poK\rjS iu
r y aaTvpiKif (er^py cod.) 'A/xcpiapdig eirl
T?7S a \w T^ffeLKe TTJV \e^iv. The same ex-
tract occurs in schol. Ael. nat. an. 3. 10
with the variants Tpaaid (which is right)
irapa TOV TpaaaLveLv for irapd T6 Tepaalvecv,
and the omission of TĈ  (rarvpiKi^.

rpcurid is rightly explained as a drying-
place, but Sophocles is the only authority

quoted who used the word for a threshing-
floor. The name is suitable, as a dry spot
exposed to the wind was selected for
threshing : see the commentators on Verg.
Georg. r. 178. Tpaatd is particularly ap-
plied to the drying of figs. Aelian I.e.
relates of the hedgehog : eavTov ev rats
Tpaaials KvXlei Kal TQ>V icrxdScov ras Trepi-
Trapetcras, at TroWal e/j.wriyvvi'Tai rais dx.dv-
0cus, 7]<xvxv KOfii^ei KT£. Suid. .r. v. also
speaks of the drying of cheeses.

119

119 Erotian testifies that <ppove?i> was
used by Sophocles in this play with the

sense of voeiv : see fr. 91.

1 2 0

12O Schol. Ar. Ran. 481 wpaKiaaai
8k XiyeTai TO virb cpbfiov (j)XPL&&aL' dirb
TOV T7JV wpav ainl^eLV. TOVTO 8k SCH^OKX^S
elirev iv 'A/jMpiapdif) aaTvptK^. TO <bxp<-ao~ai.
6\i($o/j.4i>r]s TTJS KapStas. TOVTO 8k iroXXots
yiyverat. The word occurs twice in Aris-
tophanes (Ran. 481, Par. 702) in the sense
of to faint uuutj: Hence Moeris p. 214,
21 wpaKiav 'ATTU'WS, X«7roi/'uxe«i/ 'EXXTJVI-
KII>S. The origin of this obscure word is
unknown. The ancients gave two ex-
planations of i t : (1) as a by-form of
uXP&v j and (2) as derived from u>pav

aULfcu'. The former was the Alexandrian
view, as we learn from the scholiast on
the Pax, who says that Eratosthenes,
dissenting from Lycophron, held that
upaKiav was not strictly the pallor, but
the antecedent dizziness arising from
faintness. Fritzsche thought that the
scholiast attributed to Sophocles the form
wpaid^eiv, which must have fallen out
before the explanation dirb TOV TTJV tZpav
a.iKl£ei.i>. He supports his view by Etym.
M. p. 823, 33 CopaKl^w, irapa TO lfeB
TT]P wpav.
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121

TOL ypdfJLjJLCLTa Trapdryei

121 Athen. 454 F, after quoting yevofxevq TTJV 6pxwri-KW e^eipyda-aro ri%-
certain passages in which an illiterate vqv ^vfx-wauav. Plutarch (qu. conv. 9. 15)
person is introduced giving a descrip- divides dancing into <popd, ox^a , and
tion of the letters composing a parti- 5ei£is, and says of the second (p. 747 c):
cular word, and amongst them the well- orav...axv^ Siadevres iirl rod cr&fiaTos
known fragment of Euripides (fr. 382), ypacpiKws rots elbecnv eirLfievwai. ibid.
proceeds : Kal ^io<poK\rjs Se TOJJTCI} irapa- p . 748 A TroLrjaiv yap elvcu TTJU opxycriv
TrX'qtTLov &irour)(jev £v 'A/x0tapdy carvpucip (nwiruxrav, Kal (p8eyyo/ji.ev7]v 6pxw-v irakiv
ra ypdfj.fj.aTa wapdyuv opxoifievov. TTJV TTOCVCLV. Lucian de salt. 63, Deme-

The expressive character of Greek trius said to a dancer: aKotiw a irotels,
dancing is abundantly warranted ; it ovx opQ fj.6vov, dXXd fj.01 doiceis rats xePa'^
was above all the demonstration of an avraXs \a\eiv. Athen. 22 A: Telestes,
idea. Lucian de salt. 69 Kal yap dia- the dancer of Aeschylus, was so skilful,
voias iirlbeL^Lv rd ycyvo/xeva @xei> Kai that, when dancing the Seven against
(rwfAaTiKTjs d<TK7)<rews evipytLav. P la t . legg. Thebes, he expressed the whole plot by
816 A 816 fxi/jLTjats TQV \eyofx£vwi> o-x^acrt his art.

AMct)|TPYQN

Euripides wrote an Alcmena, about which we have better
information than has been preserved concerning the Amphitiyon
of Sophocles ; for scholars are agreed that the chief dramatic
innovation introduced by Euripides was that Amphitryon
punished Alcmena for her supposed unfaithfulness by burning
her on a funeral-pyre, and that only the timely intervention of
Zeus rescued her from destruction : see Nauck, TGF p. 386,
Wilamowitz, Eur. Herakl? I p. 54. Wernicke (in Pauly-
Wissowa I 1573) infers that Sophocles followed the earlier
version recorded by Apollod. 2. 61, according to which the
deception practised by Zeus and his intercourse with Alcmena
were made known to Amphitryon through the agency of Tiresias.
The old guess that the Amphitryon was a satyr-play (Osann in
Rh. MILS. II 312) has nothing in its favour, unless indeed Porson's
view of fr. 1127 is adopted. Accius wrote an Amphitryon, which
is thought to have been adapted from Sophocles, principally
because the only other tragedy so entitled was written by the
Alexandrian Aeschylus {TGF p. 824). In any case, the plot
may be taken to have covered the same ground as the well-
known travesty of Plautus. Hartung and Schoell maintained
that both Sophocles and Accius dramatized the story of Euripides'
Hei'acles under this title, but their view was rightly rejected by
Ribbeck (p. 557).
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122

iirel Se fiXdcrTOL, TCQV rpicov \ilav \aj3eLV

ayo/cet.

1 2 2 Schol. Soph. O. C. 390 evvoias
"Xapiv] iv TOLS dvayKaioripoLS TQV dvri-
ypdtpwv ypd<peraL evaoias xdptv, & KCLl ° '
vjrofJLvri/iaTLadfj.evoL d^iovcrLV • e&aoLav 84
(pacri rijv evtiiveLav (evtxde'veiav Suid. s.v.
eifaoLa) naddwep /cat iv 'A/ncpLTp^wvL ' eTrei

ev<roias has been restored to the text of
the O. C. from the schol., but the word
does not occur elsewhere. The adj. efl-
ffoos is found in Theocr. 24. 8. Cf. Hesych.
II p . 233 efxroLa- evdrjvia, awTTjpLa.

The meaning of this fragment is ob-
scure. Welcker (p. 372) interpreted:
'when he is grown, to receive one of
these three provides security.' He sup-
poses that Zeus promised to Heracles
three safeguards to protect him amidst
the dangers of his life, one of which
would be at any time sufficient to keep
him unharmed; and compares the golden
hair of Pterelaus, son of Taphius (Apol-
lod. 2. 51), and for the triplication of the
security the three prayers of Theseus.
Hartung renders : ' it suffices to find one
of your three roads to safety,' but refrains
from explaining his meaning further.
Neither of these versions takes due ac-
count of e7ret fiXdarroL, which must be
regarded as a clause of general assump-
t ion: cf. Track. 93 /cat yap varipLp T6 7 '
ei5 I irpdaaetv, eirel TTV6OLTO, K^pdos efxiroXqi
(J.'s n.). To substitute fiXdaTT], as El-
lend t and others have proposed, would

make no difference, unless dpKei is taken
to be a dynamic (prophetic) present.
Bearing this in mind, I cannot help
suspecting that the words may refer to
the miraculous growth of the heads of
the Lernaean Hydra (a/x<piKpavov /cat ira-
\i/j./3\ao-T7) Kvva Eur . Her. 1274): ' a n d ,
whenever it grows, it is enough that one
of the three should be preserved.' The
details of the story are variously recorded:
Alcaeus (fr. 118) spoke of nine heads,
Simonides (fr. 203) of fifty, and Euri-
pides {Her. 1188) of a hundred ; and the
later authorities have the same or similar
variations. Thus it would not be sur-
prising to find that Sophocles mentioned
an outcrop of three heads at a time, one
of which always survived. And there is
a further detail in the mythological hand-
books which would help to explain the
text. Besides the ordinary version that
two heads grew for every one cut off,
Apollodorus (2. 77) relates that of the
nine heads eight were mortal, but the
middle one was immortal (rds fikv OKTW
dvqrds, TTJV 5e fxio-qv dddvarov) : see also
ib. 80, Pedias. 7. Similarly, Aristonicus
of Tarentum {FHG iv 337), a writer
of uncertain date, said that ' the middle
head' was golden.

For the short vowel before /SXdcrroi see
Jebb on Phil. 1312.—Meineke thought
that fxiav was an error for /JLLCLS.

123

OLfJL(f>lT€pfJLCO<;

1 2 3 Hesych. I p. 165 d/i

<plTp\J(i)VL.

Nauck thinks this form incredible,
and that either dfxtpLTepfidvws or d[x<pi-
Ttpixwv is required. But to conclude
that an adj. d^frep/ios, 'hedged round,'
is impossible would be rash in view of

the evidence that has been adduced (see
Brugmann Comp. Gr. II p. 27 E. tr.) for
the substitution in compounds of 0- stems
for stems in n-: cf. KLbicpavov, axfibderov.
It should be added that the preceding
gloss in Hesych. is d/j.<pirep/j.ov (-ripfj-oov
cod . ) ' diro < r e > Tep/j.aTio~/j.&ov.
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124
aTfJLTJTOV

1 2 4 Hesych. I p. 315 drpav^artcrroj'' d^piarov, drpavfidTicrTov. 2 . 'A. The
2O(/>O/CAT7S 'A/xipLTpijwvi.. &T/UL7]TOV• dfxe- gloss d/xepi<XTov is probably a reference
picrrov. to Plat-, Phaedr. vj'j'B. That drpavfia-

Inasmuch as drpavfidTLGTov is entirely TKTTOV was a possible word of explanation
out of place in the alphabetical order, is shown by Etym. M. p. n o , 52 dvoti-
and has no explanatory gloss, the con- TCLTOS' 6 drpavfjidTiaros. Nauck's sug-
clusion seems inevitable that aT/j.7)Tov gestion that 2o0.'A//.0. refers to a previous
has dropped out before it, and that gloss dr/mTjcrlfipojv • ov8efj.cds rokfx-qs ZvvoLav
Sophocles used this word in the Am- &xwv has very little probability. And
phitryon with the meaning invulnerable. that is actually an error for drK-qdi^puv
This was practically the view of Salma- (Headlam on Aesch. Ag. 438).
sius, who arranged the words aTix-qrov •

[ANAPOMAXH]

There is no other reference to a play of Sophocles bearing
this title than that of fr. 125 quoted below. But, as there is
independent evidence that Sophocles employed the word
Trapacrd'yyrj's with the meaning ' messenger' in the Hoi/ieves (see
fr. 520), and as Andromache is a character who may very well
have appeared in that play, Welcker (p. 113) concludes that
there was no such play as the yAvSpo/xd^r], and that fr. 125
really refers to the Hoifieves. For errors due to the citation of a
character in place of the name of a play see p. 38, and the note
on fr. 161.

125

1 2 5 Etym. J\I. p. 652, 13 irapa- Nauck in his first edition conjectured
adyyat. • r& rpidKovra ordSta irapd Hepaais that ev 'Av5pop:eda should be read, but
wap' AlyvTrriois 5' e^rjKovra. irapd 8e now rightly inclines to Welcker's opinion
2o0o\'Xet iv 'Avdpofiaxv eirl rod dyyeXov referred to above.
dp-qrai. To the same effect Etym. Gud. For the word 7ra/)acrciYy7?s see on fr. 520,
p. 452, 31 with the reading ev 'Av5pop:dx<i>. and cf. fr. 183.

ANAPOMEAA

There is some direct evidence of the events comprised in the
plot of the Andromeda. See Eratosth. Catasterism. 16 (Wester-
mann, Mythogr. p. 250) KaaaceTreia. TCLVTTJV larropei 2o^>o«A,̂ 9 0
TT}? rpa<yaiSia<i 7roir)rr)s ev 'AvSpo/jteBa ipiaaaav irepl /caXXovs rats
NriprjiaLv eLcreXdecv et? TO crv/x7TTQ)/jLa, /ecu TlocretScova BtacpdeLpai
rrjv ywpav KTJTOS eirLirep-^ravra, SL rjv <alriav> Trpo/ceircu TC5 /crjTet
rj 0v<yaT7]p otVet'co?. ia^ij/ndTLaTaL Be iyyv<; eVt Slcfrpov /cadrjfievr).
ib. 36 K ^ T O ? . TOVTO eo-Tiv o UoaecBcou <eV>e7reyu/\/re Kr](f)ei Bta TO
Haao~L€7T€Lav eplaau irepl icdWovs ra t? Nrjprjio-Lv. TIepcrev'i B
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avTo aveTXe, teal 81a rovro ei<$ ra darpa eriOr] virofJbvrjfxa TT}?
TrpdtjeaiS avrov. iaropei Be ravra SOC^OKA.?}? 6 TWV TpaycpBcwv
7roir)Tr)<; iv rf} 'AvSpo/jbe&a. The same version is followed in two
passages of the scholia to the Aratea of Germanicus Caesar
(p. 138. 9, 21 : see R. Ellis i n / . P. IV 267, and now E. Maass,
Comment, in Aratum, pp. 215, 257). Hygin. poet, astron. 2. 10
p. 443 Cassiepeia. de hac Euripides et Sophocles et alii complures
dixerunt ut gloriata sit se forma Nereidas praestarc. pro quo facto
inter sidera sedens in seliquastro constitutes est. But the play
cannot be reconstructed to the same extent as is possible with
the more famous Andromeda of Euripides. The plot of Euripides
knows nothing of a previous betrothal to Agenor (or Phineus):
Cepheus refuses the proposal of Perseus on other grounds, and
his opposition is overcome by the appearance of x\thena anro
firj'^avrj^. It has been suggested1 that Sophocles followed the
version of the denouement adopted by Hygin. fab. 64, according
to which Cepheus and Agenor lay in wait for Perseus in order
to slay him, but Perseus by showing them the Gorgon's head
turned them into stone. But it is difficult to understand how the
name of Sophocles found its way into the astronomical handbook,
if there was nothing in his play to support the statement that
the chief characters in the story were turned into stars. It
should be observed that although the story of Perseus and
Andromeda is not old—at least there is no trace of it in literature
before the fifth century—it was already current at the time of the
Persian wars, if we may lay any weight upon the statement
of Herodotus (7. 150) that Xerxes claimed kinship with the
Argives, as the descendant of Perses, the son of Perseus and
Andromeda. It is improbable that Phrynichus had introduced
Andromeda into one of his plays, as Dobree inferred from
Ar. Nub. 556. The reference there is to a comedy : see schol.
R. and Starkie's note.

Brunck, following Casaubon, considered that Sophocles'
Andromeda was a satyr-play; but his opinion was founded on no
stronger reason than the evidence afforded by fr. 136. Ribbeck,
who takes the same view (Rom. Trag. p. i63l69), thinks that
fr. 127 has a comic tone and also refers to fr. 132 ; but his main
reason is that Euripides' play would not have been regarded
as a startling novelty—as it undoubtedly was—if Sophocles
had already treated the subject in a serious manner. But the
innovation of Euripides was rather in the romantic setting.

E.,Petersen2 endeavoured to reconstruct the Andromeda of
1 So Wernicke in Pauly-Wissowa I 2156.
- /• H. S. xxiv (1904) pp. 104—112. The identification had been made by earlier

critics : see also E. Kuhnert in Roscher ill 1994.
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Sophocles from a hydria in the British Museum (E 169) which is
undoubtedly earlier than 412 B.C., the date of Euripides' play,
and is consequently inferred to have been influenced by Sophocles.
The painting shows Perseus arriving on foot, whereas in the
works of art which follow Euripides he descends from the air;
Cepheus weeping for his daughter's fate ; posts being fixed into
the ground, to which Andromeda is to be lashed ; and funeral
offerings carried by slaves, as if the king's daughter were already
dead. But most stress is laid upon the figure of an effeminate
oriental supported by two attendants, who is identified with
Phineus1, the plighted lover of Andromeda. From these
materials Petersen draws the inference that the characters of the
cowardly barbarian who abandoned his betrothed, and of the
heroic Greek who rescued her, were brought into strong contrast
at an early stage of the action, and that the subsequent conflict
between Perseus and the barbarians was due not to the opposition
of Cepheus, but to the renewal of his claim by Phineus after the
rescue of the heroine. Petersen further contends that Accius
followed Sophocles in his Andromeda, whereas Ennius had as
usual copied Euripides ; but even if he is right, the Latin
fragments are too ambiguous to assist his general argument.
The value of the archaeological evidence must be left for others
to determine2; but the attempts by means of it to establish a
connexion with Eur. Ale. 611 ff., and to interpret fr. 130 as
referring to funeral vases, and fr. 133 as a description of Phineus
yoked to his attendants cannot be approved.
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Kovpeiov ypeOrj TTOXEL'

dpois yap icrnv ap^rjdev
(SpoTetov TW Kpovoj OvrjiroXelv.

1 2 6 . 1 TJ/JHOVTOV cod. : corr. Tucker | Kovpecov Musurus : Kdpiov codd. 2 sq. ordi-
nem verborum in hunc modum disposui : VO/J.OS yap eari rdls /3apf3dpoi.s dvqiro\eiv
fiporetov apxv@€V yepos r y Kpovcp cod. 3 yepas Buttmann : y£pos cod.

1 2 6 Hesych. II p. 526 Kovplov. anticipated by M. Schmidt's lepWvrov,
1,O(POK\TJS 'Avdpofjiedq.. ' 7]/J.IOVT6J/.. .Kpovq:.' Diels 's ahldvrov rj and Mekler's fiiaidvTOv.

1 The best correction of the corrupt Less probable conjectures are al,u6ppvTov
7]/J.LOVTOV is Tucker 's 5rmi6dvToi> (C. R. Scaliger, iviaijaiov O. Hense, TJ/JUV dvrbv
xvii 190), which H. was inclined to Campbell (perhaps better rj 5' iKdwoy),
prefer to his own TL/J.7)6VTOV or TL/ULI66VTOV TJOLV rod' ovv J. On the assumption
(C. i?. xiv 113 n.). Both were partly that ntpiov could stand, which is most

1 So the name is given by Ovid and Apollodorus (2. 44): Hyginus {fab. 64) calls
him Agenor. Others consider that the figure represents Andromeda.

2 See the contrary view taken by Engelmann in Arch. Jb. xix 143; but his
conclusion is criticized unfavourably by Gruppe in Bursians Jahresb. cxxxvil 394.
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improbable, Herwerden proposed aftixiov
('culpa vacans ') TO Kbpiov.—For the Attic
Kovpciov, an offering made in connexion
with the ceremony of introduction to the
phratries see Pollux 8. 107 /ecu els i]Xi>dav
vpoeXOovTuu ev rrj KaXov/u-evg KovpewTidi
Tjixepq. vwep /xev TWP appivwv TO novpeiov
Zdvov, inrep 5e TWV dyjXeiwp TTJV ya/j.T]Xiav.
For the difficulties of detail which have
to be overcome in reconciling the con-
flicting statements of our authorities see
Wyse's Isaeus, p. 358, Toepffer in Pauly-
Wissowa I 2676. The word has been
derived either (1) from Kelpw, as signifying
an offering made on cutting the hair, or
(2) from icdpos (Kovpos). Both derivations
appear to have been put forward in
antiquity (Suid. s.v., Etym. M. p. 533,
51): for the latter Wyse refers to the
Delphic 7rcu5?ji<x. In the absence of more
precise evidence it is idle to speculate
what bearing this passage has on the
significance of the Kovpetov in primitive
times, and whether the animal-victim was
the surrogate for a human sacrifice.

2 f. It is fairly certain that these lines
have suffered confusion owing to a dislo-
cation of the original order, and that the
displacement was caused by the desire of
the scribe to arrange the words according
to their grammatical construction: see
H. in C. R. xvi 245. Cobet, Coll. Crit.
p. 188. But their rearrangment is not so
simple a matter, and there are several
possibilities from which I have chosen
what seems to me the best (see cr. n.).
The objections to Scaliger's To1<n j3ap(3&-
pois Kp6vip I dvrjwoXeiv J3P6TELOI> dpxv^ev

yevos, apart from the introduction of
yfvos, are (x) the position of apxyOc;
(2) the distribution of emphasis, which
makes it unlikely that v6/mos yap eVri came

first. Tucker, who regards apxflOev as
corrupt and thinks that the articles were
later additions, proposed: VO/AOS yap iffTL
(Bapfiapois dv-rjiroXew | <6vos> fipoTetov,
aipedev yepas Kpovy.—dp\r\Q€v : for the
histoiy of this word see the admirable
account of Lobeck, Phryn. p. 93, who
shows that it and other -dev forms, after
failing to establish themselves in Attic,
became fairly common in late Greek.
The only objection to the word, apart from
its position in the sentence, is the state-
ment in Bekk. anecd. p. 4.21, 5 OVK ecrn
irapa TOLS WTTLKOIS irXrjv Trap' AtVxuAy
(fr. 416 N. ) . Trap' 'HpodoT(p 5e HCTTL xal
Toh"Iwcn. But it would be dangerous to
refuse the word to Sophocles on this
ground alone.—^e'pas is the certain cor-
rection of Buttmann (yevos Scaliger, depos
Gomperz). For sacrifice as a yfpas of the
god cf. Aesch. Cho. 256, Achaeus fr. 2,
Tr. fr. adesp. 118.—In spite of the
frequent occurrence of human sacrifice in
the Greek legends, it is always spoken of
in literature as something abhorrent to
Greek feeling and only suitable to
barbarians: cf. Eur. / . T. 464 Sefat
dvcrlas, I as 6 irap i)fxlu vS/xos oux oaias...
ava<paivei. See Stengel, Kultusaltert?
p. ii4ff. The Greeks identified Cronos
with Moloch to whom the Phoenicians
sacrificed children: Diodor. 13. 86, 20.
14. [Plat.] Min. 315c. Gruppe, Gr.
Myth. p. 254. For possible traces of
human sacrifice in festivals of Kpbvia and
Saturnalia see Gruppe in Bursiatis Jahr-
esb. cxxxvil 544 ff. Frazer, G. Br III
147 ft. E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture^,
11 p. 398. There is an article by the
present writer on Human Sacrifice (Greek)
in the Encyclopaedia of Religion and
Ethics.
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iTTTTOKJiV T) KVfJL/3aL(Tl VOLVCTToXels

1 2 7 Athen. 482 E o n 5£ KOL TTXOIOV
77 KVfj.(3r), ?lo<poKXi)s ev Wv5pofiiba <py\alv
itinroL<nv...x0ova;' Eustath. / / . p . 1205,
56 TOIOVTOV /ecu ^,o<poKX^ovs rd ' iTnroicnv...
X&oi>a,' TovTe'aTLv 'nnrdTijs Tj/ceis 7} dia
TTXOIOV ; Phot. lex. p . 1S7, 3 KVV(3T]'
TTXOLOV eldos' 2o0OAcXr}s.

The words may be taken to have been
addressed to Perseus, but hardly by
Andromeda, who must have seen him
arrive. But whether the occasion was

the banquet which some of the authorities
describe as part of the sequel, cannot
be determined: see Introductory Note.
Petersen attributes the line to Phineus,
who, he thinks, might well have used an
affected style of utterance. The meaning
is correctly given by Eustathius, who,
quoting the passage for another purpose,
is here independent of Athenaeus. There
is thus an instance of zeugma, since vava-
ToXels does not fit iinroicnv: cf. Eur.

p .
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Bacch. 687 yvwixhas KparTJpi /cat Xcarov
i^60y, Aesch. Prom. 21 IV oure <pwv\\v
oiire TOV fiopcpijv j3poTu>v | oiprj, Cope on
Arist. rhet. 1. 4. 6.—Kvp.pauru is probably
not a native Greek word. Athenaeus
here adds that Kvppa for a « / / was said
by Apollodorus to be a Paphian word.
Cf. Plin. n. h-i- 208 cumbam Phoetiices
{invemrunt). Torr, Ancient Ships, p.
112 f., not only holds that the use of
Kijfx^T] indicates that a Phoenician vessel is
meant, but also that lirwoi was the name
given to Phoenician merchant-ships bear-
ing a horse as figure-head. He quotes
Strabo 99 (a figure-head recognized as

belonging to Gades) TO6TO)V yap TOVS fikv
ifivopovs fx.eyaXa areWeiv irXdla, TOVS Se
irevrjTas (JUKpd, a KaXeiv 'iirirovs dirb TCOV
iv rais Trp(ppats eirioiiixwv, and refers to
Horn. A 708 and other passages where
ships are compared to horses. But this
ingenious interpretation is hardly con-
vincing.—yjbova is, of course, ace. termini,
not, as L. and S. strangely suggest, of
space traversed: cf. Eur. Med. 682. It
is surprising that E. Mueller, quoted by
Hartung, should have taken the use of
vavaroXeiv to be evidence of the satyric
character of the play.
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128 Phryn. epit. p. 374 Lob. (CCCL
Ruth.) irpbacpaTov • /cat trepl TOIJTOV
TroWrjv bLarpi§7]v iiroLrjadfMrjv, eirKTKOTrov-
[xevos el fxbvov Xeyercu ' irpocrcparos veicpbs '
(Hdt. 2. 89 etc.) /cat /XTJ ' irp6a<paTov
irpayjxa.^ evpiaKero 5e 2O0OKX?5J iv rrj
'Avdpo/xeda ridels QVTW ' jui.7]8ev...ein<T-
ToXds.'

Rutherford preferred the variant 0o-
fietcrde, and there is nothing to decide for
one as against the other. Naber plausibly
suggested that the words /Mrjdev (po^elirdai
are part of Phryhichus' statement, and do
not belong to Sophocles at a l l ; but in
that case some alteration of the text
would be necessary.

It is curious that Phrynichus should
have had so much difficulty in finding
an example of Trpocrtparos in the meta-

phorical sense, which, as Lobeck points
out, is fairly common. It should, how-
ever, be observed that the metaphor is
vigorous in Aesch. Cho. 800 \6<ra<rd'
alfj.a irpo<T<pa.Toi.s 5t/cats, and in Pind.
Pyth. 4. 299 evpe Traya? dfi^poaiwv iiriwv \
irpofffparov O?̂ /3a ^evwdels, of fresh
water, where all the editors take irpba-
(pixTov as an adverb, although Lobeck had
indicated the true view. So in Dem. 21.
112 irpocr<pa.Tos is contrasted with £wXa
/cat ipvxpd, but in Lys. 18. 19 '£TI TT}S
opyrjS ovcrrjs irpocrcpdrov the metaphor is
full-grown. Even to Zeno and the Stoics,
who defined Atf7r?7 as 5o£a 7rp6<T(f>aros KOLKOV
irapovaias (fr. 143 of myed., I 212 Am.),
the metaphor was probably still living.
In later Greek it became worn-out: see
Holden on Plut. Them. 24.

129
Sabbait.

129

129
IBoi) Se

hiyovov
ISov 8e (polvLov Brunck: idov 5e <f>oivbv Etym. M., didov 8a<poivbv lex.

Etym. M. p. 272, 5 diyovos
8LTT\OVS i/nds' ?) 8TL OV JJLOVOV /cara

v rjv TOLOVTOS, d\\d /cat dirb rod
at/xaros e/ĉ xjow<rro. 2o0o/cA??s '
' L8oi)...diyovoi'J e/c TOV prjTopiKov ' 6 dtjo
Xpw/xatrt Kexpuftevos. An abbreviated
form of this note appears in Hesych. 1
p. 503 diyovos fj.dad\r]s • 6 8nr\ovs, 7)

dvcrl xp&ixa.(n Kexp^vos {Kexp^^vos cod.,
Kexpu/J-evos Musurus) : if Campbell had
referred to Etym. M., he would not have
proposed t̂ ctcrt Kexp^^vos in Hesych.
Hesych. i n p. 73 /xdadXt) /cat iidadX-qs'
Sep/Aci /cat viroSrj/xa CJ>OLVLKOVV. /cat rjvia.
Sicpdepa. ixdadX-qras (fidadXri ras cod.)
rofiovras {TO/XO^S' ras Wecklein) ijvlas.
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Kal yap ri fid<xd\r] (l/xdcrOX-rj Bruno Keil).
2O0OKX??S 'Avdpo/xeda Kal 1lvv8elirvoLis. For
the last extract see fr. 57 r. The quotation,
without lemma or explanation, is found in
lex. Sabbait. p. 50, 18.

Udo-OXTjTa 817OVOV had received two
traditional explanations, (1) as a double
lash, (2) as a lash stained with blood in
addition to its original colour. We need
not hesitate to prefer the former, which
is established by Ai. 241 fieyav 'nnrodeTTjv
pvrrjpaXafiwi' | Trcu'ei Xiyvpg. fidcrri~yi dnrXrj.
It appears from the epithet Xiyupa that
Sophocles understood the Homeric /xdoTt£
as a whip rather than a goad : see A 532.
Notwithstanding the contrary opinions of
Verrall and Tucker (on Theb. 595), it
seems impossible to avoid the conclusion
that dnrXfj /xdcmyi in Ag. 647, and dnrXrjs
fxapdyprjs in Cho. 374, refer to a double

lash, and that Leaf (on ^ 387) is mistaken
in extending the inference which he draws
from Homeric usage to the language of
the tragedians. On the other hand, it
will be observed that these passages do
not relate to the driving of chariots, and
it is certain that goads (El. 718, Eton.
156, Eur. Hipp. 1194, / . A. 220, Phoen.
182, Her, 881, 949) with a double point
(O. T. 809) were employed for that pur-
pose. The only passage in tragedy where
it might plausibly be urged that jj.dGTi% =
Kevrpov is At. 1253; and there Jebb
renders it whip. Herwerden (Mnem. xvn
265) proposed 8'LTOVOV, not without reason ;
for there is nothing in the use of diyovos,
rpiyovos, dupvris, etc. which supports their
extension to other than natural multipli-
cation.
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13O Pollux 10. 120 2O0O/CXT7S 5' kv
' AvSpo/j.£5a avToxtLXecri XrjKirffois (Xldois
cod. C) <-<prj, HTJXQV dXafidarovs fiovoXidovs.

Hemsterhuis conjectured avToXidoitn
XrjKijdois, and Wakefield avroKoXXois
XijKvdois; but there is no ground for these
suspicions. avTO^€iXeo-i indicates that
the rim of the flask or pot was of the
same material as the rest of the vessel.
It was the custom to gild the edges of
silver cups, or to cover horn with silver:
cf. Aesch. fr. 185 dpyvprjXdTois \ nepaai
Xpvcrd crro/xia Trpoa^€J3Xr)/j.euoLS, quoted by
Athen. 476 c. Similarly Theopompus iv
devrtpa $i.Xunri.Ku>v (FHG I 285 ap. Athen.
I.e. n) says that the kings of the Paeonians
TQV /3O<2>V T&V Trap' avroh yivofxivuv fieydXa
nipara (pvovruv, ws xw/?e 'J / rpels Kal T£T-
rapas x°as> ^KTihjxara iroieiv i^ ai>TGii>, r a
Xei,\?; irepiapyvpovvras Kal ^

But the practice was as old as Homer:
5 615 dwaw TOL Kpr\TT)pa rervyixevov.
dpyvpeos 8e \ ianv a7raj, XPva<? 5' e7rt x«Xea
KeKpdavrai, id. 132. Thus the compound
means ' with natural rims,' and the whole
phrase is exactly parallel to aurSKuira
fitXr) in Aesch. Cho. 16$, weapons whose
hilt is in one piece with the blade.
Similar are avroKTirovs' 86JJ.OVS fr. 332,
avTOirerpov ^rj/xaTos O. C. 193, aiTo^vXdv
7' ^Kirw/bLa Phil. 35, and other instances
quoted in the n. on Eur. Hel. 356.—
avToxzi-X£<jL is the regular accentuation, as
Blaydes points out: see Chandler, § 698 ft".
But Nauck and Dindorf print avroxel-Xecn,
following, I suppose, the tradition in
Pollux.

Observe that the words form an or-
dinary glyconic line.

1 3 1 Hesych. I p . 164 dfj.cpLTrpv/j.j'ov
TTXOIOV ' eKaT^pwdev wpv/JLvas %X0V- ^o<po-
K\TJS 'Avdpofxtda. Kal T& eiri <TWTi)plq
•jreXujTr6fJ.eva irXo'ta. The last clause is
unintelligible, and neither Musurus's Tre/j.-
irdfj.eva nor M. Schmidt 's <TT6XIP eir6/j.ei>a
throws any light on the mystery. Luebeck
(Pauly-Wissowa I [953) thinks that boats
like our Life-Boats are meant.

f ^ p ^ This adjective is applied
to vessels which for various reasons were
so constructed that they could be propelled
in either direction without turning. Dio
Cass. 74. 11, describing the siege of
Byzantium by Septimius Severus: Kal
Tiva avrQv (irXoiwv) eKaripwdev Kal €K rrjs
•wpvfxvt]s Kal eK TTJS irptppas irrjdaXiois

ti avrol /J.T] dvacrTpe<p6/j.tvoi
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/cat eTrnrXecocn Kal dvayupGiGi, Kal TOVS
ivavriovs /cat iv ry Trp6(nr\(f /cat iv T £
aTroTrXip <r<pQv cr̂ dXXwcrt. Germanicus
built such boats for his campaign : Tac.
Ann. 4. 6 plures adpositis utrimqite guber-
naculis, converso ut repente remigio hinc
vel Mine adpellerent. They were also
used by the Germans (Tac. Germ. 44)
and by the inhabitants of the coasts of
the Euxine {Hist. 3. 47). Athen. 204 A, E
mentions certain vessels of Ptolemy Philo-
pator, one of these a state barge, which
he describes as Siirpwpoi and Uirpvixvoi;
and it is inferred that they also were
of this kind, although Schweighauser
thought otherwise (vol. XI p. 232 on
489 B, where a diirpcppos is compared to a
cup TrapaKei/xevcjs ^x0VTa T a <Sra). I take
this opportunity of remarking, in view of

the explanations still given in some books,
that the meaning of a/j,<pripes dopv in Eur.
Cycl. 15 and d/cdrtoj' d/xcpripiKov in Thuc.
4. 67 is fixed by the schol. on the latter
passage (iv d) eKaaros TQV eXavvovrcov
diKwwia eperrei.); they were sculling-boats,
and were named d^cpripr) because each
one of the crew propelled the vessel on
both sides. See also Blaydes on Ar.
Eccl. 1091. Is it possible that the KTJTOS
was compared to an d/xcplirpvixvov irXoiov,
because he could so readily shift himself
to meet an attack from any quarter ? He
is compared to a ship rushing through
the waves in Ov. Met. 4. 706. [I have
since learnt that the suggestion has been
anticipated for the same reason by Peter-
sen : see Introductory Note. ]

132

1 3 2 Hesych. I p. 141 ffi
afx^Xol: (i^airXoi cod.: corr. Salmasius)

dt eiri d/xireXov. /cat e/crtTpwcr/cet.
S

ljo<poKXrjs 'Avdpo/xedq, (avdpo cod.).
M. Schmidt maintained that the form

a/nfiXiHTKco was an error, and that either
d/x̂ Xtcr/cw (Plat.) or dfx^XwcrKOJ (Suid.)
should be substituted. Lobeck, Phryn.
p. 210, refused to condemn d,a/3Ai;(rKw as
a possible derivative from dfj.fi'kijs; and
the evidence does not warrant a dogmatic

conclusion. All we can say is that
dfjifiXlcrKw and i^a/j.^Xovv are the best-
attested forms, and that eKTiTpwaKeiv is
Ionic and Hellenistic. Both Lobeck and
Rutherford (p. 289) make the strange
mistake of assigning iKTirpuaKeiv to
Sophocles on the strength of the above
passage of Hesychius. But it is obviously
part of the explanation attached to
d/jL(3Xv<TKei (or d/̂ /3\tcr/cei). Cf. Hesych. II
p . 1 1 5 i£apaf3Xodfj,€v (?) • i K &
S u i d . i^afjLpXLanew ' eKTirpdja
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1 3 3 Hesych. 11 p. 256 £eu£t\ews •
fcvKTbs Xaos (^€VKT7]S XCLOV Ellendt), 17 cS
vire^evy[lev01 eiai Xaoi. 2>o(pOKXrjs (ao<pws
cod.) 'Av8po/j,id<}. Cf. Phot. lex. p. 53, 8
( = Suid. s.v. ^ev^iXews) £ev£LXews • cp
vTre£evyfj.&ot. elcrif ol Xaoi. Eustath. / / .
p. 401, 11 £evl;lXews etp-qrat irapd rots fJ.ed'
"Ofirjpoi' 6 paaiXetis.

The description refers to an oriental
despotism, where the subjects were
crushed beneath the yoke of slavery:

Isocr. 4. 151 rdy 8e \f/vxds 5td rds fiovap-
X'as raTreiFas /cat 7re/)t5eeis §x0VTei' Plat.
Menex. 240A at 5e yvQ/xai dedovXwjuLevai
dirdvrwv dvdpihirwv tfcrav, ibid. C 'AdqvaLovs
iv rrj aiirrj Tatirrj dvdyKrj feti^avras
'E/aerpteOcrtz' ayeiv. Aesch. Pers. 594
oi/d' £TI yXwcraa flpoTOicnv | iv (fivXaicais'
XiXvrai yap \ Xabs iXeudepa fidfeiv, | ws
iXvdrj frvyov dX/cdj. For the metaphor
in general see Jebb on Ai. 24.
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0177x0,9

1 3 4 Phot. lex. p. 317, 7
TOVS Ku>/j,7jTas. 2O0OKA?7S 'App
Hesych. I l l p . 182 oirjrdv • KOJ/J.7)TWV
(olarav KOfxiiTbiv cod.) olcu (ol cod.) yap
at KWfxat.. ibid. p . 183 oi-qrav ' KW(JL7)TWI>
(K0fi7]Twi> cod.).

The word ot'77 for a village occurs in
Apoll . Rhod . 2. 138 iripdovro yap r\fxkv
dXwal I ^ 5 ' olai TTJfxos Syip virb dovpl AIJKOIO.

It corresponds to the Laconian ci/3d, a
local division of the country (Gilbert,
Staatsalt.'1 p. 45), in which (3 appears
to represent F. See Curtius, Gr. Et. ir
p. 214 E. tr.: but the connexion with
latia is inadmissible. Oea was the name
of an Attic deme (0. C. 106r, with Jebb's
n.), and also a place-name in Thera.
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crdprjTov
1 3 5 Hesych. iv p. 6 craXrjTov So0o-

KXTJS ' Ai>8pofj.eda. 'AvTiTraTpos (dvrl iraTpbs
rj cod. A grammarian of this name is
mentioned in schol. Ar. Av. 1403) @ap-
Pp f
avTov elvai <paal. See however ibid. p . 11
<rdpr)Tov ' 6 Kal crapains, eldos XIT&VOS.
And this form is supported by Phot. lex.
p. 501, 24 crdprjTov' (Sap/Sapi/cbs XLT&V.
Cf. Hesych. IV p . 10 irdpains' HepaiKos
XLT&JS /xeaoXevKos, ws KrricrLas. Poll . 7. 61
6 8e <rdpaTUS, M ^ M P TO cf>bprnxa, iropipvpovs
fiecroXevKos xLT(^v- Phot . lex. p . 500, 7
adpaTris ' xtTcb^ Hepaiicbs [xeabXevKOs.
Democr. Ephes. (FUG IV 383) ap. Athen.

525 C crapdirets ixrjXivoi. /cat irop<pvpoi /cat
XevKoi, ot 8e aXovpyeis.

Such a tunic was part of the royal
apparel of the Persian king: Xen. Cyr.
8. 3. 13 opdrjv ^x<jjv TVV Tidpav Kal %i7wa
irvpcpvpovv fxeaoXevKov,—a\\y 5' OVK ££eori
/jLeo-bXevKov %xeiv- ^ w a s adopted by
Alexander when he assumed the Persian
dress: Athen. 537 E, Plut. Alex. 51
(where didXevtcos is used for fj.e<r6XevKos).
Elsewhere we find it worn by upstarts
and imposters, such as Lysias the
Epicurean philosopher who became tyrant
of Tarsus (Athen. 215 c), or Alexander
the false prophet in Lucian Alex. 11.

I36

1 3 6 Schol. Theocr. 4. 62 roi)s aarti-
povs irXeiovs <f>7]<riv, ws /cat robs ^eiXrjvoiis
xal TLavas, ws AtVxivXoj fj.ev ev TXatiKQ
(fr. 35), SO0O/C\T7S 8e iv 'Avdpo/uida.

So the extract is given by Nauck, with-
out stating his authority. Duebner gives
the opening words as roi/s aarijpovs ol
irXeloves (pacnv, and notes that EU have
/cat (xarvpiffKovs TO{/S IlaVas ot TrXetovs
(pacriu, <hs Kal TOI)S jZeiXivods Kal robs
crartipovs. Dindorf prints TOI>S crartipovs
a/cpareis ot irXeiovts cf>a<nv, where the
addition of d/cparetj is due to a conjecture
of Casaubon. Nauck inferred that Sopho-
cles spoke of Sileni in the plural on the
ground that the authority of Aeschylus

is quoted, as other evidence shows, for
the existence of two Pans. But he sub-
sequently admitted (Index, p. xi) that the
true solution had been found by Wecklein
(Sitzungsb. d. K. B. Akad. 18901 p. 31),
and that we ought to read roi)s ILavas...
o-arijpovs, as printed in Ahrens's and
Ziegler's editions. The passage in
Theocritus r u n s : TO TOL ytvos rj 2aTvpi-

I iyytidev 7/ ILdve<r<ri
S

I yy /
eplcrdei. So soon as we consider what
comment is likely to have been made
on these words requiring the citation of
parallels, it becomes clear that the editor,
possibly Theon himself, was defending the
use of HaVes in the plural by Theocritus.
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The alternative offered by Casaubon's the parallel conception of the Italian
restoration would be inconsistent with Faunus: see Warde Fowler, Roman
the quotation from Aeschylus. Pan was Festivals, p. 260. For other early
acknowledged by Herodotus (2. 145) evidence of the plural cf. Ar. Eccl. 1069
to be one of the youngest of the Greek w l iases , Plat. leg*. 815 c ~Ntjfj,<pas re ical
gods, and his name hardly appears in llamas KCLI Z I A ^ O U S /cat ^artipous eirovc-
literature before the fifth century B.C. fid^ovres. The Panisci, parallel to
It seems highly probable that the generic a-arvpia-Koi, are not mentioned before
use of the name is actually the earlier, Cicero (n. d. 3. 43), but this is probably
and that Pan the god is developed and accidental. See also A. P. 6. 108 u\pr)\u>v
individualized from the class of demonic opewv icpopot, Kepaol, xopoiraiKTai, | Ildves,
beings with whom the rustic fancy popu- j3ovx&ov tcpavropes ApKadirjs. Prop. 3.
lated the hills and forests of Arcadia. 17. 34. Pausan. 8. 37. 2.
The same history has been deduced for

ANTHNOPIAAI

The following extract from Strabo (608) is usually referred
to the Antenoridae. 'Sophocles says that at the capture of
Troy a leopard's skin was placed in front of the door of Antenor,
to serve as a warning that the house was to remain unscathed.
Accordingly, Antenor and his sons, together with the Eneti who
had joined them, found their way in safety to Thrace, and thence
escaped to the country called Enetica on the Adriatic. Then
also Aeneas, together with his father Anchises and his son
Ascanius, collected his followers and set sail1.' The leopard's
skin was also mentioned in the Locrian Ajax (fr. 11). Pausanias
(10. 27. 3), describing the picture of Polygnotus in the Lesche at
Delphi, which set forth the incidents belonging to the capture of
Troy, referred to the house of Antenor, with its leopard's skin
over the entrance ; in front of it were represented Antenor and
his wife Theano (Horn. Z 298), with their sons Glaucus and
Eurymachus, and their daughter Crino and her infant The
leopard's skin is mentioned in the same connexion by schol.
Pind. Pyth. 5. 110.

In the same account (10. 26. 7, 8) Pausanias states that
Lesches in the Little Iliad (fr. 13 K.) related the rescue by
Odysseus of Helicaon, another of Antenor's sons, when wounded
in the night-battle; and gives reasons for concluding that his
wife Laodice was exempted from the fate of the other Trojan
women. Apollodorus (epit. 5. 21) similarly recounts that Odysseus
and Menelaus, recognizing Glaucus the son of Antenor, as he
was fleeing to his house, saved him by force of arms. Pindar
{Pyth. 5. 83) followed the tradition that the Antenoridae settled at
Cyrene : e\ovrtrav ^aXKoy^apixai %evoi | Tpwe? 'AvravopiSai, • avv

1 Strabo is extracted by Eustath. / / . p. 405, 29.
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'KXeva yap JAOXOV, \ KaTrvwOetaav irdrpav iirel tSov. The family
was so numerous that its migrations might well have been in
more than one direction. Bacchylides spoke of them as fifty: schol.
Horn. Q 496 inOavbv fiiav re/ceiv L6', ov-% o>? Ba/c^iA/S?;? v T77?
®eavovs v7roypd(f)€L TraiSas. Homer names eleven: besides Coon,
Demoleon, Iphidamas, Laodamas, and Pedaeus, who were killed,
Acamas, Agenor, Archelochus,Helicaon, Laodocus, and Polybus1;
and Verg. A en. 6. 483 has Glaucumque Medontaque Thersi-
lochumque, | tris Antenoridas, though these three are not so
specified in Homer P 216. A few other names besides those
which have been already mentioned appear in later writers.

The reasons which induced the Greeks to accord a special pro-
tection to Antenor are recorded in Qu. 13. 2o,ifF. and more briefly
in Tryphiod . 656 ff. reKva Se KOL yever^v ' Avrrjvopos avrtdeouo
ATpeL$r)<; e^>vXa^€, (friXo^eivoLo yepovros, \ [xeC\,L~£ir)> irporepr]1^ TLVCOV

%dpLV, rjSe TpaTretfls \ fceivTjs, fj fiuv eSe/CTo yvvrj irprjela Seavco. Cf.
Tzetz . Posthom. 741 ff. oXt]v fiev ''Avrr)vopo<i elpvaavro yevedXrjv
Apyeloi, %evir]s /JLVTJ/JLTJV tyopeovTes £K€LVOV, 7rap$a\er}v irpoOvpot^
dplyvcoTov a-rjjjba tfakovres. H e had enter ta ined Menelaus and
Odysseus, when they came to Troy to demand the restoration of
Helen (Horn. F 207), and protected them from injury (schol.
ad loc). He was the leader of the peace-party among the
Trojans, and had recommended the surrender of Helen and her
treasure (H 347 ff.; cf. Hor. Ep. 1. 2. 9); and his honied speech
was compared to tha t of Nes tor : el /ULOL TO NecrTopeLov evyXcocraov
yLteXov j 'Avrrjvopos re TOV <£>pvyb<; SOLTJ deos (Eur . fr. 899).

The tradition that Troy fell in consequence of the treachery
of Antenor has not been traced to any early writer2 ; and there
is no evidence to show that Sophocles was acquainted with it.

It is generally admitted that the passage in Strabo contains a
summary in brief of the plot of the AntenoHdae*; for otherwise
the allusion cannot be traced to its source. It is scarcely to be
referred to the Locrian Ajax\ for the incidents related by Strabo,
if included in the action, would have been incompatible with the
dramatic development of the fate of Ajax. There is, moreover,
a play of Accius with the same title ; and it is unreasonable to
doubt that it was adapted from Sophocles (Ribbeck, Rom. Trag.
p. 406 ff.). The Latin fragments are more plentiful than the

1 Jebb, Bacchyl. p. 221, who mentions only ten, has omitted Laodamas (0 516).
2 It appears first in Lycophr. 340, where see Holzinger. Wagner in Pauly-

Wissowa I 2352 thinks that it was a late invention.
3 Bergk, however, in his early work on the Fragments (de frag. Soph. p. 3),

dissented, holding that the substance of Strabo's reference was drawn from the
Locrian Ajax. But he failed to give a satisfactory account of the Antenoridae,
which, on the strength of the fragments of Accius, he guessed to contain the arrival
of Rhesus.
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Greek, and in at least one important particular they assist in
enlarging our conception of the plot. From the story as
outlined above we receive no impression of a dramatic conflict.
Antenor was saved by the Greeks in consideration of his past
services, and that is all. But Accius has : ad populum intellego j
referundum, quoniam horum aequiter sententiae \fuere (fr. i).
From this it was inferred by Welcker that the Greek view in
favour of Antenor was by no means unanimous, and that he was
saved from destruction only after a protracted conflict1. What
may have been the arguments on the one side or the other we
have no means of ascertaining ; but the association of Antenor
with the Eneti is a circumstance which perhaps bore nearly on
the issue. In Homer this people are a Paphlagonian tribe
(B 852) under the leadership of Pylaemenes, and are reckoned
among the Trojan allies ; but the fragments of Accius led
Welcker to conclude (p. 169) that a new leader had arrived with
a fresh contingent of Eneti just before the capture of the city:
nanique hue em venio ut mea ope opes Troiae integrem (fr. IV); qui
aut illorum copias \ fundam in campo, aut navis urarn, aut castra
mactabo in mare (fr. v.).

It will be noticed that, according to Strabo, Sophocles
recognised the connexion of Antenor with the settlement of
Eneti (Veneti) in the north of Italy. We thus get an interesting
link with the Latin authorities : Liv. 1. 1 iam prhnum omnium
satis constat, Troia capta, in ceteros saevituin esse Troianos;
duo bus, Aenea Antenoreque, et vetusti iure hospitii et quia pacis
reddendaeque Helenae semper auctores fuerunt, omne ius belli
AcJiivos abstinuisse, casibus deinde variis Antenor em cum mulii-
tudine Henetum, qui, seditione ex Paphlagonia pulsi, et sedes et
ducem, rege Pylaemene ad Troiam atnisso, quaerebant, venisse
in inthnum maris Hadriatici sinum, Euganeisque qui inter mare
Alpesque incolebant pulsis, Henetos Troianosque eas tenuisse terras:
et in queni priminn egressi sunt locum Troia vocatur, pagoque inde
Troiano nomen est, gens universa Veneti adpellati. Cf. Verg. Aen.
1. 242 ff. Further confirmation of Strabo's evidence is to be
found in Polyb. 2. 17. 6, who asserts that the tragic playwrights
told strange stories respecting the settlement of the Veneti (irepl
cop 01 TpaywSioypdcfroL TTOXVV TLVCL ireirol'^vrai Xoyov KOX TTOWTJV

1 Ribbeck (p. 408) interprets differently. According to him, the reference is to a
decision of the Trojan people, after the council had been equally divided on the
question whether a last attempt should be made to secure a friendly arrangement
by the surrender of Helen after the death of Paris; and here Antenor, as on earlier
occasions, was the advocate of peace. This seems less likely. Ahrens thought that,
though Antenor's life was spared, his treachery was condemned, and he was refused
permission to settle in the Troad. Therefore he was sent away with the Eneti, who,
owing to the lateness of their arrival, would feel no resentment against him.
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repareiav) : in customs and dress, according to him,
these people closely resemble the Celts, but differ from them
in language. Strabo elsewhere (48, 150, 543) mentions the
settlement of Antenor and the Eneti as a common tradition, and
in 212 appeals in support of it to the fact that Dionysius of
Syracuse recruited his racing stable from Venetia, recalling
the line in Homer (I.e.) which connected the Paphlagonian Eneti
with TJ/JLLOVCOP yevos dyporepdwv (cf. Eur. Hipp. 231). For the
trade route between the Black Sea and the Adriatic see
Ridgeway, Early Age in Greece, I p. 366. According to
him, the Veneti were Illyrians, i.e. Pelasgians belonging to
the melanochrous dolichocephalous race indigenous in the
Mediterranean (id. p. 377).

The omission of the Laocoon and the inclusion of the Ante-
noridae in the list of Trojan plays given in the Argument to the
Ajax (p. 3, ed. Jebb) suggested to Robert (Bild und Lied, p. 201)
the identification of the two titles ; but he recognized that there
was much to be said on the other side. Fr. 373, as compared
with Strabo 608, indicates that the departure of Aeneas may
have been mentioned in both plays.

The fourteenth poem of Bacchylides is entitled 'AvTTjvopiSai
rj 'EXevrjs dTrairrjGLs. Theano opens the door of Athena's temple
in order to receive Menelaus and Odysseus on their embassy ;
and it is evident, in spite of a lacuna, that they are conducted by
the sons of Antenor, who goes himself to inform Priam. The
Trojans are summoned to the agora, and pray to the gods
for a cessation of their sufferings. The debate is opened by
Menelaus with a brief warning that Zeus is not the author of
men's troubles ; 8UT) lies within the choice of all, while vfipis, her
opposite, leads to ruin and destruction. At this point the ode
abruptly ends. Jebb (p. 220) remarks : ' Blass and Wilamowitz
regard the double title of the Bacchylidean poem as making
it probable that the 'Avr^vopuSai of Sophocles was only another
name for his 'FiXevrjs diral-Tricn^. Such a second title for the
tragedy is intelligible, however, only if the sons of Antenor
formed the chorus ; but, in the case of such a drama, is that
probable ?' It may be added that, if this identification were
accepted, it would be necessary to find another solution for the
title fEA,6f77? dpirayr) mentioned in the Argument to the Ajax in
place of the current hypothesis that it is an error for ' i
d
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137

KOLL KrjpVKCL Kol $L<XKOVOVl $L<X

1 3 7 Athen. 373 c, D eiri 5£ rod dpcrevi-
KOV 01) jxbvov b'pviv dXXa Kal opvida...K<xl
S X ' A t d 'p p

The reference underlying this quotation
is obscure. (1) Hartung suggests that
6'pvi0a = omen, as in O.T- 52 (febb): see
also on Eur. Hel. 1051. Some slight
confirmation may be drawn from the fact

that Aesch. fr. 95 is quoted by Athenaeus
directly afterwards. (2) Ellendt holds
that opvtda is the eagle. He is presum-
ably thinking of the rape of Ganymede,
and of such passages as Pind. Isth. 6. 50.
So apparently Blaydes, who renders Kal
Ki]puKa '•both as herald.'

138

1 3 8 Hesych. I p. 334 d(pe\pLaaadjxriv
dcpw/niXyjcra. 2O0O/CXT7S 'AvTrjpopidais [dv-
TivopiSais cod.). Bekk. anecd. p. 470, 13
d<pexpiai/u.rjv' d<pwjxi\T)aa. OVTW ^o<poic\rjs.
Eusta th . Od. p. 1831, 3 d<peipia<rd/JLriv TJTOL
dfpwix'iKrjaa, <bs ev f>7]TopiK<2 Keirai Xe^LKCp
(Ael. et Paus. fr. 389 Schwabe, who how-

ever prints £(pe\piaad/jL7)v without com-
ment).

For this word and its cognates see on
fr. 3. etyexpiaadai occurs in Horn, r 331,
370, Kadetf/Laadai ib. 372, and the simple
verb in p 530 and the Alexandrian poets.

139

1 3 9 €K^aj3d^<

1 3 9 Hesych. n p. 40 eK/3a/3d|cu-

e/caaXeucrai. ^O<POKXTJS 'AvT7]vopL8ais (iv
rrj vopides cod.) .

There appears to be something wrong
with the tradition: M. Schmidt conj. e/cd-
/xa^e' eadXevae, but a simpler and more
attractive remedy was Pearson's e/cXaX^dat
for eKcraXeucrai. Hesych. I p. 349 has

cod.: corr. H

j [ £ /) ]pp/ y
'&LOL de fioav, and several scholars support
ei /XT] pafidtei 7' in Ar. Av. 1681. Cf.
(3aJ3dKTr]s (Cratinus) and /3d/3a§ (Archi-
lochus). But Hesych. I.e. has also j3a^pd,-
£wv KeKpayus avprovws, and this is sup-
ported by Ananius (fr. 5) ap . Athen. 282 B

i (3aj3pd£u(nv, of chir-orav depos r rj
ruping crickets.

H., however, thought that e/ca-aXeucrai
was sound, and restored e/c/3aj3/sdfat with
the sense ' to toss up as the sea does, or
boiling water.' He relied on the use of
(Bpdvau, jSpa'fw and /3jOi5fw, and held that
fiaftpdfa was related to fiptifa as 7ra0Xdfw
to <p\v£w, KaxXdfa to K\tifa. The asso-
ciation with sound (Ppvxdofiai etc.) is
paralleled by irepLJ3piJX<-os (schol. Ant.
336). For e/c<ra\ev<rcu = ' t o shake ou t '
see Suid. eicadXevaov avro. e^veynov, Ar.
Lys. 1028 (where iKGicdXevcrov is now
read), and iKaaXdcrau in A.P. 5. 235.
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ATPEYZ H MYKHNAIAI

This play cannot be considered apart from the title Thyestes
(p. 185). There is surprisingly little evidence for the existence
of an Atreus: Hesychius quotes 'Arpel rj Mutcr/vats, and a scholiast
on Euripides refers to MvfcrjvaLais. The Thyestes is quoted
twenty-two times, for the most part simply under that title; but
Hesychius refers four times to ©fecn-77? XIKVCOVIOS, once to (-DIKBO-TT/?
6 ev ^i/cvcovi, and twice to Svearr)1? Sevrepos, and Orion cites
i/c TOV a Sviarov. On these facts it has generally been held
that Sophocles wrote three plays dealing with the gruesome
legends concerning the two brothers ; that the famous incidents
of the golden lamb and the Thyestes-feast occurred in the
Atreus; and that the plays entitled Thyestes related to the
unnatural intercourse of Thyestes with his daughter, and the
fatal issue by which Aegisthus became the appointed avenger of
his father (Welcker, pp. 357—370). The problem is unusually
intricate, and it is hardly possible from the existing data to
ascertain which parts of the traditional material were selected by
Sophocles for treatment. The fragments themselves, with the
possible exception of fr. 247, which seems to refer to the Sicyon-
story, do not give any assistance towards the unravelling of the
plots ; and it is scarcely legitimate to draw any inference from
the more numerous fragments of Accius, whose Atreus (Aul.
Gell. 13. 2. 2) has been supposed to be an adaptation of Sophocles:
see especially the passages quoted by Cic. n. d. 3. 68, de or at.
3. 217, 219. For it must be remembered that Ennius had
already written a Thyestes; and, while it is likely that both these
Roman tragedies dealt rather with the central motive of the
story than with its outlying incidents, we cannot believe that
Accius was content simply to reproduce the treatment of
Sophocles. Indeed, his known attitude towards his models
forbids such a conclusion : it is certain that in his Antigone
he departed widely from Sophocles, and his Philoctetes depended
on more than one original (Schanz, Rom. Litt. p. 76).

Hitherto it has not been convincingly shown that Sophocles
wrote more than two plays upon the story of the brothers, one
containing the events which occurred at Mycenae, and the other
the Sicyon-story. Since everyone hearing the name Thyestes
at once recalls the banquet, the other part of his story when
referred to would naturally be distinguished as happening in
Sicyon, even though the banquet-play were known by the title
Atreus ; and, on the other hand, it would not be unnatural for
the banquet-play, whatever its traditional title may have been, to
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be referred to either as Thyestes or as Atreus. This may be
illustrated by Epict. diss. I. 28. 32 teal irola TpaycoBia aXXrjv
dp^rjv e%et; 'Arpevs JLvpLiriSov TL eari ; TO (fraLvSfievov, which is
admitted to be a reference to the Thyestes of Euripides. For the
present, however, we may put aside the question of the contents
of the play (or plays) entitled Thyestes, except in so far as that
title may have been an alternative for Atreus. No one denies
that Sophocles wrote a play covering much the same ground
as Seneca's Thyestes, whatever its exact title may have been.
The general ambit of these plays may be gathered from Dio
Chrys. 66. 6 (II p. 162 Arn.) OTL fiev yap BLO y^pvaovv irpofSarov
dvnararov crvvefSr) yeveaOaL TrfktKavrrjv oiiclav rrjv IIeXo7ro? 01
TpayqyBoi <j>aaiv. teal KareicoiTT] fiev TCL TOV ®vearov Teteva, rfj
TleXoTrlq Be 0 Trarrjp efifydr} teal TOV AtyLcrOov ecnreipev...TovTOL<i
$€ OVK a£iov aiTMTTeiv, a yeyparrTai fxev ov% VTTO TWV TV^OVTCOV
dvSpcov, ILvpiTTiSov teal Zotyo/cXeovs, XeyeTai Be ev fieaoLS TOZS
OeaTpois. We may also infer that the golden lamb was the
initial cause of the trouble between the brothers, according to
both tragedians, and in this respect they appear to have followed
the author of the Alcmaeonis (schol. Eur. Or. 997). Is it possible
to obtain a better estimate of the scope of the banquet-play?
The answer will depend upon the weight to be assigned to schol.
rec. Eur. Or. 812 (Atreus and Thyestes, contending for the
throne, agreed that whichever could produce some divine sign
should prevail) ev TOZS TTOIIXVIOLS Be TOV 'AT/3€CO9 evprjTca ^p
dpviov /JLTJVLBL 'Ftp/uov. ..teal fieWovTos 'Arpew? Beirut TO Tepas
Bifcao-Tais, teal XafieZv TTJV apyi]v, \\ep6trrj r) TOVTOV <yvvr) f ^
ofjuevrj %v6GTr) TOO di>BpaSe\(p(p, KXe^aaa TOVTO irapeBaneev avrcp.
(&vecrT7)<; Be Xa{3(bv TOVTO teal Bei^as TOLS BtxacrTaLS, TT)? dp%r}<;
i/epd77)ae. fir) dvaayofievo^ ovv 'AT/oev? rrjv (rvfMpopdv, dXXa
Bva^epaivcov, OTL aBu/ccos ioTeprjTai T*}? dp^r/s, ofiov re TTJV yvvattea
'AepoTTTjv TLfMopeiTat KaT dfi(f)CL>, teal OTL ifioL^eueTO %veaTy, teal
OTL /eeteXo(f)e TO dpviov teal BeBcoteev avTu>, pt-v|ra? ai)Tr)v et? OdXaaaav,
ft)? (f)r]aL ~2,o(f)OfeXri<;, teal Tov<i Tpet? vlovs TOV %veo~TOV, 'AyXaov,
'Opyofievov, teal KaA,eoz/, diroieTeivas irapedr^ieev et? Tpdire^av TOS
iraTpi, teal avTov vaTepov direteTeLvev. BC a 6 TJXLOS fir) o~Tep^a<i TO
irapdvofiov, filav rj/xepav ex Bvafiwv 7rpo? eco BL(f>pev€L KTe. T h e
notion of Atreus and Thyestes submitting their claims to a panel
of jurymen is certainly not old, but that the lamb was a mark of
divine favour and that its possessor was entitled to claim the
succession are propositions so well supported that they are much
more likely to belong to the original legend than the variant
recorded by Apollod. epit. 2. 10. Cf. Eur. El. 722 Tepa<; eKteofxi^eL
irpbsBwfiaTa' veo/nevos 8' | els dyopovs dvTel | TCLV Kepoeaaav h'yeLv
%pvo-e6fiaX[Xov teaTa Boifia iroLfivav. Ace. fr. VIII quod mihi
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portento caelestutn pater \ prodigium misit, regni stabilime7i
mei. Sen. Thyest. 230 possessor hums regnat, hunc cunctae domus
fortuna sequitur. The purport of the reference to Sophocles has
been variously estimated. If it is intended for the Atreus, as
Dindorf and other scholars thought, we obtain a valuable clue to
the construction of that play; but it may be merely an inaccurate
reminiscence of Ai. 1295,—if indeed the vulgate text of that
passage is not corrupt (see Jebb's n.). Nauck evidently attached
no value to the scholium, which he omitted from his edition
of the Fragments. There is, however, a further indication in the
note, which can almost with certainty be assigned to Sophocles,
and which increases the probability that we have here a rough
outline of his plot. That is the statement that the alteration of
the sun's course was due to the sun-god's horror at the impious
feast. For this very thing is mentioned by Statyllius Flaccus in
his epigram in honour of Sophocles (A. P. 9. 98) : 0/,'StVoSe?
StcraoL ae /cal 'HXe/crpr) /3apvfjLi]vLs \ KOX heinrvoL^ i\a$el<; 'AT/3605
'HeX.105 KT61. The same version was generally adopted by the
Latin poets (see, besides Sen. Thyest. 785 ff., Ov. Her. 16. 205,
Am. 3. 12. 39 aversumque diem mensis furialibus A tret); but it is
more important to observe that it also occurs in Hygin. fab. 88,
which is connected with Sophocles for other reasons (see p. 185),
and in fab. 258. For another tale was current according to
which, after Thyestes by his treacherous and shameful plot had
temporarily obtained recognition as monarch, Zeus promised to
Atreus that the course of nature should be changed in his favour
and that he might promise this marvel to the people as a token
that he was the rightful heir (Apollod. epit. 2. 12). This was
accepted by Euripides (fr. 861 Set^a? yap darpcov rrjv evavriav
6Sbv I 877/xoi"? T eawaa ical Tvpawos l^ofirjv), and is apparently
referred to by Sophocles in fr. 738, where see note. Hence
Welcker (p. 361) was undoubtedly mistaken in referring it to
some later tragedian. To later rationalists Atreus was an early
astronomer : Strabo 23, Lucian de astro/. 12.

It seems clear that Aristotle's allusions to Thyestes in poet. 13.
1453a 10 etc., whether they relate to Sophocles or to Euripides,
concern the banquet-play and not the story of Pelopia.

Welcker thought that MVKIJVCLLOI should be restored as the
alternative title. The evidence is very slight, but, if the feminine
form is correct, it would follow that Aerope was one of the most
prominent characters.

1 The importance of this passage was first pointed out by O. Crusius in Philol.
Suppl. VI 304 sq., but is overlooked by Escher in Pauly-Wissowa 11 2143, who refers
to it. It is of course possible that the epigrammatist was simply alluding to the story
of Atreus in the form most familiar to him.
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140
TTJV eKeivov heikiav, 77 /36crK€Tai,

OLVTOS, apcrevas 8' idvs
14O. 2 appevas (apaevas N) codd.

1 4 O Schol. Eur . Hipp. 307 eid>0ao~iv
elpwvevbfievoi Kara T&V £X®?&V ofxvOvai,
cbs /cat 2O0OKX^S iv Mv/c?/yatats (Mu/o^ats
AB) '/*A...*x«"-'

'Not so! by the cowardice that is
his daily portion,—that man whose heart
is a woman's, with men for his foes.' It
is important to observe that v. 1 is
subordinate to ftdaKercu, for the main
clause (express or implied) to which /md is
attached must be negative. In Hipp. I.e.
the negative clause is 7̂7 /xeOe^ovras Sbfxwv
which depends directly upon cadi: 'know
that,—however stubbornly you contest it
—if you die and abandon your children,
they will never receive their inheritance,
no! I swear by the Amazon' &c. The
construction was correctly explained by
Paley, but several editors strangely make
TrpoSovaa supplementary to iadi, which
could only mean 'know that you have

abandoned'...—(36CTK€TCU, as usual, im-
plies a certain degree of contempt. Cf.
fr. 5 9 1 (36<TK€i d£ TOVS fxev (xotpa 8v<rafxe-
pias. R. A. Neil, who examined the
history of this word in an excellent note
on Ar. Eg. 255, pointed out that it is
generally metaphorical in tragedy. See
also Cobet, V. L. p. 67.^—0TJ\US, of a man:
cf. Track. 1075, Aesch. Cho. 304 drfKeia
yap (pp-qv (of Aegisthus, who is addressed
as ywfi in Ag. 1625). The taunt is well
illustrated by Eur. Hclid. 700 aiaxpov
yap olKotip7)fj.a yiyverai rode, | TOVS fiev
/jL&xeffOai, TOVS 5£ deiXLa, fxtveiv. The
parallel to Aegisthus is so close, that one
may suspect that his father Thyestes is
referred to. Ribbeck (p. 200) compared
this fr. with Ennius Thyest. fr. v, where
he supposes Thyestes to repudiate the
charge of cowardice.

evncTTracret
1 4 1 Hesych. II p . 168 eiranrda-eL- £TTL-

Tei^eTai. ~2iO(pOK.\ris 'Arpel 7) MU/CTJI'CUS eirl
(airb Nauck) TWV TOLS Xlvois XaixfiavovTwv.

The use illustrated is the same as that
found in Ai. 769 Tre-rroida TOVT'1 eiricnrdcreiv
ickeos, where see Jebb. The meaning is
to draw in, as a fisherman secures his
catch: cf. A. P. 6. 109 /cat upvcpiov
Tpiickwo-Tov iiriaITao~T7Jpa j36\oio. Solon
ap. Plut. Sol. 14 7rept/3aXwJ' 5' aypav crya-
<rdeis OVK eir^cnracrev fieya \ 5'IKTVOV. Soph.

fr. 210. 40. Jebb's apology for the use
of the active, that it is prompted bymetrical
considerations, is surely unnecessary.
Though the middle naturally tended to
assert itself, as the metaphorical mean-
ing became increasingly familiar (see
Wyttenbach on Plut. mor. p. 39 A), no
objection can be taken to the active, at
least so long as its original force remains
prominent. The use of <pepeu> (e.g. El.
692) is exactly similar.

AXAIQN lYAAOTOI

Until quite recently it was generally held that 'Ky
avWoyos and XvvSenrvot were alternative titles of the same
play; but the reasons which appeared to support that conclusion
will be more conveniently considered in connexion with the
%vv&ei,7rvoL. The discovery of fr. 142 has entirely altered the
conditions of the problem. The internal evidence of that
fragment clearly indicates the story of the play to which it
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belonged; and, since the language appears to be that of Sophocles,
as is pointed out in the notes, the inference drawn by Wilamowitz
that it comes from the'A^atw^ cvWoyos can hardly be resisted1.
Not only does no other title seem to fit the data, but the words
in col. ii 12 irov 'am crvWoyos tyikwv ; are a strong confirmation
of the proposed identification. Also e^erd^eraL in v. 17 may be
compared with fr. 144.

The chief interest of the plot lay in the relations of Achilles
with Telephus. When the Greeks first sailed to Troy, through
ignorance of its real situation they landed in Mysia. Here
Telephus, who was king of the country, came out to meet them,
and killed Thersander the son of Polynices. But, fleeing before
Achilles, he became entangled in a vine-plant, and was wounded
by Achilles' spear. The Greeks retired, and were scattered by a
storm ; Achilles reached Scyros, where he ultimately married
Deidamia. At length the confederates assembled for a second
time at Argos. Meanwhile Telephus, whose wound refused to
heal, had visited Delphi and learnt from the oracle that he could
only be cured by the hand which had inflicted the wound (o Tpcocras
laaerat schol. Ar. Nub. 919). The sequel is described in Procl.
Cypv. {EGF p. 19) eireiTCL Ti]\€(f)ov Kara /xavretav 7rapayev6/ievov
€t9 'Apyos larai 'A^tAAeu? o>? rjye/jbova yev7]cr6/J,evov TOV eV '\\10v
•TTXOV : and more fully in Apollod. epit. 3. 19, 20 avveXOovToov he
•avrdov ev "Apyet avOt<; /xera TT)V prjOelaav OKraeriav, ev drropia TOV
•TTXOV TroWf) KaOearrjiceaav, fca0riy€/j,6va firj e^oz/Te?, 0? rjv hwaros
•Sel^at rrjv et? Tpolav. T^Xe^o? Se i/c T^9 JVluo"ta?, dviaTov TO
Tpavfxa eyjdv, eirrovro^ avTu> TOV 'ATTOWCOVOS TOTC Tev^eadai
Oeparreias, OTCLV 6 TpdoGas idTpos yevtjTCLL, TpvyeGiv rj/x(f)L€a/jievo^
<ei<i "Ap^o? dcj)LK6To, zeal SeTjdeis 'A^tAXeco? zeal VTrea-^rjjjbevo^ TOV
ei? Tpolav rrXovv Seltjai OepaireveTai diro^vo-avTOS 'A^iAAea>9 TT)9
Wdhos ixe\ia<$ TOV I6v. OepairevOels ovv eSeitje TOV TTXOVV, TO

t£e&)9 do~(j)aXe<i iruaTovfJievov TOV KaX^az/T09 Bed T?}? eavTov

The story of the healing of Telephus formed the subject
of the famous play written by Euripides2 under this title and
produced in 438 B.C.; and the words Tpvyeaiv r//jb(f)Lea/ji€vo<; in
Apollodorus appear to be due to Euripidean influence (cf. fr. 697,
and Nauck, TGF p. 580). The ingenuity of the playwright, in
handling the drama, was taxed to solve the dramatic difficulty of
converting Telephus, a declared foe, into a trustworthy friend.

1 Crusius {Lit. Z. 1907. 1310) did not altogether approve of the separation of the
.titles. He pointed out that the divergence of name was probably to be explained by
the history of the fragments, and that their style is consistent with a single source.

2 For reconstructions of Euripides' play from the existing material see Wilamowitz,
Jlerl. Klassikertexte v 2 p. 69 f., and Starkie on Ar. Ach. p. 248 ff.
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According to one account (Hyg'm. fad. 101), Telephus, in concert
with Clytaemnestra, seized the child Orestes from his cradle
before taking refuge at the altar, and threatened to kill him
unless his prayer was granted. When the Berlin papyrus was
first deciphered, Wilamowitz inferred from the reading 'Opecrra
in col. i 2 that the incident formed part of Sophocles' design,
but, now that Schubart has restored irapeara, the inference falls
to the ground. It had already been argued by L. Pollak (Zwei
Vasen atis der Werkstatt Hierons, Leipzig, 1900) from a vase-
painting, which he refers to a date earlier than 470 B.C., that the
Orestes-episode did not belong to the original version of the
story given in the Cypria. On the vase Telephus has taken
refuge at the altar : his right hand covers his wounded foot, and
his left hand is stretched out in the direction of a warrior
(Achilles) who has drawn his sword against him, while he looks
for protection to a seer (Calchas) who is approaching on the
right. Pollak's conclusion is entirely consistent with the
statement of the schol. Ar. Ach. 332, attributing the Orestes-
episode to Aeschylus. Nauck (TGFp. 76) regards the insertion
of Aeschylus' name as a mere blunder, but, whereas most writers
have agreed in supposing that the seizure of the child was
introduced—if not for the first time—by Euripides, Wecklein
(Die dramatische Behandlung des Telepfwsmythus, Miinchen, 1909,
p. 16) has gone so far as to deny that it was mentioned by him
at all, except possibly by way of criticizing Aeschylus. However
this may be, there is no evidence connecting it with Sophocles,
and it is more agreeable to his usual procedure to suppose that
he adhered as closely as possible to the narrative of the KUKXOS
(Athen. 277 D). It is a fair inference that the action of the
play took place at Argos, and the new fragment indicates
that the reconciliation with the Greeks had already been
achieved. The words ae yap TeyeaTt?...a?uW eperfxcdv (col. ii
7—10) may be taken to show that the Greek origin of Telephus
had been established, and that the Greeks had accepted him
as their destined pilot to the Trojan coast in accordance with an
oracle imparted to them by Calchas. We may compare Hyginus
(I.e.): Achivis aiitem quod responsum erat, sine Telephi ductu
Troiam capi non posse, facile cum eo in gratiam redierunt et ab
Achille petierunt, ut enm sanaret. It remained only to satisfy the
requirements of the oracle given to Telephus (0 rpaxras idaeTai)>
and for this purpose the words addressed by Odysseus to Achilles
are significant—iv heovn S' r/XOes, GO rrral TlrjXecos. Odysseus was
chosen for his discretion to negotiate with Achilles, who had not
arrived at the beginning of the play (cf. fr. 144). We cannot tell
how he gained his point, but it seems unlikely that the discovery
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of Telephus' origin was the chief factor in persuading Achilles to
give his assistance. The course of the subsequent denouement
is perhaps to be traced, as Wecklein (p. 20) suggests, in Hyginus:
quibus Achilles respondit se artem medicam non nosse. tune Ulixes
ait: non te dixit Apollo, sed auctorem vulneris has tarn nominat.
quam cum, rasissent, remediatus est.

The title was well known in antiquity, as appears from schol.
BT on Horn. % 519 Xe%cL<rdai...oOev zeal XoydSes real avWoyos
'A^atwi'. Wilamowitz argues that the date of composition
must have been earlier than the production of Euripides' more
complex play.

142
col. i

desunt duo versus

\MTKOV 10

desunt cetera

col. ii

VOT[OV fj] £€<£uyo[o]io Suva

1 4 2 . ii 1 8lva Murray: deiva pap.

142 Berliner Klassikertexte v i p . 64. some such word as atf/ra must have gone
The above fragments are taken from the before, Wilamowitz suggested vvv yap
upper part of a roll 14 cm. high and ardXov a/mov aeWa. He points out that
19 cm. broad. The writing tends to the genitive in -010 was not previously
assume a cursive form, and is stated to certified for Sophocles, although ^pvyioio
belong to the second century A.D. The had been conjectured in At. 210. But it
first column was entirely occupied with is probable that Murray's correction diva
the chorus which is concluded in col. ii. should be adopted: the same error was

Col. i 1 iraptffra was restored by detected by Hermann in Aesch. Pers.
Schubart. Wilamowitz at first read 579. The objection that diva should
'Op&rra, deducing therefrom an important mean an eddying wind is not maintain-
argument concerning the development of able; for swift rather than circular motion
the plotwhich he subsequently abandoned. might have been expressed by it. Cf.
See Introductory Note. Eur. Ale. 245 otipavioi re 8'cvac ve<pe\as

Col. ii 1. On the assumption that dpofj-alov.

P. 7
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(jv re Trj^SjaXi&x, p
(f>pd<Te[iS T(f\ Kara irpco < t >
evdvs 'I[XIO]L> iropov

p[ ]
ere yap Te[y Jeans r)p
'EXXas, ov[3(]i Mucria, TLKT€L

vavrav crvv TLVL hi) 6ea>v
Kal TrejjLTTTyjp' OLXLOJV ipeTficov.

AXIAAE JJLCOV Kal o~v Kaivbs irovrias airo ^
7]K€i<s, 'OSvcrcrev; nov 'cm crvWoyos f
TL fiekkcT3; ov XPVV rO°"vXov KeladaL 7r[o]Sa.

OA So/cet vrpaTeveiv Kal jxeXei rots iv reXet
r a S ' ' iv SeovTL 8' y\de$, co irai

6 'ArpeiSav scripsi : 'ArpeLdq. Wilamowitz

IO

3 ff. If the restoration of Wilamowitz
is adopted, it is remarkable that, in a
passage where the functions of Trpcppeijs
and Kv(3epvr)Tris2.re. so sharply distinguished,
Agamemnon should be identified with the
former and described as subject to the
orders of Telephus. Cf. Plut. Agis i oi
ir pip pels ra '^fxirpoadev w poopw/jLevoi TU>V
Kvf3epi>7]Twi' d<popw<n Trpos efceivovs /cat TO
Trpoaraffabixevov vir' eiceivwv Troiovcriv. The
look-out man was specially charged to
watch for a change in the wind : Ar. Eq.
543 TTjOy/mTeucrcu/ccu roi>s ave"/j,ovs Siadprjaai.
Was it likely that Agamemnon would
undertake such a task? Nor do I think
that the text is justified by the metapho-
rical use of Trpq}paT7]s in fr. 524, 1, where
see n. I hesitate therefore to accept
'ArpetSa in v. 6, and should prefer to
substitute 'ATpeidav. It is worth notice
that, although 'Arpeidai etc. occur in
Sophocles more than 30 times, the
singular is only found in At. 1349.
For the metre, bacchiac dipody in place
of Reizianum, see e.g. Eur. Tro. ^21.
I am also unable to agree with Wilamo-
witz in joining evdvs 'IXiov, which he
compares with the isolated Eur. Hipp.
1157. It is simpler to give ev8vs its usual
meaning, and to treat 'IXlov as an ob-
jective genitive: cf. Eur. Cycl. 108 iropd-
fx,bv OVK fideiada warpepas %0OJ'6S ; / . T. 1066
777s Trarpyas vbaros. Horn, e 344 voarov |
yairjs QacrjKwv. So perhaps 'Ykiov <TTO-
\ov Eur. /.A. 816 (England). There is
no difficulty in the combination of such

an objective genitive with the possessive:
see O.C. 729, Eur. Phoen. 934 (n.). For
idiadai = to look out for, cf. Ai. 1165
airevaov KOLXTJV ndirerdv TIP' Ideiv. Phil.
467 ir\ovv JXT) '£ dirbiTTOv /naWop 77 'yytiOev
GKOireiv. Eur. Hec. 901 iiheiv avdyicr)
irKovv dpwvTcts ricrvxof. Plat. legg. 866 D
aK7]V7]<rafxevos iv daXdrTy reyyiau TOVS
ir68as ifkovv iTrupuXaTT^TOJ.

7 Te-yedns. Sophocles also employed
the form Te7e<xs (fr. 1100).

9 <rvv TIVI 8t] 0€WV: cf. Aesch. Pers.
167 o\j3ov, 8v Aapeios ripev OVK (Lvev deuiv
TWOS. Eur. Phoen. 1614 (ware) avev
Oewv TOU raOr' efxri'xav'qcraixTfv.

1 0 irejjnrT^p is a new word.
11 irovTias...x0°v6s, his island home

of Ithaca. Wilamowitz points out that
this use of TTOVTLOS does not occur in
Aesch. or Eur. and quotes Phil. 269 irov-
Tias ~Kp6ar}S. Pind. Mem. 8. 18 TTOVT'LCL
Kvirpcp.

12 <rv\\o"yos 4>£\»v helps to identify
the play. Cf. Eur. LA. 1545 'Axcu&v
crtiXXoyos crrpaTevfiaros.

13 T]o-u)(ov...ir68a occurs also in Eur.
Bacch. 647 (TTTJcrov TT65', dpyrj 8' virbdes
ijcrvxop irb8a, where however it has been
much suspected, and in Med. 217 ol 5'
d0' 7)(njxov Trodbs j dvavoiav eKTrjcravro /cat
pq-dv/xiav.

14 TOIS Iv re\€i is another slight indi-
cation of Sophocles' authorship, since this
phrase occurs four times in the extant
plays, but nowhere in Euripides.
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AXIAA ov \ix)v €77 d/crats y io~Ti KcoTrrjprjs
OVT ovv OTTXITTJS i^erd^er ai wapcov.

OA dXX.' aurt/ca* orireuheiv yap iv Kaipco

AXIAAE atet TTOT* ecrre ^w^eXet? /cat jLteAAere,
pijo-eLS 6* 1/cacTTos fJLvpuas KaOujfievo^
Xeyet, TO 8' epyov [ou]Sa/xov iropeverai.
Kyayyt) [iev, cos opa\_Tje, opav erot/xos cov
^[/c]w, crTparos re M[up]/>ttScJ^, /cat 7rX€ucr[ojU,at]
[Xt7r]a>i/ >Ar^oetSa[t^ /cat crrparou]

2O

22 opcu[. ]e pap.

16 ov p/rjv...'y' is adversative, [yet...
not). ye never follows \x-r\v immediately
and sometimes the intervening word or
words alone are emphasized: cf. O. T.
8 i o ov /j.i]v 'i<ir\v 7 ' l-Teicrev. See also on
Eur. Phoen. 1622.—WeckJein objects to
Kwm]pT]s (rrpaTos, requiring (rrdXos as in
Aesch. Pers. 417, and would read e/c/cexw-
Treimxi <TTpar6s from fr. 145. The objec-
tion is hypercritical, and the proposed
alteration would make OTAI'T^S in V. 17
unintelligible.

17 OUT' OVV. Since the time of Elmsley
scholars have generally agreed in con-
demning ov. ..oflre hi parallel clauses, where
it is given by the MSS of Attic writers
(Kuehner-Gerth 11 28, Jebb on Track.
1058). Homer has received less strin-
gent treatment: see Leaf on X 265.
Wilamowitz argues that O&T' should be
kept here, on the ground that where
the first negative is strengthened, as here
or by rts, TOL or n, re may stand in the
second clause. The suggested rule is
questionable, but, when he says that oi/d'
would be impossible with odv follow-
ing, he undoubtedly goes too far: cf. O. C.
1134 OXIK 'iywyi <re, ovd' odv edcrco. I n
view of the many instances where ovdt
has been corrupted to oiire, I should pre-
fer (with Wecklein) to read ovd' here.—
6ir\iTT]S: sc. arpaTOS.

18 dWct, introducing an objection:
Kuehner-Gerth II 288. Cf. Eur. Phoen.
1618 (n.). Odysseus replies with a
familiar tag, not far removed from our
'more haste, worse speed.' Cf. Phil. 637
i] TOL KaLpios crirovdi] irbvov | Xrj^avTos
virvov KOLPairavXav tfyayev. So in Eur .
Hel. 718 Girevdwv 8' 6r' &nrei»5' ov5£v ei^e
is equivalent to viretidw aK

vdcry. Wilamowitz calls
19

irXevpa %
it an Ionism.

2 0 p^cms, here of deliberative speeches;
but the word never developed this as a
technical sense. Cf. Aesch. Suppl. 623
roidvd' ^TTei6ei> pr\o-iv a/j.<p' T]fj.Qv X^yuu.

Achilles is the typical man of action, who
finds debate trivial, and prjaets Xiyew has
the same slightly contemptuous force as
the common Xoyovs Xeyeiv (Wilamowitz).
— Ka0T]|xevos, inactive: so Dem. 2. 23
dA\' olfxai K<xdrnu,ed' ovbev iroiovvres. ib.
24 TCL 8' vfierep'1 avrQv dwoXwXe/cores /cd-
Orjade. 4. g fxiXXovras Tjfxas KOLL Ka&rj-
fxevovs irepi<TTOLX^£TaL.

2 1 ovSa.(xov 7Top£V€Tai, ' in no degree
(quarter) is forwarded.' The local sense
of" oii8a/j.ov is transferred to the moral
sphere (fr. 106 n.), but it has not become
equivalent to ovSafiQs. So in Eur. Her.
841 rj deoi [iev OI/SCL/JLOV and elsewhere, but
in O.T. 908 the ordinary meaning is
possible. The passive sense of iropeveadai
appears in Ai. 1254. Cf. fr. 314, 324.

22 opas /me was printed in the editio
princeps, but Schubart has since reported
that the space is insufficient for that
reading. It seems to follow that the
insertion of 1 was an error, and that opare
should be adopted, as proposed by Hunt.

24 is echoed in Eur. I.A. 8T8 rd rwv
'Arpei8uii> /JLTJ fi£vwv /xeXXTj/xara. This is
not so much imitation as involuntary
reminiscence, and there are several simi-
lar instances, such as e.g. Eur. Med. 523
d\A' wore vabs nefvov olaKoarpb(j>ov after
Aesch. Theb. 61 aii 8' uxxre vaos KeSvbs
olaKoo~Tp6<f>os. For other examples see
Haigh , Tragic Drama, p. 1355.

7—2
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The metres of the choral ode present ~ — ~ — ba. ba.
hardly any difficulty:— _ _ w ~ _ _ — enhopl. Archil.

_ _ w _ w - - -*— Alcaic, quatern. - ~ - _._~_ — c r . ia. sp. (cf. At.
(enhopl.) 197, 400)

~ pherecr. ~ - - _ glycon.
^ w _ w w _ w w — paroem. (enhopl.) -"- Alcaic, quatern.
— *- -' pherecr. (enhopl.)
- - - - - - - lecyth.

col. iii
restant tantum personarum nominum hie illic ves-

tigia, ita tamen ut cniyo\kvdicLv a versu undecimo usque
ad vicesimum et fortasse latius pertinuisse ostendant

143

p )p
airevOvvovo'Lv ovpiav Tpoiriv.

1 4 3 Pollux 10. 143 vavriKa ]
Kd\o(,...irr)8a\ia trXrjKTpa, ws T,o<poKXrjs ev
'Axcttw^ <rvXX6yu) ' ws... rpbiriv.'

It is a mistake to suppose that the
Greeks did not sail by night, seeing that
the use of the stars for the purpose of
navigation was attributed to Palamedes
(fr. 432). But if the sky was clouded it
was necessary to lay to, and the sailor's
dread of night became proverbial. Aesch.
fr. 193 (Cicero's tr.) navem ut horrisono
freto I noctem paventes timidi adncc-
tunt navitae. Suppl. 777 0'Xet | khlva
TLKTSIV vi/i; Kv^eppTjTrj cro<p£. Theogn.
1375 6'XjSios 8<TTLS...OVK ot5e ddXaaaav | ovde
61 iv 7r6vTip vvi; iinovcra. yoeXct. Here the
point of the comparison is lost, but we
may guess that stress was laid upon the
risk run by every sailor at night, even
when wind (ovpiav) and weather were
in his favour. Or it may be that the skill
of the nocturnal pilot, and not the danger
of his enterprise, was the chief motive of
the simile. See Zenob. 5. 32 ov PVKTI-
irXoe'is: ^7rt TQIV firj d/cptjSwj TL ITQIOVVTWV.

7} y&p vvl- aKptj3e(TT£p<x rrjs Tjfi^pas
TreXayodpofAoven, 8LO. ras T&V acrrpwv
c6<ms. 6 5e Xptiannros d<pe\iov rty 'ou '
airofpaaiv 'vvKrnrXoeis' elirep (Stoic, vet.

fr. ill p. 202). Strabo 757 : the Sidonians
became skilled astronomers largely in con-
sequence of their enterprise in nocturnal
navigation.

1 vavKXripuas. Campbell is probably
right in concluding that the word is used
here for a ship: see n. on Eur. Hel. 1519
rts 8e viv i'avK\rjpla \ 4K TT)(T8' atrr/pe %Bo-
v6$; But we must not lose sight of the
possible alternative: 'pilots of a voyage
by night.' There is in any case a
pleonasm in the combination of vaocpij-
XaKes and vavKXrjptas: see n. on Eur.
Phoen. 1549 Troda TixpXowovv.

2 irX.i]KTpois is a synonym for the
ordinary injbaXioLS. They quote Hdt. 1.
194 WiveraL dk VTTO re dvo irXrjKTpojv, Kai
8vo avdpwv dpOQv effreihrdiv' /cat 6 /mev &TW
eXuei TO irXiJKTpov, 6 8e ££w <bd£ei. Cf. Sil.
I ta l . 14. 401 resident is puppe magistri \
affixit -plectro dextram.

144
(TV 8 ' £v QpOVOMTL ypa/JLfJLOLTCOl' WTV^OLS

V£\L et TLS ov Trdpeornv 09 ^vvai^ocrev.
1 4 4 . 1 TTTVxa* Toup : Tm^cis codd. 2 vifi ei TIS Bergk : airbveiixov ve/x.ei rts

codd. I irdpeffTtv 6s Bergk : irapeGTi rts codd.
1 4 4 Schol. Pind. Isth. 2. 68 TO dpovoicn ypa/ut.fiaTUjv irrrjxo-s ^xwJ/ dirdveifiov

yap airbveifxov avri rod avayv WOL. venei. TIS OV irdpeaTi rls ^wdbfiocrev'' Kal
SO0OKX?7S kv 'Ax^iw" avXXoyLp' 'av 5' iv Uapdfrios if rfj 'Apr/Ty TO dvet/xe (avvefie
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Valckenaer) dvrl rod avdyvwdi' Kai avei/AT)
dupia-Ti < 6 > povKoXos [referringto Theocr.
18. 47 f. ypd/jLfx.ara 5' if <pXoi<£ yeypa-
rperai, <hs Traptdov TIS | dvvelfxri Acaptari'
'aepov [i7- 'EX&as (pvrbu et'/u"].

The fragment relates to a muster of the
Achaean chiefs held immediately before
their departure for Troy. The number
present is to be ascertained by reference
to a list of the suitors of Helen, who had
joined in taking an oath to Tyndareus:
6TOV yvv^j yivoiro Twdapls Kopr], \ roiJT(p
crvvafxvve'iv, ei TIS e/c dofiuu Xa^wv | ot%otro
(Eur. I.A. 6i). Cf. Ai. 1113, Phil. 72,
Thuc. 1. 9, Hes. fr. 96, 40 ff. Rz. H.
suggests that probably Achilles was found
to be absent.

1 4v Opovouri. Welcker thought that
the words were spoken by Odysseus to
Agamemnon. However this may be, the
person addressed appears to be seated on
a high chair for the purpose of taking the
roll: Agamemnon was primus inter pares,
and is never treated as monarch of the
Achaeans, so that a reference to his
royalty would be out of place. For the
Homeric dpovos see Ameis-Henze on
a 132. Herwerden, thinking of a docu-
ment kept in a place of security, pro-
posed iv Sofioicn.—Trruxas: here metre
requires the accentuation which is now
generally adopted. See Sandys on Eur.
Bacch. 62. Cf. Eur. fr. 506, 2 iv SCXTOV
TTTVXOUS I ypdcpeiv TIV' aura.

2 ve(x' ei TIS. The text of Pindar's
scholiast is unfortunately corrupt, and the
value of his testimony has been variously
estimated. There is no doubt that some
of the uses of P£(JLCO and its compounds
never passed into current Attic, and after-
wards became obsolete. The scholiast
argues that dirovei(j.ov in Pindar means
'read,' apparently on the ground that j/e'/Aw
(cf. Hesych. Ill p. 147 p^uef dvay wdxricei.
j^uets* dvayiv&aKeis. vi[j.w dvayivuxTKia)
and dvixvtfjua (cf. Epicharm. fr. 224 K.) are
used in the same sense by other poets.

In Theocritus I.e. the meaning—^to read'
to oneself (strictly, perhaps, ' to con over'
or 'spell out')—is certain, and we may
believe that Parthenius (first century B.C.),
a learned poet, is following some such
authority. In Pindar most editors have
refused to follow the scholiast, but Bury is
inclined to adopt avdvei/j-ov with Tyrrell,
who suggests for our line dvdveifiov el TLS
ov Trap1 6s ^vvibfiocrev. But they have
omitted to point out that the Greek for
recitare or recensere is dvavtixecrdcu: Hdt.
1. 173 eipofj.evov 5£...TLS 4<TTI, KaraXi^ei
iuvrov /JLrjTpodev /cat 7-779 /XTjrpos dvave/xierai
rds fj.-qre'pas. The schol. on Ar. Av. 1289
held that dwefifMovTo glanced at the mean-
ing d.veyLvw<Ticoi>. To this should cor-
respond vtfjLeaffcu citare, answering to
vkyLtiv ' to mark off, put down, register,'
which we find in the phrase vifteiv irpo-
ardTi/jv: cf. Polyb. 6. 47. 8 TQV ddXrp-Qv
roiis /mi) vev€fj.r]/jL€vovs, ' unlicensed athletes.'
So KCLTaviixia in Aeschin. 1. 155 tVa v/j-els
Karaveiix-qre els rr]v irpoarjKOvaav rd^Lv
Ti/napxov, id. 159. It is possible therefore
that we should read vefiy, and make the
sentence interrogative ('won't you call
over...?'). But, on the whole, Bergk's
vefi1 et TIS accounts better for the facts, and
particularly for the interpolation of dirb-
veifAov (see cr. n.). We should render
accordingly: ' mark off on your list any
who are not present.' Madvig, who
restored ve^eis, interpreted it similarly
('dinumerabis'). J., however, says of
ve/Me, 'it is simply"give us,"z'.£., "let us
hear."' So also Ellis, criticizing Camp-
bell's rendering 'observe.'—ov irdpeo-Tiv.
These words are suggestive of a muster-
roll : see Tucker on Aesch. Cho. 695
irapov<rav e~yypd(prj and Headlam in C.R.
xvii 246.—os (see cr. n.) seems to be a
necessary correction, unless the corruption
lies deeper. Tucker {C.R. xvii 190)
proposed dirovefxe, ris irdpean; TIS i;vvw-
fMoaev; But that surely would be too
abrupt.

145

€KK€Ka)TT€VTai

1 4 5 Hesych. II p. 44
(Musurus for iKKeKbiriqTai)
{H-T)pTT)Tai cod.). 2o0o/c\?7 yg
('Axatwj/ <rvXX6y({) Musurus). Meineke
restored iKKeKdnrevrai, referring" to
Hesych. 11 p. 460 KeiabirevTai arpards,

6 iirl KJJTTTJS and proposed ^p
<Kibirats> to complete the gloss. Nauck
thought that the simple verb KeKilmevTai
ought to be substituted, but the fondness
of Sophocles for verbs compounded with
ii< and with slightly intensive force makes
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the suggestion unnecessary: see on fr.
524. Meineke thought that KeKibwevrai.
arparos was taken from a tragic poet,
and so Wecklein. The question re-
mains whether iKKeKwireyrai meant 'is
provided with oars,' or 'is equipped with
weapons.' In favour of the latter, see
on Eur. Hel. 1128 [xovbicwiros dv-qp and

cf. Timoth. Pers. 155 criSapoKwiros "RXXdv.
But of course the other meaning, which
Hesych. recognizes (11 p. 460 KC/CWTTT/TGU •
7} vavs), is perfectly legitimate, if required
by the context. See also Boeckh, Ur-
kunden, p. 291, who gives from an
inscription T&V £vyG>v KeKWTnjVTai P.

I46

1 4 6 Hesych. II p. 162 ei
lAaprtipecrdai, iropeve<rdai. 2o0o/cX^s 'A%-
aiQv avXXbyc*} Kai At'cx^Aos Kp-qaaats (fr.
120).

The inference to be drawn is that in
one of the passages cited itri^evoua8'at was
equivalent to fxaprvpecrdai, and in the
other to iropetieadai. For the first ( — to
demand good offices), which arises from the
host becoming bail (so to speak) for his
guest to his fellow-countrymen, cf.
Aesch. Ag. 1319 iiri^evov/xai. ravra 8' ws

8avov/j.£vT). ^eivodoicos and ^eivoSoKelv are
said to have been used for /xdprvs and
ixaprvpeiv by Simonides or Pindar : see
Apollon. lex. Horn. s.v. and Etym. M.
p. 610, 42. The other meaning is ap-
parently to be on one's travels, or to
sojourn abroad. It occurs in Isocr. ep.
6 TO fj,rj irpeTreip eiri^evovcrdai TOLS r^Xt-
KOVTOIS, Arist. pol. 4 (7). 6. 1327s 13,
Etyni. M. p. 470, 47, and is based upon
the phrase tirl ^ev-qs eTvcu, for which see
0. C. 184, 563, Eur. Andr. 135.

147

1 4 7 Hesych. 11 p. 167 iiri.aeioia-qs'
(TTLKeKevo^vrjs. CLTTO TWP rds rjvias CTTL-
XOAWJ'TWJ' [eirixo.\evTwv cod. : corr.
Musurus, xa^i>Twv Naber). 2O0OKA^S

The action of a driver encouraging his
team by slackening the reins and shaking
them over the horses' backs is familiar
to everyone : see El. 711 ot 5' dfia lirirois

? \
/ . A. 151 TrdXiv elabpixa, aece xa^lV0^s-
The transition from eiuaeUiv ijvias to
eiri.crei.eu' nvd is illustrated by Eur. Or..
255 /mi) Vtcrete /XOL \ ras at/xarw7roi>s Kai
bpaKovTibbeis Kopas, ib. 613. The coinci-
dence of the latter with eiriffifav is-
accidental.

I48

1 4 8 Hesych. ill p. 172 ^v/^6ovs
TOVS 8ta TQV irrap/xuv OIWVKT/AOVS ZXeyov.
averldevTO 8e odroi ATJ^TJT/JI. TII^S Se ras
5ta TTJs <p7]/J.ris yivo^vas fxavreias, as $1X6-
Xop6s <p7)<rc [FIIG 1 416) A^yUTjrpa evpelv.
SO0OKX?JJ 'Axaiwv crvXXoyq) (avXXoyov
cod.). The first part of the gloss recurs
in Phot, lex, p. 311, 1, Suid. s.v. £1^-
j36Xovs.

|vp.po\os, properly an adjective to

olwvos in the wider sense, was the name
given to anything capable of significance
as an omen which a man might encounter
in moving from place to place. Aesch..
Prom. 502 KXrjSovas re SvaKpirovs |,
iyvdpur' avrois ivoSiovs re avfjLfidXow;. Ar .
Av. 719 b'pvw re voixi^ere irdvd' ocrawep
irepl fxavreias 8i.aKplvei" | <prjfJ.r] 7 ' v/xiv
opvis iffri, irTapjXQV r ' opvida KaXeire,

opvw, <p(j}VT)v opviv, depdwovr'
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opviv, b'vov 6pviv. There the schol. gives be observed that Hesych. and the schol.
a definition : ty/xfioXov 'opviv (pTjiriv, e-rreidr] Ar. call wrap/Mos a case of (TV/JL^OXOS,
<TV[A/36\OVS eiroiovv TOVS irpwra ^vvavTwvras, although Aristophanes keeps them apart,
Kal e£ cnravT^aeds TL TrpoarjfiaivoPTas, and and that Hesych. seems to identify (prjfiy
then proceeds in words identical with the and <nj/j.(iio\os, although all the ancient
first part of Hesychius' note. In Xen. authorities distinguish them. The ex-
mem. i. i. 3 it is implied that av/xfioXoi planation is that the classes into which
are derived from 01 airavrCovTes. Several omens are divided are not mutually
instances are given in Hor. Carm. 3. 27. exclusive. A speech ((p-rifiy) might be at
1 ff. So, to stumble on leaving the house once ominous in itself, and also <rijfj,l3o\os
was ill-omened : Tibull. r. 3. 19. The if addressed to or heard by the person
eagles and the hare are called 85iov repas whose fortunes are affected,
as av/j,(3o\oi in Aesch. Ag. 104. It will

AXIAAEQZ EPAITAI

This was a satyr-play, as fr. 153 proves. It is probable
that the satyrs were themselves represented as unsuccessful
lovers of Achilles, and as filled with indignation in consequence.
Wilamowitz thinks that Achilles was the pattern of the
Athenian 7rat? /caXos, and that Phoenix (see fr. 153) was his
Traibaycoyos1. Another character appearing was Peleus (fr. 150),
who may have warned Achilles that the sports of his boyhood
must soon be exchanged for the life of a warrior (fr. 156).
Welcker inferred that the scene of the play was laid in the home
of Peleus at Phthia, but the cave of Chiron on Mt Pelion is
a much more likely haunt of satyrs, and is clearly indicated by
the language of fr. 154. It was moreover in the cave of Chiron
that Heracles met Achilles and fell a victim to his beauty. The
story was related by Antisthenes in his well-known work entitled
Heracles (Eratosth. catasterism. 40 p. 264 West., Procl. in. Plat.
Ale. I p. 98 Cr.), and was doubtless taken by him from older
sources : cf. ON. Fast. 5. 381 ff. It may therefore be conjectured
with some confidence that the arrival of Heracles was an episode
in Sophocles. There is some authority for reckoning Chiron
himself as a lover of Achilles (Dio Chrys. 58. 4 II p. 130 Arn.);
but that tradition is less likely to be early. The case of Patroclus
must be left doubtful. Aeschylus in the Myrmidons {TGFp. 44)
represented Achilles as the ipaarij<;, and is followed by many
late authors {e.g. Philostr. epist. 8, Martial 11.43. IO)- But Plato
in Synip. 180 A rebukes Aeschylus as guilty of a perverse error
on the ground that Homer makes Patroclus the elder (A 7S7),
and does not hesitate to call Patroclus the epaa-rqs : so also
Aristarchus (p. 187 Lehrs). No inference should be drawn from
Phil. 434.

1 Observe that, according to Apollod. 3. 175, Phoenix was cured of his blindness
by Chiron. Wagner suggests that this may have been the motive of the presence
both of Peleus and of Phoenix.
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It is generally admitted that the play of Sophocles is referred
to by Ov. Trist. 2. 409 est et in obscenos commixta tragoedia risus,
niultaque praeteriti verba pudoris habet. \ nee nocet auctori, inollem

qui fecit Achillem, \ infregisse suis fortia facta modis.

149

TO yap voo-rjfjia TOVT ecpi^epov KaKov
eXPifA av avTO fxrj KaKais
OTav irdyov <f)avevTOS aldpiov
KpvcrTaWov dpndcrcjo'L TrcuSes evirayfj,
TOL irpcoT* €ypvo~iv rjhovds TroTaivlovs' 5
reAos 8* 6 ^vfjibs ovd* OTTCQS d(f)fj OiXei,
OVT* iv ^(epolv TO Trr\y\ka o~v\L<§>opov fieveiv.

1 4 9 . 1 TO yap v6ar)fjt.a Dobree: gparos yap vbo-qixa SMA, v6<T7)fj! epwTos cod. Paris.
1985 I €<pifj.epov Arsenius: ecprjfiepov codd. [quod tamen Hense silentio negare videtur]
3 xeP°^v c°d- Paris. 1985 : xePcrLV SMA 4 7rcu5es evirayrj Campbell: iraibiaiGayri S,

ay-q (&yiQ A) MA, -rraldes da-rayij Salmasius, Trai8ias x^Plv Blaydes, iraides
l(-<=r 5 iroTaiviovs cod. Paris. 1985: TTOT eviovs SMA 6 sq. corrupta:

7 TTTJyfia Gomperz : KT7J/j.a S, KTIJ/X' dvvficpopov M A j fort, [xtvei

explanation (Kuehner-Gerth n 344) is
natural.—JUL-Î  KO-KCOS go together, like (IT)
KaKT) in Track. 722.

3 alOpiov : see on fr. 117. Blaydes
would import xv^^VTOi from Phil. 293.

4 daTayri, i.e., 'not trickling,' hard-
frozen. ' The only objection to this
reading arises from the ordinary use of
aGTaKTos, etc., as = "not merely trickling,"
—"gushing" or "streaming." Eur. / . T.
1242 aGTaKTQov (jL&T7)p vdaTWv. O. C. 1646
dvTaKTl (Plat. Phaed. 117 c). Ap. Rh. 3.
804 rd 5' (tears) ippeev, currayes airrws.'
(J.) With Hense I accept Campbell's
evirayrj, which was independently pro-
posed by Nauck.

5 TCI irpwTa adv., as in fr. 966.—-
•n-OTcuviotis, novas, as in Ant. 849, Aesch.
Prom. 102.

evayri Elter 5
v. infra 6'TWS M

1 4 9 Stob. flor. 64. 13 (iv p. 460,
7 Hense) 2o0o/cX^s iv 'AxtXXews epaaTais.
' epcjTos yap...irpoleTai.J There is an
allusion to the passage in Zenob. 5. 58
(Paroem. I p. 144) : 6 irah TOV KpvffTaWov '
iTTl TWV [JL7)Te KaT^X€Ll> Svva/J.€VCOV [XTfTe

fiedeivai (3ov\o/ut.fr(i]v ij TrapoL/xia
/j.£fjLi>T)Tai avTrjs "2IO<POK\T]S 'Ax 'Miws epaa-
Tais. Cf. Plut. de garrul. 12 p. 508 D
watrep oi TrcuSes TOV KpvaTaXXov oijTe
KaTexew OUT' acpievai. deXovai.

1 The reading of the MSS (see cr. n.)
appears to be due to the intrusion of a
gloss. The cod. Paris. (Gaisford's B) is
as usual interpolated.—Nauck retains
i<pr]fj.epov, which is flat: he formerly pro-
posed avrjfiepov from Mosch. 1. 10. J.
thought i<pl/j,epov clearly right—'an at-
tractive evil, but an evil still.' There is
probably an allusion to Sappho's descrip-
tion of Love as yXvicvwiKpov dfxdxo-vov
6pir€T0v (fr. 40) : cf. Anth. Pal. 5. 133,
Plut. qu. conv. 5. 7. 2 p. 68t B rjdovijs
aXyriddvi fxe(uyfj.£vris, T]v avTol yXvicijiriKpov
dvofidfavaiv, Theogn. 1353 iriKpos Kal
yXvKus €<TTL Kal dpTraXios Kal dTrrjvrjs (£pws).

2 The asyndeton is unusual and has
provoked suspicion. Blaydes conjectured
kxot/J-' av avTo 5' ov /ca/ews (or ^xot,u' 5'
ai^ av /xi) KaKws). This is better than
Nauck's fyoiv 8' &v, adopted by Meineke.
In the next line the asyndeton of the

6 f. It is generally recognized that
these lines are corrupt, although no satis-
factory remedy has been produced. J.
was inclined to accept Meineke's Kpv/j.6s
for x 1^ 5* comparing fr. 507 and Eur. fr.
682, 3, but in other respects to defend
the text. He construed ovd\..deXei as
'will not consent to one's letting it go,'
with an ellipse of TIS as in EL 697 (n.).
But, even if 7rcus were the subject, OTTOJS
d<prj in place of acpievai after 0Aei would
be quite impossible Greek: there is no
analogy to the examples collected in
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ovrco Be Tov? ipwvras CLVTOS fp
Spav KCU TO (XT) Spav 7roA.Xa/as irpoarieTCLi.

8 ovrw 5e (ovrw ye Gesner) Meineke: oUre SMA
codd.

9 Trpocriercu Meineke: TrpoteTcu

Goodw. § 572, or more fully by Hale in
Trans. Am. Phil. Ass. xxiv 158. For
this reason Meineke suggested our' d<pie-
<r6ai #e"Xei and Kock TAOS 8e Kpv/xois ovd'
6 Trals a<pUvai oflT\..crvfji,(j>e'peiu de'Xei.
Similar suggestions are Apelt's our' dire-
ffrpdcpdai dtXei, Hense's otfr' dtrwadrivai.
6£kei, and Gomperz's oiir'1 aircxnravdoLi.
d^Xei. Blaydes argued that Zenobius'
fiedeivai fHovkofxtvwv pointed to o##' owus
fiedfjs iq. or o#V eq. fj.edievat. Herwerden
thought that some words must have fallen
out : 6 Kpv[j,ds <O$K dvaaxerbs Tr̂ Xei |
8fjLws 5' 6 TraLfav> are. H. (in C. R.
XVII 293) preferred that the first line
should run TAOS 5' $x€L VIV °W ° """ah
8TTWS dcprj, or TAOJ 5' 6'7ro;s d<prj viv 01W 6
7ra?s £xei> holding rightly that 'i\ei is
demanded by the construction. He points
out that the indirect deliberative and
the infinitive after £%et are combined by
Sophocles in Ai. 428, Ant. 27T. There
are two objections to this view (1) that
the change to the singular (6 7rats) is
awkward, and (2) that £%ei does not fit
the following line. With Dobree's dvpios
(for x^A10'5) m the sense of 'desire,' we
might continue otid' OTTCOS d(pfj <r<p' e?xei>
treating v. 7 as a separate clause {scil.
ktjr'i). But it has also occurred to me
that the corruption may have been from
an original re\os 5' 6 xu/*°s °^X oVws
dipteral, ou5' KT£. It is true that in
prose, where the idiom chiefly occurs,
d\ \ ' odd' invariably introduces the second
clause ; but El. 796 shows that Sophocles
did not shrink from using oi>x OTTWS, and
there is not sufficient evidence of early
usage to prove that dAX' OVK ){ ovde" was
indispensable in the apodosis. With
<nj/jL<popov sc. ecrri: but I cannot help
suspecting that atifupopos here meant
packed together (cf. Xen. Cyneg. 8, 1 ov8'
eav iri>ev/j.a rj fi4ya' <xvfA<popovv yap TT]V
Xt-bva d(pavli;ei [i.e. rd txvrfl], Pisides ap.
Suid. s.v. avfxcpopd: £K TTJS dfie'rpov av/x-
(popas TQIV avpfid8(i3v—irepi x<-bvo$) ; and in
that case fxe'vei would be required. The
conjecture iri)yfj.a (for KTTJ/xa), proposed
by Gomperz and adopted by Nauck, is
particularly attractive in this connexion.
Blaydes, on the other hand, recommended

U.' daificpopov Kparetv.
9 8pdv...irpo<H€Tai. ' And thus desire

often pleads with lovers at once to go on
loving and to abandon their love.' So
J., who remarks that Spdv = epdv, as
ep&pras indicates (Martin conj. epdv re
/cat fnfj: so Kock with TOVS Tj^wvras d\yos
Ifx.e'pov preceding). For the use of bpdv
in place of a repetition of the leading
verb see on Eur. Phoen. 516. irpoaLerai,
when used in the sense of ' attracts' or
' wins over,' does not appear elsewhere to
be accompanied by an infinitive, but
follows the analogy of such verbs as
ireldw and irpoTpiirw. For the use of the
articular infinitive as complement (ppdv
Kal TI fj.Tj dpav Meineke), where the
simple infinitive would be expected, an
idiom characteristic of Sophocles, cf.
Trach. 545 TO 5' ad %vvoiKeiv Trjd' bfiov T'LS
dv yvvr) I Mvai-To; Ant. 78 TO 8e | (3ia TTOXLTQV
dpav ecpvv anrfixo-vo<s, ib. 1106 ,116X1? (lAv,
Kapdlas 5' e t̂'crra/xat | TO 8pdv, Phil. 12^2
dXX' oide roi cry X€lPL 7r«^o//at TO dpav.
For the co-ordination of the simple
infinitive with the articular in the same
clause cf. El. 265 /ca/c rwvde fioi \ Xafieiv 8'
6/J.OLWS Kal TO TrfTaadai ireXei, inf. fr.
188 n. For the adverbial use of avrbs
( = at once) cf. Phil. 119, 1330. H. con-
jectured TOU 7' ep&vros in v. 8 (J. P.
xxiil 272), and, if that were accepted, the
use of TrpoaieTai would be parallel to
Eur. fr. 893.

The following rendering is taken from
J. (with slight modifications) : ' This
distemper is a joy mixed with pain. Here
is no bad image of it ;—when the frost
hath come in bright weather, and children
seize a solid lump of ice, at first they feel
a new delight; but at last the melting
mass cannot be dropped, and yet their
treasure will not rest packed firmly in
their hands. Even thus desire often
urges lovers at once to persevere and to
desist.' Love, J. adds, is the piece of ice,
beautiful at first sight, which cleaves to
the soul that has once admitted it ; and
at the same time causes such pain that
the lover often wishes that he were freed
from it.
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150

yap OVK eTrecrraret kecov

re, nvp,
1 ewe^dpei coni. Herwerden

15O Schol. Pind. Nem. 3. 60 5tw-
KO/UL€V7] yap vir' avrov (i.e. Thet is by
Peleus) /xere/3aXXe Tas fj.op<pds ore /j.ev els
irvp, ore Se els dr/pia • 0 Se Kapreprjcras
irepiyeyove. irepl Se rrjs /xera/J.op(pwo-ews
avTris Kal HotpoKXijs <p7)<rlv ev TpwiXcp (fr.
618) Kal iv 'AxiXXews e'pacrrais ' ris

I f . TCs...ovK = irds: see on fr. 959.
4.—lireo-TaTei. If the reading is correct,
we are obliged to assume that iinaTaTeiv
is used in a sense otherwise unexampled
( = to beset, visit), but corresponding to
that of eirio-Trjvai (Track. 1170 /x6%^wi'
rwv ecpeardoTwv i/noi, O. T. JJ1/ irpiv /J,OI
T1JXV Toidb' eir^o-rrj) ; and that it is followed
by an accusative of the person attacked
on the analogy of such cases as O. C.
942 ovdeis 7TOT' avTods..,dv e/airecroi £77X05.
Otherwise the best correction is Her-

2 iidcop <re> coni. Mekler

werden's eire^dpei (Eur. Phoen. 45 n.) ;
but, as the metre is not entirely satis-
factory, Nauck, who formerly proposed
iwecrTpaTeijeTo, suggests TLS yap /xe <Tt?
/xe> ...eire^apeL;—Xewv KTL For the
metamorphoses of Thetis in her struggle,
to escape from Peleus see on fr. 618.
The particulars here given correspond
to Pind. Nem. 4. 62 wvp 5Z irayKpar^s
Opa<xvixa\x,d-vwv re \ebvrwv | 6Vu%ay 6%v-
T6.TOVS aK/xav I Kal deLvordrav cr^dorcur
obovrwv I gya/xev KTC., and to Apollod. 3 .
170 yLvojxevrjv de ore fxkv irvp OT£ be vdwp
ore de Qt)piov. J ebb on Track. 10 remarks
that similar powers of transformation are
ascribed to other sea-gods, such as Nereus
and Proteus ; and that they must be taken
to symbolize the unstable character of the
element.

\j) ©ert? vnb UrjXecos XoihoprfOeicrcL KareXnrev OLVT6V.~\

151 Schol. Ap. Rh. 4. 816 2o<poK\rjs
5e ei> 'Ax'AXews epaarals (f>r\alv VTTO HqXews
Xoidopydelaav TTJV Q^TLV KaTa\nre?v avrov.
The extract is repeated in schol. Ar. Nub.
1068.

Dindorf should not have combined this
notice with fr. 150. It is interesting to
find the story of the quarrel between
Peleus and Thetis vouched for by Sopho-
cles ; but he is not the oldest authority,
as it is said to have been described in the
epic Aegimius (fr. 2 K.: see Bethe in
Pauly-Wissowa 1 963). The schol. on
Apoll. Rhod. u.s., giving the epic version,
says that Thetis used to test whether
Peleus's children were immortal by plung-
ing them into a cauldron of water ; and
that this proved fatal several times. When
it was the turn of Achilles, Peleus stopped
her. So Lycophr. 178, who makes
Achilles the seventh child, d<£' e7rra
Traidcou <peipa\(p <Tiro8ov/j,ePiov \ fiouvov <pi\e-
yovaav e^a\6^avra airobbv. Here it will
be observed that the child is burnt in the

fire, not thrown into the water ; and this
is the usual version. Other authorities
say nothing about the elder children:
Apollod. 3. 171 cos de eyewqae ©em e/c
IlrjXecos /3pe0os, dQdvarov deXovaa woLTJaaL
TOVTO, Kpv<pa llTjAews eis rb Trup iyKpvj3ovcra
TT)S VVKTOS e<f>deipei> 6 rfv avrtg dvrjTov
irarpi^ov, fxed' rj/J.epav de ^XPL€V d/x^poaia.
Hr/Xevs de iinrTjprjcras Kal ffiraipovTa TOP
iraida I5<hv iirl rod irvpbs i^byjae ' Kal Qe'ri?
KwXvdeiaa TTJV irpoalpeaiv reAeiwcrat, vqiriov
rbv waiSa diroXtirovira irpbs NrjpTjidas c^xero.
In Apoll. Rhod. 4. 783 ff. Hera pleads
with Thetis to afford good passage for
the Argo: she had given Thetis the best
of mortals for a husband, and held up the
wedding-torch with her own hand ; more-
over, it is fated that in the Elysian plain.
Medea shall be wedded to Achilles, 'who
is now being tended by Naiads in the
home of Chiron, though he longeth for
thy milk : help, then, thy future daughter,
and Peleus himself; why is thy wrath
so firmly rooted ? ' Thetis accordingly
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(851 ff.) appears to Peleus, and gives him
certain directions, but warns him not to
disclose her presence to his companions.
vdcp 5' £%e, fJjr] fie xoAaxrfls | TrXeiov er' rj TO
irdpoidev ainjXeyeus exbXoxras (863 f.).
Then she leaves him in great distress, for
he had never seen her since she left his
wedded couch in anger, when Achilles
was still an infant. 77 fikv yap fiporeas
alel irepl adpicas e'Saiev | VVKTO. 5m fxeacrriu
<p\oy/juip irvpbs' ijfiaTa 5' avre \ a/j,(3poair)
XpieaKe Tipev 8e/ias, 8<ppa TT£XOLTO \ ddd-
VOLTOS, Kal oi (TTvyepbv xpolyijpas OXOXKOI.
aiirap oy' e£ eivrjs dvairaXfievoi eiaevbrjcrev
TrcuSa <piXov airalpovTCL 81a <f>Xoybs' i]Ke 5'
dvT7]u I <r/j,ep8a\^7]v ecrid&v, ^ 7 0 , vqirios'
i] 5' diovcra | rbv fiev &p' dpirdydyjv
/3dAe K€K\TjywTa, | avryj d£ TTVOLTJ

de/mas, TJVT' ovetpos, \ fii] p' t/xev iK fieydpoto
do&s, KaiicrrjXaToTrovTOf \ x(3)a'afx^vrl' M67"^
5' OVTL iraXlaavTos IVer' oirlcrcFw. There
are two or three touches here, which show
that Apollonius and Apollodorus are
following the same original. The schol.
on Ar. Nub. 1068 seems to be conflating
two different stories. It is obvious that
the burning of Achilles in the fire is a
doublet of the better-known legend of
Demeter and Demophon, the brother of
Triptolemus : see Horn. h. Dem. 231 ff.,
with Allen and Sikes's n. on 239. These
stories have recently been explained as
recording a rite of infant initiation,
whereby the child's hold on life is supposed
to be strengthened : see W. R. Halliday
in C. F. xxv 8 ff.
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ff Sophs Si^oaTo/Jio
S yap ohvvai [xiv

1 5 2 . 2 sq. viv fjpeiKov 'Ax^XXe'tov Bergk (ijpeiKov iam L. Dindorf)

1 5 2 Schol. Pind. Nem. 6. 85 OVK
iK irapadpo/JLTJs 8e fa/corou elire TO 86pv
TOV 'AxiAA^ws...dAX' OTL ISia'iTepov irapa
TO. aAAa /carecr/feuacrro. Slicpovv yap WCTTC
S60 ai%uas %xeLV KCiL M'9 /^OAT; [ware] Sicrcra
ra. rpauyuara aTrepydfradai. Kal Alax'jXos
ev NTjjoetcrt (fr. 152) '/cd^aa/cos elcri /cd/x.a/cos

Xd 5t7rAd<rtoj'.' /cat So0o/cA^j iv0
epaarais lrj...86paTo$.'

It is generally admitted that something
is wrong with the tradition, and that the
text exhibits a conflation of two fragments,
the first of which ends at ir\S.KTpov. The
difficulty was first observed by Heath,
who claimed v. 1 as alone belonging to
Sophocles. Dobree, however (according
to Nauck : for I cannot trace the source
of his statement), denied that any part of
the quotation was Sophoclean. Bergk
came to the same conclusion as Heath;
but thought that vv. 2, 3 did not belong
to another play of Sophocles such as the
Mvarol—for so the reference to Telephus
might suggest—but derived from a lyric
source. Accordingly he prints them as
fr. 9,5 of his adespota (PLG ill 720).
Hermann on Eur. / . T. 2ro was of the
same opinion as Dobree.

The tradition relating to the double
point of Achilles' spear does not seem to
be recorded except in the passages quoted

by the scholiast, viz. Aesch. fr. 152 and
the Little Iliad {EGF'p. 41) fr. 5.

1 irXaKTpov, any striking instrument,
whether pointed as here, or not : cf. Eur.
Ale. 128 8ibfio\ov irXyJKTpop wvpbs Ke, av-
viov. (For the form of the thunderbolt
see the representation given in C. R.
XVII 276.) Ar. Av. 759 alpe irXrjKTpov,
el fJ-ax^i, of the cock's spur.

2 SLTTTU^OI does not occur elsewhere
in Sophocles : see on Eur. Phoen. 1354.—
(Jiuv is banished from tragedy by most
critics, at any rate from dialogue: see
Trach. 388, Aesch. Eum. 634, Eur. Andr.
1136. Some still maintain it in lyrics :
Tucker on Aesch. Cho. 620, Theb. 440.
The fluctuation of the scribes is undoubted,
and scholars are divided on the question
whether viv should be replaced every-
where in Pindar. The papyrus of the
Paeans (see 6. 115) shows that the doubt
existed at an early date. Bacchylides has
fiiv only at 10. 111.—TJpiicov is intransitive
in Horn. P 295 tfpiKe 5' 'unroSdaeia Kopvs
irepl Sovpds aKWKrj, and has consequently
been altered to -fjpeLKov (see cr. n.), perhaps
rightly. But SLTJPIKOP is transitive in
Euphorion 40 irXevpd re Kal dwpfjKa
SiTjpiKev Iviov dxpt-s, and in Alex. Aetol.
ap. Parthen. 14 Sid /xev KaXbv
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770,770.1, TO, ^

1 5 3 6/3<2 a' anecd. Bachm., opGxr

1 5 3 Schol. Ar. Vesp. 1021= Phot.
lex. p . 369, 4 7rat5i/cd' eirl dyXeiuiv KOX
appivuv ip<j)fj.ivwv TarreTai 77 Xe£is.../cai
iv TOIS 'A%iXA^ws 5' ipaffTais drjXov ws
OOITWS. (scil. iiri TQV dppevwv) i^eiXrjirTai.
iiriSbvTwv yap TI TGIV aarvpwv els TTJV
yvvcuKeiav £iridvfj.iav tyr\aiv 6 <l>otvt|
' irairai.. .air&Xeaas.' See also Suid. s.v.,
Bachm. anecd. I p. 324, 16, Cramer anecd.
Par. iv p. 173, 9.

cos opa<s,
anecd. Par. \ awwXeaav anecd. Bachm.

When the satyrs inclined towards the
love of women, Phoenix taunted them
with treating their necessity as if it were
a matter of choice.—irairai here expresses
scorn: more often it is used for simple
astonishment, as in Plat. kgg. 704 C wairai
olov Xiyeis—'yon don't say s o ! ' Eur.
Cycl. 572 7r<z7rcu, aotybv ye TO ijtiXov TT)S
a/jL-rriXov.—Blaydes conjectured <Sv ipds for
us 6 pas.
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crv 8', co ^jVaype, TLTIXLCOTLKOV rpicbos
1 5 4 /3/>e0os Athenaei C, Eustath.

1 5 4 Athen. 401 D 2O0O/CX^S fikv yap
iv 'AxtXX^ws ipaarais £TTI KVVOS era^e
ToiivojAa {scil. atiaypos) diro TOV avs aypetieii',
\£y<i)v ' ai) 5'...r/)^0os.' Eustath. Od.
p. 1872, 12 2o0o/cX^s ' aii 5'.../3/)e0os.'
From Athen. also are drawn the state-
ments in Gramm. Herm. p. 320 and anecd.
Par. iv p. 245, 20 (A. Kopp, Beitr.
zurgr. Excerpten-Litt. p. 159).

IIT]\U«>TI,K6V. In fr. T069 Achilles is
referred to as hunting on Mt Pelion, and
it is highly probable that the allusion is
to this play. It was in his cave on Mt
Pelion that Achilles was reared by Chiron
after he was abandoned by his mother
(fr. 151) : see Eratosth. catast. 40. A

curious coincidence with the account in
Apollodorus (3. 171) may be noted : 6 8e
(scil. Xelpwv) \af3<j}v avrbv grpecpe cnrXdy-
XVOLS XebvT&v Kai crvwv aypiwv /cat apxroiv
[xvekois Kai wvd/xaaev 'Ax'XXea KTC. In
the well-known description of Pindar
(Nem. 3. 43—52) we find Kairpovs T'
tvatpe, but also that the speed of Achilles
was such that he slew stags avev KVVCJV.
Nauck thinks that Steph. Byz. p. 521, ro
\eyerai Kai KTTJTLKOV HrfkLwrtKov refers to
this fragment. Cf. Stat. Achill. 2. 410.—
For rpe(f>os: dpeu.ua, like depos (fr. n ) :
Mpfxa, /3Xe7Tos: j3\ififj.a, see Blaydes on
Ar . Nub. 1176.
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yXa>crcrr)s fJieXCcrar) TGJ

1 5 5 fieXicrari E l l end t : fjLeXLaayjs codd.

1 5 5 Schol. Soph. O. C. 481
X i ] d i X b

p 4
vdaros Kai /meXiTos' airb yap TOV

iroiovvTos TO iroLovixevov • Kai iv 'Epacrra?s
' yXwaarjs.. .KaTeppvTjKOTi.'

Nauck says ' versus corrupti medelam
desidero.' But for the silence or hesitation
of previous editors, I should have thought
that the remedy was obvious. Campbell,
who half-heartedly suggests yXGxraav or
yX&aayj, thinks that the text may be
construed, ' with honey from his tongue.'
But yXdbaarjs depends on the verb, and
it is strange he should not have observed
that pelv and its compounds require the

dative (or less commonly the ace.) of the
flowing liquid : Eur. Tro. 16 <pbvq
KaTappel, Bacch. 142, Horn. X 149 etc.
The corruption of fxeXiaa-r} to fxeXiaays is
hardly to be wondered at. The correction
occurred to me independently, before I
found that it had been made by Ellendt
and Blaydes. Wecklein also (Berlin,
philol. Woch. 1890 p. 656) proposed
yXwaaav /xeXiaay, comparing Ai. 9 Kapa
aTafav ISpQiTL. Herwerden's remedy
yXuiaarjs fieXiaa' Sarj TLS ippvrjKi aoi, after-
wards improved to ixeXtaaa arjs KaTepptiyx'
8ar), is unnecessarily violent. The same
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remark applies to Gomperz's y
/j-eXicraa ravdpos ipptif] Kara. The meta-
phor was familiar : cf. ixeXLyripvs, fj.eXL-
yXoocro-os. In Homer of Nestor (A 248
Xiyvi- HvXloiv dyopyjT'/jS, | TOV /cat dirb
yXdxrcrrjs /JL4XLTOS yXvidav p£ev avdrj), who
may be the person described here : Eur.
fr. 899 el /JLOi TO ISecTbpeiov eiiyXiocraov
H^Xt (Barnes for^Aos) ...doirj 9e6s. Poets
are constantly compared to bees: see

Jebb on Bacchyl. 9. 10. Theocr. 1. 146
TrXrjpes TOL /j.eXiTos TO KCLXOV ard/xa, Qtipcri,
yevoiTo. Sophocles himself was called
the Attic bee (Suid. s.v. : cf. schol. Ar.
Vesp. 460), and it was said of him
2o0o/cAeofs TOV f/.e'XiTi. TO aTofia /center[x-evov
{vit. § 13). Xenophon, whose speech was
melle dulcior (Cic. or. 32), earned the
same appellation (Suid. s.v.). For
/j.e'XiG&a — ix£\i see on fr. 1064 Xifiavos.
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Se onXoL? 'H^atcrrov

1 5 6 dppwl-iv Bergk : apwl-iv vel apw^cv Choerob. |
Choerob. ao<pov \ 8eu>v post tH.<pal<rTov add. Mekler

Dindorf:

1 5 6 Choerob. in Theod. p. 463, 29
(p. 415, 4 Hilgard) = Bekk. anecd. p. 1267
(cf. anecd. Par. I p. 396, 28) at /X-^VTOL
/neTaireirXaff/xevai doTiicai irX-qOvvTiKal irpo-
irapo^vvea'don. d£hov<JLV olov irpofiaTois irpb-
(3a<nv...vTre<TTa\/Afrov TOV app&^iv, uianep
irapcL 2o<poK\e? ev 'A%tAA^ws epacrrats • ' 6
5e ^V6\..T€XVITOV' TOVTO yap /cara yuera-
irXaafiov dirb TOV dppTrjKTois yevbficvov, TOV
rj TpairivTOS els rb 10, irpoirepio~7raTCU KOL
011 irapoi;ijveTcu. Part of the quotation is
also found in Choerob. in Theod. p . 367,
32 (p. 339, 17 Hilgard) eirl TOV 'dppw^iv
6;7TAO6S ' TO dppw^iv dpcreviKov ov r y SirXots
Tip ov5eT^p(f crvveTayr).

6 8e ?v8' has been naturally suspected.
Bergk conjectured 6 5' £v 8\ and Lobeck
{Paralip. p. 287) ev8uvd\ The latter view,
—an alternative would be 6 5e | ê 5i>s—
is attractive, as applied to Achilles put-

ting on the armour forged by Hephaestus;
but ivdvvcu is regularly followed by the
ace, and Lobeck can produce no better
parallel than Quint. 9. 68 dvaav iv HvTeo-L.
Mekler suggests okotyd'.—dppw£iv. The
adj., which occurs also in Ant. 251, is
not well suited to the neut. 6ir\ois; but
to speak of 'metaplasm' is beside the
mark. See on Eur. Hel. 1301 dpo/xddt.
KwXip, Phoen. 1024. Jebb on Track. 930
a/J.<pnrXrjyi <j>ao~ydv(p.

T*XVH • abstract for concrete, of a
work of art. So 0. C. 472 Kpa.TTjpe's

% ^ , and in Lat in:
4 5 divite me scilicet

artium, | quas aut Parrhasius protulit aut
Scopas and other exx. quoted in Thesaurus
II 673, 9 ff. This use of T4X"V probably
always prevailed in artistic circles, as it is
common in later Greek.

ei<Tiv, avdpbs
Hor . Car?n. 4. 8.
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ofx/xdrcov airo

1 5 7 ^p | 7%
cod., d(f>'n)(nv vel d<piel$ Dindorf

? irjcriv.

Casaubon:

iv
1 5 7 Hesych. ill p. 203 nal

o s epa<TTCUs ' 6 / x f i a T O i r a y x
$ For the remainder of the gloss
see on fr. 801. The shafts launched from
the eyes which inflict the wound of love
are fully illustrated on fr. 474. To the
passages there quoted add Xen. mem.
1. 3. 13 ?<7WJ 8e /cat ol ZpcaTes To£6Tai dia
TOVTO KCLXOVVTCU, 6'TI KOLI irpbawdev ol icaXol
TLTpibcrKovcnv. Plat. symp. 219 B (entirely
misinterpreted by Stallbanm) &<peis dxxirep

cod. | irjcriv Nauck:

/ 7 TeTpQadai avTov i^fjirjv. Arsen. prov.
171 yvvauebs ofx/xa rot's aKfid^ovaiv ^\os.
Aristaen. ep. x evaroxw eiriTo^eveiv rats
TWU dfAfxaTUiv jSoAatj. Musaeus 95 air'
6<pdaX/uLoio fioXdwp \ KOXXOS oXiadaivei., /cat
iwl <ppevas dvdpos bdevei. Dindorf supports
his conj. (see cr. n.) by the phrase ifiepov
d<pieLs applied to the epw/JLevos in Poll. 3.
71. R. Ellis preferred b^^aTwv irbdy \ X.
i v , modified by Blaydes to irbdov \ lycri
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The plot of the play is entirely unknown except in so far as
a conjecture may be founded on the references to Talos1: see
the nn. on frs. 160 and 161. I believe that fr. 162, which Nauck
hesitates to attribute to Sophocles, was also an allusion to the
brazen giant.

The only mythical incident connected with the name of
Talos is that which felates to the home-coming of the Argonauts
and is described in Apoll. Rhod. 4. 1638—1688 : cf. Apollod.
1. 140 f. When Jason and his comrades desired to land in Crete,
they were prevented by Talos, the brazen warder, who according
to certain authorities had been given by Hephaestus to Minos,
and whose duty it was to make a circuit of the island three
times a day for the purpose of protecting it from strangers.
Talos pelted the ship with rocks, and the Argo was obliged to
sheer off. But Medea undertook to remove the obstacle, and,
after invoking the destructive Keres, swift hounds of Death, to
visit his eyes with destruction, made use of all her magical skill
against the enemy. The result was that Talos struck his ankle
against a pointed rock, and burst the avpty^ which contained his
supply of vital energy—i/c Si ol t%a>/o \ r-qKOfxevui i/ce\o<; fj,o\i/3a)
peev (1679 f.). Fr. 161 suggests that this narrative may have
been the central incident of the Sophoclean play. Talos is
rationalized in [Plat] Minos 320 C.

The evidence that Daedalus was a representative title of
Hephaestus is slight; but, though it is not universally admitted,
there are insufficient grounds for contesting the identification :
see C. Robert in Pauly-Wissowa IV 1995, Malten ib. vill 360,
and Bury on Pind. Nent. 4. 59. In Eur. Her. 471, where
Kirchhoff, Dindorf, and Nauck retained AatSdXov, Wilamowitz
accepted Hermann's Sal&akov. If we assume that Daedalus-
Hephaestus, as the artificer of Talos, was a prominent personage
in the play, there is the more reason for admitting the suitability
of a satyr-chorus in view of the cult-fellowship of Hephaestus
with Dionysus, and of his association with the donkey and the
phallus (Malten ti.s. 356, Gruppe, pp. 245, 1306, 1311).

1 Robert merely says that the Daedalus ' auf Kreta gespielt zu haben scheint'
{Pauly-Wissowa IV 2006). Wagner suggested that the plot was similar to that of
Euripides' Cretans.
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1 5 8 iXXei [lev (etXXet jxkv vel eiXXGsfxev Diels) e'icw van Leeuwen: iXXr)/x.evr]<Tw
cod., tXXoifiev eicrcj Nauck, eiXrjffo/j.e'v o~e Nicole | TOV 8' %a xaX/ceim£ cod., rrj8' d%aX-
Ketircp Nicole

1 5 8 Schol. Gen. Horn. $ 282 TLroXe-
p.aios 6 'A-GKakuvLT-qs epx^evra fiaveus' airo
yap Trjs eparjs. Kparrji elXdevr' ev /xeyd-
X y iXXeiv (laXelv cod.) yap (pyjaiv elvac
TO etpyeiv, ware TTJV T7js KuiXvcrews 8LKT]V
<i^ov\y]S KaXeL<rdai...6 2o0o/cX?7s ev AatSdXy
' eXXr]/j,evr]<Tu) TOV 5' £a xaX/ceury irebiQ^

iXXei. The question between the
forms t'XXw and el'XXw, for eiXQ (elXXQ)
and the aspirated forms are to be rejected
for reasons given by Rutherford, New
Phrynichtis, p. 89 f., is not easy to decide.
There is no epigraphic evidence, and that
of the MSS is worthless; for even the best
vacillate, and Jebb's inference {Ant., p.
251) in favour of t'XXw is weakened by the
fact that R does not support I'XXe in Ar.
Nub. 762. Cobet was emphatic in advo-
cating I'XXw, brushing aside all the in-
stances of etXXtt as mere blunders of the
scribes: see Misc. Crit. p. 272, where he
sums up his earlier discussions. Ruther-
ford thought that the error rtcrat (for
reiuaC) favoured the genuineness of et'XXw.
But surely the converse error is equally
well established. Kuehner-Blass (11 413)

follow a good grammatical tradition
in distinguishing i'XXw to wrap from
efXXw to drive: see Simplic. on Arist. de
caelo 2 3 i b 22 TO 5e EXXofj.e'vriv eifre 5ta TOV
t ypdcpoLTO TO dede,u.evr)v dr/XoL—efre dia
TT)S et 8i<p06yyov ypd<pocTo, Kal ofirws elpyo-
ix£vy]v drjXoL, ws Kal Alax^Xos ev Baacrd-
pais (fr. 25). Unfortunately, this does
not help us here; for although the mean-
ing is clear—•' he confines him with fetters
no smith has forged'—, we cannot tell
whether the verb should be so written as
to conform to the literal sense of 7re5cus
or not. I write tXXei, but without much
confidence.—d\aXK€VTw ireSt]. The same
oxymoron (dxaX/ceirrots 7r̂ 5cus) is applied
by Aesch. Cho. 491 to the d/mfpi^XrjaTpov
in which Agamemnon was ensnared by
Clytaemnestra, and by Eur. fr. 595 to the
constraint imposed by aldws.

R. Holland interpreted iXXetv of forcing
an entrance into the island guarded by
Talos. I shou]d rather have guessed that
the line referred to the labyrinth, which
enclosed its prisoners with a new kind of
compulsion.
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1 5 9 Pollux 7. 117 <hret 8e /cat roi>s
OIKO56/J.OV$ T^KTovas "Ofir]pos (Z 315) /caXel,
/cat dpxiT^KTWv eiprjTai irapd ILXaToovi
(fiolit. 259 E)1 /3tata yap T\ iv r y 1iO<po-
xXiovs AatSdXy ' reKTdvapxos /xoOca.'

The context indicates that Pollux only
criticized the formation adopted by Sopho-
cles as forced, and {3laios as a grammarians'
word often means very little (Rutherford,
Annotation, p. 319)-—The muse is the
chief of the builders of verse: Pind.
Pyth. 3. 113 e£ e-we'wv KeXadevvwv, | W/c-
Toves ota cro<pol \ dpfj-oaav, yiyv&aKo/xev.
Nem. 3. 4 /xeXiyapiJCJv T^KTOVCS K(b(j,wv
veaviai (of the singers). Ar. Eq. 530
T^KToves €inraXd/Ji.ii)v dfivwv. Ax. Ran. 1004

(JLovaa

Trupydxras jyrjfiaTa aefxvd, referring to
Aeschylus, implies magniloquence. Mil-
ton's (Lycid. 11) 'build the lofty rhyme'
has familiarized the metaphor in English.
In Latin condere carmen and the like
were common: see Thesaurus iv 153.
The view of R. Holland that Daedalus
in these words was invoking the assistance
of the goddess in the building of his flying-
machine seems improbable. Nauck un-
necessarily suggests TeicTovovpyos on the
strength of Hesych. IV p. 138 TetcTovovp-
ybs' apxire'KTwv. Ellendt renders ' qui
arti fabrili praeest'; but the Muse could
not be described as the patroness of
carpenters.
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16O Schol. Plat. rep. 337 A dpe/cdyxacre
re fjL&Xa aapSdviov~\...1li/j.ujvLSr)s Se (fr.
202 A, PLG III 524) dwb TdXw TOV
X^XKOV, 8v "H0CU<TTOS idqfiiovpyrjcre Mlvqj

TT)S vqaov TroirjcracrdaL, <dv>
ifx ovra TOVS ireXd^ovTas (prjcn Kara-

KOLLOVTCL dvaipe?v. odev dirb TOV aear\pevai
Sid TT]V <p\bya TOV <ra.pbavi.bv <bt\ci

eXwra. bfxoiws xal 2

It is a legitimate inference from this
passage that Sophocles introduced Talos
as preventing intruders from entering
Crete by consuming them with fiery
heat, and also that the phrase oapSdvios
yeXws occurred in connexion with the
grimaces of the scorched victims. Being
constructed entirely of bronze he was
able to make himself red-hot in the fire,
so that he could destroy with his embrace
anyone who came near him. For the
isolated and obscure phrase aapSdvios (or
aapSbvcos) yeXws, which occurs first in
Horn, v 302 (jLeldrjce 8$ dv[x.cp \ aapSdviov
fxdXa Totov, two derivations were current
in antiquity. One of these referred it to
the island of Sardinia, where a plant was
said to grow so bitter that, when tasted, it
caused convulsive spasms and involuntary
laughter (cf. Pausan. 10. 17. 13, Tzetz.
Lycophr. 796, Serv. Verg. Eel. 7. 41 etc.):
the other simply connected the adjective
with (Fearjpfrai. The first derivation,
although it has influenced the spelling, is
clearly fictitious ; but the second may
contain an element of truth (Adam 011
Plat. I.e.), although Monro considered
that the phrase must be traced either to
a proper name, or to some foreign-—
Egyptian or Phoenician—word, which
had become proverbial. It is further to
be noticed that the phrase is not always
employed in the same sense; for it is
applied not only to the sinister smile of
vindictive triumph (Horn., Plat.), but
also to the forced smile of the sufferer
(cf. Cic. Fatn. 7. 25. 1: the distinction
made in Tyrrell's note cannot be main-
tained). It appears from the text that
the latter was the sense in Simonides and
Sophocles. But the other evidence affect-
ing Simonides does not agree entirely
with the schol. Plat. Thus Phot. lex.
p. 500, 24 = Suid. s.v. aapSdvios ytXws....

e TOV TdXow TOV T/ipai
XapSoviovs ov /3ov\ofj.4vovs TrepaiGxrai irpbs
Mivcoa eis irvp KadaWb/xevov, wj av %aX-
KOVV, TTpoO~TepVl£blJL€VOV (1. WpO<T<TT€pVl^6/JL€-

vov) avaipeiv ewixda-KovTas. The words
ov (3OV\O/J.€VOVS and the introduction of
2,ap8oviovs are unintelligible. Bernhardy
(on Suid.), who records other conjectures,
suggests the omission of ov: I would
rather omit XapSoviovs altogether as the
blundering addition of someone who
wanted to bring in Sardinia at all hazards,
as if eTrixavKovTas were not enough, and
read TOVS ^ovXofievovs for ov ^ovXofi^vovs.
The result would tally with the text, but
it is impossible to regard the account of
Zenob. 5. 85 as anything but a deliberate
attempt to conflate the two etymologies:
2iifj,o}vi8T]s Se <p7]o~i TOV Td\w Trpb TTJS et's
KprjTrjp d0i£ecijs olKTjcrai TT)V 2ap5w /cat
TTOXXOVS TWV ev TaiJTrj Sicupdelpat,, ovs
TeXevT&VTas o'ecrTjpe'vcu, KCU e/c TOIJTOV 6
1iapdbvi.os yeXujs. The matter is of some
importance not only because Bergk rests
the version of Simonides upon the state-
ments of Phot.-Suid. and Zenob., and
neglects altogether the more trustworthy
evidence of the schol. Plat., but also as
affecting our estimate of the credit due to
these authorities,—and more particularly
to the source of Zenobius. Although
Sophocles is mentioned only by the schol.
Plat., the natural inference is that his ac-
count of Talos was similar to that of
Simonides. It should be added that
Apollod. 1. 140 says of Talos, who is
introduced in the course of the story of
the Argonauts: ot Se vwb 'H^at'crrou Mi-
VWL 8o8fjvai, ds r\v XO^XKOVS dvqp.

It is worth while to notice that the
explanations already quoted by no means
exhaust the ingenuity devoted to the
elucidation of aapSdvios yeXws. Thus the
schol. on v 302 also explains it by refer-
ence to Talos, whom he describes as the
watchman made by Hephaestus and given
by Zeus to Europa to punish anyone
landing in Crete. inqSCivTa yap eh vvp
Kal OepfiaivovTa Tb (TTTJdos TrepnrTijcro'eadaL
avTotis' wv Kaio[J.£vi>)i>, iiceivov o~eo"qpe-
vai. As in the text of Homer, the
laughter is that of the avenger. Sardinia
was brought in by Timaeus (FHG I 199),
who tells a strange story of the old men
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being buried alive and laughing at their
prospective happiness; and by Demon
(FUG 1 380), who speaks of the most
handsome captives and the old men over
70 being sacrificed to Cronos, and laugh-
ing at their own courage. Another frag-
ment of Timaeus (schol. Lycophr. 796,
FHG I 199), describing the sacrifice of
the old men, makes their sacrificers laugh,
while they beat them with clubs and
thrust them over the precipice. [For the
•reference of this story to 'Aeschylus' ire pi
Trapoi/xiQv in Zenob. 5. 85 see Crusius,

Anal. crit. paroem. p. 148.J Clitarchus
preferred the derivation from aecrTjpevai,
explaining that it was the custom of
the Carthaginians, when sacrificing their
children to Cronos, to place them in the
arms of a brazen idol, with a heated oven
burning beneath (schol. Plat., Phot. etc.).

There is a special treatise by L. Merck -
lin, entitled Die Talossage u. das sardo-
nische Lacken, Petersb. 1851, which I
have not been able to see. For the
assumed identity of Hephaestus and
Daedalus see Introductory Note.

[TdXco

161 Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 4. 1638 6
TdXws £7rt rod <r<pvpov atipiyya etxev v/j.e'vi
TrepiexofJL&r]V. crvptyi; 8e Xtyerai i) irepbvrj.
8ri 8e etfJiapTO avri} reXevrrjirai. Xiyei So0o-
KXTJS ev TctXtf). TOP 8e TdXwj' TOV (pvhana
TOV M.lv<a rpis fj.ev ev iifj.e'pq. irdaav irepi-
Trokeiv TT)V KpifiTirjv TrfXiicaijTrjv ovaav, TT\V
8e £wr]v /xdvov TUV iix\p'L>xwv TOUTOV ev r y

fp^ j
The scholia were edited from the

Laurentianus by H. Keil in the second
volume of Merkel's Apollonius (1854).
They are stated in the subscriptio to be
derived from Lucillus Tarrhaeus, Sopho-
cles, and Theon: for the course of tradi-
tion see Wilamowitz, Einleitung, p. 186.
The text as given in Wellauer's edition
from the codd. Flor. and Paris, often
shews differences of language, but not
much important divergence. Dindorf
quotes the above extract from Brunck.

reXevTrjcrai]

For iv Taky Brunck substituted ev Acu-
ddXu}, but this is probably one of the
cases where the name of a leading
character was substituted for the title of
the play: see fr. 125.

It has been suggested in the Intro-
ductory Note that the story of the death
of Talos as told in the Argonautica may
have been a leading incident in the play.
Apollod. 1 140 describes the <jvpi.y% thus:
eZ%e 5£ 0X /̂3a /xlav airb avx^vos Kararet-
vovaav &XPL <r<pvpQv, Kara 5e TO 8^p/j.a rijs
0Xe/36s rjXos dL^peiaro xaX/coOs. He gives
three different versions of the death of
Talos, none of which agrees with that of
Apollonius: (1) he became mad through
the magic potions of Medea; (2) Medea
promised to make him immortal and drew
out the nail, so that all his vital fluid
(Ix&p) escaped; (3) Poeas wounded him
in the ankle with an arrow.

l 6 2

ovSe fJL€v S)
Alrvai(j)v < ye >

Kcivdapos

1 6 2 . 1 ovde V: ov cett. 2 ye addidi

1 6 2 Schol. Ar . Pac. 73 /xe^yaXot Xe"yov-
ra t etvcu Kara ri]v hlrvt]v Ka.vda.poi, fiapTV-
povfftv de oi ^7rcxct>/HOi...2o0otfX??s AatSdXy
'dXX'...7rcu'Ttts,' X^yet 5£ TTCLVTWS eZ/cdfcor
as fjityav.

The sense may be rendered: ' well, it
certainly isn't a beetle,—not one from
Aetna anyhow.' R. Holland thinks that
the remark was made by Talos of Daeda-
lus as he flew away; I should rather

suppose that it was a comment on the
appearance of Talos himself.—Jebb on
O. C. 312 Alrvaias ivi | TTWXOV fie/BQcrav
thinks that the khvauos /A ŷioTos Kavda-
pos of Ar. Pac. 73 was not a mere joke on
the Aetnaean breed of horses, but an
allusion to a species of beetle actually
found there. The evidence seems to me
to point in the opposite direction, and
also to indicate that the joke in the time

P.
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of Aristophanes was a somewhat musty
one. If not, it is odd that the four illus-
trations quoted by the scholiast are all
of a comic character; that, if everyone
knew that there really was an Aetnaean
beetle, Plato the comic poet should have
thought it worth while to say that it
was reported to be bigger than a man
(fr. 37, I 610 K.) ; and also that the
Sicilian Epicharmus (fr. 76 6 TLvyiiapLwp
\oxo-yos e/c TWP Kav&dpcov | TWP [x.e£6pwp oxis
<f>avTi row Klrvav &xelv) should mention a
report that there were big beetles on
Aetna. The remaining passage is Aesch.
fr. 233 AITVCUOS ecrri tcdpdapos fita irbvwv
(or irovQp), from the satyric 2tcru0os
ireTpoKvkurT'qs. In any case, there is
nothing to justify Nauck in questioning
the authenticity of the fragment. On
the other hand, I see no reason to dis-
believe the repeated statement (Hesych.
I p. 88 etc.) that the Aetnaean horses
were a big, as well as a good breed : see

also on fr. 672. The starting-point of
comparison was probably Kavdwv: Greg.
Cypr. 2. 24 AiTvalov KavOwva ' TOP fieyav.—
dXX* ovSk \&v 8T] rejects an alternative,
as in El. 913, Ai. 877, Track. 1128 dXX'
oiide fj.ei> di] TOIS 7 ' e0 ' Tjfx.epav epeis. I have
added ye partly for obvious metrical rea-
sons, and partly because it gives to Atr-
valwv exactly that slight stress which
seems to be required: see Track. I.e., Ar.
Nub. 126 d \ \ ' ofid' iyw H&TOL irea&p ye
Keiaofxai, Plat . Symp. 197 A /cat fiev drj
TT\V ye TG>V fyuv TTOLTJO'IP.—The penulti-
mate syllable of Mrvalwv was probably
shortened: cf. fr. 956 n.—irdvrcos more
often precedes the negative, — 'certainly
not' rather than 'not anyhow': but cf.
Ar. Pac. 1147 oi> yap olbv T' iarl TT<XPTOJS
olvapifreiv rrj/iepov. Herwerden deleted
the word, thinking that its proper place
is only with \eyei (dicit omnino), Dindorf
conjectured dXX' ofi [lev 8TJ tcavdapos OVTOS,
coll. El. 103.

I63
xScyopycLboiv

1 6 3 Hesych. I p. 442 yopyddw a\id-
do)j>. AcuSaXy 2O0OKX^S. ibid, yopyides'
ai (biceavLdes. Zonar. p . 448 yopyddes'
at de'airoivai.

The adj. yopyds appears originally to
have meant 'flashing' (Eur. Phoen.
146 n.), but the transition to 'fierce,
terrible (to look at) ' is easy: cf.ro/37w,
yopyw-ms. Some modern scholars have
used this evidence in support of their
theory that the Gorgons were originally
sea-nymphs (Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 1864)

who dwelt on the shore of the western sea
(Roscher, Lex. 11 1694); but it is suf-
ficient to say that the epithet is naturally
applied to the miraculous beings of sailor's
stories. Gruppe (p. 12092) suggests a
comparison with the Haliae, who fought
with Dionysus against Perseus (Pausan. 2.
22. 1). In Lycophr. 1349 r\ 7ra\lfi(pp03v
Topyds is supposed to be Hera. It should
be added that Gorgo is often mated with
Poseidon.

164
icr€(j)0r)v

1 6 4 Hesych. II p. 201
pd6 j ^ dx jx

KXTJS AatSdXy (Palmer for )
Phot . lex. p . 19. 7 i<ri<pdy]V TO iaefid-
(X6T]V. 2o0o/cX^y. Choerob. in Theod.
p. 489, 21 (p. 20, 23 Hilgard) o-^etoiJ-
^ie#a Ttapa 2o0o/cXet /cat 7rapa IlXdrwyt
(Pkaedr. 254 B) TO ia4(pdr]v /cat TO <re-
(pdelaa. ecrtJBdrjp is erroneously adduced
from Sophocles in Cramer, anecd. Oxon.
IV p. 338, 17.

This is the aor. of the deponent <x4^o-
/xai, and so is <re<f>dei<Ta, which is used

absolutely in Plat. Pkaedr. = in adoration
(cf. Porph. vit. Plot. 12). A similarly
isolated form kaefilad-qv occurs in O. C.
636 0,70; Gefiuxdels. The later iae^da-Orjp,
recognized above by the1 grammarians, is
attested by A. P. 7. 122 ILvdaydprjs T'L
Tbffop Kvdfiovs iaefidcrdr); The use of the
so-called 'passive' form with an active
meaning is actually a survival from the
time when this aorist form was associated
with the active voice: see Brugmann, Gr.
Gramm. § 150. For other illustrations
see on fr. 837, 2
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On the question raised by this title and its relation to the
Acrisius see the Introductory Note to that play (p. 38). Of the
fragments attributed to the Danae fr. 165 alone is significant,
and that, while agreeing well enough with Jacobs's assumption,
seems to be decisive against a solution which otherwise might
have deserved consideration, that the Danae was parallel in
construction to the Dictys of Euripides, and was concerned with
the events in Seriphos. For Wagner, who adopted the last-named
hypothesis, failed to show that the words of fr. 165 have any
appropriateness in the mouth of Polydectes, to whom he would
assign them.

165
OVK otoa T7)v arjv ireipav • ev o
rov TTCUSOS oVros rouS' iyo) 8LO\XV[JLCLL.

165 Schol. Soph. Ai. i ireipa yap i] ffwovaia' M.e"vav5pos. Moeris p. 207, 2
j3\d{3i), <hs /cat iv Aavdrj 'ovK...8ib\Xv[iai..' ireipav TT)U iraiSa 'ATTLKOC, ireipdfav Sia-
The same words occur in Suid. s.v. ireipa, (pdeipcw "EM^es. So the noun in A.P.
who has ov8' in place of fy 5'. 12. 251 irpbade fxev avTiirpbawira ^tX^/iara

The extract may be taken to come /cat TO, irpb weipas \ e'ixo^ev. For r^v
from a scene between Acrisius and Danae, <ri]v cf. El. 1110 OVK ol8a TT\V aty KXTJSOV''
after the discovery of the birth of Perseus, d\Xd fxoi ytpwis | e^etr' KTL, Ai. 792 OVK
in which Danae had pleaded that she had ol8a TT)V <yy\v irpa$-iv, AlavTos 5' OTI...OV
been the victim of forcible usage. Acri- Oapo-Q irept. So Eur. Hclid. 284 TO abv
sius would then reply: ' I know nothing ydp"Apyos ov 5e5ot/c' iydb (n.), Rhes. 866
of the attempt you tell me of, but only OVK olSa TOVS crovs ovs Xe'7eis '08v<raias \
that, if this child lives, I am undone.' i]/j.eis 5' vir' exQp&v ov8ei>bs ireirX'qyiJi.eda,
In Ar. Av. 583 TOVS dcpdaXpovs eKKO\pdv- Aesch. fr. 14 K&yuye Tas eras (Sa/c/cd/jets re
TWV eirl iretpq the schol. gives the same /cat /j.vpa. Meineke (Anal. Soph. p. 274)
explanation eirl fiXa^y. The verb ireipdv conjectured TTJS iraiSbs OVTUS TTJO-8', sup-
is used c. ace. of forcible attempts upon posing that Zeus was speaking of his
women: Ar. Eq. 517. Phot. lex. p. 405, passion for Danae.
19 ireipav' T6 iceipa^eiv iirl cpdopq. Kal

166

yovoicL LLinXcov Ka<l>Qo8icri(LV (Lypajv

1 6 6 ybvoiai scripsi: y6voiov cod., ybvov TC Musurus, yovty re coni. Nauck

1 6 6 Hesych. I p. 339 dcppoSicta &ypa' Kairpav.ye rot /cat Kdirpaivav dirb TOVTOV
^O^OKXTJS Aavdri iybpoiov...&ypav.J ol fxev (i.e. they are derived from KaTatpepr/s:
TOVS ire'pb'iKas, ot 5rj (5£ cod.: corr. Musu- see Hesych. II p. 409). SiWrat 5£ /cat
rus) irpbs TOV Kadapixbv dpfcb^ovcnv, TT; 5^ TTJV TQV alywu yovrjv drjXovv. /cat yap Kal
OyjXela iraXe6ovTes alpovaiv aiiTovs. /ca/c<3s TOVTO TO {(pov Xlav eiTTbrjTai irpbs TO. &<ppo-
Se"' x°LpQ ydp nadalpovai Kal apviig, d\X' dicna' ware Kal els eavTO vj3pi^eiv. The
ov irep8iKi. Xiyei ovv TT)V TCIV av&v 5td rd phrase d<ppodi<ria dypa is referred to else-
KaTaipepes elvat T6 £<i>ov irpbs crvvovaiav. where, but without any light being thrown
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on the obscurities of Hesych.: Bekk.
anecd. p . 472, 22 d<ppo8iaia aypam 01
irtpdiKes, 81a TO roi/s drjpQvras rfj BrfXeiq
eTrtfiovXeiJOVTas alpelv avrotis. Eus ta th . / / .
p . 1183, 19 Xeyerai 5^, <pa<xi, Kal a<ppo-
diaia &ypa nada. irtpdii;, OVTW Kal ads' Kal
yap Kal 6 x°^P0S KaTuxpeprjs els a<ppo5lcria.
Macar. 2. 70 a<ppodio~La dypa' eirl TCOV
fpuri aXiaKOfxe'vojv.

The proper inference to be drawn from
the difficult text of Hesychius is that
Sophocles used the phrase acppobiaia
dypa without clearly specifying in the
context to what class of animal it applied.
Some commentators held that partridges,
'which of course (Srj appears to be used
ironically) are suitable for purification,'
must be meant, because their uxoriousness
is made a snare to entrap them. But
Diogenianus, if he was Hesychius' ori-
ginal, argued that the partridge must be
excluded, because, though a pig or a
sheep might be sacrificed for the purpose
of Kadapfxbs, a partridge could not. He
concludes that the pig (or possibly the
goat) is the animal intended. It is surely

implied in this statement that the context
in Sophocles was concerned with a sacri-
fice of purification, although the words
relating to it are not quoted. The sexual
propensities of the partridge are men-
tioned in Arist. hist. an. 1. x. 13, 9. 9. 2;
and in Ael. nat. an. 3. 5, 16; 4. 1; 7.
19. Cf. Plin. n. h. TO. 33. 100—102.
The pig was the victim most commonly
selected in purificatory rites: cf. Aesch.
Eum. 283 Kadap/xois rfKadr] {sell. /jLiaff/ma)
XOIPOKT6VOLS, ibid. 453, and see Stengel,
Kultusaltertiimer'2, p. 145. At Tanagra
Hermes freed the town from a plague
by carrying a ram round the walls on his
shoulder (Pausan. 9. 22. 1).

•yovouri. I prefer this to ybvov re (see
cr. n.) as more likely to have been cor-
rupted to ybvoiov, especially with /x^Xuv
following. I cannot follow M. Schmidt's
argument that the words ybvoiov fxrfKwv
ought to be rejected altogether; and his
transposition of the words ol 5e.. .apfio-
£ov<ri so as to follow alpovviv avrotis does
not yield a satisfactory sense. R. Ellis
conjectured yovela.

167

1 6 7 Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p . 97, 32
£T) avrl rod £?70i...Zo0o/cA?7S Aavdrj 'f?j,
ir?ve, (pip^ov.'

No doubt the sentiment was ' Let us
eat and drink; for to-morrow we die.' It
was a commonplace of proverbial philo-
sophy. Theogn. 1047 vvv jxkv TTLVOVTCS
Tepirwfxeda, Ka\a Xeyovres' | a<xffa 5' ^Tretr1

£(Trcu, ravra Oeoitri fx^Xec. Eur . Ale. 788
efl<ppaive eavrbv, wive, TOV Ka8' Tj/xe'pav |
(3lov Xoylfrov abv, ra 5' a\Xa TTJS TVXV$.
fr. 196. Athen. 530 B, from the epitaph

(f)epj3ov

of Sardanapallus: &r#ie, ir'ive, iral^e' cos
raXXa rotirov OVK d£ict. Hor . Carm. 1. 9.
13. Sen. controv. 2. 6. 3 convivae certe
tui dicunt: bibamus, m or ten du m est.
So often in the Anthology: see A.P. n .
56, 57, 62.—For the imperative Ifi see
Jebb on Ant. 1169 Kal ̂ r\ rtipavvov &XVI*'
e%(ov, and cf. Eur. fr. 826 5t' iXwidos tv-
Cobet points out (N.L. p. 524) that {fidt
is a late barbarism due to the false analogy
Of O~T7)0l.

168

1 6 8 Hesych. 1 p. 203 avd-rifiepov
<Trj>ffrj/xepov Tj/xtpq. 2o0o/c\^s Aava-iy.
Brunck restored avdrj/xepbv (avdrj/xepov
Schrevel). The error is an early one, as

it is implied in the alphabetical order.
avdiqixepbv occurs also in Aesch. Pers.
459-
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1 6 9 Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 85, 18 1115. Pind. Isthm. 5. 59 has iv (3paxL-
fipaxwrov Ppa.xvTa.Tov. 2O0OK\^S Aav&r). <TTOIS, and Eur. Suppl. 478 4K fipaxLovwv.
Hesych. I p. 396 fipdxwTov i\&xiaTov. The usual prose form is, of course,

ppdxwTos is used by Sophocles also in j3pa.x6Tci.Tos.
Ant. 1327, and the adv. fipaxiVTa in O. C.

170

17O Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 90, 31 with the conception of dal/muiv o-vyyepfy or
Saifxovl^eadai. 2o0o/cX?js Aavdr) dedai/AO- TVXV avyyevrjs T<£ awfxaTi (id. fr. 10, II
vicfxhov CLVTI TOV Tedewn&ov. 481 K.). It is impossible to say how

daifJLovl{eo-dai is elsewhere to be pos- Sophocles employed the participle, but
sessed: cf. Plut. qu. conv. 7. 5. 4 p. 706 D the explanation deified is probably mis-
wcnrep yap oi fjuxyoi TOVS 8CU/XOI>L$o(x.evovs leading, if it is intended to apply to such
KekevowL TO. 'E0^crta ypdfj.fji.aTa irpbs av- a case as the translation of Heracles.
TOVS icaTaXtyeiv. Nor is its meaning Blaydes conjectured that Tedeiw^uov
essentially different in Philemon fr. 191 ('dedicated') should be restored for rede-
(II 530 K.) aXXos /car' a\A'j;i' Sai/j-ovifeTat. wfxivov.

v, which must be read in connexion

AIONYIIIKOZ IATYPIKOI

From the title and the three extant fragments it is clear that
the Dionysiscus represented the god as an infant in his cradle,
even then providing for his worshippers the miraculous gift of
wine. It was a satyr-play; and the scene was perhaps laid in
the fairy-land of Nysa, the home^of the nymphs who were the
nurses of the god, on the shore of the Ocean stream: see note
on fr. 959.

In view of the recent data, which were unknown to Welcker,
it is no longer necessary to recall his guesses concerning the
story of the play. The infancy of Dionysus as the nursling of
the nymphs is described in Horn. h. 26. The subject was often
celebrated in works of art: see Gruppe, p. 14351. I n Ap. Rhod. 4.
1131 ff. Maeris, the daughter of Aristaeus, received the child
from Hermes at her home in Euboea and gave him honey to eat.
Silenus, who was probably the speaker in fr. 171, appears as the
guardian of the young god also in Pind. fr. 156 6 ^afi€vy<i 8' 0
'XPpoLTViros, I 0^ MaXedyovos eOpeyjre Nat8o? dico'iras | StX^vo?
(see however Schroeder's text). Diod. 4. 4 describes him as
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and rpocj)€v<; of Dionysus. The title, now correctly
restored for kiovvaiuicos, is parallel to the 'JlpaxXiaico? of Theocr.
24: see Crusius in Rh. Mus. XLVIII 153.

171

axTivorav yap avrco irpocr^epco p
T7)v plva [L evOvs \pr]\a<f)a, Kava)

1 7 1 . 2 TT]P pivav eiidvs ipiXatpai. cod. 3 TO add. Blaydes

1 7 1 Lex. Messan. f. 283 r. \J/T)\a<pat.
{\ptXa(pdi. cod.) triiv rip I ^ocpoKXijs AIOPVCI-
<TK(p ' oTar...dutye\Q>v.'

Silenus is probably the speaker: see
Introductory Note.

1 Trpoo-<})€pa), of offering food, as in
fr. 502.̂

2 Tqv pivd p.*: for the double accusa-
tive see Phil. 1301 fxedes fie, irpbs dewv,
Xetpa (with Jebb's n.).

3 Blaydes's addition of the article is no
doubt correct, for usage indicates that the
neuter is used substantially. H., who
made the same correction independently,
quoted Herond. 6. 76 TO <pa\a.Kpov /cara-

xj/Gxra and Athen . 507 C donelv yap %<p"t] TOP
UXdTwva Kopibvrjv yevd/xevov eirl TTJP necpa,-
Xrjp dvaTnjdrjaavTaTO (paXaKpov KaTa<ncapL-
<pav. Add fr. 314, 359 iratiov TO Xeiov (paXa-
Kpbv rjdovri iTLTvds. I t would hardly be
satisfactory to take 7r/>6? tpaXaKpop as ace.
sing. masc. with diayeXQv, although irpbs
often follows verbs expressing emotion
{Track. 1211, Kaibel on El. p. 198).
For the ridicule attaching to baldness cf.
Ar. Ahib. 540 and the passages collected
by Jacobs Anth. IX p. 423, and Mayor
on Juv. 4. 38, 5. 171. Blaydes's further
conjecture ijde'eos yeX&v is altogether need-
less.

172

TTOT' ahvirov
rjvpov avias;

1 7 2 . 1 sq. ude evpov vulgo

1 7 2 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 82, 18 =
Bekk. anecd. p. 385, 23 dXvwop dpdos
dpias' el 04Xois eiirelp eiri (Nauck conj.
irepl unnecessarily) TIPOS irpdyfxaTos 8 XIJTTTJS
dwaXXaTTei, oihws dp xPV(rai0 ^s /cat
2IO<POKXTJS €P T(p Aiopvo~taKU) crarupt/cy ( ry
craTvpiK<£ Phot . ) ewl otpov irp&Tov yexxia-
fiepwp TWP /cara TOP X°POV caTvpup •
' 7r66ev...dpias' ; b'Xop 5e TO fieXtidpiop
ITOXITIKOP dyap yeyope. fieTa yap TTJS
dXXrjs epapyeias XeXv/xeprjp ^%ei TTJP ep/xr)-
pelap Kai fieffijoviTiP dpfxbTTovffap. del de
ras Xî tretj TTJS epfiripetas dp/J.6rTeip rots
porffiao'i Kai fiT] crcpLyyetp, /cat /j,7)da/u,ov
aijpdeo-fxop irapaTide'pai, dXX' aK^paTov TTJP
XV&IP (pvXaTTeip. According to Reitzen-
stein, the extract is ultimately derived
from Phrynichus (h. 162 de B.).

Campbell joins dXvirop apias, leaving
dpffos isolated and in defiance of the order
of the words. He accounts for the latter
by strangely interpreting the grammarian
as imputing to the poet 'an inebriate
looseness of expression,' whereas he
actually says that ' the style is abrupt,
though clear' : see e.g. Demetr. de eloc.
193 5ta TOVTO de /cat Mfrapdpop vTroKpLvoPTat
XeXvfiepop ip rots 7rXetVrots. The purpose
of the note is mainly to illustrate the
transferred sense of dXvwos, which a few
lines above had been glossed by 6 firf
Xvrro6/j.evos. The words of Soph, are not
easy, and Nauck thinks dpdos corrupt,
proposing <£/cos, but the resulting sense
is weak. Tucker conjectured dXffoi
( = <pdpixaKOp), which is approved by
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Mekler, and Weil dvoias. I would render
' this sorrow-healing crown of pain,' with
an oxymoron like itpifiepov KOLKOV (fr. 149)
or Juliet's 'Parting in such sweet sorrow':
avQos dvlas is thus exactly parallel to
fxavias &vdos in Trach. 999. (Valckenaer
and Blaydes introduce fxavias here for
avlas.) One may suppose that the satyrs
did not appreciate the flavour of the wine,
at least until they perceived its effect.
But, even apart from this, the potency
of the wine-cup may be described as
wounding: Pind.fr. 218 de^ovrat. <pp£i>as
a/JL-rreXivois T6!-OIS Safxivres. Or it affords
a mixture of joy and sorrow : Alcae. fr. 47
aWora fikv fieXiddeos, dWora 5' ] 6!*VTipu
rpifitiXuv dpvT-q^tvoi.. We have in fact
exactly the same oxymoron as here in
Hor. Carm. 3. 21 tu lene tormentum
ingenio admoves \ plerumque duro, which

is adapted from Bacchyl. fr. 16 J. yXvKeV
dp ay K a aevoixevav KVKLKWV ddXirrjGi dv/xbv.
For the commonplace to which aXv-rrov
points see on fr. 758. There is not
necessarily any reference to the result of
excessive wine-drinking, as in Panyassis
fr. 14 K. ird<ras 5' e/c KpadLas dvias dvdpwv
dXawdfa I Tnvofxevos Kara fxtrpov' virep
pArpov 5e xePe'MV, a n d often in the comic
poets: see the passages collected in
Athen. 36 A foil. The metre is an
acephalous Glyconic (Telesilleum) fol-
lowed by a Pherecratean :

A ~ - ~ - - - - -

For similar acephalous cola in Sophocles
see J. W. White in Cl. Q. in 300.
Schroeder does not always agree in the
details (see Soph. cant. p. 83), but the
principle may be taken to be established.

173

1 7 3 Hesych. 11 p. 335
fxedvcrdels. 2O0OK:X^S AIOVV-

Cf. Phot. lex. p. 99, 13 0wx#«V
px
The familiar use of 6wpa%, pj

(AY. Vesp. 1195, Ach. 1134, Anacreon
fr. 147, Theognis 884 etc.), which was
explained by the ancients as depixalvetv
GTrjdos, seems to arise from a sufficiently
intelligible metaphor. 0wx&eLs was con-
nected by Ahrens (Dor. 182) with da^ac
from 6-fjyw : cf. Hesych. II p. 300 #a£cu-
ixedvaat. if), p. 302 daxGrifJiev' dupixOyvat..
Awpiets. s.zrv. reOay^voi, Karda^ai. But

the origin of this word and its relation to
duxxdai (Etym. M- p. 461, 1 Owcrdai
Xtyovcriv ol Aupieis TO euwx^daL, Aesch.
fr. 49) are alike obscure. Cf. Epicharm.
fr. 136 K. dwaoufxeda' 6 Zei>s dvappiet.
Alcman fr. 24. 81 duarriptd 0' a/x' iiraivel:
cf. Hesych. II p. 335 dwoT-qpia.' evuxy-
T-rjpia. See also Hesych. s.vv. SQ/vrai,
dw£ai, d&vacrdai, dwdijvai, dowdd<s, dvw-
deis. [In the last two glosses M. Schmidt
would restore #a>x#eis, but there may have
been also a form OuQeis.] Etym. M*
p. 460, 31. Etym. Gud. p. 268, 11 dGt
rb

AOAOnEZ

The Dolopes were a Thessalian tribe, whom Peleus put
under the leadership of Phoenix : Horn. I 484 valov $ ka-ya^^v
<£>f9i779, AoXo7T6crflrfc avdaawv. Pindar mentions him as the leader
of the Dolopians in war (fr. 184), although, as Strabo (431) points
out in quoting the passage, their presence at Troy is not
indicated in the Iliad. Another link with the Achilles-story
is found in the fact that the inhabitants of Scyros were also
Dolopians (Thuc. I. 98, 2). So Tzetzes, Antehom. 175 e'9 %/cvpov,
Ao\o77-ft>t> vrjaov, Av/eofujSeos aarv. Building on this very slender
foundation, Welcker (p. 140 ff.) held that the Dolopes and the
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Phoenix are alternative titles ; that the subject of the play was
the fetching from Scyros by Phoenix of the young Neoptolemus,
against the wishes of Lycomedes and Deidamia ; and that the
first ei/ccov of the younger Philostratus follows the Sophoclean
tradition. R. Wagner (Epit. Vat. p. 224) agreed with Welcker,
without giving any fresh reasons. Inasmuch, however, as there
is now good cause to believe that the mission of Odysseus and
Phoenix to Scyros was the subject of the Scyrians, Welcker's
guess concerning the character of the plot of the Dolopes has
no longer any probability. The Dolopians have no place in
heroic legends, except as explained above, and only two
possibilities seem to be open. Either Dolopes was, as Welcker
thought, a secondary title to the Phoenix^ but with a plot relating
to the earlier adventures of that hero] ; or, if an independent
play, it may have been concerned with the concealment of
Achilles in the palace of Lycomedes, and his discovery by the
Greek envoys. Fr. 174 is too insecure a prop to support the
latter alternative.

174

eirj BpaneTLv crTeyrjv

1 7 4 Phot. lex. p. 36, 12 evvaios' ey/ce- context may just as well have required
/cpv/x/xe'vos. 2o0o/c\?7s AoXoipiv 'evvaios... the third person.—Spairenv <rriyt]v, ' a
£xW{/-' So also Ety?n. M. p. 393, 44, run-away home,' is one from which the
where D alone has dpawenv, the others occupant is continually shifting. For the
BpairtTrjv. Cf. Hesych. 11 p . 227 evvaios' transference of the epithet cf. Phil. 208
Xayws. 2o(f>OK\rjs A6X01J/1. KawTrjxys ai/da rpvaavwp, ib. 695, O. C. 1463 KTVTTOS
(KaT€TrT7]x&s Nauck) , I p. 507 Spo/ucuos diofidXos, Ai. 611 %epo7rAa/cTot SOVTTOI, ib.
\ayu}6s * 6 iv 5p6fj.ois aXiaicofievos' evvaios 55 TroXmepwv' <pbvov, Eur. Phoen. 660,
8e 6 iv Koirr). *35° (nn.). A. P. 10. 87 av /j.r] yeXQ/fiev

evvaios was applied to the hare in rbv fiiov rbv 8paweTrjv is not parallel, since
her form )( 8pofiaios, with which cf. there life is supposed itself to be changing.
Aesch. Ag. 123. So 7rrcD/ca Xaywov in Ahrens suggested that the fragment
Horn. X 310 etc. Valckenaer conjectured described the outcast condition of Phoenix
that Xaydbs immediately preceded evvaios. when an exile.
Naber proposed ei-qv for e'iri, but the

175

1 7 5 Cyrill. lex. ap. Schow. in Hesych. 28 x a ^ v a ' raireivr) /ecu evreXrjs KX'IVTJ,
p. 781 xa^evi'd" i} eirl yrjs KOLT&KXIO-IS. <r)> /cat <rri/3ds. The word had already
/cat TO raireivov KXIVISIOV XC-^VV- Zocpo- been used by Aeschylus (Ag. 1541) in the
KXTIS AdXofii. Bachm. anecd. I p . 412, figurative sense.

1 See Introductory Note to the Phoenix.
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EAENHI ATTAiTHIlI

The subject of this play is indicated by the title1, and was
derived from the narrative of the Cypria, as appears from the
epitome of Proclus (EGF p. 19) : KCII BiampecrfievovTai irpos
TOV? Tp&Ja? rrjv 'KXevyv /ecu rd KTrjfiaTa airairovvTe^' a>? Be
ov% V7rrjfcovcrav i/celvoi, ivravOa Brj reL^ofia^ovcnv. According to
Proclus, the embassy was subsequent to the landing on the
coast of the Troad, and to the deaths of Protesilaus and Cycnus ;
but Apollodorus (epit. 3. 28) and the scholiast on the Iliad
presently to be quoted make it precede the departure from
Tenedos. R. Wagner {Epit. Vat. p. 197) conjectured that the
latter was an innovation upon the version of the Cypria made by
Sophocles himself. The embassy of Odysseus and Menelaus
has already been mentioned in the Introductory Note to the
Antenoridae (p. 87). They were entertained by Antenor on
that occasion, as he himself explained to Helen (Horn. F 205 ff.) :
rjS?) yap KCU Bevpb 7T0T' rj\v0€ 810$ 'OBvaaevs, \ aev evetc dyye\ir)<;,
crvv dpr]L<f)L\.(p Meve\d(p' \ TOVS S' eyco i^eivicro-a KOX iv [xeydpoiat
cfyiXrjcra. In spite of the support of Antenor, the mission was a
failure. Paris actually bribed Antimachus to recommend that
the envoys should be put to death; but from this danger
Antenor succeeded in rescuing them (A 139 ff.): o? (scSAvri/jiaxos)
7T0T iv\ Tpcocop dyopfj yievekaov avcoyev, | dyyeXirjv e\66vTa aw
dvTiOecp 'QBvafjt, avQi KaraKrelvai fir]B' i^efiev a^jr e? 'A^atof?.
The occasion is identified by schol. A on Horn. F 206 : irpo rod
arparevaaL Tovsr/T^Wr)va$ et? Tpoiav rj\6ov TrpecrySet? 'OBvcrcreix;
zeal MeveXaos diraLTovvres 'FiXevrjv, iv oU (o5 conj. Nauck) rdov
aWcov avrovs /ze#' vfBperos BicojjdvT(ov /JLOVOS 'Avrrjvcop ^evi^ei
(f>i\o(f>p6vGis. ore yap etc TeveBov eirpecr^evovro ol irepl M.eve\aov,
rore 'AvTrjvojp o'lKerdovos inreBe^aro avrovs Kai BoXocfroveiadat
/neWovras eacoaev. The scholiast's words need not be taken to
refer to a secret assassination ; they may simply point to the
treachery of slaying an envoy. Such also appears to be the
intention of Ovid's at Paris et fratres et qui rapuere stib Mo \ vix
temiere manus...nefandas {Met. 13. 202 f.). According to
Johannes Tzetzes {Antehotn. 154 ff), who includes Palamedes,
Acamas, and Diomedes in the number of the envoys, these
events occurred before the gathering at Aulis. In the rationalized
account which Herodotus received from the Egyptian priests,
when Menelaus and his colleagues arrived at Troy on their

1 A play with the same title was written by Timesitheus, who is only known from
his notice in Suid. s.v.
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mission, they received the answer that Helen was not there
(2. 118). For the poem of Bacchylides see p. 89.

Engelmann (Archdol. Stud., Berlin 1900, p. 16) found a
representation of certain characters in this play on a vase
belonging to the Vatican Museum (Arm. 294), and identified
them as Helen and two of her attendants listening to an
interview between Odysseus and Antenor, which took place at
a temple close to the sea-shore. He concluded from fr. 177 that
the embassy arrived after Helen had reached Troy, and referred
fr. 176 to Helen or one of her women overhearing the Laconian
speech of Menelaus ; Welcker1 had previously inferred from
frs. 176 and 178 that a meeting took place between Helen and
Menelaus ; and that Helen, when her surrender was refused,
being now desirous of returning to Greece, contemplated suicide
as her last resource.

The connexion between fr. 180 and the events outlined above
is not at all obvious ; and it does not seem possible that the
strife between Calchas and Mopsus, and the former's death after
his defeat, were narrated in the play as having already occurred.
We must rather infer from Strabo's statements that the prediction
of his death was either mentioned by Calchas himself, or used
against him to counteract the effect of his own prophecies2.

The tradition ran that, after the capture of Troy, Calchas,
who had accurate foreknowledge of the disaster impending for
the Greek fleet, refused to return home, and, accompanied by
Amphilochus, the son of Amphiaraus, who was himself possessed
of prophetic powers ^Cic. de div. 1. 88, Pausan. 1. 34. 3), after a
period of wandering, settled with his followers in Asia Minor.
The details of the contest with Mopsus are variously recorded,
but all accounts agree that Calchas died from chagrin at his
defeat. The preponderance of authority names as the place
where the two seers came into conflict the Ionian city of
Colophon, which contained the precinct and oracular shrine of
the Clarian Apollo : such was the version of the epic Nosti\ of
Hesiod (fr. 188), and of Pherecydes (FUG I. 94)4. A variant,
recorded by Servius on Verg. Ed. 6. 72 on the authority of
Euphorion, the Alexandrian poet, locates the contest at the
shrine of the Grynean Apollo near Myrina in Aeolis. Herodotus,
however, in agreement with Sophocles, preserves the tradition of

1 In Nachtr. p. 293 he referred, frs. 176 and 177 to the threatening speech of the
Achaean envoy.

2 Similarly Welcker, p. 123, and Wagner, Epit. Vat. p. 259. The story has
been fully discussed by Immisch in Jhrb. f. Phil. Suppl. xvn 160.

3 The mention of Tiresias by Proclus is an error {EGF p. 53).
i The two latter are quoted by Strabo 642: see also Apollod. epit. 6. 2—4,

Lycophr. 424 ff., Conon 6.
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a settlement in Pamphylia (7. 91 : so Pausan. 7. 3. 7, Quint. 14.
369). Callinus (ap. Strabo 668) endeavoured to reconcile the
conflicting statements by the supposition that Calchas died at
Claros, but that his followers in company with Mopsus crossed
the Taurus, and either remained in Pamphylia or scattered in
other directions. It would seem that these are the aetiological
stories spread by rival sanctuaries, which attest the successive
immigrations of Greek settlers.

The Argument to the Ajax (p. 3, ed. Jebb) mentions a play
entitled 'EXei^? dpirwyr), as belonging, together with the
Antenoridae, Aechmalotides, and Memnon, to the Tpco'iKrj irpaty-
fiaTeia. On the assumption that this play is meant, Nauck
suggested that it had been confused with the 'EAii^? dpjrayrj of
Alexis, the poet of the Middle Comedy (11 320 K.). On the
other hand, Welcker (p. 158 ff.) had no hesitation in supposing
that the subject was the recovery of Helen by Menelaus from
the house of Deiphobus during the sack of Troy1. Whether
'Helen's rape ' was a loose mode of referring to 'EA-eẑ ? drrrairrjai^
is not easy to decide ; but, if a play so entitled had an indepen-
dent existence, I cannot believe that it dealt with any other
matter than the seizure of Helen by Pans2. Ahrens and Wagner
thought that the 'EXevrjs dpiray-q described the conflict which
arose at Troy after the return of Paris from Sparta, when Antenor
and his party vainly advocated the surrender of Helen. But it
is improbable that Sophocles wrote a second play so similar
in its scope to the 'EXevrj^ diralTr\Gi<$.

Hermann's view (Comm. soc. phil. Lips. I 247) that this was a
satyr-play proceeded on the assumption that Aristides, in the
passage quoted in the Introductory Note to the c

was referring to the (E\evr)<; dii

176

KCLL yap -^apaKTTjp OLVTOS iv yXaxrcrr) TL /xe
iraprjyopei AOLKCOVOS bcry^aaO ai koyov.

1 7 6 . 1 airrjs T , TOP A 2 Trpoa-qyopei A M T | bp/JLciadcu C T , bpfj.a<ra.i A,
opacrffcu M | Xdyy A

1 7 6 Schol. Eur . Phoen. 301 el yap rrjs (powTJs. ws SO^O/CXTJS'EXC/'IJS airairijcrei
Kal 'EWTJVIKWS iXdXovv (sc. at QoLviavai), '/cat yap...\6yov.'
d \ \ ' ovv ye TT]V irdrpiov fo-ipfav Air'/ixW-" Nauck says 'locus nondum emendatus,'

1 In Nachtr. p. 294 he made another guess, founded on the abstract of the Cypria
(EGF p. 20), that, after the refusal of the Trojans to surrender Helen, Achilles
desired to see her, and that Aphrodite conveyed her from the town to him by the
exercise of her magic power, and at the request of Thetis.

2 Cf. e.g. Hdt. 2. 118, and n. on Eur. Hel. 50.
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and various attempts have been made to
improve the text : (i) Herwerden, who
formerly proposed oacppeadai for 6a/j,acr0ai,
now also with Gennadius restores avrbdev
yXdbaarjs in v. i ; (2) Hermann conjectured
avros, Gomperz rpavXos, Mekler &<pa-
TOS, and Blaydes aXXos (with cap yXwaorjs)
for avrbs. The words are not altogether
clear, but are defensible, if iv yXtbaaiQ is
taken after oo-^aadai: i the very ring (of
his words) persuades me to scent a trace
of the Laconian speech in his talk.' For
Xa.paKTi]p cf. Hdt. 1. 142 xaPaKTVPes
yXdxraris T&<rapes, Ar. Pac. 220 6 yovv
X<*-pa.KTJ]p TjfMedairbs TWP p-q/xdrwy, and for
the metaphorical use of oafxaadai. Ar.
Lys. 6ig icai fidXurr' 6<x<ppaivofj.ai TTJS
'ITTTTLOV Tvpavvidos, Nub. 398 Kpopiwp
ofav. H. thinks that, the choice of the
word irapT]'yopei was suggested by—and

intended to suggest—Karrjyope?, which
belongs to the vocabulary of the Physiog-
nomists : see his n. on Aesch. Ag. 283.
He adds that in Horn. Y 213 Antenor
describes Menelaus' manner of speech on
this occasion : ^TOL fikv M.eveXaos iiriTpo-
XdSyv dyopevev \ iravpa fikv dXXa /xdXa
Xt7ews, ivrei ov iroXti/Avdos, \ ovd' d(pa/xap-
roeir-qs in contrast with Odysseus, whose
words were like a shower of snow.

Tucker on Cho. 561 uses this passage
in support of his view that differences of
dialect were actually reproduced on the
stage : see however on Phoen. 301.

R. Engelmann, Archdologische Studien,
p. 17, infers that Helen or one of her
attendants hears Menelaus speak, and
recognizes him as a Laconian from his
accent. See also Introductory Note.

177

yvvaiKa S' i^ekovres rj Bpdcrcrei yivvv
re a)? TOV {lev icoXov ypa(f)LOLS ivrj[XfjL€voL<;.

1 7 7 . 2 euXov] eu>Xov C, aiQXov F, a'toXop O

1 7 7 Erotian gloss. Hippocr. p. 77, 3
6pd<T<rei...£<TTi 8£ oxXei. <bs Kai 2o0o/c\^s
iv '¥iXevT]s diraiTrjaei (prjcri ' yvvaiKa...

1 M. Schmidt proposed yvvauKa 5k
fyrovvres (or 5' etjairovvres), comparing
Ar. fr. 451 I 507 K. yvva?Ka 5T? fijrowres
ivddd' r/Ko/xep. For dpdavei cf. fr. 1055 (n.).

2 This corrupt passage has been
emended in various ways, but the true
reading appears to be beyond recall.
(1) Hermann (praef. Eur. Hel. p. xix) :
Xpyfoi/cr' eoiXov ypa<pi.<>lois ivTjfxp^vTjv,
muliere potiti, quae pingendo vexat mar-
cidam genam penicillis uicensam, i.e.
rubentem ope penicillorum. But ivyj/j.-
tjLevqv in the sense of inflamed is very
harsh ; the usual word would be ecTerpt/x-
ix£vr\v. Welcker, agreeing generally,
preferred to keep yp. ivrj/ufiepoLS, and held
that ZOJXOV must not be pressed too much.
Hartung extracts the same sense but
reads iyypdcpoww at/nacriv ('mit ange-
maltem Blut'), comparing Ant. 528
alixarbev pidos. Ahrens, following Her-
mann's explanation, thinks that the
couplet came from Antenor's speech:
'shall we retain a woman like this?'
(2) Nauck conjectures Tpcrrov MevtXeu}
ypa(3Lois iv7)fj.[xevoLS; MeptXeuv had pre-
viously been suggested by Bergk, and

ypafiiois by J. G. Schneider. H. modified
this proposal by reading rptcrrov rather
than rpwTov {/. P. XXIII 272). For the
'craven' Menelaus see his note on Aesch.
Ag. 125. Blaydes's TTJP rod MereWw 7'
dpriws y\piro.(jjxkpy]V is far from the original
and weak in sense. Helen is described
as threatening or attempting to burn out
Menelaus' eyes with a lighted torch : H.
compares Hygin. fab. 122 Electra uti
audivit id, truncum ardentem ex ara
sustulit, voluitque inscia sorori Iphigeniae
oculos eruere. Prop. 3. 8. 7 tu minitare
oculos subiecta exurere flamma ! For the
word ypdfiiiov see Athen. 699 E, where
Seleucus is quoted as giving the following
explanat ion: ypdfiibv eariv TO irphivov rj
dptiipov tyXov, o Trepied\a<T[i£pov /cat Kare-
GXLfftx£V0V e£d.7TTe<r0cu /cat <f>aiveiv TOIS
odoLTTopovaiv. T h e phrase ypapiois evrjfj.-
fxevois has high probability, but the
meaning given to the context is less
attractive. Helen with a lighted torch
recalls Verg. Aen. 6. 518 flammam media
ipsa tenebat \ ingentem, et summa Danaos
ex arce vocabat; but it would not be easy
to work that idea into the traditional
text. (3) R. Ellis in C. R. ix 105
proposed OCTTOVP #' ewXov ypcupidiois ipeip-
/xepois, as a description of a woman
picking her teeth with a stylus.
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I 7 8

ifiol Se XcocTTov alfjia ravpeiov irieiv

/ecu [JLT) Vt irKelov T(ov& €XeiV Su

178 . 1 ravpeiov iriecv Suid., Ar.: ratipov y iKirielv schol. Ar. 2 fii] Vi
Wecklein olim: wye {p-rjTe 6) codd., /AT?) TL Dindorf, fj/q '£TL Cobet | irXeiov 0 : irXeica
ceteri codd., irXelovs Cobet

1 7 8 Schol. Ar. Eg. 84 &TTI 700^
dirb 2o<pOKXeovs'T$iXe'v7)s 'i/moi...8v<r<p7)/j.ias.'
rives 8£ (pacnv OTL 2O0OKX?7S irepl Q€/JLI<TTO-
KX^OVS TOVTO (prjtri. \f/e6doi>rai S£' ov yap
iari iridavbv. Suid. s.v. vwiv: (after
quoting the text of Aristophanes) irepl,,
Qefj.HTTOKXe'ovs odv 2O0OKA?JS (pyjaLv 'i/xol...
TTUXV.' The words of Aristophanes (Eg.
83 f.) are ^XTKTTOV TJ/UUV alfxa ratipetov
irietv. I 6 QefuffTOicXe'ovs yap ddvaros
alperdorepos, and the authority followed
by Suidas simply drew an inference from
the text of Aristophanes. The origin of
the story about Themistocles has now
been traced to the misinterpretation of a
statue in the market-place of Magnesia :
see P. Gardner in Corolla Numismatica
(in honour of Barclay V. Head) at p. 109,
and in C. R. XII 21 ff.

Nauck prints this fragment among
those of doubtful origin, although he
admits that it seems to belong to the
'EX^TJS a.7raiTf]<ns. But Dindorf is justified
in definitely assigning it to this play : the
evidence is quite as good as we have in
most cases, and the words are entirely
suitable to Helen's position. The play
"EX&ris ydfioi is out of the question.

1 aX\La Tavpeiov. For the belief that
bull's blood was poisonous, and the
possible explanations of its origin see
Neil on Ar. I.e., Frazer's Pausanias, iv
p. 175, and Gruppe, p. 877^. According
to one version of the story, Aeson the
father of Jason was driven by Pelias to
suffer death in this way (Apollod. 1. 143,
Diod. 4. 50). H. Johnson in C. R. xxv

171 suggests that alfxa ravpov —menstrua,
on the strength of raupov TO yvvaiKeiov
aidoiov Phot.

2 ye (see cr. n.) would be impossible
in this context, and, although irXetu} might
be adverbial (J. quotes Plat. Phileb. 45 c
el wXeioj xa'lP0X)<Tlv 0L v<pb5pa voaovvres TQV
vyiaivlvTWv, rep. 417 B iroXv irXeiw /cat
/JLaXXov dedidres TOVS Zvdov rj roiis ik,wdev
TroXefiiovs), the combination of TL wXeica is
hardly to be tolerated. Blaydes recom-
mends Kal fiT) 'TL TrXe[w...5vcr<p'r)fJi.Lav. I
prefer to read inl TrXeiov in the sense of
any more, making rw^S' masculine with
probable reference to the Trojans. O. C.
1777 fx.7)8' iirl irXeLco dprjvov eyeipeTe is now
explained as a case of tmesis: no doubt
rightly, unless there too we should read
TrXeioi'. [This correction has been antici-
pated by Wecklein, who suggested Vt
TrXetoi' TCLGS1 (or T7iv5\..8v<T(p7j/xiav), but
finally preferred Vi TrXeiw xpbvov on the
ground that irXelov is not tragic (cf. fr. 774
and Aesch. Pers. 793). H., who had
arrived at the same conclusion, points out
that eiri irXtov is frequent in Thucydides,
e.g. 1. 65 STTUJS 4irl irXeov 6 ULTOS <XVT'LGXV
'may hold out longer'; so Hdt. 2. 171,
5. 21.] Cobet (Coll. Crit. p. 200) well
remarks: ' Svatprinias ̂ xeti* dicitur sensu
passivo, ut afaiav £xeLV> ovofxa, 'iitaLvov,
\poyov %xelvi e t similia his alia complura.'
For the ambiguity of -such expressions
contrast fii/ji,\f/Lv &x€LV m Eur . He lid. 974
with /MOfj.<pa.v %xwv m Soph. Ai. 180, and
see the comm. on Pind. Isth. 3. 54.

179

1 7 9 Hesych. 1 p. 186 avax^rl^eLv'
atreLdeiv. dvax^XLVovv. dvaicpoveTaL'
avaTToSLfreL. Kvptws 8e iiri TUV 'iiririav.
2O0OKX^S 'EX^TJS airaLTrfjaei. It seems
clear that the lemma has dropped out
before avaKpo6eTaL, i.e. dvaxaiTi^eL : cf.

Bekk. anecd. p. 393, 20 x
dvaTro8i^ei, eKKOTTTei (1. eyKbirTeL). Phot,
ed. Reitz. p . 124, 28 avaxo.LTl$eL' dvairo-
8l£ ddTTei. "Z,o<poKXrjs 8e direLdet Kai

Suid. aVaxatrifet. dvairo-
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TO direide'iv Kai dvTiTeiveiv. T h e evidence
of Photius and Suidas leads to the con-
clusion that Sophocles used dvaxo-nl^eiv
in the sense of diretde'iv, and that there is
some confusion in the order of the words
as given by Hesychius. The words
Kvplu)s..Xinro3v (cf. Dion. H . ant. Rom.
5. 15 oi 'liriroL...tirlToh oiricrdioLS avlcrravraL
irocrl Kai TOVS iwi^dras dva/xaiTlaavTes
diroaeiovTai) indicate that Soph, recognized
the metaphorical sense of which there is

a good example in Plut. 'Demetr. 34
cbs fii] TTOXIV avaxa-vriaavTa rbv dij^ov
a<Jxo\ias...irapa<TX&v- Cf. Ant. 291

) & creiovres, ovd' viro £vy<£ \ \6<pov
x The explanations dvairo-

di£ei and iyKdwrei no doubt refer to the
usage found in Lucian Lexiph. 15 dvax<u-
TI^OL TOV 5p6/j,ov TO podcov, of checking the
way of a boat. In late Greek dvaxatTifeiv
is often the equivalent of refrenare (Phryn.
praep. soph. p. 32, 8 de B.).

180

[TOP davarov TOV KaX.^a^ro9 et? TlafjL(f)v\iav

18O Strabo 643 ot de TOV Kd\xavT&
<pao~iv dirodavelv virb Xirmjs Kai Kara TL
\6yiov. \eyet 5' avro SO0OKX^S eu 'EXevrjs
aTraiTTjaei, ws ei/j.ap/xevov elf) dirodavelv,
orav KpelTTOVL eavTov fiavrei -rrepLTtixV-
OVTOS de Kai els KiAiKtai' //.eTacpe'pei TTJV
ipiv {scil. of Calchas and Mopsus) Kai TOV
ddvarov TOV KdXxavTOS. Cf. ibid. 675
Ifpiaav irepi TTJS /uavTiKrjs 0 re KdX%as Kai
6 M6\pos' TavTrjv re yap TTJV 'tpiv /j.eTa-
<pepov<riv gvioi, Kaddirep Kai Ho<poK\r}$, eh
Trjv KiXtjaai', Ka\4<xas eKeivos avTTjv YLajx-
<f>v\Lav TpayiKws, Kaddirep Kai TT)V AvKiav
Kapiav Kai TyvTpoLav Kai AvdLav Qpvyiav.
Kai TOV ddvaTov de TOV KaXxa^ros ivTavda
irapadidoacnv &W01 re /cat 2o0o/f\^s.

The various versions of the story-
relating to the death of Calchas have
already been discussed in the Introductory
Note. We learn that the distinctive
point introduced by Sophocles was the
change of scene for the prophetic contest
from Claros to Cilicia. On the other
hand, in schol. Dionys. Perieg. 850
{GGM 11 454) Mopsus leads the emigra-
tion to Cilicia after the death of Calchas.
According to Hesiod (fr. 188 Rz.) Calchas
propounded to Mopsus for his solution
the question how many figs were growing

on a certain tree, and his calculation
of the number proved to be absolutely
correct. Pherecydes {FUG I 95) reported
the problem as concerning the size of the
litter of a pregnant sow. Other accounts
(see Strabo 643) mentioned both problems,
stating that Calchas propounded the latter
to Mopsus, and that it was answered
correctly; but that, when Mopsus sub-
mitted the former to him, Calchas failed
in his reply, and died of grief, as the
oracle had foretold. Further variations
on the same theme will be found in
schol. Lycophr. 427 and 980 ; but it is
impossible to trace the particular version
adopted by Sophocles. Pausanias (7. 3. 7)
states that the Pamphylians were of Greek
origin, being descended from the com-
panions of Calchas who arrived there in
that country after the fall of Troy. For
the geographical laxity, by which Pam-
phylia and Cilicia are confused or identi-
fied, we may perhaps compare Aesch.
Supp. 560 (530) Kai 5t' bpQiv KIXLKWV
HafjL(f)ti\(j}v re diopvvfiiva, with Tucker 's
note. For the common identification of
the Trojans with the Phrygians see Jebb
on At. 1054.

EAENHI TAMOI IATYPIKOI

The character of the play is clearly illustrated by Aristid.
II p. 399 Dind., where he is speaking of hypocritical rhetoricians.
el he Tt9 avroiv irepX TT}? ey/cpareias 8ia\eyofieva>i> airavrtKpv aratT]
eftGiv h'vOpvTrra Kai arpeTrrovs, i/cfiaWovai TT)V yXcorrav docnrep o
Meve\€a)<; TO f-tyo? (alluding to Eur. Andr. 629 : cf. schol. Ar.
Lys. 155). avTTjV /u,ep yap eav iBcoat Tr)veJL\evr]v,—'Eikevrjv Xeyco ;
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Oepdiraivav fiev ovv OTroiav iiroir/ae M.evav$pos rrjv ^pvytav, TG3
OVTL traihidv airo^aivovcri TOW? crarvpov; TOV 2o<£o/c\eoi/?. The
satyrs, then, were excited with passionate desire at the sight
of Helen's beauty.

According to the version of the Cypria {EGF p. 18), after
landing at Sidon (Horn. Z 290) and taking the city, Alexander
at length sailed to Troy, where he completed the celebration of
his nuptials \ But, as Welcker remarks, the scene of the satyr-
play was much less likely to be at Troy than before a shady cave
or near a babbling brook. I should conjecture, therefore, that
the action of the play took place at Cranae, of which Homer
speaks as the first resting-place of the lovers :

ore ere irpwrov Aa/ceSai/jLOVos i% ipareivrj1?
eirXeov ap7rd£a<i ev irovTOTTopoiaL veecrcnv,
vrjcrrp 8' ev Kpavdrj i/jblyrjv (frikoTrjTi KCLI evvfj (Y 443 ff.).

Pausan. 3. 22. 1 identifies Cranae with a small island off Gythium
in the Laconian gulf; but Strabo 399 and Lycophr. n o under-
stand Homer as speaking of Helena, the rocky island stretching
along the E. coast of Attica (Eur. Hel. 1673 n.).

Welcker suggests that the dance G-KOTTOS (TGOV dTroGKOTrovvTwv
n crxniJba) w a s suitable to the occasion : see Aesch. frs. 79, 339.

TTCTTCOV

is f3pa><rii>

181 Athen. 76 C, speaking of ipiva
•crvKa, figs of an inferior quality, says that
Sophocles in a metaphor applied £pu>6s,
properly the tree's name, to the fruit :
So0o/cA?)s 5' ip 'EXep??? ydficp T/JOTTI/CWS r y
TOV devdpbv ovd/mari. TOP tcapirbv iicdXeaev,
elirwv ' ' TriTrcw.. .\6ycp.' irtTrwv 5' epivbs
eiprjKev avrl TOV ir£trov ipiv6v. Alexis, he
goes on to say, speaks of the fig-sellers
putt ing TO, <TK~k7)pa teal /J.ox8ypa TQV atiKwv
at the bottom of the basket, and ripe and
fine ones on the top, and so iplv' airtdoTO,
avica 7rw\e?f 6/j.vtiuv (fr. 128, II 343 K.).
Eustath. //. p. 1205, 3, quoting avowedly
from Athenaeus, says : 8TI iiceWev ical
pyjfMa epivafeiv irapa So0o/c\et, gvda TOV
Kapirbv r(fJ TOV 5£i>5pov eK&Xeaev 6v6/x,aTL,
elirwv iTriirc>}v...\6y({).' irapoifxiaKov 8k
avTb [qu. ai/Tov] T6 v6r)/jLa, 6fj.01.0v T<£

OU)(j)€LOS COV

\6ycp.

' awaidevTOS wvirws av erepovs Tracde^aeias;'
'Being uninstructed, how can you in-
struct others ? ' He took it therefore to
mean ' Since you are yourself worthless,
those instructed by your conversation
turn out worthless too.'

The explanation of Eustathius is
accepted by Brunck, Schweighauser and
Ellendt; and Meineke's version (Theocr?
p. Vii) is practically to the same effect :
' tu ignavae et inutilis caprifici instar aliis
ut item ignavos et inutiles se praestent
oratione persuades.' He omitted dx/o«os
wv is fip&cnv as an interpolation. On the
other hand, Casaubon renders: 'tu cum
sis grossus nihili et insipidus, ad come-
dendum inutilis, alios verbis increpas,
tanquam ignavos et insipidos'; and this
is also the view of Cobet (V. L. p. 289),

1 See n. on fr. 183.
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•who, deleting dxpeios, explains by the
paraphrase 0aOXos <Sv tiXXovs e/c0auXtfets,
' worthless yourself, you make out others
to be worthless, speak disparagingly of
others.'

H., however, shows that the true
meaning has been perceived by Stephanus
alone of previous writers : ' nam 6 epivbs
quod ipse non habet, aliis tribuit,' i.e.

fomgeris vice cotis, exsors ipse secandi,
you fertilize others by precept like some
Nestor: see Isocrates ap. Plut. mor.
838 E. Similar is a proverbial line of an
old man marrying (Paroem. I p. 390)
ytpuv ipivbs eixppaveis TOVS yeirovas, i.e.
atiros dxpeios c3v, aXXovs w^eX-^crets. Fo r
wild figs were proverbially useless (hence
Spohn restored epivoi in Theocr. 15. 50
for the epiol or tpeiol of the MSS). But,

though useless in themselves, they were
useful for impregnating the cultivated :
see the Dict t . s.vv. epivdfa, (prjXTjKodpeirTOi,
or Stein on Hdt. 1. 193. The proverb
aveplva<TTos el in Zenob. 2. 23 is differently
explained.

The reading in the first line is either
defective or interpolated. Porson, holding
the former view, conjectured ireirwv
ipivos <ws> axpuos <airros> &v.
Casaubon's avrbs cov dxpfyos is impossible.
Scaliger inserted wavTeX&s after ipivbs as
a stop-gap. On the other hand, Cobet
ejected dxpetos as a gloss, and Meineke,
as we have seen, suspected the whole
phrase dxpeios wv es fipGxriv. So far as
the language goes, neither dxpeTos nor
f$pw<ris is open to suspicion in tragedy,
and & is quite normal.

182

1 8 2 Etym. M. p. 601, 23 vewrat (so
F M V : vevwrcu vulg.) ^ /card crvyicoTrjv
TOV 7] dirb TOV pev67]Tai...7] dirb TOV vivurai
Kara av(TTo\i)v. ZCTTI yhp vQ pij/xa rplr^s
av^vyias <bs (/cat F, which Nauck prefers)
irapa So0o/cXeI, olov 'EXeV^s ya/xi^ V&WTOLI.
Hesych. I l l p . 148 vivwrai.' ev v(# &x€L-

Cf. Anacreon fr. 10 6 5' vxpijXa vevwfxevos.
Lobeck {Path. El. 11 p. 114) hesitated
whether vevojxai or vtvu/xai should be

written in Sophocles and Anacreon ; but,
as Nauck says, vivojuai is an incredible
form. For the Ionic contraction of 07? to
w see Weir Smyth's Ionic Dialect, pp. 190,
267. In the verbs it is limited to /3odw
and voiw. There is no other certain
example of this contraction in tragedy,
but Dindorf read /cd7ri/3w for nainfiba in
Aesch. Pers. 1055. See also Jebb on
El. 882.

183

opocrayyai
1 8 3 Claudius Casilo 7rapd rots 'Arri-

KOIS prjropai ^ToiifJieva in Miller 's Melanges
de Hit. gr. p . 3 9 7 : 6pooayyai fiev ol
ca?yu.aTo0t;Xa/ces, ws 2o0oicX^s'EX^j'i>7<s>
yd/xq: /cat Tpw/Xy (fr. 634). The same
appears in Phot. lex. appendix p. 674, 21,
with the omission of SO^OKXTJS.

Sophocles does not appear to have
used the name correctly, as according to
Hdt. 8. 85 it was the title given to the
King's benefactors: cf. fr. 125. Priam
appears in tragedy as an oriental despot
(Aesch. Ag. 926), and the customs at his
court are those of the later Persian empire

(Eur. Tro. 1021). See Dissen on Pind.
Pyth. 11. 33. H. inferred from this
fragment that the scene of the play was
at Troy, and that the wedding of Helen
to Paris was celebrated after her arrival
there. He quoted Proclus's epitome of the
Cypria (p. 18 K inke l ) : /cat Trpoa-epex^eh
"LidwvL 6 'AX^avdpos alpe? TTJV TTSXIV' /cat
diroirXeijaas els "IXtov yd/xovs rrjs 'EXeV?7S
iireT^\e<rev. Aesch. Ag. 707 TO j/f,u06rt|-
fwv fd\os 4ic<pdTO>$ rlovras, \ vfievaiov, 6s
T6T' eirippeirev \ yafJ.Ppo?<nv deLdeiv. See,
however, Introductory Note.
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184

TTCLVOV

1 8 4 Phot. lex. p. 377, 22 iravbV Tivdeis, <pa<ri, Kara [j.eTa(Bo\r)v rod (p, olov
dirb rod ir&vTa (paiveiv axv/J-aTLa'^^t'Ta 'iravovxov a^avres (p\6ya.y (Tr. fr. adesp.
(<r~£r\lX(xriaQ€v Naber) , Kara fxera^ok^v rov 160.) Meineke corrected d^avTes to d\pav-
0. 1,o(poK\i]s "EXevris yd/x^. The same res, but was scarcely justified in his con-
derivation is given by Eustath. 11. p. elusion that Eustathius and Photius were
1189, 24 Trails dirb TOU <paiveu> axv/^0-- referring to the same passage of Sophocles*

ETTirONOI

The Epigoni of Sophocles was one of his most famous plays ;
and there is consequently a presumption that, when the title
Epigoni alone is quoted without the name of an author, the play
of Sophocles and not that of Aeschylus is meant. The inference
may be strengthened by the following considerations. It was
customary in the fourth century, when the tragic art was
declining, and the age of the actors had succeeded to the age
of the poets, to reproduce the plays of the famous dramatists
of the earlier period ; but it is well known that the practice was
for the most part confined to the plays of Sophocles and
Euripides, whereas those of Aeschylus were considered too
old-fashioned and obscure for the purpose (Haigh, Tragic Drama,
p. 99). Hence, when we read of the actor Andronicus, with
whom Demosthenes studied elocution, having scored a success
in the Epigoni (Athen. 584 D), we are justified in concluding that
the line quoted from that play

6\6/JL€V€ iralhcdv, irolov elprj/ca^ \6<yov; (Tr. fr. adesp. 2)
belongs to Sophocles. We arrive at the same result from Cic. de
opt. gen. orat. 18 idem Andriam et Synephebos nee minus Terentium
et Caecilium quam Menandrum legunt, nee Andromacham ant
Antiopam aut Epigonos Latinos reiciunt: immo Ennium et
Pacuviwn et Acciiini potius quam Euripidem et Sophoclem legunt.
Since we know that the Andromache of Euripides was adapted
by Ennius, and the Antiope by Pacuvius, the inference is almost
inevitable that the Epigoni of Sophocles was adapted by Accius.
Similarly, when Cicero (Tusc. 2. 60) reports : Cleanthem (I 607
Arn., p. 328 P.), cum pede terrampercussisset, versum ex Epigonis
ferunt dixisse, ' audisne haec, Amphiarae, sub terrain abdite ?''
(Tr. fr. adesp. 3), we understand at once that the reference is
to the Epigoni of Sophocles1.

1 Wilamowitz, de tragicorum Graecorum fragmentis, Gottingen 1893, p. 26,
argues briefly to the same effect.

P. Q
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The direct evidence bearing on the plot of the Epigoni, scanty
as it is, is sufficient to show that the central incident was the
murder of Eriphyle, followed by the first beginnings of Alcmaeon's
madness. All the authorities lay stress on the command given
to his sons by Amphiaraus, when forced by Eriphyle's treachery
to join the expedition of the Seven, that when grown to manhood
they should exact retribution from their mother: see Apollod.
3. 62, Diod. 4. 66, Hygin. fab. 73. But Asclepiades1 (Schol. V
Horn. A. 326, FHG ill 305) reports this in the form that Alcmaeon
was forbidden to join the expedition of the Epigoni until he had
put his mother to death ; and Alcmaeon was said to have fulfilled
the behest. Apollodorus, on the other hand (3. 86), makes the
death of Eriphyle subsequent to the return of the Epigoni, stating
that Alcmaeon was moved by the discovery of his mother's second
act of treachery in accepting the peplos from Thersander, the son
of Polynices, as a bribe for persuading her sons to join the
expedition, and was also instigated by the oracular command of
Apollo. From these facts Bethe inferred the existence of two
epic versions in the Epigoni and the Alcmaeonis; in the former the
murder occurred after, and in the latter before the expedition
{Theb. Heldenlieder, pp. 129, 130 ff., 135 ff.: see also Gruppe,
P- 537)- Welcker (p. 272) had no hesitation in holding that
in Sophocles the murder of Eriphyle preceded the expedition of
the Epigoni; and treated the account of Apollodorus, which he
regarded as damaging to the character of Alcmaeon, as the
work of some later tragedian. This is as may be ; but it would
be idle to suppose that, if we see reason to place the expedition
before the matricide, we are thereby compelled to accept all the
details in Apollodorus. Indeed, his story (3. 81) is intrinsically
absurd and dramatically impossible. If Alcmaeon was already
convinced of the binding force of his father's command, how could
he possibly postpone its execution to await the doubtful issue of
the siege ? ' If I return safe, I will kill my mother '! And was
Eriphyle so favourably placed as to be worth bribing ? What
inducements had she to offer which could have the slightest effect
upon a determined enemy? Or, if she. could persuade him to
spare her life—if only for a season—surely she needed no bribe
to make her undertake the task. The whole account is nonsense,
unless we suppose that Alcmaeon was not yet aware of his father s
command2. On the other hand, Welcker's view has to meet the

1 The work of Asclepiades bore the title Tpayipbotifieva, and it might seem natural
to ascribe his version to Sophocles without more ado. But the character of his book
does not warrant the inference that he abstracted existing plays: see Wenzel in
Pauly-Wissowa n 1628.

2 Immisch, however, contends that Apollodorus followed the Alcmaeon of Euripides,
and finds in fr. 70 a trace of the discussion between Eriphyle and her son.
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difficulty that, if the Erinyes assailed Alcmaeon at once, he must
have become incapable of taking the supreme command. After
the death of Eriphyle his first object would have been to procure
expiation ; and, if any weight may be given to the fragments
of Accius' Epigoni, it appears that after the matricide Alcmaeon
sought to appease the offended powers by lustration and sacrifice:
see fr. IX apud abimdantem antiquam amnem et rapidas undas
Inachi, X mine pergam ut suppliciis placans caelitum aras explearn.
Since the Argives are described as eager for war (fr. Ill), it might
be thought that the siege and capture of Thebes took place
during the course of the play—a possibility not lightly to be
rejected, for which the Supplices of Euripides provides an
adequate parallel. Nevertheless, Ahrens and Ribbeck (p. 496)
agree with Welcker as to the time of Eriphyle's murder, and
the latter suggests that the Furies postponed the execution of
their vengeance until their victim should have finished his
appointed task. We do not elsewhere find them so obliging1.
Immisch {fahrb. Philol. Suppl. xvil 180 ff.), who takes the
same view, is not justified in supporting it by postea as used by
Hygin. fab. 73 {Alcmaeon mentorpatrispraeceptiEriphylen matrem
snam interfecit. quern postea furiae exagitarunt). Equally un-
convincing is his suggestion that Alcmaeon was healed of his
madness by Apollo forthwith, but that it subsequently broke out
afresh.

It is highly probable that a dialogue between Alcmaeon and
Adrastus, the brother of Eriphyle, took place after the catastrophe,
and that the incipient signs of frenzy showed themselves at this
point. Since it has been shown that the Epigoni of Sophocles
was the best-known tragedy dealing with the story of Alcmaeon
and Eriphyle, a peculiar significance attaches to the inclusion of
Alcmaeon by Antiphanes (fr. 191, II 90 K.) in a list of famous
stage-characters :

av TTCIXIV

€L7T7j T£? ' K \

PVX
rrjv /XT]T€p\ dyava/CTGov S' "A&paaTO*;
r]%€L iraXtv T

There is therefore good reason for following Ribbeck in
assigning Tr. fr. adesp. 358 to this play: see p. 69.

1 If it were legitimate to use Accius in reconstructing Sophocles—and in this
case Cicero's statement lends some justification to the attempt—there are several
fragments which might be significant, particularly those relating to the appearance
of Amphilochus (fr. iv : cf. Apollod. 3. 86, Pausan. 1. 34. 3) and Demonassa (fr. ix :
cf. Pausan. 3. 15. 8, 9. 5. 15). By a brilliant conjecture in fr. xvi Bergk introduced
a reference to Glisas, the scene of the decisive battle fought between the Epigoni and
the Thebans (Pausan. 9. 9. 4).
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A difficult and important question remains : was Welcker
right in identifying the titles Epigoni and Eriphyle ? Or, in
other words, is this a case where the name of a leading character
—for we cannot say that Eriphyle was more important than
Alcmaeon—has been substituted for the original title ? A prima
facie case may be made in favour of separation : there are seven
unambiguous references to the Eriphyle; there is no evidence of
an alternative title; and the familiarity of the title Epigoni would
have been against its displacement. On the other hand, there is
much force in Welcker's contention that the tragic death of
Eriphyle must have been described in the tragedy which bears
her name, and there are several undisputed examples of a mistake
arising in the course of the tradition through the substitution for
the title of a name taken from the text1. On the general
question see Introduction, § I ; but this is not a case of
isolated error. Rather we should have to suppose that the
double title was introduced originally by the grammarians to
distinguish the play of Sophocles' from the less familiar and
differently constructed work of Aeschylus ; and that subsequently
the anthologists cited only one of the two titles2. Fr. 198 might
seem to be decisive in Welcker's favour, but, as it is not quoted
from the Eriphyle*, there is no reason why, if the occasion
required, it should not be transferred to the Epigoni. Therefore
we can only say that no other solution of the difficulty seems so
probable as Welcker's ; and his identification has been accordingly
accepted in this edition. Jacobs preferred to suppose that the
Eriphyle related to the earlier expedition of the Seven, that it
comprised the quarrel of Amphiaraus and Adrastus and the
intervention of Polynices, and that the death of Amphiaraus
(cf. fr. 958) was described at the end of the play. This theory
cannot be disproved; but is it likely that such a play would have
been entitled Eriphyle}

There is an obscure reference to the play in Philodem.
de mus. p . 87 TO CT IK TGOV 'Ejircyovwy yueXo? (viroypa^>o/u,6v ov/c
airiQavwTepav OLKXII)V hiavoiav, a}OC ido/utev &>? OVTOS eta /Jberd rrj<;
iTTLGrjiAacrias rod KCO/^cpSoypdcjiov) /MVOLKOV ianv. Cf. ibid. p . 18
TlivSapcp <ye ypacpev (y^ eypcxfrero Usener ) 'TO KOIVOV Ti? aarciov kv
evSia Tt#et?.' Kal TO Xo(f)otc\iovs iv TOIS '^Liriyovois.. . T h e con tex t
shows that the opponent against whom Philodemus was arguing
brought forward certain instances in which music exercised a
soothing influence. The object therefore of the ode in the Epigoni

1 The problem is none the less puzzling, when we find the titles Epigoni and
Eriphyle also ascribed to Accius. Ribbeck (p. 489) takes the same view as Welcker.

2 See Haigh, Tragic Drama, p. 399.
3 This point is overlooked by Bethe in Pauly-Wissowa vi 462.
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was to compose the strife which had arisen between certain of the
characters, and probably, as Immisch has pointed out (Philol.
XLVIII 554), the reference is to the altercation between Alcmaeon
and Adrastus after the matricide.

185
, iroiov eipr)Ka<$ \6yov;

1 8 5 Athen. 584 D 'Avdpovticov 8k TOV
rpayci)5ov aw' dyQvbs TWOS, ev <£ TOVS
'i&iriydvovs (Tois'Hwiybvois Dobree, viroKpi-
vb/xevos add. Meineke) evrjfieprjKei, irlveiv
/J.6X\OVTOS trap' avry (sc. Yvadaivrj) /cat TOV
waidbs KeXevovTos TTJV Tvadatvav irpoava-
Xwcrac, ' bXbfxeve waldwv' ^<f>7] iwolov eiprjKas
Xbyov ;'

The reasons for attributing this frag-
ment (fr. adesp. 2 N.) to Sophocles have
been given in the Introductory Note.

o\6(X€V€, accursed, wretched, correspond-
ing to b'Xoio, is used adjectivally, in the

same way as the epic ovXbfxevos. It is an
inversion of the historical development to
suggest, as some have done, that the
participle bore an active meaning. The
usage does not recur in Sophocles (subject
to a possible reservation in regard to
Ant. 840), but is found in Aesch. Prom.
413, Suppl. 855, and several times in
Euripides: cf. Hel. 232, 385, Phoen.
1029, Or. 1364, Med. 1253, Her. 1061
(Wilamowitz). —For the partitive genitive
ivalhwv see on Eur. He lid. 567.

186

[audisne haec, Amphiarae, sub terram abdite f]
1 8 6 Cic. Tusc. 2. 60 Cleanthem

(i 607 Arn.), cum pede terram percussisset,
versum ex Epigonisferunt dixisse, 'audisne
haec, Amphiarae, sub terram abdite ? '

Here also the authorship of Sophocles
is generally admitted ; see Nauck, p. 837.
Nauck suggests that the original was
nXveis T6,S\ 'A[A<pLapae, yrjs Kevdwv /carw;
(after 0. T. 968, but Kpv<pdeLs is just as
likely). The chthonic cult of Amphiaraus,

especially at Oropus (Frazer, Pausan. 11
466fT.), was well-known. Cf. El. 836ff.
olda yap aVa/er' ''AfJL<pi.apewv %/3U(ro5eTots |
eptcecn Kpvcf>devTa yvvaucwv ' /cat vvv VTTO
yaias...iraix\j/v)(ps avao~o~ei. (with Jebb 's
nn.). Observe that the appeal to a
chthonic power is illustrated by the fact
that Cleanthes struck the ground with his
foot: see e.g. Tucker on Aesch. Cho. 314,
Headlam in C. R. xvi 53.

i 8 7

AAKM. avhpoKTovov yvvaiKos o/juoyevrjs i<f)vs.
AAr. cri> o CLvro^eip ye jJLrjrpos r\ or eyeuvaro.

187 Plut. c/t' and. poet. 13 p. 35 E
6 Tpayucbs "Adpaaros TOV 'AXK/J.4UVOS
elwbi'Tos wpbs ai>Tov iavdpoKTbi>ov...£<pvs'
awenpivaTo '<ri> 5'...iyelvaTo.' Plut. «fe
utilit. ex itiim. percip. 5 p . 88 F 'dvbpo-
KTbvov ...l!0i;s' irpos T6^ "ASpaarov 6
'AXK/M4U>V TL OVV eiceivos; OVK aXXbTpiov
&XX' idiop aury wpocptpuv SveiSos, ' ail 5 ' . . .
eYe^aro.' For the attribution of this fr.

to the Epigoni see Introductory Note.
1 dvSpoKTovov, husband-slaying: cf.

Pind. Pyth. 4. 252 Aapjviav r' 'idvei yv-
vaiKuiv dvdpocpbvwv.

2 avTo\€ip, in reference to fj.7]Tpbs :
see Jebb on Ant. 55.—(rqTpds TJ <r'
e^eivaTO, El. 261: cf. Ai. 1172 iraTpbs
Ss a1 iydvaTO, Eur. Or. 29, El. 964,
Aesch. fr. 175.
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188

f yoip ?) Svo"AcXeta rols f f
viKav €77"' aicr^pois rj 'TTI TO2<? KCLXOLS TT\4OV.

1 8 8 . 2 rj riro (sic) A, r) 'TTL yp. A2

1 8 8 Stob. jlor. 38. 27 (in p. 713, 11
Hense) 2o0o/c\eous 'Eiriyovoi. (so M: TOV
CLVTOV eirlirovoi A, S omits the name of the
play). ' <pi\ei. ..irXeop.'

This difficult fragment awaits elucida-
tion. Campbell, who remarks that the
words are unmeaning in the absence of
their context, adds that the general sense
seems to be represented by ' He who
acts honestly is better able to live down
calumny.' This may well be the right
track ; for envy is said to be powerless
against a good man : Eur. fr. 814 cpdovov
oil cr̂ jSw, I <f>dovei<rdai 5e diXoc/j.' hv ex'
eo-dXois, Democrit . fr. 48 Diels /xw/j.eofj.epwp
<pXaiipup 6 d/yatfos oil 7rotetrat \6yov. The
meaning of our passage will then be the
same as that of an anonymous writer
quoted by Stob. Jlor. 38. 39 <pdovos 0 /cara
TQV evdoniiJLebvTWv eiri r o t s / c a X A t ' c r r O L S
apyuip /cat awpaKTWP ' TQ>V de ayadQip /cat

O t W T€ T£K€€V TL 7Tap' 6WVTWP XPV<TTOV °^X

a7rrerai. 'When men are attacked by

envy, disgrace is wont to prevail, if their
deeds are evil and not good.' TOIS
<j>0ovo\)[A€voi.s is thus the dative of the
person interested, and with VIK&V used
absolutely does not differ essentially from
the dativus iudicantis (of mental interest
only) in Ar. Av. 445 Tract vwav rots
/cptTats I Kal rots dearats irao-iv. Tucker
wished to substitute veiKelv for VLKCLV and
Wecklein Stio-poia for 56aK\eia, but in
either case the interpretation of the lines
is hardly less obscure, and in the former
there is the additional objection that
veiKelv does not occur in tragedy. Blaydes
proposed ijneiv for VLKCLV.—For the omis-
sion of the article with ato-xpots, which
has the effect of emphasising KCLXOIS by
way of contrast, cf. Eur. Phoen. 495 d\ \a
/cat o~o<pols I /cat ro?o"t (patiXois ^v8ix\ ws
e,ttot 8OK€I (n.), ib. 1258 ia/o?s re o-̂ /xa /cat
TO TQIV rja(TU3fj.€Pwv, El. 1351 otirtJ' 5 ' O'GLOV
/cat TO dinaiov (j>iXov iv jSiory. See also
on fr. 149, 9.

i8g

cb Trav (rv roA-jU/̂ cracra, Kai Trepa yvvrj,
KOLKIOV akk? OVK eCFTLV 0 ^ 8 ' €CTT<Xl 7T0T€

yvvaiKos, el TL irr^xa yiyverai {SpoTols.

189. 1 yvpr) MA : yivai S 3 rj et (^ei M) rt codd.

1 8 9 Stob. Jlor. 73, 51 (iv p. 557, 7
Hense) 2o0o/cX^ous 'E7rtyopot (eVtYoi'ot
o m . S ) ' c3 TTCLP.. ,(3poTo?s.'

1 I think that Campbell was right in
preferring yvvr) to yw/at (see cr. n.), but
I do not print a comma after ire'pa as he
does. The nom. is used because the
words are an exclamation rather than an
address: cf. Horn. A 231 d^/jLojBopos
[3ajiXevs, iwel oiiTidapoicrip d^dcrcrets, and
see Monro.i5f. G.'2 § 163.—Kal ire'pa is a
frigid hyperbole, but is perhaps excusable
on the ground that <Z wav av ToXfxrjaaaa
is virtually identical with c5 TrdpToX/u.os,
' O thou who hast been wicked beyond
all measure.' For the connotation of

a very strong word, see
Headlam on Aesch. Ag. 228. There is
a similar but less patent hyperbole in Eur.
£1. 1187 aXaaTa fj.£Xea /cat Trepa \ iraOovcra
crQv T€KPWP viral. So Jebb takes 0. C.
1745 TOTe /j.ep airopa, TOTE 5' virepdev. For
7raV ToXfiap cf. fr. 567 n. The words
have not unnaturally been suspected:
(r) Meineke conjectured yvprjs, treating
vv. 2 and 3 as a separate fragment;
(2) ]S'auck required something like w oeipa
ToX/nricracra Kai 5eipcop Trepa (cf. Dem. 45.
73, Ar. Av. 416, Thesm. 705); (3) Stadt-
mueller proposed Trepa Xoyov. But the
text is probably sound.

3 iZ TI KT£., 'among all the sorrows
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that are men's.' irrifia logically belongs
to the principal clause, but is attracted to
the protasis. The common reading is
more idiomatic and effective than Tucker's
17 Vt (HM to HITI) TTJ/j-a yiyverai
fipoTois, which is an anticlimax. Blaydes
conjectured TJTLS. Cf. O. C. 1006 et TIS

yrj deofis eiriffraTcu \ TL/XOUS aefittfeiv, ijde
T<p5' virepcpipei. T?~ach. 8 vv/mcpeiwv 6KVOV \
dXycarov eXxov, etris AITWXIS yvvrj. Jebb ' s
objection to the superlative ignores the
development of the idiom, which has
outstripped its logic. See also on fr. 87.

igo

TO KOTKOV "Apyos ov K.afcoiK.r)o-ovT en

1 9 O KaToucfjGovT Blaydes : KaToiKrjaavT L (KaToiKrrj<iavTa m. pr.)

this scholium requires correction.—
Kct,ToiKT](rovT\ The aorist (see cr. n.) is
unsuitable to £n, and I have very little
doubt that the future should be sub-
stituted : cf. Eur. Hel. 57 TO^Kkeivbv fx.J

'iri KaTOLK^jcreiv iridov "EirdpTTfi, ib. 1244,
Andr. 858, Sitppl. 1231. This conjecture
has been anticipated by Blaydes. For
the critical difficulties affecting the
quotations of the scholiast see the n. on
fr. 242.

1 9 0 Schol. Soph. 0. C. ^S
TO "Apyos KOLX6V <paai, tcadairep KCLI
' ^ d ' TO KOTXOV...'4TISy

KOIXOV. A glance at the map of Argolis
will satisfy anyone of the appropriateness
of the epithet as a description of the
hill-girt Argive valley within the limits of
which were situated the ancient towns of
Mycenae, Orneae, Midea, and Tiryns:
see O. C. 378, 1387 with Jebb's n. on the
earlier passage, where the reference to

191

yXaxrcr' iv KEVOIO'IV avhpacriv Ti/x/y)i> ^
onov Xoyot crOevovcrL rcov epycov TT\4OV.

191. Kevoiaiv Jacobs: iv ol<nv L | avdpacri L Brunck: £%ets

191 Stoh.ec/. II 15. 27 p. 189, 22 W.
SotpoicXiovs 'Epi0t;A?7. ' yXuxxa'...irXiov.'

1 Iv K€vouriv. I have adopted
Jacobs's conjecture as being on the whole
the best supplement of the defective text.
It seems also to have been made inde-
pendently by Cobet [V. L. p. 15), and
is approved by Wachsmuth. Nauck
accepts Dindorf's <c3> yXu>a<r\ but
strangely enough disregards his iv ot'ots
which is its necessary complement ; for
it is extremely unlikely that two relative
clauses are quoted by the anthologist
and that the main sentence is omitted.
Brunck, without remark, gave 17 yX&aa'...
?X«, which is open to the same objection.
Bamberger conjectured yXQaa-' iv iveotcriv,
F. W. Schmidt yXuxxa' iv viounv, and
Papageorgius yXwaa"1 17 V itcelvois (yAwcrcr'

i]'v vioi<Tiv, Kvicala). Wecklein, retaining
£xeL*i r e a d yXdlxrari <ri> TO?<J5' iv.

2 oirov. On the assumption that iv
olo-Lv is retained in the previous line,
Blomfield proposed to substitute iKeZ
But it is quite unnecessary to read orwv
(Wagner) or 8TOLS (F. W. Schmidt), since
OTTOV may very well follow a personal
antecedent: see Phil. 456 b'wov 6' 6
Xetpwv T&yadov fxei^ov <x8evei...T0VT0vs iyu)
TOVS eivdpas ou (TTip^u Tzori. H d t . g. 1
8KOV de eKauTore yivocTO, TOVTOUS TrapeXajx-
/3ave. fr. 314, 324 ff. (n.)—For the senti-
ment, which is sufficiently common, cf.
O. C. 1143 ov yap Xbyotcn TOP fiiov <nrov-
5&£o/j,ev I Xafxirpbv iroielcrdaL fiaXXov rj TOISI
dpwfxevois, Eur. Suppl.
irXoiJcnov, <pp6v7]/ d£
o#X' Tois Xdyois,

j cpCkbriiiov rjdos
iv TO1<JIV 'ipyots,

fo°v codd. Eur.).
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OTTOV

192.
Blomfield

i g 2

8e [AT] TOL y^prjCTT ikevOepojs keyetv
VIKCL S' iv TroXei TOL yeipova,

I <T(f)dWoV(TL TT)V (TtoTrjpiaV.
1 TCL XP'H0"1'' Reis ig: TO. patcrra vel TCL pdara codd., raptcrr' Wyttenbach, TO.g p p

3 ap.apTi.ai S : a/xapriaLS M A
1 9 2 Stob. Jlor. 43. 7 (iv p . 2, 17

Hense) TOV avTov ([following fr. 84]
SA, ~2o<poKXeovs M) 'Epi0tf\77. '6'7rou...

1 f. Reisig's conjecture (see cr. n.)
appears most appropriate to the context.
Cf. Phil. 456 oirov 0' 6 x€'LPwv rayadov
[xel^ov crdevei | KCLTro<pdivec TOL xpva"ra X&
deiXbs Kparet, \ TOIJTOVS eyih TOVS avdpas ov
(xrip^w 7Tore. Observe, however, that
here the neuter TCL xetpopa is not used for
the masculine, as TO. xPV&Ta is there.
The schol. on that passage refers to Horn.
A 576 iwel TO, xePe^ova VLK<1 a n d to Hes .
Op. 193 jSAai/'ei 5' 6 /ca/c6s TOP dpeiova
(pQra, and the former of these quotations
is certainly echoed here. Homer's phrase
became proverbial at a later date: Niceph.
Chumn. ap. Boisson. anecd. nov. p. 68
irXeoveKTei 5' o t̂ws iv TOVTI^I TO. X€I-PWJ KCU

JMIJOS dydirris, Kal ex^pa (piXLas. Theodor .
Metoch. misc. 58 p . 341 /cat'rot TL Xeyw,
el TCL %etpw, Kara TOP Xoyop, del VIKS,, Kap
Tracy Kpdcret. TWV ivavTioiv TU>V dvnJoPTUp
/JLCLXXOP aladapbfxeda; xPV°"ros a n d xe'LPwv

are both employed in the political or
social sense to express the opposition 01
the conservative and democratic parties,
and the neuter plural might be applied to
their respective policies : Eur. Or. 773
ctAA' 6'ra^ xPVa"r°vs Ad̂ wcrt (sc. Trpocrrdras
ol TTOXXOL), xPri<JTa fiovXevova'1 del. See
Grote, Hist, iii p. 45, Neil's Equites,
p. 202 ff. But here the meaning may be
quite general.—Herwerden unnecessarily
suspects iv TroXei on the ground that after
8TTOV it is tautologous, and proposes iv
XoyoLs. But the paratactic redundancy
is idiomatic: see Jebb's Appendix on
O. C. 434-

193
npocrfJKov croj£e TTJV

1 9 3 irpocrriKOP Gaisford: Trpoa-rjKOPTws A, irpoaoPTWS M, TpoadvTos vulgo, irpeirbv-
TWJ Nauck I evdv/xlav Dindorf: eiKpr/fxiap codd.

1 9 3 Stob. Jlor. 117. 3 (TV p. 1055,
4 Hense) 'Lo<poKke'ovs ^pccpvXrj. (yr)pa...

This is a difficult fragment and involves
the questions, (1) how the second word
is to be read, and (2) whether evcprjfjiiap
is sound. (1) Brunck printed yrjpojs
irpoaoPTos, but Dindorf reports him as
favouring irpoariicwv, which was adopted
by Hartung. But yr/pa TrpoarjKwp can
hardly mean 'having reached' or 'ap-
proached old age.' Bergk proposed
irporjKWP. Recently Nauck's irpeiroPTios
has won some acceptance, but, although
Trpe-rrovTws and irpocnjKdvTCJS were synony-
mous words, it is improbable that at any
period the former would have been ex-
plained by the latter. The indications
are rather the other way: see Elym. M.
p. 690, 21 irpocrriKov ' TO irpiwov, Suid.
irpoariKei.. irptirei. Blaydes's irapoiicGip has
no probability. For these reasons I prefer
Gaisford's wpoo-rjKov as an ace. abs.: for
its use in tragedy cf. Eur. Suppl. 472.

(2) evcpTjfMiap cannot mean ' silence ' ; the
last thing that was expected from the old
was to refrain from speech. If, on the
other hand, we translate 'good name,'
there is not much point in urging an old
man to be careful of his reputation ; and
there would be no inducement for the
anthologist to include the line under the
title OTi TO yrjpas dpeiraxdes /cat TTOXXTJS
aldovs a^top T\ cripeens direpydfreTat. W e
expect something that is relevant to the
general defence of old age. F. W.
Schmidt 's ev(3ovXLap and evpvd/j.iap have
very little probability; and I think
Dindorf's evdvjxlav is far better, both for
palaeographical reasons and in point of
sense. Old age is not burdensome, if it
is borne with composure : cf. Plat. rep.
329 D ap fiev yap KoafuoL teal etiicoXoi <2<TIP
(sa'l. oiavdpwrroi), Kal Toyrjpas /xerpius iarlv
iiriTropop * el 5e /XT], Kal yrjpas Kal peoT-qs
XaXeTri) Tip ToiovTip crv[j.(3alpe<.. Anaxandr.
fr. 53, 11 159 K.
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194

aperrjs /3e/3cuai 8' elcrlv at KTrjcrets
1 9 4 /Aovyjs Naber: fibvai M

194 Stob. flor. 1. 1 (in p. 1, 3
Hense) "EocpoKXfjs ip'EpKpvXr). 'dpeTijs...
fj.ovai.'' The extract is omitted by SA,
appearing only in M.

The contrast is between the permanence
of apery as a natural endowment, and
the instability of wealth. It is explicit
in Theogn- 317 rijs dperTJs TOP TTXOUTOP,
iirel TO [Jih i/j.Tredov aiei, j xPVP'aTa 5'
avdp&irwv dXXore dXXos ̂ x61- The pos-
session of apery is a gift of <pvcns : see on
fr. 808 and the illustrations quoted by
Headlam in J. P. xxn i 276, especially

Eur. El. 941 7) yap <p{/cns /3e/3cuos, ov rd
XprjiJ-aTa. Sophocles, one may think,
would have been on the side of Pindar
with his contempt for SiSa/crat dperal
[01. 9. 10r) rather than on that of
Socrates : contrast Critias fr. 9 Diels e/c
[xeXerrjs wXeiovs rj (pvaecjs ay ad oi. In later
times the Stoics discussed the question
whether virtue once acquired could be
lost.—Pe'Paiai. The only other instance
in tragedy of the fein. termination appears
to be Eur. El. 1263. Blaydes proposed
to substitute (3ef3aioi..

195

avSpcov yap icrdXcov crripvov ov juaXacrcrercu.
195 Stob. flor. 7

Hense) "EO^OKXTJS '
d '

7 (ill p. 309, 13
^X 'dd&

f
A similar line is quoted from Menand.

monost. 31 dvdpbs irovrjpov atrXdyxvov 01)
fxaXdafxeraL, but the application is different.
The good man is unshaken in courage,
but the bad man is impervious to pity.
It should be remembered that dvfxbs
comprehends both anger and courage
(cf. Plato's dv/j.oei54s), so that in common
speech the separating line was not clearly
drawn. For the softening of anger cf.
Eur. Ale. 771 opyas /j-aXdaaova' dvdpds.

The present passage is more akin to Or.
s.200 (referring to the cowardly Menelaus)
/cat PIP 5oKu>...xp6v({} fiaXd^eiv crirXdyxvov.
ovre yap dpaaps \ O&T' aXKi/mos ir^<pvK€.
I cannot therefore agree with Nauck,
who would restore OVK dXXdaaerai after
Naber and F. W. Schmidt. If any
change were necessary, it would be better
to adopt Wecklein's suggestion that the
line was interrogative; but the tradition
indicates that the subject was courage.
The figurative use of aripvov, as applied
to the emotions, is peculiar to Sophocles :
see Track. 482, 0. C. 487.

I96

TTO>9 ovv [xd^cofjiaL 6V7)TOS (o

OTTOV TO oeivov CATTIS ovoev

QeLLa

1 9 6 Stob. flor. 99. 20 (iv p. 863,
7 Hense) "2O<POKX4OVS 'Ept0i/Xr;. '71-ws...
ci0eAet;'

Hope is the common sustenance of
men (fr. 948), and their solace in time of
danger: Time. 5. 103 iXvls Kivdupcp irapa-
fxddiov od<ra is an exact parallel to v. 2.
So long as the issue is undecided, hope
may be cherished (Track. 723 f. rap^etv
fxh> epya 5eiv' dvayKaiws ^x«, | TT)V 5'
eXirtd' ov XPV Tfy T^XVS xpiveip irdpos) ',
but it is powerless against divine inter-

vention : Aesch. Stippl. 102 idirreL 5' (sc.
Zeds) eXTTiduv d0' v\pitrvpycov irapwXeis
fipoTotis. But the best illustration of the
text will be found in Dem. 18. 97 del 8e
TOVS dyadotis apdpas iyxeipeip fiep diraaiP
del TOIS KaXois, TT\V dyadrjv irpofiaXXo-
/uLe'vovs eXrrida, (pepeiv 5' dp 6 debs
5id(± yeppaiws. Ribbeck (p. 491) thinks
that these are the words of Alcmaeon
surrendering himself to his fate; and
Immisch, comparing Accius fr. VI qui,
nisi genitorem ulso, nullum meis dat
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Unem miseriis, infers that in this play
Alcmaeon was acting according to the
direction of the oracle, and not merely
in execution of his father's behest. The
sense is grievously marred by Nauck's
punctuation (adopted by Dindorf and
Campbell), who makes the question end
at r6xv, puts a comma after Seivov, and a
full-stop after w<peXei. Hence, inasmuch
as v. 2 then becomes contrary to fact—-
for hope is often serviceable in danger—
Bergk and Kock conjectured owov TO
delov, and F. W. Schmidt oirov TO deivov
eveirecr\ ovSev dxpeXet. The reason for
this mistaken criticism is that thtpekelv is

supposed to require a personal objec ;
but Tucker has well shown (C. R. x v m
197) that this is not the case by quoting
Eur. fr. 274 TO yap einetKes dxpeXei ras
%v/j.<popds and fr. 714 TTXOVTOS1 dxpeXe?
vbaov.

1 Geia TV)(T|, 'heaven-sent doom.'
Sophocles is fond of this use of deios,
which is illustrated on fr. 650. The
meaning of deov irXqyri (fr. 961 n.) is
similar. For the general sense, the
necessity of submitting to the divine
ordinance, see on fr. 585.

2 TO Seivov is used as in fr. 351, O. T.
722 TO SeLvbv ov(po(5eiTO.

1 9 7

197
KLV€L<$ VTTVOV IOLT pOV VOCTOV.

aireXd' eKflvrjs codd.: corr. Nauck | iijTpbv codd.

1 9 7 Clem. Alex, strom. 6 p. 741
Ad/3ots 5' dv e'/c irapaXXriXov...1Elvpnri8ov
[AEV 6K TOU 'OpiffTOV ( 2 I l ) ' (3 (ptXoP V1TV0V
d£\yy)Tpov, eirinovpov vbcrov,' 2o0o/cAeous Se
t/c Trjs 'JHpi<p6Xr)s ' &Tre\6' eKebyjs virvov
irjTpbv vdaov.'

The text is corrupt, but it is not easy
to decide between Valckenaer's &Tre\6' *
iKeivrjs vwvos iarpbs voaov, and Nauck's
aireXde' Kiveis virvov laTpbv vbaov. The
latter quotes Eur. Bacch. 690 e£ virvov
Kiveiv 5e/xas, and objects to enelv-qs—on

the ground, I suppose, that to particularize
is beside the mark. For sleep as a
soother of pain cf. Phil. 827 "Trr/ odvvas
d8ar)s, "Tirve 5' dXy^wv. Orph. h. 85. 5
Abel \v<rt/J.€pi./J.ve, KOTTWV nqdeiav &xwv

avairoLvcnv, | Kai irdarjs XVTTTJS lepbv irapa-
fj.v6iov Zphwv (al. ipirwv). Wilamowitz
(Eur. Her? 1 p. 138) plausibly infers that
the reference is to Alcmaeon asleep on
the stage, and that here, as in the Orestes
and Heracles of Euripides, sleep was
introduced as succeeding a fit of madness.

I98
Kal yap 'Apyeiovs opa

1 9 8 Prov. cod. Athoi in Miller,
Melanges de Hit. gr. p . 363 (11 46) /cat yap
'ApyeLovs bpw1 /cat avTrj 2ocf)OK\elov £<JTIV
ta/A/Setou fJ-epos' ireiroiijTaL yap eKel^papvXrj
(•rrepi<pv\rj cod.) irpbs 'AA/c/xatawa \eyovaa
' /cat yap 'ApyeLovs bpQ.' /j.e'fjt.v-rjTai. TavTrjs
AXe^Ls iv MvXwdpip (fr. 153, II 353 K.).
Proverb. Append. 3. 35 (Paroem. I 423)
/cat -)dp 'Apyelovs opas' avT-rj Zo0o/cAetos.
ireiro'iT)Tai yap 'Ept0yA?7 7rpos 'AXK/xaluva
Xeyovaa ' Kal...bpQ.' eiprjTai de eirl TG>V
eKTev&s 7rpos OTIOVV j3Xex6vTwv /cat /cara-
irXrjKTLKdv TL 8OKOVVTOJV opdv. ot 8e eirl
T2V els KXOTTTJV VTTOVOOVPL^VCOV ' KCOfxipSovvTai.
yap 'ApyeToi iirl KXO7T7], uxrirep /cat 2o0o-
K\TJS (a manifest error for"AXe^ts, accord-
ing to Crusius) e'xprjcraTO. Hesych. I
p. 2 j2 Apyelovs 6pu>' irapoi/LUwdes. Suid.
s-z1. 'Apyelovs 6p$s. irapoi/xla iirl T&V
aTevws Kai KaTairXijKTUcQs bpibvTwv.

Crusius [Analecta Critica, p. 151) ex-
plains that the comic poet quoted the
words of Sophocles with the addition
irapd irpoadoKiav of TOVS <pQpas or some-
thing of the kind, so that apyetos bears
the meaning of (pavepbs (cf. dpyos). He
points out that Aristophanes had also
spoken of ' Argive thieves' with the same
intention : Suid. s.v. 'Apyeloi (pQpes " 4irl
TQV irpo8r)X(i)S irovrjpQv oi 'ApyeTot. eirl
KXoirri KwiJLiodovvTai. 'Api<TT0<pdv7]s 'Ava-
yvpo) (fr. 57, I 406 K.). The verbal play
is of the same kind as/3o0s KvwpLos (Kdirpios),
natcwv 'IXtdj (IATJ), 8alfj.wv AtVetos (alvos),
and a number of others: ibid. p. 55.
That this use of dpyos was possible is
shown by one of the derivations given to
'ApyeKpovTTjS, i.e. TpavCos diro<paLv6fx,evos
(Hesych. 1 p. 273). Thus, the two
explanations in Prov. Append. 3. 35
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(eipyirai 5e...ot 5k...) are adapted respec- tragic emotion. Eriphyle was conscious
tively to the quotations from Sophocles of having betrayed the expedition of
and Alexis, The same critic \PhiloL Adrastus, and the appearance—real or
XLVI 616) refers to this passage Aristo- imagined—of the Argives was calculated
phon fr. 4, II 277 K. Tra\aiaT7]v vbfuaov to fill her with terror. Ribbeck, p. 494,
'Apyeiov /J,' bpav. Blaydes compares Ar. thought that Eriphyle implored Alcmaeon
Ran. 653 Iwireas 6pu>, put forward to to stay his hand, declaring that she could
explain a cry of pain. see an Argive army hurrying forward to

The words were spoken by Eriphyle to intervene in her favour ; but this inter-
Alcmaeon, and were famous as having pretation is excluded by the words TQV
occurred at the culminating point of a KaTair\7]KTiK6v TL SOKOIJVTWV bpav.
scene marked by the most intense form of

EPIZ

The reading ^Ipis in Athen. 646 D, preferred by Casaubon,
Brunck, and Boeckh as the title of this play, is now exploded.
Welcker (Nachtr. p. 313), quoting Plat. rep. 379 E Oewv epiv re
teal tcplaiv Sta ©e/wro'9 re real Aio?, conjectured that the subject
was the contention between Zeus and Poseidon for the hand of
Themis. This strange blunder is reproduced by Dindorf without
any intimation that Welcker had confused Themis and Thetis :
cf. Pind. Isth. 8. 27 Zei)? or d/j,<f)i ®€TLO<; dy\a\c$ r epuxav
II oaeiSav <ydfMa>.

I would rather suppose that the "Epis was a companion-
play to the KpiaLs, and that its subject was the strife
between the three goddesses at the marriage of Peleus and
Thetis. See Proclus's abstract of the Cypria (EGF p. 17) :
7rapay€vo/j,€vt] Be " E p i ? evco^ov/uievoyv TCOV Oeoov ev TOLS Tl^Xea)?
<yd/jLois vet/cos irepX /caWovs ev'Iarrjaiv•'AOrjv'a'1Upa KOX 'A<f>po$LTr),
at 7rpo<?''A\e£av&pov iv"18r) Kara Ato? 7rpoarTayr}v ixj) 'Kp/xov irpos
rrjv K pier iv dyovrai KT£. The golden apple which Eris dropped
on the table with its inscription ' A gift to the fairest' is
mentioned by a number of the later authorities (collected by
Waser in Pauly-Wissowa VI 465), and several critics have
inferred that it was an addition to the original story. Though
omitted by Proclus, the apple appears in the very much
abbreviated account in Apollod. epit. 3. 2, and there is nothing to
prove that it could not have been mentioned in a satyr-play
of Sophocles. It is obvious that the marriage of Peleus and
Thetis was an occasion on which a chorus of satyrs might very
well have been present, and the fragments, so far as they go,
support the idea of a banquet. Two considerations which make
in favour of this conjecture deserve to be stated: (1) the
frequency with which I/H?, especially in conjunction with

1 See Gruppe, p. 665.
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appears as a fixed term for the quarrel of the three goddesses, as
in the Argument to Colluthus, apirayr\ 'EXevrjs : rrjv TT}? "EptSo?
avy\vaiv feed epiv irepl TOV /JtjXov. Cf. Eur. Hec. 644 eicpi6r\ 8' ept?
av iv 'l\Sa Kplvei Tpiaaas fxaKapwv \ TralSas avrjp ftovras. Andr. 276
rpurcoXov apfxa SCLL/JLOVCOV aycov (sc. Hermes) TO KaWc^vyes, \epiBc
arvyepa Ke/copvO/xevov €v/u,op(f)La<;. Hel. 708 dewv rpicrcrwv epts-
I.A. 183 "Upa YlaWdSc r epiv epiv | fj,op(f)d$ a KvTrpis eayev.
ib. 1307 Kplaiv iirl crrvyvav eptv re KaWovas. Isocr. IO. 41

iv 0eo2<; rrepl /cdWovs epiSos, 779 'A\ef;av8pos 6 Tlpid/xov
piTrjs. There is very little doubt that to this list should

be added the passage of Plato quoted by Welcker, seeing that
Themis is mentioned in the abstract of Proclus as taking counsel
with Zeus : see Adam's note. (2) If vE/)4? is to be taken as a
personification, the incident in question is much the most famous
affair in which she was engaged1.

199

iyoj Se ireivcocr3 av Trpos urpia ^Keirco.
199 veivwcrayav A: corr. Musurus

199 Athen. 646 D trpiov 7re/J./J.&TIOV TTOTL KOLTOV opwev. So perhaps Ant. 30
Xfirrbv dia crrjcrdfiov /cat /aeXcros yivbfxevov. eiaopSxri, irpbs X®-PLV Popas. For trpia,
fjLVTjfjLOPevei avTov...?,o(poK\r}s'''Epi5i liyih... cf. Anacreon fr. T7 i]pi(JTr)aa fxh Irplov
j3\£irw.' Xeirrou [xinpov airotcXas.—Kaibel questions

irpos iVpia pXe-rrw, 'cast a longing eye whether the generally accepted correction
on the cakes,'is a less contemptuous form of Musurus (see cr. n.) is sound. It is
of the Aristophanic wpbs ravra Kexnv&s certainly not convincing, but nothing
{N7ib. 997). Cf. Plat, sytnp. 18r B irpbs better has been suggested.—Ahrens
TO diairpaiiacrdai y,bvov j3XeTrofTes. Blaydes thought that Aphrodite was the speaker,
on Ar. Lys. 427 quotes Eur. fr. 162 and that she was bored with Athena's
dvdpbs 5' bptovTos els Kvirpiv veaviov, sage counsel.
Theocr. 13. 12 ovd' O7r.6/c' dprdXix01- fuvvpoi

200

evcopos ydfiov
2OO ydfxos cod.: corr. Nauck

2 0 0 Hesych. 11 p . 237 evcopos yd/mos. Euphor . fr. 102 ovSi rot evwpoi dviwv.
2o0o/c\??s "EptSi. ijroL copLos (ibpaios Hesych. also mentions eiiwpos as an
Nauck) fj oXiycopos. OVTW yap Xeyovcri epithet of yrj, i.e. i] TO. Jipaia ^xov<Ta-
Kara dvricppacnv, ws 6 avrbs iv ~Kvpiais For the genitive depending on the adj.
(fr. 561) xPVTaL Tl? evwpiafap. cf. Eur. Hel. 12 iwel d' is T\^y\v rfkdev

Nauck pointed out that the interpreta- Copaiav ydfj.wi> (n.), and for further illus-
tion oXLyiopos, although wrong in itself, trations of similar genitives Kuehner-
shows that yd/.iov and not yd/j.os is the Gerth I 371. Pierson on Moeris p. 426.
correct reading. An example of evwpos For tear' dvr'Mppaaiv see on fr. 116.
in the sense of 'neglectful' is quoted from

1 When the above was written, I was unaware that the same view of the contents
of the "Epts had been advocated by Bergk {de frag. Soph. p. 10), as well as by
Ahrens, who threw out the suggestion that possibly "Epts was an alternative title to
the play known as Kpiacs. The latter identification, for which there is little to be
said, was also approved by Wagner.
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201

fJLLOLV

2O1 Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 108, yei (TK&<pos, and see Phot. lex. p. 244, 21.
0, //.tap //.ta^ ' di'Tt rod Kara jxlav. Tio<po- Ar. Nub. 3288 ir\eov ir\eov rapytipiov del
KXTJS "Epi5t. yiyverai. Antiph. fr. 10, II 15 K. /xet^ov

It must be assumed that this was a ixei^ov. Catull. 64. 275 magis magisincre-
colloquialism for 'one by one,' or 'one brescunt. Examples from modern Greek
and then another.' Brunck compares are adduced in the authorities quoted by
Ar. Vesp. 213 rl OVK aTreKOL/x'/idij/xev b'crov Thumb, die gr. Spr. in Zeitalter d. Hel-
b'aov (jr'Ckr\v; So fiaWov /j.aX\ov in Eur. lenismus, p. 128.
/ . T. 1406 fxaXKov 5e /xdWov Trpos irerpas

EPMIONH

The plot of this play proceeds on parallel lines to that of
Euripides' Andromache. Our authorities for the contents are as
follows : Eus ta th . Od. p. 1479, IO Hcxfio/cXfjs Se, tyacriv, iv 'Ep/xiovj]
laropet ep Tpola 6W0? en M.epe\dov e/cSoOrjpaL rrjp *JLpjjLi6pyp virb
TOV TvpSdpeco TOO 'OpeaTy eWa vcnepop dtyatpeOelcrav avTov
i/c$o0f}paL T&NeoTTToXefMp /caTa TT)P ip Tpoia virocryjcdiP' avTov Be
UvOol dvaipe6epT0<$ VTTO Ma^atpew?, OTCTOP 'ATTOWCV Tipvfxepos TOP
TOV 7raT/0O9 efjeSi/cei cf)6pop, aTrofcaTCLcrTrjpai ai>0L<; avTrjp TM 'OpecrTrj'
£% COP yepeadai TOP Tiaajjieuop <f)€pcopv/j,a><$ OVTCO /cXrjOepTa Trapd TTJP
/jL6Ta JJL6V0VS TLCTLV, €7761 6 TTCLTrjp 'Op€(TT7)<; GTLO~CLTO TOVS cf>0V6L^ TOV

'Aya/jLejjLPovos. The schol. on 8 4 is identical in substance, though
the language is somewhat different, and the clause ore...cf>6vov
and all that follows Tio-afiepop are omitted. But vird TvpSdpeco
is given in the MSS in place of virb Ma-^aipew^, which is restored
by Dindorf. The only other allusion to Sophocles in relation to
this subject occurs in schol. Eur. Or. 1655 which, after some
remarks concerning Euripides alone, proceeds as follows:

8 rjcrl (FHG I 94) irepl TraiBcov ^pr]a[xbv ahovpTa TOP
dpaipedfjvai' irrrel NeoTrrdA-eyU-o? 'Ep/jLiovrjp yafiei TT)P

ai ep")(€Tai el<% AeX^Jou? irepl iraihojp n£pr)o-bybepo<s' ov
<ydp avTU) i<yepopTO ii; 'Ep/^to^?;?. /cal opcop /caTa TO %pr)o~Tr)piov /cpia
8iapird^opTa^ TOI)? Ae\<£ou?, dfyaipeiTai Ta /cpea avTov*;, eavTOP Be
KT6LP6L [xayaipa. 6 8e TOVTCOP lepevs [at/Top Be KT€LP€L Ma^atper)?
o TOVTCOP tepei)? Kai conj. Leopardi) /caTopvo~o~€L CLVTOP VTTO TOP
OVBOP TOV pea), TCLVTCL yepeaXoyei Kai 2)o^>o/cX^?. I t is not
at all clear what meaning should be given to the cryptic
utterance in the last sentence; but I cannot agree with Welcker
(p. 220 ff.) that we are entitled to assume that Sophocles
followed the account of Pherecydes in respect either (1) to the
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motive of Neoptolemus in visiting Delphi1, or (2) to the origin
of the brawl with the priests. Welcker makes several other
assumptions which cannot be justified : that Orestes plotted
against the life of Neoptolemus, as in Euripides ; that the scene
of the play was laid at Delphi ; that Hermione was forcibly
carried off by Neoptolemus, and sighed for her former lover
Orestes, as in Ovid {Her. 8); that Pylades assisted Orestes in
attacking Neoptolemus ; and that Neoptolemus in a dying speech
directed that Andromache should be sent to Helenus. There is
not a scrap of evidence to support these inferences ; and it is far
better to adhere strictly to the statement of Eustathius, who
is our only explicit authority. A tragedy upon this subject was
also written by Philocles2, who is known to us from several
allusions in Aristophanes : see schol. on Eur. Andr. 32. The title
Hermione is also found among the works of Livius Andronicus
and Pacuvius ; and several fragments of the latter's play are
preserved, and are used by Welcker for the purpose of recon-
structing the play of Sophocles3. The objections to this method
have been pointed out in several other cases.

The principal facts which emerge from the statement of
Eustathius are : (1) the betrothal of Hermione by Tyndareus,
during the absence of Menelaus at Troy. For this cf. Serv. on
Verg. Aen. 3. 328 home Hermionam quidam dicunt, cum Oresti
esset desponsata, post a Menelao apud Troiani advnirante virtutem
Pyrrhi esse promissam : alii dicunt a Menelao quidem apud Ilium
Pyrrho desponsatam ; sed a Tyndareo Oresti morante apud Troiain
Pyrrho, tit quidam promissam, ut quidam coniunctam tradunt.
Ov. Her. 8. 31 me tibi Tyndai'eus, vita gravis auctor et annis
tradidit: arbitrium neptis habebat avus; \ at pater Aeacidae
promiserat inscitis acti, etc. To the same effect Hygin. fab. 123.
(2) Neoptolemus was slain by Machaereus at Delphi. This is
related by several authorities, from whom we learn that
Machaereus was one of the priests of Apollo : cf. Strabo 421
Ma^atpea)? /\e\(f)ov dv&pos dveXovros avrov, cos fiev 6 /JLV0O$, Si/cas
alrovvra rbv Oeov TOV irarpcpov <f)6vov, co? Be TO et/co?, iiride/JLevov

1 Ribbeck, Rom. Trag. p. 262, agrees with Welcker, and actually attributes the
introduction of the words ravra (or raura) yeveaXoyei to the operation of this motive.
More to the point is his reference to Diog. L. 1. 119, where Pherecydes himself is
called yeveaKdyos. Wagner {Epit. Vat. p. 2762) was perhaps right in referring the
words to the genealogy of Tisamenus, as related at the end of the play.

2 See TGF p. 760, where it is hinted that the name of Philocles may have been
substituted in error for that of Sophocles.

3 Wagner and Ribbeck make much of Pacuv. fr. 1 quo tandem ipsa orbitas
grandaevitasque Pelei penuriam \ sti?pis subauxit, as confirming the view of Welcker
that in Sophocles Neoptolemus went to Delphi to enquire how he might become a
father. It is manifest that the words quoted do not warrant the inference that has
been drawn from them.
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lepo). Pausan. 10. 24. 4 Neo7rr6Xe/jbov.. .0 tepev? aireKTeuve rov
roWcoi/o?. Tryphiod. 642 ^aOeov 8r)\ij/jLova vrjov AeA,(£o?
p eXdaas lepfj Kariire^ve [xa^alpr}. It is important to observe

that the schol. on Pind. Nem. 7. 62, quotes Asclepiades'
TpaywSov/jLeva (FUG III 303) in support of his remark that
all the poets agree in naming Machaereus as responsible for the
death of Neoptolemus. Pindar, in his Paean to the Delphians
(6. 118, Oxyrh. Pap. V 47), had given offence to the Aeginetans
by the words diufynroXois he /jLoiptav rrepl TL/JLUV B ^

I \ 1 dtcravev
ify p p / p/

ev re/neve'L cfyikq) yas \ Trap1 dfupaXov evpvv, which seemed
N l il f il

I / fq y \ p p
to them to suggest that Neoptolemus was guilty of sacrilege.
The cause of the quarrel was clearly not so well-known as to
leave Pindar's expression free from doubt; and the newly
discovered scholia give various explanations: rjroc TCOV tcpewv rj
SiapTra^ovTcov CTVVTJOCOS TGOV aWcov eSvcr^epave Kal e/ccoXve Bid Kal
dvypriTai rj TGOV ^prj/jbdrcov a Staprrd^cov et9 eKotKiav TOV irarpbs
dvypedrj. In Nem. 7. 42 Pindar explains that he meant the first,—
Xva Kpewv viv virep fxa^a^ eXaaev dvTLTvyjavr dvrjp jxayjiLpa: but
the account of Eustathius, so far as it goes, suggests that in
Sophocles Neoptolemus was the aggressor. (3) The subsequent
birth of Tisamenus to Hermione and Orestes, and the deriva-
tion of his name. It is impossible to feel sure that these
come from Sophocles : in any case, they can only have been
mentioned incidentally. For the fact cf. Pausan. 2. 18. 6.

Wagner (Epit. Vat. p. 274 ff.) throws doubt on the account of
Eustathius for quite inadequate reasons, and prefers to follow the
guesses of Welcker and Ribbeck to the plain statement of our
only direct authority. He treats Sophocles as the source of
Apollod. epit. 6. 14, and would accordingly restore viro "Opearov
rather than viro Ma%a*pe&)? for the corrupt viro TvvBdpeco in
schol. Horn. & 4. Schwartz, on the other hand, rightly considers1

that the epitome is drawn in the main from Euripides, but
contains a single motive taken from the Hennione of Sophocles.

Vater suggested that, if fr. 872 belongs to this play, the plot
may have been similar to the conclusion of Euripides' Orestes.
But, in view of the evidence already discussed, it is clear that
fr. 872 belongs elsewhere.

1 Pauly-Wissowa I 2879.
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2 0 2

co TTdTpcoas yf}$ ayviaiov ire
2 O 2 Steph. Byz. p . 22, 4 dyvid' TOTTOS
\ ev rfj TroXet TropevT7]v bb~ov...

eSov

TO TOTTLKOV dyvicuos. 2o0o/cX^s ' I
'd\W..Tre8ov.' TO 8e dyvicuos cbs dpov-
pauos.

Meineke conjectured dyviatov, which
would be in accordance with Ai. 859 (2
yrjs iepbv ot/cetas ir£§ov IJOKCL/JUVOS and
Eur . fr. 558 c3 yijs irarpifas xa?P€ <pO\ra.Tov

iredov. But no rigid rule can be laid
d o w n : cf. Ai. 135 TT)S dfx<ptpiTov liaha-
fuvos exwv ftaffpov dyx^dXov, where
Bothe's dyx'ioXov has not won acceptance.
See also Elmsley on Eur. Hclid. 750.—
L. and S. strangely connect this adjective,
with Apollo ''Ayvtetis. There is no reason
to doubt that it simply means 'provided
with streets,' as a town settlement.

203

2O3 Antiatt. (Bekk. atiecd.) p. 87, 25
yvwGTos' dvTi TOV yvdjpLixos. 2o0o/cX^s

Nauck contends that yvcords ought to
be written as in fr. 282; but see Jebb on
O. T. 361 and the Appendix. He also
retains KXavard in O.C. 1360. The ques-
tion of the origin of this intrusive a was

discussed at length by Curtius, Greek
Verb, pp. 519—526, but his conclusions
are now out of date. The form in -crros,
where not phonetically justified, must be
attributed to the working of analogy; yvw-
<TT6S is thus necessarily later than yvwTos,
although the contrary view was formerly
held (Blomfield on Aesch. Pers. 403).

EYMHAOI

Eumelus, as Welcker remarks (p. 66), is not a tragic hero ;
and nothing is known of any person bearing this name which
appears suitable for the subject of a tragedy1. Moreover, it
is only in Harpocration that the title appears ; for in fr. 204
}Lvfjirj\(p is an emendation for a^rfKw. The best-known Eumelus
is the son of Admetus and Alcestis, who actually appears in the
Alcestis of Euripides. He commanded a contingent in the
Trojan war (B 711 ff.) ; was famous for his horses {ib. 763 ff.);
appeared as a competitor in the chariot race at the funeral
games of Patroclus (M* 288 ff.), when he received some-
thing in the nature of a ' consolation' prize; and won the
first prize at the games held for Achilles (Apollod. epit. 5. 5).
Later he was one of the heroes in the wooden horse (Quint.
12. 324). Hence Meineke, concluding that he probably survived
the war, referred fr. 911 to this play. Blomfield's conjecture
'vfccp for JLv{it]\(0 is improbable.

1 Wagner's extraordinary identification of the hero of this tragedy with the
Eumelus of Anton. Lib. 18, Ov. Met. 7. 390, requires no refutation.
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204

145

2 O 4 Hesych. I p . 79 al(J.aT<h<raffai
&prjas' a'i/j.aros Kopicrai TO 56pv. fj a'ifiari
/xoXvvai Kai -^pdaai. aiird' act] yap i]
pvirapla. bdev /cat d<rdfieda, iv rj TTJV dar/v
firjvtidovTe iveope?. HiO<pOK\i]S dixrjXu.

Ety^Xy was restored by Musurus; and
the corruption of ev to a is frequent in
Hesychius. Blomfield conjectured 'A/A6-
K(p, and Blaydes approved. The gloss
has been further restored so as to read
aXfxtLTos aaai "Ap-qa...66ev Kai do~djxiv-
0os, ev rj TTJV &cn]v...fuvijdovTes eXovovTO.
For that is the form in which the lemma
and gloss occur in Suid. s.v., and Bekk.
anecd. p. 358, 31, with the addition of the
words 6 C<TTI TT)V pviraplav /xeLOvvres after
iXoiovro. Suid. omits TO 86pv after Kopi-
aai, and neither has avrd after xp<2(rai, or
any trace of iveopel or of the reference to
Sophocles.

A few lines below Hesychius has eu-
/iorwcraf (povevaai. 7/ (poivl^ai. Conse-
quently, M. Schmidt conjectured that
the words following fxiqvvdovTe belonged
properly to this gloss, and should be
emended to ivapetv S. E. This conjecture
is supported by fr. 987. On the other
hand, Schmidt is obliged to assume not
merely that the words in question have
been accidentally shifted, but also that

they have driven out the conclusion of the
clause ev i) KTC., leaving a gap. It might
be possible to account for iveopei by read-
ing 4/j.lvvOov oi apxaioi, or even fuvvdeiv
evex&pei. So R. Ellis conjectured IUVV-
dwv ris avaipei. But, for reasons already
given, it can hardly be doubted that the
gloss of Hesychius has been mutilated,
and that it was originally identical with
that of Suidas. See also Suid. s.v. aaa-
/JUPOOS. 7} vieXos, 17 o~K&(pr)' iv ah oi
dpxouoi iXoiiovTo. oi/K 7)<rav yap /3aXaveia.
irapa TO TT]V ACTTJV /uuvvdeiv. Similarly
Etym. M. p . 151, 52. Ety?n. Gud. p . 82,

45-
For the derivation of dadjxivQoi cf.

Apollon. lex. p . 45, 6 aaaiuvdos. irveXos.
dirb TOV TT)V Sicriv fuvtideiv, 0 iffTiv iXaTTOvv.
Schol. Horn. 6 450 affd/nivdos Xiyerai 81a
TO /juvtideiv Kai olov d<pavi^eiv TT}V &CTT]V
iJTOi TOV pvirov. To the same effect schol.
K 576.

There is no reason why Sophocles
should not have introduced the Homeric
dadfiivdos, although Bergk {PLG in
213) is hardly justified in attributing to
him the words (poifiavaTw 8e TLS daa-
IXLVOOV quoted without an author's name
by Etym. M. p. 797, 7.

205

KaOeXcov

2O5 Harpocr. p. 104, 18 KadeXwv...
dvTi TOV dveXuv 17 aTroKTeivas. ixpV<raVT0

di OVTU) Tig ovd/u-aTi Kai &XX01, (is Kai
~2iTr)<rlxopos iv 'IX/ou iripcn8i (fr. 23) Kai
SO^OKX^S iv EvfAr/Xix}. Phot. lex. p . 122,
1 KadeXwv' Arjfxoadivrjs (23. 53) dvH TOV
dveXlov iJTOL diroKTeivas, Kai i^Tycrlxopos

The passage quoted from Demosthenes
is actually from the text of a law: idv

TLS diroKTeivr) ev a'dXois (LKWV rj iv 65<jJ
KadeXwv, and no inference should be drawn
from it for the usage of Attic prose. In
the wider sense of to overthrow the ex-
amples are more numerous: v. lexx. For
Sophocles cf. Track. 1063 fxbv-q fie 8rj
KadeiXe <pa<rydvov 5t^a, At. 517 (fioipa)
Ka6e1Xev"Ai8ov davaaifiovs otKTjTopas, O.C.
1689 KaTa fie <p6vios 'AtSas eXoi iraTpi i-vv-
dave'iv yepai(f.

EYPYAAOI

The play of Sophocles is cited by Eustath. Od. p. 1796, 52
Kara Se Avcrifia^ov {iv NotTTOt"?) 1//0? avraj e£ Eut7T7r77? ®ecr7rp(OTi<!>o<;
A€ovTO<f)p(ov, bv aXXoL Aopvrtkov (f)acri. %o(f)Ofc\f}<; Be &K rrj<; avrr}<}
^vpvaXov laropel, bv direKretve T^Xe/Aa^o?. The story of Euryalus
is told by Parthenius, narrat. am. 3. After the slaying of the

p . 1 0
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suitors, Odysseus crossed over to Epirus on account of an
oracular command; and, while hospitably entertained by Ty-
rimmas, became intimate with his daughter Euippe, and by her
the father of a son Euryalus. When the latter had arrived at
full age, his mother sent him to Ithaca, with certain tokens
proving his identity. Odysseus happened to be away from
home when he arrived ; and Penelope, who had previously learnt
something of her husband's passion for Euippe, found an
opportunity to satisfy herself of the whole truth. Accordingly,
when Odysseus returned, without informing him of the real
position, she persuaded him that Euryalus was plotting against
his life, and should be put to death. Odysseus was thus induced
to slay his own child, not very long before he was himself killed
by Telegonus. It will be observed that Eustathius speaks of
Telemachus and not of Odysseus himself as the actual slayer.
In the concluding words of Parthenius Meineke found a
senarius rpooOels d/cdvOr] rpvyovos dakaaaLas, for which see
the Introductory Note to the 'Ohvaaevs cucavOoirXr]^. Wila-
mowitz, Horn. [Inters, p. 191, holds that Parthenius is an entirely
untrustworthy source for the reconstruction of Sophocles' play,
and that we must not accept his authority for the line re-
covered by Meineke, or believe that Tyrimmas was the name
given by Sophocles to Euippe's father. But his scepticism has
not found favour with subsequent critics: see the authorities cited
by Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 62510. Gruppe himself holds that the
story belongs to a stratum of Thesprotian and Epirote legend
which was older than the Ionian epos. Recently, Vurtheim
(Mnem. XXIX 57) has given reasons for preferring the statement
of Parthenius that Odysseus rather than Telemachus was the
slayer of Euryalus : he urges that the homicide was used by
Sophocles as preparatory for the Niptra, in order to vindicate
the poetic justice of the sequel, and that Penelope's vengeance
would have been incompletely executed unless the father had
been induced to become the slayer of his son.

EYPYTTYAOI

The story of Eurypylus,—of his alliance with the Trojans,
and his death in battle,—fell within the period covered by the
Little Iliad. He was the son and successor of the Mysian
Telephus, and his mother was Astyoche, the sister of Priam.
Homer (X 519 ff.), in referring to the exploits of Neoptolemus,
selects as the greatest of his achievements his victory over the
hero Eurypylus, the son of Telephus, who was slain, together
with many of his Cetean followers, ' by reason of the gifts sent
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to a woman.' The allusion implies a further knowledge of the
history of Eurypylus, and is variously elucidated in the scholia.
For the present purpose it is sufficient to take account of the
explanation attributed to Acusilaus (FUG I 103). According
to this, Priam, hearing of the power of Eurypylus, sent a
message to him asking for his assistance. Eurypylus replied
that his mother would not permit him to render it; whereupon
Priam sent as a gift to Astyoche the golden vine which Zeus had
given to Laomedon (or Tros1) as compensation for the seizure
of Ganymede, and which he himself had received as an heir-
loom. That this version was ultimately derived from the Little
Iliad is made almost a certainty by the mention in one of the
fragments (fr. 6 K.) of the golden vine as the gift of Hephaestus
to Zeus, and as subsequently passing to Laomedon as the price
of Ganymede. Proclus2 merely states that Eurypylus came to
the assistance of the Trojans, and, after heroically serving their
cause, was slain by Neoptolemus. Pausanias (3. 26. 9) gives the
Little Iliad (fr. 7 K.) as his authority for the statement that
Machaon was one of the Greeks who were killed by Eurypylus.
Another notable victim who fell by his sword was Nireus
(Hygin. fab. 113, Quint. 6. 372).

The arrival of Eurypylus, his entertainment by the Trojans,
his departure for the field of battle, and his immediate successes
are the principal subjects of the sixth book of Quintus; and
these events are related in such a spirit as leaves upon the reader
the impression that the fame of Eurypylus as the last hope of a
losing cause (Soph. fr. 210, 76 f.) must have been widely celebrated
by earlier poets whose works are now lost. It should be added
that Quintus, although he mentions Astyoche (6. 136) as sister
of Priam and mother of Telephus, says nothing whatever about
the gift to her of the golden vine. On the other hand, it is
remarkable that Strabo (615 f.) dismisses the story of Eurypylus
and his Ceteans, and the allusion in the words yuvalcov eiveica
Bcopcov, as riddles in the text of Homer the solution of which is
past discovery. Nevertheless, he adds, the grammarians give
a supply of tales in their commentaries which are tedious rather
than convincing.

Among the writings which Quintus may have utilized was
the tragedy entitled Eurypylus, known until recently only from
the catalogue given by Aristotle (poet. 23. I459b 6), of plays

1 In Horn. E 265 Tros is the father of Ganymede and receives the immortal horses
in payment. Schol. X 521 accordingly names Tros as recipient of the golden vine.
Acusilaus is not cited for these details, but there is no doubt that Laomedon was
mentioned in this connexion by the author of the Little Iliad (supr.). The bribe of
the golden vine is in Serv. Verg. Aen. 1. 489 transferred to Tithonus, the father of
Memnon. 2 EGfr'ip. 37. Apollod. epit. 5. 12 adds nothing of importance.
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drawn from the Little Iliad, and classed by Nauck (p. 838)
among those of uncertain authorship. The fact that Aristotle
does not name the author is no reason for refusing to attribute
it to one of the great tragedians, since the kattaivai of Sophocles
and ther/O7r\a>*> icpicrL*; of Aeschylus appear in the same list; and
Tyrwhitt, in his commentary on the poetics, inferred from Plut.
cohib. ir. 16 p. 463 D that the Eurypylus was written by Sophocles.
This conjecture has now been completely confirmed by the
papyrus fragments published as no. 1175 of the Oxyrhynchus
Papyri (ix 86 ff.). The circumstances of their discovery1, no
less than the internal evidence afforded by their contents, suffice
to show that a play whose subject-matter comprised the death
of Eurypylus was composed by Sophocles; and, if Eurypylus
was not the title, at least we know of no other which could be
so fitly applied to it.

The papyrus is terribly mutilated, and does not permit any
conclusion to be formed in regard to the development of the
plot. The only part which is continuously legible comprises
a dialogue between a woman lamenting the death of a Trojan
partisan and the chorus who sympathize with her. The former,
who reproaches herself as justly punished by the disaster, must
apparently be identified with Astyoche2. The dialogue is
succeeded by the concluding portion of a messenger's speech,
which detailed the scene enacted over the dead body of Eurypylus
after the Greeks had retired, and the despair of Priam at the
failure of his last hope. In the column which precedes the
dialogue above referred to, only the concluding letters of each
line are decipherable; but it is manifest that it originally con-
tained the earlier narrative of the messenger, describing the duel
between Neoptolemus and Eurypylus and its result. The frag-
ment preserved by Plutarch (fr. 768 N.2), which we have already
mentioned, portrayed the stern self-restraint of the two heroes
as they advanced to the conflict, and the words yaXtckwv 'oirkcov,
with which that fragment ended, are still legible in the papyrus.
The identification, which was made by Wilamowitz, appears to
be certain ; for, although the remnants are insufficient in them-
selves to clinch the argument, the appearance of these particular

1 See the details given by the editor at pp. 30, 86, of their relation to the papyrus
containing the Ichnentae. It is worth remarking that Weil {Rev. des £t. gr. ill 343)
had drawn a correct inference from Plutarch's fragment: 'II resultc.que Sophocle
traita dans une de ses tragedies le sujet qu'Aristote designe du nom d'Efy>tf7ri/Xos en
enumerant les drames tires de la Petite Iliade. La mere d'Eurypyle, Astyoche, cette
autre Iiriphyle, etait sans doute un des principaux personnages de cette tragedie.'

2 The appearance of Astyoche at Troy is consistent with the legend that she and
her sisters together with others of the Trojan women were taken to Italy after the
sack of the city (Tzetz. Lycophr. 921, 1075).
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words at the very point where we should have expected to find
Plutarch's quotation, is a coincidence too remarkable to be
ignored.

The position of the remaining fragments is quite uncertain,
and none of them yields any consecutive sense without the
addition of hazardous restorations1. A few conjectures con-
cerning their order and contents will be mentioned below, and
need not be repeated here. It should, however, be stated that
on the Tabula Iliaca, immediately before the representation of
the death of Eurypylus, there is an unidentified scene in which
two men stand before an altar; and it has been conjectured by
Wilamowitz2 that one of them is Eurypylus, who is promising
deliverance to the Trojans. Even if he is right, it does not
follow that a similar scene occurred in Sophocles, but it is highly
probable that the earlier part of the play was occupied with the
arrival of Eurypylus and his welcome by Priam.

The younger Philostratus {imag. n ) describes a painting
which represented the duel of Eurypylus and Neoptolemus. The
greater part of his sketch is taken up with an elaborate account
of the shield of Neoptolemus, based upon the famous description
in the eighteenth///^; and there is scarcely anything which can
be supposed to illustrate Sophocles, unless it be the opening words
(ra JLvpvTTvXov teal NeoirToXefiov TTOLTJTCOU v/nvet ^opo? irarpw-
%eiv re CLVTOVS afufxa real rrju yeipa €VBOKL[JLOV<; tear la)(vv elvai).

The new papyrus, as well as that of the Ichneutae, is dated as
belonging to the latter part of the second century.

206

A. cu[
ipco[

[^ [
ekO6v[r
auros cr[e 5
€tr[

2O6. 6 post elr (quod ut ei[p]y quoque legi potest) litterae wv in pap. deletae sunt
1 In the editio princeps of the papyrus as many as 107 fragments were published.

Most of these consist of isolated letters and parts of words belonging to three or four
or occasionally more successive lines, so that, even where the restoration of a particular
word is reasonably certain, it remains entirely insignificant. In such cases, and also
where a complete word is legible, but that word is so common that its attribution to
Sophocles has no feature of interest, I have not thought it necessary to reprint the
existing vestiges. It is possible, though not, it would seem, very probable, that some
of these fragments by combination with other parts of the papyrus may ultimately
acquire significance ; but that result would not be promoted by their reappearance
in this volume. 2 Isyllos, p. 48s-
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TToia Se f
< ' rZtKVpOV T\_
T0O-0l\

TTO\
ak\
3

€fJLCL-

TOM v
• [•] • y^Lp
Xet7re[t

\LOVOV [

\6yoLS fx\_

15

14—18 a prioribus discissa coniectura satis probabili hue relata

2 0 6 Wilamowitz conjectured that this
and the two following fragments belonged
to a dialogue between Eurypylus and
Neoptolemus, which, in accordance with
the usage of epic poetry, preceded their
encounter. The reference to Scyros in
v. 8 is thought to favour this view, but

might have been made by another speaker
as well as by Neoptolemus. On the
other hand, there are obvious difficulties
involved in the supposition that the two
heroes met on the stage, since it is abun-
dantly clear that Troy was represented as
the scene of the action.

207

'JV/JLTJV i

Trj\e](f)ov S ^
Pprov KCLKO\_

] TL TOVTO ; v\_

]
Jeycu

2O7. 4 roim supra scr. pap/

2O7 It is uncertain whether this frag-
ment does not rather belong to the Ich-
neutae. The variant rovrl (cr. n.) enhances

the doubt. In v. 2 <pov may be <j>ev, and
in any case TrjXttpov is not certain.
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yap a[
AlJ.

ET.

p ))[
ET. TL 8' ow 6 era)? S[

epyov TL Seiko . [
AS. d[X]X.' ov r t fxrj crt>X[

p [
apicrTos, (o hvo\rr)ve

d 0 [

1 0

2O8 Murray's view, that the speakers
are Eurypylus and Astyoche, is probably
correct, and his restorations in vv. 3—6
are attractive: Etf/>. ide^df^rjv TO prjdtv
ws apiaTOS <x>v I icbpat; iirydei. fj.avTis...'AaT.
ApLcrros, w dtiaTrjve; dvcr^Tj/JLOv fxev odv \
Kpafci dvrfkrjv "Apeos w oXwXdrwv. T h a t
Earypylus protests against the arguments
used to dissuade him from entering into
the contest may be gathered from e5e£a-
firjv rb prfdiv, kpyov dei\6v, K6pa£ iirySei
on the one hand, and <t>r)H7], Kpafa, <pl\wv
ax-ridi?!? on the other.

2 4>T1|JLT1: a prophetic voice. This
meaning is illustrated by Blaydes on Ar.
Av. 720. Sometimes T̂J/CM? in the nar-
rower sense of an oracular utterance seems
to be distinguished from KXydibv, — a casual
speech to which a warning significance is
attached (Eur. Hel. 820 n.).

3 eStgdnTiv: El. 668.
4 K6pct|. Peculiar importance was

attached by diviners to the utterances of

the raven, but his croak was not neces-
sarily inauspicious. Cf. Aelian nat. an.
1. 48 TavTa TQI /cat fxavriKois <TVfij36\ois
ayadbv d/noXoyovcn rbv avrbv (sc. Kopa/ca),
Kal oTTevovrai ye irpbs TT\V i/celvov /3o7jj>
ol (rvvievres dpvldwv Kal £5pas Kal KXayyas
Kal TTT^aeis avrwv yj Kara Xaiav X€lPa V
Kara de£idv.—tiraSei, accinit. Here ap-
parently of an encouraging or victorious
strain, as in Eur. El. 864.

5 f. In the conjunction of Kbpai, with
dvrjX'f) Wilamowitz found an allusion to
the rapacity of the raven, which would
filch the offerings from the altar. Cf.
Aesch. Suppl. 759, schol. Ar. Nub. 52
"luvos dvovros KopaKa apirdaai KUXTJV. See
however Murray's restoration quoted
above.

9 ov TI (IT]: O. C. 450, Track. 621.
1 0 &KI]ST]S is an addition to the tragic

vocabulary, but dKr)8eiv occurs in Ant.
414, Aesch. Prom. 524.

209

[

[

ycua K[_
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2O9. 11 T supra 5 scr. pap.2

2O9 Hunt conjectured from v. 11 f. naries of the contest,
that this fragment dealt with the prelimi-

2 1 0
Col. i. AITEA02

_ l

? a\oi86pr)Ta

21O. 1 Tr)]Xe<po{ ) adscr. pap.2 et infra Js 5 ir~\Tr)val in marg. adscr. pap.2

et infra 0]r)pa<n/Ao( ) 8 aico/jur dXot56/37/ra ex Plutarchi loco infra allato hue
revocavi (a/otyzTr' dXoi86pr]Td re Badham: /̂c6/U7ra<r' dXoiddprjTa codd.)

21O. 8ff. Seecr. nn. Flut. de co/iifi.
ir. 10 p . 458 E /cat TOV Neo7rr6Xe/ao»' 6
2O0O/CXT7? /cat TOJ* Ev/)U7ri/Xoi' 07rXi(ras ' e/c6/x-
Tratr aXotoopTjra, (pTjcl, eppTi^cLTTjv.. .bir-
XWJ'.' The verses are quoted by Plutarch
as an instance of angry men refraining
from the idle fury of words.

It is not obvious at first sight how the
words taken from Plutarch can be satis-
factorily combined with the vestiges of
this column, although Wilamowitz identi-
fied x\aXK£uv STTXWV with the conclusion
of Plutarch's citation. Hunt placed

d\ot.86pr)Td re after oirXwv, but
admitted the difficulty of joining it with
the remaining traces of v. 10. Hence I
was originally inclined to keep the old
fragment separate from the new papyrus,
relying on the fact that X ^ K S OTTXO, is not
rare in tragedy (Eur. Suppl. 1152, Tro.
573, Phoen. 1359, LA. 1260, Hypsip. fr.
1 col. ii 30). But this solution is excluded,
when we consider that Plutarch's quota-
tion must have come from the messenger's
speech describing the duel; for that is
clearly just the part of the play to which
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\J.pprji;aT7)v es KVK\CL onXcov
<T . [. O^OLTepOV10

9 epp^6.TT)v is KticXa ex Plut. 1. 1. (Soph. fr. 768 N.2) hue referenda intellexit
Wilamowitz (̂ s Kplfia Weil, fort, is (TKvXa)

this column of the papyrus belonged.
Accordingly, since re is not an essential
part of Badham's restoration (for the asyn-
deton cf. Eur. Ale. 173 aickavGTOs, aa-ri-
VCLKTOS), I have placed &KOfj.ir' dXoibbpnr}Ta
before 5~\iafiepXriij.\evoi, understanding:
'whose enmity is declared without vaunt
or chiding.' 5ia/3dAXw, which is very un-
satisfactorily treated in the lexicons, is
exactly our to set by the ears. The word
does not occur in Horn. Aesch. Pind. or
Bacchyl., and Herodotus is the first writer
who uses it freely. In the following
instances, which are confined to the
passive, there is no question (I think)
that dta^aXXeadai is simply invisum or
inimicum fieri: Eur. Hec. 863, Hclid.
422 (n.), Hdt. 1. 118, 5. 35, 97, 6. 64,
Thuc. 8. 81, 83. The original meaning
must have been to be placed opposite to
{apart from), although our evidence only
applies to an opposition which has passed
into hostility. The dative, of the person
with whom the hostility has been con-
tracted, is usually expressed; but, if aXX-/)-
Xocs was absent from the present passage,
it was easily to be supplied from the
context. It is unfortunate that the idea
of speaking evil has become so closely
associated with 5ia/3dXXw. It has nothing
whatever to do with the usage now
under discussion, but has led the critics
astray in several instances. Thus, in
Eur. LA. 1372 diafiXijdris is perfectly
sound : 'take care that you don't get into
trouble with the army.' Similarly, Thuc.
4. 22 should not be rendered 'lest they
should lose credit.' The case might be
considerably strengthened from the orators,
but here it must suffice to quote one of the
early instances: Andoc. 2. 24 oi/Sev odv
£TI VTroXelweraL 6Vy &v fioi 5i/ccuws dta/3e-
pXrjcrde, 'there is no reason left entitling
you to harbour resentment against me.'
Wyttenbach's note on Plut. mor. 37 B still
deserves attention.

So far as Plutarch's quotation is con-
cerned, Badham's emendation brought
light into darkness, but has not solved the
whole riddle. ' €ppt]|d,Tqv must be in-
transitive : '''dashed at the orbs of (each
other's) bronze shields." [L. and S. ren-
der "broke through," comparing prjgai
(p&Xayya &c.: but this will not serve.

Under KIJKXOS they explain K. X- O. as
= "circles of armed men"].' (J.) The
intransitive use of p-qypv/xi, although in
accordance with the general tendency
affecting verbs of motion (fr. 941, n , fr.
973, Eur. Hel. 1325^), is not well attested,
and the best parallel is perhaps Ai. 775
Kad' rj/jLas OUTTOT' eKprj^ei (J-&xVi which
Dobree was the first to explain. But it
seems doubtful whether p̂ ifcu is can
signify dash at: it should rather mean
burst into or rushed forth to, and neither
of these meanings will fit KVKXO. X- &• On
the other hand, the circumstances seem
to shew that the vv. describe the opening
of the duel, and that K6KX<X birXwv cannot
mean 'groups of armed men.' KTJKXO,,
which occurs nowhere in tragedy, if not
here, is applied in Homer to a set of
wheels (Monro, H.G. § 99*); and it is
unlikely that Sophocles would have
employed it in a non-Homeric sense.
I am forced to the conclusion that KtiicXa
at any rate is corrupt. So far as the
sense goes, Weil's Kpi/xa is unexception-
able, but Kplaiv would rather be expected,
and the corruption is improbable. Still
less attractive is Wecklein's ippi^/a,rr\v
Ki)^€v/j.a. I propose ovcvXa (ecCKyAA
passing to GCKYKAA), giving to is the
sense of for (with a view to).—aXoiSo-
pi]Ta is active, like many other verbals in
-TOS : cf. xa^/c^7r^a/CT0S El- 4§4> Trdvavp-
TOS ib. 851, TTKJTSS O.C. 103 I , avroyvwros
Ant. 875 (with J.'s notes), and eiJXoiSd-
prjros, prone to abuse, in Plut. amat. 13.
p. 757 A, fr. 941, 9, fr. 967, fr. 52, fr. 349.
These transitive verbals are discussed by
C. E. Bishop in A.J.P. x m 339 ff.

H. wrote \c.R. xvn 288): 'The natural
meaning of KVKXa xa^-K^U3V SwXwv is
"round shields," as aairldos KVKXOS, Ki//cXa
irpo<rwTrov, Kij/cXa irapeLr]s [Nonnus]. There-
fore I think we are reduced to two inter-
pretations : (1) they broke the boasts (e.g. eic-
KOfxiracrTa XothoprjTd) of their enemies a-
gainst their brazett shields; or (2) they dealt
unvaunting, unrevilingblows (e.g. axofJLir\
aicdfjLiraaT', dveKKOfiiraaT1) upon their ene-
mies' round brazen shields. In (2) there
would be a play upon the phrase pij^ai or
duapprj^ai <pwpr)v, blows and wounds, not
vaunts, were all they uttered: in N. 8. 28
Pindar, contrasting Ajax, the man of acts
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avev

7ra]kaCcrf
]/xart*

b eorreva^ero
pydvaiv crrivei

7Tn

ey\os

<f>vycbv
9 Sopbs
] fxecrov

] . ITCH irpocrcti
Kara)

2 0

2O £7x05 v.l. ex alia editione depromptum adscr. pap.5

(ayXucraov fi&v r)Top 5' OXKI/HOV), with
Odysseus, the man of words, says of them
•rj fj.av dvojxoid ye ddoiaiy iv dep/j.ip xpo't
£X/cect pyji-av. To do that you have
to break down the defence, Si' denidos
deipeiv Eur. Heracl. 685, 737, fr. 282,
20: Theocr. 22. 193 TroAXa fxev is aduos
eiipi) KCLI iTnrdicofAOV Tpv(pa\eiav | Kdarwp,
TroXXa 5' Zvv^ev aKpLffis 8/J./XCL(TI Avyiceiis \
rdio era/cos.' He also suggested ippa^d-
TTJV.—Herwerden conjectured /xe<ro/j.<pd-
Xois 56prj I ipprj^dTTjv KVKXOKTI X- -̂» i-e-

fregertmt hastas contra clypeos. Campbell
proposed KVKXU/XO, (adding avvvofjup xe9L

in the previous line) for es /cv/cXa, think-
ing that Eurypylus and Neoptolemus
met the reviling words of their enemies
with blows that crashed through their
shields.

H. points out that in the narrative of
Quintus neither Eurypylus nor Neoptole-
mus refrain from arrogant boasting of
their own prowess. ' In vi 384 after
killing Nireus he vaunts over him, ry 5'
dp1 67r' l&vpinrvXos /JieydX' eiix^To SywOivTi'
"/cetcr6 vvv, having met a better man."
Then he wounds Machaon, rants in the
same strain (413), /cat evxofievos /xty'
avref " a 5eiX',...6s ovridavds irep iCov fj.ey'
dfxelvovi. (purl I dvra, /cies" KT£., continues
triumphing when he is dead, and wounds
him again: in vii 479 he is repulsed by
Neoptolemus and others, but vainglori-
ously threatens, 512—522 ws £0<xr' dicpd-
avrov lets t-Tros, and these two then take

the lead in fighting against one another;
thus winning the congratulations of their
several sides, Neoptolemus as another
Achilles, Eurypylus as another Hector.
In viii they meet, Eurypylus challenging,
138:

rts Trddeu eiXrjXovdas ivavrlov dfifxi
xe<Tdai;

77 ae Trpbs "At5a Kijpes /
(popeovaiv

ov ydp T'LS /A' vTrdXvi-ev iv dpyaXerf
VffflLvT},

dXXd fioi ftaaoi. ivavra XiXaiofievoi

fx
devpo KLOV, TravreffffL (pbvov arovoepr'

pj
/ere., and there is an heroic duel, 187 TOL
5' OVK dwiXrjyov 6/J.OKXTJS, | dXXa <r<pe"as ^5d-
i£ov is dairidas, 198 fj-iya 5' 'ifipaxov dp.-
(poripwdev \ 8eiv6fJi.evaL fJceXlrjat. TOT' dcrwides,
until Neoptolemus, having gained the
victory, exults over his fallen foe, hardly
more modest than the other, 210 raj 5'
iirucayxQ-Xowv fieydX' eiixcTO.'

11 avev Sopos: fr. 941, 15.
14 irpos ovpavov, probably of cries

reaching to heaven, as in Aesch. Theb.
429 (of Capaneus) dvrjrbs wv is ovpavbv |
7re/A7ret Ye7«i'& Tnjvl KV/JLCLLVOVT' gwr].

2 4 ff. The reference is to the spear
of Achilles, which, as Hunt remarks, had
healed Telephus, and now, in the hands
ofNeoptolemus,slewEurypylus,Telephus ;

son. Cf. infr. fr. 211, 10—12.
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AS. oloidl. 3°
8177X01)5 avecTTeva£j[a ]/°a[' • • •]

XO. 7rar/)o[s ]
5 pav €7r[ n^ota]jaos iSe T4KVO)V.

AS. Tpirrjv S' eV eju,[e ] XO. #c[al] yap ovv
TTpo(T<Ly\jL\y &>St[.] . ty[ . . .]v SicuVeis, 35
€7Tet KT7)(TL(0V (f)p€V(OV C^eSv?.

AS. c3 BaifjioVy a> SvcrSaifiov, w Keipas [i]fi€.
10 XO. a/yxoi) TrpoareLTras, ov y a p e/cros ecrrajs

crvpei Brj (f>vpSav.
A^. €7ricr7rao"ei St/ca /i.e. 4°

29 o<rwra[. .]TJU/> pap.1: e supra o et e supra 7] add. pap.2 32 sq. fioipav vel
a-vfKpopdv coni. Hunt 34 rpiyriv pap. | deest paragraphus 35 ciSI/ coni.
Hunt, t55' IV' vel C5...6'TTOU Wilamowitz | 5]a/cp^e[ts et infra o-i) yap avr[ in marg. adscr.
pap.2 39 <t>tip8av ex (pvprav factum pap. <pijprav v.l. ex alia editione rettulit in
marg. pap.2

32 iraTpos: 'i.e. Telephus' (Hunt).
34 TpCrrjv apparently relates to 5iw-

\ovs, but it is not clear whether Astyoche
speaksof herself as successor in misfortune
to Telephus and Eurypylus.—The line
must be divided between the two speakers,
although there is no paragraphus in the
papyrus. The scribe usually allots a fresh
line to a new speaker, but yap odv must
be joined to 35 f.

35 See cr. n. With Hunt's ciStV, we
might continue rjvirep eS Siaiveis. It is
worthy of note that on Aesch. Pers. 1039
dlaive TTTJua schol. M comments S&Kpve TO

36 'Now that thy wits have strayed
from their home.' The metaphor which
treats cppkves as a material possession is
hardly to be rendered exactly, but there
is no reason for understanding KTTJO-CWV
(with Murray) as 'covetous,'in reference
to the golden vine. We should rather
compare (ppevas (vovv) K€KT7)<rdai in Eur.
Hipp. 701, Or. 1204, fr. 909. So too ev-
^ov\ia and atidadla are called Kr-qixara in
Ant. 1050, O.T. 549. Observe how the

metaphor is enforced by the use of words
expressing local separation, when mental
perturbation is described : so <ppevwv iK-
arrival (Eur. Or. 1021), ^edpos {Hipp.
935) and many more. Add El. 1326
<ppevS>v TTirw/ievos, Tr . fr. adesp. 175 rwv
<ppevwv ei;fjp' avu.

37 8ai|xov...8ijcr8aiji.ov: cf. Eur. I.T.
203 dvaSaLuuv daiixuv, and see nn. on
Eur. Hel. 213, Phoen. 1047. dv&dalficjv
is an adj., practically equivalent to'cruel.'
For Kc£pas cf. Aesch. Pers. 923.

**® *• &"YX<>V irpocreiiras, rendered by
Hunt 'thou speakest face to face,' implies
rather 'thy words are near the truth.'
Cf. fr. 314, 301 vvv iyyvs Zyvus. Ant. 933
Qavarov TOUT' eyyvrdrw \ TOUTTOS cupiKrai.
Aesch. Theb. 960 ax^uv roiwv rdd' iyyti-
8ev. Eur. Hipp. 1070 vpbs fjirap Saicpvwv
T' 6771)5 rode.—For crvpei cf. Plut. de lib.
ednc. 8 p . 5 F TTOXC/XOS xeLlJL<x-PP0V SLKT)V

irdvra avpwv Kal iravra irapa<p£pu}v.
4O eiiricnrd<r€i...|X€: 'will catch me.'

The metaphor is from a fisherman hauling
in his line: see on fr. 141.
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xo.
At.
XO.

IO<t>OKAEOYI

SLKOL VOX.

oipicrTa.

TL (prjcroixev, TL
At. r is o^X^ Tovpov kv hiKTj f3a\ei Kapa; 45
XO. SaifjLcov eiceipev ov SLKCL ere Saifjicov.
At. TJ KafjifiefiaiTL TOV \y~\eKpov TT/DOS TW /ca[«:]ftJ

20 yeX&JT ev[ oJi^Tes afopjov Apyeiot pid;
AI\ OVK €5 TOCTOVTOV Tj\dov (xidT e7rey^a^[e]r^,

dXcuo-fjia KOLv[b^v r)y(ovi[cr~\[JL€v\W\L 5°
]o veKpol TV[T^\6OV [a]\.\rj\a)v a[_7r~\o,

inel

4 7
4 2 7/ TaxL<TT7] apiarr) in marg. adscr. pap. 2 4 6 Si/cat pap . ,

. /cdju/3e/3a(Ti scripsi: /cat /3ej8acrt pap. 4 8 adpov scripsi, air6i>
5 1 sq. da.K7] rocr' scripsi, SOKTJTOS H u n t | cetera supplevi, nisi quod

J}KL<T/JAVOS in fine v. 52 coniecerat H u n t

4 1 SLKCCI pap.

SIKS, Hunt
Wilamowitz

4 2 ^ raxtcTTj apiarr) (cr. n.) was evi-
dently proverbial, 'the sooner the better.'

4 6 Shea: see cr. n. Wilamowitz
assumed the existence of a present diKav,
so that the meaning would be 'Fortune
judges thee not.' But the antithesis so
presented is far from being clear, and it is
simpler to accept 5ka. Hunt objects
that there is an inconsistency with 41,
but, since 5ka is there 'punishment,' the
inconsistency is at most a verbal one.
The rhetorical repetition of dalfuav is
Sophoclean: cf. fr. 753 (n.).

47 f. See cr. nn. The messenger's
reply shows that the purpose of Astyoche's
question was not to enquire whether the
Argives had departed. But the chief
reason for doubting the integrity of /3e/3a<7i
is the difficulty of combining Pia either
with it or with -yeXwT* 2)(OVT€S. The latter
alternative would suggest ay^Kacrra irpoa-
onra j3ia.frfxevoi sooner than 'laughing in
another's despite.' On the other hand,
ifjLf5epa<n...f5la ('have trampled violently')
is peculiarly appropriate to the context.
Though a Greek might laugh at his
enemy's misfortunes (At. 79), he would
hesitate to spurn his corpse. Hence, in
answer to Agamemnon's ou yap davovn
KCLI Trpoae/xfBrjvai ere XPV J Odysseus replies
fir] XaiP\ 'A-rpeldi}, Kipdeaiv rots fir] KCLXOIS
(At. 1348 f.). The proverbial iwe/jL^aiveiv
Keifj-ePip is copiously illustrated by Blaydes
on Ar. Nub. 550. For the simple verb
cf. Menand. mon. 356 7̂7 '/xfiaive 5V<TTV-
XOVVTL' KOLVT] yap TVX7)' Observe how

the position of 'Apyeioi, recurring to the
verb, justifies that of filq.—The order of
the words is against the connexion of aiirbv
with TOV vetepbv, and it must therefore be
rejected. Mekler suggests d/j.6v, but I
prefer adpdv, for which cf. Antiphan. fr.
144 (il 70 K.) adpbv yekaffai 'to laugh
loudly.' It is unnecessary to alter rbv
veKpov to TQ veKp<£, for the accusative may
well be governed by yeXwr' $xeLV after
the pattern of O.C. 223 5̂ os ICX^TC fjLTjdtv
o<r* audQ (Jebb's n.) or Eur. Or. 1069 eV
/jLOfi<pdv e'xfcJ- Observe that we must not
make veicpov the direct object of e'xewres
with yAwra as predicate : for (1) there is
no evidence that yfkwr' %xeiv nva could
be used for ye\wra iroieiaffai (or rldeadai)
TLva — 1 to make a mock of" another';
(2) 7e\wr' %xeiv should follow the analogy
of alffxtivyv fXe'v> OXKTOV ^xeil/> opyrjv
%X€IV> a n d many other Sophoclean ex-
amples collected by Ellendt, s.v. e'xw
p. 293 b, thus becoming merely a substi-
tute for yekav.—For irpos TW KaKu, insult
added to injury, cf. Eur. fr. 1063, 15 icai
irpbs Kanoicri TOVTO 8T] /xe7as -ycAws.

49 €ir€"yxaveiv. The simple verb (xa-
vetv) occurs in At. 1227, but eyxaveiv is
exclusively comic = ' to put out the tongue
at' (Starkie on Ar. Vesp. 343). Cf. fr. 314,
344-

51 TVTGOV, not elsewhere in Sophocles
or Euripides. In Aeschylus the adjective
occurs twice (Ag. 1606, fr. 337), and TVT-
6d as adv. in Pers. 367.
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To\iavra
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65
ypo]i> ipp[p\9ei

[7roX]Xa 8' '

54 sqq. supplevit Wilamowitz
ex <TLV5WV factum pap.

52 Neither 5o/ci?r6s nor 5iK^r6s has
any probability: certainly it is difficult to
see how veicpbs doKrjros could mean ' a
dead man who seemed to be still alive.'
Hunt concluded that the two corpses
were those of Eurypylus and one of his
victims, perhaps Nireus or Machaon;
and that is the only inference open to us
in the circumstances. But in that case it
should be observed that 6 [J,fr must be the
Greek, and 8 d£ Eurypylus, although
Hunt seems to be of the contrary opinion.
—For oct/cos cf. Pind. Pyth. 2. 53 <pvyeiv
5a/cos adtvbv KaKayopiav, but of course
there the metaphor may be taken from a
sting or a bite. It is, however, a fair
inference from Aesch. Theb. 386 \6<poi 5e
K(b8(j3i> T' OV 8aKvov<r' &vev 8opos, and Cho.
842 r y irpbudtv eXKatvovn /cat de8rjy/m.frip
that danos could be used for a spear-
wound.-—The deictic use of roaos ('just a
few') is recognized by the schol. on Track.
53 roaov dvTL rov dXiyov. Cf. Horn. S
378 olv 5' T) TOL roaaov fx£v %xov 7"Aos
('they were all but finished'). X 322 rod
5f Acai a\Ao roaov \xh> %X€V XP°a X^K€a

T€)JX^CL. Dem. 34. 24 TO 5£ <rvfAirav K«pd-
\ouov yiyverai rdaov (cat T6<TOV.—TO irdv is
adverbial as in El. 1009. Rossbach sug-
gests TO vav icpdap/JLevos.

6 6 roiaijTa. The purport of the pre-
ceding words was perhaps, 'while Eury-

66 \vyp6p supplevit Wilamowitz 67 aivdow

pylus lived, our city was like a ship
securely moored; but now a fierce gale
has broken the cable.' Cf. Tr. fr. adesp.
379, 380.— Xv-ypdv. Hunt suggests iriicpbv
as an alternative: he points out that OLK-
rpbv would be too long for the gap.

67 ff. It was usual to wrap the corpse
of a chieftain in fine linen. Cf. Horn. S
352 (of Patroclus) iu Xex^aai 5e devres

XtTt KcCKvipav \ is ir68as e/c Ke<pa\r}s,
Trepde 8e (pdpe'C Aev/cy. O 580 KCL8 8'

8UO 0dpe' kvvvryrbv re ^iTu^a,
ocppa V£KVV irvKaaas 8oLr) oli<bv8e (ptpeadai.
/3 97 Penelope is weaving a <papos as
AaipTjiijpcoi ra(f>7jiov. Changes of clothing
were frequently provided, either at the
funeral or subsequently: Eur. Or. 1436,
Rhes. 960, Thuc. 3. 58, Tac. ann. 3. 2.
For the use of linen see Studniczka,
Beitrcige, p. 83 ; Hermann-Bluemner,
p. 363.—'ItrrptaviSwv ij<j>T] were costly
robes. Two successive glosses of Hesy-
chius (11 p. 374) attest that 'larpiaviSes
and 'IvrplSes were names given to the
wrappings themselves (at 2/cu#t/cat aroKal
...iadijTes nves OVTU \eybfj.evai).—Wila-
mowitz calls attention to the anachronism
of introducing work from Istrian looms
into the Ilion of Priam, seeing that Istros
was a colony of Miletus. It should be
observed that the corrector (see cr. n.) has
placed a second accent over alvSwv, with
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p [ ] ^ [ ] )
6 8' afX(f)L TrXevpcus /cat (xc^ayatcri [/c]et)Ltew?, 70

f ^ ] eî  01/, Trarpcoa S' e|m>c)[a)]i>
p [ / ] e/c\ate roi> T4KVO)V ^Q

TOV [VJatSa /cat yipovra /cat []
ty [/ca]\aii>

f / [ ] o ? * 75
20 o'ifxoi, T4KVOV, Trpovh(i)K.d (T ecr)(aLTy)\y ^\x(t)V

$?pvt;\v jJLeyiCTTrjv < r > iXnuScov <T(j)T[rjpia\v.
£evco6els ov fxaKpov 7r[oX]A.a)i> [KOLKCOV

Post v. 68 lacunam notavi 76 irfovbwKas Wilamowitz 77 ixeylarwv coni.
Wilamowitz | r addidi 7 8 KaXQv supplevi: ZT(X>V et postea 5' irQv Wilamowitz

the intention of substituting "LivSwv (Ziiv-
8oi was the name of a Pontic tribe) for
uivd&v. But TTOWTT] shows that aivbwv is
right.—The text can hardly be defended as
it stands, although Hunt supports avdpbs
eppiTrrdfero in the sense of ' were cast
upon the man,' and thinks that the gram-
matical irregularity of bidovres is parallel
to Ant. 259 f. and other similar examples.
But the genitive suggests an indignity, as
if the wrappings were hurled at Eurypylus,
and the harshness of this particular
anacoluthon is due to the fact that the
logical subject with which didovres ought
to agree is not expressed or even indicated
in the two preceding lines: contrast the
examples in Kuehner-Gerth § 493. Ant.
I.e., as a case of distributive apposition, is
much easier. Wilamowitz regards 69 as
an interpolation; but, as this only in part
removes the difficulty, I should prefer
to suppose that a line has been lost after
£ppnrT&£eTo such as yepas davbvros, ola
irpoakfpepov (Eur. Hd. 1262) Qpvye'i.
This is better than to read didovros and
understand avdpbs of Priam, as I formerly
suggested, although the apparent contrast
of yvvaiKQv with dvdpos is somewhat
artificial.—The thought that the dead
receive no benefit from funeral offer-
ings is a commonplace. Cf. Aesch. fr.
•266. Eur . Hel. 1421 TCL TQV davovruiv
ovSev, a \ V aXXwj irovos. Tro. 1248 SOKQ
8£ TOIS davovui SiacptpeLV (3paxv, \ «' ir\ov-
aiwv TLS Tev^erai KTepi<r/j.aTWP. fr. 640
dv0pibiru)v 8£ fj.alvovTa.1. <ppeves, \ dairavas
OTCLV davovvi irefxiroxnv nevas. Verg. Aen.
6. 213 ciiuri ingrato suprema ferebant.

7O ff. o 8\..np£a|ios: Eur. Hel. 1025,
Phoen. 1128.—irXevpais KCU <r<f>a-yaicri,
'his wounded side,' is a fair instance of
hendiadys, for which see Lobeck on At.
145. Cf. Aesch. Eum. 247 irpbs atfj.a
Kal <7Ta\ay/xbv eKfiaarevofxev. Fo r <r<pa-
yai in the concrete sense of 'wounds,' cf.
Rhes. 790 depfjibs 8k Kpovvbs Seairorov irapa
crcpayals | /3dAAei fxe.—•7raTpa»a...&7rr) re-
sembles TaTpycw opKiwp in Track. 1223.

7 3 would probably have been less
obscure, if we had recovered the earlier
part of the play. Since irauSa, in contrast
with yipovra and veavlav, must, as Hunt
has observed, mean 'boy' rather than
'son,' we may guess that Eurypylus was
represented as fiovirais, avTiTrais—like
Achilles in fr. 564—or <xv8poTcaLs—like
Troilus in fr. 619, and Parthenopaeus in
Aesch. Theb. 520. Thus, the meaning
would be : ' one who, while a boy in years,
was both counsellor and warrior.' Cf.
Eur. fr. 508, Paroem. 1 436. The topic
of the virtues characteristic of the various
ages has recently been handled by
F. M. Cornford in Class. Q. vi 252 ff.,
and it is of course possible that wcus
covers an allusion to crwfipocnjvT]. For
veavlas=iuvenis Wilamowitz quotes Hdt.
7. 99. Cf. fr. 314, 357 n.

75 cKKaXovpevos seems to mean 'in-
voking,' as contrasted with tcahQv in the
previous line. The meaning is the same
in Track. 1206, where a subordinate in-
finitive is added : old /JL' e/cxaXe:, irdrep, \
(povea yev^crdai. KCLI iraKa^ivatov credev.

76 fF. See cr. n. In his smaller
edition Hunt adopted Wilamowitz's irpod-
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]v OVT€ TTOTC 80
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85
79 XeXecfM/jL^vois supplevit Wilamowitz, "A/jews Hunt 8O sq. supplevit Wilamowitz

5w/ccts, which requires that the full stop
after awr-qpiav should be removed and
that 5' should be introduced after iroWQiv.
irpovdwKas, 'thou hast abandoned us' (cf.
Eur. Hipp. 1454 etc.), would be good
enough ; but the words ?xWJ/ tXirlduv
awT7]piai> are somewhat more suitable to
Priam than to Eurypylus, and the clause
Xp6vou...fA<xKp6v should certainly qualify
fjLvrjfjLTjv irap^eis, whereas in the revised
text it must be attached to wpovdioKas...
(Twrripiav, with which it has no logical
connexion. For these reasons I retain

irpovdwicd. a\ which has the support of the
papyrus, and, since Atit. n 6 6 would not
justify the rendering ' I have lost you,'
Priam must be supposed to reproach him-
self with having betrayed Eurypylus by
inviting him to Troy.—eXirCScov <ru)Ti\pCav
is exactly like eXwidwv dpwyai, which is
applied to Orestes in El. 858. Since re
easily drops out—an error which may be
illustrated from the same passage—we
should probably read ixeylar'qv T' here.—
KaXwv is supported by frs. 81, 102, 592,
938.

XO.

2 1 1

Tlpiafxov, 05
irdora /carayo[

a/3ov[Xia
^ [

i / [ y
TTpo\l\jT(i)V

O V T T ^

. la) Sopv
S

i o

[.] f
[ J[

211 The divisions between the
speakers, marked by the coronis in the
papyrus, are given according to Hunt's
text. Wilamowitz, however, attributes
the whole fragment to the chorus.

1 -|i£8as is doubtless, as Wilamowitz
suggested, the end of Hpiafjiidai.

4 Perhaps Karaparov, Astyoche re-
proaches herself for yielding to the bribe
of the golden vine.

7 iff. Hunt well suggests that these
lines contained a thought similar to that
of fr. 210, 78 f. Cf. fr. 212, 4.

12 trw-rapa: cf. fr. 210, 24.
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na

]

j
Jcrat Ato?

[] [)(]
yKakcos 8* [d]77(w
CTL #e[cr]/ioi/ ihpvcrOai TO vv\y

KOIVOOOLKOL \d£oa
\e<f)ovTrf\

K\eiTrva 77X77 cuairaTO?
]t TcoBe, fir) 8' dvco [
]rt TiKTOvcrrj TC[.] . [

ri]6\rf\(TiV' o[y
] dp(f>avr)

XO.
15

new com-2 1 2 . 6 KoivoOaKa is
pound, and Aa£6os was hitherto known
only in the active sense (Timon fr. 25
Diels). 'The allusion seems to be to the
tomb of Eurypylus' (Hunt). We may
perhaps further infer that the body of
Eurypylus was to be buried in an ancestral

rock-tomb, where Telephus already lay.
13 Spoirov is probably the remnant of

a passive compound such as veoSpoirov.
The words seem to have described a
chaplet of flowers: cf. Eur. EL 7
TepeLfTjs /JLvpaivrjs Kcipq, TT\6KOVS.

213

At. . [
ecro[
€crcr[

[

aira
Spa,jLc[. .]? iv aXXo[i?
Kayo) <f)v\d^co TT[
ecos av ev Kpv\fjr)[re

XO. tp^to TO TTO\_
2 1 3 lacinias columnae prioris omisi

2 1 3 . 8 The iota is written in the error, Kp^rjTe was not the original,
papyrus, so that, unless there was an
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>y[> f^ Xa[
]<u . a Kal rpirov^

dz/joi^a? SecrTrorat? [
€t]re irivdos elre TTJ\_

]cra) 8 [d]
]

OXX', e[

M
2 1 4 . 5 etro pap. : e supra o add. pap.2 9 i supra 1. add. pap.2

215

] vvv o

eXo? r
ye ndi

GLQOL X

5 e/xe

V

[
L

2 1 5 . 5 vovirjXevcras supplevit Wilamowitz

2 l 6

] y [
]ar[. . .]crovS[
j ^ [ . . .]OO-O>T[

P.

2 1 6 . 5 (3l(i> supra scr. pap.2

I I
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] davciiv anav [
]crev Mvaa fia\_

] jxiyav S [

/catt 7raX[

[
7 fxvaa.1 ex fj-vaas corr. pap.5

217

cr

O fJLVpiCOV [

TO

A.youcr[
]o~atcre[

21 7. 5 crvvaXyeiu occurs in At. 253, 283.

2 l 8

] icr^jxpcov [

]t
]

2 1 8 After this fragment several small
pieces of papyrus, containing here and
there a complete word in addition to
other vestiges, but for the most part only
portions of words, are transcribed in
Ox. Pap. IX 101—114, and numbered
frs. 16—46, 48—82, 84—90, 92, 93, 95 —

107. Those who desire to examine them
will naturally consult the editio princeps.
Inasmuch as they contribute nothing to
our knowledge of the play, and the words
which are legible are of slight interest as
illustrating the •vocabulary of Sophocles,
it has been thought better to omit them.
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]iro[

V [_J lT <XVTl(t)V

^ [
] vs yap 6[
]^ dAAa at [

] • • [

2 1 9 2 aux^oj or oi>x evbs? elsewhere so used by Soph.
3 avKwv, perhaps of foes, though not

2 2 0

[
VTOJV X . [

$;£voi h

22O 8v<riiKoa, probably in the same to hear.' The passive meaning is vouched
sense as dvrjKovcrTa in El. 1407, ' terr ible by Pollux 2. 117 (pwv7}v...8v(rfiKoov.

2 2 1

. vv
[

] yap acr[
aAJA et eireiye- \_

]etcr . . \
2 2 1 The earlier lines seem to be was waiting in the distance (v. 11) for the

iambics, and, if that is so, the trochaics return of a spy who had just departed
in v. 21 f. must have been placed nearer from Troy (v. 13).
to the left margin. No certain inference 4 &im"y€. For the intransitive use of
can be drawn as to the situation. In v. the active imperative see on Eur. Hclid.
12 Astyoche seems to be addressed. 732, Phoen. 1280. Cf. Soph. El. 1435.
Wilamowitz suggested that Agamemnon Hesych. II p. \^()tirwye wopevov, cnrevde.

I I
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(B) hp]dcra)

(Xo.) -
w /x,aXt[(TTa

pos

7rpo[
Xayer[a]

6CTC7 O]
] ] . 77 rer pair TOLL TOV\_

atcrtojr[ar

]a KGLKCO

ewi? drt[

j
a)?]

]

av enreiv r[
^ avSpcov

. crot rr]\ov
]7
]<xcr . . [.]

2 2 1 . 8 KeiveLcdai pap. 2 2 w? supplevit Wilamowitz

18 The ed. pr. gave -ov 'iiikt}^'', but e
is said to be unsatisfactory, and the
neighbourhood of edvis does not favour
the verb. A compound with -7r\?7^ would
be preferable, but, since o is certain before
v, I can suggest nothing better than 5cu-
jj.ovoir\ri^, for which cf. 8a.ifj.ovos irXriyf)
(fr. 961 n.), Aesch. Ag. 1660 8aifxovos

"i ftapda Sucrruxws ireirXriyfxevoi.

2O a£€Tai is more likely than #fercu in
a tragic text, although Hunt thinks that
the latter might have been applied to a
corpse exposed to the sun. [By an over-
sight the words are inverted in the ed.pri\

2 3 Soxdtei, a rare word, explained by
Hesych. I p. 526 as equivalent to fj-evei,
eircTTjpe'i, 8oKel, irpocrdoKa, is quoted from
Sophron fr. 52 K. ir\6ov SoK&fyv.

2 2 2

] dXXa ravr iyco . [
] evpov ovSencoTTOT^e

~]TGLV TrauXa /cat KCIKCOV [

111 appears to contain reflections on
the instability of human fortune. Wila-

i d ' i [dA |
y

mowitz restored TCLVT' iyto 7r[dAat
y adp-qaasl edpov ovdeirw-rrore \

T' hv TrauXa KCU /ca/cwv [Xtiais

yap ixe~\yl<TTWv i) T^XV fJ.edi<r[TaTai | (pp
] d rod \6yov [8e rav

i d [ ITO. TTMTTOV e]L SeirjfjLev, el dpacrvv T[IVCL. I n v . 5
/JUV Hunt thinks wXeiarcjp more suitable than

r to the traces in the papyrus.
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. LCTTCOV rj TTJ-^T) /jL€0icr[TaraL 5

v Tavtcrra" rov Xoyov [
eirjfjLev ei upacrvv r\

rvxqs

7 ei't]fj.€V (or el8eir]fji.ev) is clearly indi- not been convincingly emended, and 8oi-
cated, although the shorter forms are rjaav seems certain in Damoxenus fr. 2, 67
normal in Attic, as metre shows. But (Athen. 103 B).
Rutherford's rigid ostracism {New Phryn. 8 TT}S TIJXT]S was perhaps governed by
p. 455) of the longer forms in the plural avcurraTov (?). Cf. Tr. fr. adesp. 394
is not justified by the evidence. The three TTTUJXOV yeveadat. ical SO/AM dvaararov.
instances in Euripides {Cycl. 132 8p^7)/j.ev, ' Cast from his high estate.'
Hel. 1010 adiKoiy][jiev, Ion 943 (pai7]/Mev) have

EYPYIAKHZ

Welcker (p. 197 ff.) proposed to reconstruct the plot of the
Eurysaces from Justin 44. 3 Gallaed Graecam sibi originem
asserunt: siquidem post finem Troiani belli Teucrum niorte Aiacis
fratris invisum patid Telamoni cmn non reciperetur, in regnuni
Cyprum concessisse atque ibi urbem nomine antiquae patriae
Salaminam condidisse. inde, accepta opinione paternae mortis,
patriam repetisse. sed, cum ab Eurysace Aiacis filio accessu
prohiberetur, Hispaniae littoribus appulswn loca ubi nunc est
Carthago nova ocatpasse; inde Gallaeciam transisse et positis
sedibus genti nomen dedisse. It is of course unlikely that
Sophocles knew of Teucer's settlement in Spain, for which
Strabo (p. 157) is our earliest authority; but Welcker uses the
fragments of Accius' Eurysaces, which was probably adapted
from Sophocles, in order to fill the gaps in Justin's account.
He is not however successful in establishing that the story was
capable of such dramatic development as his theory requires.
No answer is given to the question : why did Eurysaces refuse
to receive Teucer, who rather deserved his gratitude1 ?

The fragments of Accius are in themselves so inconclusive
that Ribbeck {Rom. Trag. 419 ff.) is able to give them quite a
different application. According to him, Telamon in his old
age had been driven out of Salamis, and was discovered by
Teucer and Eurysaces living miserably in Aegina. By their
help and that of the citizens he was restored to his rights.

1 Ahrens, who accepts Welcker's view, thinks that the airoXoyla of Teucer referred
to in Pausan. 1. 28. 12 may have been delivered on this occasion rather than at his
return from Troy. He also quotes Varro ling. Lat. 7. 3 Teucer Livii post annos
xv a suis qui sit iguoratus, but admits that we cannot connect the statement with
Sophocles.
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Ribbeck's reconstruction of Accius rests upon an extremely
fanciful and improbable interpretation of the famous passage in
Qic.pro Sest. 120—123. The difficulties involved are well-known,
and we do not possess the material necessary for their complete
solution ; but Madvig's admirable note, reproduced in Halm's
edition (1845), shows the true way of escaping from the chief of
them,—the apparent inconsistency of the words in eadem fabula
(121) with the statement of the schoL Bob. that Aesopus imported
a reference to contemporary politics into his performance in the
Eurysaces of Accius. For it is certain that the quotations
0pater and haec oninia vidi inflammari belong to the Andromache
of Ennius. In view of the currency which Ribbeck's views have
obtained, the following remarks may be added : (1) It is a
desperate expedient to suggest that Aesopus interpolated into
the Eurysaces a canticum from the Andromache in order to do
honour to Cicero. (2) The reference to poetae in 123 and the
quotation from the Brutus show that Cicero intended to recall
more than one representation. (3) Since 0 pater in 121 is taken
from a lament for Eetion, who was killed, it is plain that patrem
pulsum in the following sentence applies only to the circumstances
of Cicero, and not to the fate of his prototype. There is no
ground therefore for inferring that the Eurysaces mentioned the
exile of a father, and the reference to Tusc. 3. 39, which concerns
the banishment of Telamon after the death of Phocus, is beside
the mark. (4) The two quotations in 122 must be assigned
to the Eurysaces, but there is nothing to prevent us from
supposing that Teucer was the exile there mentioned towards
whom the Greeks are charged with ingratitude. (5) There is no
serious objection to Madvig's conclusion that the quotations in
120 and the beginning of 121 are taken from the Andromache,
and refer to a Greek hero whose identity cannot be ascertained.

Pseudo-Serv. on Verg. Aen. 1. 619 points in another direction:
according to him, Teucer and Eurysaces returned from Troy
in different ships; and, as Teucer arrived first without Eurysaces,
Telamon, believing that his grandson was lost, refused to receive
Teucer.

It is at least in favour of Welcker's view that the events
which he introduces were subsequent to the withdrawal of
Teucer to Cyprus. It does not seem probable that in this play
Sophocles gave a different account of the home-coming of Teucer,
with or without Eurysaces, from that which he made famous in
the Teucer.
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223

aho^acnov

2 2 3 Hesych. I p. 47 dSo^aarov' Cf. aSo%a fr. 71 (n.). Later ado^acTos
K became a philosophical word, being

avekincTov. 2o0o/cX^s EvpvadKei (eipvaa employed to express the certainty of
cod.). To the same effect Phot. ed. knowledge as contrasted with the un-
Reitz. p. 23, 8 = Bekk. anecd. p. 344, 28, trustworthiness of opinion : in this sense
where the name of the play is omitted the Stoic wise man was abb^aaros (Diog.
( = Phryn. fr. 80 de B.). L. 7. 162).

HPAKAHI

ETTI TAINAPQI 2ATYP0I

HPAKAEIIKOI

Of the eleven fragments collected under these titles three are
cited from 'HpctfcXrjs (with or without GCLTVPLKOS), two from
^TTLraivdpioi, three from iirl Taivdpw (alone or with aarvpiKo^
or adrvpoi), and two from 'Hpa/cXeicr/co?. I have added the
solitary reference to the Cerberus, which, in view of the subject of
the Heracles at Taenarum, can hardly belong to any other play.
Now, Heracles was a very common character in satyr-plays,
as Welcker (p. 319) showed, although it is generally believed
that the Heracles of Euripides was the earliest treatment of his
story as a subject for the tragic stage1. It is quite possible,
therefore, that Sophocles wrote more than one satyr-play of
which Heracles was the hero ; and, since the proper reference of
rH/?a/cXeiWo? is to the infant Heracles (see on Aiovvcria/cos,
p. 117), I agree with Wilamowitz2 in thinking that the play
known by that title did not contain the descent at Taenarum,
but more probably the legend related in the twenty-fourth idyll
of Theocritus and the first Nemean ode of Pindar. On the other
hand, the prevalent opinion that the Heracles is to be identified
with eVt Tatvdpq) aarvpoi—for that is the most correct of the
variants—may very well be right. It is, however, more in
accordance with analogy to regard (H.pa/cXr}s rj STTI Tatvdpcp

1 See "Wilamowitz, Eur. Herakles, I p. 98.
2 Anal. Eur. p. 59 f. So also Decharme in Rev. Et. gr. x n 2952- F. W.

Schneidewin, who first published the Anthology of Orion, held that the two plays
were distinct. Arguing against this conclusion, Wagner {Rh. Mus. vn 149) sug-
gested that 'H/aa/cXetWy was an error for 'H/aa/cXet ff/cwt (i.e. aarvpiKu). For the
form 'Hpa/cXeiV/cos: 'H/m/cXkncos see Lobeck, Path. El. 1 p. 252.
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crdrvpoL as alternative titles adopted by the grammarians, than
(with Nauck) to speak of 'H parcXfjs eVl Tatvdpco ararvpLKos.

Taenarum was situated at the southern point of the pro-
montory which lay to the west of the gulf of Laconia; and a
cavern close to the sea-shore was the legendary scene of the
final labour of Heracles, his descent into Hades to carry off
Cerberus from the under-world. This famous story was known
to Homer (© 367, \ 623), who, however, does not mention the
name Cerberus ; but whether it was in the execution of this
task that Heracles is said to have fought with Hades at Pylos
(^ 395) is by n o means certain. Taenarum is mentioned as the
entrance to the under-world through which Heracles descended
by Eur. Her. 23 and Apollod. 2. 123. The incidents of the
adventure are most fully described by the latter (122—126), but
we have no means of connecting Sophocles with any of the
particulars. It should, however, be noticed that Heracles is said
to have returned by way of Troezen (Apollod. 126, Pausan.
2. 31. 2: cf. Eur. Her. 615)—probably in consequence of the
rescue of Theseus having been effected on the same occasion.
But the conditions of the satyr-play seem to require that the
successful issue of the labour should be declared by the re-
appearance of Heracles with Cerberus1; and it is therefore
satisfactory to find evidence of a tradition which brought him
back to Taenarum (Pausan. 3. 25. 5).

From Eustath. //. p. 297, 37 iv <yovv rot? 'HppSiavov eiprjrai
on EtXa)T69 ol inrl Taivdpa) adrvpot Nauck and Dindorf drew the
inference that the chorus in this play consisted of Helots. This
is an error, as has been pointed out by Decharme2, Crusius3, and
Wecklein4: the intention of Herodian was to state that the
satyrs described themselves as Helots, and served in that
capacity, just as in the Cyclops they were SOVXOL of Polyphemus,
and in other plays appeared as smiths (Xcpvpo/coTroc), reapers
(fdepLGTdi), and acolytes (Ktfpv/ces). See also p. 71.

Nauck refers to the opinion of W. Hippenstiel (de Gr. trag.
princ. fab. nom. diss. Marpurg. 1887, p. 17) that the play was
produced in the last few years of Sophocles' life, but does not
explain his reasons.

1 Wagner thought that the whole action of the play was subsequent to the return
of Heracles.

2 Rev. At.gr. xil (1899) 296.
3 Paroemiographica, Mtinchen, 1910, p. 100.
4 Telephosmythns, Mtinchen, 1909, p. 6.
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ol Oavovres \jjv)(aya)yovvTaL
2 2 4 airXoi codd.: corr. Rabe

2 2 4 Schol. 7T in Aphthon. ed. Rabe is not the title of a play hitherto unknown,
(Rh. Mus. LXII 570) ev KepPepcp Se but merely an alternative name for the
2o0o/cA?7s cLXXws TT} Xe£et (sc. \j/vx^ywye1v) Heracles at Taenaruvi, in which we know
eXPycraTo- (p7]<ri yap 'dAA' ol (so Rabe that the carrying off of Cerberus was a
for d-rrXoc codd.).../u6*'oi.' eVt yap TCOV prominent incident. The words may
Siawopdfxevofie'vwv vwb TOV Xdpwvos ipvx&v have been spoken by Hermes (or Charon)
XeyeTai. The scholium on \pvxcyojyeiv in answer to a request of Heracles for
appears in a much shorter form in guidance. Cf. Verg. Aen. 6. 391 corpora
Doxapatres (Rhet. Gr. II p. 347 Walz, viva nefas Stygia vectare carina. \ nee
II p. 304 Sp.). vero Alciden me sum laetatus euntem

I have very little doubt that Cerberus accepisse lacu.

225

. . avvikEyov ret £vX\ cos
jii/77 [JLOL fjLera^i) irpocrhErjoreiEv

2 2 5 . 1 iKKav/naTa Pollux 10. 110

2 2 5 Pollux 10. n o irpoadtTeov 8e Cf. Phil. 292 fF. err' £'8ei...t;vXov TL
T£ fxayeipip /cat ^ X a Katiai/j-a /cat KXrjfiaTidas dpavaau eiacaieiv ra irvpd occurs in H d t .
/cat e/c/caify-uxra, elirbvTOS 2o0o/cXe'o^s ev 4. 134, 135. Euripides uses e'/c/cai/yita
'Hpa/cXet aaTvpucip ' avveXeyov...irpocr- metaphorically (cf. vireKKav/ua) : fr. 1031
derjveiev.' id. 7. n o (pirpovs 8e TOIJTOVS ^KKav/xa T6X/ULT]S Ixavov ksTL /cat dpdaovs.—
X^yet 7) TT017JTLK7] <pcovr) (X 29) • iKKavfiaTa Bentley proposed vpoadeeis eTev, which is
Se 1iO<poKXrjs ev 'Hpa/cXet <raTvpiK<# ' <rvve- no improvement. Blaydes fills up the
Xeyov Ta £vX\ ws eKKavfMaTCJv fxy] /ULOL first line with <ot 5e> i-vveXeyov.

226

Tpe<f)OOOVO-L

2 2 6 GTpecpovvt. codd. : corr. Jacobs j <puXXa /cat codd.: corr. Tyrwhitt

2 2 6 Steph. Byz. p. 699, 12 xwP^--- A serpent guarded the fountain of Ares
b'dev TO xw/^r?7?-"2o0o/cX?7s Aiysi.../cat iv at Thebes (Pausan. 9. 10. 5) : for the
'H/>a/cXet icrTpe'<pov<n...6<pii>.' Jacobs (see popular belief connecting serpents with
cr. n.) pointed out that we should read springs see on fr. 362. We may con-
ev 'Hpa>cXet a. (i.e. aaTvpiKcj?) Tptcpovcn.. jecture that this fountain should be

For the word x^P^V^ see on fr. 92, identified with the magic spring at
and cf. xw/)tr77s dpdKuv Aesch. fr. 123.— Taenarum referred to by Pausan. 3. 25. 8.

227

2 2 7 Hesych. 11 p. 550 K6K\OVS /cat So we might speak of the 'circuit of
rpoxovs' TCI, Teixv- Tpoxbv 8k T6 Tet%os, the walls': cf. Shaksp. King John ii. 1.
ws 2o0o/cA ĵ 'Hpa/cAet (7/pa/cAea cod.) 259 'the roundure of your old-faced
' KVK\WTTIOV Tpoxbv.' walls.' No similar instance of T/JOXOS is
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quoted from literature and TO'LXOL is now
read for rpoxoi in schol. Plat. legg. 681 A.
Cf. Hesych. IV p. 181 rpoxos • irepi-
f36\cuov, reixos. In Etym. M. p. 455,
52 dpijKip is explained TU> Tpo%w/uaTi, i.e.
6 irepirpexwv KVKkodev oiov <rr^<pavos.—
Jebb on Bacchyl. 10. 77 points out that
the legend of the Cyclopes as builders is
post-Homeric. So far as I have observed,

only the walls of Mycenae and Tiryns
are mentioned as having been erected by
them, although Argos as the name of the
district is sometimes introduced (Eur.
/. A. 534). See Wilamowitz on Eur.
Her. 15, 945. Here it may be assumed
that Mycenae is referred to, as the home
of Eurystheus : cf Pind. fr. 169.

228

Kpelcrcrov deois yap r)

2 2 8 Orion flor. 5. 9 p. 47, 24 £K
TOV HpaKketcTKOv GaTovpiKTjs. ' Kpetero~ov...
<pepeiv.' Dindorf, in agreement with
Wagner (p. io72), held that 'Hpa/cXetcr/cov
here and in the source of the next fr.
was a corruption of 'Hpa/cXeous aaTvpiKov.
The same line without the mention of
author or play is quoted in flor. Monac.
102, with 8ei3 for deois.

XdjOts, a favour once conferred, becomes
a debt due from the recipient: At. 522

yapiv

%dpis x&PLV y&P ^ffTLV V TLKTOVCT' del, E u r .
Hel. 1234. And the gods may be trusted
to fulfil their obligations, whereas you
can never be sure of a man (Aesch. fr.
399, Soph. fr. 667).—X^Plv (MP€lv> hk e

Xdptf ^xeLVi i-s ambiguous in itself, and
may mean to get a boon, as in 0. T. 764.
Hence there must be some doubt as to
the exact force of O. C. 779 OT' ovSev 17

229

TOP opcovTOL yap TL /ecu TTadeuv 6<f>€i\eTai.

2 2 9 -ry bpwvTL coni. Blaydes | yap Orion: TTOV schol. Pind.

2 2 9 Orion flor. 6. 6 p. 49, 13 e/c TOV
Hpa/cXettr/coii 2O0OKX(?OI'S. 'TOV dpwvTa...
60etXerat.' Schol. Pind. Nem. 4. 51
irapd TOVTO 6 r/)a*yi/c6s ' TOV 8pu>vTa irov TL
/cat iradelv 60etXerat.' Arrian anab. 6.
13. 5 /cat TL /cat lafj-fteiov iireLireiv ' TOV 8e
vovv elvai TOV lafj./3eiov, OTL rw TL dp&vTL
/cat vadeiv £<TTLV ocpeCkofAevov. A very
similar line is attributed to Aeschylus
(fr. 456) by Stob. eel. 1. 3. 24 p. 56, 22 W.
and Theoph. ad Antol. 1. 37 : SpaaavTi
yap TOL /cat iradeiv ocpeLXeTai. It is not
unlikely that the ascription to Aeschylus
is due to recollection of and confusion with
Cho. 312 dpdcravTi iradelv, Tpiyepwv /j.vdos
Tade <pwvet.

The oldest statement of the primitive
lex talionis in Greek appears to be the
line (sometimes ascribed to Hesiod) which
Arist. eth. N. 5. 5. i i32b 25 calls TO
'PadafA&vdvos SLuaiov : et' /ce irddoL T& T'
ipe^e 8LKT] /c' ifleta ytvoLTo. T o the passages

cited above add Aesch. Ag. 1562 ixlfxveL
de fjd(jt.i>ovTOS h dpovco Aios | iradeiv TOV
'ip^avTa, Soph. Ant. 927 \vt) wXeiu /ca/cd |
iradoiev 7) /cat dpQ<XLv 4K8LKWS £fi.£, Antiph.
fr. 58 Diels OCTTLS 5e dpaaeiv fiev oi'erat
TOVS TreXas /ca/ews, ireiaeadaL 5' ov, ov
aweppove!.. See also fr. 962.

Blaydes has good cause for proposing
TO; dpwvTi, for which he quotes Eur. fr.
10, besides Aesch. fr. 456. He might
have made his case much stronger, for
the usage appears to be invariable: see
Phil. 142r, El. 1173, Eur. Ale. 419, 782,
Andr. 1271 f., Or. 1245, Lys. 25. 11. In
other words, o^etXerat does not seem to
have become impersonal, like irpeireL,
irpoarjKeL, and the rest. For the shifting
usage of these verbs see Kuehner-Gerth
11 27, and it is of course arguable that
60etXerat here may have suffered extension
after their analogy.
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roiyap 1*0)877 cf)v\d£cu y^oipov cJcrre

2 3 O x°?Pov---d€<r/Jt-'-a'/ Casaubon: xo?/)os

23O Athen. 375 D x°ip°v "•' ol "I awes
KaXovcn. T7]i> 6r)Xeiav, ws 'lirir&vai;...Kal

^s 'JUiTriTaivaplois. ' Toiyap... Se-

This fragment has not yet been success-
fully restored, but Casaubon's x°^P0V

ware Seajj-iav is made all but certain by
the schol. on Ar. Lys. 1073, which
Headlam cited : TO 8e x°lPOKOlx^0'' eot/ce
TTXCKTOV dyyeiov elvai, ev <£ TOVS veovs
&Tpe<pov x°Lpovs Trepidrjcravres. vvv 8k
Xe^ei TOV .Tr&TTa\ov, iv <£ detr/teiJOViTi
TOVS xo'LPovs Kai Tptcpovaiv. [The confusion
in the note indicated by Rutherford does
not affect the present question.] Further,
most scholars have attempted to extract
dec from the opening words in order to
provide a support for <pv\di;ai, although
we cannot feel sure that Athenaeus quoted
a complete sentence. Casaubon edited
Toiyapovv \ £8ei, which was adopted by
Brunck in his edition of the fragments.

AC

Dindorf gave Toiyap 'Iw Set,—an easy
remedy, if it were possible to see any
ground for connecting Io with this play.
It is much more likely that Bergk was
right in making Cerberus the object of
<pv\a£ai, but his reading TOV yap LiLdrj
(venomous) is not altogether convincing,
although the epithet might be supported
by Hor. Carm. 3. 11. 19 saniesque manel

ore trilingui, and more particularly by
the rationalized version of Hecataeus
(FHG 1 27) in Pausan. 3. 25. 4 dAXd
'E/carcuos /j.ev 6 MiXrjatos \6yov evpev
eiKOTa, o<f>Li> <f>ri<ras iirl Tatvapq) Tpo.<py\va.i
huvbv, KXTjOrjvai 8e"Ai8ov KIJVCL, OTL £5ei TOV
STJXO&TCL Tedvavat. irapavT'iKa virb TOV iov'
/cat TOVTOV £<py) TOV o<pLV virb 'Hpa/cAeous
axQw&i nap' JZvpvadea. H. conj. ry Set
0uXd|at, ignoring Toiydp, which he re-
garded as a marginal gloss. Herwerden
preferred T'L yap; | 8v Set 0iAd£at, and
Blaydes Toiyap avTrjv 5e?.

231

ayavov

231 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 12, 12
dyavbv " KaXbv, 7)811. ' Apio~TO(pdvris AVGL-
aTpdrrj (v. 885) ' i[J.ol yap avTT) Kal vewT^pa
8oKe? I TroXXy 7e7er^cr^at KayavuiTepov
fiXeireLV.' 2,o<poKXr)s 8e 'E^ t Tat^dpy
ayavov §<f>r) £vXov fiapvTovcos TO KaTeaybs,
rj TO direXeKr/Tov. Cf. Eustath. //. p. 200,
1 ev 8e prjTopiKtp Xê t/cy (Ael. et Pausan.
fr. 340 Schw.) ypd<perai raura' dyavbv
TO KaXbv Kal r)8v /cat irpoo-qves. iroTe 5e
/car' dvTi<ppacnv TO xaXe7roj'" ev er^pq) 8e",
6'rt '4CFTL Kal &yavov irpoTrapo^vTbvws Kal
drjXol TO KaTeaybs' TpayiK&repov Se, (prjffi,
TO 6vop,a ( = Cramer, anecd. Par. Ill p .
373» Z2)- Bekk. anecd. p. 335» Jo
ayavov • rb KaTeaybs. rj TrpioTT) o^eia. Kal
TOVTO TpayiKwrepov TO ovojxa ( = l>hot. ed.
Reitz. p. 12, 10, Phryn. fr. 48 de B.).

Hesych. I p . 14 ayavov TO KaTeaybs dirb
aXXov. Suid. s.v. ayavov. irpoirapo^v-
T6VWS TO KaTeaybs i;tiXov, rj TO (ppvyavwSes
Kal ZTOLJAOV irpbs TO KaTeayrjvai. ol de TO
aTreX^KrjTOv.

We infer that ayavov was particularly
employed to describe fire-wood, and was
perhaps used substantially like (ppvyavov.
Indeed, it is not quite clear whether
tyXov is quoted from Sophocles or is part
of the explanation. The limitation of
meaning distinguishes dy-avos from e'5-
av6s, CTey-avbs, and irtd-avos, which are
all oxytone : cf. aTe<pavos, which was
originally adjectival. For the breaking
of wood to make a fire cf. Phil. 294
^vXov TL dpavaai. Note the coincidence
with fr. 225.
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232

akakiav

232 Hesych. 1 p. 113 d\a\iav
Trovrjpiav, dra^iav. 2o0o/cX^s '^irLTaii/a-
plois (eirl iraievdpois cod. : corr. Casaubon).
Dindorf infers that this play was called
''EiriTaivdpioi by the grammarians, who
assumed that such was the name of the
satyrs. Nauck quotes Cramer, anecd.
Oxon. I p . 59, 8 eirlTaivdpcp'ETTLTdLvdpios.

1L. and S. prudently omit this mysterious
word, and Ellendt's remark ' dictum
quasi /ca/coXaXt'a' is not very helpful.
One might guess that there is some
confusion with dXaXd (or dXaXai,

dXaXayd?), explained as vovrjpia </cat>
dra^ia <rou XaXeiv>. dXaXrj was a
wild tumultuous cry: cf. Pind. fr. 208
/j-aviai r ' dXaXai r bpivo\xevwv pi\J/avxevi
ovv KX6VIII, Eur . Phoen. 335. Now see
Etyni. M. p . 55, 48 dXaXr), 0 dopvfios /cat
i] dvapdpos (pwq... Kal dXaXrjTos, 6 66pv[3os,
irapd rrjv dXa\r)v, rj /card crreprjaLu rod
XaXelv (i.e. inarticulate), 17 KCLT' ewiTaaiv,
olov 6 iroXvXaXos 6'xXos. On the other
hand, aXaXos seems to mean tumultuous
rather than dumb in Plut. def. or. 5 r
p. 438 B.
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2 3 3 Hesych. I p . 272 dpye/uuv TU>V
ev rots 6<pdaX/j.o?s XevKWfxaTwv • 0? 5e
dipdaXfuwv (o<pdaX/jLU>i> cod.). ljO<poKXrjs
eirl Taipdpy aarvpiKif). Ct. Etym. M.
p . 135, 36 apye/xov, TO /card Trados yevo-
ixevov XevKWfJLa ev r y 6<pdaX/j.ip • 7rapd TO
dpybv TO XevKov. Erot ian gloss. Hippocr.
p. 47, 10. Eustath. Od. p. 1430, 60
attributes the explanation of the word to
Didymus. Pollux 2. 65 has the form
dpye/j.os (cf. Etym. Gud. p . 73, 6) : apye/j.os
TO KaXov/JLevov XevKU/xa, nal 6 TOUT' '^XWV

dvdpwiros iirdpye/xos. I t seems that
dpye/uLos was the name of the disease, and
apyefxov of the part affected; and, as
Ellendt remarks, a doubt was raised to
which of the two the word in Sophocles
should be referred. The view taken by
Didymus is to be preferred. Pollux 2.
146 says that the upper part of the nails
was called dpye/xoc. In Latin argema is
used as a neut. sing. : see Thesaurus s.v.
Albugo and Leucoma are still technical
terms in modern medicine.
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OV h

2 3 4 Phot. lex. p. 359, 25 OVK uxpitjev '
ov [3XdTrT€i. 2o0o/cX^s ev eirl Taivdpip
(Tepdpwi cod.) aaTvpois. The right reading
was recovered from Hesych. in p. 237
ov Kuxpel' ov (HXdiTTet., ov irrjpoT. Cf. II
p. 566 /cw0et* KCtKovpyei, ^Xdirret, tcoXovei
(KoXvei cod.), irrjpol, with Kuxpr/Teos '
fiXairTe'os, and Kucprjats' K6XOV<TIS.

Wagner and M. Schmidt suggested that
the error of Photius might be explained
by supposing Sophocles to have written ov
KUKpei ^evov (or £evovs). H . thought that
the original form of the entry might have
been < oi) /cw0e?: > ov /cw0i£"et' ov fiXdirTei.

The original meaning of Kw<pos was
probably ' blunt, dull,' as in Horn. A 390
Kwcpbv yap |3eXos dvdpbs dvdXicidos OVTL-
b~avolo. Cf. O. T. 290 KW(pd /cat iraXaV
gwr). The common use for 'deaf or
' dumb' was a special application, but
the ancient grammarians, and even Porson
on Eur. Or. 1279, reversed the history of
the word. For trie wider meaning of the
verb cf. Anacr. fr. 81 at 8e fiev <pp£ves
eKKeKw<pea.Tai : Etym. M. p . 322, 22,
quoting the passage, gives Trapa^e^Xau-
fxivai eiaiv as a paraphrase.
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HPITONH

Besides that of Sophocles, we have a record of plays
composed with this title by Phrynichus1, Philocles, and Cleophon.
Accius also wrote an Erigona, as we shall see. There is nothing
in the three references to it in his brother's correspondence to
show the character of the Erigona composed or translated by
Q. Cicero (Cic. Q.fr. 3. 1, 6, 9).

Welcker (p. 215) identified this play with the Aletes2 (see
p. 62), on the ground that, inasmuch as Aletes and Erigone
were brother and sister, the son and daughter of Aegisthus and
Clytaemnestra, and Orestes was the opponent of both, a divided
action is not to be thought of. There is nothing in the fragments
ascribed to either title which assists or hinders the identification;
but, though Welcker is probably right in his view of the Aletes,
it by no means follows that the Erigone refers to the same series
of events.

The name of Erigone was familiar to the Athenians in
connexion with the curious festival known as alcopa (for which
see the commentators on Verg. Georg. 2. 389), at which was sung
the song known as akr]Ti^. Several aetiological legends arose
to account for the obsolete and unintelligible titles, of which
we need only refer to two.

(1) In the first of these Erigone is still the daughter of
Aegisthus, but she is brought to Athens as the accuser of Orestes
before the Areopagus. The most explicit account is preserved
in Etyin. M. p. 42, 3 \eyerai yap 'H.pi,y6vr)v TTJV A.lyiadov /cal
K.\vTaL/jLVijaTpa<; dvyarepa, avv TvvBdpea) ra> irdiririd e\6elv
'Adijva^e, /caTrjyoprjo-ovaav 'Opearov • dirdXvdevra (? -09) Be,
dvapTrjcraaav eavTrjv irpoarpoiraiov TOLS Wdrjvcdots yeveadat.
Kara ^pTja/xov Be eV avrfj avvTeXetcrdaL rrjv eopTrjv. To the same
effect is Marm. Par. FHG I 546, where Orestes is said to have
been tried for the death of Aegisthus, and this no doubt accounts
for the appearance of Erigone, his nearest surviving relative,
as accuser. Cf. Dictys bell. Trot. 6. 4. In Apollod. epit. 6. 25
Orestes is said, according to different accounts, to have been
brought to trial either by the Erinyes or by Tyndareus or
by Erigone. Tyndareus doubtless appears in two of these
passages as claiming retribution for the death of his daughter

1 Probably not the pupil of Thespis : see Haigh, Tragic Drama, p. 427.
2 He assumed a double title'AXTJTT/S Kal'Hpiydpr} (p. 69), but the parallels which

he adduces are quite uncertain.
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Clytaemnestra1. According to others, Orestes married Erigone
(Tzetz. Lycophr. 1374), and Cinaethon (fr. 4, EGF p. 197)
mentioned Penthilus, their son.

(2) Another legend made Erigone the daughter of Icarius,
by whom Dionysus was hospitably entertained, and to whom he
gave a wine-skin, with instructions to spread abroad the
knowledge of the newly bestowed blessing. Icarius, with his
daughter Erigone and his dog Maera, came to Attica in the
course of his mission, and freely bestowed his wine upon the
rustics. The intoxicating results which followed convinced the
shepherds that they had been poisoned, and they straightway
cudgelled Icarius to death. The dog Maera by her howls guided
Erigone to her father's unburied body; and Erigone, distraught
with sorrow, hanged herself on a neighbouring tree. The
punishment of heaven fell upon the guilty Athenians, who at
length appeased the divine resentment by the institution of a
festival {alcopa, oscilla) in honour of Erigone. See Hygin.
fab. 130, Ov. Ibis 611 ff., Aelian nat. an. 7. 28, Nonn. Dionys.
47. 34—264. The literary sources of this story have not been
traced to any earlier writer than Eratosthenes, who wrote an
elegy entitled Erigone (E. Maass, Anal. Eratosth. p. 132).
Ribbeck {Rom. Trag. p. 621) develops the view that the Erigone
of Sophocles was the daughter of Icarius, correcting ev a/^yptyovT}
or <T/jLvpLy6vr) the reading of the MSS in Erotian (fr. 236) to
iv craTvpi/cy 'Hpcyovy. He points out that the reception of
Dionysus with his chorus of satyrs by the Attic peasants offered
suitable opportunities for comic episodes.

On the whole, though the evidence is insufficient to determine
the contents of the Erigone, the balance of probability is against
Welcker's identification. Against Ribbeck's view must be set
the fact that the fragments of Accius' play undoubtedly relate to
the story of Orestes, and he himself inclines to the identification
of the Erigona with the Agarnemnonidae. The frequent
occurrence of the title suggests that it was suitable to a tragedy
rather than to a satyr-play. Maass {pp. cit. p. I33u5) adds that
before Ribbeck's conjecture is approved we must satisfy ourselves
that the Icarian Erigone was known as early as Sophocles2.

1 Wagner suggested that Tyndareus appeared in the character of the legal repre-
sentative of Erigone, who could not have conducted the accusation in person owing to
her juristic incapacity. On the other hand, if Aletes was adult, there was no reason
for the introduction of Tyndareus into the Aletes, and consequently fr. 646 belonged
rather to the Erigone.

2 The same remark applies to Haigh's classification of the plays of Phrynichus,
Philocles, and Cleophon (p. 477 ff.).
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235

i), TCLVT

2 3 5 Phot. lex. p. 595, 9 roird^eiv
olov (TTOxd^eadai, evdvfxeiadai, virovoeiv...
Kai irapd 2o0o/c\e? ev 'Hpiybvrj la de...
deXca.' To the same effect Etym. M.
p. 762, 13, and Suid. s.v. roird^eiv. Cf.

a oe

Aesch. Ag. 1368 TO yap Toirafav rod aa<fi
ddfrai. 5t%a. Similarly Soph. Track.
425 Tavrb 5' oî %t yiyverai, | doKT)<nv eiirelv
Ka£a.Kpipwaai Xbyov.

236

vvv 8* eipi) vircuppos
onrcoXecrev re KOLVTOS

avrcov

2 3 6 . 1 vTrocppos codd.

2 3 6 Erotian. ^>/^J. Hippocr. p. 128,
16 viro<ppov (leg. vira<)>pov)' Kpv<fraiov, ws
<pT)<xiv 6 TapavTwos (this refers to the
authority of Heracleides of Tarentum, a
distinguished medical writer belonging to
the third or second century B.C., whose
carefulness Galen specially commends).
fiaprvpei yap 6 2O(J>OK\T)S iv 'HpLydvy (so
Casaubon for <spvt)piybvr\: for Ribbeck's
conj.seep. 174) \eywv 'vvv5'...e£a7rwAero.'
IxifxvriraL 6 auros /cat ei' 'l<pLyeveia (fr. 312).
/cat 6 'liriroKpaT7)s (de arte 10, VI 18 Liltr.)
de (Ta<pes irotei \tywv ' ovdev 6'rt «:at
xjwoippov (oi>x i)ira<ppov Hippocr.) /cat ^xoi/

irepl avrb da\d/A.as.' The evidence of the
MSS of Hippocrates, of the lexicographers,
and of Euripides and his scholia is so
strong in favour of the form viracppos that
we can only consider virocfrpos to be an
error in all three places of Erotian. The
next question concerns the meaning of
the word which was obsolete and un-
familiar in Alexandrian times. It may
be remarked that the authority of Erotian
stands high in itself, and is here supported
by the express testimony of Heracleides :
we conclude that the interpretation
Kpvcpauov rests on the sound tradition of
scholarly writers. As Sophocles is quoted
for this meaning, some strong reason is
required to justify any other interpreta-
tion. But the other evidence confirms
Erotian : Phot. lex. p. 620, 19 and
Hesych. iv p. 200 explain by V-KQVKOV,
Kp6<pLov and yurj <pavepbv (/arj om. Phot.);
and the schol. on Eur. Rhes. 711 has
i!nra<ppos 6 /xi) <pavep6s, £K /xera^opas TGIV
i'7r' a<f>pbv vrjxo/j.e'vwv, 7) TGJV ii<pa\wv
-jrerpuv, ah iiravdei a<f>pbs ' rt b KaTarXriK-

TLKOS, 6 fxaviKbs. The passage in Eur.
I.e. describes the entrance of Odysseus
into Troy disguised as a beggar : £/3a KCU
irdpos j Kara TTOXLV vira<f>pov 6/J,/X' &XWV I
paKoduTip (xroXq. are. The following
explanations have been given: (1) with
the face of an idiot, (2) . blear-eyed,
rheumy, (3) tear-stained, (4) treacherous
(or disguised!). The first three assume
that the origin of the word is to be traced
either to &<ppwv or to &<ppbs, and the only
ancient evidence in their favour, apart
from the scholium, is an alternative gloss
in Hesychius : vypaaiav fyov ifMpepT]
&<pp£. The balance is strongly on the
side of the rendering Kpvcpaios, and there
is nothing against it except that we do
not know the history of the word.
Whether it has anything to do with
a<ppbs, meaning, as J. suggests, 'having
ioam beneath' (cf. virov\os), must remain
uncertain. The restorations proposed,
vvv drjpLS rjv (Herwerden), vvv 8' elp<f>
viropepvos (Ellendt), and crvvrjipe dijpiv
vira<ppov, ££ avru>v ews (M. Schmidt), are
not convincing. J. conjectured vvv 5' eTpw'
"Aprjs ijTracppos, ' fermenting secretly'; but
what is to be made of e£ ai/rQv? Perhaps
vvv 5' elpire (ppijv vxatppos e£ avrdv, i.e.
insensibly their consciousness left them.
The scribe's eye passed from one p to
the other, and the loss of v was due to its
being written above the line (Cobet, Var.
Lect. p. 530). R. Ellis (C. J?. IX 105)
thought that vwoeppos was a mistake for
inrb<popos (cf. inrocpopd—a hollow passage);
but this view hardly gives sufficient weight
to the evidence that vira^pos existed with
the meaning ' secret.' Headlam tenta-
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tively suggestedTI/>ts w?...e£ avyQv (C. R. 774. Nauck, comparing Eur. He I. ro6,
XIII 3). Blaydes: vvv 5' ipis viracppos I. T. 715, was inclined to substitute avr-
< ?ji> TIS or eyever' > £% KTC. a7rwXero for e^airwKeTo. i^airwXeTo, how-

2 Head lam on Aesch. Ag. 352 oti rav ever, illustrates the Sophoclean tendency
eKbvres addts avdakdtev &v quotes many to use compounds with ii-, for which see
similar phrases for 'the biter bit.' So fr. on fr. 524, 4.

OAMYPAI

The scene of the play was the neighbourhood of Mt Athos, as
appears from fr. 237. For the connexion of Thamyras with this
district cf. Eustath. / / . p. 299, 5 KOL OTL Iv TJ) 'A/C777 777 irepl rbv
"AOcov ©a/i-upi? 6 ®/oa£ efiaaiXevae. Conon 7 el<; rrfv'AKTTJV irapa-
yevofievrj riKiei {sc. vu/A(f)7]) tcovpov QafAvpiv 09 rjfirjcras eVl TOCTOVTOV
r)K€ fci6ap(f)&La<$,a)<; zeal fiacriXea a(f)oov Kainrep eTrrfkvTTjv ovra^E/fcvOas
TroirjeracrdaL. The object of such stories was to account for the
prevalence of the legend of Thamyras in various parts of the
country. Strabo fr. 35 p. 331 ev he rfj atcrf} ravry (i.e. the coast
at the foot of Mt Athos ) ©d/jivpis 6 ®pa% iJ3acri\€vcre, TGOV CLVTWV

i7riTr}Sevfjid.Tcov yeyoveoi cbv teal Opcfrzvs1.
In Homer, as Leaf has pointed out, Thamyras is a travelling

rhapsode, and, whether by Oechalia is meant the Thessalian
or the Messenian town—a point about which even the Alexan-
drian critics were divided (Waser in Pauly-Wissowa VI 1360)—
the scene of his punishment is Dorium in Messene2 (Strabo 350,
Pausan. 4. 33. 7). See B 594—600

Adopcov, ev6a re Movcrat
®dfivpiv TOV ©prji/ca Tvavaav aoiSt)?,

v lovra irap l&vpvTov Ot^aXt^o?*
GT6VT0 yap evxo/uevos vitcrjaefiev, eXirep av avral
MoOerat aelSocev, Kovpat Ato? alyio*%oio'
al he ^oXcoad/uuevat irrjpov Oeaav, avrdp doihrjv
0e<T7recrir}v dfyeXovro KGLI eicXeXaQov KiBapi(jTvv.

The critics are not agreed whether irrjpop means ' blind,' or is to
be explained by the loss of the power of minstrelsy. It will also
be observed that Homer does not speak of a formal contest
between Thamyras and the Muses ; and his account might
be taken to imply nothing more than that Thamyras was

1 Riese in Jahrb. f. Philol. xxn i 233 thinks the inference as to the scene of
Sophocles' play doubtful.

2 Statius follows Homer: Theb. 4. 181 Getico.. Jiebile vati \ Dorion; hie fretus
doctas anteire canendo \ Aonidas mutos Thamyris damnatus in annas | ore simul
citharaque (quis obvia nuinina temnat?) \ conticuit praeceps.
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punished for his insolent boast1. In [Eur.] Rhes. 916—925 the
Muses, coming (I suppose) from Parnassus or Pieria, have to
cross the Strymon to meet the Thracian Thamyras in the
neighbourhood of Mt Pangaeum :

QiXaiAfiovos iral, T779 ififjs rjtyw fypevo?'
v/3pi$ yap, V 0"' eacf>r)\e, Kal Movawp ep
T6K6LV fM e9rj/ce rovhe hvarrjpop yopov.
Trepdoaa yap hrj irorafjiiov^ hid poa<;

O X lp p/ f/
or' rj\6ofjbev 7^9 %pv(r6f3a)\ov e'9 \e7ra?
Ylayyauov bpyavoiatv i^
Is/iovaat [xeyiaTrjV et? epiv
ickeLVto aocjaarf) QprjKL, ^
%aybvpiv, 09 rj/nwv TTOXX! ihevvaaev

Euripides mentions a regular contest, and the punishment of
blindness, but does not state that Thamyras was also deprived
of his musical skill. There can hardly be any doubt that both
punishments belonged to the Sophoclean story (cf. frs. 241, 244),
as we shall see. Both are recorded by Apollod. 1. 17, who gives
further particulars of the conditions of the contest : it was agreed,
he says, that if Thamyras was successful, the Muses would accept
him as a suitor; but that if he failed, he should lose whatever
they chose. To the same effect is schol. Horn. B 595 Spat;
€(TTL QCkdtJLiJLOvos vios' eavr(p he wpiae T^9 ̂ ev TJTTT]^ TT\V irrjpcocnv
TrpoGTifxov, TT}9 Se viKr}<$ ydfxov fxias TWV M.ovaoov. (facial 8e avrbv
TCOV 6<p0a\/uL(i)v TOP /j,ev yXavKov e^eiv, TOV he fieXava. Tore he
TeA.et&)9 rov k'repop d7T(o\eaep. T h e scholiast means t ha t
Thamyras lost the black eye. Although guilty of a ludicrous
confusion, the writer of this scholium derived his information
from the histrionic tradition. If, therefore, the sources which he
used dealt with the dramatic aspect of the story, or, in other
words, with the play of Sophocles, it is perhaps legitimate to
infer that the conditions which he mentions go back to the same
original. The allusion of the scholiast is explained by the
description of the mask of Thamyras in Pollux 4. 141 as having
one grey and one black eye : cf. the use of y\.av/ccofia, yXavKorris,
and yXavfccoais in medical writers. Lessing explained the
arrangement as a conventional method of depicting blindness,
which was made effective by the actor turning one side or the
other to the spectators as occasion required : that is to say, after

1 Diod. 3. 67 and Pausan. 4. 33. 7 follow the Homeric account, and it is clear
that both understood iriqpbv as = 'blind.' For other cases of blinding as the punish-
ment of vppis see Gruppe, p. 10023. Hence, according to Plut. de mus. 3 p. 1132 B,
Thamyras is said to have composed a poem on the war of the Titans against the gods.

P. 12
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the blinding of Thamyras, the actor, whose mask could not be
changed, took care to present to the audience the grey eye only.
He quoted Quintil. n . 3. 74 in comoediis.. .pater ille, cuius

J>raecipuae partes sunt, quia interim concitatus interim lenis est,
altero erecto altero compos ito est sup ere Mo : atque id os tendere
tnaxime latus actoribus moris est, quod cum us quas agunt partibus
congruat.

We have no indication of the manner in which the plot
was developed. This only is certain, that Thamyras passed
from supreme good fortune to utter misery as the result of
v/3pi<;. One scene seems to have attained universal celebrity—
that in which the wretched hero, blind and—what was even
worse—deprived in his blindness of the art which might have
been his solace, in anger snaps the strings of his lyre and
shatters the frame; then, desolate and inconsolable, sits surrounded
by the broken fragments. Such at least is a fair inference from
the works of art described by Pausanias 9. 30. 2 and especially
IO. 30. 8 : ®a{ivpiBi Be iyyvs Kade^ofieva) TOV UeXla Bie^Oapixevat
at cn/ret? /ecu Tcnreivov e? airav (7^77/ia iart, KOI rj KO/XT) 7roWr) fiev
CTTI Tr)s fcecfraXfjs, 7roWr) Be avrai KOL iv TOIS yeveiow \vpa Be
eppiirrai 7rpo<? TOI<$ irocri, fcareayoTes avrfjs 01 7r^et? KCU al -^opBal
fcareppcoyviai.

A circumstance in the Homeric account of Thamyras which
has hardly received any attention is his connexion with Eurytus,
from whose home at Oechalia Thamyras is said to have started
on his way to Dorium. Now, Eurytus is the counterpart of
Thamyras in another sphere : taught the use of the bow by
Apollo, he challenged his master and was slain in punishment
(Horn. 6 224 ff.). These kindred spirits are coupled by Lucian
piscat. 6 ecrd" OGTIS OVV ravra ev TreirovOw^ Trap vfxQtv tca/co,*} av
eiirelv kiriyeipi^creiev evepyeras avBpas, deft wv elvai rt? eBo^ev ;
e/CTO<; el fxr) Kara rev Qafjuvpiv rj rbv Evpvrov elr\ TTJV <f>vcn,v GO? rals
Moi/crat? avraBetv, Trap1 cov elA.rj(j>e rrjv (pBrjv, rj TGO 'ATTOWCOVI
epiBaiveiv, evavria ro^eixov, KCLL TCLVTCL Borfjpi ovn Trjs ro^c/crj^.
This is probably an instance where the heroes of two similar
stories have been brought into association with each other, just
as Heracles and Eurytus, the rival bowmen, are for different
reasons variously connected.

In Athen. 20 F and vit. Soph. 4 (p. 1 Blaydes) it is said that
Sophocles himself played the harp at the representation of
the play. It is unnecessary to adopt Welcker's view that
Sophocles appeared in the character of Thamyras: in fact,
the writer of the Life negatives this assumption by stating
that Sophocles differed from the older tragedians in that he
relinquished the position of an actor owing to his l
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For the votive tablet supposed to have been painted by
Polygnotus for Sophocles after the production of this play see
Hauser in O. Jh. 8. 35 ff. There is no literary evidence of
its existence.

The name Thamyras belongs properly to the eponymous
hero of festal gatherings (Hesych. II p. 300). In regard to its
form, %a\xvpa<s is said to b.e the Attic for Sd/jLvpis (Cyrill. lex. ap.
Cramer, anecd. Par. IV p. 183, 14), and is attested for Sophocles
by the majority of our authorities. See also Adam on Plat.
rep. 620 A.

The proverb ®d/j,vpi<; (or "A/uiyH?) fialverai applied to those
whose conduct bears the aspect of folly, but is really prompted
by far-seeing wisdom, has nothing to do with the minstrel
(Pausan. fr. 201 Schw.).

237

®prj (raav aKoiriav 'AOcocoov

237 Eustath. //. p. 358, 40 on 5e
QpaKiKos Kai 6 "A#ws, ov fxveia wapa Tip
iroLrjTfi (S 229), dr)\oi, (paai, 2,ocpoK\i)s ev
Qafjivpidi Qprjiacrav elirwv aKcnriav Tirjvbs
'AOOJOV.

In the passage of the Iliad which is
referred to, Hera leaves Olympus, and
speeds across the snowy mountain-tops
of Thrace without touching the lower
earth, e£ 'A06w 5' eirl TVQVTOV i^rjaero
Kv/j-aivoPTa. Athos is one of the Thracian
heights : Horn. h. Apoll. 33 Qp-qiiaos r'
'Adocos. Athos, like other high places

(Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 1104!), was
honoured as a sanctuary of Zeus : Aesch.
Ag. 297 'Aduiov aTiros Ti-qvbs. Hesych. 1
p. 66, possibly, as Nauck thinks, with
reference to this passage, has 'Adipos' 6
iiri rod"Adio TOV opovs iSpvfiefos avftptas, 6
Zeus. Mela (2. 31) speaks of the summit
of Athos as always rising far above the
clouds, so that the altar of Zeus remained
untouched by rain. For the connexion
of Thamyras with this district see Intro-
ductory Note.

rd T iv
2 3 8 Athen. 637 A, quoting Apollo-

dorus e'v rrj irpbs TTJV 'ApiaroK\4ovs eirt.-
<JTO\T)V avTiypa<prj with reference to the
p.aya.5is, Zo^o/cX^!.- 5£ ev Qa/xvpq. 'yrjKTal...
i]dv/j.e\7j.'' Photius lex. p . 239, 15
jU.d7a.5ts' ipaKriKov opyavov. OVTW Xocpo-
nXrjs.

1 TTT]KTal Xvpai is a periphrasis for
injKTides, for which see on frs. 241 and
412.—pa-ydSiSes: the first syllable of this
word is elsewhere short; but it appears
on the whole more likely that in the

238

Se \vpai KOX j y

case of a foreign word it might have
been occasionally lengthened, than that
Meineke was right in reading fj.aya5ides.
It should, however, be noticed that though
the last syllable of the ace. sing, ixayadiv
is short in Diogenes fr. 1, 10 (Nauck, p.
777), it appears to be long in Anacreon Ir.
18 (p-ayadriv Bergk). The material avail-
able is insufficient for the purpose of dis-
tinguishing between Tr̂ /crts and /j.dya5LS ;
but both belong to the class of foreign,
i.e. oriental, stringed instruments, as

12—2
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contrasted with the lyre (or ppy)
and the later tciddpa. Both TTTIKTLS and
/xdyadis were Lydian : see Pind. fr. 125,
Telestes fr. 5. 4, Diogenes fr. 1. 6, Athen.
634 F. As such they are opposed to the
native Greek instruments mentioned in
the next line. They were alike also in
being played by the hand without the
plectrum (xw/>'S TrXrjKrpov did \f/a\fiov
Aristox. ap. Athen. 635 B). Hence
Hesych. I l l p . 61 /j.aya5L8es " opyava
\p<xkTLKOL, and Phot . supr.

2 i-oava is not elsewhere applied to
musical instruments, but it seems to be
the intention to give a generic descrip-
tion of stringed instruments, which would

cover both the \tipa and the Ki8dpa.
Ellendt refers to Hesych. in p. 171
%6ava' ...tcvpiws 5e r& e/c %ti\wv e^eu/xepa
77 \L8wv. The lyre was the oldest stringed
instrument and was in general use, whereas
the cithara was for the most part employed
by professional musicians. See Guhl and
Koner, p. 201 ff. ; Susemihl-Hicks on
Arist. pol. p. 601. There was also a
difference of material: the sounding-box
of the lyre was made of tortoise shell, and
that of the cithara with wood or metal.
But it would be wrong to restrict the
meaning of !~bava so as to make it apply
solely to the wood-work of the cithara.
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2 3 9 Athen. 183 E
rpiyibpov TOVTOV /ecu

8e rod Mvaois (fr. 412) ...Kai ev Qafitipa.
iv fikv the rpiycovos see on fr. 412.

For

24O

TrpowoSa fxe\ea raS' ocra tckiofxev
/3acri/xa yipecri TroSecrt

24O. 1 irpoawSa Ambr. | rdde ae Ambr. | Kkeoixev Herwerden: Khalofxev vel
K\ijofJ.€P Choer., /cAcuo/uu Ambr . 2 xePITi irbbeaGLV Ambr .

24O Choeroboscus in Hephaest.
enchir. p. 60, 17 ( = 217, 9 Consbr.)
rpoxouos Se" (sc. Xeyerai 6 %o/5e?os), iweidr]
6 2o0o/cA?7S ev Tip Qa/xvpa (Qa/uujp U ,
Qa/ivpidi K) (prjai ' Trpbiroba..,irbdecnS
Anon. Ambros. ap. Studemund anecd. I
p . 2 2 6 , 18 5io KOX OHITWS K€K\rp-<xi (hs dirb
TG>V X°P&V xopeibs wapaywyCJs. 6 yovv
2O0OKXT7S iv Tip Qajxvpq (<TO<f>OK\rjs ra
ddfivpa c o d . ) <p7)<rL i-irpb<TU}5a...Trbde<r(nv.'

1 irpoiroSa has not been explained ;
but Campbell, who compares irpoTrodifciv,
not unreasonably suggests that it may
mean ' "giving forwardness to the feet,"
i.e. "inciting to motion."' That is to
say, the strict sense is 'moving forward.'
Schneidewin (Rh. Jl/us. 11 297) supposed
that the chorus, followers of Thamyras,
are contrasting the slow processional
chant of the Muses (Trpbiroda) with the
vigorous and passionate strains which
they have heard (r<z 5' 8<ra K\VO/J,€V) from
their master. No help is given by the
gloss in Phot . Suid. irpbirodes- fteydXovs

irodas £xovres- Nauck suggested irpoaoda
from the reading of the cod. Ambr., so
that Trpocroda fxeXea should = Trpocrodca;
but there is no evidence for an adj.
irpocrodos, and there are other objections.
—K\€O|J.€V (see cr. n.) seems to pro-
vide the required sense, and Khvovaai is
given for K\£OV<TCU by the codd. in Eur.
/ . A. 1046. The conjecture, which
occurred to me independently, has been
anticipated by Herwerden, Headlam and
Tucker. Herw. wrote irpd-jroXe /xeydXe,
rdde ae Kkeofiev. But the break in the
synaphea is objectionable : can rdde
K\e6fj,eva be right? Headlam (C. R.
XIII 3) formerly proposed ravvaiKvafiova,
thinking that the corruption was caused
by the compound epithet,—a tendency
illustrated in C. R. xv 17 and in his nn.
on Aesch. Ag. 50, 1480. But the passage
of Arctinus on which he relies (p. 5r K.)
describes the attitude to be adopted in
hurling a spear, and is not relevant; nor
is the metre satisfactory. Subsequently
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he seems to have changed his mind ; for
in C R. xvi 434 n. he proposed ra 5' oaa
K\eo[A€v or K\€Vfj.€u, or as an alternative,
KktijAeva.

2 ' With rapid movement of arms and
legs.' The reference is to the rhythmical
movements of the dance, in which the
arms were as important as the legs. Cf.
Xen. symp. 2. 16 ovhev dpybv rod awfj-aros
ev rrj 6pxvcreL Vv> d \ \ ' <*/•"* KaL TpdxfjXos
Kal <TK£\T) /ecu xe?Pes iyvjivafrovTo, and see
Becker's Charicles, E. tr. p. io223.—
The forms x^Pe<7L a n d Trodecri are unique,

if sound, but are related to xepecr<n (Hes.
Theog. 519) and irbSeaai as %etpec7t to
X^ipeacn. So the ordinary forms (teXecri,
%-Keai are reduced from /xeXeacn, iireaai:
see Monro, H. G.2 § 102. Nauck at one
time proposed to substitute xeP<- Te ̂ obi
re, but the traditional forms are perhaps
defensible. The metre consists of resolved
trochaic tetrapodies, such as are occasion-
ally found in Euripides (Phoen. 1030, Hel.
348) and Aristophanes {Lys. 1179) ; but
not, I believe, elsewhere in Sophocles.

24I

^ yap KpoTTjTa 7rr)KTL$cov
\vpau yiovavkois re
vaos

2 4 1 . 1 vxw/ce Herwerden:

2 4 1 Athen. 175 F rod 8e /xovavXov
/nvTjfMoveijec ~ZIO<POKXT]S fikv iv Qa^vpa OVTWS'
'oi.'xw/ce... Kw/jLaada-qs.' Pollux 4. 75
lu,6vavXos evprifxa fxiv ecrriv Kiyvirr'nov,
liilxvrjTai Se avrov 2O0O/C\T7S iu Qa/J,vpi8i.

Welcker thought that the fragment •
was intended to describe the supersession
of the various barbaric instruments men-
tioned in i t ; but it is much more likely,
as J. supposed, that it formed part of the
lament of Thamyras.

1 <j>xuK€ : for the form see Jebb on
Ai. 896.—KpoTTjTd: 'songs resounding
from the harp as it is struck.' (J.) /cpor^rct
fj.eXr] may be taken to imply the existence
of Kporeiv /jitXos in the sense of to beat
imisic, i.e. to produce a melody by strik-
ing (the harp), with /j.t\os as ace. of result,
not unlike Eur. Ion 168 al/xd^eis cpSds.
Nevertheless the phrase, though correct
in itself, is made easier by the attachment
of TrrjKTiSwp, to which KpoTt)Twv might
have been accommodated (hypallage).
Cf. e.g. Scymnus 260 endrjpebs re pai-
arrjpwv KTUTTOS (cited by H. in C. R. xvi
435). In EL 714 KTIJITOV Kpor^rGiv
dpixdrwv is the noise of the bumping cars,
as they strike against the earth. Schweig-
hauser on Athen. I.e. explains KpoTyrd as
hannonice pulsatum, bene i?iodu!atum,
comparing ib. 164 F fiiXr) irdpavXa
KaKpbrrfTa K\j/j.(3aXa (Tr. fr. adesp. 93),
i.e. cymbala sonos edentia dissonos atqne
adeo immodulatos; Hesych. 1 p. 107
dKpbrrjTa * TroXvKpbrrjTa yevbfJieva. ware

codd.

] avyKporeiadac fJL7]8£ (rv^-weaeiv avrois.
See also on fr. 463.—The TTTJKTIS was a
Lydian species of harp, which is asso-
ciated with the Tpiyojvou (or -os), a
Phrygian triangular harp (Diet. Ant.
11 106 b). Cf. fr. 412. (J.) Telestes
fr. 5 , 4 rot 8' 6£v<j>d)i>ois Trr)KTi8<j}v
xf/aXfj.ois KpeKov | AtiSiov iifxvov. I t w a s
played without the plectrum : see note
on fr. 238.

2 (JiovavXoLS : the crvpiy!; /j.ovoKaXafj.os,
or flute, as distinguished from the <rvpt.y£
iroXv/cdXanos, or Pan's pipe (Diet. Ant. II
840 a). See also Susemihl-Hicks on
Arist. pol. 5. 6. 1341s 18.

The words which follow are hopelessly
corrupt : ' nihil dispicio' is Kaibel's
verdict. The following conjectures may
be recorded: (1) Nauck: Xtipa /xdvavXoi
0' oh exaiP°^ev T^WS. Campbell adds for
v. 3 crr^pr]/x' arias <rjSv> Koi/uL-rjais r '
dffrjs. This attractive suggestion recalls
fr.314, 317. (2) Herwerden: XtipafidvavXoi
8' oi)s rvxv, xeiyUWP tiirws | vabs repejuiva,
Kco/uidcraa' dvrjpiraaev; but, as J . points
out, neither repe/xva nor Kw^doaa' is
satisfactory. (3) Jebb, accepting Xvpa
fidvavXoi 6\ says: ' I had thought of
(1) <rjv yap eT>%' oi[J.T)v T£WS, \ TTJ'O^J

KOLfxiaaa'1 <&TT]>... or (2) ou
x'oifMrjv debs I irvorjs 'ipy)ixovKoifMiaas...'

(4) Blaydes thought that vaos concealed
i>dj3Xa: cf. fr. 849. So also Papabasileios,
with Xvpas /xovauXov KOX^/JLUV avXQv rbvoc
in v. 2. (5) Jacobs (ap. Schweighauser)
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conjectured xaPfl0l'">v TXCWS, and for vaos
aT^p-qfxa. something like dbvanos TIKVOV or
(pTjrevpia. (6) H. wrote : ' The instrument
used in the KW/J-OS was commonly the
avXbs : but vaos looks more like dados,
which was also its accompaniment. There
are however other possibilities, as 8a\6s
or dXabs, or a compound in -areprji.' In
J. P. XXXI 8 he suggested dados r ' ipTj/xr]
TroXXa KWfj.d<Taaa xe'LP- (l) R- E l l i s :
vaotis T ' tprj/jLoi TnaaoKuvias "Aprjs. (8)

Conington, finding fi6vav\6s re...yuai're'a;s
in v. 2, proceeds oivw/xevois (sic) aTeprj/jLa
KwpLias (Lays. (9) Blaydes : vabs d' ipy/mos
ovde KQ/J.OS £<JT' frri. (10) G. Wolff: Xtipa
fxbvavKos. irol Tex^aL re ixavreois | vbos r '
£pr)fxa Ko/xirdaas; Something like x€lfJ-^J'
oirws I vabs (TTepiqcras rjpwacrev KwirrfKaras
might give the required sense, but the
corruption is too deep to be healed with-
out fresh evidence.
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KOIKOV * Apyos

242 Schol. Soph. O. C. 37
TO "Xpyos KO1\6P (pacri nadairep ical ev
'~EtTn.ybvoLS (fr. 190) 'TO KOIXOV "Apyos ov
KaTOiK-qaavT' £TI ' /cat ev Qa/j.6pa (Qap.vpia
L ) ' e/c fihv '~Epix6opiov •KOTip.avTi.ov ^ax€^e

KOVpOV I AvToXvKOP, TToXeWV KTeaVWV (XLVLV
"Apye'C KoiX(jj'' "0/j.ijpos (5 1) ' oi 5 ' l^ov KoiXrjv
Aa.KedaLfj.oi>a.'

No modern critic (with the exception
of Hartung and Immisch, who thought
that the verses formed part of the poetic
display) has credited the statement that
the two hexameter lines really belonged
to the Thamyras. To avoid the difficulty
Kirchhoff suggested the transposition of
the words 'ETT^OPOIS and Qafxvpa, holding
that by the Epigoni was meant the cyclic
poem bearing that title ; and his solution
was accepted by Navick in his first
edition, by Dindorf, by Jebb (on O. C.
378), and by Papageorgius in his edition
of" the scholia. But it has been completely
refuted by Bergk for the following reasons.
(1) The words ev ''YiTuybvot.s in this context
ought prima facie to refer to the play of
Sophocles, and it is highly improbable
that, if the scholiast had intended to
quote the epic, he would have introduced
it in this way. (2) The line which
Kirchhoff would attribute to the Thamyras
(fr. 190) is, so far as we can tell, entirely

unsuitable to that play, whereas it fits
naturally with the plot of the Epigoni.
It is probable, therefore, that if the citation
of the Thamyras was more than a mere
reference, the words quoted have dropped
out of the text. Nauck takes exception
to the contracted KOIXOS in a cyclic poem,
but he should at least have referred to
Horn, x 385. We are not concerned with
the hexameters, but it should be men-
tioned that Wilamowitz conjectured en
fiev apa x^oviov to make them agree with
the tradition that Autolycus was the son
of Hermes (e£ ipiovviov 77, Weil). Others
prefer to suppose that Erichthonius had
a son of this name (Diimmler in Pauly-
Wissowa II 2601). O. Immisch \xvjahrb.

f. Philol. Suppl. XVII 155 holds that
the hexameters are correctly quoted from
the play, and that they were part of the
agon which must have been representtd
somehow or other in the course of the
action. He points out that Philonis,
who is the subject to &r%e#e was mother
of Philammon, the father of Thamyras,
as well as of Autolycus, and that this
genealogy appeared as early as Hesiod
(see fr. i n Rz. 17 TCKCV AVT6XVK6V re
QiXa/ULfAOvd r e KXVTOV aiidrjv). F o r KOIXOV
"Apyos see on fr. 190.
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2 4 3 Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 105,
27 KavvafiLs. 1.o<f>oKX7)s Qafxvpa, 'Hpodoros
rerdpro;. The allusion to hemp,—prob-
ably to hempen garments,—fits the
Thracian atmosphere of the play: cf.

H d t . 4. 74 e"£ avrrjs OprjiKes fxev /cat
elfiaTa iroLeuvTai Toicn Xiveotcnv 6/.ioi6raTa,
Hesych. 11 p. 406. Bluemner, Techno-
logie, I p. 293.
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pjy ^p p
prjyvvs apfJLOvlav -^ophorovov \vpas

2 4 4 Plut. de cohib. ira 5 p. 455 D
6pyi£6fj.e8a Kal TroXe/xiois Kal <f>L\ois Kal
T£KVOIS Kal yovevci. /cat deois vr] Ata Kal
drjpioLs Kal d\f/6xois (TKeveaiv, ws 6 QdfJ-vpis
'priyvvs...\vpas.' Brunck was the first
who assigned the passage to Sophocles.

Pausan. 9. 30. 2 mentions among statues
dedicated on Mt Helicon Od/nvpiv ixev
avrbv re ijdri rvcpXbv Kal Xijpas Kare-
ayvias ecpaiTTbixevou.

1 xp-utroSerov means ' overlaid with'
or 'decorated with gold,' as explained by
Tucker on Aesch. Theb. 43. Cf. Tibull.
3. 4. 37 (of Apollo) artis opus rarae,

fulgens testudine et a ti ro \ pendebat laeva
garrula parte lyra.—K«pas. The state-
ments of ancient authorities relating to
the structure of the lyre are very con-
fusing ; but anyone who will refer to the
illustrations figured in Guhl and Koner
at p. 202 will not hesitate to understand
K^pas as referring to the Trrixeis or arms of
the lyre, which were fixed to the sounding-
board and connected by the £vyov. L.
and S. however translate ' the bridge of
the lyre,'making Kepa<s = /j,ayddt.oi>, a view
which rests on the authority of Pollux 4.

62: see on fr. 36. Cicero also (n.d. 2.
144 in Jidibus testudine resonatur out
cormi) speaks as if the sounding-board
itself were made of horn, unless cornu
is to be taken to refer to the Tr^xets.
Hesych. 11 p. 258 equates £vyd with
TTT)xeii> but this, if correct at all, cannot
refer to the lyre.

2 Herwerden reads pyyvvs 5' : see on
Hclid. 491, 874, Phoen. 563. But for
the anaphora with asyndeton H. quotes
Eur. / . T. IOQ6 Tro0ov(r"¥iWdvwv dyopovs,
irodova'1 "Apre/Miv Xo%tai/, fr. 839, 4 TIKT€L
8l>7]TOVS, I TIKTCL ^OTWTjV <pv\tX T€ 6"qpG)V,

Bacchyl. 3. 15 /3/>iiet jJ.ev lepd ^OV6IJTOLS
ioprcus, fipvovcri (pikotjeviats dyviai. For
the stringing of the lyre cf. Dio Chrys. 8. 4
eviore fxev ovv eTriretvev avrbv, iviore 8£
eireiparo dvievai, wairep 01 xopSoarpocpoL
TCL vevpa relvovcr 1, irpo<rexoVTes A"? Pa"/V-
Hence eirrdTovos Eur. / . T. 112Q etc.
The metre is logaoedic (aeolic), v. 1
being a glyconic, and v. 2 an asclepiad
trimeter

See J. W. White in C. Q. ill 293,
Schroeder, Soph. cant. p. 83.
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S' eXdfJLcfidrjv 8' av KCLI TO TTOTI heipav,
8' £K re kvpas e/c re

TrepCakXa

2 4 5 . 1 iXacpd-qv cod. Pal., iddXcpdrjv
(pprjv Bernardakis | 5a/c^ry Brunck
^pxo/j-at rell. 3 oOs Porson : ov codd

2 4 5 Plut. non posse suaviter 7>ivi
secundum Epicitnim u p . 1093 D, de-
scribing the entrancing pure delight of
certain intellectual studies: aX 5' ct7r6
yeco/uLerpias /cat darpoKoyias /cat dp/xoviKTJ^,
dpi/mu Kal TTOIKLXOV ?xovcraL T° S^Xeap,
ovdevbs TQV dycjyi/JLojv dirohtovcnv, 'fkKovcrai
Kaddwep I'u7 t̂ TOIS diaypd/x/xacnv ' ihv 6
yevcrdfievos, dvirep g/xveipos •§, rd 2o0o-
KX^OVS Trepleicnv aduv • ' /movcro/navei...

coni. Brunck, i/udp<pdr)i' M. Schmidt, iX$
2 x̂oyuat Blaydes et H.: eiixo^at Pal. V2,

4 wepl &XXa ante Porsonum

iroiei'—Kal vi] At" Eu'5o£os /cat
p p x /cat 'Apxt^^Sr??.
H., accepting 5a/c^ry and reading

X̂OAtat ('Fort, LGX0^1- a u t '^X°^ai'
Blaydes), renders and comments as
follows: ' " I was <seized> in the
throat by a melody-maddening snake;
by the lyre I am possessed and by
the strains that Thamyras makes music
with surpassingly"—aye, and not only
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Thamyras but Eudoxus and Aristarchus
and Archimedes:—who, as Plutarch goes
on to illustrate with well-known stones,
were themselves possessed with ecstasy
inspired by their discoveries in science :
Archimedes, for example (1094 c),
4vvorr)<sas TT]V TOV are<pavov fieTprjcriv olov £K
nvos Karoxys rj eirnritoias e^rfkaro fioGiv
"evprjica," Kal TOVTO 7ro\Ad/as <p8eyyo/xevos
4(3d8t£ev. The melodies of Thamyras
have had an effect upon the speaker such
as those of the musician Alexander had
upon the Romans: he created such a
furore, says Athenaeus (183 E) , QVTWS
iirolifjae iravras 'Pw/xcu'ous ixovcrofiavetv Cos
rovs TTOWOVS Kal cLTroixvrjfxoveveLV avrov TO,
Kpotiap.ara. Whatever the verb was,
TTOTI Seipav is to be constructed with it,
" 1was stricken at the throat" (the part
which is the instrument of singing), as
in Aesch. Eum. 595, where Orestes says
/ slew my mother ^L^OVKKQI xeipl T~pos
tep-qv Ten&v. The critics, except Bernar-
dakis, who accepts eiixofxai and supplies
for it an inf. e\dv from his conjecture
in the previous line (see cr. n.), reading
ZpXOfjLCLL, have taken TTQTI 8eipdv with it,
' ' and I come to the monntain-ridge " ; and
since deipdv in that sense has no authority,
Brunck (approved by Ellendt s.v. deipds)
altered it to TTOTI deipdSa ^pxofj-at: Camp-
bell too translates liand make my way to
the ridge" but doubts, conjecturing TVOTI
5' e'ipav ipxofJ-ai "and I go to the public
place.'1'' ^xofuu is used for Karexo/J-ai, as
e.g. #xw appears for irpocr^x'J} in Phil. 305.
The usual phrases were ov yap ex MovcrQp,
dAX' 4K KopvfidvTUiv TLVWV /car^xecr^e Dio
Chrys. I 682, Karaaxeros e/c Nv/j.<pQv
Pausan. 10. 12. ir , /caroxos e/c MovaQv
Lucian n 5. Cf. Plat. Ion 536 A KOX 6
/xkv TWV iroLrjruv i% &X\TJS Moiiirijs, 6 5'

i. dvofj.d^o/j.ev 8e avrb

TO 5e ian irapair\ri(nov'

X yP p
SaKTvXiwv, TQV TTOLTJT&V, aAXot i£ dXXov
av i]pT7]fJi€V0L elffl Kal ivdovaid^ovcnv, ol
fx,ev e% 'Op î̂ ws, ol 5e in M.ovcraiov' ol de
iroXKol £% 'O/x-rjpov Karexovral re Kal
'£x0VTai' &v GVi w'lwi', eh el Kal Karexet

41- 'O/j.7]povJ ^x°/u'at is probably correct,
and completes the restoration initiated by
Porson (on Med. 284) of the latter part
of the fragment. But the first line is
desperately corrupt; and I cannot feel
satisfied that Brunck's 5a/cery, though
diplomatically excellent, is suitable to the
present context. It has not been observed
that ixovaofxavel may be a verb ; and I in-
cline to this solution, with -worl deLpdv —
towards the throat, as in Aesch. Ag. 340
OVKCT' e£ e\evde"pov \ d^prjs airoLjj.iJo^ova'L
(pCkTCLTwv [xbpov. The sense of the inter-
vening words, which must then contain
the subject, might be given by reading
/xovao/jiavei 8' dvacpdev (or possibly even
de \afi<pdep) \fjfx1 aveKas TTOTL decpav,—or
as the accent of cod. Pal. suggests, /xovcro-
fj,ave? 8' i\a<pp7]j> aafx1 averov TTOTI SeLpdu.
Herwerden conjectured in v. 1 f. TTOTI 5'
ovpavbv atpofiai (so also Wyttenbach) '4K
re Xvpas KTL Wyttenbach's view that
Kal TO are simply the words of Plutarch
linking together two quotations deserves
passing mention. Mekler conjectured
after 5a/cery, TTOTI 5' Ipdv 'ipxofJ-at 5atr' ef/c
KT€., i.e. to the banquet of the Muses.

The metre is of the Ionic (choriambic)
type, but for obvious reasons the analysis
is doubtful. It should be added that H.
was led partly by metrical considerations
to his conjecture exo/J-ai. The anaclo-
menos irepiaWa /xovaoTroiei is a common
clausula in Ionics : see e.g. Aesch. Suppl.
1043.

OHIEYI

Welcker (p. 402) holds that the solitary reference to this play
is an error, and that the Phaedra was the play intended. There is
no reason why Sophocles should not have written a play entitled
Theseus, just as Euripides did, who dramatized the Cretan
adventure under that title. The evidence in its favour is very
slender, and may be untrustworthy ; but we ought not to refuse
to credit it without some stronger reason than Welcker is able to
adduce. The subject must in any case be uncertain : Welcker
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records a baseless guess by Gruppe that it comprised the death of
Theseus in Scyros (Plut. Cim. 8 etc.). If the title is an error,
the most probable solution is to ascribe the quotation to the
Aegeus (p. 15).
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OfXTTVLOV V€(f)OV<;

2 4 6 Phot. lex. p. 342, 11 and Suid. original force of the adjective (cf. alma
s.v. SjJLirviov (6irvLov Pho t . ) i>e<pos ' ^ y a , Ceres) ; and there does not seem to be
iroXv, 7]v^r)ixivov. Hjo<poK.\rjs Q-rjaei. Su id . any close parallel to the Sophoclean
adds : KO.1 O^TTPLOS xe'lPi V irXovaia, a gloss phrase, which was preserved as a curiosity
which precedes '6^irviov vecpos in Phot. at a time when the word had become
Cf. Phot . lex. p . 335, 9 bfxnrviov vicpovs' obsolete, O/UTTVLOS xet'p, ' a lavish hand , '
fj.eyi(TTov. H e s y c h . I l l p . 206 6[xirveLov is much nearer to the original, O/HTTVLOV
vecpovs • fxeydXov, iroXXov, 7iv^r)/j.4vov. tpyov in Callim. fr. 183 is interpreted as
Diogen. 6. 97 ofxirvtos xe'P> V ^Xovaia. agriculture. May it not be that the
'ofxirviov p{(f)os, fieya, TTOXIJ, r]vi;7]fj.epoi>. epithet was attached to ve<pos, because

The title Demeter 6/j.Trvia (schol. Nic. the rain-cloud fertilizes the parched
Al. 7, CIA in 26, 2. 3) shows the earth?

OYEZTHI EN XIKYQNI
For the possible connexion of the title Thyestes with the

Atreus see p. 91. We have there pointed out that, while it is
maintainable that Sophocles wrote two plays entitled Thyestes as
well as the Atreus, all we can affirm with certainty is that two
plays of Sophocles dealt with the banquet-story and the later
history of Thyestes respectively, and that to the latter was given
the title Thyestes at Sicyon. The chief authority now extant for
the later history of the two brothers is Hygin. fab. 88, which by
general consent is admitted to have been derived from the play
of Sophocles. The confused narrative of Hyginus divides into
three parts, after a reference to the turning back of the Sun's
chariot in horror at the impious banquet. In the first part
Thyestes is said to have fled to King Thesprotus, whose country
was near lake Avernus, and thence to Sicyon where his daughter
Pelopia had been placed in security. He found her sacrificing
to Athena, and, fearing to pollute the sanctity of the site by his
presence, hid himself in the neighbouring grove. Pelopia slipped
while dancing, stained her robe with the victim's blood, and with-
drew to wash it in the river. Thyestes, covering his head, rushed
from the grove and violated her. Pelopia drew his sword from
its scabbard, and returning to the temple hid it beneath the
pedestal of the statue of the goddess. On the next day Thyestes
asked the king to restore him to Lydia, his native land. There
is no mention here of the oracle given to Thyestes that the
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son born to him by his daughter Pelopia was destined to be
the avenger of his brother's crime. This essential part of the
legend appears, however, in the brief and mutilated chapter
which precedes {fab. 87), as well as in the imperfect account of
Apollodorus (epit. 2. 14). Cf. Lactant. on Stat. Theb. 1. 694 cum
responsuni accepisset Thyestes aliter malorum remedium inveniri
non posse, nisi cum Pelopea filia concubuisset, paruissetque re-
sponsis, etc. The last quotation should not lead us to suppose
that in the original form of the story Thyestes recognized his
daughter, although the account of Hyginus is far from explicit
on this point. Anyhow, so far as Sophocles is concerned, it is
hardly necessary to appeal to the testimony of Aristotle {poet. 13.
1453a 9—11), in order to refute such an inference being drawn
concerning his version. The confusion in Hyginus between
Thesprotus and the king of Sicyon becomes still more puzzling
in the second division of the chapter: in consequence of a
drought at Mycenae, Atreus was ordered by the oracle to bring
back Thyestes. He accordingly journeyed to the court of
Thesprotus, thinking that Thyestes was there, saw Pelopia,
whom he believed to be the daughter of Thesprotus, and asked for
her hand in marriage. Thesprotus, ' to avoid any suspicion,'—a
mysterious comment—consented. But Pelopia was already preg-
nant by Thyestes, and exposed the child when born. The
shepherds, however, gave him to a she-goat to suckle {Aegisthus),
and Atreus had a search made for him, and brought him up as
his own son. The concluding section in Hyginus is so closely
compressed that it may as well be given in his own words:
interim Atreus mitt it Agamemnonem et Menelaum filios ad
quaerendum Thyestem: qui Delphos petierunt sciscitatum. casu
Thyestes eo venerat ad sortes tollendas de ultione fratris. compre-
hensus ab eis ad Atreum perducitur. quern AtreiLS in custodiam
coniici iussit Aegisthumque vocat, existimans suuin filium esse, et
mittit eum ad Thyestem interficiendum. Thyestes cum vidisset
Aegisthum et gladium quern Aegisthus gerebat et cognovisset quern
in compressione perdiderat, interrogat Aegisthum, unde ilium
haberet. ille respondit matrem sibi Pelopiam dedisse: quam iubet
accersiri. cui respondit se in compressione nocturna nescio cui
eduxisse et ex ea compressione Aegisthum concepisse. tune Pelopia
gladium arripuit simulaus se agnoscere (?) et in pectus sibi detrusit:
quern Aegisthus e pectore matris cruentum tenens ad Atreuin
attulit. Me existimans Thyestem interfectum laetabatur: quern
Aegisthus in littore sacrificantem occidit et cum patre Thyeste in
regnum avitum redit.

Brunck inferred that the material for two plays was to be
found in the chapter of Hyginus, and that the scene of the
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earlier was to be placed at Sicyon, that of the later at Mycenae.
Curtailed and abbreviated as the text of Hyginus obviously is,
we can scarcely fail to recognize the influence of a tragedian in
the concluding portion, more particularly in the ava^voopiai^ and
the suicide of Pelopia. But the earlier events are inconclusive, and
not well suited, so far as we can judge, to dramatic representa-
tion. Agreeing, therefore, with Brunck that Sophocles' play
(BWCTT779 iv itLKvwvi was the ultimate source of Hyginus, I think
it more likely that the earlier incidents, so far as they were
material to the issue, were made known to the spectators either
in the prologue or in the course of the action, and did not form
the subject of a separate drama. It can hardly be doubted that
fr. 247 alludes to the oracle given to Thyestes, but the words
may quite well have been spoken after its prediction had been
fulfilled. Rossbach (Philoi. Abhandl. M. Hertz dargebracht,
p. 255) inferred from Hygin. fab. 254 Pelopia Thyestis filia in
patrem (sc. piissima fnif) lit eum vindicaret that Pelopia knew of
the oracle and recognized her father, but nevertheless submitted
to disgrace in order to secure his revenge. Welcker (p. 369) takes
a different view, thinking that the subject of the second Thyestes
and of the Pelopidae of Accius is to be found in Hygin. fab. 86,
Thyestes Pelopis et Hippodamiae filiiLS quod cum Aeropa Atrei
uxore concubuit a fratre Atreo de regno est eiectus. At is A tret
jiliiim Plisthenern, quern pro suo educaverat, ad Atreum interjici-
endum misit: quern Atreus credens fratris filium esse itnprudens
filium suum occidit. This is a pure guess, prompted by the
necessity of finding a plot for the second Thyestes, and it is
much more likely that Hygin. 86 is based on the Pleisthenes of
Euripides {TGF p. 556). Dindorf solves the problem by his
favourite device of a second edition (see p. 4).

It should be added that the incest of Thyestes is alluded to
as a tragic subject by Plat. /egg. 838 C. See also Friedlaender
on Juv. 7. 92.

247

Cronos yap ovSeis irXrjv ov av Ti^a deos.
et? 6eov% < cr' > opcovTa, KOLV e£o) 81/079

ypiv KeXevy, Keux' ohonropeiv ^pecov'
alay^pov yap ovhev <hv vcjuqyovvTai Oeoi.

2 4 7 . 2 a add. Seyffert

2 4 7 Orion flor. 5. 10 (Schneidewin 1 Beynen conjectured os h.v TL/HS.
com', crit. p. 47) in rod a' Qviarou. deovs, and Nauck, while condemning this
<ro<pbs...8eol. V. 1 without the name of as perverse, followed Meineke in the view
poet or play is also quoted in Jlor. that the line ought to be separated from
Monac. 103. the rest of the fragment, and was inclined
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to think that v. 4 had no connexion with
vv. 2, 3. Similarly F. W. Schmidt
{Krit. Stud. 1 254), who rewrites the
passage in order to avoid the supposed
incompatibility of ££« SIKTJS with alaxpov
ovdeu. But all the lines appear to be
part of an answer to an objection (of
Thyestes?) that, if the oracle pointed to
incest, its injunction must be disregarded:
see Introductory Note. The reply is that
such considerations cannot be allowed,
since human wisdom is of no avail unless
it is blessed by heaven. The attitude
towards aocpla is similar to that of Eur.
Bacch. 200 ff. and other passages in the
same play; in Sophocles it does not
surprise us. For debs TL/ULO. cf. Aesch fr.
302, Theb. 703, Eur. Her. 1338 deol 5'
orav Ti/A&aiv ovdev 8ei <piXwv. F . W .
Schmidt adds Hes. Theog. 81, Theogn.
169.

2 ff. These lines have been cleared
up by Wecklein's proposal to insert <r'
and treat KeXevy as second pers. sing, of
the pass, subjunctive. The same sugges-
tion was made independently by Tucker
(C. 7?. XVII 190) and by Blaydes, who,
however, inclined to els debv cr: opdv re
KT€. The insertion of <r' appears to have
been proposed first by Seyffert (Ph. Mus.
xv 615), but he wished to substitute debv
for deovs, in order to provide KeXetirj with
a subject. It is natural to compare the
passage with Euripides' famous line (fr.
292, 7) et deol TL dpQcrtv aicrxpov, OVK elcrlv
deol, and the contrast is significant of the

attitude of the two poets towards morality
and religion. Sophocles is serenely con-
fident that no reconciliation of their
claims is necessary; if morality seems
to conflict with the will of the gods, so
much the worse for it. But for Euripides,
if the gods seem to enjoin an immoral
action, they become untrue to their
nature and are no longer trustworthy.
See Nestle's article on Sophokles und
die Sophislik in Class. Philol. v i29ff.
The present lines would accurately de-
scribe the position of Orestes in the
Electra, who has no hesitation in obeying
the command of Apollo, even though it
involves matricide: see v. 1424 rdv
56/AOICI fiev I /caXws, ' ATTOXXOJV el KOXWS
e'deairiaev, and Jebb's Introd. p. xli.—
oSoiiropeiv is used 10 times by Sophocles,
but not at all by Aeschylus or Euripides.
For ££a> 5IKT]S cf. Eur. Andr. 786, Bacch.
10 ro TO. 5' ££a; i/6/J.c/u.a | 5t/cas eK^aXbvra
TLjxav deovs. The context here limits 8ltcq
to the sphere of established or conven-
tional morality. The conception of 5//ĉ
as a human institution was as old as
Hesiod {Op. 279): cf. Plat. Prot. 322 c.
The word is so applied in accordance with
its original meaning of custom or order,
for which see F. M. Cornford, From
Keligiott to Philosophy, p. 172 ff.—For
the ace. after iKpyyeiadai, involved in the
attracted wv ('where the gods take the
lead, prompt') cf. Lys. 33. 3 eKeivos jmev
odv ravd' v<p7)yr)craTo,—such was the lead
given by Heracles.

248

2 4 8 Hesych. I p. 254 awoir'krjKTq)
irodi • ixavi&bei. ~ZO4>OK\9JS Qvearrj St-
Kvwvicp.

For the word cf. Phil. 731 rl 8r]...
aLWTrqs KO.IToirXyKTos aJ5' e%ei; Ant. 1189
KairoTrXrjcrcro/Acu, i.e. ' I faint away.' Dem.
2 1 . 143 ovx OVTCJS etfjt.' a<ppwv oi)5'

TTOSL

aTroTrXrjKTOs iyw. 34. 16 OVTOJS aTroirXrqKTOv
/cat TravTeXQs iAa.iv6fj.evov. There is a
similar transference of the adjective in
0. T. 479 fieXeip irodi, ibid. 877 7ro5t
%/>?7crtyu.y, Eur. Phoen. 834 rvcpXi^ irodi,
Aesch. Eum. 545 adty irodi, Tr. fr. adesp.
227 \cudapyu) Trodi. See also on fr. 790.

249
afJLOp(f)Q)TOV

249 Hesych. 1 p. 151
a5t.aTijirwTov. 2o<poK\rjs Qviarrj T<2 ev
HIKVWVC. Cf. Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 94, 15
d/-i6p(pu}Tos • ddiopOuTOS, dwXacrTos, d
fXCLTLCTTOS.

d|idp<f>(i>Tos, formless, reappears as an
epithet of VXr) in the pseudo-Pythagorean
treatise published under the name of
Timaeus Locrus, 94 A (vulg. a/xopep'ov).
It is not a genuine verbal,—for we
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may leave out of account the scholiastic
afj.op<f>5o),—but an amplified substitute for
dfxop<pos such as the tragedians were
prone to coin. Similar instances are
a<f>6^7]Tos 0. T. 885 beside a0o/3os, drdp-
firjros Ai. 197 beside drapes, xPv<r°-
K6WTJTOS Eur. Phoen. 2 beside Xj°ucr6/co\\os,

y Bacch. 19 beside KOLWL-
•jrvpyos, dfj.apnjpr)Tos Her. 290 beside
d/j.dpTvpos, d<pijX\coTos fr. 299 beside
acpvWos. See the excellent note of
Wilamowitz on Eur. Her. I.e., and
further on fr. 1014.

250

25O avTo/uLoipos Casaubon : avTojAapos cod.

25O Hesych. I p. 327 avrdfxoipos
{avrofiapos cod.) • fiovd/xotpos. 2o0o/c\?7S
Qv^arrj EiKuwĵ y (QV£<TTI) cnKvwvla cod. :
corr. Musurus). The traditional inter-
pretation, followed by Liddell and Scott,
with special destiny, is almost nonsense.
Following the analogy of difj.oi.pos, we
should conclude that fxovdfxoipos as applied

to a person means 'having a single share.'
'Sharing alone' is an illogical but em-
phatic term to express sole possession
(oxymoron) : cf. the use of /j.opofj.epris.
avToirdfjLwv, if that word is really the
source of the Hesychian avroiro/xa •

v, would be the nearest parallel.

251

251 Hesych. I p. 329 avTocpoproi •
avrodidKOvoL, Kvpiws dk oi kv rots idiots
irXoiois. 2iO(pOK\rjs Qvearrj TiiKvcovicp
(dvearrj crinvuvLa cod. : corr. Musurus).
6 5e Kparivos 4v Xeipwvt (fr. 248, I 88 K.)
TOVS rd Koivd <popTi£o/J,evovs ^<pf]-

auToc|)opTOS is properly and strictly
applied to the VOLVKXTJPOS who voyages
with his own cargo on board his own
ship, as contrasted on the one hand with
the seaman who carried for hire, and on

the other with the merchant who ventured
his goods in another's bottom. In
Aesch. Cho. 671 areixovra 5' avrbepoprov
oiKeiq. crayrj the speaker describes himself
as a travelling merchant, contrasted with
a carrier. Cratinus, however, seems to
have used the word for those who em-
bezzled public monies. Such at least is
Meineke's view which Kock adopts ; but
the latter thinks that the word KOLvo<p6p-
TOVS may have fallen out before e<pr].

252
eiraivovs

2 5 2 Hesych. II p. 132 eiraivovs' rds
KpiaeLs /cat rds o~v/x(Bov\ias /cat ras dpxatpe-
crtas (apx^crias cod.). TiO(f>OK\rjs QveaTrj

y Tats iita.ivqTaio~w
(ita cod.).

The explanatory words 'decisions, re-
commendations, and elections {i.e. support
of a particular individual)' may be taken
to refer to the approval of an assembly
which voted and elected its officers by
acclamation. Such was the Spartan
tiireWa: Thuc. 1. 87 Kpivovai yap fiorj
Kal ov \j/r)(pi$. See further Greenidge,
Handbook of Greek constitutional antiqui-
ties, p. 100. In this respect no doubt

Sparta adhered to the procedure of the
heroic age : cf. Horn. Y 461 d>s e'epar''
^ArpecSTjs, eiri 8' yveov &W01 'A^atoi',
Eur. Hclid. 811 crrparbs 5' eirriv€o-(ev),
Or. 901 eireppddrjaav 5' ot /nev d>s /caXws
XiyoL, I ot 5' OVK eiryvovp. The conclud-
ing words were no doubt rightly referred
to Alcaeus (fr. 128) by Maussac and
Voss. Nauck substitutes TOIS for rats
without, comment, and it certainly seems
probable that Alcaeus used eiraivir-qs of a
political supporter, rather than that rats
iiraivtraLcnv is correct. Bergk's alterna-
tive suggestions that Sophocles wrote ds
dXicddoi rots eiraiv^TaKTip or rots iiraive-
Taiaiv alone are very unlikely.
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253

2 5 3 Hesych. I p. 338 dtpocnwixevaL'
dvbcnai, 6.irodev rod bcriov yeyevy]jj.evai.
2o0o/cA?js Qvearrj /3'. Cf. ibid. p. 341
a(p(j}<Tnofj.eve ' atrodev rod baiov d<pcjpi<r/J.eve.

The important word dcpocnovv, more
common in the middle, cannot be fully
treated here. The meaning attested by
Hesych. arises from the double sense of
dedication, seen in such words as devottts,
sacer, cLyos, which has been well compared
by Miss Harrison [Prolegomena, pp. 59,
108) with the condition of the savage
tabu. Thus d<pocnovv, to separate from
the oaia, is to make an ayos or tabu ; and

a (pap/j,a.K6s would properly be described
as a<pw<nwfj.€vos. Cf. Hipponax fr. 11
ws oi jxev ayei. BouTrdAy KaTTjp&vTo. I n
this sense dcpotnovv is equivalent to
evayl^eiv, and is contrasted with dcpayvi-
£ew, to remove from the tabu or to dis-
enchant, for which cf. Eur. Ale. 1144,
and d<piepovv, which has the same meaning
in Aesch. Eum. 454 (of Orestes, as
d<payvi^€Lv in Pausan. 2. 31. 8). Hence
dcpocnovadai commonly = to abominate
[aversari) : see Hold en on Plut. Sull. 22.
4, and Wyttenbach's list of examples in
his n. on mor. 63 B.

254

2 5 4 Hesych. II p. 264 y
diijyov. ~Eo(pOK\TJs Qvearr) devrepif). T h e
same interpretation was traditionally
given to O. T. 775 ijyofirjv 8' dprjp | dcrrQp
/uLeyicrros TUIV 4KSI, irpiv /J,OL TVXV | roidb'
eireaTr] : see the schol. €Tpe<p6fA7]v, irvy-
X&vov, and Suid. s.v. ijybixriv. Modern
editors all prefer the rendering ' I was
considered' ; but there is no gain to the
sense in its adoption, and, if the editors
are right, the present gloss of Hesychius

does not deserve credit. Yet 1776̂ 771/,
' I lived,' seems to be justified by the
corresponding use of the active in Dem. 9.
36 i)v TL T6T€...6 eXevdepav riyeTTJP'EAAdSa :
see also on Eur. Hclid. 788. Cf. El.
782, where Musgrave quoted Philostr.
vit. Apoll. 5. 42 /xeXiTToijTais diriyero icai
aprois KT€. Several other examples from
Philostratus are quoted by W. Schmid,
Atticismus, iv p. 346.

255
ear 1 yap rt? ivakia

cucr rfjSe ySa/c^eto?
2 5 5 . 2 Eu/3ous cud L. Dindorf: eu(3or)aacra codd. plerique,

fiaKxtos Blaydes

2 5 5 Schol. Eur. Phoen. 227 2o0o- he TTJV
tcXfjs 8e ev ©I'̂ CTTT? iaTopet teal 7rap'
]Lv(Boiev<riv bixoiav d/inreXov elvai rrjs ev
Hapvacrip, Xeywv OVTUS ' ' 'eari.. .TTOTOV.'

The miraculous growth of the vine is
one of the portents which attest the
piesence of Dionysus (Horn. h. 7. 35 ff.) ;
and this accounts for its appearance at
Delphi and at Nysa. For the facts cf.
schol. Soph. Ant. 1133 77 TO ev Evfioia
(pTjiTLv dXcros 77 T6 ev llapva<rcp' ev afitpore-
pots yap Tbwois 77 &fxirtXos 77 nad: eKacrTTjv
rj/jiepav irepi /.i.ev TT)V ew j3bTpvas (pepei, irepl

dKrrj Meineke |

^p /a0a/caj, erpvyaro de
Treiravdeiaa irepl rr\v eenr^pav. Steph.
Byz. p . 479 N0<7ai...5e/cdT77 ev Eu^ot'a,
£i>6a 81a //tas rjfiepas TTJP apLirekov (pacriv
dvdelv /cat rbv fibrpvv ireTraiveffdai. Schol.
Townl. Horn. N 21 ec Alyais rrjs Ei}/3ot'as
Trapddo^a TTOAAO. yiverai. Kara yap rds
er-qaiovs rod Aiovvaov reAeras opyia^ovauiv
TQ>V /HVCTT15WI> yvvaiKU)P (OXaaTavovcnv at
KoKovixevixL e(prjfxepoL afxtreXoL, aiTives ewdtv
fxev ras TQ>V KapwQiv €KJ3oXds iroiovprai,
elr' av iraXiv ftbrpvas fSapvTarovs, KO.1
TOVTOVS irpb fj.e<T7]fj.J3pias ireiraivovcn, irpbs
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eV ipTTet. Trpa)Ta fxev \afjL7rpas eo
-^(kcopbv olvdvdrjs Sejota?"

j i p i fJLecrcrov O/JLCJHJLKOS TVTTOV,

/cat Kkiverai r e KOLTrorrepKovTai
elr

5e TTJV eairepav dpeir6pi,evai d/cparov x°PV"
youcn da\pi\r) rats dirb rod x°P°v Trapdevois.
Eustath. //. p 882, 38 Alyas i] rets iv
Ei}/3ota Aeyei, fvda fivffeverat TO Kara ras
icpri/nepovs duireXovs, at, (pacriv, ewdev
avriovaai, irpbs /meayj/ji^pLav irenalvovai
ftorpvas, eairepas 5e ft.Kpa.Tov

Aiovvoip Kre. From such evidence it has
been inferred with reason that Nysa was
in the immediate neighbourhood of
Aegae, a town on the west coast of
Euboea. From Strab. 405 we learn that
Aegae was opposite to Anthedon at a
distance of 120 stades across the Euripus.
The similar vine on Mt Parnassus is de-
scribed in Eur. Phoen. 229 o'eva 6\ a. Kada-
fiepiov j crrdfets TOV irohjuapirov oivdvdas
ieiaa (36rpvv. For Nysa see on fr. 959.

2 paK\eios: see cr. n. Our MSS are
useless in distinguishing between /3d/c%'os
and /Scuxeios, as is shown by Ant. 154,
Track. 219, 510, 704, in all of which
places they give forms of /3aK%etos against
the metre. The only certain instance of
/3a/fxetoj in Sophocles is O. T. 1105. In
Euripides /3a/cxetos is certain in Hec. 686,
Ion 1126, Bacch. 1057; and Elmsley on
Bacch. 308 held that Euripides avoided
/3ct/cxtos, except as the name of the god.
These facts are hardly sufficient to warrant
the adoption of /3dKxtos, although it may
very well be. right. For the accentua-
tion /3a/cxeibs rather than /3d/c%etos see
Chandler, § 381.

3 iir' tj^cip ^pim, grows for a day—
and no more. We should not render
every day (KO.0' y\^pav) : there is a dis-
tinction between 0. C. 1364 aWovs
iirairQ TOV Kad' rjjj.ipav filov—'my daily
bread'—and Eur. El. 429 TTJS 5' i<p'
T)/J.£paV (Sopds I is (TfJLLKpOV 7]K€L (sC. Ta

XpyjfJ-ara)—'wealth hath small part in the
day's needs.' Similarly Cycl. 336 rovfj.-
irieiv ye Ka/m^ayeiv rovcp' r)fiepav—' my por-
tion for the day. ' J . quotes H d t . 1.32 ov
yap TL 6 /j.e'ya irXovcrios TO'U €TT' rjixep-qv
e'xovros 6\/3icoTepjs 4<TTL, Eur . Phoen. 401
Trore fxev e'w' rj/xap elxov, etr' O{IK elxov dv.—

M. Schmidt's \i(3pds (cr. n.) is based on
\ij3pbv aeXas (Tr. fr. adesp. 232).

4 K€K\T)(xd,TWTai: ' the green vine-
shoot puts forth its tendril.' The early
growth of the vine is described distribu-
tively in respect of each twig. The
proper meaning of olvavd-r] is given by
schol. Ar. Av. 588 as y\ ivpwT-r] kK(pv<ns
r??j <jTa<pv\Tjs: so Hesych., Suid., schol.
Ar. Ran. 1320. It should be observed
that in none of the passages quoted by
L. and S. for that meaning is olvdvdr)
used for the vine itself. There is con-
sequently the less reason for following J.,
who, taking oivdvd-qs difias as the vine-
stock, treated xAWP°'1' as proleptic : ' the
stock of the vine has put forth green
shoots.' The perfect is gnomic as in
El. 64 eW orav dd/xovs \ fXdwcriv addis,
iKTeTifjLTjprai irXeov. See Gildersleeve,
§ 257, Goodw. § 155.

5 jxecro-ov is used by Sophocles in
dialogue also at Ant. 1223, 1236. Eur.
only employs the form in lyrics. In this
respect the Ionism of Sophocles is well-
known : see on fr. 799, 4.—6'|i<J>a.Kos
TVTTOV, the form of the iinripe grape.

6 Kal KXXV€TCU T€ is undoubtedly
right. Such conjectures as Treiraiverai re
(Nauck) and yXvKaiveTai re (Meineke)
are quite beside the mark, as was recog-
nized by Gomperz and independently by
Headlam. 'And, as it wanes, the cluster
is empurpled.' For the use of re.../cat in
place of ore of contemporaneous events
see Kuehner-Gerth, § 516, 8 (11 231),
and H. on Aesch. Ag. 189. The credit
of first advocating the claims of re here
belongs to Wex on Ant. 1164 (1186).—
KairotrtpKouTat expresses the final change
of colour when the grape is ripe: see n.
on Eur. Phoen. 1160. There is a good
illustration in Achill. Tat. 2. 3, describing
the appearance of a gemmed cup : oi 5e
(Sdrpves irdvTTj irepiKpefxd[j.evoi ' 8/jL<pa^ fxev
avrwv eKauros b'aov yjv xevos 6 Kparr/p' idv
5' eyx^Xls olvov, Kara [XLKpbv 6 j3 6rpvs
U7TO7T ep/edfera t /cat CTa<pv\r]v TT)V
6/u0a/ca irotel. For this sense of
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SelXrj Se iracra Tefxperau (SkacrTovixiviq
oircopa Kakcos KavaKipvarai TTOTOV.

vix sanum 8 KaXQs oirwpa Barnes | Ka.KKipva.Tai A

CTTCUpvX'ri cf. A. P. 5. 303 '6\i.<pa% OVK
errevevcas ' 6V 77s o~Ta<pvXr), irapeir£[j.\pw
KT€. There does not seem to be any
reason for preferring KO.ITnrepKovTai, as
suggested by Nauck: in A. P. 11. 36
(quoted on Phoen. I.e.) the conditions are
different. In Chaeremon fr. 12 TTOXXTJV
oinhpav HLvirptSos elcropav iraprw \ a/CjOatcrt
TrepK&frovaav olvavdais XPOVOV {yevvv conj.
Kaibel) the text is corrupt, but the refe-
rence is clearly to early maturity.

7 f. pXao-Tovp.€vii is generally con-
sidered to be corrupt, but no satisfactoiy
emendation has been proposed. Meineke's
KXCLCTTOV X€PL {'KXaarovfjLevr) would be
better' H. [cf. C. R. xv in 243] : alter-
natives are Tex"V or p.evei, the latter
suggested but not approved by Her-
werden), which he subsequently gave up
in favour of jSXacrroO yovrj | oirwpoKXaijTr)
Kara, is put out of court by the considera-
tion that an allusion to the vine-dresser's
art is irrelevant: not trimming the leaves
to let the fruit ripen, but gathering it
when ripe is the process to which a
reference is required. Barnes's alteration
in the order of the words—/caAws oTruipa—
is probably right, and the error may be
due, as H. thought, to what he called
'simple order' (C. K. xvi 245). On the
other hand R. Ellis conjectured oTrupicuos
for dirwpa KaXQs. But KCLXCJS itself is not
satisfactory, at any rate so long as

f3Xa<TTov/A€vr] stands: neither Campbell's
' attaining a perfect growth? nor J.'s ' in
its full growth'—lit. 'growing perfectly ^
can be maintained. Even if the form is
legitimate, /3A. oirwpa. ( = the ripe fruit
growing) is an odd phrase. The existence
of a transitive (BXaeTew is proved by Ap.
Rhod. 1. 1131, and that of the passive
by Philo's j3ios fiXacrTydeLs (I 667 M.) ;
but the present tense is in any case out
of place here. Bergk's e^Xaariq^evy)
avoided this difficulty. Track. 703
yXavKrjS OTrdopas ware iriovos irorov \
Xvdivros els yrjv Ba/cxtas avr' afxireXov
shows that TTOTOV is the juice of the grape,
and we should expect to find some
allusion not merely to the gathering of
the vintage, but to the pouring of the
fruit into the vat or its treading by the
vintagers. The first requirement would
be satisfied by rpvyw/xivrj, the second by
Tpa.Trovfj.evri or iraTovfievrj—or even by
(3aTov/j.evT) (cf. Xrjuo^drrjs), the last a word
which might possibly have given place to
fiXaaTovfjAvri, but like rpajrov/xevv and
1ra.T0viJi.ev7) cannot be combined with
Te"/j.veTai. Perhaps Tep.veTai, (3aTovfxev7)s
oVus oirihpas Kava.Kipvr)TaL TTOTOP. Observe
how easily OTTWS would have been lost,
which would lead to subsequent patching.
Herwerden proposed /3<XKXCUS for /caAws
on the strength of schol. Horn. N 11
quoted above.
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TTJV a,v6jyKi)v

2 5 6 Stob. eel. 1 4. 5, p. 71, 20 W.
HocponXrjs QveaTT). iirpbs...avdio~Ta,Tai'
(the lemma is omitted from the proper
place by codd. FP of Stobaeus, but given
alter the conclusion of the following
extract). The line is also quoted but
with the corruption ovdels ovd' for ov8'
"Aprjs, in a Paris MS. described by Wilh.
Meyer Sitz. d. philol.-philos. hist. Cl. d.
k. b. Akad. 1890 11 2, p. 370.

The sentiment follows himon. fr. 5, 16
&Ka 5' ovde 6eoi fj.&xoi>Tai, O. C. 191

vApr)s

teal fii] XPe'£ iroXe[xCbiJ.ev, Ant. 1106 avaynrj
5' oiixl dva/xaxyTeov : see also on fr. 757, 3.
The theme is varied here by the introduc-
tion of Ares, the embodiment of physical
strength : Bacchyl. fr. 36 (20 J.) a/ca/x7rroj
"Aprjs, Homer's ireXwpios, Aesch. fr. 74,
Tr. fr. adesp. 129 iroXefiois 5' "Apews
Kpeiaaov' %xwv Svva/j.Lv. Nauck is prob-
ably justified in thinking that this passage
is alluded to in Plat. Symp. 196 C /ecu
/JLTJV et'j 7c avdpelav "Epwrt ou5' "Aprjs
avdlo~TaTai.
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ft>S vvv rd)(o<? crrei^cofxev ov yap ecr$3

 OTTOJS

cnrov$r)s Si/cauxs /xai/xos axjjerai TTOTC.

2 5 7 . 1 ois vvv Dindorf: tbs vvv SMA
Trore SMA

2 5 7 Stob. flor. 29. 1 (in p. 626, 6
Hense) ~2O<}>OKX£OVS Qvearrj. ' cl)s...7rore.'

1 «s vvv, independently suggested
by Campbell, seems to be necessary, ws
T&XOS occurs frequently in Sophocles (cf.
Phil. 924, 0. T. 945, 1154, 0. C. 1398,
1461, At. 578, 593), but could not be
severed by vvv. On the other hand, ws
cannot be a final conjunction, since T&XOS
standing alone is not used adverbially
by Sophocles. The arguments for the
enclitic are similar to those which have
led to its adoption in El. 428, O. C. 465,
and elsewhere.

2 For SiKciias F. W. Schmidt con-
jectured d.K/j,aias; but, though at first sight
attractive, this alteration really obscures
the character of the allusion. The pro-
verb here paraphrased, that hard work

2 a^erat Trore Valckenaer: airrerai

brings fame, or that idleness begets dis-
grace, may be seen in several fragments
of Euripides : fr. 134 evicXeidv gXafiov OVK
dvev TTOXX&V irovuv, fr. 238 OVK £<JTLV
OVTIS ijdiws £K)TQV ^LQVV \ etiicXeiav etVe/c-
rrjaar', d\Aa XPV ifoveiv, fr. 237 ovdels yap
wv padv/xos evicXeijs avrjp, \ dXX' oi irbvot.
TLKTovai TT]V ev5ot;Lav, fr. 474 TTOVOS
ydp, ws \eyov<TLv, evKkeias ira/ri\p. Cf.
Theodect . fr. 11 iroXKa del \ f^oxdecv rbv
TJ^OVT' et'j liraivov evKXews' \ pq,dvfxla 5e
Kre. Herw., who proposed 5i/catos or
diKatws, was subsequently inclined to
accept the text.—ai|/€Tcu: see cr. n. The
future is more idiomatic than the present
after OVK £<rd' OTTCJS, unless another nega-
tive qualifies the subordinate verb. See
Ellendt, s.v. OTTWS, p. 535 a.
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)( f akyeiv\ oT8a* TreipacrOai 8'
[&)§ yoacrra TavayKCua rov fiiov <j)4peiv\
€K TCDV TOLOVTOiV ^pifj 71V tcLCTlV Xfi

2 5 8 . 1 ^%ets Itali | dXyewci M, d\7eii' a A j 5' 8/J.WS exempli causa scripsi: 8e
XPV MA 2 iure delet Badham ut ex Euripide ortum 3 XPV TW MA, 577 riv
Badham | laaiv M

2 5 8 Stob. /or. 108. 21 (iv p. 963,
8 Hense) liotpoKXrjs Qvecrr-g. 'e'xei...
XajSeiV.' The extract is omitted in S.

Either in the archetype of Stobaeus, or
in some older anthology from which it
was derived, there has been a confusion
of two quotations, which has further
led to a corruption of the original text.
The extract which follows in Meineke's
text (22 = 52 Hense) is taken from Eur.
Hel. 253 f. £xeis ^ v dXyelv\ oTda •
crij/j.(popov 8e croi ] ws paara rdvayKata rod
/3tou (pepeiv. The sentiment expressed by
this couplet, 'what can't be cured must
be endured,' recurs in many forms: see
the closely parallel words of fr. 585 and
cf. Eur. fr. 339, 5 <TKai6v TL dr] TO

l d Xl d dd
339 5 X)

ylyveadaL <piXel, dewv dvdyKas ocrrts
P.

lao-dai ddXei. But the thought of the
present fragment—that trouble must be
faced, and if possible a remedy discovered
—is entirely different: cf. Eur. Or. 398
Xtiirri /JL&XMTT& 7 ' 77 5<.a<pdelpovaa /xe' \ ME.
deivr] yap y\ debs, d \ \ ' oftcos laai/xos.
The two passages are not consecutive in
the MSS, but were so placed by Gaisford.
In Hense's text they are separated by a
considerable interval. S, which omits the
quotation from Sophocles, has yp. irei-
paffdai be XPV written over avficpopov 8i
cot in Euripides. Apparently the acci-
dental similarity of the opening words
tempted someone to combine the two
fragments without regard to their incon-
sistency; and, in order to connect ireipa-
cr0cu with the following line, he substituted
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xpt r & b'fiws or 5e" <re or whatever the
original ending may have been (Blaydes
•makes the same suggestion). I think it is
more likely that XPV arose in this way in
v. i than that Badham's 8^ TIV"1 should be
accepted in v. 3. F. W. Schmidt followed
Badham, and also without necessity gave
k\K&v for €K TQV. Hense thinks that
v. 3 alone belongs to Sophocles, and that
its context is lost. He formerly con-

jectured £K\V<TLV xpWTtiv f° r XPV Tlv'
'iaviv, thinking that £ichv<nv was glossed
by laaiv: but see Eur. Or. 399 quoted
above. ^KXVCTLU was introduced in order to
provide a support for £K TWU TOLOVTOJV,
but the latter is perfectly good Greek for
'in such a case.' Cf. Track. 1109 r^e
ye 5pd<raarai> rdde | x€LP&°~°/jLai /cd/c rwvde,
'even as I am.' Ai. 537 ri hrfi av ws
etc rujvd' av dxpeXoc/uiL ere;
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eVecrrt yap TLS Kal \6yoicriv rjhovrj,
\rf6rjv orav TTOLWCTI TCJV ovTcav

2 5 9 Stob. Jior. 113. 12 (IV p. 1015,
5 Hense) 2o</>o/cXe"ous Qvearr). 'eVecrt...
KO.KWV.'

1 f. These lines refer to the consola-
tion of friends : cf. Aesch. Prom. 394
dpyijs focroij<rr]s elalv iarpol X6701, Eur .
fr. 1079 OVK '£GTI XVTTTJS aWo (pdpfxaKov
(UpoTois I ws avSpbs i<r6\ov /cat <pi\ov
irapatveats, fr. 1065 X6701 yap iadXol
<papixaKov <p6f3ov ftpc/rots, fr. 962 &W iir'
aXXri cpdpfiaKov Kelrat vocig ' | Xvwov/J.e'i'cp
(iev ixvdos evfievTjs <pi\wv, Tr . fr. adesp.
317 \6yip yu.' e'Treuras (pap/xaK^ crocpwraTcp,
Menand. fr. 559, III 170 K. XVTTTJS iarpos
ecrnv dvdpwTrois X6yos' | ^u%^s yap OVTOS

/ere. Consolation

was regarded as a formal duty, and the
rules to be observed became a branch of
casuistry: see n. on Cleanth. fr. 93.—
Kal X6"yoi<riv. Nauck approves Naber's
icdv XbyoiGLv (O. C. 116), a correction
anticipated by Wagner ; but the text may
well be right: cf. El. 369 ws roi% Xbyois
£ve<TTiv dfj.(p6iv Kepdos.—\t]8t]v : cf. Eur.
Or. 213 w woTvia X^jdf] TWV Kaicuiv, ws el
(Totp-f).—OVTO)V is equivalent to irapbvTUu :
Track. 330 fj.7]8e irpbs /ca/co?s | TOIS ovcriv
aXXrjv irpos y' ifiov XIJIT^V Xd(3rj, El. 1498
rd T' ovra Kai /xe'XXovTa IleXoTradQv /ca/cd,
O. T. 781 TT]V fxev odaav rj/xepav \ /ULOXLS
Kariaxov» Qa-Tepa 5' Iwv /ere.
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p yepcav cov aWa ra> ytfpa f
vovs ofJLapreiv /cat TO /3ov\ev€Lv a Set.

2 6 0 Stob. for. 115. 16 (iv p. 1023,
11 Hense) 2o0o/cXeovs Qvearrj (the name
of the play is omitted by S). 'KaLirep...5eV

Hyperides (fr. 57 K.) is said to have
attributed to Hesiod the line gpya vewv,
jSouXat he /ne'crwv, e^xat 5e yepdvrwv. But
more often action and counsel are opposed
as the respective provinces of young and
old : Paroem. I 436 veois ixev epya,
/3ovXas de yepairtpois, Pind. fr. 199 iuda
jSovXai fiev yepbvrwv | /cat veuv dvdpQv
dpicrreijoicnv alxv-at, Eur. fr. 508 7raXatos
atvos ' ipya fxev vewre'puv, | /3ouXat 5'
kxoven TUV yepair^pwv Kpdros. Cf. Horn.
A 323. Generally, age has a riper intel-
ligence and a wider experience : Diog.
L. 4. 50 (Bion) rrj fiep dvdpeia veovs ovras

p xP TV ^e (ppovqa yjp
aK/xd£eip, Ant. 1353, infr. fr. 664, Antiph.
fr. 3 {TGF p. 793), Eur. fr. 619, Phoen.
529 yixTreipla \ e%et TL Xe"£at rdv v£wv
croipibrepop (n.j. Hence the rebuke ad-
dressed to Creon : O. C. 930 /cat <r' 6
TT\T)6IJWV xpbpo$ I ytpovd' dfiov Tid-qcri. /cat
rod vov Kevov. Contrast fr. 949.—Weck-
lein conjectured KOLUTLV yepwv /uev, but for
the Trap-fixw-s s ee Neil on Ar. Eq. 533,
Lobeck on Ai. 384. Ellendt rightly
objected to the comma placed by Dindorf
after we, as if the participle were structu-
rally related to the following words rather
than to the preceding clause. Hense
thinks that something like OVK drifibs ear'
dvrjp may have gone before.
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CLKiqpVKTOV

97261 Hesych. i p,
ayvuxrrov. d<f>ave$ 8k So^o/cA^s Outcry.
Cf. Etym. Gud. p . 25, 51 dichpvKTov,
dyvwarov, dcpcavov, /cat fieya ical ev8idX-
XaKTov (1. dStdAAa/cTOj/). The gloss
'unknown' fits Eur. Hclid. 89 ov ydp which had vanished from human ken.
crwfjt,' dicqpvKTov roSe. I n Track. 45

Xpovov yap ou%t fiaiov...aK'f)pvKTO$ ixevei
the meaning is ' without having sent any
message ' (aarjuos, oti ixr)vvbfi€vos O'TTOV TT6T'
etTTLv schol.); and the neuter seems to
have been applied similarly to something

h i h h d i h d f h k
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akoya

2 6 2 Hesych. I p. 130 akoya' dpp-qra.
O0OKA?7S Qvto-TT). Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 80,
3 = Bekk. anecd. p. 385, x6 AXoya'
pp p)

There is no other example of dXoyos in
this sense. In Plat. Theaet. 202 B, where
the (TTOtx^a, as dXoya and dyvwara, are

contrasted with <riAAa/3&s yvwards re /cat
pyjrdi, the translation inarticulate per-
haps comes nearest; and throughout
that passage Plato twists aXoyos to serve
his purpose, but without affording a
parallel to Sophocles. Cf. d<pdeyKTos,
dp&
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2 6 3 Hesych. I p. 136 dXuw6s'
dXwireKibdijs, iravovpyos. So0o/cA^s Qviffrri
'Ivdxip (fr. 293). ot 5k acpav7]S {d<pave£s
•cod.) /cat (del. Blaydes) /cara TTJV irpb<ro\piv
(irpbcrwipLv cod.). Cf. Etym. M. p . 75, 5
dAw7r6s" dAw7re/cu>577s /cat iravovpyos. ot
8k dcpeXty (1. dcpavrjs) Kara •wpbao^w (so
Valckenaer for /cat d-wpbao^ii). M.
Schmidt, by comparing Eustath. Od. p.
1392, 33 /cemxt ev pTjropt/cy Aê t/cy (Ael.
Dionys. fr. 348 Schw.) dXaoiiros (njvderos
c d0ayi7S ^ 6 rv(pX6s, showed that the
words ot 8e dcpav-qs KTL relate to the lost
lemma dAaw7r6s. The gloss seems to
have been wrongly brought into connexion
with dXwirds, transferred from its proper
alphabetical position, and finally trun-
cated. This may have a bearing on fr.
293. Musurus altered the reference to
2O(POKXT}S Qvtffrr) <Kal> 'ivdxV- f° r M.
Schmidt's view see on fr. 419.

Whatever be the right restoration of
the corrupt text of Hesychius, it seems
certain that in the Thyestes dXanr6s ap-
peared as an adjective with the meaning
'crafty.' There is hardly any reputable
authority for the word either as noun or
adjective, but the accent is recorded by
Arcad. p. 67, 23. Cobet (IV. L. p. 170)
showed that dXwrroxpovs in Bekk. anecd.
p. 381, n is an error for dXcpiroxpovs.
The same mistake occurs in Eustath. Od.
p. 1968, 39. The form does not appear
to be open to objection on philological
grounds: see the list of cognates given by
H. D. Darbishire, Rell. philol. p. 92.
The corresponding feminine is given by
Hesych. as dXwird' 7/ aXwirrj^. T h e
cunning of the fox was proverbial ever
since Solon's iifiewv 5' eh fikv e/cacrros
dAw7re/cos I'xfeo-t [3aivei (fr. 11).

13—2
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avocrrjXevTOv
2 6 4 Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 144, 9 But for the fluctuating sense of voarfKela

dvoa-rjXevTov • 2o</>o/cX?;s Qvearr). see Jebb on Phil. 39. For the verb cf.
Presumably the word means 'untended' fr. 215.

rather than 'not tainted with disease.'

265
avTOLipov (Jiv

2 6 5 Hesych. 1 p. 209 dvr^povcnv' Hesychius, although I have been unable
dvTiXtyovcn. liocpoKXrjs Qvecrrri. dvrai- to find any instance where dvraipia is
povacp was restored by I. Voss, and its used of verbal opposition. But Suid. has
correctness is proved by the alphabetical dvralpw. 5OTLKTJ ' <f>(.XoveiKQ, and Plut. em-
order in Hesychius. avralpw, which H. ploys the word metaphorically with con-
once proposed to read in Aesch. Ag. 543 siderable freedom: Cat. ma. 3 ijuriirLwvL
(J. P. XX 299), does not occur in the wpbs TT\V &a/3Lov dvixtfjciv avraipovTL,
extant remains of tragedy and is severely Pyrrh. 15 rdXfir) nal pdo/J-r) TTJS if/vxys
limited in its Attic usage. Still there is avraipopra irpbs rr\v diropiav, aud. poet. 9
no reason to discredit the statement of p. 28 D avraipeiv rrj r^x^.
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aireipovas
2 6 6 Hesych. I p. 231 direipopas ' regularly means 'inexperienced,' and

direipdrovs. 2o0o/cX?}s Qvearrj. direlpwv is so used in O. T. 1088 ov rbv
Ellendt strangely remarks that Hesy- "OXvfxirov direipwv, cJ Kidaipwv, OVK Sari

chius 'haud dubie direpavrovs intellexit,' /ere.
and refers to fr. 526. But dire'iparos

267

anodea
, 2 6 7 Hesych. I p. 246 dirodea' ddea, for ddea. Cf. dirdvdpwiros, = inhumanf

£KTOS deuv. So0o/cX?7s Qvearrj. fr. 1020, and Hesych. dirddpt^' avrjfios.
diroGta, godless deeds, was a synonym &6pi^. See also on fr. 558.
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arekrj
2 6 8 Hesych. I p. 312 dreXr}- dSairava, wapoiviav (Plut. Num. 15 Oeiirvov evreXh

OVK $x0VTa TeXeap-ara. Zo0o/cX?7s Queery. irdvv). It should be added that evreX-qs
Cf. Pausan. (fr. 305 Schw.) ap. Eustath. and dreX-̂ s are sometimes confused (so
/ / . p. 881, 26 ( = Bekk. anecd. p. 458, 26) Reiske restored ei/reXws in Plut. ?nor*
dreXr] ra dddnavoi, ws /cat 7roXirreX?7 TCL 472 F), and the.earlier editors of Athenaeus
iroXvSdTrava. Suid. s.v. (421 A) gave evreXis in the text of Amphis

dT€\ijs thus becomes the equivalent of on inferior authority. Headlam {J. P.
evreX-rjs, by which a schol. on Phil. 842 XXXI 9) remarked that Horace was ren-
wrongly interprets it. Cf. Amphis (fr. 29, dering dreX^s in his immunis aram si
II 244 K.) beiirvov yap dreXes ov iroi.ei tetigit mantis {Carm. 3. 23. 17).
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269 Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 94, 8 Pind. 01. 7. 40 ix4\\ov gi>Tei\ev cf>vk&%a<rdai
ivreWw avrl rov ivT^\\o/ji.ac. ~2O<POK\T}S XP^OS- Sophocles also employs the rare
QveffTTj. active forms ^xa.vav (At. 1037) and

The active only occurs elsewhere in drL/xav [ibid. 1129).

IBHPEZ

This title is known from an inscription published by Kaibel in
Herm. XXIII 283 (from the papers of Ph. Bonnarot), which records
the performance at Rhodes in the third or fourth century B.C.
of four Sophoclean plays...ea HoifioKXeovs teal 'O8v(rcre<a /c>al
"l/3r)pa<; KOLI aarvpiKov Trj\€«fiov>. The fact of the performance
at that place and time is an important record : see Introduction,
§ 3. The legend of Geryon is the only subject suggested by
the title Iberians, but seems more suitable to a satyr-play than
a tragedy. For the Geryones of Nicomachus see TGF, p. 762.
The Caucasian Iberia, where Heracles overcame Glaucus, the
Old Man of the Sea (schol. Ap. Rhod. 2. 767), is still less likely.

INAXOI

The story of Io was contained in two epics attributed to
Hesiod, the Aegimius and KardXoyoi, but the information relat-
ing to them is so scanty that it is impossible to reconstruct
either version in detail1. The other literary evidence anterior to
Sophocles consists of the incidents recorded in the Supplices and
Prometheus of Aeschylus, to which there is now to be added the
dithyramb of Bacchylides (18). In Apollod. 2. 5 ff. we find a
version of the story which differs in several respects from
Aeschylus, and appears to be founded on Hesiod. Thus we
learn that Hesiod made Io the daughter of Peiren,—not of
Inachus, as many tragic writers had done. Further, whereas in
Aeschylus (Suppl. 303) Hera transformed Io into a cow to
thwart the passion of Zeus, according to Hesiod Zeus, after his
intrigue was detected, himself effected the change, and Hera,
having asked for the cow as a present, set Argus to watch over
it. He accordingly tethered Io to an olive-tree in the aXaos at
Mycenae. There was also a difference of tradition in the

1 See the authorities referred to by Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 11309, and in Bursians
Jahresb. cxxxvil 526—531.
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accounts given of the death of Argus. In the Prometheus (707)
Aeschylus speaks vaguely of his sudden and unexpected end, and
in the Supplices (309) merely states that he was killed by Hermes.
According to Apollodorus (2. 7), who appears to be following
Hesiod (fr. 189 Rz.), Hermes was bidden by Zeus to steal the
cow, and, failing to elude Argus, killed him with a stone. But
Ovid's account {Met. 1 668 ff.) is different: Hermes disguised
himself as a shepherd, excited the curiosity of Argus by playing
on the pipe, and, when he had eventually succeeded in lulling
him to sleep, slew him with the apirrj. The antiquity of the
latter version is proved by Bacchylides (18. 29—36), who, in
refusing to pronounce definitely on the manner of Argus's death,
mentions, as an alternative, that he may have been 'lulled to rest
by the sweet melody of the Pierian sisters' (see Jebb in loc).

The inference that the Inachus was a satyr-play was first
drawn by Hemsterhuis1, and the general tone of the fragments
has convinced the majority of subsequent critics that he was
right, although Bergk2 and Wilamowitz3 were of a different
opinion. The latter considered that the play was technically
a tragedy in spite of its jovial character, and compared it to
the Alcestis of Euripides. I doubt if the analogy will hold.
The comic element in the A Icestis is slight enough ; yet the
ancient critics thought it aarvpiiccorepov, and the general opinion
is summarized by Demetr. de eloc. 169 rpayayBla Be ^dpira^ fiev
Trapakajx^dveL ev iroWol^, 0 Se yeXcos i^dpb^ TpaywBias' ovBe yap
iirivorjaeiev av T*9 TpaywBlav irai^ovcrav, eVet adrvpov ypd-^rei
dvrl Tpay<pBia<;. So much was this the case that Rhinthon of
Tarentum, a specimen of whose art is perhaps preserved in the
Amphitryo of Plautus, was regarded as the inventor of a new
type of drama known as IXaporpaywBia. Wilamowitz has a for-
midable argument in the fact that twenty-six quotations from the
play have come down to us without any hint that it was satyric;
and it is perhaps not an adequate answer to point out that the
same remark applies to the nine fragments belonging to the
'A îXXew? ipacrrai But the more famous the play the less need
was there to cite it with a title distinctive of its character; and
it is common ground that the Inachus was much more popular
than any of the plays of Sophocles which are definitely known
as satyric4. It should be added that the death of Argus is a

1 On Ar. Plut. p. 248. 2 Griech. Literaturgesch. I l l p . 441.
3 Einleilung in d. gr. Trag. p. 8853. Decharme {Rev. des Et. gr. x n 298),

arguing rightly that a chorus of satyrs was indispensable in a satyr-play, thinks that
the Inachus perhaps did not belong to this category.

4 I do not feel the force of the argument that frs. 270—1 are unsuitable to a
satyr-chorus. Consider, on the other hand, the cumulative force of frs. 272, 277,
279, 284, 285, 288, 291, 295.
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favourite subject in vase-paintings, and on one of these Hermes
is represented as trying to kill Argus, who is asleep on the
ground, but as being held back by satyrs1. Even if this does
not refer directly to the Inachus, it is sufficient to show that the
subject was suitable for satyric treatment.

Something may be gathered from the fragments themselves
as to the scope of the play. Inachus, the river-god, was the
father of Io (frs. 270, 271, 284); but there is nothing to show
what part he took in the action. It may be assumed that the
scene of the play was the flowery vale of Argos, rich with
pasture, where Io ranged before her wanderings began: cf. El. 5
T*}? olaTpo7r\r)<yo<; aXao? 'Ivd^ov fcopr)*;. Aesch. Suppl. 538 avSo-
VO/AOVS €7ra>7ra$, XeifxSiva ^ov^iXov, evdev ic6 /ere. This descrip-
tion of the Argive plain {iro\vhiy\nov: see generally Frazer
Pausan. Ill p. 96) might well excite surprise; but Headlam has
pointed out that it refers to the particular circumstances of the
legend, by quoting Severus in Walz, Rhet. Gr. I p. 537 rt/xcocra
Yj J7] Tt)V TOV AtO? ip(£>fJb€.VrjV CLvdoS dvf)K€ Tfj /8ot V€/A€Cr6a(,. I t

is perhaps not altogether fanciful to connect the allusion of the
rhetorician with the account given in the Inachus of the blessings
bestowed on the inhabitants of Argos when Zeus came to visit
10 (frs. 273, 275, 277, 286). To Inachus in particular, as the
source of nourishment for all the dwellers on his banks (Aesch.
fr. 168, Tucker on Aesch. Cho. 6), the increase of fertility brought
enlarged honours. Hermes and Iris appeared as the agents of
Zeus and Hera (fr. 272),—themselves too august personages for
stage representation. The transformation of Io2 took place during
the course of the action (fr. 279), but whether as a direct result
of Hera's interference must be left doubtful. Wilamowitz argues
from frs. 278, 284, and 286 that Hera effected a counter-stroke
by reducing the land to poverty as a punishment for the com-
plicity of its inhabitants in the wrong done to her. Argus was
introduced blowing the shepherd's pipe (fr. 281); and this refe-
rence, taken in conjunction with Aesch. Prom.$g6 and the allusion
in Bacchylides to the fatal issue of his musical tastes, favours the
inference that his death was brought about somewhat in the
manner related by Ovid. The play probably closed with the
departure of Io on her wanderings. Wilamowitz assigns the play
to the end of the Archidamian war, presumably on the strength
of schol. Ar. Av. 1203.

1 Described by O. Jahn in Berichte d. sacks. Gesellsch. d. Wissensch. 1847, p. 296.
See Haigh, Tragic Drama, p. 392.

2 The fragments do not show whether she was completely transformed; but, if she
appeared afterwards, it must have been as jSoikepws ir&pdevos (Engelmann in Roscher
11 271).
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270

^ varop, TTOU rov Kpy]voiv

Trarpbs *£lK.eavov, fxeya pfi
*Apyovs re yuais 'Upas re
KCLI Tvpcrrjvolai TLeXacryols.

2 7 0 . 1 varop Meineke: yewdrop A,
Rhod.: Ivpp-qvois codd. Dion. Hal.

27O These lines are adduced by
Dionys. Hal. Ant. Roi?i. 1. 25 2o0o/cXet
§' ^ T^dxy hpa.fxa.ri avdiraiarov virb rod
%opov Xey6fJ.epov iretroi^Tai c55e ' " I^axe . . .
neXao-7o?j' in support of the proposition
that the name of Tyrrhenia was in former
times distributed over different parts of
Greece. V. 4 is quoted by schol. Ap.
Rhod. 1. 580 on Se /cat avrol oi 'ApyeToi
iaakovvTo He\a<ryol ~Lo<poK\9js ev 'IV&XQ
(prjai '/cat T. IIeXaayois.'

1 f. "Iva\€: for the course of the
river Inachus see on fr. 271.—vaTop: in
support of his correction Meineke (on
Callimachus, p. 250) quotes Hesych. ill
p . 137 vaercop' peup, woXvppovs, and p. 141
va,TTa.p£ov iroXvppovv (i.e. vdrwp' p£wv,
•woXvppovs). Empedocles fr. 6 introduces
N?7<rTts as the representative of Water in
his list of the four elements. Cf. va
fr. 5.—rov Kpi]v«v iraTpos. Cf. Horn. <i>
196 'QKeavolo, | e£ ovirep iravres voTa/j-ol
/cat iracra ddXacraa | /cat iracrai Kprjvac...
vdovaiv. Ar. Nub. 271. The rationaliz-
ing version is given by Apollod. 2. 1
'QiKeavov /cat Trjdtios yivercu. ira2s"lvaxos,
d0' ov TrorajUos ev "Apyei "I^axoj /ca\et-
Tat.—irpea-pevwy (At. 1389), followed by
Homeric (perhaps locative) dative (Monro,
H. G. § i 4 5 , 7).

3 "Hpas T€ ird-yois : 'alluding to the
Argive Heraeum, which stood on a rocky
eminence under Mt Euboea, one of the
heights which bound the Argive plain on
the E. (El. 8 n.)' J. But, as Hera was
the patron goddess of all Argos (Eur.
Uclid. 349, Phoen. 1365 etc.), it is
perhaps unnecessary so to restrict the
plural irdyoLS. Poseidon sent a drought,
being angry with Inachus, SIOTI TTJV x&Pav

"Hpas e/j.apTvptj(Tep eivcu (Apollod. 2. 13).
See also Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 1829.

4 TvpcrT|voio-i rieXatryois. J writes :
'As we know from Dionysius, it is the
Chorus who speak. They would be
Argives, and here speak of their own

yev
varop . 4 Tvpaqvoicn schol. Ap.

race, with pride, as sprung from the
ancient stock of the Pelasgi. Cp. Thuc.
4. 109, who traces a Pelasgic element in
the Athos peninsula, descended from TOW
/cat Arjfxvov iroTe /cat 'Ad-qvas Tvparjvwv
oitcyo-dvTwv. In the fifth century the view
prevailed that the Tvparivoi and Pelasgi
were identical. [In Hdt. 1. 57 roto-t vvv
^TcJIeXacryCbvTCOV virepTvparivCoi' Kpr](rTQva.
irbXtv OIK€OPTO}V, KpdTiava, i.e. Cortona—
with KpoTUPLTJTai. for KprjaTWVLTjTaL below
—should perhaps be substituted: see
Stein.] Hellanicus (fr. 1, FUG I 45)
says that the Pelasgi acquired the name
of Tvpcrrivoi after their arrival in Italy.
The Etruscans were believed to have come
originally from Lydia (Hdt. 1. 94).
Herodotus (8. 73) regards the people of
Cynuria in the S. of Argolis as having
been originally Pelasgic. So the inhabi-
tants of Achaia, he says, were originally
called Pelasgi, and acquired the name
of Ionians only after they left it. In
Arcadia the first king was Pelasgus
(Pausan. 8. 1. 4).' The evidence which
connects the Pelasgian name with Argos
is particularly strong, and is difficult to
account for as due merely to a mistaken
interpretation of Homer's YleXaayLKw
"Apyos (B 681) : see nn. on Eur. Hclid.
316, Phoen. 107. Aeschylus in the
Danaides (fr. 46) traces the Pelasgians to
the neighbourhood of Mycenae, and in
the Supplices (257 ff.) Pelasgus is the king
of Argos after whom the inhabitants are
named Pelasgi. See Ridge way, Early
Age of Greece, pp. 90, 94. It is impossible
within the limits of a note to summarize
recent speculation concerning the Pelas-
gians and Tyrrhenians, and the relations
of both to the Etruscans. Those who
identify Pelasgi and Tyrseni explain the
latter name as a descriptive epithet
referring to the towers with which they
protected their settlements (Murray,
Rise of Greek Epic, p. 41). Ridgeway,
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on the other hand, regards Tyrrhenian
Pelasgians as those Pelasgians who having
lived with the Tyrrhenians (Etruscans)
had been more or less influenced by
them (/. c. p. 146). Skutsch (in Pauly-
Wissowa VI 730 ff.) considers the identity
of the Tyrseni and Etrusci to -be estab-
lished beyond dispute, and that the latter
reached Italy from the East by sea; but
he also denies that they have any con-
nexion with the Pelasgians, holding that
they were a non-Greek seafaring folk,
who occupied settlements on the islands
and the coasts of the mainland. See also
Holm, Greek History, Eng. tr. I p. 60 f.,

who accepts the view that the importance
of the Pelasgians has been much exag-
gerated, and that their influence was
confined to Epirus and Thessaly- J. L.
Myres in JHS xxvn 215 traces the
application of the name Pelasgian to
Peloponnesian Argos to a misinterpreta-
tion of the IIeAao"7t/c6j' "Apyos of Homer.
Further, inasmuch as the names Pelasgian
and Tyrrhenian were recognized in the fi fth
century as somehow or other connected
(Thuc. I.e.), the latter in close associa-
tion with the former acquired a general
connotative sense of ' pre-Hellenic in the
Aegean.'

271 Strabo 271, after speaking of
the legend which identified the Syracusan
Arethusa with the Alpheus, continues:
r(£ ye Trpoeiprj/UL^pa ddvvaTa Kal r y irepl TOV

' //.ijdip irapairXrj<na ' 'pet...TLlvSov '

271

p€L yap aw
AaKjAov T CLTTO Ueppat^cov

Kal

0
Kal virofias 'Pvdev...AvpKelov.' fi
5' 'E/ccmuos (fr. 72, FUG I 5), 6's ty-qui TOV
iv TOIS ''A/j.(f>CKbxoi-s"Ivaxov 6K TOV AaKfiov
pdopra, ££ o0 Kal 0 Afas pet, erepov elvai.
TOV 'ApyoXiKod.

J. writes: 'The river Inachus in
Epeirus is here fabled to be identical with
the Inachus of Argolis, being connected
with it by a submarine (and subterranean)
channel. (1) The Epeirot Inachus rises
"from the (northern) extremity of Pindus,
and Lacmos." Mt Lacmos, or Lacmon,
the great watershed of northern Greece,
is in the NE. of Epeirus. It is a link
between the Cambynian mountains on
the E., and Pinc/us on the S. " Lacmon,"
probably = "rifted," being akin to XOLKKOS,
"a hollow," and XCLKIS, "a rent" (Tozer,
p. 52), referring to the deep valleys which
cleave the range.

The Inachus rises in Lacmon ; and its
valley runs south, roughly parallel with
Pindus. It flows through the highland
country of the Perrhaebi—an Epeirot
branch of the tribe who gave the name of
Perrhaebia to a district of Hestiaeotis in
N. Thessaly. It skirts the territory of
the Amphilochian Argos, at the E. end
of the Ambracian Gulf, sending out
branches, on one of which stood the town

of Argos, and then, near the NE. border
of Acarnania, it flows into the Achelous,
which, rising, like the Inachus, in
Lacmon, divides Acarnania on the W.
from Aetolia on the E., and flows into
the sea at the SW. extremity of Acarnania,
near Oeniadae. [For Achelous, see on
Tr. 9.]

(2) The Argive Inachus rises in the
highlands between Argolis and Arcadia,
one part of which was called Artemision,
and another Lyrceion. It flows through
the district belonging to the town of
Lyrceia (about seven miles NW. of Argos),
which is fittingly named in the text as
being the first place of note in Argolis
traversed by the river.'

2 6.1TQ does not suffer anastrophe
(Chandler, §916). —IIeppcu|3wv is partitive
genitive after AaK/xov: 'and from Lacmos
in the Perrhaebi.' In prose the article
would be required with Heppaifiwv:
Kuehner-Gerth 1 338.

3 5Ap,<JH\dxo-us. The name is traced
to Amphilochus, son of Amphiaraus and
brother of Alcmaeon. Thucydides (2. 68)
refers the foundation of this Western
Argos to Amphilochus after his return
from Troy ; but Ephorus {FHG I 240)
said that it was founded by Alcmaeon
after the expedition of the Epigoni, and
named after his brother, and that the
river which flows through the country
into the Ambracian gulf was called
Inachus at the same time (Strabo 325).
This is the branch mentioned above.
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S' VS CLCTLV r o t ?

2 7 1 . 5 iv0£u8' els (is) codd.
Hesych. in p. 57

4 [xicryei is intransitive, for it is very
improbable that pods or the like occurred
in the following verse, which Strabo
omits. It is, then, another instance of
the tendency shown by Greek verbs
expressing motion to become intransitive :
see n. on Eur. Hel. 1325 pi-KTti 5' iv
itkvQei I ir^rpiva /caret, dpia iro\vvL(f>ea. Add
TrdAXw (Eur. El. 435 etc.), £/UL(S&\\W,
laTTTb} (Aesch. Suppl. 556); and for Latin
examples see Munro on Lucr. 3. 502.—
Blomfield, reading KOX <yr)v> inroads,
made the quotation from Soph, continuous,
but vwo/Has clearly belongs to Strabo.

5 8id Kij(j.a T£[xwv: for the tmesis see
on fr. 799, 6.

6 AvpKeiov. The hero's name was
Lyrcus, and he is described either as a
son of Abas (Pausan. 2. 25. 5), or of

e§ 'Apyos SLOL Kvpa refxcbv 5
SfjfjLOV TOV AvpKeuov.

6 A.vpK€iov Tyrwhitt: Kvpiciov codd. et

Lynceus (Hesych. s.v. Avpidov ST)/J.OV).
There is another Lyrcus also connected
with Argos, and mentioned in Parthen. 1,
where he is called son of Phoroneus.
Pausanias I.e. calls the place Lyrceia,
and says that it was deserted as early as
the time of the Trojan expedition ; hence
J. -would prefer the adjective AtipKuov
here. But the name \6piceiov is supported
by Hesychius and Strabo (376), both of
whom state that the township and the
mountain were called by the same name.
No doubt Atipiceiov was strictly the name
of the mountain, and the site of the
village having no separate name was
known as drjuos AvpKelov or T\ AvpKeia.—-
J. quotes Aesch. fr. 196 rjijeis 8T)/J,OV

S o v . . .TajMovs.

yvvr)

272

crv\r)vas ' KVVT\

2 7 2 avKrjvas (<rv\T]vds V N ) R , KVXTJPCLS Aid. , alii alia | KVVTJS Toup

2 7 2 Schol. Ar. Av. 1203 KVVT) 5e OTL
X€L TrepLKe<t>a\alav rbv ireraijov <hs 6

dyyeKos cov iraph, ~Zo<poK\e? ev
v ^ ^ TV$ "ipiSos (so R as reported

by Rutherford, but other edd. attribute
the addition of eiri to Aldus)* '7W77...
KVPT].' (R is illegible after 'Ap/cdSos.) It
is evident that this is the passage referred
to by Hesych. I p. 282 'A/3/cds KVPTJ •
'ApKa8cKos TTiAos. So0o/cX^s 'Iv&xy, as
restored by Scaliger for apKaaKvvr} •
apKaSiKos vivds from Eustath. / / . p. 302,
27 kv TO?S Havaaviov (fr. 72 Schwabe)
(piperai O'TL. 'Aptcas Kvvrj eXeyerd TLS T\TOL
'ApuaSiKos TrtXos, 5id TO %xeLV ws eiicds
TL Sidcpopov irpbs ra o/moeLSij. Hence
Soping corrected Hesych. 1 p. 270
apaativr]' TrtfeXos to 'Ap/cds KVVTJ' TT'I'KOS.

It is to be feared that this cryptic
utterance cannot be restored in the
present state of the evidence. Brunck
and Dindorf accept Toup's nvickas' ApicdSos
Kvvrjs, which may be taken in two ways :

(1) KVKXds may be substantival with the
sense of' brim' (so Toup): ' there's a round
Arcadian hat.' (2) /eu/cXds may be an
adjective, = ' encompassed' or ' covered.'
Neither supposition is quite satisfactory.
Nauck prints yvvri TIS yjSe yv/j.vds; 'ApudSos
Kvurj from his own conjecture, which I do
not understand; but there is something
to be said for his remark that 'Ap/cd5os
Kvvrj ought rather to be 'Apuas 17 KVVTJ.
F. W. Schmidt proposed yvvr) ris 7J8';
oi>X 'EXXds; or 7W77 TIS ij8' oi>x 'BXXds;
against the evidence of the scholiast. R.
Ellis conjectured ywi] TLS ; T) KVWTJVIS
'ApicdSos KVVT); KVWTJVLS is an attractive
suggestion, but no reading will be satis-
factory which does not put 'Ap/cds (or
'Ayo/cdSos) in agreement with KVVT) (or
KVVTJS). That is demanded by the gloss
of Hesychius, and is an essential condition
of the problem. Blaydes conj. o~Teyavbs
'ApKaSos Kvvrjs. Further, it may be in-
ferred from Ar. Av. 1205 ovo/xa 8e <TOL TI
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eari; TXOIOP T) Kvvrj; and from the inter-
pretation of the scholiast that both in
Sophocles and in Aristophanes Iris ap-
peared on the stage in a broad-brimmed
hat, similar to that worn by Ismene in
0. C. 313 Kparl 5' 7/XtO(TTepr;s | KVVTJ
irpoawira QeaaaXis viv dfnrix€c- Such a
head-gear, a travelling hat for a journey,
would be appropriate to Iris in her
capacity of messenger, being a variety of
the TT̂ TCKTOS which was worn by Hermes:
see Guhl and Koner, p. 171. If we
might assume that ywr) was no part of
the original text, it would be possible to
read rt's -tjde crvXifjaaad /A' 'ApKaSos Kvvrjs;
as if Hermes resented the appropriation
of his own emblem. For the connexion
of Hermes with Arcadia see Horn. h.
Herm. 2 etc. M. Mayer in Roscher II
346 thinks that the schol. was altogether
wrong in referring to the ireraaos, and
that a high-crowned hat with side-flaps
is meant (Hesych.'s TTIXOS is right). But

he goes farther, and supposes that "IpiSos
was an error for 'lovs, and that Hermes
alluded to the horns growing from Io's
head : so he would introduce aeXifjVT] or
aeXrjvis, but failed to fit it to the verse.
Rutherford emended as follows : 71̂ 77 T'LS
i]8e; < T'LS el> av; XTJVIS 'Ap*as rj
KVVTI; 'who are you? An Arcadian
Bacchante or a sun hat ?' He held that
yvvi) TLS yde belonged to a separate line,
and that the note originally referred to
vv. 1199-1263. For XTJVLS he quotes
Suid. Xrjvis, XrjviSos. r\ f3di<xv' irapa TOV
XTJVSV. Hesych. Il l p . 35 Xrjval' /3d/cxat.
'ApicdSes. Etym. M. p. 564, 4 XTJVLS'
crj/maivei TT]I> fiaKxyv- He is thus able to
take 'Ap/ccts with both substantives. XTJVLS
is certainly ingenious, but the supposed
lacuna and the explanatory addition of
the adjective are less satisfactory. It
is also difficult to appreciate the resem-
blance supposed to exist between Xrjvls
and KVVTJ.

273

e7T€LcroSos

2 7 3 7/5' Porson: 5' codd.

2 7 3 Schol. Ar. Plut. 727 TOV UXOVTOV
UXoiJTWva elire iraifav ' i) 6'rt /cat UXotiTWva
ai/TOP vTroKopitTTucGis itcdXeaev (Nauck conj.
iKdXovv, but the scholiastic 7) OTC is simply
attached to UXotirwa, and the subject to
endXeaev is the speaker), us 2o0o/cX^s
'Ivdxv 'nXotfTWPOs 5' eTreL<ro5os'' /cat TrdXti'
iToi6vd\..xdpiv' (fr. 283).

Pluton is here introduced simply as the
bestower of wealth (a by-form of UXOVTOS),
and the allusion is to the coming of Zeus.
For the form see LJsener, Gotternamen,
p. 16, who compares Tidv : Zetfs and
Ho<Tei8u)i>: IIoTiSas. Zeus is thus the giver
of wealth : cf. Suid. s.v. Zei)s KT-qcnos' 8v
/cat lv rots ra/xtetots ISpvovTO cbs TT\OVTO86-
Trjv. Pluton is to be regarded rather as
the attendant minister of Zeus, than as a
title applied to him. The cult of Plutus-
Pluton was particularly associated with
that of Demeter at Eleusis : Farnell, in
pp. 137, 281.

The giving of the name Pluton to Hades
is euphemistic (cf. Plat. Crat. 403 A /cat
cpojSoijfAevoi TO ovofia [sc. "At5?js] UXourw^a
KaXovatv avrdv), and comparatively late
(no earlier instance than Ant. 1200 is
quoted); and even when so applied the
consciousness of its real signification re-

mained (Ar. fr. 488,1 517 K. /cat /XTJV irodev
lIXotiTWV 7 ' CLV dbvOfiafcTO, I €LfX7]Ta^^\Tl(TT
ZXaxev)- Whether the transference was
made in view of the wealth stored beneath
the earth (Cic. n.d. 2. 66 terrena autem
vis omnis atque iiatura Diti patri dedicata
est, qui Dives, ut apud Graecos UXOVTUV,
quia et recidunt omnia in terras et oriuntur
e terris. Plat. I.e. TO 8e JTXoiiTwvos, TOVTO
ixkv /caret TT]V TOV UXOVTOV S6aiv, O'TL £K TT)S
yrjs KaTwdev dvieTai 6 UXOVTOS, iTrwvo/xdadr).
Lucian Tim. 21, where Plutus is speaking:
6 UXOVTWV airoijTtXXei /xe Trap' avTotis, CLTC
7TXOVTOS6T7]S /cat fJ,eyaX68upos /cat ai/Tos w 1

STJXOL yovv /cat TU> ovb^aTi), or whether it
was ironically applied to the god who, not-
withstanding the extent of his power
(Cornut. 5 /cat TLXOVTWV Se iKXrjdr) 5ta TO
irdvTUv ipdapT&v 6VTWV firi8kv elvai 8 fXT)
TeXevTaiov els aiiTOv KaTaraTTeTai /cat avToO
KTTJIXO. yiverai), is only the lord of unsub-
stantial shadows (cf. O. T. 30, with
Jebb's n.), cannot be determined. Birt's
derivation (Archiv f. lat. Lexicogr. xi
165) from TTXOV-T-WV, ' the place of the
majority,' is improbable. But Plutus
and Pluton soon became completely
differentiated, and the name Pluton as
the wealth-giver failed to survive as an
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independent personification. The earlier
freedom is illustrated by Aesch. Prom.
831 ot xPvabpPVT0V I oiKovaiv a/x<pl vaua
UXOIJTUVOS irbpov. It is in relation to the
gold-mines of Spain that Strabo 147 quotes
a remarkable passage of Posidonius : ov
TrXovcrLa, fibvov dAXa /cat VTTOTTXOVTOS rjv,
<prjo~Lv, i] X&pa." /cat irap iKeivois d>s dXrjdCbs
TOP vtroxObviov rbirov OI>X 0 "Ai.5r)s dAX' 6
UXOIJTWV Ko.roi.Kei. And he goes on to say

that in the Attic mines men work so
zealously, ws av TrpoadoKwvTuv avTov dvd-
%etv TOV UXovTwva—to bring the
wealth-god himself to the surface.

H . quotes from the lines on the elpecridivn
attributed to Homer (v. 3) airrat dvaKXiveade
6vpar TTXOVTOS yap e'&euriv | TTOWOS (Suid.
s.v. "Ojj.T]pos, [Hdt.] vit. Horn. 33).

Blaydes would prefer ^5' 'io~T eiaodos,
comparing fr. 275.

274

2 7 4 Pollux 9. 50 fjAp-q 8e TroXews /cat
iravdoKeiov /cat ^evdv /cat ws ev 'Iv&xy ^o<pa-
KXTJS, TravdbKos %evoo~Tacns.

These words are simply the tragic peri-
phrasis for an inn, and the anachronism

is noteworthy. Cf. Aesch. Cho. 657 wpa
8' e/ut.ir6povs /xedieveu \ (LyKvpav iv 56fioi<ri
TravSdKOLs O-evwp, ib. 708 dy'avTov elsavSpQ-
vas ev^vovs dd/xuiv. In O. C. 90 %ev6(rTao-is
— shelter.

275
[TOV Ato? elcrekOovTos irdvTa /xecrra ayaOcov

2 7 5 Schol. Ar. Plut. 807 cnitvr\ y\
d.pTodr)K7]' rauTa Se irapd TCL (wpos Tip [rd]V)
ev 'Ivdxv 2o0o/cXeous, ore (ortV)roO Atos
elaeXdovTOs irdvTa /MeaTa dyadQiv iyevero.
Ar. Plut. 806 f. are as follows : 77 p,kv
anrvr] [xeaTT] '<TTI XEVKUIV aX<plTwv, ol d'
dfx<popr)s OLVOV /xtXavos dvdoajxlov.

The word irapd is used in scholia much
in the same way as a modern commentator
would say 'compare (confer)? Thus it is
employed as well when it is desired to
illustrate a single phrase (schol. Aesch.

Prom. 7, comparing Horn. I 212), as
when two longer passages are compared
(schol. Soph. EL 95, comparing Horn.
A 408 ff.). Here there is a comparison of
the whole description in the two plays
(cf. fr. 273) ; but we need not infer that
Aristophanes was closely imitating or
parodying the language of Sophocles.
Blaydes conj. IIXOIJTOV for Atos referring
to fr. 273, but Pluton was introduced in
the course of the description of the wealth
which followed the coming of Zeus.

276

cripoi
276 Schol. Demosth. p. 182, 17 (on

8. 45) cri/XKs] TCL KCLTayeca, QebTro,wrros Kal
So0o/cX?)s ev 'IvdxQ ' cripol Kpidu>v.y

cripoi, underground pits used for the
storage of grain and fodder (6pvyp.aTa, iv
ols KaTeTldero TCL airepfxaTa Phot., Suid.).
Hence Spanish silo (through Lat. sirus)
and our ensilage. Bent, Cyclades, p. 454 f.
refers to the practice as still prevailing in

the island of Ceos : see also Sandys on
Dem. I.e. Ammonius ap, Etym. M.
p. 714, 20 testifies that the t was short in
Attic ; and his statement is confirmed by
Eur. fr. 827 /cat pvqv dvoi^ai. /uLev cipotis OVK
7]£Lov, and by Anaxandrides fr. 40, 27
(il 152 K.) Kepxvwv re x^ I PXfj&
(TLpOV OWC

Tb/j./3i]v.

Kal irovXvirbdcov
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£avdr) 8' 'A^ooSicria
iracriv iTreKTvnei $6[JLOIS.

2 7 7 . 2 iraialv e'7re/c^7rret codd. : corr. H e a t h (Tram*/) et Nauck 1 , eVt/cTwet
Meineke

2 7 7 Athen. 668 B TQV epw^vuiv i/xe/M-
vqvro, acpiivres eir' auroTs robs Xeyoy.e'vovs
KO(r<rdj3ovs. Sib /cat So0o/cX^s iv 'Ivdxy
' A<ppo8io~lav eiprjKe TTJV Xdraya' ' ^avdr]...
86/J.OIS.'

The chief authorities for the game
cottabus are Athen. 665 E—668 F, schol.
Lucian Lexiph. 3, schol. Ar. Pac. 343
( = Suidas s.v. KOTra(itt£eiv), schol. Ar .
Pac. 11^2, 1244. From these it appears
that the members of the av/unrdcnov were
accustomed to regard the game as a love-
oracle, and that the successful player,
whether his success was measured by the
clearness of the sound proceeding from
the splash of the falling wine itself, or
from the clatter of. the irXdarLy^ descend-
ing upon the head of the ^dv-qs (fr. 537),
by the retention of all the wine in the
7rAa<my£, or by the sinking of the largest
number of 6£vl3a<pa, was secure in the
affections of his ipw/j-evrj. Hence the
epithet 'A<ppo8«rla.—\dra^ is obviously
used of the drops of wine thrown by the
players, not, as L. and S. appear to imply,
of the game itself. Athenaeus cites in
the same connexion Eur. fr. 631 TTOXVS 8e
Koaad[3wv dpay/xbs | Kv7rpi8os TrpoaipSbv
d x « I AieXos ev 86 pour LV, and Callim. fr. 102
TroXXot /cat (piXtovres 'AK6VTIOV TJKOLV '4pa.£
olvoirdrai St/ceXds 4K KVXLKWV XaTayas.
£av0i] describes the red glow of the
wine, as it sparkles in the light. But
the poet was not thinking of red wine, as

contrasted with white; still less could the
word signify a light-coloured (yellow)
wine, in comparison with a darker shade.
That tjavdos in certain respects answers to
our use of red may be deduced not only
from Antipater of Sidon's %avdbv ipeijderai
(A.P. 12. 97) of a handsome boy, but
also from its application to horses, lions,
and oxen, and especially to fire (this is
the point of Pindar fr. 122 a'ire ras xXwpas
\ifidvov %avda S&Kpva | Bv^Lare, and fr.
79b aldo/j.£pa 8k Sas VTTO %avdcu<n irevicais).
When Simonides applies it to honey
(fr. 47), he is thinking rather of the
brightness than of the actual colour of
the liquid.—eireKTvirei: see cr. n. H.
points out that a similar error awK^irrui
for criiv KTIJTT^} occurs in Aesch. Cko. 23.

Meineke inferred that the passage
formed part of a description of general
festivity, and of the joys consequent upon
a state of peace. His reading iiriKTvirei
was intended to balance fipldei in fr. 286,
which he believed to belong to the same
context. He well points out that the
converse case—the abandonment of the
festive sport on an outbreak of war—is
described in a fragment of Hermippus
(fr. 47) I 237 K.) : pa[38ov 5" 6\pei TTJV KOTTO.-
jSi/cr)*' I iv rots dxtipOL<ri KV\IV8OIX£VT)V, |
(xdvrj$ 8' ov8ev Xardyuv diei /ere.—For the
metre of the first line see At. 399, O.C.
210.

278

ol Tore

278. 1

dcfjdiTov

as Bergk: yeveas codd. 2 deiov del. Herwerden

2 7 8 Schol. V Ar. Pac. 531 ljo<po- < rijs iir > I Kpovov f o x rjs ev > Sai/moveard-
KXiovs /xeX&v] OTL rjSia r a fiiXr) So0o- <TT]S oiia>rqs, Cos fypaxj/<av 'Hcri.> oSos
KXe'ovs' Trepiipyws Sk TLV£S els rd iv r y /cat 6 rrjv <'AXK/j.>eojvtSa irorj<:aas
'IvdxQ Trepl rod dpx^ov j3iov /cat TTJS evSai- /cat> 2o0o/cX?7S <ev8atfjio>ves ol rbre
fiovlas' ' ev8aifx.oves...6elov.' The first line <y£vvas> eiirdiv.
is also quoted by Philodem. depict, p. 51 G The allusion is to a belief in a Golden
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Age, when mankind lived in a state of
primitive simplicity and happiness under
the rule of Cronos: see Plat, polit. 269 A,
Cratin. UXOVTOL fr. 165 (1. 64 K.) ots Sr]
j8a(ri\eus Kpovos rjv TO irahaibv, J ore TOLS
AproLS r)<TTpayd\i^ou /ere., whence Vergil 's
redeunt Saturnia regna. The chief
literary authority for the fable was Hes.
Op. in—122, from which it appears that
dc|>0iTOv does not imply immortality, but
freedom from pain and decay : ot [xev £TTI
Kpovou rjcraVfOr' ovpavcp ejx^aaiXevev • | wore
6eol 8' ££uov a.K7]dea dv/xop £xovTesi I vb<r<pLv
&rep re irbvuv nal oi^vos' ovde TL SELXOV |
yrjpas kIT77v...dvfjcrKov 8' us virvu dedfirj/j.^-
VOL (116), and after death they became
daifioves itrdXoi, guardians of mortal men
(122).

If. -yevvas : for the gen. after Xayx&vw
cf. O.C. 450 dXX' oii TL pi] Xdxwcrt rovde
<rvfi/uL&xov. Blaydes would read Tvxovres.—
It is clear that something is wrong with
deiov, not merely in respect of its gender,
but also because the metre unaccountably
halts. Bergk read aepdirov delas Xaxovres
with dactylo-epitritic rhythm; but in deny-

ing that an ithyphallic occurs after an
enhoplius, except at the conclusion of a
system, he was in error, as appears from
O.T. 196f., where the scansion is : —'-
-~ -*• -- -£ A I _ ~ — w — . See Nauck
in Jahrb. f. Philol. cv 803 ff. The
rhythm of Track. 960 f. is similar, but
those lines form the close of a strophe.
Tucker {C.R. xvill 245) suggested d00t-
TOU Xaxbvres alovs, taking yevvas as a
causal genitive with ev5ai(x.oves. This is
metrically unexceptionable, and is exactly
parallel to Track. 822 f., but it is somewhat
hazardous to introduce the unexampled
alovs by way of conjecture. On the
whole, it seems safest simply to delete
delov with Herwerden ; for, though it can
hardly have been a gloss, the word may
have been attached to the quotation acci-
dentally. It is perhaps worth mentioning
that the scholiast continues with d£aaai.
If Xaxovres is retained, Blaydes suggests
alaav for deiov. —The language resembles
Ar. Nub. 1028 evdaifioves 8' rjaav &p' ol
£G TOT' iirl TWU irpoTepwv.

279

)(eka>vY]<$ Kep)(yos i^avienarai.

2 7 9 Tpaxvs y codd.: corr. Elmsley

2 7 9 Erotian. gloss. Hippocr. p. 81, 16
7ra/)a rots 'ATTLKOIS Kepxv&8ri dyyeta Xeye-
r a t TO, Tpa%e/as avu/j.aXias £xovTCL) ^s /cat
2o0o/c\ijs nepi TTJS aTroTavpovfjLevrjS <pr\o\v
'lovs (so Elmsley for Ixdvs) ' Tpaxvs...

For X.6\WVTIS M. Schmidt conjectured
Kopd)j>r)s, and Wecklein xeXw^s; and Her-
werden recast the line as Tpaxvs Se (pwvr)s
Kepxvos e^avleTaL. Mekler understands :
' a harsh croaking resounds from the lyre.'
For this sense of ttepxvos cf. fr. 314, 128.
But the text aptly describes the growth
of the cow's horns on the maiden's
brow, and the suspicion directed against
XeXibvTjs appears to be unwarranted. Cf.
Philostr. vit. Apoll. 1. 19. The genitive
is descriptive—rough as a tortoise : cf.
Ant. i f 4 XevKTjs xL°V0S TTepvyi. cxTeyavos,
where the schol. is : Xelirei. 8e TO WS Iv 7}
(hs xL°V0S- This explains the origin of
the MS reading : y was actually us, an
explanatory adscript, and ws is itself found
as a correction in cod. D (Paris. 2177).
For the confusion of $ and d>s cf. e.g.
Pollux 2. 172. [Headlam, making the

same suggestion {J.P. xxxi 9), quotes
examples of us from schol. Aesch. Eum.
159, Theb. 820.3

K€p\vos is any kind of hard excrescence
rising from a smooth surface. Phot. s.v.
explains Tpaxti TL ev TOIS evuTiois (' qu.
fieruiroLS' H.). See Hesych. II p. 470
s.vv. KepxvuaaL and Kipxvu/xa: for aenribuv
Kepxfu/xaaLv in Eur. Phoen. 1386 see note
in loc. So KepxvuTa (Hesych.) are cups
with embossed lips, cymbia...aspera signis
(Verg. Aen. 5. 267), inaequales berullo

phialas (Juv. 5. 38). Add Hesych. 11
p. 469 Kepxava 77 Kepx&vea" ouTea, /cat pifai
68bvTwv ('stumps'). The horns of Io are
always a prominent feature in the legend :
Aesch. Prom. 613 ras potiKepw irapdevov,
Prop. 1. 3. 20 ignotis cornibus Inachidos,
Ov. Met. 1. 652. R. Ellis (Hermath. ix
153) also defends xe^V7ls) which he
understands as a reference to the roughness
of the tortoise's corrugated and puckered
skin. But the cow's hide would not have
been described as nepxvos, and xeAuu'?;?
must have suggested the shell rather than
the skin of the tortoise : cf. Ar. Vesp. 1292.
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sou
2 8 0 Antiatt. (Bekk. anecd.) p. 84,

18 /3oO" avrl TOV /3oos. 2o0o/cX^s 'Yvdx<£.
Choerob. in Theod. p . 237, 8 [ = 234, 36
Hilgard] evpkdt] TOV /3ous i] JCVLKT} OV jxbvov
j8o6s, dXXd /cat rov /3oO irapa 2o0o/cXeZ ^v
' I j 'dxy /cat irapa r<£ AiVx^Xy (fr. 421).
T h e same extract occurs in Herodian II
7°4> 39-

|3ov is formed directly on the analogy
of vov, for j8o' , and vovs (from POOS) were
pronounced with the same vowel sound
\u) in the fifth century. See Brug-
mann, Gr. Gramm? p. 52 ; G. Meyer,
Gr. Gramm? § 3 2 2 ; Lobeck, Paralip.
P- J73-

2 8 l

TravoTTTrjs aScov fiovKoXei TTJU '!&).]
2 8 1 Schol. Ar . Eccl. 80 TOV iravbirTov]

TOV TTJV 'Iw <f>v\6.TTOVTos' alvlTTerai 8k ws
OVTOS avrov (sc. rod Aa/xLov) Seafio<pv\aicos'
ava.(pepei 5£ rovrov eirl TOV irapa 2o0o/cXe?
£v 'Ivdxv 'A-pyov. The lines of Aristo-
phanes are : VT) TOV Ata T6V (TWTrjp iiri-
TTjbeios 7 &v]r}v \ TTJV TOV iravoTTTov 5t<pd£pav
ivr)/A/ji.&os, I ecTrep TIS &WOS, fiovKoKe'iv T6
dififuov (TT]V Arjfjudo conj. von Velsen). On
v. 81 the schol. continues : (3ovKo\e'tv d£
ws TTjv 'Iw 6"Apyos iv 'I^dx^ So0o/cAeoi;s.
From this we should infer that Argus
in the distinctive dress of a herdsman

appeared to attend Io in the Inachus. In
Aesch. Prom. 596 Io fancies she still hears
the pipe of Argus : vwo 8e KripdirXaaTos
oTopei 56va^ | d%f™s virvod6Tav V6/J,OV, and
the schol. remarks: 2o0o/cX^s kv 'Iv&xy
Kal q.5ovTa aiiTov eicdyei' eiir&sv 8k avTov
'fiovTav' (v. 590) ivtfieiveTrjTpo-jrrj' av\ov<n
yap eir6/xevoL rots TTOI/AVLOIS oi (3OVK6\OI.
Thus Argus chanted an ode in Sophocles ;
but in Ov. Met. 1. 676 ff. it was Hermes
who with his shepherd s pipe lulled Argus
to sleep.

282
larui o , ajcnrep rj

€K Koipra j3aL(ov yvcorbs av yivoir dvrfp.
2.BQ. Stob. jlor. 46. 13 (iv p. 199, 6

Hense) 2O0OKX6)US h '\vdxV ' eiryvea ...
avrjp.' The extract is given by S, but
omitted by MA. The second line is
quoted by Apostol. 6. 88a without the
author's name.

We cannot discover the form in which
the proverb was current, but its general
character is reflected by such passages as
Aesch. Cho. 261 diro a/j.iicpov 8' SLV dpetas
jxiyav I 86/J.OV, or Ar. Av. 799 etr' e£ ov8e-
j'os I fieydXa Trpdrret. The following
proverbs are applied to the parvenu :
Diogen. 1. 94 dirb (Bpa8vaKe\u)v '6vwv
liriros uipovcrev : eirl T&V dwb ei/TeXQv /xev,
iv86^wv 8k yevofiivwv eKelvwv (cp. Zenob.
2. 5), Diogen. 1. 98 d-rrb KWITTIS iirl (HTJ/JLCL:
eirl TGIV dirb xeLP^V01v e t s Kpe'iTTova, com-
bined with d^iV-rots iroai by Syrian, ad
Hermog. IV p. 40 Walz olos rjv 5 re diro
TT}S Kihirrjs dviirTOLS iroai /card TT]V irapoLiuiav
£irl TO jS /̂xa. irr)dr)cras AT]fj.d87]s. Cf. Isocr.
5. 89 o-vviireaev e£ d86i;uv fiev yevfodcu

\a/Airpois in irevrjTWv Se irXovaiois, e/cra?ret-
vu>v Se TTOWTJS %a)pas /cat irokewv SecrirdTais.
Dem. 18. 131 iXetidepos eV SotiXov Kal
irXovaios e/c 7rrw%oi} 5td TOVTOVCTI yeyovws.
On the strength of such analogies Blaydes
(on O. T. 454) proposed /3aioO in place of
j3aiu>v, and by his n. on ibid. 750 suggested
that /3at<3j' was masc. But there can be
no doubt that it is neuter ('from small
beginnings') : cf. Phil. 720 evSai/ucwv dvti-
aei Kal fikyas e/c Kelvwv.—KcrGi is followed
by an independent clause without 6'rt.
Cf. Plat . apol. 20 D ev [X^VTOL tore, iraaav
v/uv TTJV dXrideiav epw. A collection of
similar examples is given by Jacobs,
Animadv. in Athen. [supplement to
Schweighauser's ed.] 1809, p. 271.—
w<nr€p tj irapoi|Ji£a occurs in Aesch. Ag.
276, Eur. fr. 668.—KapTa: qualifying
the adj . , as in Track. 1218 el Kal fxaKpa
/cdpr' eaTLV, epya<jdr)<reTai, but not so
clearly in the other examples given by
Ellendt s.v.—YVWT°S: fr- 2O3>
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' ifxbv HXOVTOJV a

2 8 3 dfxe/xipias codd.

2 8 3 Schol. Ar. Plut. 727 is quoted
on fr. 273.

In the absence of the context it does
not seem worth while to throw suspicion
on the text, although several scholars
have condemned roiovd' or ifiov or both.
Thus Hemsterhuis conjectured Total's'
ifAol, Fritzsche TOI6P8' ?XW> a n d Bergk
TOidpd' e/j.ol UXOIJTWV—the last to the
detriment of the caesura. But with such
an addition as ye-y&T diraiTelv the tra-
ditional words might stand. I have,
however, restored d/ae^eias for a/xe/j.<pias,
which is a questionable form. d/j.efi(peia
is required by the metre in Aesch. Theb.
893, and it is improbable that so rare

a word would (like d/xadla, evrvxia., or
TrpofjLrjdia) follow the -0-stems. That the
forms in -ia are due to Ionic influence
is an error: see Weir Smyth, Ionic Dialect,
§§ 145, 215.—d|JL€|j.(f>eias xe4 J lv ma-Y ^ e

rendered provisionally as 'meed of praise,'
although it is equally possible that x&PLV

is a preposition. The use of d/Aefupelas,
where a word of positive import might
have been expected, is characteristically
Greek. Thus Menelaus, transported with
joy at the recovery of Helen (Eur. Hel.
6 3 6 ) : <h <f)LkTaTT)irp6<TO\plS, OVK €/J.e/J. <p 07} P.
Other examples are quoted in the n. on
Eur. Phoen. 425.

284

p Se Trora^o? ^
TOV dvTiirkacrTov vofxov e^et K€KfxrjKOTcov.

284. 2 vd/JLov cod.: corr. Porson, PO/J-OP Ellendt

2 8 4 Hesych. I p. 214 avTlir\<x<TTov.
"LocpoKkrjs ' Ivd^v l"jraTT)p...K€KiJ.y)KbTwv,'
OLVTI TOV ivbirXacrTov, O/XOLOP.

J. writes: '(1) Ellendt (s.v. Kafxvw)
understands, similem inferis sedetn (VO/LLOV)
Juibere. "Inachus has a province (or
realm) similar to that of the dead."
avTlirXaarov (TQV) K€KP.7)K6TWP = TOV TCOV
KEKJJL. (like o/JLoios with gen.). This might
refer to the passage of Inachus under the
earth from Acarnania tp Argolis (fr. 271).
(2) With POJJLOP we might explain : "Ina-
chus has a customary tribute like that
paid to the dead": cp. Aesch. Cho. 6
TrXStcafJiop 'IP&XQ dpeirTTjpiop, [TOP BevTepop
8e Top8e TrevdyjT-qpLop—where the same
comparison between the mourning lock
and the nurture lock is involved, as also
in //. ^ 141 f.;] and for offerings of
hair to the dead, see on At. 11736°.'
Wilamowitz understands a reference to
the parched condition of Inachus in con-

sequence of Hera's wrath ('Inachos selbst
ward fast zu einer trocknen Mumie'): see
Introductory Note. Tucker (C.J?. xvn
190) proposed to read T68' dpriirXaaTOP
Spofj.' £xet> i-e- 'has this name (peculiarly)
constructed to signify weariness'—as if the
name were derived from Xves and a'xos.
In reference to this conjecture it should be
observed that Inachus was traditionally
connected with the proverbial 'IPOVS <X%?7,
a view which is favoured by some modern
authorities (Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 134712).
Fick connected the word with the Hesy-
chian gloss ivdcrat • /carax^at, and xew,
and others have thought that it contained
the root of aqua (cf. Achelous, Acheron):
so Waser in Pauly-Wissowa vr 2791.

avTiTrXcuTTos resembles in its formation
dprlypeupos, dpTa/noi[36s, and dPTlfJU/jios
(explained as = O/XOLOS by the schol. on
Ar. Thesm. 17).
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vapas ^VTpivoiv eKpoas

vpcov cod. : corr. Lehrs (papas) et Stadtmueller2 8 5

2 8 5 Herodian irepl ixov. Xe£. p. 35, 9
( l i p . 940 Lentz) TO, yap els p~os 8Lo~vXXat3a,
r y a irapaXyjybfieva, o^vvbjxeva flip %xeL

iKTeipb/xePOP TO a, \pap6s, Xapbs' Zvdev
dyfKvKOV wapa, 2o$>o/cXet ev 'Iv&xW Kal
(xa<rxVTP^wv (so Egenolff reports: the
edd. give aa<rxVTP^VWP) Xdpos eurar' eirl
KVfj,a €K poas iiribfioaa \dpos dvqp. 'ivQev
rb ovdirepov, ' Xapbv TeTVKoifxeda Sbpirov'
(fj, 283). fiapwbfieva 5e, el /cat apaevuia
inrdpxoi 7} drjXvKa, o~v<TTeX\eip dtXec TO a,
'Actpy b"pvidi eot/cws' (e5i).

The puzzle is to extract from this the
words of Sophocles. Dindorf conjectured
that /cat a-aaxvTpbwv was a corruption of
craTvpiKip, and this was accepted by Lebrs,
who altering Xapbs after xf/apbs to vapbs
held that Xapbs was not introduced until
the words Xapos dv-fjp, and converted the
latter to Xapbs d/mris. The intervening
words Xdpos...iirdjfj.o<xa form the quotation
from Sophocles; and were restored by
Lehrs as vapds re iraTpbs KVfiaTwP iinppods
iTTWfj,oaa. Few will approve Schneider's
modification {Callim. 11 756): 'Iw 5e
vapols elr' iirl KVfiaaLv poas | £ir&iio<ra.
Both conjectures are a long way from
the traditional text, but the introduction
of vapbs (see on fr. 621) is an attractive
suggestion. H. writes: 'The proposition
which Herodian is supporting is that zvhen
dissyllables in apos are accented oxytone,
the a is long; whereas, when they are
paroxytone, the a is usually short. And
the Homeric examples bear this out: for
in the one case the complete line is vrjau:
iv dfji.<pLp^Tr) Xapbv TeTVKoifxeda dbpirov ',
whereas the complete line in the other
case is aerjaT ^Tretr' 7̂rt KVfia Xdpy hpviQi
ioiicibs. Now, it appears to me that the
latter part of XapoaevTar' i-rrl Kufia is
merely a corruption of (retfar' ^7retr' 7̂rt
KVfia, jotted down by some reader in the
margin and afterwards transcribed in the
wrong place. Supposing this to be so,
we are left with Trapa 2o0o/cXe? 4v 'Iraxy

l Xapo.. eKpoas eb

The term xVTP^V0L w a s applied sometimes
to pot-like cavities in which springs rise,
or pot-like holes in rivers ; see Hesych.
s.vv. xvTpivoi and Xlduiv xoa'L> Antig. mirab.
176, Arrian I p. 291 Mueller, which are
all quoted at full length in the Thesaurus.
But we cannot read /cat eras xvTP^vuv

eKpoas eww/jLoaa, because it does not illus-
trate Herodian's point. There was, how-
ever, this word, as well as the adjective
X^Tpivos, to account for a scribe writing
XVTpivuv by error; and the error would
be easy if, as I suggest, he found
XYTPAINCON or XYTPYNCON,
i.e. x vypaivojp or %' vyptivwv. My
suggestion is that we have here two frag-
ments,— one, KAICAPXYTPAI NO)N,
that is, Kal <rdpx vypalvwv Xapbv (cf. Eur.
fr. 367), which just meets the case, giving
both the long a and the feminine,—and
another one which does the same, Xapovs
eKpoas eiribfioaa. Whether both are from
the Inachus, or only one, and if so,
which, I shall not attempt to decide ; but
perhaps the first may have been the work
of a later hand.' It will be observed
that this suggestion had been partially
anticipated by Stadtmueller, who, as
reported by Egenolff in Rh. Mus. LVI
288, restored irdaas XVTP'-V{J3V eKpoas eirw-
jxauev I Xapovs dvrjp, i.e. omnesforaminiim
exitus clausit vir dulci imbutos sapore,
and cut out the words etiTaT' ewl Ku/xa as
interpolated from Horn, e 51. He ex-
plained XVTP'WUV by reference to the under-
ground course of the Inachus (fr. 271,
5). The suggestion that eifrar' eVt Kv/xa
is an interpolation deserves acceptance
and with it might goXdpos (before eurar').
Xapbs dv-qp (after eww/jLoaa) probably has
nothing to do with Sophocles. If, then,
following Lehrs, we assume that vapbsh&s
dropped out before hdev OrjXvKbv and
substitute vapds for Kal aav..., the result
is the text, which, however doubtful,
yields an appropriate sense.

P.
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TT&VTCL 8' ipfflcov apayyav fipiOei.
2 8 6 Suid. s.v. ap&xvy (Bekk. anecd.

p. 442, 5)...e'ip7)Tai Se dpdxvys Kal Trap'
'HaioSip (Op. Ill) Kal irapa Hcv5dpw (fr.
268) /cat zrapa KaXXia (II 694 K. KOLWIOIS
in Bekk. anecd.: 'debebat irapd aXXots'
Nauck) . . . 6T]\VKUIS 8e 2o0o/cX?}s 'Ivaxy'
iTrdPTa...(3pLdei.'

When the gear of war is covered with
cobwebs, it is a sign of profound peace :
the earliest extant expression of this senti-
ment is in Bacchyl. fr. 3, 6 J. ev Se ai8a-
po8eTois Tropira^tv aiddv dpaxvav LUTOL
irfkovTCLi. Cf. Eur . fr. 369 Keiadw 86pv
fx.oi fxlrov I dfjL<pi.irKeKeii> dpdxvais. Theocr.
16. 96 dpdxvia. 5' els 6'TTX dpdxvai \ X^vra
diacrT'/ia-aiuTO, Nonn . 38. 13 (quoted by
Smyth) giceiTo Se Tifkbdi xdp/^s | Ba/c%tas
e£a£TT)pos dpaxviowcra (3oel7]. Cf. Tibull .
1. 10. 50 occupat in tenebris militis arma
situs. For English imitations see Smyth
on Bacchyl. I.e., Headlam, Book of Greek
Verse, p. 276. Meineke, accordingly,
substituted irekra for irdvTa, and is fol-
lowed by Nauck. But this is surely
hazardous; for even granting that the
reference is to warlike instruments, irdvTOL
may have been explained by the pre-
ceding words. And the presence of the
spiders' webs may equally well be a sign
of decay in general. Cf. Horn, IT 34
'O8vcr<rT)os 8e irov evvi) | XVT€L ivewaiwv
KOLK dpdxvia Keirai ^oucra, imitated by

Prop. 3. 6. 33 putris et in vacuo texetur
aranea lecto. Indeed, if we connect the
line with frs. 273, 275, 276, the words
are entirely in point as describing the
emptiness of the storehouses, which the
sudden advent of Wealth will fill again :
so Hes. Op. 475 e/c 5' d^ewv iXdaeias
dpdxvca, Afran. 410 tanine arcula Hia
plena est aratiearum, Plaut. Aul. 84 ita
inaniis sunt oppletae (sc. aedes) atque
araneis, Catull. 13. 7 tui Catulli plenus
sacculus est aranearum. Cratinus makes
a ludicrous application of the idea: fr.
190 (1171K.) dpa-xvluv ixearty £%eis rrjv
yaarepa. It appears again in an elaborate
description by Philostratus of a painting
of a spider's web (imag. 1. 28. 1): oldas
/xev OVK ev irpaTTOvcrrfS 7rpoinj\ai.a ravra,
(pi]<jei.s CLVTTJV xVPe^eLV Seo-rroTG>i>...dX\'
£<JTIV oiKrjTos dpdxvcus fibvais' <pChei yap rb
^ifov ev 7]<jvxi-a 8iair\eKeLv. And in the
same passage is an imitation of Sophocles
(§3) : at 8' ipiQoi 81 avrwv (5a8L£ov<n
TelvovaaL robs Kexahaafxivovs TWV JXLTWV.—
Blaydes calls attention to the fact that
fipldw is usually accompanied by the
dative. But he should not have con-
jectured /3pi5et: for Homer's authority
(t 219, etc.) is sufficient justification,
apart from the analogy of the verbs with
similar meaning.
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287 Hesych. II p. 158 /j
iiriir\7]yfj.a 77 e'tnxapayiJ.a. 5ta TO irapwvo-
fidcrdai r y £pyy' ' eiriKpov/j.a...'Apyeias.'
SO^OKX^S 'Ivdxty.

Trapovo/xd^eiv means ' t o form a new
word from one already existing. ' This
appears clearly from D e m . de eloc. 97
irapa ra Kelmva irapovofidfovra aiirbv,
olov WS TOV CTKa<f>iTT]V TIS ^(f)TJ TOV TTjV GKa-

<pt)V eptaaovTa, Kal 'AptororeX^J rbv avrinqv
olov rbv ixbvov UVTOV 6vTa: see also Ruther-
ford, Annotation, p. 23973. For the
dative cf. Plut. defort. Rorn. 5 p. 318 F TTJ
TIJXV TTJV dvSpeiav irapwvbp.aaev, schol. Ar .
Plut. 590 6 Se dve\evdepos /ca/ct'a irapwvb-
/j.a<TTai TTJ dve\evdepibT7)Ti. Hesych. asserts

'ApyeCas

that eirlKpovfia is a new formation from
eiriKpotiu, intended to express the action
of striking. The words of S. mean there--
fore ' the beating of Argive earth' or
possibly ' the solid ground that is struck.'
Cf. Aesch. Ag. 202 x^ova /3d/crpots e7rt-
KpovcravTas' ArpetSas. This is substantially
the same as Ellendt's view, who thinks
the reference is to striking with a stick
or to dancing. Tucker, who takes the
view that eiriKpov/Ma means reproach,
prefers TCX> dpy<£ : i.e. "Apyos is supposed
to be derived from dpybs 'idle.' Bergk
restored the text of Sophocles as ewcKpov/j!
"Apyov x6°vbs 'Apyeias, understanding
e'mKpovfjia as the impression of a coin.
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He accepted Toup's "A/ryy for fyytp (also
approved by M. Schmidt) and supposed
that the words 5ta TO .. ' Apyw originally
followed the quotation as an explanation
of 'Apydas.

In view of Eur. El. 180 ehiKTov
Kpotiao) 7r65' ifidv, I. A. 1042 xPV(r€0(X<^v'
daXov ixpos &v 7£ Kpofiovaai, and perhaps
of Her. 1304, it is open to doubt whether
the traditional explanation of Ar. Thesm.

120 Aardb re KpoijfjLard r' 'Aaiddos Trodl
Trapdpvdjx eflpvdfia Qpvyiuiv \ dwetifAaTa
X.aphu}v is correct. If Kpoij/mara are the
beats of the foot in dancing, ' A<riddos
would naturally mean the land of Asia ;
and the interpretation of the scholia
might have been due to KiQapiv in the
response of the chorus, which however
was the usual accompaniment of the
dancers. Cf. Pollux 7. 88.
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2 8 8 /cuayttOjSoXws
Brunck

cod. : corr. Muslims, Kva/n6^oXoi> (pro tcvanofibXov)

2 8 8 Hesych. Il p . 544 f p
ZocpoKXrjs MeXedyptj) (fr. 404), us KOI TWU
ALTIOXWV ras d/3%ds Kva/xevdvTcov. dieicXifjpovv
8e airas Kv&fj,u) /ecu 6 TOP (orav cod.) Xevubv
Xaficov iXdyxa-vev- avdyei 5£ TOI)S xpbvovs,
<hs Kal kv 'Ivdxy ' Kva/j.o^6\ojs diKiamfjv'
(Kva/j.o^6\cp diKaaTrj Schow, KvaixofiokQ ere
dtKaarriv, conj. Nauck).

The meaning of the words is not
entirely free from doubt owing to the
scantiness of our information respecting
the method of appointing dicasts in the
fifth century. It seems certain, however,
that KvafJLoj36\os cannot refer to the voting
of the dicasts, as there is nothing, except
the very questionable statement in the
scholia to Eq. 41, to indicate that they
ever recorded their votes by using
beans; and the positive information
touching xo'J0"'0" (Ar. Vesp. 333, etc.)
is definitely against any such hypo-
thesis. We must therefore assume that
KvafJL6j3o\os is right and refers to the
appointment of dicasts by lot; and that at
some time or other beans were used for
the necessary balloting, as is well known

to have been the case with the qp
dpxa'i- (Gilbert, Staatsalt.2 1 p. 2423).
In order to check the increasing evil of
bribery, the method of appointment was
changed from time to time, and we know
little or nothing about the system in vogue
during the middle of the fifth century;
thus the evidence of Ar. Plut. 277 as to
balloting for a particular court only affects
the period subsequent to Euclides. Arist.
Ath. pol. 27. 4 seems to show that a
yearly ballot was held for admission to the
heliastic list of 6000, but by what method
those who succeeded were afterwards
subdivided into separate panels cannot be
determined (Gilbert, p. 441 f. ; Lipsius,
p. 136; Thalheim in Pauly-Wissowa
V 567). Ar . Eq. 41 Kvafjiorpcb^ Arj/xos
alludes to the use of beans in election to
office, but its point is said to have been
partly derived from the fact that the dicasts
chewed beans when sitting in court in
order to ward off sleep and keep their
wits sharp (Ar. Lys. 537, 690 with the
scholia). For the anachronism see Ai.
1135, 1285 (Jebb's nn.).

yeifJLGJVl (JVV

2 8 9 Harpocr . p . 143, 9 iraXLv<TKioi>...
2o0o/cX^j iv II'CIYW" 'yetuwi't cbv iroChiv-
CKlqj' dvTL TOV £o(pepip. Phot . lex. p . 374,
11 and Suid. iraXlv<riaov...Kai HotpoKXrjs
' x€LpGivi waXiv(TKl({}.' Phot. lex. p . 373,
25 and Suid. iraXivcndq' UKOTeiviZ. Bekk.
anecd. p . 294, 6 iraXlaKiov TO viroaKta-
£6fxevov vir' &XXov.

The example is quoted by the lexico-

graphers in order to show that irdXiv in
composition is sometimes employed with
intensive force (Hesych. i n p. 261 •n-aKLv-
(r/ctos" aticriaos, <TKOT€CU6S, ^o<pdb5r]s' T6 yap
irdXtv iviaxov eiriTauLv 8rj\oi). Suidas
refers to TraXiyKdTrrjXos and iraXifnrpr]Tos
as parallel; but there the idea of repetition
is prominent, as also in TraXi/j.jj.r)K7]s.—
Naber needlessly conjectured Xeiixuvi.

14—2
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Yrj fxrjT7)p Oecov

29O Philodem. de piet. p. 23 /cat 2o-
9JS e<v ' I d ^

/cat 'Ecrrtai/ (fr. 615) eiv<ai
According to the Hesiodic Theogony

(v. 45) Gaia and Uranus are the parents
of the gods, and this tradition is carried
on in Horn. h. 30. 17 xa'/°e> Q&v fi-f]T7]p,
a\ox Ovpavou aarepoevTos, Solon fr. 36. 2
(JLrjTTjp fieyi&Tr] daifiovwv 'OXvfiirlcop. Cf.
Orph. h. 26. I Taia ded, /xarep fxeucdpup,
6V7]TQV T ' dvQp&irwp. I n spite of some
development of her cult at Athens, Ge
never became a divine personality so
distinct as to sway the hearts or imagi-
nations of the Greeks : see Eitrem in
Pauly-Wissowa vil 478. In Phil. 391
opear^pa TrafJ.{BG>Tt Ya, fxctrep atirov Atos,
her identification with Rhea, who in Hes.
Theog. 470 is her daughter, is implied.
Cf. Chrysipp. II 1084, 1085 Am. The
introduction into Greece of the Phrygian
cult of Rhea-Cybele, Mother of the Gods,

is assigned to the fifth century : cf. Strabo
469'Pea?' [ih /cat avrol TLfiQai /cat dpytd^ovcn
TatJTrj, /jLrjrepa Kakovvres deoov. I n Eur .
Hel. 1302 Demeter is called the mother
of the gods, and is clearly, as the sequel
shows, identified with Cybele. On the
other hand, Demeter has many affinities
with Ge: for the evidence see Gruppe,
Gr. Myth. p. 1166. It should be added
that, although the identification of the
Mother of the Gods with Rhea-Cybele
is extremely common, there is reason to
believe that there was also an indigenous
Greek cult, recognized in the title given
to the Metroon at Athens, of a goddess
known simply as firjTTfp deusv (Horn. h.
14). But there is nothing to connect her
directly with Ge. Whether Sophocles
here followed the Hesiodic tradition, or,
as in the Philoctttes, meant to describe
Rhea-Cybele, it is impossible to de-
termine.
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291 Hesych. I p. 173 dixudeias <pdpos
iriwv 2o0o/cA?7s 'IvdxV irapa TO (Horn.
B 262) xXatVai' r ' rjde xirwya, TO. r aldQ
dX/0

<j>apos may signify any covering, as in
Trach. 916, where it is applied to bed-
wrappings. For the shortening of the a in

Sophocles see on fr. 360. The mysterious
word iriwv has not been elucidated: Junius
conj. XITWI', Salmasius iroibv (to be taken
with (pdpos), M. Schmidt iraifav or 7rapa
"IOOVL. One might suppose that the aVat-
5eia which required a cloak was that of
the satyrs (cf. fr. 360).

292

2 9 2 Hesych. I p . 54 de\\66pt.^m TTOIKL-
\6dpil-. rj Trvpecapoi/s /cat crwexets §xovcra

rds rp^xas> 7rapd TTJV (LeWap. SO^O/CXTJS

It is not possible to believe that deX\6-
6pi% meant ' with hair floating in the
wind, ' as in O.C. 1261 KS/MT] 5L aflpas
durivKXTos q.<r<reTai. I should rather
suppose that it affords an instance of
comic hyperbole, in the sense of' with dis-
ordered hair'; in that case wemight correct

Hesych. toTraprjdpovs (Palmerius and Toup)
/cat < ov > crvpexeis, ' straggling and not
closely braided': cf. Plut. qu. conv. 4. 2.
4 p. 666 A evropov yeyope /cat avpex^s
avTig ical TTVKVOV TO £(pop. [I have since
found that this suggestion has been an-
ticipated by Herwerden in Milanges Weil,
p. 182, who rightly prefers the form
irapedpovs. Similarly R. Ellis, who pro-
posed d ]
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213

2 9 3 See on fr. 263. As the text of
Hesychius stands, it would seem that
dXwiros occurred both in the Thyestes and
in the Inachus. It is, however, not un-
likely that the lemma dXawwos, which has

undoubtedly disappeared, was taken from
the Inachus, and that the words dXawirds'
2O0OK-\?7? have been omitted after Queery.
See also on fr. 419.

294
avavra

2 9 4 Hesych. I p . 178 dvavra' dvw(pep9j,
v\pt]Xd. Ttves oe ra /mi] fiefipeyfxeva. ~Locpo-
Khr)S he'lvdx^rd fj.7] KeKO/J.fJ.e'va (KeKwXv/xeva
cod. : corr. Salmasius). irapd TO alveiv
(atveiv cod.), 6 £GTI KaraKoiTTovTa Trriacreiv
(TTTJO-LV cod.). Phot. ed. Reitz. p. 116,
18 has the same gloss with the addition of
8vax€PV after v\f/r)Xd, and with eKKeKo^/xeva
for K€Ko/jL[Aeva. The lemma of course re-
lated primarily to Horn. >&• 116, and
Photius adds that Aristarchus read dvara

there: cf. Eustath. //. p. 1191, 45.
The rare verb atveiv is known princi-

pally as occurring in the proverb fj,oXybv
alveiv, of an impossibility. The reference
here is perhaps to grain which did not re-
quire winnowing: cf. frs. 273, 275. In
place of Salmasius's KeKou.iJ.eva Tucker
would prefer iaKoXv/x/xeva, comparing
fr. 423. But the text is clearly right :
cf. Hesych. I p. 335 d<pr)va' eKOif/a, II
p . 2 8 1 TJPCLS' ^ p

295
K7]fJLOS

2 9 5 Schol. Ar. Eq. 1150 KT?/XOJ 6 eiri
rod KadiaKov, els 6v rds rprjipovs Kadieaav
ro'ts 5iKa(TT7)pLois. KpcLTivos 5e avrbv ev
N6/aots (fr. 132, I 5 4 K . ) 'axoivivov rjdfj.dv'
KaXei' TOIOVTOS yap eyivero Kal r\v irapb/xoios

& & i 2 X i 'Id
This surely implies that Sophocles de-

scribed the Krjfxos as funnel-shaped. Cf.
Pollux 8. 123 KOLSOV, y KT]/XOS kir^KetTo, 8L
ov Kadiero T\ \(/rj<pos. Ill-the later days of
the Kijpios and aKvpos a/j.<popeijs, the corre-
sponding part was called eiridrj/xa 8ieppi-

vqjj.evov (Arist. Ath. pol. col. 36, 8).
There is some doubt whether the shape
of the Krjfios was intended to secure
secrecy, since in the fifth century the
voting may have been open : see Starkie
on Vesp. 987, and on the other side
Gilbert, Staatsalt.^ 1 461. But, apart
from this, there were obvious advantages
in the bottle-necked opening. The word
occurs in another sense in fr. 504. The
allusion to the ballot-box no doubt oc-
curred in the neighbourhood of fr. 288.

IHIQN

The only evidence of the existence of this play is the quotation
of a single word from it by two scholiasts not ultimately indepen-
dent of each other. As Aeschylus undoubtedly wrote under
this title, Welcker (p. 402) suggests not unreasonably that the
reference to Sophocles may be an error (see Introduction, § 1).
The subject, however, was a favourite one; and plays bearing
the name Ixion were composed also by Euripides, Callistratus
{CIA II 972, 15), and Timesitheus (Suid. s.v.).
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2 9 6 Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 4. 14 irapa be a suitable gloss for it. Thus in Aesch.
TO t\J/ai SO^OKATJS ev 'I|toz/t 8L\J/LOV* <prj<rl TO Cho. 184 c£ ofXfxaTwv 5e Siif/iot. Trlirroval
fiepXafifxevov. Schol. Horn. A 171 in /j.01 | a-Ta-ybves a<ppa.KToi, whether trans-
Cramer, anecd. Par. in p. 162, 25 77 lated 'scant' or 'thirsty,' the reference
pXafiepbi' airb TOV Zxpiov 17 irapa TO tif/ai. seems to be to the tears which refuse
2O0OKA?7S iu 'I£Lovi (iv lepLoyi cod. Par.) to flow in measure corresponding to the
dixpiop /card, irXeovaaixbv TOV 8 8i\pLov '6.Tr\<n inner emotion (see Verrall); and the schol.
$efio\y)li£vov. Nauck at one<time thought has irodeival /JLOL- wpcprjv apevuroi. H e -
that the last three words were a quotation sych. I p. 523 has dixpai.' fSKaipai, which
from some epic poet, but afterwards re- M. Schmidt supposes to be a fiction of
cognized that Papageorgius had rightly the Alexandrian poets, 8L\J/ioi>' {SKAITTIKOV,
proposed to substitute for them Biipiov possibly with, reference to the present
<p7]<rl TO /3e/3AaJu.yti6'op, omitting the former fragment, and SLxpiov "Apyos...rj virb Aids
occurrence of 8i\pLov. f3eJ3\a/j.iuievov • l\pai yap TO flXaipai. Cf.

Notwithstanding the absurdity of the Etym. M. p. 279, 55 8lipa' irapa TO ITTTW
etymology, it is quite conceivable that TO jBXairTu, i\pa Kal 8iipa, 17 fiXdirTovaa TO
Sixpiov may have been so used that /3e- <rQ/xa. Etym. Gud. p . 148, 25.
pXafjifihov, i.e. 'checked,' appeared to

IOBATHI

The famous story of Bellerophon appears first in Horn. Z
155—202, where, however, Iobates is not mentioned by name.
Welcker (pp. 416—418) identified the plot with part of the
narrative extracted from Asclepiades (FHG III 303) by the
schol. on Horn. Z 155 0 ^ Jlpolro^ avro^eip fjuev OVK e/3ov\rj0r}
TOV HeWepo<f)6vT7)v aTrotcreivai, •nk^nrei Se avrov els AvKiav 737309
TOV 7T€vdepbv 'lofiaTTjv, ahoicrjTGis /cad' eavTov KOfjbi^ovTa ypd/x/jiaTa.
b Be 7roA,Xot9 ai/Tov iyyvfivdaas adXois, C09 OVK ieopa ^Qeipo^evov,
VTreTOTTTjae TTJV KCLT avTov aTpaT^yrjOelaav Seivrjv KaTa/3ov\rjv •
ToaovTOV yap KCLKWV b'y\ov TJ) Bwd/xec KaTrjycovto'aTO. eSco/ce Be
avTco 7T/3O9 ydfxov TT\V IBiav dvyaTepa Kao-dvBpav Kal Trj<; fiao-ike'ias
/jbotpdv Tiva. This is a plausible enough guess, but has no other
foundation than the presumption afforded by the title that the
action of the drama took place in Lycia. When Welcker
proceeds to assume that the play opened with the return of
Bellerophon from the last of his trials, i.e. the A-0%09 of Z 189, he
is on very insecure ground. Euripides wrote two plays on
the subject, the Stheneboea (TGF p. 567) and the Bellerophon
(ib. p. 443). The scene of the former must have been Tiryns,
and in the latter the attempt to ascend to Olympus and the
subsequent misfortunes of the hero were described. The
adventures in Lycia are related without any variation of
substance by Apollod. 2. 30—33, Hygin. fab. 57, and several
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other authorities ; but it is worthy of mention that Hyginus
makes the betrothal of Bellerophon to the daughter of Iobates
subsequent to the fall from Pegasus. We are certainly not
compelled to assume that the treatment of Sophocles was so
distinct from that of Euripides as to ignore the vfipus of
Bellerophon, which Pindar discreetly veiled in 01. 13. 91, but
condemned unhesitatingly in Isth. 7. 44 ff. : TO Be irap SLKCLV
JXVKV wLKpoTCLTa fMevei reXevra.

297

/cat vcov ri crrf/ACL XafATTpbv ivSel^ai J3LOV

2 9 7 Lex. Messan. f. 281 r. vQiv {VQIL incredible). ' Ka<l> vwiv...^Lov.'
cod.: corr. Rabe) £%« TO I cos /cat TO Nauck doubts if the text is sound, and
a<pwLv...2o0o/cX^s 'Io/3dr77 (IOK. <JTT} cod., the meaning is not clear. Blaydes well
as deciphered by Rabe. A tragedy by conjectures < r x ¥ a f° r 0"Wa : cf. Ant.
Sophocles entitled Iocasta is of course 1169 /cat £?? Ttjpavvov ' %
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TOP *A.thav yap ouSe yrjpas otSe

2 9 8 Stob. flor. 119. 6 (iv p. 1076, KT£., but the change is much too violent,
1 Hense) 1 1,o<poK\{ovs 'Io/3drou. 'TOV... even if it is necessary to alter the text at
<pi\eiv.' The extract appears in A only all.
of Hense's MSS, being omitted by SM. The thought that the old cling to life

H . thought that yap was due to an more than the young is a commonplace:
attempt to make an iambic line out of see fr. 66. Eur. Ale. 66g ixaTrfv ap' 01
an apparently unmetrical quotation: see yepovTes evxovTai davelv, \ jTjpas xj/eyovres
On editing Aeschylus, p . 121. Hence he KOX fiatcpov xpovov filov \ rjv 5' iyyvs %\drj
suggested TOV < 5 ' > 'A'tdair \ ovde yijpas ddvaTos, ovdels /3ouAerat | dvyaKeiv, TO yi]-
olde 0t\ei^, with glyconic rhythm [cf. J. W. pas 5' OVKET' £O~T' ai/ToXs ftapti. Alexis
White in C. Q. i l l 293] ; or else that some- fr. 235, II 383 K. TOV yap vcrTaTov \ Tpe-
thing has been lost after TOV 'AWav yap xwv 5Lav\op TOV/3iov, £rjv j3ov\ofj,ai.. Aesop's
—-"^—. F . W. Schmidt defends his TOV fable of the old man and the bundle of
'At'Sijy yap ou5' 6 yqpatbs cpCKei by quoting faggots is to the same effect {Aesop, fab.
Eur. fr. 936, but Sophocles has no other 90 Halm). Arist. rhet. 2. 13. i389b 37 /cat
example of 'At'S^s in iambics. Hence <$>Chb%woi /cat /xdAtcrra ^?rt TT\ reAeurata
Blaydes improves it to TOV jxkv yap aidrjv ^
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irerpav
2 9 9 Hesych. I p. 341 cupvWwTov a peak rising above the snow-line: cf.

•n-frpav • airopov (&<popov Toup, aairopov Aesch. Suppl. 802 r\ \iaaas aiyl\i\p dirpdcr-1
M. Schmidt), &dev8pov, olov XeuweTpiav. yttet/cros olo<ppwv Kpe/mas | 7f7rtas ir^Tpa.
SO0O/CAT7S 'Io/3aT77. Contrast Eur. Her. 790 IIi/#tou devdpwTL

A bare rock without any sign of vege- ir^Tpa,—of the pine-woods on Parnassus,
tation may be either a sheer precipice or For a<pv\\u>Tos see on fr. 249.
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Hipponous, King of Olenus in Achaia1, finding his daughter
Periboea to be with child, sent her across the straits to Oeneus at
Calydon in Aetolia, bearing a secret message that she is to
be made away with. Such was the account of Hesiod (fr. 97 Rz),
who makes her ravisher Hippostratus son of Amarynceus. It
will be noticed that here Oeneus—apparently as dwelling in
a remote and uncivilized corner of Greece—takes the place
assigned to Nauplius in the stories of Aerope and Auge.
According to others, Oeneus himself was the father of the child
to whom Periboea afterwards gave birth, and Hipponous was
aware of this when he sent his daughter to Calydon (Apollod.
1. 75). The Thebais (fr. 6 K.) simply related that Oeneus sacked
Olenus and took away Periboea as his yepas. But in Diodorus
(4. 35) Periboea alleges that she is with child by Ares ; and her
father sent her to Oeneus to be destroyed. Oeneus, who had
recently lost his wife Althaea and his son Meleager, had not the
heart to kill Periboea, but married her and so became the father
of Tydeus. Yet another variant is indicated by the proverb
TvSei)? i/c avcpop^Lov (Plut.prov. I. 5 \_Paroem. I 322]), which is
explained by the story that Hipponous handed over his daughter
Periboea, together with her infant child Tydeus, to the custody of
swineherds. It is hardly possible to pick out the version of
Sophocles from this medley ; but Welcker was perhaps right
(p. 428) in conjecturing that Oeneus himself was the father
of the child, and that a recognition occurred in the course of
the play.

There is an important reference to the play in Pollux 4. 111
rpayiKov S' ov/c eanv (sc. rj irapafiaGLs) • aX)C HLvpnrLhr)*; avro
7T€7rOL7]K€V €V TTOWol<$ Spd/jLCLaiV. 6V /1€V <y€ TTj Aavdy TOV ^OpOV

TO.9 yvvaLKas virep avrov TL Troirjaas irapaheuv, eK\a66fievo^ &)?
avSpas \eyecv iiroLrjae TO3 a")(ijfiaTV TTJS Xefjea)? T « 9 yuvaL/cas. /cat
%o<f>otc\ri<; S' avro i/c TT}? 777)0? i/ceivov d/jiLW7)<i TTOLCI cnraviaicis,
&<T7rep ev 'lirirovw. Nauck and others have drawn from this
passage the inference that the chorus in the Hipponous consisted
of women, who in a particular passage spoke of themselves in
the masculine gender. But an examination of the context makes
it clear that avro irouel refers back to the opening of the section,
defining irapdl3acns as the occasion when the chorus expressed
the real opinions of the poet.

Pacuvius wrote a play entitled Periboea, but there is no
particular indication that he followed Sophocles.

1 See n. on fr. 300, from which I infer that Calydon was the scene of the play.
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300

yrjs <f)op/3d$os

3OO Steph. Byz. p. 707, 14 "QXevos
TTOXLS 'A%atos /cat AtVwXfas OTJXVKWS Xeyo-
fxeviq..,2,o(poK\TJs iv '\inrbvup (so Meursius
for lirbvo) or iirtivig or iirir&vL of the codd.)

I suppose these to have been the words
of Periboea on her arrival at Calydon
from her native Olenus. The Aetolian
Olenus is mentioned by Homer (B 639)
together with other Aetolian towns. It
was under Mt Aracynthus in the neigh-
bourhood of Pleuron, and was destroyed
by the Aeolians (Strabo 451, 460). On
the other hand Homer did not mention
the Achaean Olenus (Strabo 386). It
might be thought that Sophocles would
follow the Homeric geography, and in
the Thebais (fr. 6 Kinkel), where Oeneus
won Periboea as a prize at the sack of
Olenus, the Aetolian town was probably
intended. But the considerations in fa-

vour of Achaea are much stronger. Not
only did Hesiod (fr. 97 Rz.) mention Hip-
ponous the father of Periboea as sending
her to Oeneus from his home at Olenus
in Achaea, but Diodorus (4. 35), who tells
the story in a form which may well have
been that of Sophocles, also implies that
Olenus was in Achaea. It should be
added that the Achaean Olenus was also
the scene of an adventure of Heracles, in
which he avenged an insult offered to the
daughter of Dexamenus by the centaur
Eurytion (Pausan. 5. 3. 3, 7. 18. 1, Apol-
lod. 2. 5. 5). Bacchylides, however,
placed the incident in Elis (fr. 48 J.),
from which the existence of a third Ole-
nus has been inferred.—-•yTjs <j>op|3a8os
is ' the land that nourished me' like rfj
r e (5oGKoti<T ^ I p E
Hclid. 826.

f
I KaL TV Tpecpovarj Eur.

In Phil. 700 yaias <pop(3ddos
b h '

7 y
is rather ' the bounteous earth.'

301

7T/3OS TOLVTOL KpVTTT€ [Aiqhiv, &)? 6
KOLL iravT ai<ov(ov iravr dvairTvcraei

6p
6

(OV

3O1. 1 0 irdud' Clem., Stobaei F : airavd' Gellius, Stobaei P
cod. L dementis

3O1 Clem. Alex, strom. 6 p. 742
2,<>(poK\4ovs 8e e£ lirirbvov 'irpbs...xpbi'os.'
The lines are also quoted by Stob. eel.
1. 8. 17, p. 96, 8 W., with the lemma
<TO<POK\' placed in F in the margin oppo-
site to the second v. of the quotation, and
in P opposite to the first v. of the next
quotation. Wachsmuth, no doubt rightly,
inferred that the lemma belonged to this
extract ; and it follows that the lines
formerly attributed to Sophocles as fr. 833
N1. [ = 658 D.] are shown to be of uncertain
authorship (Tr. fr. adesp. 509 NL>.). Gellius
Noct. Att. 12. n . 6propterea versus istos
Sophocli, prudentissimi poet arum, in ore
esse habendos dicebat: irpbs..,xpbvos.

irpds TauTa is regularly combined with
the imperative or its equivalent: seejebb
on Ai. 971, Neil on Ar. Eq. 622, Eur.
Hclid. 978 n.—6 iravS' 6pav...\povos :
cf. 0. T. 1213 i<t>evpe a1 aicovd' 6 ivavd'1

opQv x/a6fos, O. C. 1454 bpa bpa iravr' del
Xpbvos. Tr. fr. adesp. 510 6£i) fiXeirec yap
6 xp6j'os, 8s ra iravd' bpa!. Time is the
discoverer or revealer who brings the truth
to light: fr. 918, Pind. 01. 10. 53 0 r'
itjeXeyxuv fibvos j akrjdeiav errjTu/j,op Xpo-
vos, Eur . Hipp, 1051 ovde /XTJVVTTJV
de^rj Kad' ijfiwv ; fr. 441 XP°POS Sp
•K&VT dXrj6e6eiv (piXe?.—Wecklein would
read irdv dvairTtiaaei, which is attractive
but hardly necessary. Cf. EL 639.
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302

craiTiqpias yap (pap/JiaK OV^L
/SXexJjaL TrdpecrTLv, iv Se ry TrpoixrjOLa...

3O2 Orion flor. 4. 2, p. 46, 10 e/c rod
^irirbvov Zo0o/cX^oi>s. 'awTrjplas...Tr) irpo-
fjt,7]6eia.J

It seems probable (though the assump-
tion is not necessary) that the sentence is
incomplete, and that something like Kep-
80s jj.eyL<iTov followed the words quoted.
There is moreover clearly some dislocation
in the text of Orion, as Schneidewin
pointed out. For the profit to be earned
from foresight is often mentioned: fr. 950.
3, Eur. Andr. 690 e/xol Se KepSos 7/ irpo/xT]-
dla, Suppl. 510 Kal TOVT6 TOL Tdv8peiov, 7]

pj (' discretion is the better part of
valour'). ' A saving remedy is not to be
had for the asking': for the genitive of
description <r«rr|pfa,s <J>dp|JiaKa cf. Eur.
Hel. 1055 <T0)T7)pias derovr' e%ei ri vyv
&KOS ; Phoen. 893 (pdpficucov (rwrripias.
Cobet (V. L. p. 60), commenting on
(pXvapias cpdpfiaKov in Alciphron, remarks:
'usitatius (pdpixaKov dicitur id quo quid
efficitur quam contra.'—pXiiJ/cu, to catch
sight of, is suspected by Blaydes, who
requires evpeiv or bpav. See also on fr.
583. 2.

303

3 0 3 Hesych. I p. 225 d,7raAe£acr#cu•
dirocpvKd^aaOaL. HocpoKXrjs 'Iwirdvu}. T h e
same form occurs in Ai. 165 xr/yuets ovdev
adtvofiev irpbs TCLVT'1 \ diraKe^aadai aov
Xwpts, dvatj. Similar forms, requiring a

present dXeKw rather than dX^w, appear
in Horn. Hdt. Hippocr. Xen., as well as
in Aesch. Suppl. 106,5 ° fJ-eyas Zew? dira-
\e£ai KT€. See also Jebb on O. T. 539.

304

dwapdevevTos

3 0 4 Hesych. I p. 227 dirapdevevros-
aK^paLos, Kadapd. ~2iO<poKkrj{i'\inrbv(ji. Cf.
Bekk. anecd. p . 418, n dirapdevevTos'
aK.epa.Los, Kadapos (Kadapd conj. Blaydes).

dirap0€V€VTOs in Eur. I. A. 993, Phoen.
1739, means iinmaidenly, but in carm.
pop. 8 (PLG III 657) crot, Bd/c%e, rdvbe
l^ovaav dy\a'i^o/J,ev | ...Kawdv, dirapdevev-

TQV, OUTL rcus wdpos | Kexpy]jxhav yda'icni',
dXX' aKTjparop | KaTapxofxev rbv xifxvov
Smyth is undoubtedly right in rendering
' virgin.' Wecklein refers to the use of
Kopetieiv (usually dtaKopeijeiv) for devir-
ginare, but nothing similar is recorded
of d

l<t>irENEIA

The character of the plot is indicated by two of the fragments.
The authorities who quote fr. 305 refer to the betrothal of
Iphigenia to Achilles, making it plain that the progress of the
action was similar to that of the Iphigenia at Aulis of Euripides.
It is also known that Clytaemnestra accompanied her daughter
to Aulis, and that Odysseus was one of those who were privy to
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the plot. The latter circumstance probably shows, as we shall
see, that Sophocles followed the version of the Cypria more
closely than Euripides. Welcker (p. 107 ff.) suggests that the
relations between Odysseus and Achilles were of the same kind
as the dealings of the former with Neoptolemus in the Philoctetes.
This evidence is confirmed by fr. 308, which may reasonably be
referred to the delay of the expedition at Aulis.

The version of the Cypria, according to the epitome of
Proclus (jEGFp. igi), was as follows : /cal TO BevTepov rjdpoia/jLevov
rod CTTOXOV ev AvXiBi 'A.y a fie/AVCOV iirl 0r/pas fiaXcbv k'Xatyov
virepftaXXeiv ecfyrjae teal rrjv"'Apre/jiiv1 • firjvLcracra Be 77 0eo<; eireayev
avrovs rov TTXOV ^etyuwm? eirLireixiTovcra • KaX^avro^ Be l
rrjv Trjs deov /mrjviv /cal 'I<fiiyevei,av KeXevaavTos Bvetv rf} '
o > 9 iirX y d f i o v a v T r j v ' A ^ i W e t jLLeTcnre/jLTfrd/jLevoL Q v e i v k ^ p
"Apre/^t9 Be avrrjv e^apirdaaaa el<$Tavpovs fJueraKoixi^ei real dddvarov
Troiel, eXacfrov Be dvrl T/}<? /copy*; irapidTrjcn ra> /3CO/JLQ}. Apollod.
epit. 3. 21, 22 reproduces this with hardly any addition, except
the statement that Odysseus and Talthybius were sent to
negotiate with Clytaemnestra, with the plea that Iphigenia
should be given in marriage to Achilles as the price for obtaining
his participation in the war. Hygin. fab. 98, which Nauck and
others suggest to have been derived from Sophocles, is exactly
similar, except that Diomedes takes the place of Talthybius. We
shall hardly go wrong in inferring that these extracts give us
a rough outline of the Sophoclean play.

Of the Iphigenia of Aeschylus (TGFp. 31) hardly anything is
known. Ennius, in his play bearing this title, is believed to have
followed Euripides (Ribbeck, p. 94 f.); but from a considerable
fragment quoted by Gellius (N.A. 19. ]O. 12) it appears that the
chorus consisted of Argive warriors. Hence Bergk, followed by
Welcker, conjectured that this feature was borrowed by Ennius
from Sophocles. It should be added that the substance of the
fragment (fr. Ill otio qui nescit ttti plus negoti habet \ quam si
cuist negotiosus animus in negotio) resembles the thought of
fr. 308; but the coincidence hardly establishes Bergk's inference.

Welcker conjectured that the title Clytaemnestra, known
to us from a single quotation (fr. 334), was a careless allusion
to the present play. That is possible ; but it is perhaps more
natural to refer the notice to the Aegisthus, if such a play
existed (p. 21). The Agamemnon of Aeschylus seems to have
been regarded as an unapproachable model, and, if Sophocles
treated the subject at all, he probably reverted to the Homeric
standpoint.

1 Observe the close resemblance to El. 569 (Jebb's n.).
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305
cri) 8' co fjLeyicTTcov TvyyjxvovacL irevdepcov

305 Phot. lex. p. 410, 13 (Suid. s.v.)
irevdepd- r y vvpcpi^ 7) TTJS Koprjs /xrjTTjp.
Kai irevdepos, 6 iranf/p. ~EvpnrL5ris 5e yaix-
fBpbv avrbv irapa rd^iv Xeyei [quoting Eur .
frs. 72, 647]...2o0o/c\?7S 8e TO 'ifxiraXiv
elire yap Trevdepbv rbv yanfipbv iv ' I0 iye-
veia. 'Odvaaeiis <pt]<rl irpbs KXvraifJLTjGTpav
irepl 'A%£XXews. ' <ri> .5'...irevdepuiv.' avrl
rod ya[Aj3pQv. Cf. Bekk. anecd. p . 229, 1
and Etym. M. p. 220, 4.0 So0o/cX^s de rbv
Trevdepbv dvrl rod ya^pov rideiKev (Xeyei
Etym. M.).

Both irevdepbs and yafx^pos are used

loosely for marriage-connexions. In Eur.
i?/. 1286 TOV \6yip <TOV irevdepbv, addressed
to Orestes concerning the avrovpyos, tr.
= brother-in-law. So ya/Appds must be
rendered father-in-law in Eur. Andr.
641 and yafi(3poi 'parents-in-law' in Hipp.
635.—Notice that ir€v8€p<Sv is an allusive
plural, if we can trust the statement that
it refers to Achilles : so 0. T. 1176 Kreveiv
VLV rods reKdvras (i.e. his father) r\v Xoyos.
See Kuehner-Gerth 1 18.—For the im-
portance of this passage in relation to the
plot see Introductory Note.

306

ov ayyo? ov jAeXioro-ov a 0ai
3O6 fj.eXiTTov<xdai codd.

3 0 6 Proverb, append. 4. 27 (Paroem.
I 440) o^rjpbv...irpeirei. eirl rod dva^lov.
SO0O/CX^J 'lcpiyeveiq,.

The significance of the proverb is
similar to Matth. evang. 9. 17 ovde
paXXovcrtv olvov veov els aaKoits iraXaiovs:
the vinegar-pot is not fit afterwards to
contain honey. In the same manner is
f r \ 6 l I \

dfjt]pov d'yyos: so o^-qpov Kepa/Aiov in Ar.
fr. 723 (i 566 K.), Kwvwf 6£?7/)£ repirbixe-
vos Kep&fjUi: A. P. 12. 108. There is a
similar reference to a homely proverb in
Aesch. Ag. 334 f. o£os r' dXeicpd r ' eyxeas
ravTif Ktirei \ dixocrTaTovvr' av ov cpLXoo
TrpoaevveTTOLS.—[Ji€Xi<r(rov(r8ai is written
fxeXiTTodadaL in the text of the source.
The form has been suspected, since

/j-eXiTouadaL appears elsewhere with this
meaning: Plut. qu. conv. 1. 10. 2,
p. 628 D, Democritus enquired the reason
why a cucumber tasted sweet, and the
waiting-woman replied, eyw yap dyvorj-
aacra rb GLKVOV els dyyelov eQk^v
jxejxe\irwixkvov. Hence Nauck (Index
p. xii) proposed ovx*- /J.eXt.Tovo-dai. But,
as Sophocles uses fxiXiaaa in the sense
of fj^eXi (O. C. 481), there is no reason
why he should not have adopted fieXta-
aovcrdaL for /j,eXiTov<rdcu. The formation
is as legitimate in one case as in the
other (cf. yecpvpovo-dai) ; and the -ow
suffix became enormously productive with
causative function (Brugmann, Comp. Gr.
iv p. 297 E. tr.).

307

voei vSpl
id

dv TTOVXVTTOVSp ^p
irirpa rpaiTricrdai yvrjcriov

3 0 7 .
Reiske:

3O7

1 v6ec codd. : vovv dei Porson | Trap' dvdpl Reiske, irpbs dvdpa Gomperz
crQ/jia codd. 2 irirpav Gomperz | yvqaiov e/c (ppovrj/jiaTos C. Keil

A t h e n . 513 D bfioius <p7)<rl Kai
iv 'l<pLyeveia ' voei . . . <f>povq-

The trick of the polypus in concealing
itself from its foes or in lying in wait for

its prey is often mentioned: Aelian v. h.
I 1 eXXox<2cri 5£ 01 TroXtiirodes Kai roiis
t'X^Os TOV TpOTTOV TOUTOV. VTTO Ta?S TT^TpaLS
KadrjVTai, Kai eavTovs is TT]V eKeivwv fieTa-
fj.op<povai. xpbav, Kai TOVTO elvai 8OKOV<XLV
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oirep odv Kal ire(pvKa<nv ai irirpcLi. Arist.
h.a. 9. 37. 622 s 8, adding TO 5' avro TOVTO
Trotei /cat (po^rjdeis, Plin. 72. /z. 9. 29. 87
colorem mutat ad similitudine77i loci et
maxinie in metu, [Arist.] mir. auscult.
29, Lucian dial. mar. 4. 3 biroia av
Trerpa irpoaeXdwv dpixbcng TCLS KOTvXas...
eKeivri 6/JLOIOV direpyd^eTai. eavrbv, /cat fj.e-
ra/3dXXet rrjv xPoav> fUfJ-ovfievos TTJV
irirpav, Cos av Xddrj TOVS aAieas KT£.,
A. P. 9. i o . 3 otiirw 0' rjv irerprj i'/ceXos
XPoa (sc. irovXviros). In this connexion
there is a constant appearance of the
words yU.eT<z/3oAat, rpoirai, and the cor-
responding verbs: Plut. aet. phys. 19
p. 916 B, c, de sollert. anim. 27 p. 978 E,
quomodo adul. ab am. intern. 8 p. 52 F,
de am. mult. 9 p. 96 F. Hence the
transformations of the polypus passed
into a proverb (Diogen. 1. 23 iroXvirodos
voXvxpoov vbov i'crxe, Zenob. 1. 24
[Paroem. I pp. 8, 184]), and were applied
to the wily man's adaptability to his sur-
roundings (TO iroXvTpoirov), either with
commendation as here and in Theogn.
215 f. wovXijirov opyrjv foxe TTOXVTTXOKOV,
8s TTOTI ir^Tprj, \ TTJ irpoaofiLXiqari, rotos
idelv itpdvT), Pind. fr. 43 c3 T£KJ>OP, \ TTOV-
TLOV drjpbs TreTpaiov | %/owTt fidXiaTa vbov \
irpo<r<p£pwv irdaais TroXleeatv bfiLXei • | T<^
TrapebvTi 5' eTracvrjcrais €K(bv \ &XXOT' dXAota
(ppbvei.. Anon. ap. Clearch. (FHG II
318) in Athen. 317 A (cf. Antig. hist,
mir. 29) irovXiJirodbs fioi, T£KVOV, e%w
vbov, 'A/^0tXo%' T/JOWS, I TOICTLV £<pap/j.b£ov
T&V Kev < / c a r d > 8TJ/J.OV 'iKrjai,—or the re-
verse, as in Ion fr. 36 /cat TOV ireTpcuov
irXeKTavcus aval/j.o<nv | crTvyQ fj.eTaXXa.K-
TT]pa TrovXrjTrovv x/ooos, and in Plutarch.
These passages offer abundant evidence
in support of Reiske's xpw/ia, if they do
not also, as J. thinks, completely justify
7r/3os avdpl. Further, I infer that rpa-
irtvdai means ' to change,' being followed
by (ppovri/xaTos as an abl. gen. of separa-
tion: see Theogn. 218 Kptavwv rot <ro(f>ir)
yiveTcu aTpoirtrjs. J. however renders:
'Be mindful to adapt the hue of your
real thought to your man, as the polypus
adapts it to the rock'—but surely his real

thought is what the iroXijTpoTros desires to
conceal from his fellow men.—irpos dvSpi
means ' as you approach another,' ' when
close to h im' ; for which cf. irpbs rots
iroXe/jLioLS etcat Thuc . 3. 22, 77, and 7rpos
ai>n£ 7 ' eifJLi. r y Seivcp Xeyeiv O. T. 1169.
J., whose view is somewhat different,
compares Ai. 95 ^axpas ^7X°s eS irpbs
'Apyeiuv aTpaTtp. —irovXwovs : for the
Ionism see Smyth, Ionic Dialect, § 254,
and Jebb on Ant. 86.—irerpa might be a
locative dative (Phil. 144), but it is more
likely that we should carry on the influ-
ence of Trpos from the main clause.
Cobet, Var. Lect. p. 163 ff., laid down
the important distinction that, when the
clause of comparison precedes, no pre-
position accompanies the noun of the
main sentence (e.g. Plat. rep. 414 E Set
(is irepi /J.7]Tpbs Kal Tpq<pov TTJS x^Pas

dfivveiv); but that, when the comparison
follows, the preposition must appear in
the second clause. He consequently
emended the fragment of Antiphanes: irpbs
yap TO yrjpas wairep kpyauT^piov \ airavTa
Tavdp&ireia irpocr<f>oiTq. /ca/cct by writing a>s
irpbs epyaaTrjpLop. No doubt the dis-
tinction is generally observed, but Kock
(11 1x6) and Gomperz (Nachl. p. 7) seem
right in denying its universality.—There
is no need for violent alterations like
Blaydes's crocpov irpos dvdpos, or Pflugk's
deivov irpbs avdpbs yv&jxa irovXtiirov T/)6TO:S |
irapeKTpairecrdai yviqalov (ppovrj/maTOS. Por-
son's vovv Set makes the structure more
symmetrical by providing an accusative
to balance xp&pa; but introduces the fresh
awkwardness of leaving xpwyaa to repre-
sent both vovv and (ppovrjfxaTos, which are
apparently d istinguished. Since Tpeirecrdat
is used in the required sense as well ab-
solutely as with a limiting accusative, it
may be doubted whether any change is
necessary. Bergk's <rxwa (for o-u>fia)
would avoid this particular difficulty.—J.
thinks that the words were spoken by
Odysseus, who was the agent of Agamem-
non's fraud. Bergk, who understood
dvdpL as ' husband,' thought that Cly-
taemnestra was addressing her daughter.

308
TLKT€L yap ovSev icrOXov et/cata o")(oXij,

3 O 8 et'/cafa (rxoM S: et /cat dtrKoXij (dvxoXr) A) MA
3O8 Stob.yfor. 30. 6 (ill p. 664, 12 I do not hesitate (with Nauck) to refer

X" 'Ipd 'U hi li h i d f d l A l i
y 3 (

Hense) 2o0o/cXe"ous 'I(piyevdas.
<rXoXî .' 0eds 5e rots dpyovaiv ov irapiara-
rat (Tr. fr. adesp. 527).

( )
this line to the period of delay at Aulis,
when the Greek fleet was kept back by
contrary winds or a calm (Jebb on El.
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564). See also on fr. 479, 4, repirvov dpyias
d/cos. F.W. Schmidthad.no justification for
proposing rt/creti'...et/cata <pikel \ crirovd-f),
which recalls Seyffert's cnrovbrj (UpaSus
in Ant. 231. Nauck fell foul of eiKaLa,
and conjectured TJ \lav <rx°^V (misprinted
(rcpoX-q). But et'/ccu'a ax°^V seems an en-
tirely suitable phrase to distinguish an
aimless inactivity (cf. Aesch. Ag. 203
irvoai KaKoaxokoi, with the schol. eiri
KCLK(£ iroLovaai. <rxo\dfav) from that cr̂ oA^
which is the indispensable condition of
true freedom: see Eur. Ion 633 f., Arist.
pol. 4 (7). 15. I334a 20 Kara yap TTJV wa-
poi/iiap, oil <rxo\r) dovXois. The rarity of
elKcuos is probably accidental. Cf. Ar.

Nub. 44 @ios...elKrj KeLfxevos. Hense how-
ever thinks that elicaia is probably due to
some philosopher (as Chrysippus) who
only approved leisure as the result of
deliberate choice. He quotes Sen. de
olio 3, 3. 8, 1.

The line which follows in Stobaeus as
if it belonged to the same extract was
first separated from it by Wagner. It
is found, with the reading dpyoiaiv, in
Menand. monost. 242. For the senti-
ment see on fr. 407. An error of a
precisely similar kind was made by
Apostolius in quoting At. 1252 (see
Jebb's ed. p. 237).
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OLKpOV)(€L

3O9 Hesych. I p. 107 anpovxei'
aKpov @x€l- 'Afcpov dt opos (opovs cod.)
Trjs 'Apyeias, e<p' od 'Apre/jLidos lepbv iSpti-
aaro M.e\d/j.irovs naddpas ras Upoiridas,
rjyovv TCUS Hapiaiv. TiO<poic\rjs 'l<piyei>eia.

From this obscure but interesting pas-
sage we are justified in inferring that
Sophocles used the word aicpovxei for
dwells on the heights, and probably that
Artemis was the subject to the verb.
Her connexion with the plot needs no
remark, and there is sufficient evidence
to prove that her cult was often established
on the summit of a mountain. Hence
Eur. / . T. 126 w ircu ras Aarovs | ALKTVVI''
ovpeia, and the similar epithets dpet^dris,
6pe(ri(poiTOS, opeands, opeids (Gruppe, Gr.
Myth. p. 12843). I n Argos she was
worshipped under the title of 'Aicpia:
Hesych. 1 p. 104 'A/cpta- ...&m dt /cat 17
"H/m teal "Apre/ius Kai 'A<ppodlTrj irpoaayo-
pevo/xivr] €V "Apyei, Kara TO 6/J.OLOV eir'
a/cpy Idpvpiivai. At Epidaurus she bore
the title Kopv<paia from her sanctuary on
the top of Mt Coryphum (Pausan. 2. 28.
2). On the top of Mt Lycone close to
the border of Argos and Arcadia was a
temple of Artemis Orthia (Pausan. 2. 24.
5). On Mt Crathis in Arcadia was a
sanctuary of the Pyronian Artemis, where
a fire of peculiar sanctity was kept
burning (Pausan. 8. 15. 9). She also
had a sanctuary on Mt Artemisius above
Oenoe (Pausan. 2. 25. 3). The rest of
the gloss in Hesych. is a learned aetio-
logical note intended to explain the origin
of the word aKpovxe? as applied to Arte-

mis. It is unnecessary to suppose that
there was any allusion to the daughters of
Proetus in the text of Sophocles. The
story of their madness and its healing is
most fully given in Apollod. 2. 24—29.
In the account of Bacchylides (10. 40—
112) there is no reference to Melampus.
Hesych. is the only authority who men-
tions the mountain Acrum in connexion
with this story; the scene of their healing
is given either as Sicyon (Apollod., Pau-
san. 2. 7. 8), the river Anigrus in Elis
(Pausan. 5. 5. 10, Strabo 346), or Lusi
in Arcadia (Bacchyl., Pausan. 8. 18. 8
etc.). The last-mentioned alternative in-
duced Jacobs (on A. P. [append. 420] XI
p. 406) to make the violent and impos-
sible conjecture ev Aovaois ev 'Apicdcnv in
place of the words ijyovi> TCUS Xdpicni>.
Unger's ijyovv TCUS xopetcus (Thel>. Parad.
p. 459) rests on Apollod. 2. 29, where
Melampus is said to have cured the Proe-
tides by the employment of magic dancing
(/xer' a\akay/j.ov Kai TLVOS ivdeov ̂ o/oetas).
But the text of Hesych. has been so muti-
lated that the words may very well be
sound, recording an alternative or joint
cult of the Charites established by Me-
lampus at the time of the healing. For
the common worship of Artemis and the
Charites see Wernicke in Pauly-Wissowa
11 1363. Wagner wished to substitute
aKpovxe' &Kpoi> £xov<xa> a n d M. Schmidt,
who observed that the alphabetical order
is slightly disturbed at this point, strangely
suggested "AK/>' 6%e?.
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310

fiacr'ikiq

310
Xeia (jSa

Hesych. I p. 362 P
rtA, ij /3acrt\eta cod.). ~2O<POKXT)S

py
In Pind. Nem. 1. 39 dAAa dewp fiaaiXea

(so Schroeder: fiacrlXeia codd.) the word
is trisyllabic, however written. The form
fiaaLXr) is also attested by Steph. Byz.
p . 13 ,1 'Ayd /n f i e ia • Xeyerai 5e /cat ^ AydixjxT],
Cos Trpeapeia irpeafiT), /cat TO (SaalXeia Kara
crvvaXoi<pr}v j3acrLXr). S m y t h , Ionic Dia-

lect, § 177, refers to Herodian I 275, 3
Lentz. Cf. iepea on Attic inscriptions
(Meisterhans3, p. 40). It is worth men-
tioning that (3a.aiXeLa was a title of Arte-
mis in Thrace (Hdt. 4. 32); but of course
there is nothing to show that Sophocles
used ^acriXt] as a divine title. For the
form see also Usener, Gb'tternamen,
p. 2221 2 .

311 Hesych. I p. 267 airwSaK&Tos'
airddixevos. 2o0o/cX^s TptirToX^/xii} (fr. 554).
iv 8e 'Ifayevelq. irvvdaKa (irevbaica cod.)
rod £L<povs ri]v Xa[3i)i> ^0??. Eusta th . / / .
p . 870, 28 2O0OKX?7S 5e /cat TJ)V Xaffiv
rod £i<povs irtivdaKa e'iprjKep, ws cprjcrl Ilau-

l (fr. 289 Schw.).

Similarly irvd/x'qp may be used for the
stem or trunk of a tree, considered apart
from the foliage: so Aesch. Suppl. 111
ota veafa ir\)dfj.r]v \ 5t' afxbu ya/xov TeQo.-

dvairapafHotiXoLcn (ppeaiv, Clio. 203
ov yevoiT' &v GTrep/xaTos fieyas TTVO-

312

VTT0L(f)pOV

3 1 2 Erotian. gloss. Hippocr. p. 129, 1
attests that this word was used by So-

phocles in the Iphigenia. See on fr. 236,
where the source is quoted.

313

[6 'ATTOXXWV Trapa TOV Ato? \afJLJ3dvei TOVS

3 1 3 Schol. Soph. O. C. 793 5o/cet
yap 6 'AwoXXwv irapa rod Atos Xa^aveiv
TOVS xPTrpots, cos /cat iv 'IcpucXela ('I(piye-
vela conj. Schneider).

Schneider's conjecture, 'l0tr€Net'a for
'I^tKAeta, is probably right, as 'I0t/c\e?
(Boeckh, Welcker, and Hippenstiel) is an
unlikely title: see Introductory Note to
the Oecles. Dindorf suggests OkAet as
a possible alternative; but this is less
likely to have been corrupted to 'I<piKXela.

Apollo, as a /j-avris, is the mouthpiece

of Zeus: Horn. h. Ap. 131 xPVffu &' &v-
dptibwoicn Atds vr\ixepria ftovXyv, Aesch.
Enm. 19 Atos Trpo<py]T7]s 5' earl Aotjias
irarpds, fr. 86 Tavra yap irarrip \ Zeus
ey/cadia Ao^ia decnricrfjt,aTa, Soph. O. C.
623 tt Zei)s £ri Zei>s x^ ^'o^ $otj8os aacprfs.
Hence in O. T. 151 the oracle which has
just been announced from Delphi is ad-
dressed as w Atos adveires (pdrLi cf. ibid.
498. In Pind. 01. 8. 43 Apollo inter-
prets a po r t en t : ws ifxol cpdcrfxa XeyeL
Kpovida I ireixcpdkv ^apvydodirov Atos.
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IXNEYTAI IATYPOI

The three fragments which before 1911 were alone associated
with this title were not of such a character as to reveal the
subject-matter; and the guess of Welcker that the Trackers
were engaged upon the search for Europa, when she was carried
off by Zeus, and that of Ahrens that they were the prophets
invited by Minos to search for Glaucus remained equally
unverifiable. The obscurity has now been dispelled by the
discovery, among the documents which have been recovered
from the dust-heaps of Oxyrhynchus, of a large portion of a
papyrus roll which contained the Ichneutae. The constituent
fragments of the roll were successfully fitted together by
Prof. A. S. Hunt, and in the result he was able to publish in
vol. IX of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri (no. 1174 at p. 30 ff.) the more
or less complete remains of fifteen successive columns starting
from the opening of the play and containing about 400 lines,
some two-thirds of which are substantially intact. A number of
smaller fragments which could not be located1 adds little or
nothing to the sum of our knowledge.

The MS, which is carefully written, is assigned to the closing
decades of the second century A.D. A number of corrections,
including marks of punctuation, has been added by a second
hand, and various readings recorded in the margin proceed from
the same source. These variants are sometimes quoted from
specified authorities—particularly from the edition of Theon2;
besides him, Aristophanes3 and possibly Nicander4 (or Nicanor)
are cited. Another notable feature is the appearance of sticho-
metric figures, giving the numeration of each hundredth line,
which however do not agree exactly with the requirements
of the text. From these circumstances it may be inferred that
we have a critically revised text descended from a grammarian's
copy. The MS is a less elaborate example of the type which is
characteristically represented by the papyrus containing the
Paeans of Pindar (Ox. Pap. v, no. 841).

1 These are not included in the present edition, with the exception of fr. 317.
2 Possibly the well-known grammarian, who lived in the age of Augustus and

worked on the text of the Alexandrian poets. See Susemihl, Al. Lit. II 215 ff.
Theon is also mentioned in a scholium on Pind. Paean. 2. 37. Wilamowitz (Netie

Jahrb. xxix 450) declines to speculate on the identity of this Theon.
3 There is a possibility that some of the abbreviated references may be intended

for Aristonicus or Aristarchus; see Hunt on in 20.
4 By the abbreviation Nt in v. 102: the same authority is quoted on fr. 84 (Ox.

Pap. IX p. 1x3) of the Eurypylus.
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The subject of the play proves to be identical with that
of the Homeric hymn to Hermes, although the development
of the story proceeds upon somewhat different lines. The play
opens with the appearance of Apollo, who relates the loss of his
cattle and describes his hitherto unsuccessful attempts to discover
the thief during his progress from Northern Greece to Mt Cyllene
in Arcadia. He accordingly issues a proclamation to all whom
it may concern, promising a definite reward to anyone who shall
enable him to recover his property. Silenus enters in answer to
the summons, and offers the assistance of his sons the satyrs,
but stipulates that a reward of gold shall be paid over, and that
he and his sons shall be released from slavery. Apollo leaves
the stage, as the chorus of satyrs advances. They are ready
at once to start in pursuit, and Silenus in a short speech invokes
divine and human aid. Then the chorus, bending on all-fours
and imitating the actions of keen-scented hounds, discover the
confused tracks of cattle pointing in different directions. But,
before the quarry can be run to earth, the pursuers are alarmed
by a strange sound entirely unlike to any which they have
hitherto known1. It seems to issue from the cave towards which
the chase has brought them. Silenus upbraids them for their
cowardice, and contrasts their degenerate attitude with his own
distinguished bravery in the days of old. The hunt is then
renewed, and Silenus undertakes to support and protect his
children by accompanying them to the point of danger. The
strange noise is again heard, and for a second time the ardour of
the pursuit is damped. But the actual issue of the combined
undertaking is not altogether clear. I have suggested that
Silenus, just now so valiant, proves himself rather more of a
coward than his followers, and by refusing to continue the
adventure and abruptly leaving the stage, abandons the chorus
to its fate. However this may be, it seems certain that subse-
quently the coryphaeus assumed the position previously occupied
by Silenus as representative spokesman for his comrades ; but it
is probable that Silenus afterwards reappeared, or, if he was
present throughout, resumed the prominence which he had
temporarily abandoned.

After noisy but ineffectual efforts by the chorus to accomplish
their task, the situation is suddenly changed by the arrival of
Cyllene, the mountain-nymph, who comes forth from her cave2.
Addressing the satyrs as ' beasts' (^pe?), she angrily enquires
what is the purpose of their new labours, and why the silence of

1 I have assumed that pdifidos (n. on 107) is identical with \f/6<pos of 138. The
alarm is not so great on the first occasion, because the sound is indistinctly heard.

a See Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 8273. Miss Harrison infers from 211 ff. that Cyllene
occupied an underground cave-dwelling: Essays presented to W. Ridgeway, p. 136 ff.
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the glens has been disturbed by their shouts, and the hue and
cry raised for the arrest of a thief. The chorus replies in humble
tones, and asks for an explanation of the marvellous sound which
comes echoing from the upland hollows. Cyllene, somewhat
mollified, would have preferred to know their business first ; but
finally, after warning them of the serious consequences which
would follow a disclosure of the secret to others, she consents to
explain what has astonished them. Zeus, it appears, having
secretly visited the daughter of Atlas without the knowledge
of Hera, had begotten a son by her. During the mother's illness,
Cyllene has been nursing the newly-born infant. But he proved
to be no ordinary child ; for, though born less than a week ago,
his growth has been so rapid that he has already passed from
childhood to maturity. As his father's command required that
he should be kept concealed within the cave, he had occupied
his time with the construction from a dead beast of a mysterious
toy, which produces the strange melodies now in question. In
answer to further requests for an explanation of the riddle,
Cyllene describes the making of the lyre from the shell of the
tortoise. There are some serious gaps in the papyrus at this
point, but, since the chorus immediately proceeds to denounce
the divine child as the thief of whom they are in search, it is
clear that Cyllene must have referred to the ox-hide which had
been stretched over the shell. She waxes indignant at their
audacity: to charge the son of such parents with larceny is
a monstrous piece of insolence, which betrays the childish
ineptitude of the accusers. Let them beware lest their foolish
gibes are not exchanged for cries of pain. Nevertheless, the
satyrs persist, and apparently challenge Cyllene to produce the
cows, so that their identity may be established.

Here unfortunately the papyrus ends, and we can only guess
at the sequel. It is certain that Apollo returned, and that
in consequence of the recovery of the cattle he rewarded Silenus
according to his promise. The reconciliation with Hermes must
have followed, and no doubt the gift of the lyre placated Apollo
for the outrage which had been committed against his property.

Such is the story of the play so far as we are permitted
to trace it, and it is apparent that it differs in several respects
from the Homeric version, (i) The theft of the cows here
precedes, but in Homer follows the invention of the lyre.
(2) The cows are concealed on Mt Cyllene itself and not in the
neighbourhood of Triphylian Pylos. (3) Cyllene1 and not Maia
has charge of the infant. (4) The informer, to whom later writers
gave the name of Battus, is displaced by the satyrs,—an essential

1 For other traces of this tradition see n. on 266.
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modification in view of the dramatic requirements. We know
little or nothing of the intermediate literature1, and, so far as
we can tell, the only innovation for which Sophocles was
responsible may have been the introduction of the satyrs. The
details of the cattle-stealing are less complex than in the hymn,
and the choice of Mt Cyllene as the hiding-place of the herd
is at least as likely to have been a reversion to the primitive
legend as a necessary outcome of the dramatic situation2.
Apollodorus in the mythographical handbook (3. 112 ff.) follows
generally the narrative of the hymn ; but, though he differs
widely from Sophocles, he nevertheless agrees with him in making
the theft of the cattle prior to the invention of the lyre, and also
in connecting the two incidents together as part of the same
operation. According to Apollodorus, Hermes made strings for
his lyre from the guts of the slain cattle ; we cannot say whether
this point was mentioned by Sophocles, but he certainly alluded
to the skins of the cows having been used in the construction of
some part of the instrument (307 n., 337, 366). The latter
proceeding is a reminiscence of the hymn3; but the ox-hide
there mentioned did not belong to Apollo's cattle, which Hermes
had not yet stolen. Similarly, the hymn-writer, as contrasted
with Apollodorus, mentions sheep-gut as the material out of
which Hermes fashioned the strings. Although Apollodorus
has much in common with the hymn, it is idle to suppose that he
made it his sole source, and that his deviations from it were the
fruit of his own invention4.

The most striking result of the comparison of Sophocles with
the hymn is the combination by the former of two distinct
achievements, so that the invention of the lyre, not only provides
the means of appeasing the indignation of Apollo, but also
appears to have been directly prompted by the theft of the cows.
The linking together of these separate threads was a dramatic
advantage which Sophocles observed and appropriated, even
if it originated, as may well have been the case, with one of

1 A solitary fragment is preserved- from the hymn of Alcaeus (fr. 5 ) : xa^Pe K^A-
\dvas 0 /i^Sets, ere yap /XOL \ dd/mos vfxvqv rbv Kopvcpaca' iv Hyvats | Mata yivvaro Kpopidq.
fxiyeiaa | Tra./x(3a<n\r}i. Cf. Pausan. 7. 20. 4, Hor. Carm. 1. 10.

3 Wilamowitz, p. 454. The same critic takes the view that the intimate connexion
which had always subsisted in popular tradition between the cattle-stealing and the
making of the lyre was deliberately sundered by the hymn-writer. But this is open
to serious doubt, as will presently be shown.

'A vv. 47—49-
4 See Allen and Sikes, Homeric Hymns, p. 131, rejecting Gemoll's view. In

fact, the sources of'Apollodorus' are much more complex; from the discussion of
E. Schwartz in Pauly-Wissowa I 2875 ff. the following sentence is relevant: ' diese
Litteratur ist eine compilatorische, die nur mit Uberkommenem wirtschaftet und die
Uberlieferung nicht bereichert oder wissenschaftlich ordnet, sondern excerpiert und
verdiinnt.' See also Introduction, § 2.
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his literary predecessors. It is more likely that this arrangement,
which involved an alteration in the order of the events described
in the hymn, was the deliberate invention of conscious art; than
that popular tradition had always combined what the hymn-
writer chose from a motive not easily discernible to separate1.
Both in method and in spirit the treatment of Sophocles is
far removed from the work of the hymn-writer, but the extent of
the debt which the tragedian must have acknowledged cannot
be accurately measured owing to the loss of the second half
of the play. It would have been particularly illuminating to
discover what were the Attic traits added by Sophocles to the
portrait of Hermes, whose precocious trickery is so cleverly
delineated in the hymn. There are enough resemblances in
detail to show that Sophocles was well acquainted with the
Homeric text, as may be seen from the following instances :
oarpaicov h. 33 a n o- S. 3^5 > ^. 3^ Vv ^ ddvys, rore K€v /xaXa
KCLKOV ael&ois compared with S. 292 f.; (prjXTfrrj^ h. 67, 214, 446,
and S. 332 ; ixiqvvrpov h. 264 and S. 81 ; ftocov GTL/3O<; h. 353
and S. 109, 182 ; h. 8 f. and S. 264 (h. 6 avrpov ecrca vatovcra
wakicnciov answers to S. 265) ; rd ^prj/juara in h. 400 may have
suggested S. 44 07TG>9 TO ^prjjxa TOVTO GOL Kvvrj'yeaw ; h. 407 f.
davfxaiva) and de^eadai recall S. 271 f., although the application
is different (the same considerations apply to d7ropoo-<f>i%€cr0ai
and Bovelv in h. 562 f. as compared with S. 131 and 282);
ftrjiMna dvria h. 345 and S. 96, 112 ; the description of Cyllene
in h, 228 answers to S. 215.

The other literary allusions to the story need not detain
us long. Philostratus {iniag. 1. 25, entitled 'Epfiov yovai) makes
Olympus the birthplace, and except in one small detail2 is
entirely remote from Sophocles. Antoninus Liberalis3 (23)
relates the story of Battus for the purpose of recording the
punishment inflicted upon him for his treachery ; the theft of the
cows was of secondary importance to him, and the only part
of his narrative which concerns us is the itinerary of the cattle-
drive, which may be used to illustrate the mutilated lines
following v. 13. Ovid (Met. 2. 676-707) confines himself even
more strictly to the subject of the transformation of Battus. The
anonymous scholiast on Antoninus, who drew his information
from the Aei/xcov of Pamphilus, prefaces this chapter with the

1 The hymn to Hermes is considered to be the latest in date of the longer hymns,
but must be at least as early as the sixth century B.C. Robert {Herm. XLI 389 ff.)
argues that the entire incident of the invention of the lyre was a subsequent inter-
polation in the original form of the hymn, and that signs of the inconsistency thereby
produced are still visible. See also Herwerden, Mnem. xxxv 181 ff., Kuiper, id,
XXXVIII 1 ff. 2 See n. on 354.

3 He is usually assigned to the age of the Antonines.
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citation of several authorities who had previously written on the
subject. Nicander, Didymarchus, Antigonus, and Apollonius
Rhodius belong to a later age ; and it is improbable that Hesiod's
Eoeae (fr. 153 Rz.) had any bearing upon the subsequent treat-
ment of Sophocles. The gift of the icr)pvK.uov by Apollo to
Hermes is indicated in the hymn (529) and expressly recorded
by later authorities1. If the tradition was known to Sophocles,
it seems unlikely that he would pass it over in silence.

However interesting the discovery of the new fragments may
be, they will scarcely enhance the reputation of the poet. The
dramatic value of the play is insignificant, and the comic relief
not greatly exhilarating. It is fair to admit that the more
amusing scenes probably occurred in the latter part of the play,
when Hermes displayed his cunning and his wit in tricking and
conciliating his accuser'2. But the part which is preserved is less
lively and entertaining than the Cyclops, which has hitherto been
our only example of the satyric drama. Yet, although it is
impossible to rate highly the importance of the play as we
know it, we must beware of pronouncing a final judgment on
what is actually a torso, more particularly as the recovered
fragment has merits of its own which may be pleaded in miti-
gation of an adverse verdict. Chief among these are directness
of purpose and clearness of outline, which, allied in general to
a plainness of diction suitable to the simplicity of the action3,
leave an impression of natural grace and exhibit in a less familiar
sphere a fresh specimen of Attic versatility.

By a curious accident the lyrical parts of the Ichneutae have
been mutilated to an extent much exceeding the losses of the
dialogue; but enough of them remains to show that they resem-
bled the choruses of the Cyclops in being far less elaborate than
the lyrics of tragedy. It seems that Sophocles, perhaps even to
a greater degree than Euripides, avoided any attempt at elevation
of style in compositions of this character. The lyrical metres, also,
are of a simple kind, being mostly variations of the iambic type
with some admixture of dochmiacs and anapaests. In general
the style of writing is less colloquial than in the Cyclops. If the
exclamations are left out of account, the only obvious colloqui-
alisms are rovrl (114) and val fia A/a (112)4. There is also less

1 Apollod. 3. 115, and schol. Horn. 0 256 follow the hymn in this respect: see
however the virbdea-is to Find. Pyth. p. 1, 12 Drachm., Serv. Verg. Aen. 4. 242.

2 Perhaps he stole Apollo's bow and arrows as in Hor. Carm. 1. 10. 11 (no doubt
after Alcaeus) viduus pharetra \ risit Apollo, schol. Horn. I.e., Philostr. imag. 1. 26.
The same suggestion is made by Kurfess in Mnem. XLI i n f .

3 Wilamowitz (p. 460) remarks that 'die harmlose Lustigkeit erfreulicher wirkt
als der Witz des Euripides.'

4 See however 38, 121 ff., 127, 136, 162, 255, 331, 393.
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freedom in the metre of the iambics : Porson's canon is violated
in 333, as against several more serious infringements in the
Cyclops; and whereas eighteen instances of the licence admitting
the introduction of the anapaest into other feet than the first
have been counted in the Cyclops^, there is only one—and that
doubtful—in the Ichneutae (122). It is rather in the nature
of the thoughts expressed than in respect to vocabulary or
structure that the style deviates from the normal character of
Sophoclean tragedy.

The appearance of fr. 294 N.2 as v. 275 f. is conclusive evidence
on the question of authorship. Wilamowitz specifies as marks
of Sophoclean origin the use of oXfiitpiv in 210, of dirovoatyi^w in
131, and of evBeiv in 159; and to these should at least be added
ve<opr)<$ in 150, and JAOVVOV in 49. General impressions are less to
be trusted, but I think that few will hesitate on consideration to
acquiesce in the judgment of Wilamowitz, that the play reflects
Sophocles' earlier manner, and that the occasional harshness and
want of polish must be set down to TO TMCPOV KCU KaTarexvov
which he himself recognized as a blemish of immaturity2. Some
might go further and contend that there is here and there a
tendency towards bombast which shows that he has not yet
shaken himself free from the influence of Aeschylean 07^0?; and
it will be readily admitted that the harmonious blend of mellow-
ness and lucidity to which he ultimately attained is hardly
perceptible in these fragments. But Wilamowitz finds unmis-
takable signs of an early date in certain definite peculiarities
of technique; that is to say, (1) there is no occasion for the
presence of three actors on the stage at the same time ; (2) no
verse of the dialogue is broken between two speakers3; (3) the
absence of strophic responsion from the opening chorus is
comparable with similar features in the Septem and the Euinenides•;
(4) the alternation of lyrics with ordinary dialogue and sticho-
mythia in the scene between Cyllene and the chorus finds
its nearest parallel in the ultimately successful attempts of Athena
to placate the Eumenides in the Aeschylean play4.

It may be remarked in passing that the date of the Cyclops is
1 Haigh, Tragic Drama, p. 3913.
2 Plut. de virt. prof. 7 p. 79 B.
3 But see vv. 99, 199.
4 If it is rightly inferred from Pacuvius (293 n.) that Euripides imitated this play

in the Antiope, that circumstance would not assist the determination of the date,
since it is certain that the Antiope was one of the latest plays (perhaps 408: Dieterich
in Pauly-Wissowa VI 1266). Equally inconclusive is the argument which Wilamowitz
deduces from the statement that Sophocles himself played the lyre in the Thamyras
(p. 178), namely, that Sophocles took the part of Hermes, and that consequently the
play must have belonged to his youth. Robert prefers to suppose for similar reasons
that the poet represented Apollo.
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quite uncertain, and has been fixed by some critics earlier than
4381. If that view were correct, the date of the Ichneutae would
be put still further back ; for the priority of the latter play is
assured, apart from general considerations pointing the same
way, by the freedom exercised by Euripides both in the division
of his lines between two speakers, and in the employment of
three actors during the same scene.

The action takes place on the barren slopes of Ml Cyllene,
and the entrance to the cave of Maia was the central point
to which the attention of the spectators was directed. Robert2

has suggested that, since the early part of the play seems to
indicate that no hut or cave was visible amid the mountain
solitudes, Cyllene must be supposed to have suddenly appeared
from an underground cavern3 by means of the stage device
known as Xapoovioi tcXi/buiKes. The same critic holds that there
was no back-scene, and that the rrrdyos was represented in the
middle of the orchestra, as is supposed to have been the case
with the Supplices of Aeschylus. But the scene of satyr-plays
was for obvious reasons not infrequently located in the open
country, and nothing is discernible with regard to the scenery of
the Ichneutae which either supports or tells against the hypothesis
of an early date.

From the technical point of view the discovery of a dialogue
of some length composed in iambic tetrameter acatalectic metre
(291 fif.) is remarkable. Nothing of the same kind is found
elsewhere in Greek drama, but the iambic octonarii of Roman
comedy furnish an exact parallel. In both cases the diaeresis at
the end of the first dimeter is sometimes observed and sometimes
neglected ; the former type is the more frequent in Plautus, the
latter in Terence. It is worthy of notice that both varieties
occur in the Greek lyric fragments : contrast Alcm. fr. 9 with
Alcae. fr. 56.

It is convenient at this point to call attention to an obscurity
in the story of the play which awaits explanation. Part of
the reward promised by Apollo to Silenus and the satyrs was
the restoration of their freedom (57, 158), and it appears that
in the sequel the promise was fulfilled (445). What then was
the nature of their slavery ? Wilamowitz4 refers in this connexion
to the obscure passage (218 ff.) in which Cyllene mentions their
master as formerly wont to follow in the train of Dionysus,
wearing the fawn-skin and wielding the thyrsus. He declines
to guess at his identity, but conjectures that it was disclosed

1 Kaibel in Her'm. xxx 71ft'. 2 Herm. XLVII 536 ff.
3 See n. on v. 282, and J. E. Harrison, I.e. p. 139.
4 P- 454-
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on the occasion when the slaves were liberated. Nevertheless, he
candidly admits that the audience do not seem to have required
any explanation to be given concerning the slavery in question.
Now it is true that, as in the Cyclops of Euripides, it was not
uncommon for dramatic purposes to represent the satyrs as
in the thrall of some ogre or demonic being, and it was obviously
a useful expedient, to account for their presence at the scene
of action. Examples of such bondage are mentioned in the
Introductory Notes to the Amycus, the Heracles at Taenarum,
the Cedalion, and the Pandora. But it is scarcely credible that
this kind of durance would have been employed as an element
of the plot without a single word of explanation. Apollo
expects to find the satyrs among the inhabitants of the coun-
tryside (35), and their slavery is apparently assumed as a
matter of course. In such circumstances the natural infer-
ence would be that the satyrs here as elsewhere (Cycl. 709)
are the slaves of Dionysus. This is the inference which
Robert actually adopts ; and he is obliged in consequence
to assume that a line has been lost after 220. The hypothesis
also involves the necessity of explaining why Silenus and the
satyrs desired to be released from the joyous service of Dionysus.
Robert recognizes the difficulty, and meets it by suggesting that
the liberation of the chorus was a constant element in the
denouement of a satyr-play, and that, by an encroachment of the
actual conditions of stage-management upon the story of the
events enacted on the stage, the chorus were released at the end
of the day's acting, i.e. after the production of the satyr-play,
from their engagement to the Choregus or the Archon. That is
the 7royo? from which Silenus and the satyrs are here set free.
In course of time, he thinks, the device staled, or the public
became too fastidious to be satisfied with it; but, in order to
sustain the custom, a mythological servitude (as in the Cyclops)
was invented for each occasion. Whether this bold guess will
meet with general acceptance, time will show; but it is by
no means free from objection. One might be willing not to
lay stress upon the fact that, if the text of 218 'ff. is sound,
the Bea7r6rr}<i is distinguished from the god, but it is surely
pertinent to enquire how Apollo could have promised to set free
the bondsmen of Dionysus. He had received, so far as we know,
no commission to that end, and it is idle to think of him as using
his influence, unless indeed he represented Dionysus in some
fuller sense than is usually recognized. But the relations of the
satyrs with Apollo rather suggest that he himself is the master to
whom their obedience must be rendered. Nor would it be
altogether surprising that among the wooded hills of Arcadia
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the satyrs should temporarily transfer their allegiance from
the wine-god to the huntsman's patron deity1. We need not
dwell on the fact that Apollo Nomios, the protector of flocks and
herds, was known in Arcadia as the son of Silenus2, except
as evidence that in his rural aspect he did not disdain an
association with the satyrs. That the satyrs should, at the
bidding of the Hunter, assume the functions of keen-scented
hounds3, is in accordance with their constant fellowship with the
huntsman Pan, as well as with their own proclivities4. None the
less might they be expected to welcome the prospect of release
from the obligation of service, which is held out as the reward of
success on the present occasion5. Lastly, it may be observed
that the subjection to Apollo is not necessarily inconsistent with
the devotion which they owe to Dionysus. Besides the numerous
points of contact between their worship6, the gods themselves
are identified by Euripides in the Licymnius (fr. 477) : SewoTa
<fri\68a(f)ve Bct/f^e, izatav vATTOWOV eiikvpe. And, if we are
prepared to admit that Apollo was the heairorris of v. 218, it
is not incredible that the god whom Aeschylus (fr. 341)
addressed as 6 Kiacrevs 'ATTOXXCOV, 6 Ba/c^eu?, 0 yu,azm?, should
wear the fawn-skin and wield the thyrsus at the head of the
other members of the Bacchic rout7.

314

Col. i AnOAAON

[ ~\v ayyiWo [ f \ p \
[ Scop* v7rtar\)(y0^lJLaL Te\ei[y

3 1 4 . 1 ayyeXw in ayyeWw corr. pap.2

3 1 4 . Iff. Hunt supplies Traaiv deois not necessary to suppose that the name
/cat TrficrtJ'as the opening words of Apollo's of Apollo appeared in v. 3, and airb-
speech, comparing vv. 10 and 14: some- irpodev rather requires some such supple-
what less abrupt would be d/cotfer' ifd-r]' ment as Mekler ' s xPvcr°L KXaireLcrQv /JLOL
•wacnv. But since the conditions seem to fioCov. Rossbach, accepting v. 1 as re-
demand that the new clause, of which stored in the ed. pr., supplies r65' ipyov
VTrKTX"ovfjLat is the pi'incipal verb, should rjde 5. in 2, and eh' e7Yi50ej' TLS eldev efr'
commence at the beginning of v. 2 (rep T' in 3. But the result is unsatisfactory.
i^XveVTV Mekler), it is more likely that It is not absolutely certain that v. 1 was
the object of clyyAAw (fcaivdv fxddov or the first of the play (see cr. n. on v. 94);
the like) found its place in v. 1. The but Hunt gives good reasons for con-
opening of the Alcestis shows that it is sidering it probable.

1 For Apollo aypevrifjs see O.C. 1091, Herond. 3. 34 "ATTOWOV aypev, Jebb on
Bacchyl. 15. 6.

2 Clem. Alex, protr. 2. 28, p. 24 P., Porphyr. vit. Pyth. 18, Cic n.d. 3. 57.
3 Pollux 5. 10. 4 Anth. Pal. i r . 194, 4. 5 68 ff.
6 See Wernicke in Pauly-Wissowa 11 35.
7 For further discussion of the various points involved see n. on 218 ff.
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ajnonpoOev'
$vcr]\o(f)ov <f)pevl
8] oXdS

]a
/ p [ ~ \ v ly

^p 16V\_T /3ov](TTai0fJLOv
a<f)a]va)<; re)(ya\_ ijyco OVK av coo
OVT a\v decov TLV\^ OVT icjyrjfjbjepajv fip
Spacrjcu roS' epy[ov coBe] TT/OOS TOXJJLCLV irecreZv.
r a v r ] ' ovv iireiTrep \^efia]0ov, e/C7rXayet? OKVCO

IO

5 a[ in marg. add. pap.2 7 dia<r[ in marg. add. pap.2

supra ov r)v[ | iovra T??\e Hunt: fort, lovrwv 9 re
fxar • d\X' 11 rok^v pap.

8 in marg. adscripta Xa[
cos Hunt: fort, d

4 ff. ' Something like deivbp yap ear'
ififj 8e SiJcrXocpop may have stood in 1. 4 '
(Hunt). But the connexion with the
following line is doubtful, and the ace.
(3ovs seems to require for its government
a verb of stealing or losing. The latter
is perhaps the easier to work in: e.g.
Seivbp yap aXyos rjde 8vcrXo(pop <ppevl (so
Mekler) | evecr' dcpatpedePTL. Hunt is
probably right in supposing that the
cattle are divided as ' milch-kine,' calves,
and heifers, but the restoration of v. 6 is
not easy. The conjectures of Wilamowitz
re Kai vewv vb/xev/xa (perhaps too long) and
peapiev/xa are condemned by their halting
metre, and Mekler's re irlbp r ' dyXdwixa
is not convincing.

7 ft. are restored by Wilamowitz thus:
dirapra <ppov8a Kaifxarrfp... | XadpaT Ibpra
TrfKe. Murray suggests rdeppcop virepde
PVP in v. 7. I should prefer ^Treir'
dtppovpwp apTrayrjp (cf. Ovid's incusto-
ditae). Hunt supplies rexpaiaw ws in
v. 9, but the dative is somewhat harsh
without any previous mention of the
agents. Perhaps we should read Xadpat'
lbpT(j}p...Texvd<TixaT'1' dXX\ and render:
' the stealthy artifices of men who have
travelled unseen far from the byre.' d\Xd
is more suitable than ws to the sequence
of thought.—dv u>6\Lt\v \ OVT' av...ir€<r€iv.
It may be that the first dp belongs to
ipbfxTjp, and the second to ireueip, but it
is certain that both do not belong to
tpb/xrjp, although both may belong to
ireveh. Cf. Ar. Thesm. 524 rdde yap
eiTrelp TTJP irapovpyov...ovK dV (pb/xrjp ep
Tjfjup I ovde ToX/xTJcrai TTOT' dp. See the
discussion of this question in the n. on

Eur. He I. 1619. In Lys. 31. 1 &v clearly
goes with the infinitive; and 0. C. 748,
Antiph. 3 7 1, id. 5. 69, Thuc. 8. 66, Xen.
mem. 3. 4. 7, Dem. 9. 68, Plat. Theaet.
144 A, as well as Eur. Her. 1355, seem to
require a similar explanation. But I
would again put forward the suggestion
that in such cases the influence of dp
may extend to both verbs; and this must
be so in Plat. rep. 443 E el dtoi ijfxds
dpo/j.o\oyeta6aL...Tip' dp ol'et oltjdijpaL TOVTO
avrop 8pdaai; and in Xen. mem. 1. 5. 1,
unless we are prepared to admit that
oto/xai may be followed by an aorist in-
finitive representing future time.

11 To\|xav: see cr. n. The evidence
of our MSS is strongly in favour of the
forms ToXjxa and rbXixap in tragedy, and
they are confirmed by metre. On the
other hand TbXfxrjp is unsupported, al-
though it was recognized by Phrynichus
(p. 114, 20 de B. = Bekk. anecd. p. 66,
23).—tretrtiv. The nearest parallel in
Sophocles is Track. 705 w<rr' OVK fy03

rdXatpa iroi yvibfj-Tjs irtcru}. Euripides
uses ireaelv is c. ace. more freely, gener-
ally as a periphrasis expressing somewhat
more forcibly what might have been
rendered by the aor. inf. of the verb
corresponding to the abstract noun (TO\-
/AT]<roA, epaadrjpaL, etc.). So et's epura
•wlTTTeiv ( = ' t o fall in love') Eur. fr. 138,
and c. gen. / . T. 1172, Bacch. 812; es
(pbfiop ireabvTe Phoen, 69 ; «'s ipw TrlTrreip
fr. 578. Occasionally it may be held that
irtueiv retains the sense of to yield on give
way, as in Eur. El. 982 eis dvapdpiap
ireadu or Or. 696 els opyijp irecre'ip (con-
trast Tr. fr. adesp. 80).
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^ ] [AOLTeva), navTekes Kijpvyfx fy
6eoZ]<; ft petrols re jxiqhiv ayvoziv r a S c

^vOCa yap ifjifxaurjs KwrjyeTO).
]G>I/ 8' iTrr\\6\ci]v cf>[y]\a T[OV] TTCU>TOS

w ] • c

20

M
[

r]d

[
[Se

15

re > M

desunt versus fere quattuor
Col. ii [ J? Ao)/3t/co[

[ yeijrov', ev6\ev

13 £T)TW Wilamowitr <rret'xw Hunt | fiareijd} ex fiareijuv corr. pap. 14 rd5e: o
(?.^. rode) suprascr. .p.2 15 e/n^apis ex e/j,[j,aj>€is corr. pap. 16 ]TOV in marg.
add. pap.2 1 , sqq. cum ex duobus fragmentis confecta sint, de singulorum sede
minus constat 2 2 ov [i.e. ourws) habet in marg. pap. post v. 23 desunt fere
quattuor versus

13 £t]T« jtaTevw: for the rhetorical
asyndeton see on Eur. Phoen. 1193.
Diehl, quoting O. C. 211, thinks that
fiarevcav (cr. n.) may be right.—iravreXes
is perhaps rather authoritative than uni-
versal: that is to say, it may be compared
with Ant. 1163 \a8ibv re x&Pas TravreXi)
fjt.ovapxici.v.—KifpvYH.' $-%tav = Kriptiaacw: see
on fr. 210, 48. As a verb of commanding
it is followed by the inf. with /xr]: the form
of the proclamation was /j.r)8els dypoeiTu.
Cf. Ant. 192 ff.

15 Wilamowitz ingeniously supplied
a,KohovQiq. from fr. 990, as if &Ko\ovdla
were the equivalent of dlui-is. The use
of the word in hunting may be inferred
from Xen. Cyneg. 10. 5, where reading
and interpretation are alike doubtful. So
far as the sense goes, Murray's 5v<nrevdla
is to be preferred. iroXvfj.vdlq, might also
be suggested : ' distracted by varying
rumours.'

16—3O described Apollo's journey
to Cyllene. Accident has preserved the
geographical names which establish this,
and little or nothing beyond. The rem-
nants of vv. 18—23 are contained in two
separate fragments: for their position see

Hunt's note. The herds of the god which
Hermes plundered were grazing in Pieria,
according to h. Herm. 70 and Apollod.
3. 112. At any rate, Thessaly was the
traditional scene, and Anton. Lib. 23
describes them as being in the same
pastures as the herds of Admetus. There-
fore it is extremely unlikely that Sophocles
put them anywhere else. If so, there
does not seem to be any good reason for
introducing the name of Thrace or of the
Thracians into these lines, and I hesitate
to accept Wilamowitz's Qpq.icQv in 16
with dXA' otfrts in 17, or Hunt's alterna-
tive QprjKLo- in 19 with aireOSuv in 16.
In any case, the combination Qpq.K&v
<pv\a TOV 7r. (Trparov, ' the tribes of the
whole host of Thracians,' is a clumsy
one, and I should prefer to begin with
avdp&v (or ^porCov) and to take rod iravTos
crrpaTov with what follows, adopting {ex.
gr.) Murray's £-qT&v TLS. For <TTpaTds =
Xeu>s see Jebb on Track. 795.

2 1 f. Hunt printed the supplements
of Wilamowitz Qe&caXQv T' ZyKapwa iredi'
and yrjs TTOXVKTTJTOVS.

2 8 AwpiKO- no doubt marks the
passage to the Peloponnese. Similarly
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eire

] rjKQ) fui>[.]a.[
vX^Xrfvrjs re Sv^o-fi
] re ywpov es 8' u[

e t r ' dypa>crT77[jo<yz> r t ? ^
j iv Xoyco Trap\i(TTaTai

6p]€L0)v vvfJL^oyeuvij^rov yevovs
r t s €<TTL, Tra&iv dyyeX[Xa) rdhe,

copa rov Tlaiwvos ocrrt? a[v Xafiy,
TO ^prjfxa [ALo-dos ecrO* 6 [i

3°

3 2 ]0[ in marg. add. pap.2

dd 2

35

34 /xapiKoKavrQu suppl. Wilamowitz | ]v in marg.
( W i l i ) H f g\add. pap.2 37 rbv <f>Qpa rwv (TWV Wilamowitz) Hunt: fort, ra

3 8 ry5' adrbxpviJ-a Hunt

Anton. Lib. 23, after making Hermes
pass through Boeotia (v. 22) and Megaris,
brings him directly to the Peloponnese
by way of Corinth. For the adjective
cf. O. C. 695 iv ra /xeydXa Awpidt vdatg
HiXorros. The schol. on O. T. 775 in-
terprets Awjot's as ^S.ehotrovv'qcnaK'r].

3O Mekler plausibly suggests £iV
rdx«.

3 2 f. Wilamowitz was scarcely justi-
fied in altering is to et: et 5' vXT)J3drr)s
evravda woifiriv. Unless, however, 5' is
an error for 6 , which the marginal com-
ment (cr. n.) by no means proves, a new
sentence must begin here, which it is not
easy to adjust agreeably with the context.
Some case or compound of vXr) seems
inevitable, but would require a qualifica-
tion. There does not seem to be enough
room in 33 for is 8' VXTJV /xoXuv | rrjvd'
et're are.—It is unnecessary to omit the
a of aypoxxrripwv, although there is no
other example of the form. For dypw-
<rrr)$ : dypthrris see on fr. 94.

34 (j.apiX.0KavT<3v, a brilliant con-
jecture of Wilamowitz from fr. 1067.—"
ev X6"Y&> irapio-TaTai, ' is at hand to hear
my words,' supports the soundness of the
MS reading in Phil. 319 roicrde ixdprvs iv
Xbyois, which has been the object of some
suspicion.

35 VV(JKJ>OY€VVT|TOV. For the rela-
tionship between nymphs and satyrs see
Hes. fr. 44 Rz. e£ wv (so the daughters
of Hekateros [?] and the daughter of
Phoroneus) otipeiat ~N6fx<pai deal e£eye-
vovro, I Kal yivos ovriSav&v "Larvpwv Kal
dfxyjxavoepywv. Here satyrs and nymphs
are children of the same parents, but the
anonymous satyr-play published in Ox.
Pap. vill 63 (fr. 1, 7) agrees with the
present passage, describing the satyrs as

TratSes 8e vv/A(p&v, Ba/cx'ou S'
Silenus, the lover of the nymphs (inf.
149), is their father. Yet satyrs are
sometimes themselves joined in wedlock
with nymphs (Ov. Fast. 3. 409); while
the Sileni are children of the Naiads
(Xen. symp. 5. 7). In Nonn. 14. 113
the satyrs are the sons of Hermes and
Iphthime, the daughter of Dor us. See
further on 218 ff.

37 The obvious supplement rbv cpQpa
does not fit rod HaiQvos, and Wilamowitz
substituted TW for rov in consequence.
But it is not satisfactory to alter the text
in order to justify even so plausible a
restoration of the' lost letters. Hunt
suggests ra 8G)pa...&pvvraL as an alterna-
tive, but admits that T<X 8Q>pa scarcely
fills the gap. It is perhaps possible that
daXcjpa (written ra ^Xwpa) might stand
here : cf. Horn. S 93.—IIcuc^ as well as
Ilatdi' (O. T. 154) is a familiar iirlKXr]<ns
of Apollo : for an attempt to connect it
with Paeonia see C. R. xxvi 249. It is
worth remarking that Usener (Gottema-
men, p. 154) found in Sophocles the
earliest identification of Paion and Apollo.
But it is curious that Apollo should refer
to himself by this title, especially as the
circumstances have no connexion with
his functions as the Healer.

3 8 ri^S1 avrbxpy^a was restored by
Hunt, but avrbxpwa does not mean
'forthwith,' and is not obviously appro-
priate to the context. For its special use
to mark a pun (like irifxws etc.) see Neil
on Ar. Eq. 78. Probably then we should
recognize another instance of rb xPWa>
used vaguely as in 44 and 136, and pre-
ceded by a participle such as dvvcras or
even evpcov.
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40

20

2IAHNO2
ecr TO] crov (fxovyjfxad9 o>? ine
/8oft>]^ro? opdiouri (TV ) p y [
<r}rrovhy r a S ' 17 irdpecrTi Trpeo-fivrrj
cr]ot, <l>otjSs VATTO\XOV, 7rpocr(f)L\r)S [py

64\(t)v yeviordai Twh* eTrecrcrvOrjv Sp[6fjicpJ]
av 7Tft>s TO ^prjjJLa TOVTO CTOL K.vvr)y[e^\cr(o.
r [ 6 ] y a p ye[pa]s [AOI Keifxevov X / ° W c r o [ c r ] r e

i [ } ' [ ] [ Tr\poo-6icr6[ai X P \
8 ' e / * [ o u ] s OCFCTOKTI [. . . ] a u e [ . ] / 3 a [ . . ] • [ • • • • ]

J [ ] ^ £[\]eis anep X

' roi, suppl. Mekler 4 5 sq. supplevi 47 oaaoiffi ex oaoicn corr. pap.2
39

3 9 '4a' TCL. I have accepted Mekler's
supplement (see cr. n.), since c3 $ot/3e of
the ed. pr. is admittedly too long, and is
not required so shortly before 42. For
the unusual position of the pronoun see
Kuehner-Gerth § 464, 4 anm. 2.

4 1 <nrov8T| with its relative clause
belongs to eireaavd-qv, and the hyperbaton
of rdde, which of course goes with /nadwp,
need cause no difficulty. There is a
similar case in O. T. 1251 x&7ro}S ^ v

4 K TWJ>5' oi>Ker' old' dirdWvtai: see also
on Eur. Hel. 719.

4 4 KWTJYCCTU : cf. 75 e'KKvvrjye'aai. If
these forms come from Kvp-qyeip, a verb
not found in any text earlier than Aris-
totle, the short vowel is very remarkable,
and they must be added to the list which
contains cuWcrw, KctA&rw, irode'o'u, iropiaw
and others. Several of these are usually
explained as analogical products (eicaXeaa:
iriXeaa): see Weir Smyth, Ionic Dialect,
p. 4898"., Brugmann, Comp. Gr. IV pp.
296, 380. Another suggestion, how-
ever, has been put forward by P. Maas
(B. ph. W. 1912, 1075) on the strength
of two statements by grammarians, which
Lobeck {Paralip. p. 438) refused to credit.
See Phryn. praep. soph. p. 84, 1 de B.
K\ipt\yerreip (rightly, as it now seems,
corrected to Kvpyjy^rreip by Buttmann)*
5id 8V<HV rr \4yovaiv. Theognost. ap.
Cram, anecd. Ox. 11 p. 143, 20 ra dia
rov ecraw p^fxara, irvpiaaca, epe'crcru), drj-
di(jau, KVpyyttrGw. Maas points out the
exact parallelism between eptcrai (Horn.
fx 444) : epir-qs, elpealrj : ipe'craeip and
Kvpryyiaai : Kvvrjye'TTjs, Kvpyye'&i.op : KVPT]-
•yiaaeiv. We must, therefore, conclude
that Sophocles employed the older KVPT)-

yecraeiv as well as the newer formation
KVPyyeTelv (Ai. 5), which in its turn gave
way to Kvvrfyuv.

4 5 ff. The sequence of thought ap-
pears to be, ' I am ready to assist; for
I expect my services to be well rewarded.
And my sons shall aid..., if only you will
keep your promise.' The speaker's object
is to bring Apollo to business. In this
sense I have endeavoured to restore 45 f.;
TO yap ytpas was admitted by Hunt to be
a possible reading, but was rejected as
unsuitable. For the palaeographical details
his note must be consulted. 47 f. are a
puzzling problem : if the elision mark in
48 is rightly deciphered, an optative (e.g.
<TTei\aL/x' df) is possible.—' Above all,
your behests must be enlarged by the
secure reward for me of a golden crown.'
K€t|A€vov: the word must be understood
as in Ant. 485 el raur' apart rrjde Kelcrerat,
Kparrj (Jebb's n.). The prize was fixed
or secured for the winner : Pind. Isth. 1.
26 dXX' e0' eKaarig epyfxari neiro riXos,
where T^OS is equivalent to yepas here.
The text of the MS XPl-]?•[• •]T€<Pe (and
the possibility that another letter follows)
perhaps represents an original xPvcreo~
crreipe's, as xPv<reo<!"re<P&vtj}v appears in
some MSS of Pind. 01. 8. 1. In that
passage XPV(T°- is figurative, i.e. it ex-
presses the supreme worth of the not
intrinsically valuable prizes. Here XPV(T°-
is literal, and the second member of the
compound figurative : the satyrs looked
for some reward more solid than a wreath.
The ironical application of the compound
is well suited to the tone of the passage :
cf. 72, 156, 202.—4ir ivToKaiat is also
possible: cf. Track. 1253.
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Al l . [ ] . [.Jar fxovvov e//,7r[eSou r]dS[e.
S i . T<X[S fiovs aird^oi crjot- crv 8' ifMneSov [Socri]i>. 50
A l l . [efei cr^)' 6 y ' ev]pa)v o c m s e<x#' • er[ot]/x[a] Se.

25 SI. [ ]ur • . [• €[.]^r[
An. [ ]ecro . [

Col. iii Si. [ ]
An. [.̂ . .^. a[ ^ 55
Si. rt rovro; TTO[I Xe'yjei?;
An. ikevOepos crv [nav re yevos ecrrcu J

10

X O P O S SATTPX2N

i0' aye .. [

d7ra7ra7r[at . . . . * ]

cu o), ere rot [ ]

VTTOVOjJLa K [ ]

ydp[v^ ]
7TO)5 77CL TCt

6 0

65

52 dXX]6rpta T[ in marg. add. pap.2 59 ra LX^{V) in marg. add. pap.a

65 yfjp[vv pap. 66 5]ta»'ux(£a) a Theone primitus scriptum in marg. add. pap.'2

4 9 cnrovdi]v eiraivdo might give the
sense required.—Observe the Sophoclean
/AOVVOV (fr. 852 n.).

50 86criv : H. Richards conjectures
\6yQi>, which would correspond to 6pKov
ifiTreSdxrofiev in / . T. 790. Some less
obvious restoration is then required

51* IroiK-a, without definite reference
('everything is prepared'), is idiomatic.
See Thuc. 2. 3, 10, 98 etc.

56 ™*v dwpeav a\\Vv is supplied
by Hunt {ed. mm.).

57 For the servitude of the chorus
see Introductory Note.

58ff. The remains of the choral ode
are too slight to reveal the general
character of the metre, but dochmiacs
are clearly recognizable in 68, 69 and 72.
There is a certain degree of similarity to
Eur. Cycl. 656 ff. Robert holds that
the chorus entered (rirop&drjv before the
dialogue with Apollo was completed,

and that they heard his concluding direc-
tions : see on 102.

61 <re rot is a common combination
i n addresses, with Aeyw or the like fol-
lowing: At. 359, 1228, El. 1445, O. C.
1578- The governing verb is omitted
m Ar. Av.^ 274.

6 3 •iiirovop.a seems to be used meta-
phorically { = cunning). The transference
is attested by Hesych. iv p. 215 viroyopu'

65 iraTpucav vapw, our fathers
v o i c , c o r r e ^ o n d s t o ' raTpilc6s Uyos in
p i a t > sopL ^ A ( t h f i a r g u m e n t o f P a r .

menides).—The MS has yrjpw here and
i n 2 O O j b u t iydpvae in 244. Several
other instances of rj where a might have
been expected occur (237, 283, 321), and
I have followed Hunt {ed. mm.) in re-
storing the Doric form. The difficult
question relating to the trustworthiness
of our MSS in this respect is thoroughly
discussed by Tucker on Aesch. Cho.
pp. 246—250.
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15 el av

TTOCTCTL [ ]

TV)(a), TTO . [
p ikevOepov /3[. .] .

tjvv a/xa Oebs 6 <f>ikos dviro)
wovovs

7°

pj xP
20 SI. Oeol T 1/̂ 77 [K]CU

[]2 d

py
Wvvrijpie,
Sd^/xe npdyovs ov eireiy erai

6 8 post hunc v. paragraphum habet pap. 7O litteras ao<pCko<javeTu add. pap.2

et £UJ> ex aw corr. 72 dpi£r]\a in fine v. 71 pap. 7 3 e[. .]vi>Tripie ap" in
marg. add. pap.2 74 7iy)dYovs ex irpayos corr. pap.2

67 irocreri is less remarkable than
Tr68e<n (fr. 240 n.).—The supplement
required may have been (ex. gr.) avjx-
irepavas ?X€i-

69 is not easily to be restored (see
Hunt's n.), more particularly as it is not
clear whether the words are connected
with the following lines, which are them-
selves not altogether intelligible, and
may be corrupt, as Wilamowitz thinks
(p. 4555).—(3IOVP fiera, Diehl.

7Off. Taking the text as it stands,
I would interpret as follows : ' Now that
our god has displayed splendid prizes of
gold, let him therewithal at our side
conclude our labours.' The gold is
secure,—a first favour; next, let the
quest be short. I write ^vv a/na (rather
than <rvvd(jLa, which belongs to the Hel-
lenistic age) as the rough breathing of
the papyrus seems to indicate, although
it might, of course, be an instance of
medial aspiration (fr. 582 n.). ^vv is
then adverbial, as elsewhere in Sophocles
(Ant. 85 etc.); and d,ua accompanies the
participial clause, as in Xen. anab. 3. 1.
47 KOX CL/ACL r aur ' elirwv aviary and other
examples quoted by Kuehner-Gerth 11
82.—dp^T]\a, used in the larger sense
of what is not merely clear, but con-
spicuous or striking. 0avfj,a(XT7] dyav is
Hesych.'s gloss on apiffiXy) (1 p. 280),
perhaps in reference to Horn. 2 319.
dpi^7]\ojTos shows that the word was
influenced by ffiXos, although etymo-
logically distinct from it. L. and S.'s
account is defective. — irapa8e£"y|jiaTa,
here simply things shown, exhibits.
Strictly, we must distinguish the derived
meanings (1) example, as in O. T. 1193,
arid (2) sample, as in Ar. Par. 65.

7 3 Tv\T] is personified as in O. T.

1080 iyih 5' e/xavrbv iraiba rrjs Tvxys
ve/j-wv I TTJS eff dLdovarjs. Fortune is not
here invoked as blind chance contrasted
with foresight, although the first be-
ginnings of that sense are to be found
in Attic poetry (O. T. 977, Ant. 1158).
Rather, she is the divine power to which
all human action is subservient, daughter
of Prometheia, as Alcman calls her (fr.
62), mightiest of the fates according to
Pindar (fr. 41). Cf. Tr. fr. adesp. 506
iravTwv rvpavvos r/ rvx~>] 'CTTI TUIV deQv
KTL Thus the vague bai/xov Wwr-qpie
should not be understood as referring to
Apollo, but as a further description of
the same guiding force. Cf. Dio Chrys.
63. 7 ol de Trr/ddXiov £8WKCLV /cpareZV (sc. rfj
TI>XV) T ° ^ irr)5d\ioi> dr]\oi ore icvflepva
TOV TGIV avdpdnruv fiiov rj T6XV> id. 64. 5.
Observe also that the worship of dyadbs
Baifxwv was intimately associated at Athens
with that of dyadj] TVXV '• see Gruppe, Gr.
Myth. p. 1088, J. E. Harrison, Themis,
p. 278, and cf. Pausan. 9. 39. 5.—For the
marginal variant see cr. n. I believe
that Aristophanes wrote evdwrripie rather
than eldvvT-qpie, as restored in the ed. pr.
For the constant confusion of evdtivo: and
idtivw and of their cognates, see Eur.
Hipp. 1227, Blomfield on Aesch. Pers.
779. Recent critics (e.g. Nauck on
Aesch. fr. 200) have inclined to restore
the forms in ev-.

74 TV^€IV : for the exclamatory in-
finitive in prayers see Goodw. § 785,
Kuehner-Gerth 11 19 ff., Tucker on
Aesch. Theb. 239.—ov : the genitive ex-
presses the object at which an aim is
directed or towards which desire moves.
The connexion with eireiyeadcu is Ho-
meric : a 309 £ireiy6[iev6s irep odoio, T 142

b Trep"Apr]os.
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keuav aypav (TVXTJ^O^LV eKKwqyicrai 75

25

Col. iv

jp icm\y~\ rj KaTi]Koo<s,
ijfJLou r ' \_a\v [_€~}ir] Tryoocr^tX^s cfrpdcras rohe,

TJ dvaKTi navTeXrjs evepy^e^rrjs.
. .]a[. .]r[. . ]S TOV X6[yo]v 6' a/xa[ 80

XO.

[. (frrjcriv TLS, rj
eouKev yjSr) /c[
dy ela Br)

avpas idv TTYJ irp\_

10

77 A[ in marg. add. pap.2

a (/.£. rd,5e) suprascr. pap.:

Hunt

7 8

y jv 90

T ...<ppd<ras Wilamowitz: y' . . dpdaas pap. | r68e:
79 iraureX^js scripsi: irpoareX^ pap., ffnwrc\i>*

75 \iiav KT€. The asyndeton is no
doubt intended to emphasize the climax
(Kuehner-Gerth II 341).—It may be
questioned whether <nj\7)<nv is here con-
crete, or whether Xeiav and aypav are to
be taken, as is quite possible, as nomina
actionis. On the whole, the idea of dis-
covering the stolen cattle seems to be
more prominent than that of punishing
the theft. In fact, an abstract noun is
sometimes employed, where we should
require a concrete : see on Eur. HeL 50,
l675-

77 TC3V is demonstrative. Cf. O. T.
200 T6V...VWO <T<£ (pdiaov nepavvip.

7 8 <|>pd<ras (see cr. n.) seems to be
a necessary correction.

79 irpoa-TeXrjs (see cr. n.) does not
occur elsewhere, and has no obvious
meaning. It seems probable, therefore,
that the preposition has been copied by
mistake from the previous line. Hunt
substitutes awreXris,' contributory,'which
may well be right, unless we should pre-
fer the more complimentary TravreX-ris
('all-effective'). It may be observed
that Aeschylus and Sophocles (if we in-
clude v. 13) each use the word iravreXris
four times, but it is never employed by
Euripides or by Pindar.

8O f. The purport of these lines was
to promise the informer a share of the
reward.

85 f. are well restored by Hunt:
TIS, 7j o v d e i s (prjaiv e l d e v a i r a d e ; | ̂ f )
Kal irpbs gpy' dp/xdv /j.e 8e?v. H e q u o t e s
Eur. / . T. 1072.

8 7 try' eta supports the reading of
the MSS in Ar. Ran. 394, where several
editors adopt Bentley's dXX' eta, as well
as V's reading in Plut. 316.—For the
aspiration, which is said to be Attic, see
schol. A on Horn. I 262 TTJS daaeias 'AT-
TIKWS Trpo<reX6oij<T7]$. Cf. 168, fr. 22r,
4-

8 9 avpas, evidently with the meaning
scent. Cf. Antiph. fr. 217, 22 (11 105 K.)
^avdatcrtv aiipais aQfia ttav ayaXXerai., i.e.
with the savour of roasting.

9 0 SiirXous OKXCL̂ WV I should in-
terpret as 'bent double.' Terzaghi sup-
plies w68as with diwXovs, but the chorus
are not exhorted merely to bend their legs.
Silenus encourages them to bend over the
track, but it seems from 119 that they ex-
aggerated his command by moving along
the trail on all-fours. For diirXovs in this
sense cf. Eur. El. 492 hnrX9iv aicavdav Kal
•waXippoirov ybvv. Verg. Aen. 11. 645
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tpevvav /cat TT[ ]
airavTa -^prjcrTa KCL[1 TeJkeZv.

HMIX. 0605 06OS 060? #€0S- CO, [ l a '
15 *bt€LV eoiyfJLev LO~)(€' fir) . yo[. . . .jret. 95

HMIX. r av r ' ecrr' eKeiva TS>V fi[o5)~\v T[<X] ^
HMIX. criy[a]# #eos n s T771/ a,7rot[/aa]z> ayet.
HMIX. TL Bpcafiev, co TOLV ; TJ TO hiov [a/o'J

TL ; rotcr[t] TavTTj TTCOS So/cel ;
9 3 xp?}cr̂ at a Theone scriptum in marg. add. pap.2 94 a in marg. centesimo
versui adscriptum | alterum £a add. Wilamowitz 96 /3-^^ara P. Maas: ff^fiara
olim Hunt (littera prima in pap. evanida) 97 0-17 add. pap.2 et paragraphum infra
positum del. 9 8 sqq. secundum Wilamowitzium distributi, nisi quod ille chorum
trifariam divisit. paragraphos post vv. 98, 99 (bis), 103, 104 habet pap. | eriS in
rasura pap.2, turn e delevit (̂ Tt5jO(I>[. .]TLX in marg. add. pap.2) | dp7 rfvo/xev Murray:
i^vofiev Wilamowitz

chiplicatque virum transfixa dolore (sc. But iKelva ('here are those steps') is
hasta). 12. 926 incidit ictus \ ingens ad more forcible, and would not be pre-
terram duplicatepoplite Turnus. oKX&lecv eluded even if it were certain that jS^ara
signifies to crouch, although no doubt it is or iyyi) had not previously been men-
often applied specifically to squatting on tioned. Cf. El. 1115 TOVT' eiceiv' -ffdr]
the haunches. Wilamowitz, who reads <xa<pks | irpbx^pov &x^°s---8ipK0fj.aL, ib.
dlirovs, thinks that dtckafav should refer 1178 r65' 'iar1 iiceipo.—I have followed
to a dog sitting; but how could he then Hunt in the distribution of these lines:
follow the trail ? Wilamowitz divides the chorus into three

91 viroo-pos «v XPV' scenting closely, sections, for reasons which will be dis-
i.e. with their noses close to the ground. cussed in the n. on 168. Robert, who
Cf. Arist. de an. 2. 9. 42ib n ical 'yap divides into i)p,ix^P'-a> discovers three

ti Zvia, [i.e. some water animals) separate speakers in each section, and
ev awcLVTq irpbs TTJV rpocpijv vwocFfxa so finds an argument in favour of the

jfa,—guided by the smell, VTT^KOOS view that the satyric chorus always con-
is exactly parallel. The gloss of Hesych. sisted of 12 members. The tradition is
IV p . 216 inroapos' ocrcppaivd/JLevos is sub- against these subdivisions, but the correct
stantially correct, and may very well, as apportionment of the speeches is neces-
Wilamowitz thinks, refer to this passage. sarily doubtful.
Cf. Phot. lex. p. 630, 14 v7rocr/xos- 6 viro- 97 The exact allusion which is in-
voQv TL Kal VTroirretiuv. For iv xp<? cf. tended is probably irrecoverable. Some-
Thuc. 2. 84 iv xp<? ael irapaifKeovres [dvrl thing in the attitude of the chorus seems
rod irXrja-lov schol.). to have suggested to their minds the

94 Oeos is repeated to mark the ex- formalities observed on the occasion of
citement. Wilamowitz refers to Eur. Hel. the departure of a new colony. Or, as
560 w OeoL" debs yap Kal TO yiyvuxjKeiv Wilamowitz suggests, they may have
<pl\ovs, a passage which shows that even been thinking of Cadmus following the
so impersonal a conception as the articular cow, or the Theraeans entering Cyrene
infinitive can be described as 6e6s. So behind the raven. In any case, 8e6s
here 6e6s is equivalent to delbv TL isTiv must refer to Apollo as the god of
ivTavda. colonization, particularly under his title

95 fxrj Trpdcra 7rdr«, which I formerly of dpxvy^TV^- Cf. Pind. Pyth. 5. 60,
suggested, is found to be too long for the Thuc. 6. 3.
gap. Robert has made the same correc- 9 8 See cr. n. O. T. 157 does not
tion independently. defend e^vo/iev which is so unusual that

96 Hunt (ed. mm.) accepted pt|'(j.aTa Murray's reading is to be preferred. The
from P. Maas : see cr. n. Maas also letter before v is doubtful, but there does
required eicelvwv for cKtiva, as in n o . not appear to be room for iXutivo/jiev.

P. 16
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HMIX. BoKel irdvv.
21 cracfyr} [y]oip CLVB' eAcacrra a"r)fiaCv€L r aSe . I O Of} [y]

HMIX. ihov, iSov-
OLVTO TO>V 6TT\(OV 7ra\i[V]./cat

HMIX. aOpei
25 CLVT eCTTl TOVTO [A€TpOV

HMIX. XC^IP 6 1 ^pofty KCLL r a [ * •
[. . .]O7T . [ ] . [ _

Col. v poLfiSrjfx' idv TL TCOV [ea"aj 77/30]? ovs [poXy.

105

poTBAoc

HMIX. OVK elo-oLKovG) rroi \ropai\i
dXV avTa fjLTjv *x[w7 re]

TOV £ [ y
CTTI/3OS

1O4 eK/xefxayfievov scripsi: iKfierpov/JLevov
[ ] | i 2a p 2

1O2 eirLffLfioof^v1- in marg. add. pap.2 / f y f
Hunt 1O5 dpofiwL suprascr. pap.2: xer[ ] . i pap. | /ca in KCU corr. pap.2

1O7 poij35T)fi eav TIS ex poifideiavTi. corr. pap.2: ' poijSSoi primitus pap. [ &rw irpos.../j.6\y
scripsi: JSOWJ/ 5i'...\&(3ri Hunt 1O9 crrtj3 ex <mX|3 corr. pap.

99 8oK€i Trdvu : 'I'm quite sure of it.'
Cf. Plat. Euthyd. 305 C irpos de T<3 elvai
Kal doKecv irdvv irapa TTOWOIS, where it
may be doubted if Stallbaum was right
in connecting ^d^u with TTOXXOTS.

1 0 0 ' For each actual mark, as we
see them (rdde), is a clear proof.' For
av0' ^KacTa see on Eur. Phoen. 494.
CTT||ACUV€I is used absolutely as in Track.
3 4 5 X ^ A670S <77]fjbaiv^T(t}.

1O2 The occurrence of avros in 100
and 104 favours the adoption of avTO
rather than av TO. ' Here is the very
imprint of their hoofs.' iiriaTj/jLov, tivi-
<rr)fia are used of the devices stamped on
coins. On the other hand, it seems
hardly possible that ivicifMov, if that
word is to be discerned in the marginal
note, could express the rolling gait of
oxen. Robert, accepting a-^fiara in 96,
supposes that both lines refer to the
mark of ownership which Apollo had
branded on the hoofs of his cattle, and
that this mark had been disclosed, pro-
bably in 52 f.

1O4 eK|X€p.tt7|X6vov : see cr. n. The
tense is a serious objection to the reading
iK/x.eTpo6fj.evov: contrast Eur. fr. 382, 3,
where the present expresses customary
action ( = ds e/c^ter/oetrat). Tr . : 'here is
a moulding of the very size.'—p,€Tpov
implies that the chorus measured the
track with their eyes, and observed its
correspondence: cf. At. 5 fxeTpovfxevov \
'iXvV T& Keivov dO' 6

106 Perhaps aKpo&fJLevos, if 107 fol-
lowed immediately, as was probably,
though not certainly, the case. The
lower margin is broken off, so that the
end of the column cannot be fixed.

107 See cr. n. Hunt's restoration is
open to two objections. (1) poipS-qp-a
is unsuitable, as applied to the lowing
of cattle. It is true that Monk read ev
poi^drjaei (3OVKO\IU>V in Eur. / . A. 1086
with this meaning, but none of the sub-
sequent critics, except Paley, has agreed
with him. polpdrjtris there expresses the
whistling of the herdsmen, just as pottos
is attributed to shepherds in Horn. 1315.
Following the clue which these passages
suggest, I have provisionally restored as
above. (2) The usage of tragedy in-
variably requires 5t' CSTWV (ciros) in the
proposed context: see Aesch. Cho. 54,
449. Soph. O. T. 1387, Ant. 1188, El.
737, 1439, fr- 858. Eur. Med. 1139,
Rhes. 294, 566.—poifidos is irapeTnypacp-qy
and appears to refer to the sound of the
lyre which the semi-chorus fails to recog-
nize. Wilamowitz thinks the word could
not be so applied : but see on 255. Robert
also explains pot/35os as the bellowing of
the cattle, but objects to Hunt's restora-
tion on the ground that, though the irap-
ewiypacp-f) follows 107, the sound had
already been heard and correctly inter-
preted by the first speaker.

1O9 f. The construction is as follows :
avTa re txvr) KCLl ° ^T^os [i.e. the indi-
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[O] COV irdpa. n o5 Keivoiv evapyrj TCOV
HMIX. la fidXa.

7rak.Lvo'Tpa(f)7^ TOL val fid Ata rot
es TovfAiraXLV SeSopKev avTa 8' etcrtSe.
TL io~TL TOVTL ; Tts 6 Tpoiros TOV ray/z,aT[o? ;]

10 e[s] TovirLcra) r a irpoadev yjXXaKTaL, r a 8' av 115
ivavTL3 dXXy]XoLo~t

Si . TU>' ai> Te^yrjv av TTJV\$ dp' i£^r)vpe<;, T'LV av,

113 et's pap. et saepius | av pap., unde dedopKev ad' rd8' Hunt 114 rovri: a
(i.e. ravri) suprascr.. pap.2 j irpdy paras in marg. add. pap.2 118 evpes pap.

laced facing in opposite directions to
each other.' They reach a point where
the general direction of the trail appears
to be reversed, so that the forward marks
are now turned the wrong way : besides
this, many of the hoof-marks are half
obliterated by others going in the reverse
direction. The language follows h. Herm.
77 dvria irorfaas bir\ds, rets irpbadev oiria-
dev, | T&S 5' 'oiTLdev Trpoadev, Kara 8' £fx.-
ira'Kiv avrbs gfiaive (Hermes drives the
cows backwards, while he himself walks
forwards). Cacus carried out the same
trick differently: Verg. Aen. 8. 210 cauda
in speluncam tractos versisque viarum \
indiciis. Hunt supports (rvfj/irerrXeYK'Sva
by quoting Xen. cyn. 5. 6 rd ixvV opdd
...TOV 5' yjpos <TV/Jt,ir€w\eyfi£va. One might
also conjecture <7Vfjt,Tre<pvpfxeva. Robert
takes an entirely different view of this
passage. According to him the cunning
of Hermes was much more complicated :
(1) Some of the cows were driven back-
wards [112]; (2) others had their front
hoofs twisted inwards [115 is Toviriaw...
•^XXa/CTcu]; (3) others again had their
back hoofs twisted ozitwards \ivavrV
dXXTjXoKTi], Since, however, this mean-
ing cannot be extracted from the parallel
passage in the hymn, Robert believes
that Sophocles was a deliberate innovator.
The difficulty arises from a refusal to be-
lieve that dvTla •KQi^aas dirXds in Homer,
and is rovirlaw rd irpoadev ifWaKrat in
Sophocles, can both be applied simply
to the reversal of the direction of the
hoofs.

118 f. Hunt, reading KeK\i/j.tvoj>,places
the mark of interrogation at the end of 118.
This requires irpooniraiov (sc. iari) to be
used in the sense of ffav/iaardv, whereas
irpdanaios is rather new than strange.

16—2

vidual marks and the entire trail]
TQV fioGiv irapa [ = 7rdjoe:(rt] rdSe ivapyrj
Hadeiv. Wilamowitz at one time placed
a colon after aripos, but subsequently
preferred a full stop before fiadelu. The
latter alternative is the. better of the two,
but there is no reason why the passage
should not be continuous.

112 f. val |xd A(a occurs also in
Eur. Cycl. 555, 558, 586. We may
render : ' nay, verily, the footprints are
reversed and face in the opposite direc-
tion.' val, as Shilleto remarked (Dem.
de fals. leg. p. 285), serves not so much
' the purpose of affirming the preceding
position, as of ushering in the subsequent
objection.' Cf. Xen. Cyrop. 1. 6. 29 ov
yiyv&aKeLS 6TL Kaicovpylat. T£ ei<n /cat...
TrAeoi'eijtcu; val fia At', '£<pr\, drjpiwv ye.
In mem. 2. 2. 11 val /m Ata is a protest
against the question, ' why, of course I
do.' For the sense cf. h. Herm. 344
Tyfftv fxev yap [iovalv es a<r<po8e\6v \eiiut.wva |
avrla jSij/uaT' ^xovaa K6VLS avtcpaive fxe-
\aiva. Hunt puts a full stop after ^fxara,
and adopts the circumflex accent of the
papyrus by reading aS* rd5' (see cr. n.).
But the arrangement in the text is much
better : in English the emphasis would be
expressed by 'just look at them.' For
the emphatic position of avr6s cf. Eur.
Hel. 421 avra 5' et/cd<rat | irapeaTi vabs
^ S \ ' d l

114 TOVTL The colloquial form,
common in Aristophanes, does not occur
elsewhere in the text of the tragedians.—
Td"Y[iaTos : a rare word, mostly confined
to late prose. But it does not seem right
to prefer the more usual and vaguer
TTpdyfiaros.

115 f. ' The front marks have shifted
to the back, and some again are inter-
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Trpocnraiov a>Se y [ \ jy
Trpo? y ^ ; TL5 vfXcov o rponos ; ov^t fxavucnvo). 12015

[77] rt<? ^ ]
r[_ij TCLVTCL ; 7r\_ov]

20 XO. v [v] v v.
SI. r[ t TOUT' Iv^ets ;] rti^a <bo/3

T[_L Sel/JL O7T&)77-]a9 ; TL TTOTC

Kvvrjyereiv
ot

rivi.
J r - i '

ev TT[OI\G) TOTTOJ ;

TOT) rponov.
1 2 5

riv

[
r\_i ol 7rp[b TOV XaXtcrr]arot ;

119 K€K\L/UL4VOP Hunt, interrogatione intra v. 118 terminata 1 2 2 /ci;/35a 8v/j.aii>et.s
olim Hunt 123 Tpoirwi. pap.: corr. Wilamowitz 128 vid. comm. | ei/*et/)ei[.]
pap., primum e del. pap.2 129 criyad' ol Theonem legisse testatur pap.2: [<ny]ar'
(3 pap.

For the adverb (' so newly bowed to
earth') cf. Nic. Ther. 689 el 5e crv ye
(TKVXCLKCIS yaXerjs rj /uLTjrepa XaLdprjv \ aypeti-
crau •n-pbffirai.ov.

121 Just as the proverb /j.ia \6xf*y
ov rpecpec dtio ipiO&Kovs (Zenob. 5. 11)
implies that a bush offers only limited
accommodation, so here the satyrs are
doubled up as completely as the hedge-
hog, when he is tucked into a space just
large enough for him. The ix^vos cun-
ningly conceals himself for purposes of
self-defence : cf. Ion Chius fr. 38, 4 crpb-
jStAos dfi<pdKavdov (Salmasius for d/^0'
aKavdav) eiXi^as de"fj,as | i

i}X.
122 The exact intention of the allusion

is obscure. diroGvp-aiveis, which, if sound,
provides the only instance in the text of
an irregular anapaest (see p. 230), is an
unknown compound, and it is difficult to
perceive the relevance of any derivative
of dvixaivw. Wilamowitz suggested that
airodv^aiveLv was used for airodv^iiav, and
that the latter was a synonym of airoirep-
deaOai. But the double assumption is
unwarrantable. Hunt, in order to secure
the same meaning, conjectured airidp.aii'eis
from Hesych. 11 pp. 350, 371 s.w. id^alvwv
and iajxaiveL,—evidence which fails to
prove that Idfiaiveiv could be used for
TT^pdeadai. The associations of Kv|38a are
different, if we may judge by Ar. Eq. 365,
Pac. 897, Thesm. 489 (with Blaydes'sn.):
in other words, it alludes to axv/J-a ^KO-
Xaarov Kai eraipiKov (schol. Ar. Lys. 231).
Hence I formerly suggested Trodoixav-qs on

the analogy of ipwro/uLavris, but would now
prefer irodov eveis (Eur. Bacch. 851), as a
somewhat easier change and as accounting
better for rivi.

123 TL Tavra; see on Eur. Hel. 991,
and Gildersleeve, Synt. § 132.

125 iJ v, which recurs at 170, is an
exclamation of alarm ; not of admiration,
as in Ar. Plut. 895, where schol. R re-
marks : iirippy)fj.a dav/jLaariKov, 8irep ev rrj
avprjdeia Xeyo^ev.

127 'iyjiav is colloquial. It is ex-
plained by Kuehner-Gerth II 62 (followed
by Starkie on Ar. Nub. 131) as originally
transitive {i.e. ixuj/ governs rt). Subse-
quently it became intransitive, as em-
ployed in Ar. Ran. 202 ov fir] (jAvap^aeti
^Xwvi ib. 512 Xripels '^xwv- It follows
that in the fifth century '^xw was no
longer considered to be transitive.

128 f. The supplement of Wilamowitz
ayxov rts ^%et K^px^os' was adopted by
Hunt in both his editions. In that case,
it would seem necessary also to accept
Ipelpu) from the same critic; for, as he
says, the chorus have not shown any
desire to investigate the sound. But we
may very well read dXX1 ov ris...l/ueipeis
ixadetv; as in the text, with rl 5^ra (Hunt)
in place of ri r\v; ri in the following line.
d \ \d is idiomatic in introducing a fresh
question, as explained by Maetzner on
Lycurg. 144.—For K€p\vos see on fr. 279.
—The reading of Theon (<nyad' ol) is
very much more forcible, as marking the
contrast with their former loquacity.
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25 XO. cr[iya fxev ovv.~\ 130

X O . ( "
Col. vi S i . KCLI 7ro>5 d/covcr[o) />t^8e^]o5 (f)O)vrjv KKVCOV ;

XO. ejaot TTIOOV.

Si . eju,[6z/] Sto>[yjaa y ' ov8a]jU,cus ovijcrere. 135
XO. CLKOVCTOV av T[O]V Xp[.VfJLa]T[.o]<s Xpovov nvd,

TOVj
SI. rt

avayva
0

fiporcov.
V ,

140

(TKIO.

10
dvevpa

ndv[ra] /
a] Kdve[ke]vdepa

137 'KTr\ay(evT€s) Aristophanem, 4v0d5' Ojevlfffieda Theonem legisse testatur pap.1:
7r[X]a7ei'rey . . e£[.] . yur/xeda (i^wpyia/xeda?) pap. 139 post \p(><pov interpunxit

1 4 O
da [e^upyiarfj-eoa !) pap. 139 p
a Aristophanem legisse testatur pap.'2

131 dirovoo-^iteis, an ingenious re-
storation of Wilamowitz, after O. T.
4 8 0 TO. [Ae<r6/j.(/>a\a 7&S airovoa4>L$wv | /xav-
reia, where the verb is glossed by (pvydu.

135 For the palaeographical data
see Hunt's note. The received supple-
ments are not convincing, and the retort
suggests the repetition of ifioi {e.g. ifj-oi 5'
gpevvav).

136 f. OLKOVO-OV Kre. ' Listen to the
thing for a bit, and hear what a noise....'
The subordinate clause introduced by ot'y
takes the place of the ace. rei, which is
normally combined with the genitive of
the personal object following d/coî w
{audire ex aliquo aliquid). Cf. e.g. Phil.
1273 /3oî \o//,at 5^ crov K\V€LV irorepa de-
doKTai. For av TOV Maas conjectured
CLVT6S, but surely the article is required
with xPWaT0J- The latter word is used
colloquially, just as we say ' the thing,'
with a touch of contempt. Cf. 365, and
see Neil on Eq. 1219, Starkie on Vesp.
933.—e£€vicr|X€0a is more suitable to the
context than i^wpyia/xeda, if that was the
original reading of the papyrus ; but the
meaning required (' to be astounded'),
which is common in Polybius, has hither-
to been regarded as post-classical. M. Ant.
8. 15 ai<rxpbv iari £evL£e<T0cu, el 7/

vKa <p£pei.
139 t|/o<f>ov <|)op€t<r8e. For the pro-

verbial \{/o<poder)s see on fr. 61. The stop

which is placed after \(/6<pov in the papyrus
must be an error.

14O fj.d\0T]s. The substance intended,
which is chosen for its compressible cha-
racter, is described as K-qpos ixefxa\ayixevo%
(Bekk. anecd. p. 278, 23 : cf. Ael. et Paus.
fr. 251 a Schw.). See also Sandys on
Dem. 46. 11.—Since it appears to be
necessary to admit ftvres in 14 c, I have
retained lK|X€|j.a'y|i€voi here (see cr. n.)
rather than eK/xe/xayfj-eva, which is pre-
ferred by Hunt.

14 I f . KCLKUTTa is difficult, unless
OVTCL Kav is read, as I formerly proposed.
Hunt states, however, that there is not
room for this reading in the lacuna.
Contrast 147 /ca/ctcrra drjpiuv, and for
the grammatical principle see Kuehner-
Gerth § 363. We can hardly carry on
aw/xara, and must suppose that /cd/cicrra
is nominalized like ra Trpwra in Ar. Ran.
421. There is a formal parallel in Thuc.
4. 76 'tan hk 7/ Xatpw^eta £ox<XTOV TVS
Boivrtas. I do not add 1. 138 £8bi<ei
yap iroXvoLvdrarov TQV T6TE elvai (sc. r)
Adfi\paKOs), for there TWV rbre may be
neuter, drjpi' conj. Wecklein.—For the
sense cf. Shaksp. M. N. D. v. 1. 21 Or,
in the night, imagining some fear, | hozu
easy is a bush supposed a bear!

143 avevpa: feeble. Cf. Theopomp.
fr. 71 (1 752 K.) dwvovs, a'vevpos, dudev-qs,
av&TaTos.—ctKO|Ai0"Ta : slovenly.
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$LCLKOVOVVT€S, [<x](y(jU,]<XTS € t [o" ] tS [e ] r^ fJLOVOV
Ka[l y]\a>(rcra KCL[T\ <^[a\]rjre^,—el Se TTOV Serj, 145
TTLCTTOl XoyOLCTLV OVT6S EpyCL (f)€Vy€T€

T0t0l) [8]e TTCLTpOS, d) KOLKLCTTa OrjpidiV,

ov TTOXX.' e^)' 77/8779 lAvrnxaT* avSpeias viro
Ac[e]trat Trap* oucois vvfJL(f>LK(ns r^crKiqixeva,
OVK es (f)vyr)v K\LVOVTO<$, OV SeiX^o^vfJievov, 15°

vSe tp6(f>oL(TL TOiv openpo^oiv fiorcov
J W a [ t ^ ] / x , a t c r t ^ e f f

1 4 4
ixevov

corr.

crxwaT
pap
pap.-

malim
1 5 2

15O deiXov/xivov in marg. Ni(candro) adscriptum: dovXov-
scripsi: aKfiaitnv Hunt j e^eipyacr/xevov ex e't-eipyaa/jLepa

144 (rw(j.aTa does not seem to be
used alone in the contemptuous sense of
hulks or carcases. If, therefore, the con-
ditions permitted, I should have preferred
to substitute <rx?lfJiaT'»—mere shapes with-
out substance. Cf. Eur. fr. 25 ytpovres
oiideu eafiev aWo Tr\r]i> \p6(f>os /cat ITX•>?/*'•
id. fr. 360, 27 fir} axVfJ-aT' aXXwj ev TT6X€L
TrecpvKdTa. I am glad to find that Robert
also is dissatisfied with o-ci/̂ ar', but his
conjecture ofx/xar' is no improvement.

145 <j>aXf]T€S. Satyric choruseswore
the phallus: cf. Eur. Cycl. 439, and see
Haigh, Attic Theatre^, p. 294. For the
comic stage see schol. Ar. Nub. 538.—
•A. .Set], at a pinch. For the subjunctive
with el cf. O. C. 1443, Ant. 710, Ar. Eq.
698. It is not easy to recover the nuance
of the construction, or to understand
why it was occasionally preferred to the
normal uses. Neil (on Eq. I.e.) seems
to think that it was paratragoedic in
Aristophanes, but it may rather have
been the literary survival of an almost
extinct colloquialism, like our an '/please
you. For other examples see Kuehner-
Gerth 11 474.

147 ToioOSe irarpds is isolated. In
order to show that it is a continuation of
the address from (paXrjres, I have printed
ei...(peijyeTe as a parenthesis.

148 The exploits of Silenus, his
wanderings with Dionysus, and his share
in the battle with the giants, are recorded
in Eur. Cycl. 2—9. Wiiamowitz (p. 455)
thinks that the present passage refers
rather to hunting adventures (Jagdaben-
teuer): see on 152.

149 OI'KOIS vojp.<|>iKOis: i-e. in the
caves of the nymphs. Cf. Horn. h.
Aphr. 262 rrj<n 5e ~Zi\7}voi re teal €\JGKO-

iv

p
15O «s <|>VYIIV K\£VOVTOS, giving way

to flight. For the use of KX'LVW cf. Polyb.
1. 27. 8 rCov irepl ra /xeaa Ka/)%7j5oj'taj»' 4K
irapayyeX/xaros icXivavTWv irpbs (j>vyf]v.
Aristid. I p . 178 iirel 5' ZicXive ra irpdy-
fxara. In Eur. Suppl. 704 ZnXive yap
Kepas I TO Xaibv 7}fi.uji> the verb might be
intransitive, although the editors are pro-
bably right in making icipas the object.—
8€iXov(X€vov (see cr. n.) is rather more
pointed than dovXov/j.e'vov, which requires
to be denned {e.g. by T% yvcbfxrj). Wiia-
mowitz compares aypiovaOcu, yavpiodadat,
etc.

152 aX\\i.ai(riv. The plural indicates
different occasions, and by the use of the
word the speaker does not so much refer
to a definite weapon as to martial achieve-
ments in general. Thus the meaning is
equivalent to vi et armzs, or practically
to ' in battle.' Cf. Eur. fr. 16 Xafnrpoi
5' e'v alxfJ-cus ''Apeos '£v re crvXXoyois.
Phoen. 1273 alxi^W & fiiap Kadeararov.
Soph. Phil. 1307 /ca/cot)s j ovras wpos
alxfJ-w- See also Wiiamowitz on Eur.
Her. 158.—Hunt gives aKfxaiatv with a
colon after c|eip-ya(rp,evov, though I do
not understand how his reading admits of
the translation ' but did deeds of strength.'
But it is surely far more natural to suppose
that the object of i^eipyaa/jt.e'i'ov is the
antecedent to a. (i.e. deeds which) in 153,
than that the relative looks back to fxvri-
fxara in 148. Nevertheless, Wiiamowitz
also takes fj-vq/xara to be the immediate
antecedent of a. Both he and Robert
infer from the text that Silenus is boasting
not of his martial exploits, but of his
prowess as a hunter, i.e. (I suppose) the
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a ] vvv vcf) vfJLcop \&ij\jrp a^iroppviraiveraL
\j/\6(f)a) veo*pei KO\OLK[I] Troifxivoiv ir\ji\dev;
TL] $T) (f)o0ei<T0€ TratSes ws irp\v e'uriSelv,

TTKOVTOV Be y^p]v(j6(^avTov €^a^>i[e]T€
25 bv <&o7l3os v/xlv elire K[a]veBe£aTO,

KCU TT)V eKevOepcocnv rjv Karrfvecrev
Col. vii vfjuv re KOL/JLOL ; TOLVT* acfrevres evBere.

el fxr) 'vavocrTijcravTes e^Lyvevcre\re
r a § /3ovs OTTTJ fiefiacTL KCU TOV fSovKoko\y,

1 6 0

153 f )J
indicat Wilamowitz
corr. pap.2

ex T)JXQV corr. pap.2 | viroppviralveTaL praetulit Hunt | post hunc v. lacunam
it 155 ri supplevi: bv Wilamowitz 159 dcpevres ex a<pavres

object of i^ecpyaa^vov 'having des-
troyed ' is /3ord. The removal of the
colon makes this assumption unnecessary,
and in my opinion clears up the whole
passage. It follows, of course, that I
cannot assent to Robert's conception of
the character of Silenus as standing on a
much loftier plane of morality than the
mean-spirited sot in the Cyclops. See
also on 199 ff.

153 f. d7roppvira£v€Tai is more em-
phatic and therefore better than viroppviral-
verai (cr. n.). Wilamowitz holds that
there is a lacuna after this line, on the
ground that the dative ^60y is otherwise
intolerably harsh, unless supported by
a participle like iKTrXayevrcjv. But this
is unduly to limit the sphere of the causal
(instrumental) dative, which is not in-
frequently applied to the influence of
external circumstances in the place of
did c. ace. See FA. 549, Track. 1127,
Ant. 691 with Jebb's nn. Eur. Hel.
79 n., Hclid. 474n. Andr. 157 arvyov-
IAOLL 5' dvdpl (papixa.Koi.<n <ro?s. ib. 247
fucrovv ye trarpida ayv 'AxtAX^ws <p6vy.
Jil. 149 X^Pa $£ fjofir1 iiri Koipifiov | Tt.de-
tx£va davdrq) cry. I dwell upon this
the more, because the examples given by
Kuehner-Gerth I 439 are not representa-
tive of this aspect of the idiom.—KOXCIKI
is obscure, and, if Hunt is right in
rendering it ' cheating,' one does not see
whom shepherds are supposed to delude.
I suggest that there is a contemptuous allu-
sion to the soothing of the shepherd's pipe:
Eur. fr. 773, 27 a6pLyyas §' ovpifiaTcu | KL-
vovcnv TTOI/XVCLS, Adrat. Ale. 577 jSotr/c^acrt
0oi<n crvplfav | Troifxplras vjj.evaiovs. Rhes.

551 y\^t] 8e ve"ixov<n /car' "ISav .\
pvKTi(3p6iuov atiptyyos lav KCLTCIKOIJU). Soph.
Phil. 213 ov fjLoXirav atipiyyos %xwvi ws
Troifxav dypofidras. Eur. Hel. 1483 atipiyyi
ireidbfxevai iroifievos,—transferred to
the cranes. What else than the strains
of the pipe can be the 'shepherds' noise'?
The shepherd pipes to his flock which
obeys him : i.e. the sound is intended to
soothe the flock. Observe how this de-
scription of the sound confirms the inter-
pretation given of 107. Hunt places a
comma at the end of 154, and accepts 8v
from Wilamowitz in 155 ; but the multi-
plication of relative clauses is rather to
be avoided.

155 The child's fear of the unknown
may be illustrated from Plat. Phaed. 77 E
iaois 'e"vi TIS KCU iv T)JUV TTCUS 6S TO, TOIOLVTO.
<£o/3emu. To be afraid before you have
cause is like crying out before you are
hurt (Phil. 917, Ar. Pint. 477).

156 xPV(r°<l)avT0V is a n e w com-
pound. Cf. 45.

157 dveStfjaTO is a formal word for
to undertake, acknowledge, become re-
sponsible for. Cf. Isae. 3. 18. Dem. 33.
22, 35. 7, 46. 7, 59. 58.

159 gv8€T€ : ye are idle. The appli-
cation to persons in the metaphorical
sense is Sophoclean : O.T. 65 &<TT' OI>X
virvifi 7' evdovrd fx' i^eyeipere. O. C. 307
Kei ppadi/s \ etidei.

1 6 0 dvavo<rrr]<ravT€S, not to pursue
(Hunt) but to return to the path. It
should be remembered that the simple
verb does not primarily or chiefly mean
to return.—For the minatory condition
see Goodwin, § 447.
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CLVTTJ SeiXua i//

5 XO. irdrep, 7rap(bv OLVTOS fxe f j y
iv ev KareLoys ei r t s ecrn oeikia.
yvcocrr} yap avrbs av Traprjs ovSev \eyo)\y.

%l. eyoi 7ra(jo]ft>j> aurds ere npocrfiifioi) \6yco
KvvopTLKOv crvpiyfxa 8LaKa\ov[jLev[o<f\.
d W l ' [d]<£tcrT&) TpL^vyyjS olfjiov j3dcnv,

165

10 el'
165 Xbyoov, ut videtur, pap.2

Hunt I o'ifxov pap.
168 tei in el' corr. pap. | a<pl<rrw scripsi:

162 Hunt's rendering 'you shall
make a noise in lamentation for your very
cowardice ' is not quite clear. Rather :
' your very cowardice shall end in noisy
whimpering.' airrrj : i.e. so far from
escaping from pain by your cowardice,
it will be the cause of your chastise-
ment. Wecklein's airoi is unnecessary.
I suppose \|/o4>ii<reT€ to have been de-
liberately chosen instead of ^o-qaeade in
reference to the disturbing \f/6<pos of 154,
just as conversely (3oav is sometimes
ironically applied to inanimate objects
{e.g. Ar. Ran. 859). It is difficult to say
whether the dative is rather causal or
circumstantial, but the character of the
noun distinguishes this example from
the familiar type of fr. 958. Maas, how-
ever, thinks that \J/o<prjaeTe is a vulgarism
for airoXelade, on the ground that it is
used with that sense in Byzantine and
modern Greek. Wilamowitz calls atten-
tion to the similar development of 8ia<pu-
vetv (Agatharchides ap. Phot. bibl. 457,25).

163 <ru|j,iro8Tj-y€T€i: this is a new
word beside avixiroSrjyelv, corresponding
to TrodriyeTeiv : irodriyeiv. Cf. KvvrjyeTelv '.
Kvvrjyeiv.

165 avTos appears to belong to Tra-
pes, as well as to irapwv in 163 and 166.
In each case it bears a considerable
emphasis: 'Father, do come yourself...'
and so forth.

166 irpo<r(3ipa> X6-ya>, not ' I will
urge you on by my voice' (Hunt) but ' I
will win you over by argument.' The
phrase is used ironically of a persuasion
that will not derive its force from logical
superiority. Cf. Ar. Av. 425 irpoafifi
\£yuv. Eq. 35 eS irpoafiifiafas
Aeschin. 3. 93 ry \byu? Trpoo-fiijUd

. . COS KT€.

167 KwopnKov o-upfy|xa may be illus-
trated from the note on fr. 9 iirLaiyixara.
—SidKaXovfievos : the encouragement
will be given in various (81a-) quarters.

168 i<pi<TT(d was adopted by Hunt
and Wilamowitz, and compared with
Track. 339 rod fie TT)V8' i^iaraaai j3d<nv,
which would then be interpreted ' why
dost thou approach me thus?' The
present passage is rendered ' take your
stand at the cross-ways'; and, since the
relevance of the remark to the situation
is not apparent, Wilamowitz constructs
an elaborate mise en scene in justification
of the text. Three paths are represented
on the stage, converging at the cave of
Cyllene, and possibly rising towards it.
The chorus in the orchestra divide them-
selves into three bodies, each of which
follows one of the paths indicated. He
points out that the wooden stage-buildings
provided for each performance allowed
considerable freedom to the poet for the
arrangement of his stage. In conformity
with the supposed conditions, he divides
the chorus into three rather than two
sections in the passage beginning at
v. 94. This is ingenious rather than
convincing, and Tpi£vyr]S ol'|j.oi> is too
slender a foundation to support the
superstructure. I have proposed to re-
store d<}Ho-T», which yields a simple and
appropriate meaning. To stand at the
cross-roads, i.e. at a point where the
road bifurcates (as explained by Gilder-
sleeve on Pind. Pyth. 11. 38 /car' a/j.evaL-
irdpovs rpLodovs idLv/jdrjv, \ bpdav KeXevdov
ICov TO irplv), was a proverbial image typical
of hesitation: Theogn. 911 ev rpiddy 8'
e'crT'QKa' 8tf eialTQirpoffdtv bSoi /xof | (ppov-

rtfa ToiTwv TJVTLV' i'w irpoT^pyjv. Oppian
Halieut. 3. 501 el'/ceAos av8pl \ %e[pcp, 8s ev
rpiodoun irokvTpiirTOMn Kvprjcras | ^arr)
ecf>opfiaivwv K.p<x8ir) re 61 aWore Xairjv, \
dWore Se^irepijv eTTijSdXXerat arpaTrbv
e\8e1v j irairTaivei 5' eKarepde, vbos $£
ol 7]ire KVfAa \ elXeirai, fxdXa 8' bxpe fXLTJs
ihpe^aro (SOVXTJS. Hesych. II p . 110.
Zenob. 3. 78. Suid. s.v. ev rpt65co elfxl

TrapoLfiia. eirl TWV aSr/Xwv /ecu
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iyat S' iv [f]/oyot? irapixivcov cr' airevOvvcx).
XO. v v v, i// 1//, a a. X.ey' o rt wovels. 17°

rt \L6JTT\V vireKkayes vneKpuyes
VTTO /A t o e ? ; e ^ e r a i

15 eV 7rpa>T(p r t ? oSe T/oo7r[a> ;
e^et* ekrjkvOev, ikrfb^yOev
i/jibs el, avdyov. I75
Sevr\ a>, TLS oSe . [ . . . . ]
6 $paKL<s, 6 yp&Tns [ ]

172 vwo fi' 'ides ex U7r' e/*e ides corr. pap.2 173 ep ex e corr. pap.2 174 e\e\vdev
(bis) pap.: corr. pap.2 176 devre ui in marg. pap.2: devrepip pap.

a/j,<pi(36\wv irpayfidruv. It is evident,
then, that ' to leave the cross-road ' is the
same as ' to go straight on,' or, in other
words, ' to hesitate no longer'; and it
will be observed how well that agrees
with the appearance of airevdvvw in the
following line. Here of course we have
nothing but a figure of speech directed
against the trembling satyrs : there was
no cross-road on the stage.—It may be
assumed that d<j>icrT« is intransitive in
accordance with its usage, and that
pdcriv is parallel to At. 42 TT)V5' eirefAirL-
Trrei p&<riv, and less closely to Eur. Hclid.
802 e/cjSas iroda (n.).—For the compound
adjective with three terminations see on
fr. 394. —For the aspiration of 01/xov
Wilamowitz quotes Herodian I 546
Lentz TO olfios, oijaQ daativerai : cf. <ppoi-
fXlOP.

17O ff. The chorus bustle to and fro
in a series of spasmodic attempts to
follow up the trail. Apparently they
fall foul of each other in their clumsy
and blundering movements ; and there
was an opportunity for a certain amount
of pantomimic buffoonery. The ode should
no doubt be divided between different
speakers, but is too much mutilated to
justify an attempt to distribute the con-
stituent elements. There is a high
degree of probability in Robert's view
(P- 547) that the lyrics are a Commos
between Silenus and the chorus, and that
the greater part of them came from the
lips of Silenus. Thus the various com-
mands and appeals agree with his promise
in T66f., and the question of the chorus
in 197 is unnatural, if supposed to refer
so far back as 30 lines.—The metre com-
prises resolved anapaests (proceleus-
matics : Ar. Av. 327, Lys. 480, Pratinas
fr. 1) combined with cretics. 173 is

probably a glyconic. vvv : see on 125.
\J/ without a vowel sound recalls the
Plautine st. It is not recorded else-
where, but is apparently a drover's cry
like \p6 fr. 521. Wilamowitz rejects the
arrangement vvin// ^aa, forms which are
equally devoid of authority.

171 f. 'Why dost idly groan and
gibber and look askance at me ?' viro-
Kpl^w is used by Aelian nat. an. 6. 19
of the noise made by the locust, xpifa,
to squeak or creak, is used also of the
sound of foreign speech (Ar. Av. 1520)
and of the chirping of a bird (Horn.
B 314). uTTO/cAdfw does not occur else-
where.

173 iv •7rpwTw...Tp6iru): does this
mean ' in the first lap (turn) ' ? So rpovos
— ldirection' in Herod., e.g. 1. 189
didopvxas dyd&KOvra /cat eKarbv . .rerpa^c-
yti^as Tvavra rpoirou. Robert however
reads rpbiros, referring to 120.

174 e'x î-: you are caught.
175 dva-yov: 'off with you!' i.e.

consider yourself a prisoner, avayeiv,
technically to arrest, is illustrated by
Holden on Plut. Them. 23.

176 Robert restores devrepy rls 85e
rpoiros; iryjs KTL , and is probably right
in supposing that at this point Silenus
addresses individual satyrs by name:
irrjs 6 ApdKis, 6 Tpdiris, Ovpias, M.e~dvcros
(orMedvwv),"ZiTpdrios,Kpoidas (cf.KvrjKias),
and lastly Tpex<s, which is to be com-
pared with Apdfus on the Brygos vase and
II65tj (Heydemann, Satyr- u. Bakchen-
namen, pp. 36, 38).

177 SpciKis is an unknown word, but
its correctness is rendered probable by
the presence of ypdius. Wilamowitz
adduces Aop/cts, which is the name of
a satyr on more than one inscription
(Pauly-Wissowa v 1568). For ypdiris
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18O ro/ios d̂yuoi/ Theonem legisse testatur pap.'2 186 /xe ex 5e corr. pap.2

192 97: 77 supra et scr. pap.2 193 o\(3 legi posse negat Hunt 197 /S in
marg. ducentesimo versui adscriptum

see Hesych. I p. 445 ypdwiv yijpas TCTTL-
70s, 77 ocpews, Kal TQV e/cdvo/j-evup. /cot
eWos oppeov. Kal pvaaov, dirb rod ypa/jL/xas
^XeLV T&S pvrldas, odev Kal 77 ypavs TJTV-
/j.o\6yr}Tai.. Here one suspects the mean-
ing wrinkled, which is attested also by
Etym. M. p. 239, 31 7pawis' 6 ippvridw-
/J.€VOS. Similar are Aristoph.'s arpofas
{Nub. 450), yao-rpis (Av. 1604).

179 /j.edv€LS, aTropeis, Rossbach. But
see on 176.

182 <TW/3OS ode veos, Rossbach.
192 The meaning is perhaps again

discernible: ' I expect you will soon
regain your freedom...,' spoken with
irony. However, 77 ra%a is not ironical
in Horn, a 73, 338, 399, but expresses
a solemn warning or foreboding.

194 We should expect TrapawXayxOys
or irapayrXayKTOS tadi [yevri) rather than

irapair\a.KTos. But irXayKTds itself is
sometimes written TrXa/cros in our MSS:
see Aesch. Pers. 280, Ag. 598.

197 |A«V is used ironically: 'can it
be that we spoke the truth after all ?'
For examples see Kuehner-Gerth 11
525.

198 v|/6<f>ov was restored by Wilamo-
witz. The hyperbaton is not uncommon
in tragedy: cf. Eur. Cycl. 121 aweipovcn
5', 77 r y fw<rt, A-qfj.r)rpos <TT&XVV ; Rhes.
565 AidfMrjdes, OVK tftcovcras, 77 Kevbs \f/6(pos \
(rrafet 6Y CJTWV, revxeuv Tiva KTTJTTOV ; Hel.
719n. Hclid. 132n. Soph. fr. 764.
Kaibel on El. 1358.

199 ff. The proper arrangement of
these lines has been the subject of some
discussion. The speeches are divided by
paragraphi in the papyrus, exactly as
they are printed in the text, except that
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199 rt eanv; etiam Sileno, ou yuei'to choro, fx.ev' el dvvq, (quod ex v. 200 eiecto deXeis
hue transtulit Wilamowitz) Sileno tribuit Hunt 2OO sqq. choro tribuit Hunt
6V77 btivq scriptum fuisse, sed (SeXriop esse oirrj deXeis in marg. testatur pap.2

a paragraphus appears after 210, which
is unnecessary and unusual if the speech
which follows is to be attributed to the
coryphaeus. Hunt, however, consider-
ing it obvious that 200—203 belong to
the chorus, and 204—206 to Silenus,
corrects the division of 199 by combining
ri 'ian.v with alya as a remark of Silenus,
and continuing accordingly. Being also
of opinion that fiev\ el dtXeis is unsuitable
as addressed by Silenus to the chorus,
and that the repetition of deXeis is awk-
ward if 6VTJ de~\eis is adopted in 200—
though the latter contention can hardly
be admitted—he accepts Wilamowitz's
proposal to transfer dtivq, from 200 to
199, and attributes //.&/' el Mvq. to Silenus.
By giving 211—214 to Silenus, he allows
to the paragraphus after 210 its usual
significance. If that view is correct, the
upshot of the dialogue will be that the
chorus are again alarmed by hearing the
sound, and propose to withdraw from
the search altogether in favour of their
father, but that, after three lines spoken
by Silenus, they forthwith resume their
labours. I cannot help thinking that,
if such was the purpose of Sophocles,
his dramatic instinct was temporarily in
abeyance. As against Wilamowitz, how-
ever, Hunt attributes 252 ff. as well as
the subsequent dialogue with Cyllene
to the chorus and not to Silenus; and
he is consequently driven to suppose
that Silenus runs off in alarm directly
Cyllene appears. See further in this con-
nexion on 357.

It appears to me, however, not only
that the MS arrangement of 199 is sus-
ceptible of defence, but that by distributing
the following speeches in accordance
with its requirements we obtain a comic
effect which is exactly in keeping with
the character of Silenus, and avoid the
necessity of accounting for his subsequent
disappearance. The difficulty of the
paragraphus after 210 I cannot regard as
serious. We do not know enough to
feel sure that it might not have been
intended to divide the lyrics from the

senarii; and in any case errors in its
employment are frequent (cf. 68). We
suppose, then, that Silenus hears the
noise clearly for the first time at v. 198,
and is so terrified that he resolves to
depart at once and does so, although the
chorus apparently attempt to keep him.
On that assumption, the ironical tone of
JJL€V* el GeXeis, ' do please stay,' or ' won't
you stay? ' is exactly suitable to the occa-
sion, if the chorus are now aware that
Silenus is rather more frightened than the
rest of them. Cf. Phil. 730 epir\ el
diXeis (' I pray thee, come on'), and El.
585 el yap dtXets, 8i8a^ov (where the tone
is ironical, as here : see Jebb's n.). In
200, so far as the sense is concerned, it is
indifferent whether we read 8iry 64Xeis or
6'7T77 diva (see cr. n.), but the former is to
be preferred for the reason that btvaadai.
is a very common gloss on deXeiv in con-
ditions similar to the present. See schol.
M Aesch. Pers. 177 deXy avrl rod dvvrj-
rat. Schol. Ar. Av. 581 OVK eOeXr/aei'
avri TOV ov dwrjcrerai. Schol. A Horn.
$ 366 ZdeXe] -rjdvpaTO. Schol. Horn.
A 353, 7121. Apollon. lex. Horn. p. 86,
13. Greg. Cor. p. 135 Sch. Hesych. 11
pp. 21, 305. Suid. s.vv. edeXrjcrei, d4Xeiv,
ov deXrfaei. Phot. lex. p. 82, 17. The
grotesque cowardice of Silenus after his
vapourings in 147 ff. may be illustrated
by his similar behaviour in the Cyclops
(228ff.), as well as by the general de-
scription of the satyrs in Nonnus (14.
1 2 r ) : 4v 5e Kv8oifj.ois | iravres aireiXTjTTjpes
ael (pevyovres 'E^uci, | v6<r<pi /xddoLoXeovres
iplirroXe/JLOLS 8e Xayuoi. I have accordingly
proposed to complete 202 f. by reading
ws e/mol 5o/cet | fii) irXetaroj' fri fM^vovra 8ia-
TpLfieiv xpofou, which is consistent with
the indications of the papyrus. Robert's
view of the character of Silenus as ' him-
melweit verschieden' from the portrait
given by Euripides has already been
mentioned in the n. on 152. He goes so
far as to claim that the speech beginning
at 139 is worthy of Ajax or any other
tragic hero.
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2O4 sqq. Sileno tribuit Hunt 2O8 <pdeyyixa a^ua-fejts in marg. add. pap.2

211 6 8' Hunt qui hunc et sequentes versus Sileno tribuit 214 el pap.: 77 Hunt

2O4 is restored by Hunt dXX' oii TI
p.r] <xoi fi' inXLTrew etp-qao^ai. For ov T I
\t.r\ cf. O.C. 450 dAX' oii TL IXJ] Adxwcri rovde

d
2O5 e|vir€\0€iv is a hitherto unknown

compound, but see on fr. 524. The
following words are restored thus by
Hunt (partly after Murray) : rod irbvov
irplv 7 ' civ acup&s | elbQsjxev OVTLV' gvdov ??5'
?X« CT^yr/.

2O8 ff. t̂ GeYn' <i<|>v<r€is is restored by
Hunt from the margin, since the text is
mutilated. He gives reasons against
accepting a <pv<ras (Wilamowitz) and
suggests that acpv^eis may have been the
reading in the text. No parallel is
quoted for the phrase (pdeyfjC d(pv<rcrei.v,
but it may be illustrated by yXQaaav
iKxeas in fr. 929 (n.): the papyrus gives
<pde^yp.a here, as well as in 254, 278, 292,
and 320, and that form was approved by
Herodian (Cronert, Mem. Gr. Hercul.
p. 69).—|xur66v o\|3urT|S, if joined as
' produce rich pay,' would be parallel to
TV(p\ovv eX/cos [Ant. 973) and the rest.

211 08'... otW : ' he won't show him-
self for that: well, then....' Hunt, who
prefers 6 5', makes Silenus the speaker,
and treats TOLCTLV as masculine. But, in
holding that roicnv cannot be instrumental
(causal), he undoubtedly goes too far :
see the passages quoted on 154 and esp.
A n t i p h . 5 . 3 airiGTOi yev6/j.evoi TOLS OLXT]-
diffLV aVTOlS TO1JTOLS aTT&XoVTO.

212 <f>epo>v, bringing into play,
applying to the case. Cf. Eur. Tro. 333
eXicrae TS.5' eiceiae //,er' i/j-edev iroSGiv

<pepovcra (pCkraTav j3acrii>.—irgSopTOv is
a new word, but appears to be a suitable
epithet for the sound produced by feet
striking against the ground. Robert
however prefers Leo's (pwpQp (for <ptpujv):
i.e. tracking out the sound rising from
the ground. But it is surely unnatural
to dissociate KTVWOV from eiaaKovaat.

2 1 3 irti8ii(JLa(riv. Cf. Vergil's sal-
lantes Satyros [Ed. 5. 73). Cornut. 30.
p. 59 oi liKiproi curd rovcncaipeip. Robert
seems to be right in rejecting Leo's view,
based on Ter. Eun. 285 and other pas-
sages, that XaKT ô-jxacriv refers to kicks
delivered against the door.

214 «<TT' is actually redundant after
ii;ai>ayK&crw, but is often so employed in
order to emphasize the result (Eur. Hel.
1040 n., Jebb on Soph. O. C. 270).—Hunt
substitutes y for el on the ground that the
third person is required. But it would
not be unnatural that after TOI<TLV in 211
the speaker should turn to address directly
the unseen occupant of the cave. For
similarly abrupt transitions cf. O.T. 1198,
Bacchyl. 9. 13. Robert also questions
the necessity for Hunt's alteration, but
thinks that the text is a conflation of two
readings, one of which was wcrr' etVa-
Kovarj. .el.
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Orjpes, ri [ro]vSe y\oepov vkcoSy) irdyov
€v[6~\qpov oopfjLTJdrjTe crvv iroWrj fiorj ;
rt? rjhe riyvy], rt? />terctcrracrt9 irovoiv
ou? wpocrdev et^es SecrnoTrj yapiv

2 1 5

215 XWPOV legisse Aristophanem testatur pap.2 217 ixerdcrTains ex ixeraais corr.

pap.' 2 1 8 Wilamowitz: etTres pap.

215 For the description of the scenery
see Introductory Note.—Hunt's sugges-
tion that the reading of Aristophanes
<(cr. n.) was not x&P0V Du^ X^WP^V IS

almost certainly correct.
216 o-TJV..pofj. For the preposition

cf. Kl. 64 [ [tr] avv (pdovtg re /ecu TrokvyXuxraip
j3o?7 (which also illustrates the double
application of avv in 222), ib. 1283.

217 |A€Td<rTa<ris irovwv, change from
labours: see on fr. 374. For irbvwv
applied to the rites of Dionysus Robert
(p. 552) well quotes Eur. Bacch. 66 irbvov
i)§vv Kd/j.aroi> T ' ei/Ka/j-aTov, but his further
contention that TCOVOS was a technical
expression for the song and dance of the
tragic chorus is not established by the
•evidence which he cites.

218 ff. This is the most puzzling
passage in the text so far as it has been re-
covered, chiefly owing to the difficulty of
identifying the master whose proceedings
are here described. The general question
has been discussed in the Introductory
Note, but certain points of detail which
arise here still require notice. (1) Hunt
suggested (p. 79) that Silenus might be
the de<nr6T7)s; and, partly no doubt for
this reason, was induced to accept iraldwv
from Wilamowitz in 222. Apart from
other difficulties, a conclusive objection
is that Silenus himself, as well as his
children, was in servitude to some master
(57, 69). (2) The theory of Wilamowitz,
who holds that the master's identity
was revealed in the latter part of the
play, has been already discussed. It
should be added that Wilamowitz does
not explain how his emendation of 222
can be reconciled with his refusal to put
forward any conjecture on the main
question. (3) Robert thinks that the
service of Dionysus is meant. This is
no doubt the first idea that suggests
itself; but it cannot be made to harmonize
with the text as it stands, and Robert is
forced to conclude that a line has been
lost after 220, containing the verb required

for Dionysus (e.g. ijyeiTo) and the subject
of evid^ero (i.e. Silenus). (4) It has
already been suggested that the 8e<nr6Tr]s
must have been Apollo, since the satyrs
expected to receive their release at his
hands ; and it has been shown that there
is nothing surprising in the introduction
of Apollo into the Bacchic thiasus. What
is then to be made of arvv eyyovois vti/uupat-
<TL ? In answer it may be remarked that
Apollo is often associated with the
Nymphs, and that he bore the special
title of Nvfi<p7]ytT7)s at Thasos and at
Samos (Wernicke in Pauly-Wissowa II
61). That title, however, must be inti-
mately related to, if it is not merely
a substitute for, the better-known Movcrr)-
y^T7]s (Pausan. 1. 2. 5, Pind. fr. 116).
Further, since there is respectable au-
thority (Eumel.fr. 17 K.) for the statement
that Apollo was the father of the Muses,
it is not extravagant to suppose that he
might also have been described—par-
ticularly in a passage to which his function
as Nu/a07?7̂ T?7s is entirely relevant—as
father of the Nymphs. [In C. R. xxvi
310 I enumerated the difficulties involved
in these lines, and threw out certain
suggestions for their removal. But Wila-
mowitz (Sappho u. Simonides, p. 922) has
shown that ev-yovos does not exist, and.
that £770^0? is always Zn-yovos. Besides,
except as a last resource, we are not
justified in disturbing the text.]

fittest see cr. n. etTres yields no intelli-
gible meaning, and Wilamowitz's correct'
ion seems inevitable [e!5es in ed. min. is
an error],—ve(3pkVT), a new word, corre-
sponding to <p"qyivos, X&ivos, and many
others, where the suffix denotes material.
SeeBrugmann, Comp. Gr. 11 p. 156 E. tr.—
KO,0T}|J.|!,€VOS : the vefipis was fastened at
one shoulder and slung across the body
so that the folds were below the other.
Hence KaQd-wrw rather than ev8\jo): for
that the former does not mean ' to dress'
or ' clothe' may be seen by consulting
the examples which L. and S. quote for
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2 1 9 vfieiv pap. 2 2 1 evtdfer' pap.: eviafes pap.2 | ^(ret) in marg. add. pap.2

2 2 2 iraidwv Wilamowitz 2 2 3 viov coni. Hunt, quia vewv spatium vix continet
2 2 4 post yap interpunxit Hunt | KarrjXvdev legisse Theonem testatur pap.2

that sense. Cf. Eur. fr. 752 dtipaouri /cat
vefipwv dopais Kadairrbs. Nonn. n . 233
v\j/6dev wfiov \ ve/3pi8a Kal \pvxpotcnv iiri
aripvoiGi Kaddxf/as. Lucian Bacch. 1
yvvcuK€s...vej3pi8as ivrifAfievai, Strabo 719
(quoted by Hunt) Kad^fi/xevovs vej3pi5as
•37 dopicadwv 5opd<s, Eur. Bacch. 24 vefipltf
ei;aif>as XP°°S-—ewiraXtj, habilem. A chief
characteristic of the thyrsus^was its slender-
ness : dva dipirov re rivacrvwv Eur. Bacch.
80. Cf. Lucian I.e. 56pard riva fUKpa
exovcrcu. Ov. Met. 6. 593 umero lev is
incubat hasta. Stat. Theb. 1. 664 nebri-
das et fragilis thyrsosportare.—evict^er'
appears to be a Sophoclean middle, for
which see on fr. 941, 16. See cr. n.,
from which it appears that some critic
thought that the verb was or ought to be
in the second person, and substituted the
singular evlafcs as more appropriate.
The presence of V/MV may have caused
him to add far.—iroStSv o\Xw, dancing
rout (concourse of feet). Cf. Eur.
fr. 322 <t>i\T)fi&T<av &x^V- T h e phrase
appears to me quite suitable to a de-
scription of the dlaaos: cf. Eur. Bacch.
165 T)8ofi.iva 5' &pa...Kb}\ov ayei rax^irovp
(TKLpTrjfiaaL Bd/cxa. Robert thinks irobQp
impossible, and is inclined to acquiesce
in iralduv, though he would prefer /cat
dQ 6 ^ M d S 6'X

2 2 3 f. I have altered the punctuation:
Hunt prints a comma after XPW«> with
colons following <XTp£(povai and yap. He
remarks that there is scarcely enough
room for vtwv, but no other supplement
seems to be possible.—trrpi^ova-i, of
mental agitation, as in Plat. rep. 330 D
(the stories about Hades) GTp£(pov<TLv
avrov TT)I> ipvX*)v pi] aK-qdeis w<riv.—Kare-
K\VOV : see cr. n. Against KaT-fjKvdev it

may be urged that ij\vdoi> is not used
elsewhere by Sophocles in dialogue, and
that the meaning of the compound is
far from clear. But I fail to understand
why Hunt's punctuation (cr. n.) should be
considered essential to the adoption of
KareicXvov.

2 2 5 irpeirov, of sound clearly heard.
Cf. Aesch. Ag. 333 oT̂ tat /3or]v afieiKTov
iv TroXet irpeireiv. There is a similar
transference from sight to sound in 322 f.
and in O. T. 186 iraiav 8e Xd/xirei.

2 2 6 0T|pos evvatov Tpocjjrjs: the brood
of a beast in its lair. For evvatos cf. fr.
174, and for the concrete sense of rpoQ-f)
O.T. 1 (3 T^Kva, Kddfiov rod 7rdXai via
rpofyi). Eur. Cycl. 189 fiijKaduv dpvuv
rpo<pai. Wilamowitz, however, reading
evvaias, thinks that den, or /air, is the
meaning required and conjectures <rTpo<pT)s
(coll. iwuTTpocpal, avaarpcxpal).

2 2 7 f. are not easy to restore. The
sentence appears to be constructed simi-
larly to Rhes. 875 ov yap is crk reiverac
j yXQaa', ws av KOfnreis. Hence I was
inclined to read airtat (pwpwv /cdra | yXwa-
<TT]S irdvovT1 is KXOTTTJV Tjviyfiivai. (or
TeTpafifiivai), but atVtat is impossible and
irdvo[vT'] is is barely consistent with
the traces. Hunt thought that the letter
before at was /c (i.e. Kal), but could not
find a suitable word to precede it which
might be the subject of eret^er'. He
also believed that ez>at was the remnant
of a perfect infinitive ; but it would be
difficult to accommodate one to the
context, av appears to be iterative.
avns, which the recurrence in 229 makes
almost certain (dv' avXty, Murray), is
proved to be Attic by the new Menander
{Epitr. 362, Sam. 28 r, 292). See Wila-
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/cat r[a]{;TJ dc^etcra crvv TTOS&V Xa/cjVtayxacrt
J eyeiTvyia crreyrj.j

/cat] r av r ' av aAAois w /cXf.l af 1
d/covcracr5 woe TrapaTreiraicrfJiep^cov

. . . [ . . .]<£ . [.}>?[.] . . . . voiv vfJLas voceiv 2 3 5
Vo\_. . . TL VVfX<f)r)^V €TL TTOetT* aVOUTLOLV ;

XO. vvfjicfya /3a0v^(t)ve 7r[a£'crat x°^- o v (crr/3.)
TOVS', OVT€ yap i>et/co9 T^KO* (frepcov

' T a^€vo[s Trot; (jidev
239 sq. supplevit Murray | pij/j.<pri pap.

(cretic). The ithyphallic clausula may be
illustrated by Ant. 852, 976, El. 1089.
The ends of the lines have been admi-
rably restored by Diehl, Murray, Hunt,
and Wilamowitz.

vv|x<j>a: see on 65.—Pa0v£a>v£: the
word is now generally distinguished from
/3ad6Ko\iros, but its original (Homeric)
meaning is uncertain. Helbig, who
formerly explained it as ' long-waisted'
from £231, has since changed his mind
and now agrees with Studniczka that the
meaning is ' slender, with small waist.'
(Iwan Mueller, Privalalt? p. 83.) /3a0i5-
\wvo% does not occur in Eur. or elsewhere
in Soph., and in Aesch. the commentators
are not agreed whether it is merely an
ornamental epithet applicable to any
woman, or carries with it an implication
of luxury and delicate nurture (see Verrall
and Tucker on Theb. 850 and Cho. 168).
In Pindar it is applied to Leda, Latona,
the Graces, and the Muses (Gildersleeve
on 01. 3. 37), and it is a fair inference
that Sophocles used it as a complimentary
epithet to signify beautiful proportions
and elegant apparel.

2 3 8 TJKCI) <j>€p<«>v (cr. n.), as in O.C.
357' 579' Phil. 1267, is better than
Murray's 77/cei ak TOL (cf. for the ace. fr.

94)-
239 ov8\ If the text is right, ovde

is intended to contrast the second clause
instead of correlating it. That is to say,
it would imply : 'no, nor yet....' Where
this is intended, we often have ov5' av,
otide' ye, etc. : Kuehner-Gerth 11 290.
See also Bury on Pind. Isthm. 2. 44. In
O.C. 1141 Jebb accepted Elmsley's oOre,

2 3 8 supplevit Diehl | v inseruit pap.2

mowitz in Sitzungsb. k. Pr. Akad., 1907
p. 872. Hitherto it has been treated as
Ionic by the authorities (Weir Smyth,
Ionic Dialect, p. 298). L gives avns
in O. C. 234 and elsewhere, and the
editors have perhaps been too hasty in
rejecting it. See also fr. 599.

231 The description evidently passes
to the conduct initiated at 211.—<rvv,
restored by Murray where the papyrus
is illegible, is considered by Hunt not
entirely satisfactory.

2 3 2 irdfu|>vpT', confusedly, is the ad-
verbial ace. commonly found with verbs
of motion. See Jebb on Ai. 196. Eur.
Hel. 455 (n.), Phoen. 311 (n.).

233 The meaning may be ' otherwise
than in the actual circumstances' (e.g. rj
[or el] KXIJOW' ifidvdavov).

234 Trapair£Trai<rjj.€vwv, mad, foolish
(from irapairalw, which is also used abso-
lutely = delh o). Cf. Lucian hist, conscr.
1 iXarrov yap av TOVTO irapiiraLov.
Hesych. ill pp. 271, 275 s.vv. Trapairawfia
(Trapalirai/Jia), TrapairaicxTos.

2 3 5 f. Hunt states that <f>airjv av is
more suitable to the conditions than ty-qv
av, and suggests some such context as
alva?<n...<ppevwv (8ai/j,6v(x}v)...v6crois, add-
ing however that av <j>pevuv cannot both
be read. In 236 the first five letters after
the gap are doubtful, and in 7roetr' is
hardly satisfactory. iTrroeir', which Hunt
reluctantly gives up, is said to be incon-
sistent with the remains.

237 ff. The ode corresponds to 283 ff.,
as appears from the number of the lines
and the equivalence of 244 to 290. The
metre, which is quite simple, is iambic



256

245

10

15

yk[o}\(T(T av /xarcuos r[_ acp rjfjicov uiyoi. 240
ju.77 /xe /AT) TTpo\pak[d£r)<; zealot?,
dAA' [ev]7rerai5 /xoi 7rp[6cf)avov TO irpay-
/x, ev \_TjowoLS TOKryoe r i s vepue yas &>o aya-
CTTCOS iydpvo~e Oecnriv av$d[y;

KT. raSr ' ecrr' €K€IVGJV vvv [rpoircov Treirairepa,
/cat rotcrSe drjpcov £KITV\J)OIO fxaWov av
d\/ca<T)u,aT[a)]^ S[eiA/^]5 [re ireipanqpic^v
vvfJLcfirjs- ifjiol ya [p OV]K [apecrrov ecrr'
opdoxjjdkaKTov iv [X.]oyo[icr]tv [icrrdvaL.
dXX' Tjcrf^o? 7rp6(j)aLve /cat / ^ [ ^ J ^ ^
orou /xdXtcrra Trpdy/Ltaro? ^peiav

X O . TOTTCOV dvacrcra Tcov\h~\e, K.v\\ijv7]<;

OTOV fxev ovveK T)A.#[O]Z> vcrrepov <f>pd<T(O

250

241 yu?7 pap.2: M̂ 5e pap. 242 sq. supplevit Wilamowitz 244 in textu
omissum, in marg. superiore add. pap.2 245—249 suppleverunt Murray et Hunt
24 7 \aKa<Tfj.dTwv coni. Wilamowitz

and it is not clear that ovd' is justified
here.—cU-evos, uncivil, as in Plat. soph.
217 E TO 8e ad <roi fxr] xa/o/£'ecr#cu...a£ej'6«'
Tt Kara<paiveTai fxoi ical aypiov.

2 4 0 [iaTaios, expressing the pre-
sumption of rash folly, as (in another
sphere) in Trach. 565 if/atiet. fiaraiacs
Xepalv. Such recklessness of speech was
exhibited by Lycurgus: Ant. 961 fai/wi/
rbv debv ev KepTOfj-tois yXwaaais.

241 irpot|/aXa|T)s: see on fr. 550.
Here the meaning is : ' don't assail me
too soon with taunts.'

242 ev7T€T(3s: readily. So Eur. Cycl.
526 OTTOV rcdrj TLS, evddd' icrrlv evirer-qs
{' contented').

243 ve'pfle -yas is of course only a
guess, although it suits the context very
well. If the sound of the lyre was repre-
sented as coming from under the ground,
it would agree with /cdrw Sovei (282).
Robert thinks that is why the chorus
went on all fours (119 ff.): see also
on 212.

244 Geo-inv avSav sounds like a
travesty of Homer's dtcnriv aoLdrjv (d 498),
which, by a curious coincidence, is applied
by Euripides to the music of the lyre
{Med. 425).

245 ff. The restorations of these lines
clearly satisfy the sense, even if they do
not represent the actual words of the
original.

247 d\Kao-|xdT<i>v might signify
' violent attacks,' since a\Kdfav fx,dxe-
0-0cu appears in Etym. M. p. 56, 10;
66, 10. But \aKaap.drwv (cr. n.), ' howl-
ings,' would be much more to the point.
For the gen. (=77 aXKdafxacnv) cf. Ant.
74 itrel irXelwv xpt>v°s \ & 5ei fi' aptaiceiv
TOIS Korea TWV ivddbe, O.C. 567 TTJS is
aiipiov I oiidev ir\eov /j.01 <xov /j-ereaTiv
T)/xepas. Kuehner-Gerth 11 308.

2 4 9 6p8o\J/d\aKTov is interpreted by
Hunt as ' shrill-sounding' (as if for
opdio—). The point is obscure owing
to the rarity of \pa\aacrw, but it might be
suggested that the force of opdbs is the
same as in fr. 1077. Then the whole
compound would mean ' violently roused';
but it must be admitted that this meaning
would not suit 321, where see n.

252 This speech is given by Hunt
to the coryphaeus (see on 199 ff.), but by
Wilamowitz and Robert to Silenus.
Reasons have already been given for
agreeing with the former view, and I
cannot assent to Robert's argument that
in that case TJkdov should have been
TjXdofiev.—o-0€vos. For the periphrasis,
which is also Homeric, cf. Trach. 507
8 fjiev TJV irorafxov adevos.

254 See cr. n. Theon's variant is
clearly inferior, however we interpret the
text. Hunt rendered ' tell us of this
voice which resounds' ; but, if that is
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TO (frdeyiia S' rjfLiv TOV\_0*^\ oirep p fap
Kal r t s nor avTco 8i[a]^apao-(T€Tat fipoTcov.

20 KT. -upas fiev O/UTOUS XPV T c ^ ' e^ez>cu cra^xws
O)5 €1 (f)aV€LT€ TOV ^O^Oy TOV i£ ifJLOV,

25

255

y\ \q} p
Kal yap K€Kpv7r[rai] rovpyov iv
"Hpav OTTO)? /X[T) 7TV]OT[I]S f

[ ] [ ] Kpvcf)[aiav e?

] [ ]
k]6yov. 260

]
]u . [.] ĉ

Col. xi ] kyjdrj rrjs fiaflvtfi^vov fleas.
Kara <x7re]os 8e TTGUS5 i^irvcrev fxovov. 265

ouro^ Se] yepcrl rals ifJLals iyco rpe<f)(o'

254 TOVTO TTWS 0wvet legisse Theonem testatur pap.2, rovd' 8 ?repufruvel H. Richards

the meaning, he was well advised in the
ed. min. to accept 8 irepupuvel, the in-
genious correction of H. Richards. The
objection to this course is that <pp&fa is
not used by Soph, with an accusative of
the direct object in the sense of ' to
explain.' It is simpler therefore to regard
oirep <|>wv€i as an object-clause: 'tell us
what this sound means.' Cf. Phil. 559

d 8' aicep 7' Ae£as. O. T. 655
hi] ri (p-qs.

255 CMJTW 8ux)(apa<r<r€Tai is rendered
by Hunt 'expresses himself therewith.'
But that is hard to justify, and I should
prefer to suppose that there is an allusion
to the sound of the ir\r)Krpov as it scrapes
across the strings of the lyre. Cf. Plut.
de soil. an. 20 p . 974 B 6 de dpdKwv TL>?
IAa.pa.6pig rbv 6<pda\fiov d/n^XvwTTOVTa
\€TTT6VUV Kal 8iaxapd>TTwi>. W e might
render: ' who in the world is setting our
teeth on edge with it ?' Compare the
contemptuous use of catgut-scraper and
the like in English; for the humour of
the situation was enhanced by the satyrs'
lack of musical appreciation. Wilamo-
witz seems to recognize this by the refer-
ence to ' Silen, dem sie (Musik) durch
Mark und Bein geht' (p. 4511), but
refuses to admit that the Trape-mypaipr)
(poifidos 107) can be used for the sound
of the lyre. Rossbach's conjecture avrb
Staxapiferat is mistaken.

257 TOV 4£ €(J.ov, an emphatic variation
for TOV ifji.6v, occurs also in Track. 631
rbv irddov rbv ££ e/xov. Ant. 95 rrjv t£
ifxov SvcrfiovXtav.

258 £T]|j.£a irop££€T<n : ' punishment
P.

is in store for you, in case you reveal....'
The apodosis to el cpavelre is contained in
t-nixia, and TropLfcrcu is unconditional.
Cf. Isocr. 4. 157 dpas iroiovPTai, e? rts
eiriKTjpvKeveTac Hipaais, quoted by Good-
win § 490.

26O OTTWS frr). .ft-eTcu. For the fu-
ture indicative with 3irus fj.r] in a pure
final clause see Goodwin § 324. From
Sophocles is quoted Phil. 1068 fx.r] irpoa-
\€VCnT€...7]fJLU>V 07TOJS /XT] T7]V T^Xr}v 5 l C t 0 # e -

pels. Another instance is El. 954 els
<re 5T? jSAivrw, | tiirws TOP avTox^i-pa.. /JLT)
KaTOKvriaeis KTaveiv, where however Jebb
prefers to regard els ae /3Ae7rw as equivalent
to a verb of entreaty, and as followed by
an object clause accordingly.

262 ff. Hunt supplies TT)P8' rjKe, K<I-
i;eirpai;ep d/SouXeucraro, after Murray.
Rossbach preferred aTeyqv, 'AT\aPTi5os
aefxvTJs gpwTos ws awa^ eyevcraTO, | §Kpv\pep

avT7)p...aTrrj\de \f]dri /ere. But Terzaghi
is perhaps right in requiring that Maia's
name should be mentioned here. One
might guess for 263 p6/j,cp7]s l/ctadcu Trpbs
X^Pas o-irevdwv (piXas, \ evpijs re, in which
case deds would refer to Hera, as is
suggested by h. Herm. 6—9.

265 [xovov cannot be taken with
air^os in the sense of ^prj/xop, but appa-
rently belongs to ircuda,—'an only child.'
Cf. Eur. Andr. 1083 (Peleus refers to
Neoptolemus) irals fidpov TTCUSOS /J.6VOS.

266 The association of Cyllene with
Hermes as his nurse is mentioned also by
Philostephanus (schol. Pind. 01. 6. 129)
iv Tig irepl KvWrjvrjs (FUG III 30), and
Festus s.v. Cyllenius. Robert (p. 5533)
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[ j ^ p y]p Xp iv vocrco ^ /
[/ca8ecrju,]a /cat TroTrjra /cat KOtfJLijfJLara
[rrpbs cnf\apyavois fxevovcra \LKVITLV

[i^€V #]eTl£&> VVKTCL KoX KdO* f)fA€pOLV.
6 8' a]v£eTai /car' ijjJLap OVK ineiKOTa
aTTauJcrro?, wore davfia /cat <j>6fios //,'
OV7TCO y]oip €KTOV Tj^p

] eyoet8et TratSos et?
vL^eL KOVK€TL

270

10

275
268 Kadeafxa Bucherer: /cd5e<rnx Wilamowitz 272 diravcrTOs supplevi: /xeyKTros
Hunt 273 ijfxepas irecpacr/J-evos in marg. add. pap.2 274 rtivovs supplevi: yviois
Wilamowitz 275 e7ri<rxoAdfeTcu Athenaei et Eustathii codd. : correxerat Meineke

is probably right in inferring that Sopho-
cles was the ultimate authority for the
statement, and that his object was to
avoid the necessity of making Maia
confess to her intrigue with Zeus.

267 x€lHl(^t6Tai> is °ften applied to
physical pain : Phil. 1459 ^p/malov opos
irap£treix\pev e/nol CTTOVOV avrirvirov xeijUa-
^ofjLfru). Ai. 206 Atas dohepui \ Keirai
Xeifiuvi voarjeras. The metaphor, though
strange to us, was quite familiar to the
Greeks, so that x€LfJ-i>:v> xeifJ-dit£a'6ai> e^c-
became technical in medical circles. For
examples see Lobeck, Phryn. p. 387.
Epicur. fr. 452 Us. TTJV capita TO irapbv
jxbvov xeilx&£€tv•

268 KaSeo-pa (cr. n.), as co-ordinate
with the other substantives, is preferable
to ideard, which Hunt accepted.

269 XIKVITIV. The word \LKVOV
comes from h. Herin. 11. 150, etc. Miss
J. E. Harrison in J. H. S. xxn i 294
gives reproductions from art of the \LKVOV
used as a cradle, in one of which Hermes
is represented sitting up, and looking
at the stolen cows. ' The liknon-cradle
is a wickerwork shoe-shaped basket with
two handles.'

2 7 0 4|ev8€Tî w is a plausible restora-
tion, although the compound is new.—
VVKTO. K<xl KCIO' i]|iepav, night and day
alike. Cf. El. 259 /car' -qfiap /cat KCIT'
exxppbv-qv del, and for the absence of the
prep, with the first noun ib. 780 oiire
vVKTOS .. 01V e£ 7)/j.epas. Eur. Bacch.
1009 rjfJiap els vvKra re.

272 airavoros: I have adopted
this supplement in preference to ixiyicrros,
as being more suitable to ai/'ifercu.

273 ^KTOV •pp.ap. This is a deviation,
prompted by dramatic conditions, from
the version of the hymn (17 f.), according

to which Hermes, after inventing the
lyre in the morning, stole the cattle on
the evening of the day of his birth.
For a possible ritual significance see F. M.
Cornford, Origin of Attic Comedy, p. 87.
The marginal variant (see cr. n.), in
Robert's opinion, implies that the alter-
native reading was ewe' rj/xepas ire<pa-
Gfievos, since no other numeral is adapt-
able to it.—€KiT£<j>acr|j.€'vos, brought forth,
as in Horn. T IQ4 cr-q/xepov dvdpa (powcrSe
fMoyoaroKos elXeidvia | iKcpave'i.

274 See cr. n. The objection to
yviois is not that it cannot be combined
with ircuSds (which then follows TJ^TJS),
but that the instrumental dative, though
grammatically possible, involves an unna-
tural harshness of expression. I formerly
conjectured fj.^Tpois,but now prefer Tvirovs,
which simplifies the construction by pro-
viding epeidei with an object. With TIJTTOVS
vaidds, ' his childish mould,' cf. Eur.
Hclid. 857 vewp fipaxi-bvwv.. 7]^7]TTJP TVTTOV.
Aesch. Suppl. 288 ywaiKeiois TIJTTOIS.
Soph. Track. 12 (according to the MSS)
dvbpeiu} TVTTOI. SO also Aesch. Theb. 475,
Eur. Bacch. 1331.

275 f. Athen. 62 F 'ATTIKOI 5' elaiv
ol A^yoz/res b'pfxevov rbv dirb TT)S Kpd[J.f3r}S
i^TjvdrjKdra. So0o/cA ŝ 'I^ei/rous ' Ka^op-
fxevL^ei. KOVK iiricrxoXd^erat. j3\a<TTTj' (fr.
294 N.2). The same quotation occurs in
Eustath. // . p. 899, 17, but without the
name of the play, and with the variant
Kd%opfj.evi£eLv OVK. Meineke corrected
e7rx(rxoAd£eT£u to in ax°^t£Tac> a nd his
view is now confirmed by the papyrus.
For the remarkable use of the middle
see supr. ii\.—i£op|j.€v££ei. The mean-
ing of the word is made clear by the
following evidence. Phryn. praep. soph.
p. 67, 16 (Bekk. anecd.p. 38, 17) el-opfj.ev-
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-] TOiovSe iralha Orjcravpbs crreyei.
j [8* eVJ earl TOV irarpbs Secret,.

15 d(j)\_ (fjjdeyfia fjir]-^avrj /3pefjL\_oi>
KOLL TT[OX]X' eOd^fBeis, avro]? 7]{xepa jiua
i£ VTTT'MXS K\_ ijJL7j)^\aviij(TaT0 • 280
TOiovhe drj^pbs eK 6OLV6VT\O^ -qSovrjs
efJifieaTov d [ K]OU K&TCO h\_oveZ\.

20 XO. a<£yoao-[ro ] TTCUS /3oas (d^rtcrr/o.)
3[ ]/xa£eicr[

] • X.eyet[5 285
^cre9ov[_

f[_ ~\ov\_
25 TC05 ii^4>\_ ]

povT a7ra[ ] i\_K davov-
Col. xii TOS iropit^eiv ToidvSe yapvv. 290

KT. fJLTj vvv a7Ttcrre[t]' Trtcrra yap ere Trpocryeka Oeas eirrj.
276 ariyeL ex rtyti. corr., etiam rptyei. in marg. add. pap.2 277 /cardcrxeroj
supplevi: dvcretiperos Murray 2 7 8 (pdeyypi pap. 2 8 3 /Boys pap. 2 8 8 TWS pap.
29O yripvv pap.

£ "̂etv TO i^avdelv, oirep oi TroXAot eKfidWeiv on a separate fragment, should be moved
\4yovaiv. opfxeva yap /caXetrat virb TWV a line lower down. In 278 Hunt's atpavei
'ATTLKQV TO, TUP Xaxavuv i^apdrj/uaTa. oi 8' 8 irevdy <p9ey/j.a appears to suit the con-
5^ iroXKol KCLL dfj.adels Taura denrapdyovs text ; for, although <pd£yjj.a £ixrf]yjxpr\<j<xTo
KaXovaip. Hesych. 11 p . 127 e^op/uLevifeis' is an odd phrase, it is justified by 320.
iKKeKa^rjKas, e/c/cexuo-cu. Pollux 6. 54 In 280 Ip/tixavrjo-aTo seems inevitable, but
irav 8e TO vTrepe^rjpd-rjKos, oirep eKKeKavXyjKos it is difficult to rind a suitable supplement;
Kd\ov<np,op(Aepop<bp6[j.a£op' KalTdinrepwpop for, as Hunt remarks, 'neither KI(TTT]S,
TL yepeadcu, i^opfj-epiaai. From the last KaXinjs (Murray), nor Koyxvs is con-
passage it seems that i^opnepi^ecp might vincing.' On the other hand, 0r)p6s etc
be used for to run to seed, but here we BavovTOS and 8ov€i, which were proposed
should render simply ' sprouts forth.' by Wilamowitz, are highly probable, and
Nicostr. fr. 34 (il 228 K.) p-rjTopes \ e^ojp- the same critic's ayyos evpe (or -rjdpe?) KO.1
fieviK6T€S,dv<rx€p^s,TraXLpatpeTOL.—0T]<rat)- is an attractive conjecture.—K<XTW : i.e. in
pds: i.e. the cavern, as a place securely the drjaavpos. Cf. 243 n. For 8opeip =
protected against intrusion. Similarly in to make a vibrating sound, see Bury on
Eur. Suppl. 1010 Aids drjaavpdp is applied Pind. Nem. 7. 80.
to the bidental of Capaneus (afiaTOp). 2 8 3 f. Rossbach proposes &cf>paaTOP
Miss Harrison [Essays to Ridgeway', p. rjp <f>d£y/j.a fioi, but that does not fit the
140), however, understands that the cave- following words. The lines are too much
dwelling was an under-ground storehouse mutilated to be capable of restoration.
or granary like the aipoL of fr. 276. 291 For the metre of this and the

277 KdTeurxeTOs has been preferred following lines see Introductory Note.—
to dvostipeTos on the ground that a word vvv, long before a vowel: Eur. Hel. 1419 n.
expressing intentional concealment is re- —mcrrd KTL ' For true are the words
quired.—iMo-ei, which does not occur wherewith a goddess thrills your ear.'-—
elsewhere in tragedy, is probably rather irpocryeXa implies that the recital has
disposition than command. excited the emotions of the chorus. Cf.

2 7 8 ff. For the palaeographical data Aesch. Prom. 861 T&pde Trpoaaaipei ere
see Hunt's n. While decisively rejecting TL; Eum. 253 607x77 (UpoTeiup cu/xdrow /j.e
it, he indicates a possibility that the be- irpoayeXq. Soph. Ant. 1214 irai86s fie
ginnings of the lines 278-289, which are oaipei cpddyyos. Eur. Hipp. 862 TVTTOL ye

17—2
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X O . KCU 7r<o<$ 7ri0(O{jLaL TOV BavovTOS (fydeyjjba TOIOVTOV

fipefieiv;
KT. 7TL0OV' Oavoiv yap ecr^e (fxovrjv, £ w 8' avavSos rjv 6

5 XO. TTOIOS TLS rjv eTSos; irp[o]iiiJK7]s, rj 'iriKvpros, r\ /3pa)(v<s;
KT. fipcuxys xvTpatSrjs TTO\JJ\KIK.TJ Sopa KaTeppiKvcofjuevos.
XO. ws aleXovpos eiKoicrai ire<f)VK€i> TJ TG>S TropSakis; 296
KT. 7r\ei(TTOv /xe[r]afu* yoyyvXov yap e a r i Kal fipa-

i
XO. ouS' a>s t^yevrrj irpocrfyepes irifyvKev ouS' &)? KapKivco;

10 KT. ovS* av rotoi)r[d]z/ icrTiv, dXX' aXkov riv i^evpov
Tpoirov.

XO. dAA' o)§ KepdcrT[r}]s KavOapos S^r* eo-rt^ Atr^atos
<f)VT]V; 3 ° °

KT. vuî  iyyvs eyv[(o<s] co ^aXicrra irpocrfyepes TO KVCOSOKOV.
XO. T[L 8' av TO] ^)Ctiv\_ov]v io~Tiv avTov, TOVVTOS r) TOV^CO,

(f)pdo~o[y.
292 7 in marg. trecentesimo versui adscriptum 2 9 3 TU>V 5' dvavdos pap., &v d£
V7][vdos?] in marg. add. pap.2 295 xVTP0L^V5 PaP-> Tpo%oi5?;[s] in marg. pap.2

2 9 8 ixpevfi[d]i>t pap. secundum ed. pr.: corr. Zielinski, ixvevTy in pap. iam invenit
Hunt

p f x P i P
Rhes. 55 aalvei /A' ZVVVXOS (ppvKrwpia (of
something which demands notice). The
fact that the hearer sometimes experi-
ences pleasure is accidental: the essential
point is that the signs are presented in
a form which compels attention.

292 TOV OavovTos <}>8e"y|Jta: For the
retention of the article—'that such a
sound can come from the dead '—see on
fr. 870.

2 9 3 See cr. n. The riddle is taken
from h. Herm. 38 171' 5e ddvys, Tore Kev
fxd\a KOXOV aetdon. Cf. Nic. A I. 560
(xeXdovrip) avdrjecrcrav idijKev, avaijb7)T6v
irep iovaav. Pacuv. Antiop. fr. IV quad-
rupes tardigrada agrestis hiimilis aspera,

brevi capite, cervice anguina, aspectu
truci, I eviscerata inanima cum animali
soiio. For the bearing of the last passage
on the question of the date of this play
see Introductory Note, p. 230.

294 eiriKvpTOs: arched.
2 9 5 \VTpa)8T]s : pot-shaped. Cf.

schol. Theocr. 5. 58 yavXol ayyeia xwrpo-
CL8T] 7aXa/cro56%a. But it is difficult to
say whether this word or rpoxwS^s was
the gloss (see cr. n.).—KaTeppiKvci>|i€vos :
shrivelled. Cf. Callim. fr. 49 vox fxa TO

piKvbv I <xv<pap efxbv. Hunt renders it
'curved,' but see Suid. s.v. KareppiKvwfxt-
vov. <xvv€(TTpaixfj,ivov, KaiATrvhov yevo/xeuov,
ippvTidufxivop, where the last gloss ap-
plies to the present passage. Fr. 316
should not be taken to be a reference to
this line.

296 aU'Xovpos. The form is estab-
lished as Sophoclean by fr. 986.—TWS here
clearly = ws. This may also be the case
in Aesch. Theb. 624, where the edd.
strive to construe it as thus. See also Ar.
Ach. 762, where the Megarian is speaking.
Stahl however corrects to x^J-

298 See cr. n. The recovery of the
true reading makes it unnecessary to
consider Wilamowitz's ix̂ etf/xow and
K&PKU>OS, which were adopted in both of
Hunt's editions: for the fact that ws
follows irecpvKev (4<TTIP...(pvf)v) in 296 and
300 shows that here also it is employed
in the same way: ' is he not then the
very image of an ichneumon?' I now
think (with Maas) that t^eir^s = Ixvetifuav.
Certainly fipaxvcrKekis suits the ichneu-
mon, and. yoyyvXov might be explained by
Aelian's 4yKvXl<ras eavrbv (nat. an. 3. 22).

3OO f. This is the climax of absurdity,
and is fresh evidence (fr. 162 n.) that
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KT. [ ]^-°[- • >~}opivr) crvyyovos TCO < v 6 > cr-
rpoLKcav.

15 XO. [iroiov 8e TOVVO^JL iv\v$jreC\<$; iropavvov, et TL 7rX[e]o^

, TO (f>couo]vv S' av Xvpav 6
305

. KTICLVOV 7^crv[. . . ] . TLVL;

Sepfia K[. .]<TT . [
ov <5S[e] fV

9(f
KT. [rov dfjpa f ^(

7r[cus K]akel.
22 litt.XO.

KT.

20

23 „

,, ,,
24 „ ] irXeKTa . [ 3 1 0

3O3 opeivr} (e postea deleto) pap. | rwarpaKpeuv pap. : (Tirŷ oi'ous ocr/iaf legisse Theo-
nem in marg. testatur pap.2 3O7 KwcrrpaKov coni. Wilamowitz

' Aetnaean beetle' was the ludicrous
image of an unfamiliar object. See C.R.
xxvin 224. In regard to K€pcto-TT]S Viljoen
answers that horned beetles are actually
found in Sicily. That is not surprising,
but what we are here concerned with is
the horned beetle of the Aetnaean strain.
If the horned beetle is so much larger
than other species, how much more terri-
fic was the horned Aetnaean beetle which
could speak after death.—Cyllene gravely
assents: for IYYVS see on fr. 210, 38.

3O3 opivn. If this is a compound
of ptvbs, cf. KeKcLLvbpivos (ice\cuv6ptves fr.
29 n.), Ko<TKiv6pivos, and for the feminine
termination supr. 168. dpeivq, the original
reading, which seems to have been cor-
rected, would of course be a suitable
epithet of the tortoise (opecrKipoio xê wvTjs
h. Herm. 42). For 6orTpctK«v cf. h. Herm.
32 irbdev r6de KCL\6V advpixa \ alb\ov oarpa-
KOV ccrcro; Wilamowitz thought that the
reading of the papyrus was a fusion of
6<TTp&Kuv and darp^wv.

3 0 6 Mekler pointed out that ijcrvxos
and its oblique cases were equally un-
suitable to the gap. If 7) is rightly read
it must apparently be the disjunctive 77,
and we might conjecture TT&S 5' 8LV yivoiro
<f>L\Tepov T6 KT£<XVOV T} crvply£ TLVL ; I n that
case, we should have to suppose that the
stichomythia ends with this question, which
gives occasion for a description by Cyllene
of the remarkable qualities of the lyre.

307 Se'pixa is no doubt the hide of
the oxen : cf. 337 ff., 366. It has been
pointed out in the Introductory Note
that Apollodorus represents the ox-hide
as used for the construction of the strings.
Sophocles clearly gave a different account,

but the verses of the Homeric hymn
(47 ff.), which he probably intended to
follow, are unfortunately disputed : Tr^e
5 ' &p' h> fl^TpOLCTL Ta/XiOV d6j>CLKaS KaX&fjLOLO,

I TT€Lp7)vas 81a vQra 81a pivolo x^^V^t
j &fJL<f>l 8e depfia TcLvuaae fiobs wpaTrldeaaiv
erjiTL. On this Allen and Sikes write :
' the reeds were cut in different lengths,
and fixed in the shell; they thus served
as a framework for the ox-hide which
was stretched over them, to form a
sounding-board.' I see nothing in the
mutilated text of Sophocles, which pre-
vents us from supposing that he inter-
preted Homer in this way; but Robert
(p. 557) insists that the fret or bridge (cf.
fr. 36 n.), the yoke, and the 7r^xets were
all denominated dbvaices, and that the
ox-hide was especially employed ' to cover
the ends of the bridge so as to keep it
fast and prevent displacement.' Schenkl,
who lays stress on the interpretation of
KoXXo\p in Eustath. Od. p. 1915, 7, holds
that fresh ox-hide was wrapped round the
lower fret chiefly to prevent drying and
cracking, and that this process was
described in 312 f.—Stpjxa Kal ar^yos <p£peL,
Viljoen. Wilamowitz suggests KLocrrpaKov
to follow Mpfxa.

3 0 8 KXayycivei: cf. fr. 959.
3 0 9 Schenkl completes the line by

adapting the corrupt fr. 315 so as to
r u n : evffkara £uA' ws rpiyo/j.(pa bLarbpws
ipeideraL. This is very ingenious, and
he is entitled to appeal to the aptness
of the comparison between the structure
of the lyre and the framework of a bed.
But, even after the necessary changes
introduced by Schenkl, the words do not
seem to cohere with the previous line.
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24 litt. KOI
2 1 ,, K6X

24 „
25 „

desunt versus unus vel duo
Kal TOVTO Xv7rrj\jf\ £(TT aKecrrpov KOLI 7Tapa\jjVK[r]r]-

p\io\v
Keivco Uuovov, varrijoei S' dXvojv Kal TL

25

Col. xiii

yap avrov a
— I 1 f / # * » L _ _ J /

6 7rcus 0av6vTi 07]pi <\>0iy\x ifJir]^avrjcraT[o. 320
5 XO. 6 < p0o > xffdXaKTOs TLS 6fJL(f)d Karoiyvei TOTTOV,

(or p.)
311 KoiXddos supplevit Mekler 313 o supra primum a add. pap.2 318 dXviwv
pap. 3 2 1 opdoxpdXaKTos Mur ray : oxpaXaKros pap. , dirpoxf/dXaKTos Wilamowitz |
ofitpri pap .

(f>pev i^aipoifiL irpbs Aij3vv XaKeiv | avXov.
•—al6Xicrp.a TTJS Xvpas, ' the lyre's varied
notes' rather than 'the cunning device of
the lyre' (Hunt). Cf. Eur. Ion 498
(Tvpiyywv i>7r' albXas t'a%as VJXVWV. Carm.
pop. 8 {PIG p . 657) dirXovv pvdfjibv
Xeovres al6Xu> /meXec. Oppian Hal. 728
dydbvos aloXo(pwvov. For the description
as especially suitable to the lyre see Pind.
01. 3. 8 (pbp/uyya re irouaXbyapvv. 4. 2
virb iroiKiXo<pbpp.iyyos doidas. Nem. 4.
14 iroLKiXov Kidapifav. Plat . legg. 812 D
TT]V 5' erepo(po}viav /cat iroLiaXiav TTJS Xtipas.

321 The short ode which begins
here corresponds metrically to 362 ff.
The metre is similar to 237 ff.—dp0o\|/d-
XaKTos, ' loud': cf. 249. o\paXaKTos
(see cr. n.) is meaningless, and 362 indi-
cates that one extra syllable is required,
so that I follow Hunt in adopting Murray's
conjecture, but without much confidence
that it is right. Wilamowitz does not
explain his dirpo\pdXa.KTOs, which, though
presumably based on irpo-<paXd<ro-w (241),
is by no means perspicuous. Since \paX-
dacrw was unquestionably used for
twanging the lyre (Lycophr. 139 Tolyap
\paXd^ei.s els nevbv vevpas KTUTTOV, | a<Ttra
KddupTjTa (pop/xifav /J.eXrj), this meaning
must surely have been the chief element
in the compound (perhaps diroxf/dXaKTos
after Philostr. vit. soph. 1. 1. 14 r) yXu>Tra
TT)V &Kpav 'AT0ida diroxpdXXec).—KaTOi\-
V€i TOITO-U. The genitive resembles
ireUwv eiriviaaeTai O.C. 689. It is de-
scended from the old (partitive) genitive

311 KoiXdSos was restored by Mekler,
as the tortoise-shell sounding-board (rjx^-
ov). He cited Bekk. anecd. p. 752, 11
'EpfMTJs ii> 'ApKtxdlq dvaarpe<pbfxevos evpe
XeXibvrjv KOX dLaKoxpas eirolrjo'e KocXiau
Xvpas. Gemoll on h. Herni. 416. This
seems better than Schenkl's KiXaSos.

312 KoXXoircs were the pegs by
means of which the strings were fastened
to the $vybv. Cf. Horn. 0 407 prjidLws
iravvao-e v^(f irepl KOXXOTTL x°p5r]v.

3 1 3 See cr. n. Schenkl suggests
Kada/x/xdroop from Poll. 4. 60.

317 f. For the general sense cf.
Shakesp. Henry VIII in. 1. 12 In sweet
music is suck art, \ killing care and grief
of heart \ fall asleep, or, hearing, die.—
aKecTTpov: fr. 480.—Trapa\jn)KTi]piov is
a word hitherto unrecorded.—dXvov.
The unfamiliar sound is regarded as
a sign of distraction. For the fact see
h. Herni. 53 irXTJKTpo? iTreiprjTifre Kard/nepos,
rj 5' virb X€LPOS I ^/^epdaXeov Kovd^rjae'
debs 5 ' virb KCLXOV aeidev eif avToax£^'LVs

Tei.pihfj.evos. Observe that \LOVOV, ' he has
nothing else to comfort him,' prepares
the way for dXvcov ('he is crazy with
delight'), which in its turn is justified
by c£cupei. Cf. Bekk. anecd. p. 380, 20,
giving eiratpeadai Kal xa'lP€LV a s a gloss on
Horn. 0-333- There is thus no need for
Bucherer's ddvpwv.

319 t^cupei, elates. Cf. El. 1460 et
TLS CLVT&V eXTriaiv Kevais irdpos \ e^riper'
dvdpbs rovde. But a still closer parallel
is to be found in Eur. Ale. 346 oiir' ftp
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< S' av > Sta rovov ey-

10

TO Trparyfia S' olirep 7ropev(t) ftdSrjv,
CcrOi TOV Sa[t]jLto^' ocrri? Trod* o§ 325
TCLVT ire^yrjcrar', OVK aA.X.09 icrrlv KA.[O7T€I;S

avr eKeivov, yvvai, &a<j) tcrOi.
cri) S' avrl raivSe fxr) ^aXe-
4>0r}s ifJiol < fxr} > Se $vcT(f)opr)df}<;.

3 2 2 TrpeiTTa 5' au Hunt: irpeTrra (sic) pap., sed ?rp reformavit pap.2 323 iirav-
de/jLlfrTai legisse Theonem in marg. testatur pap.2 3 2 4 ofTrep coni. Hunt: ovwep
pap. sed litteram v seclusit pap.2 3 2 9 e/j.ol /JLT)5£ coni. Hunt: ê uot §e pap., /j,7]8e
W i l iWilamowitz
of place which survives in the Homeric
didiKeadai Tredloio. But in both cases the
preposition assists the construction : see
Kuehner-Gerth I 404.

3 2 2 f. See cr. nn. Trpeirrd in agree-
ment with <j>dcr|xaTa is supported by
Hesych. HI p. 369 irpeTrrd' (pavrdafiara,
el/coves, which, as Wilamowitz suggests,
may relate to this particular passage.
Hunt gives two versions: (1) ' the song
plucks local images.' Or (2) with cirav-
0€|ju£a intransitive: ' fantasies flit over
the scene,' like a bird or bee from flower
to flower. I prefer the latter alternative
and take Theon's variant, which is
against the metre, to be an acknow-
ledgment of the intransitive use of
eiravdejJii'Sei. But I should prefer to
render : 'visions revealed by the straining
chords are spread around us (^yx^pa,
predicative) like a carpet of flowers.'
Similarly in Aesch. Cho. i jo, where
iiravdl^eiv ' to make to blossom' is tran-
sitive, there is the same comparison of
sound to flowers. The variegated iroiKiKLa
of the lyre (319) is expressed as tivdefxa.
For the rbvos of the lyre (e-wT&Tovos) cf.
Ar. Eq. 532. Stahl, who thinks that
eiravdeixl^ei must be transitive, makes 6/j.(pd
the subject, and reads £y%op5a for ^yxwpa.

3 2 4 ff. On the assumption that the
text is sound in the main, the baldness
of style and clumsiness of structure are
quite unlike Sophocles. Wilamowitz
gives up the first line as corrupt, and
holds that the sense required is TO 7rpay/JLa
8 fieripxojj-ai. Translate rather : ' this is
the point to which I am gradually con-
ducting my search (TO irpayfxa — TO
XjOTj/ua in 223) : whoever be the god who
devised this trick, the thief is none
other than he, lady, you may be sure.'
(1) olirep seems indispensable here, as in

Eur. Hel. 1670, since ovirep would be
scarcely intelligible. Where the verb is
in the perfect tense, as in Track. 40, the
case may be different. (2) I understand
otirep as having a personal reference, i.e.
to TOV dat/mov' in the following clause. See
on fr. 191 and cf. Hdt. 9. 1 8KOV 8£ e/cdcr-
TOT€ yevoi-To, TOIJTOVS Trapek&fxfiave, Phil.
456 ff., and for the relative clause put first
Kuehner-Gerth 11 420 Anm. 2. The ex-
traordinary circumlocutions are clue to the
chorus being afraid to come to the point
(cf. 328 f.). (3) TOV 8ai(j.ov' is an antici-
pated accusative, but instead of being re-
sumed as the subject (or object) of a sub-
ordinate clause, €K€ivoi> takes its place.
So El. 1366. For a similar looseness of
connexion see on Eur. Phoen. 101. (4) In-
stead of the subordinate clause for which
we are looking, there follows what now
becomes the main sentence, as if L'<r0i
which precedes were as much parenthetic
as crd<{>' iV0i which follows (O.T. 1022,
1117, fr. 282 n.). (5) oo-Tis iroG1 os is
strangely substituted for oaris TTOT' TJV 6S,
which is itself an unusual amplification of
o<TTis. In O. T. 1349 6\oi8' 6'o"rts rjv bs KTL
Hermann cut out TJJ/. O.T. 373 ovdels 8s
oi'xt KTe.—d\Xos...dvT5 IKEIVOV : for the
pleonasm see on Eur. Hel. 574, Starkie
on Ar. Nub. 653.

For Hermes in the character of a thief
cf. Cornut. 16 p. 25, 13 Lang KXewTrjv
avTbv wapedcoKau. The evidence is col-
lected by Gruppe, Gr. Myth. p. 1338,
and by Eitrem in Pauly-Wissowa vin 780.

Stahl, reading ov irtpi irpovevw, with
Cos for 6s and TOUT' for TCLVT', makes TO

irpayixa the anticipated object of erex-
v-qaaTo, with ws following tadi.

3 2 9 See cr. n. Wilamowitz thinks
that this and the preceding line are not
part of the strophe, but form a tetrameter
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KT.
15X0.

KT.
XO.
KT.
XO.

20

T19

ov /
TOV

i 7r\a\vrj ore; TLVOL KXOTTTJV <weiSi,cr[as ; 330
Ata cr', co Trpecr^fieLpa, ^et/ia^et^ [64\(o.

] av avTrj TTJ K\o[irfj.
e]t ye Ta[)C\r)df} A.e[yei5.

Xey[co. 335
cra(/)[

J Se fioVS TTO.VV

T€[JL(bl>

340

345

3 3 2 supplevit Mekler | (/yLKrjryjp pap. 3 3 6 quatenus processerit stichomythia
non liquet 34O 5opa[ pap. : corr. Robert

desunt versus duo vel tres
Col. xiv KT. [ ] dpTL fjiavddvco

eyxida-KOvra Tjj 3fifj ^ ^
o^vBev, aXka TrcuSias ydpiv.

S' ovv TO \OITTO\V els efx evhlav
et (TO 1 <f>epei X^p]^ V TL K€f *

OeXeis Ka]xaCe KaL Tepirov

catalectic closing the preceding acatalectic
series. The text is unfortunately defec-
tive at 369, where it might have decided
the question.—8vo-<|>opTi0fjs implies dva-
<popetadai, of which there is no trace
except as a variant in Xen. Cyr. 2. 1. 5.
For the passive form of the aorist see on
frs. 164, 837.

3 3 1 x€ijtd^€iv, to annoy, vex, distress,
—in a less severe sense than in 267 (n.).
The use seems to have been colloquial (cf.
Ant. 391), and is glossed with evox^elv
by Ammon. p. 146, quoting Menander ev
'RVLOXV (fr- 208, in 60 K.). Cf. fr. 404,
6 ( i l l 117 K.) dAV ev ciKaKinrTif} /cat raAai-
Trcbpui (My I x e ' / a af<V i e i / 0 S &• fr- 9/O
(in 248 K.). Philem. fr. 28, 10 (11
485 K.).

3 3 2 Mekler's supplement is slightly
preferable to Hunt's /xQv TOV Atos irald'
ovra.-—<}>T]\T]TI^V : see cr. n. and fr. 93311.
Maas (B. ph. W. 1912, 1076} reverts to
the form ^tX^r^s, on the ground that it
is also supported by the wooden tablet of
the Hecale, and by the papyrus of Hella-
nicus (Ox. Pap. 1084. 3). It is certainly
remarkable that the text of Hellanicus by
affirming the derivation from ipiXeip seems
to indicate that he employed ipCK-qT-qs, but

we cannot feel certain that the statement
really goes back to the supposed original.
For a similar error see 358 and fr. 171
(\pCKa<pa for xprjKacpq). The word was
particularly associated with Hermes from
the Homeric hymn (292, 446) onwards.
Besides Hellanicus, see Eur. Rhes. 217
'Ep/XTjs, 8s ye <f>rfKrjTG>v &vai;. CIG 2299
(Kaibel, ep. 1188) 'EpfMrjv TOV KX^TTTTJV TLS
v<pel\ero; depths 6 KkeTrrrjS 8

' &VX pp
3 3 3 K\oirfj. Hunt thinks this is

concrete as in Eur. Hel. 1675 (= thing
stolen), and suggests b'v 7' ivTvx^v\d^oLn'
&u. But we might as well have /cat yap
So/cet \adeiv av—for all his thievery (cf.
162). For the metre see p. 230.

3 4 4 f. The gaps are well filled by
Mekler with irovTjpe <x' iyxavKovra and
Spas 5' L»7tes ovhh. He supposes that
a new sentence begins with &pn in 343.

3 4 6 els 'i[i €u8£av %\iav : at your ease
so far as I am concerned, i.e. I shan't
interfere with you. Cf. Protag. fr. 9
(Diels, Vorsokr? p. 540, 3) evSt̂ s yap
et'xeTo = 'he remained undisturbed.'
For ets cf. O.C. 1121 TTjvde rrjv is rdcrde
fioL I Tip-tyiv. J ebb on O. T. 706.

3 4 8 Kd\a£€: Ai. 199.
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TOV TrcuSa 8* o\vra TOV Aios crcu^ei \6yco
r) fSkdirre KLV]COV ev veco veov \6yov. 35°

OVTOS yap ovre] npbs 7rarpo<; KXeTrrrjs e<pv
10 OVT iyyevr)<; ix]iJTp(t)o~Lv r) KAOTTT) Kparel.

cri) 8' aXkocr' et r ] ts ecrrt, TOV K\€TTTY)V (TKOTTEL

/cat yrjv aJKapnov rovBe 8', ov irkava Sofxovs,
at^]et yeVo?, TrpocrairTe TTJV Trovrjpiav 355
TTyOoJs OVTLV 7JK€L' T t o S e 8 ' 0V~% OVTCO 7Tpe7T€L.

15 d[A.A.'] alev el o~v TTCUS* ẑ eos yap wv avrjp

35O supplevi 3 5 2 sqq. initia supplevi 3 5 4 5' ov irXavq. 86fiovs scripsi: roviravai
dofios pap., 5 supra T et spiritum asperum supra ov add. pap.2, 5' ov ireLvy 86/JLOS
Wilamowitz 355 adpei Wilamowitz 3 5 6 5' ex r ' corr. pap.2 357 ei<ri pap.

1328.

3 5 0 |M] pXctiTTe KIVWV. I have pre-
ferred this to Hunt's fir] CKQirre TTOCWV,
because to accuse a god of theft is fitly
described as an injurious slander, and
KLVQV is somewhat more apt (see Blaydes
on Ar. iV«^, 1397) than Trotw .̂ 'Stirring
up a new charge against a new-born
child.' Note the careless repetition of
\6yov in a somewhat different sense, and
see Jebb on O.C. 554. For kv (= in re-
lation to) cf. Ant. 551 ev aol ye\w. At.
1092 /j.r)...iv Oavovcnv vj3pi<TTT}s ytvri. ib.
1315 ev efiol 6pact's. Eur. Med. 206
rbv ev X̂ %et irpodorav.

351 irpos iraTpds. So Trpos
El. 1125, At. 1305.

352 fy^ev^s follows El.
Wilamowitz supplied ofr' aSrts ev.—
Kparei: prevails, i.e. maintains itself.
Cf. Thuc. 1. 71 avdyKT] de wcirep Te"xvr]S
del TCL iiriyiyvd/jLeva KpareTv.

3 5 3 Hunt's et 5r) KXowri ris icrri
leaves the sentence incomplete. d\\oo-€
was suggested by El. 1474 firjKir' dWoae
o~Kbirei.

3 5 4 Kal 7TJV aKapirov: or perhaps
Aypov T' dKapirov. Hunt reads Airopov
&Kapirov, but &KapTrov can scarcely be the
epithet of a person, and the grammatical
relation of the adjectives is obscure.—
TOV8« KT€. : see cr. n. If the disappear-
ance of A before A was due tohaplography,
the reading given in the text is closer to
the original than the conjecture of Wil-
amowitz, which Hunt adopts. The rough
breathing (oi5) may, of course, have been
an error, but that is less likely to have
occurred in a text where smooth breathings
are not recorded. Lastly, Y^OS, whether
preceded by adpei or by a'ivei, is un-
doubtedly clearer if combined with rov8e
than if isolated. On the other hand,

Philostr. imag. 1 25. 1 ov" TI TTCO ravra
ireviq. dpwv 0 6e6s may be quoted in favour
of -jreivfj.

355 al'vei; see cr. n. I formerly
suggested oicvei, but atvei 'respect' is
much better, and may be recommended
independently of the reading adopted in
the last line. Cf. Eur. fr. 395 rrjv fiev
yap eiry^eicw alvovaiv fiporol. Theodect.
fr. 15 (Nauck, p. 806) eycb p.ev otiiror'
evy^vecav TJveaa. Aesch. fr. 300 yevos fiev
alvetv iKfxadibv k-wlaraixai \ AWIOTTLSOS yrjs.

3 5 6 T]K€i (= vpoaifiKei), comes fit-
tingly, as in O. C. 738 ovvex we" fioi
yevei | ra rovde irevdelv TTTfj/JLar' is w\ei-
O~TOV wdXeus, where, as Ellendt has
pointed out, the passages usually quoted
in illustration are not really parallel. In
Ar. Pint. 919 (quoted by Hunt) r/'/cet
= 'devolves upon.'—irpeim : sc. irpoo--
airreiv rrjv irov-qplav.

357 f. The connexion of thought
appears to be as follows. ' But, instead
of bidding you to desist, I ought to re-
member that this ridiculous charge is
characteristic of you. You never cease
your childish ways : though a full-grown
man' (so veavlav in fr. 210, 73) 'with
a thick beard' {i.e. no longer fi.eipa.Kiov or
aye'veios) 'you are as wanton as a goat
surfeited with thistles.' Wilamowitz,
reading KVTJK^, understands ' you swagger
with your yellow goat-beard'; but the
simile is exactly on a line with fr. 848 av
8e o~<pa8q.£ei.s TTQXOS WS ev<pop(3La, a n d t h e
comparison of wanton conduct to the
skittishness of an overfed animal was
evidently familiar. Cf. Ar. Vesp. 1305

X ' eaKipra, 'TrerrSpdec KayeXa | w<r-
OVLSLOV evuxvtJ-£V01/- Theogn.

1249 TTCU, o~i> fj.£v aiiTWS ITTTTOS, ewel
Kpidwv eKope'ad'qs, \ addis inl arad/xovs
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ir\(jiy\(iivi 6dXXo)v d>s Tpdyos KvrjKeo
iravov TO Xelov <f>aXaKpbv rjSovi
[O]UK e/c 0ea)v TOL jjLOjpa, /cat yeXota XPV 360
\j(]av6vTa Kkaieiv vo~Tep', a>§ < cr' > iycb yeXco;

20 XO. o~Tpecf)ov Xvyilpv r e [JLVOOLS, OTTOL- {avTio-Tp.)
av OeXeis /3d^LV evpio~K dno-
xjjrjKTov' ov yap fie TavTa Tretcreis
< o > 770)? TO XPyt^ OVTOS elpyao-fjuevos 365

pivoKoXXrjTov dXXcov eKXexjjev fiocov
25 wov 8opa[s rj~\ V o TCOV AO^LOV.

fxrj fie ra[(rS5 e]f 6Sov fiifia^e.
desunt versus fere quattuor

358 KVIKUL pap. 36O els deof/s Wilamowitz | Xota XPV m r a s- pap.2 361 vuTe-
pwLTeywyeXcj pap., T supra prius y et vaTepwaeyw in marg. add. pap.2, iiaTep'; c3s
eyco Aeyw Hunt, vaTepus, iyu Xeyw Wilamowitz 3 6 2 sq. [xtidoLS \ birolav pap.
363 deXeis ex de"Xois corr. pap.2 365 oirws Wilamowitz et Murray: TTWS
pap | xp)Ma OVTOS legisse Theonem testatur pap.2: xP7!P'aT0VT€0~ PaP-

and is scarcely a ponderable alteration.
Hunt, putting a question after i/crrep',
reads ws 7̂10 Aeyw, and suggests that
cr' should be added after KXaieiv. Wila-
mowitz alters e/c 6eQv to els deotis, and
ends the sentence with vcrTepws, eyco Xeyw
(coll. Eur. fr. 499). For the adverbial
ace. VcrTepa see Kuehner-Gerth I 310.

362 o-Tp€<j>ou, shuffle, recalls Ar.
Ach. 385 (Starkie's n.).

363 f. aTro\|/i]KTOv : wiped clean, and
so, keen-scented, sharp, acute. The best
illustration of the metaphor is Hor. Sat.
1. 4. 8 e?nunctae naris (of Lucilius). Cf.
Lucian navig. 45 /cat'rot evbs TOV avayKaio-
TCLTOV wpoade?, 6s irepidefievov ere iravaei
IJLupalvovTa, TTJV 7roXXi]v TavTqv K.bpv$av
airo^Tuaas. P la t . rep. 343 A KopvfwvTa
Trepiopa /cat OVK airofxtiTTet. deb/xevov.
Hunt, however, prefers to understand
the word, which does not occur else-
where, as equivalent to ' well-groomed,'
i.e. elaborate; and Wilamowitz gives it
an active sense—removing suspicion, ex-
culpatory.—For the redundance of rauTa
cf. O.T. 1058 OVK av yevoiTO TOV6', OTTWS
ey<b...ov (pavdo Toifwv yevos.

365 ff. TO xp^[i.a : cf. 136.—pivoKoX-
XTJTOV is not complementary to the verb
(proleptic), but is employed in accordance
with the common Greek idiom, which
used to be known as the tertiary predi-
cate. Translate : ' now, since the thing
that he made was of glued hides, he could

rjXvdes 7)/j.eTepovs. The correction et vv
seems inevitable; but Wilamowitz, who
insists that Silenus is still on the stage
and must be the person addressed, makes
the violent alteration of veos to 7rdAcu.
Hunt has shown that the young satyrs
are often represented as bald-headed and
that the taunt may be quite well addressed
to the chorus. Cf. Eur. Cycl. 434 veavias
yap el.

359 Hunt renders ' cease courting
pleasure with your bald pate,' but does
not explain the peculiarity of the language.
No satisfactory result can be deduced
from the interpretation of iri/rvds either
as spreading ox strewing (Hes. Scut. 291).
It is suggested, therefore, that Tvirv^iu is
used here in the figurative sense of to flut-
ter or excite, a meaning which is perhaps
justified by Horn. <r 160 OTTWS irerdaeie
fj.aKi.crTa dvjxbv /xvTjaTrfpcjv, and by (pp£vas
eKTreTreTaa/j.£vos if that is read ib. 327.

36Of. See cr. n. 'Take care that
the gods don't punish your foolish jests,
and give me cause to laugh at the tears
that will follow.' The order of the words
shows that considerable stress is laid on
€K 0€wv, for which see 11. on fr. 326. The
final clause <6s êyco •yeXtS ironically repre-
sents the natural result of an action as
the purpose of the agent. Cf. e.g. Horn.
B 359, aiTT^adw 77s V7)bs...6<ppa irpbaff
aXXup davaTov /cat iroT/uLov eiricFirr). T h e
addition of <r' improves the antithesis,
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Col. xv

xo.
KT.
XO.
KT.

5 XO.
KT.

6 Z]et)9 yap [
6] TTCUS K\O[W
et] TOL irovrj^pa Spa, Trovrjpos wv Kvpei. 375
/c]a/ca>9 aKov[eiv ov TrpeVet A to? yovco.
e]t o eo~r akr)[0r}, xprj [xe /cat \eyeiv raSe.

[o\v fir) raS' [ V

y . (_. . . .Ja _ [
7ro[9] /cat /3oa-9 vefxovai r[
7r[X]etov9 8e' y' 17817 ẑ w [
Tt9, o) TTOVTJP , eve t ; TL TTAI

6 vrat9 09 evSov io~rlv iyKea
iravorai TOV At09

[a> [et] ra? /:
cat crv

KT.
XO.
KT.

10XO.
KT.
XO.
KT.
XO.

15 KT.
XO.
KT.
XO.
KT.

20XO.
KT.

39O 8s Wilamowitz et Murray: TO8 pap.
supra Travcrai {i.e. iratiov) add. pap.2 | TOV
quadringentesimo versui adscriptum
not have stolen them from any other
cattle than Apollo's. Don't try to turn
me from this track.'—rj Jiro. For the pre-
position accompanying the second noun
only cf. Eur. Hel. 863 Tpoias 8e crwdels
KaTrb (3ap(3dpov X#O;P6S, and see on fr. 20.
—68ov: the metaphor of the trail is re-
newed from 324.

375 If the sense is correctly restored,
it may be illustrated by Eur. fr. 336
6 [lev yap ecrOXbs etfyei'Tjs 'e'fj.OLy' avj)p KTC.
Astyd. fr. 8 (Nauck, p. 780) 7^ous 5'
£7raii>6s £GTCV cicr<paXe'crTaTos | KaT' cXvdp1

eiraive'iv 6<TTLS av dUacos rj | Tpd-rrovs r*
apiaTos, TOVTOV evyevTJ KaXetv.

3 8 9 Rossbach completes the line
with TL irXelovas Xtyeis; Mekler suggested
H 7rAa7tdfets irdXiv (' what new trick is
this?).'

391 See cr. n. TOV At6s, proposed
by Wilamowitz, would be in accordance

380

385

e[

390
Xeyov.

, 88' pap.2 I icrHv supplevit pap.2 _ 391 ov
Atds Wilamowitz 3 9 2 8 in marg.

3 9 3 Trve[ . }yets pap.
with the general rule, if it is desired
to lay the chief stress on the genitive.
But there are many examples where the
attributive genitive follows the governing
noun without a repetition of its article.
See Kuehner-Gerth 1 § 464, Anm. 1.

3 9 2 Wilamowitz completed the line
with e^eXav 6eXoi, which is adopted by
Hunt. But iraijoi|j.j dv cannot be intran-
sitive (Eur. Hel. 1319 n.). We might of
course read {e.g., Aa>/3?7S are XPV in 39 0?
and take Travcrai as aor. inf. act. But
the variant iravov shows that Travcrai was
regarded as an imperative, so that this
expedient is improbable. Probably then
we should supply ft rts ^0.701, ard/j-a (or
A670J') or the like. Anyhow e^eXdv as
present infinitive is better avoided.

3 9 3 is an echo of Ant. 573 ayav ye
\vireis /cat crv /cat TO <rbv Xexos> with the
comic tone indicated by the use of •n-j'fyets.
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X O .

Col. xvi

Col. xvii

ZO4>OKAEOYI

desunt versus fere undeviginti
s fiocov [

desunt versus fere duodecim
414

5 X O . LOV LOV [_

TjV T €<f>r) 7r[

OVTO5 OV < )̂[

2)1. Ct) A O^LCL

10 XO. c3 Aofta 8e[
feat

An. [!>v.'[

O7TO[

20

43°

435

440

445
ey[

3 9 4 d.7roXet ere coni. Murray 4 1 4 columna omnino periit, nisi quod verba
7r]e\<:0ois (3oQv Theonem legisse in marg. testatur pap.2 4 3 1 post loi> lot) litterae
TT[.]7- deletae sunt 4 3 2 r ex 5 corr. pap.2

For this word see Blaydes on Ar. Nub.
1036, who shows that it is commonly
used in the New Comedy as well as in
Lucian. L. and S.'s account is incom-
plete.—For the contemptuous pronoun
(xai /36es aidev) see on fr. 165.

3 9 4 Murray's d7ro\e[ <re is plausible,
but it is difficult to complete the line,
unless the speech of the chorus extended
beyond a single verse.

4 1 4 For the palaeographical data
bearing on the position of this column
see Hunt's note.

4 3 1 ff. The remains of Col. xvii
appear to belong to a scene in which
Apollo had returned to the stage, and

had learnt from the chorus of the success
of their search. Consequently he tells
them that they have earned their rewards.
Probably Silenus also reappeared at this
point, whereas Cyllene had retired dis-
comfited. We might suggest that the
suspicions of the chorus had been con-
firmed by some visual evidence, which
prepared the way for their triumph.
Hunt concludes that a single column has
been lost between 394 and 431, and so
much space at least seems to be required.

4 4 5 eXetidepoi. 8' ivecrde rbv irdvra
Xpovov (Rossbach), but \OLTT6V should at
any rate be substituted for the unmetrical
irdvra.
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j

x SiOLTopevcrai ere Setrat
3 1 5 Pollux 10. 34 fiip-q 8e KXLVT]S

ev/jXara Kai eiriKkLvrpov, TO /JL4V ye eirl-
KkwTpov inrb 'ApterTotpdvovs (fr. 44, I
403 K.) elpq/uLevov 2O0OKX^S 5' eV 'Ixyev-
TCUS crartipois £<pri 'evrjXara...Sei'rat.'

Rutherford {New Phryn. p. 267) pro-
nounces these words to be ' too corrupt
to convey any meaning.' The conjec-
tures hitherto recorded assume that the
sense required is ' the posts must be
pierced with nails.' Thus Pauw (after
Hemsterhuis) conjectured Tpiyo/xcpois
diaTopevaai Set, and Valckenaer on Phoen.
1186 (1179) iuifkara Tplyo[xej>a dtaropecv
ae Set, omitting i-tiXa. Lobeck {Phryn.
p. 178) gave as alternatives evffXaTa
\vX < ovpye > ybfxcpoLS SiaTopelv ere dei, and
^v^Xara ^iyyoficpa diarpTjaaL ere del, with
the obscure comment ' spondas prius ad
eum finem perforatas ervyyo/xepwerai..' But
none of these suggestions is satisfactory.
IviiAxiTa are the four posts or bars—' bed-
rails'—which, when jointed together, form
the framework of the KXIVT} ; they are
supported by the feet, which are screwed
into them. Cf. Hesych. 1 p. 193 ep/xipcf
irbda KXIVT]S' dirb rod evelpeadcu T £ evrjXarip.
Phrynichus (CLV R.) states that Kpacrr-^pca
is the correct Attic term for ivr/Xara, but
there is no material to test his authority.
The meaning is placed beyond doubt by
Artemid. oneirocr. 1. 74, quoted by Mau
in Pauly-Wissowa ill 370. The interpre-
tation of Tp£-yo|x<f>a and SiaTopevtrai is
doubtful; but I think it is possible to
get nearer to the truth. (1) The sense
usually given to Tpiyofx<pa, ' fastened with
three nails,' is absurd. I should rather

suppose that it means ' firmly-bolted,'
and that rpi- has the same force as in rpi-
ye"pwv, TpiSovXos, rptTrdXai, rpnravovpyos,
rpiaddXtos and many others. (2) diaro-
pevcraL is not to bore through, but to
engrave, chase; and, although it may be
an error for Starop^trat or 5Larope?v ere,
the corruption is not likely. On the other
hand, the context does not suggest an
allusion to TopevriKT]; for, although the
bedstead of Odysseus was adorned with
gold, silver and ivory (Horn. 1^200), the
verb required here must have been appro-
priate to ijuXa. But ropeveiv and its
cognates are constantly confused with
Topveueiv etc. ; and Siaropveveiv, to finish
off with the lathe, is exactly what we
want (Horn. Y 391). I suggest, there-
fore, that we should read something like
£6Xa I ivrfXdTuv TpLyofMpa Scaropvevcrews

SetVcu, or perhaps simply 5iaTopve6<reTaL.
In Aelian var. hist. 14. 7 perhaps Starop-
vevdevres would be an improvement for
diaropevdepres (cf. diroTopveiw). I find
that Blaydes has suggested ev/jXar' ovv
rpiyofxcpa ropvevaal ere 5ei, besides alter-
natives ; and Herwerden iv/jXara | < KXL-
v&v> rplyofKpa <iroXXa.> ropvevcrai ere
del. R. Ellis conjectured diaTopevr' diro-
£verai ere dec. It should be added that
Robert guesses that Hermes had con-
cealed the lyre in his mother's bed, and
that we should read del rpiyojj.<p' ivrjXara
I <vvv> SiaTopeverai (? diaroprjercu) cr\
Even if the facts were as supposed, the
method proposed for discovering the lost
instrument would be a very strange one.
—For Schenkl's view see on fr. 314, 309.

3 l6

piKvovcrOai

316 Phot.-/£#. p. 489, 1 = Suid. s.v.
pcKVoverdai' TO ditXnecrdat. teal iravTodairQs
dia<TTp4<peerdai. /car' eldos. Xe"yeTCU 5e /cat
piKvovadai (piyvovcrdcu Phot.) T6 Ka/xvvXov
ylyveerdcu aerxv^bixas Kai /cara ervvovcrLav
Kai opx'qenv KapvirTOVTa TT]V bertpbv. So-
00/CATJS 'Ix"evTais. Cf. Hesych. i n
p. 429 piKVOvadaL- ditXneerdai Kai iravTO-
dairS>s 8ia<rTpe<f>e<Tdai (pt.aepe'peerdai. cod.)
/car' etSos. p. 431 pixvovcrdat.' KLveicrdai

os. Moeris p. 208, 25 piKvovcrdac
rb derxv/^bpus Ktveierdai 'ATTIKOI. There
was also the compound diappiKvovcrdai
mentioned by Pollux 4. 99 among a list
of dances and defined as TO TTJV bcr</>dv
0OjOTt/ca)s irepidyeiv. To the same effect
Etym. M. p. 270, 5, who quotes Kpd-njs
(1. KpaTiuos) Upocpwviixi (fr. 219, 1 79 K.) :
i^ t fe jcat crirbbL^e /cat SiappiKvov. The
lemma is not a reference to fr. 314, 295.
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317

3 1 7 This scrap is taken from Ox.
Pap. IX 1174 fr. •26, and is reproduced
here, because fipafievixa, an award, some

case of which presumably occurred in
the Ichneutae, is a new word.

318

3 1 8 j3ovK\e\p Dindorf: (3ooiic\e\f/ A, j3ooK\e\J/ C Eustath., (3oLi<\e\f/ Musurus

3 1 8 Athen. 409 c r£Tpifj,/xai olKorpixf/, 16 de B. (= Bekk. anecd. p. 11, 33).
KeicXe p/mai (C : xtic\afji,fiai A ) /SoO/cXe^ The discovery of the Ichneutae papyrus
Trapa So0o/cXet 'Ep/xvjs. Eustath. Od. makes it all but certain that (HovKXeij/
p. 1401, 15 to the same effect, but without occurred in that play. The fragment
the last three words. Dindorf s conjecture was formerly numbered as incertae sedis
is confirmed by Phryn. praep. soph. p. 17, (932 N.2).
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